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Preface

The kind reception given by the reading public to our earlier

volumes on CHINA has encouraged us in presenting a second

edition completely revised and brought up-to-date. Careful account

has been taken of the remarkable economic development which

has taken place in China during the last few years, as well as of

the greatly increased facilities for visiting important places and

remarkable buildings offered by the recent extensions of her rail-

way system. We have passed but lightly over those parts of the

country which are ill-supplied with means of communication, to

give more space to descriptions of interesting points that have

either been made accessible by railways or canbe reached by sea

or river navigation. These itineraries are arranged in order of pro-

vinces and the latter grouped regionally.

Korea, having become a Japanese possession, is now more

frequented by tourists ; it is crossed to reach Japan. M. Courant,

professor of Chinese at the University of Lyons, who wrote the

article on Korea, which on its appearance in our first edition

attracted so much attention, has made a point of revising his

work in order to give to travellers fuller historical and geogra-

phical information drawn directly from native sources, among
others the Sam kuk sa keui,Ko rye sa and Tongkuk mun hen pi ko,

three historical works, and Tong kuk ye ti seung ram, the great

official geography.

These Far-Eastern countries offer many curious studies to the

geographer, the ethnologist and the naturalist ; to archeologists

and artists, a wealth of ancient monuments only recently explo-

red, to tourists a great variety of country. The railway, every day

extending further afield, is bringing within reach fresh beauties

of nature, historic or venerated spots, new mineral wealth : lin-

king the two banks of the Blue River, it will, to-morrow, by the

« Trans-Chinese i , carry the traveller from Manchuria and Peking

to the opposite confines of the Empire to the teeming city of

Canton and even to the vast emporium of Hong-kong.

. y~». r~\ /« ./-» — A



To ensure the accuracy and correctness of the information

given, we have been over the principal itineraries several times
;

forthe others, we have had the invaluable collaboration of Asiatic

residents, among whom we would specially mention Mssrs Bies

and Mignon who have compiled valuable information about

their respective districts.

M. Ed. Chavannes, Member of the Institute, who has tra-

velled in China, gives us the benefit of his visit to the holy moun-

tain T'ai Shan, his exploration of the Buddhist grottoes of

Lung Men and his pilgrimage to the Wu-t'ai Shan.

M. A. VissiERE, professor at the School of Oriental Languages,

has been kind enough to allow us to make use of his translations

of the Ta Ch'ing yih fungchih « General description of the Chinese

Empire » and, in addition, has furnished us with hitherto

unpublished historical details of great interest.

To these and to all our collaborators we offer our hearty thanks

for their valuable assistance.

The preparation of the map and plans has received every care

and has entailed considerable labour.

The Chinese adopted in our text is that spoken at Peking ; the

transcription is that of Thomas Wade.

The constantly increasing influx of tourists has led to the erec-

tion of hotels— some of them palatial— whose up-to-date char-

acter has made a stay in the larger and more frequented cities

very pleasant and comfortable. The charges at these establish-

ments vary considerably, and are subject to further modifications

according to the fluctuating rate of exchange of the local silver

currency.

Several persons have already favoured us with notes of their

journeyings, and the information therein contained has been

duly noted. Anyone desirous of continuing these good offices

is requested to communicate through our publishers, MM. Ha-
chette et C'e.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Practical hints

Season

Autumn and winter are the most favourable seasons for travelling in the

Far-East and tropical countries. Long journeys should be avoided in May,

June and July which are, according to latitude, the periods for heavy rain and
atmospheric disturbances.

Customs

In China, the custom-house inspection takes place on the arrival at the

landing-stage. Hand luggage and cash enter free, but goods are taxed ad va-

lorem, the duty being generally 5 %.

Statutes. Passports

Foreigners residing in China are only amenable to the jurisdiction of their

respective consuls, and no other obligation not mentioned in the treaties

between their respective country and China can be imposed on them by the

local authorities ; on the other hand, they enjoy all rights, privileges, immun-
ities and guarantees whatsoever which may be granted by the Chinese

government to other powers, if their country has the benefit of the » most
favoured nation » clause.

British subjects travelling abroad are recommended to furnish themselves

with passports, for even in those countries where they are no longer obligatory,

they are found to be useful as affording a ready means of identification, e. g.,

in claiming letters at a posie restante. Existing passports which are more
than 5 years old must be renewed, that being the limit for which they are now
available. The necessary form of application can be obtained from any of the

tourist agencies. The charge for passport, including fee for obtaining same,

is 3 sh. 6. Mess *. Cook and Son, Ludgate Circus, London, E. C. issue a special

pamphlet « Passport Requirements of Foreign Contries», free on application.

His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees that British subjects, with their

families and establishments, shall be allowed to reside, for the purpose of

carrying on their mercantile pursuits, without molestation or restraint, at the

cities and towns of Canton, Amoy, Fu-chou Fu and Shang-hai. (Art. II.

Treaty signed at Nanking, ag'i August 1842, between Great Britain and
China).

Articles inserted in later treaties with Great Britain have successively ex-

tended the same right to other ports. (Art. III. Treaty of T'ien-chin. — Art.

IV. Peking Convention).

The industry clause, invoked by other nations, is contained only in the

French treaty. (Art. VII. T'ien-chin, 1858).

Chine 1.



II CHINA

Foreigners may reside in China, without passport, in the a Open Ports » and
carry on business or manufacture in perfect security and without any hind-

rance (Cf. Art. VII of the Franco-Chinese Treaty, 27"> Jun? 1858).

They are also authorised to trade for « 10 days within a radius of 100 li »

from these ports. (Art. IV of the Chino-Brazi'.ian Treaty of Tien-chin, 3*

Oct. 1881).

However, « French and other foreigners established in « open area » on
the Chino-Tonkincse frontier may travel without passport within a radius

of 50 li round these localities ». (Ait. V of the Franco-Chinese Treaty of

the 25'" April 1S86).

The Anglo-Chinese agreement of 1858 having fi.xed the length of the cWih,

or Chinese ft., at 14. i in., the /i= 867 yds. Outside open ports foreigners

may therefore trade free within a zone of 40 miles, reduced in Yiin-nan to 20

miles.

If foreigners wish to travel in the interior of the empire, they should provide

themselves with passports which may be obtained of their consul. These pa-

pers are counter-signed by the local authorities and thereby pledge the res-

ponsibility of the Chinese government.

British subjects are hereby authorised to travel, for their pleasure or for

purposes of trade, to all parts of the interior under passports which will be
issued by their Consuls, and countersigned by the local authorities. These
passports, if demanded, must be produced for examination in the localities

passed through. If the passport be not irregular, the bearer will be allowed
to proceed, and no opposition shall be offered to his hiring persons, or hiring
vessels for the carriage of his baggage or marchandise. If he be without a pass-
port, or if he commit any offence against the law, he shall be handed over to
the nearest Consul for punishment, but he must not be subjected to any ill-

usage in excess of necessary restraint. No passport need be applied for by
persons going on excursions from the ports open to trade to a distance not
exceeding 100 li, and for a period not exceeding five days.

.Woney

Considering the losses and even the thefts which take place whilst travell-

ing, it is only prudent not to carry on oneself any considerable sum in bank-

notes or gold. Circular credits should be taken out in coupons of various amounts
i£io, 20,50) or, better still, letters of credit which enable the bearer to draw
sums of any amount from the Far-East agency.

The great European and American banks deliver cheques, letters of credit

and circular drafts on their Asiatic agents, but application may also be made
to Cook's [Circular notes and letters of credit issued, payment of which can
be obtained from Branch Offices and Correspondents. Provided the instruc-

tions issued in connection with Circular Notes are followed, no loss to the

holders can possibly arise. Circular Notes are issued for sums of £20 and
upwards (in Notes of £jo, £10, and £5 each), and Letticrs of cheoit
for sums of £100 and upward. Current accounts opened, and deposits received

for fixed periods, or at notice at tlie Head Office, Ludgate Circus, London]
or to the financial establishments whose speciality is banking of money,
change and share-bidlers of China and Japan. These establishments are :

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation : London (31, Lombard
Street), Lyons, India, China, Japan, Java, Siam, Philippines.

Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China : London (32, Bishopsgate

Street), India, China, Japan, Australia.
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Mercantile Bank of India : India, China.

International B. C. : New York (60, Wall Street), San Francisco, Japan,

China, Philippines.

Chino-American B. : San Francisco, New York, China.

Banque de I' Indo-Chine : Paris (15 bis, Rue Laffitte), London (Union of

London and Smith's Bank L'''), China, Indochina, India, Siam.

Banque Russo-Asiatique : London (64, Old Broad Street), Paris (2, Rue

Le Pelletier), Russia, China, Japan, India.

Banque sino-belge : Brussels, London, China.

Credii-foncier d' Extreme-Orient : LondDn (62, Old Broad Street), Brussels,

China.

Deuisch Asiatische Bank : Berlin (14 Behren Strass:!, India, China.

Nederlandsche Handel Maat:chxppij : Amsterdam, Java, China.

The silver dollar (or piastre) is the unit of coinage employed in trade be-

tween foreigners in China, but the rate of e.xchange of the silver dollar is very

variable and it is therefore important to follow the course of the money

market. So too with the Indochina piastre. If one is not travelling into the

interior it is preferable to take the notes of a local bank which are less cum-

bersome than silver corns or ingots. (There is no gold coinage in China).

See Coinage.

The value of the yen varies but little ; it is the money unit of Japan and

Korea. That of Russia is the rouble.

The rupee in India, the tical in Siam, the dollar in the Straits Settlements

are almost stable because the minted silver when circulated is represented

by a considerable gold reserve.

Tourist Agencies

The principal European and American tourist agencies organize collective

trips every year to China and Japan, conducted by one of their representa-

tives, thus avoiding all the inconveniences usually met with by foreigners

travelling abroad.

Ticliets

Travellers to the Far-East or those desirous of making a « Circular trip

Vo Asia » or a « Tour round the World n may book the passage at the various

tourist agencies and secure sleeping-berth in advance at the offices of the

following shipping companies.

Mean^ of Conveyance Rat«3 of Passage

I" from EUROPE via ASIA

Peninsula and Ouiental, 122 Leadenhall Street, London, E. C, and

Northumberland Avenue, London, W. C.

Messageries MARiTiNrES, 97, Cannon Street, London, t. C, and 3 Boule-

vard de la Madeleine, Paris.

NonDDEUTSCHER Lloyd, 2, King William Street, London, E. C. and

2, Rue Scribe, Paris.

Peninsular and Oriental : Rapid service, every 14 days, on Fridays from

London (Tilbury) and from Marseilles. Fares from London to Penang or

Singapore : ist. cl., single, £ 60.0.0 ; 2 nd. cl. £ 40.0.0 (return tickets

available 2 years : £ 90.0.0 and £ 60.0.0) ;
— to Hong-kong, Manila, Shang-
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hai, Kobe Or Vokoliama, £ 65.o.oand £ 44.0.0 (there and back, £ 97.0.0 and

£ 66.0.0). Special reductions are granted to duly accredited missionaries,

also to officiers and officials.

The I St. class fare from London by the overland route, via Calais and Paris

is : to Marseilles, £ 6.15.2 ; to Genoa, £ 7.6.1 ; to Brindisl, £ 9.10.0 ; to Na-
ples, £ 9.4.4. The journey via Newhaven is a trifle less expensive. On certain

systems, passengers luggage is conveyed free of charge : on English railways,

112 lbs. ; French, 66 lbs ; Indian, 112 lbs. ; American and Canadian, 350 lbs.

I St. cl., 168 lbs. 2nd. cl. No free allowance in Italy or Switzerland.

Intermedium service every 14 days departure from the Royal Albert Docks).

Fares from London to Singapore, £ 45.0.0 and £ 32.0.0 ;
— to the ports on

the coasts of China and Japan, £ 50.0.0 and £ 35.0.0. All fares are subject to

alteration ;
apply to the Company for S iling Dates and Rates of Passage.

For further particulars, consrt the Information at the end of the volume

and the Ocean S iling Lists in the principal ports.

Messageriss Maritime : Fast service every 14 days from Marseilles to

the Indies, Indochina and the Far-East. Fares from London (via Paris),

with embarkment at Mirseilles, to Hong-kong and the ports of China and of

Japan, £ 71.10.0 and £ 48.8.0. From Mirseilles to these same ports : frs. 1680

and 1555. — Intermedium service every 14 days to Indochina.

No/ddndxh-r Lloyd : Rapid service every 4 days, on Thursdays, from

Hamburg or Bremen alternatively via Algiers, Genoa, Naples, the Indies,

and the Far Eastern ports (Express overland service in connection with

the boat). Fares from London to Hong-kong or Japan, single, £ 71.10.0 and

£ 48.8.0 (return, £ 106. 14.0 and £ 72.12.0). Starting from Algiers, Genoa

or Naples, single, £ 67.2.0 and £ 46.4.0 (return, available 2 years, £ 100.2.0

and £ 69.6.0).

If the overland route be preferred, latest particulars can be obtained on

application to the C» des Wahons lits {Sleeping Car Co.), 20. Cockspur

Street, London, \V. C. (i'el. no. 3866 Gerrard) and 5, Boulevard des Capu •

cines, Paris. — Important notice : Every Passenger entering Russia must

be provided with a Foreign Office Passport bearing the visa of the Russian

Consul. Passports can be obtained at the Foreign Office, Downing Street,

London, S. W., and the visa at the Russian Consulate-General, 20, Great

St Helen's, Bishopsgate Street, E. C.

Wagons-Li ts ; The fares from London to the Far- East quoted below are

subject to alteration at any moment : via Calais and Brussels to Kharbin

£ 31. 13.6 and £ 22.4.2, Dairen£ 39.9.3 and £ 26.19.6, Shang-hai, via Dairen,

£ 43.12.9 and £ 29. II. 9 (via Vladivostock £ 47i7-o and £ 33.13.8), Hong-

kong, via Dairen, £ 50.6.0 and £ 33.19.9, T'ien-chin £ 41. 12.0 and £ 28.6.3,

Peking £ 42.4.0 and £ 28.18.3, Vladivostock £ 39.4.2 and £ 25.0.10, Tsuruga

£ 43.3.1 and £ 28.19.9, Tokyo £ 44.70 and £ 29.14.3. — Via the Hook of Hol-

and to Dairen £ 38.C.0 and £ 25.18.0, Shang-hai via Dairen £ 42.3.3 and

£ 28.10.0, Hong-kong £ 48.15.3 and £ 32.18.3, Peking £ 40.15.0 and £ 27.16.6,

Vladivostock £ 37. 14. 8 and £ 23.19.2, Tokyo £ 42.17.6 and £ 28.12.9. — See

TaANS-smERr.\N.

2° from EUROPE via AMERICA
Travellers who leave Europe for the Far-East, via America, often return

to their point of departure by another route — either by the Trans Siberian,

or by the navigation lines calling at the ports of Southern Asia. This mari-
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time route affords facilities for studying economy ; circular tickets at consi-

derably reduced rates are issued by the Tourist Agencies as well as by the

principal English, French, American and German shipping companies.

Routes and Fans for Tours round the World : via Egypt, India, Ceylan,

China, Japan, America.

from ENGLAND

£ 131.10.0. — London, P. and O. steamer, via the Suez Canal, Colombo,

and Singapore to Hong-kong ; thence by either of the following routes : i"

Canadian Pacific steamer via Shanghai to Yokohama and Vancouver, where
the Canadian Pacific Railway is taken to Montreal, Quebec, Halifax, St.

John, N. B., Boston, or New-York ; steamer to England (or vice-versa). 2°

Pacific Mail or Toyo Risen Kaisha steamer to Shang-hai, Nagasaki, and via

the Inland Sea of Japan to Kobe, Yokohama, Honolulu and San Francisco

(or vice-versa). 3° Great Northern Co's steamer via the ports of Japan to

Seattle ; Rail by direct route to New York (breaks of journey permitted)
;

Steamer across the Atlantic to England ; Rail to London (or vice-versa). —

•

In addition to the Fare quoted, a supplement of £ 6 includes meals and sleeper,

but only during the journey across Canada.

£ 152.8.9. London « P. and O. » steamer, via Port-Said. Aden to Bom-
bay ; Railway to Jeypore, Delhi, Agra, Cawnpore, Lucknow, Benares, Calcutta

« P. and O. » steamer to Colombo ; thence via Penang and Singapore to Bom-
bay. The remainder of the voyage is effected in identically the same way
as in the preceding itinerary.

from France :

£ 131.10.0, or 3,288 frs. Marseilles, « Messageries Maritimes » steamer,

via Hongkong to Japan ; thence, according to the directions given in the

first itinerary. At New York, board one of the steamers belonging to the

» Compagnie transatlantique » which run to Havre ; Rail to Paris (or vice-

versa).

from Gei'.MAny :

£ 131.10.0. Hamburg or Bremen, by « Norddeutscher Lloyd » steamer,

— or from Southampton (London), Cherbourg (Paris), Genoa or Naples, —
via Port Said, Colombo, Singapore, Hongkong to Japan. For voyage across

the Pacific Ocean and journey through America, consult the first itinerary.

From New-York, « N. L. » steamer, via Cherburg (Paris), Southampton (Lon-

don) to Bremen (or vice-versa).

£ 115. 0.0. — By « Hamburg Amerika Linie » steamers (same ports of coll

as above) from Europe to Japan and from New-York to Europe (or vice-versa).

Ar.Ross THE Atlantic :

English companies : to Canada

Allan Stale Line. From Liverpool to Kali 'ax or Quebec ; sailings every

Thursday or Friday by steamers of 10 to 12,000 tons; fare£ 14.10.0 to£ 18.0.0.

Canadian Pacific Line. From Liverpool to St. John or Quebec ; sailings

every other Friday by steamers cf 8,500 to 14,500 tons. Fare £ 17.00. to

£ 18.10.0. An intermedium service is running on certain Thursdays.

Cunard Line. From Southampton to Portland or Quebec ;
sailings every

other Thursday by vessels of f to 10,400 tons. Fare £ 9.10.0 (second-class).
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Donaldson Line. From Glasgow to St. John or Quebec ; Saturday sailings

by vessels of 9 to 10,150 tons. Fare £ 9.10.0 (second-class).

Royal Line. From Bristol to Halifax or Quebec ; sailings every other Wed
nesday by 12,000 tons steamers. Fare £ 17.0.0 to £ 18.8 i.o.

White Star Dominion of Canada Service. From Liverpool to Halifax or

Quebec ; Saturday sailings by steamers of 7 to 10,000 tons. Fare £ 17.0.0 to

£ ig.io.o.

to tne U.>IITED STATES :

Allan Line. From Glasgow to Portland or Boston ; sailings every other

Friday by vessels of 5 to 10,500 tons. Fare £ 12.10.0.

Cunard Line. From Liverpool to New York (3,028 miles) ; Saturday sailings

by vessels of 13 to 32,000 tons. Fare £ 11. 0.0 to £ 25.0.0, according to boat.

— From Liverpool to Boston ; sailings every other Tuesday by mail boats

(14 to 18,000 tons). Fare £ 17.0.0 to £ i£.o.o.

White Star Line. From Southampton to New York (3,075 miles) ; sailings

every Wednesday by 11 to 45,000 ton vessels. Fare £ 19.0.0.0 £ 23.0.0, accor-

ding to boat. — From Liverpool to New York ; sailings every Thursday by
vessels of 20 to 25,000 tons. Fare £ 20.0.0 to £ 22.0.0. — From Liverpool to

Boston (calling at Queenstown en route ; Summer service on Tuesdays by
vessels of 10 to 15,000 tons. Fare £ 17.0.0 to £ 18.0.0.

Anchor Line. From Glasgow to New York (calling at Moville) ; Saturday

sailings by steamers of 8 to 11,000 tons. Fare £ 14.0.0 to £ 15.0.0.

American companies :

American Line. From Southampton to New York (calling at Cherbourg)
;

sailings every Saturday by steamers of 10 to 12,000 tons. Fare £ 19.0.0. —
From Liverpool to Philadelphia (calling at Queenstown) ; sailings every

other Wednesday by steamers of 8 to 11,000 tons. Fare £ 14.0.0 and £ 15.0.0.

Atlantic Transport Line. From London or Southampton to New York
;

Saturday sailings by vessels of 13 to 14,000 tons. Fare £ 17.0.0.

French companies :

Compagnie transatlantique (New-York Branch : 19 State Street). From
Hivre to New York (3,095 nautical miles ; 6 days'voyage) ; Saturday sii'.-

ings by steamers of 12 to 27,000 tons. Fare from 400 to 1,000 frs. according

to boat.

German companies :

Norddeutscher Lloyd. From Bremen to New York (3,560 miles) calling at

Southampton and Cherbourg, sailings every Sunday and Tuesday by steam-

ers of 14,000 to 37,000 tons. Fare from Southampton (or London) £ 20.0.0

to £ 26 0.0 according to class of boat.

Hamburg- Amerikanische Packetfahrt-actiengeseUschajt « Compagnie des

Messageries de Hamburg Ameiiqne » or « Hamburg Amerika Line ». From
Cuxhaven to New York (calling at Southampton) ; Friday sailings or Sun-

day from Southampton by steamers of 16 to 25,000 tons ; fortnightly call at

Cherbourg. Fare from London to New York £ 19.0.0 to £ 24.0.0.

Belgian companies :

Red Star Line. From Antwerp to New York {3,340 miles) calling at Dover.

Saturday sailings from Dover by vessels of 12 to 18,000 tons. Fare £ 17.0.0

to £ 19.0.0 .
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Dutch companies :

Holland-America Line. From Rotterdam to New- York, calling at Boulogne
en route ; weekly service.

Through Bookings to the Far East :

By way of america : From England to the ports of China, Hong-kong or

Manila, by Great Northern Steamship Co., via Seattle ; single fare £ 71.10.0,

return £ iio.io.o (available 6 months exclusive of time occupied in travel-

ling) and £ 121.0.0 (available 2 years) ;
— by Nippon Yusen Kaisha, via

New York and Seattle, r st. cl. fare £ 58.0.0, 2 nd. cl. £ 41.0.0 ;
— by Cana-

dian Pacific Railway and Steamship Line (London : 62 Charing Cross, Tra-

falgar Square, S. VV. and 67 King William Street, E. C), via Quebec to New
York or via Montreal or Toronto to Vancouver, single fare £ 71.0.0, return

£ 120.0.0 (available 6 months) and £ 125.0.0 (available 2 years) ;
— by Paci-

fic Mail Steamship Co. and Toyo Kisen Kaisha, via New York, San Francisco

and Honolulu, fare £ 71.10.0 (£ 63.10.0 for missionaries, officers, officials. —
N. B. This special rate does not apply to U. S. Army and Navy Officers and
their families. Persons claiming the benefits of this special class will be requir-

ed to produce proper credentials).

American passengers can either book their passage at the offices of the
Shipping C°', or at any of the Tourist Agencies (i. e. Thomas Cook and Sons,
Henry Gaze and Son, Raymond and Whitcomh, etc.) ; direct or circular tickets
starting from various ports of America are issued, available for sea travel on
board the Royal Mails bound for Far Eastern ports via Prince Rupert, Van-
couver, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, etc. :

Baggage : 150 lbs, allowed free to each adult on American railways.

Children : Under Five years of Age, Free ; above Five and imder Twelwe,
Half Fare.

For short journeys, travel i" cl. ; if bound for destinations a long way off.

hire a Half Section (demi-section) which comprises a sleeper in the Pulman
Car (wagon-lit).

First Class fare from Halifax to : Quebec, £ i.ir.3 ; Montreal, £ 1.11.3
;

Toronto, or Ottowa, £ 1.19.10 ; Winnipeg, £ 7.5.10 ; Chicago, £ 3.10.10 ;

Calgary, £ 11.15.0 ; Vancouver, or Seattle, £ 15.5.8 ; San Francisco, £ 15. 15.8.

— The wagon-lit supplements are : from Halifax to Montreal, 16.0 ; from
Montreal to Chicago, £ i.o.o ; from Montreal to Vancouver, £ 3.8.0.

First Class fare from New York, by « New York Central » to ; Quebec,

£ 2.19.0 ; Niagara, £ 1.13.4 ; Montreal, £ 2. 2. 11 ; Washington, £ 1.3.7 ; Chi-

cago, £ 3.15.0 ; St. Louis £ 4.8.6 ; New Orleans, £ 6.9.0 ; Galveston, £ 8.0.3 I

Seattle, Portland, Victoria or Vancouver, £ 15. 7. 11 ; Los Angelos, or San
Francisco, £ 15,19.10. — The wagon-lit supplements are : from New York to

Chicago, £ i.o.o ; St. Louis, £ 1.4.0 ; Seattle or San Francisco, £ 3.12.0 ; from
Chicago to Seattle or San Francisco, £ 2.12.0. — Meals served in the restau-

rant-car, from 4.0.

Van'couver : Canadian Pacific Railway Co., Royal Mail Steamship
Line : From Vancouver, Victoria, San Francisco, Seattle, Tacoma and Port-

an to Yokohama, single fare £ 40.0.0, Special Rate, £ 30.0.0, return £ 60.0.0

(available 4 months) and £ 7c. 0.0 (available 12 months) ; to Shanghai,

Hongkong or Manila, £ 45.0.0 and £ 34.0.0 (return £ 68.0.0 and £ 79.0.0 ;

—
from New York, Washington, Philadelphia, St. John, Halifax, Boston and
Quebec to Japan £ 55.0.0 and £ 45.0.0 (return £ 88.io.o and £ 98.10.0) ; to
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Shanghai, Hongkong or Manila, £ 60.0.0 and£ 49.0.0 (there and back£ 96.10.0

and £ 107. 10. o) ;
— from Montreal to Japan £ 54.10.0 and £ 44.10.0 (there

and back £ 87.10.0 and £ 97. lo.o) ; to China and the Philippine Islands

£ 59.10.0 and £ 48.10.0 (there and back £ 95.10.0 and £ 106. 10. o). Service

every 21 days from Vancouver to Hongkong. The total cost of the fare is

reduced by about a third, if the passenger travels by one of the steamers

effecting the « Intermediate Service ».

Seattle : Great Northern S. S. Co. From Seattle, San Francisco, Van-
couver, or Portland to Japan, single fare £ 40.0.0 ; £ 30.C.0 at the special

rote (return, available 4 months, £ 60.0.0 ; available 12 months, £ 70,0.0) ;
—

to Shanghai, Hongkong or Manila £ 45.0.0 and £ 34.0.0 (return £ 68.0.0 and
£ 79.0.0) ;

~— from New York, Washington, Quebec, or Boston to Japan
£ 55.0.0 and £ 45.0.0 (return £ 88.10.0 and £ 98.10.0) ; to China or the Phil-

lippine Islands £ 60.0.0 and £ 49.0.0 (return £ 96.0.0 and £ 107.IC.0) ;
—

from St. Louis, New Orleans, Chicago to Japan £ 51.0.0 and £ 41.0.0 (return

£ 81.10.0 and £ 90.10.0) ; to China and Manila £ 56.0.0 and £ 45.C.0 (return

£ 88.10.0 and £ 99.10.0).

Seattle : Nippon Yusen Kaisha. From Seattle, Victoria, San Francisco,

Vancouver, Tacoma or Portland to Yokohama, 1 st. cl. fare, single £ 35.0.0

and £ 27.0.0 at the special rate (return, available 4 months, £ 53.0.0 available

12 months, £ 61.0.0) ; to Hongkong, £ 40.0.0 and £ 30.0.0 (return £ 60.0.0

and £ 70.0.0) ;
— from New- York, Washington, Quebec or Boston to Yoko-

hama, £ 48.0.0 and £ 40.0.0 (return £ 83.C.0 and £ gi.0.0) ; to Hongkong
£ 53.0.0 and £ 43.0.0 (return £ 90.0.0 and £ 100.0.0).

San FRANCISCO : Pacific Mail S. S. Co. and Toyo Kisen Kaisha. From
San Francisco, Vancouver, Seattle or Victoria, to Yokohama, £ 40.0.0 1st. cl.

and £ 30.0.0 at the special rate (return tickets, available 4 months, £ 60.0.0 ;

available 12 months, £ 70.0.0) ; to Shanghai, Hongkong or Manila, £ 45.0.0

and £ 34 J.o (return £ 68.0.0 and £ 79.0.0) ; — from Honolulu to J apan, £ 30.0.0

and £ 22.10.0 (return £ 45.0.0 and £ 52.IC.0) ;
— from New York, Washing-

ton, Philadelphia, Quebec, Halifax, to Japan, £ 55.0.0 and £ 45.0.0 (return

£ 88.10.0 and £ 98.10.0) ; to China or Manila, £ 60.0.0 and £ 49.0.0 (return

£ 96. 10.o and £ 107.10.0) ;
— from St. Paul, Galveston, Minneapolis and

Austin, to Japan, £ 50.0.0 and £ 40.0.0 (return £ 78.10.0 and £ 88.10.0) ; to

China and Manila, £ 55.0.0 and £ 44.0.0 (return £ 86.10.0 and £ 97.10.0) ;
—

from New Orleans and St. Louis, the single fare is £ i.o.o in excess of the

rate quoted above.

Mexico : Toyo Kisen Kaisha. From the ports of Manzanillo or Salina,

departures every other month (the steamer follows the route from Callao to

Hongkong via the ports of Central America and Japan) ; fare to Japan, 350
yen ; to Hongkong, 420 yen.

Australia

Persons desirous of leaving Australia, or those arriving there, should take

advantage of the overland tickets at reduced rates between the principal

ports of the Commonweath ; Special Reduced Rate Tickets (i st. cl.) : from
Melbourne to Sydney (or vice-versa), £ 2.14.0 ; to Brisbane, £ 5.6.0 ; to Ade-
laide, £ 2.6.0 ;

— from Adelaide to Sydney, £ 4.0.0 ; to Brisbane, £ 6.13.0 ;

— from Sydney to Brisbane, £ 2.13.0. Return tickets available 6 months
are also issued ; these can either be obtained from Cook's Tourist Agencies,

on production of certificate from the Purser of the steamer, or at the offices

of the various shipping companies.
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Several navigation lines form the eonnecting link between Australia and
South Africa, North America, Ceylon or the Indies, and various Far Eastern

porls. The following shipping companies run services to the latter :

West A ustralian S. N. Co., fornightly departures from Fremantle to Sin-

gapore. Fare, £ 17.10.0.

Burns, Philip Line, monthly sailings from Sydney to Brisbane, Port Dar-

win, Sourabaya, £ 25.0.0 ; Samarang ; Batavia, £ 27.0.0 ; Singapore, £ 30.0.0.

Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappi% monthly sailings from Sydney to

Singapore via Sourabaya and Batavia (£ 27.0.0) ; the service is run in con-

nection with departures of fast steamers to Europe (or vice-icrsa).

Messageries Marilimcs, from Sydney to New Caledonia and to Batavia,

S'ngapore and Saigon : service every 28 days in connection with boat lea'vicg

Singapore for Europe.

Eastern and Australian S. Co., every 28 days from Melbourne, via Sydnej',

Brisbane, Thursday Island, Port Darwin, Dilly-Timor, Hongkong and Moji,

to Kobe
; 34 days'voyage. Fare from Sydne- to Hongkong, £ 40.0.0 ; to

Yokohama, £ 47.0.0.

Nippon Ytisen Kaisha, sailings every 28 days from Melbourne, via Sydney,

Brisbane, Townsville, Thursday Island, Manila, Hongkong, Magasaki, Moji

and Kobe to Yokohama
; 36 days'sea journey. Fare from Sydney to Yoko-

hama, £ 47.0.0.

Norddeutscher Lloyd, sailings every 28 days from Sydney, via Bri-bane,

Simpsonhafen, Friedrich Wilhelmshafen, Yap, Manila and Hongkong, to

Kobe ; the sea passage is effected in 30 days.

Chi:ia Navigation Co., departure every 21 days from Lydney, via Bris-

bane, Cooktown, Thursday Island, port Darwin, Zamboanga (Philippines)

and Manila, to Honkong. Fare, £ 30.0.0.

Canadian- Australian Line (Royal Mail S.), sailings every 28 days from

Melbourne or Sydney, via Auckland, Suva (Fiji Islands), Honolulu, Vancou-

ver and Montreal (£ 69.5.0 and £ 64.0.0) or New-York (£ 72.10.0), to Lon-

don ; 24 days voyage.

Union S. S. Co., and Oceanic S. S. Co., from Sydney, via Wellington,

Tahiti and San Francisco, to Liverpool.

Luggage

One of the most essential points in travelling is to reduce luggage to a

strict minimum. Hand-bags and a small trunk are quite sufficient to meet the

immediate requirements of passengers arriving in the Far-East by rail ; cum-

b3 some luggage can be forwarded at a reduced rate by steamer. For comfort,

no means of transit can equal the advantages afforded by the packet-boat
;

regular meal-times, more spacious and superior accommodation, berth al-

ways ready for use and luggage practically at hand's reach, tend to give the

passenger the impression of life in a hotel rather than on board.

The long crossing necessitates a sufficiency of underwear and clothing

which should be placed in a flat leather trunk (3 ft.6 X 2 ft. X i ft. 6) marked
i( for the Cabin ». A place for this trunk, together with two bags, valises or

Japanese baskets, will be found beneath the bedstead ; a small photographic

apparatus can easily be placed on the port-manteau.

The smaller the amount of Baggage taken into the State room or Cabin

the better. If there are more than one or two occupants in the room there is
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really not space for a large quantity of effects for each person, nor can the

room be properly attended to. A multiplicity of small packages should be by
all means avoided.

In some steamers there is what is called a « Baggage-room », where trunks

which are not required in the State-room, but to which it is a convenience

for Passengers to have access, can be placed. Where this is not the case it is

usual to open the hold once a week or so, and bring « wanted » trunks upon
deck. The latter, however, is a very uncertain arrangement, since it is, of

course, dependent upon the weather. The practice on the vessel in this regard

should be ascertained when booking so that arrangements may be made in

accordance.

On the upper-deck, select a shady spot where the rocking motion is likely

to be least, and take up your position in a rattan arm-chair or, better still,

in one of those deck-chairs so admirably adapted for a recumbent posture.

In the tropics, wearing apparel will be of flimsy material such as Shantung
silk, or flannel of a colour less likely to catch the dirt than white,for the washing

of linen is quite impossible during the crossing. It is usual to dress for dinner

ladies wearing evening gowns ; taffeta silks almost invaribly wear in the folds

in a very short time. A light, warm plaid is essential as the variations of tem-

perature are very abrupt.

A gentleman's outfit generally includes a blue or striped flannel costume
which enables him to dress in accordance with the custom of countries situa-

ted in the temperate zones ; in addition it should comprise suits of white or

kaki coloured linen-cloth and one or two mess-jackets with a stiff collar. The
smoking, for those who indulge in the habit, is indispensable. A broad rimmed
Colonial hat, a blue or green serviceable parasol, good boots, and cloth puttees

to protect the legs from being stung by insects of the wood.

In the Northern countries of 15° and iS" latitude, warm clothing is necessary.

Hotels

£very town of any importance resorted to by foreigners, has a Hotel or

Boarding House run on European lines. In some cities, such as for instance

Peking, T'ien-chin, Shang-hai or Hong-kong, buildings have been erected,

fitted with every modern comfort (lift, electric light, central heating appara-

tus, telephone). The prices vary according to the situation of the room, the

rate of exchange of the dollar and the class of hotel ; 6 to 12 dollars (8 to

10 sh.) a day may be considered ample to cover the cost of a room and meals

(wine extra).

TRAVELLING ARRANGEMENTS
The planning of a journey will naturally depend on what one wishes to see

and the time at one's disposal. The traveller in a hurry takes the quickest and
straightest routes, but the tourist, whose time is less precious, should make
a few trips round the great centres and even branch off in excursions en route.

We have no intention to draw up, for such an immense country as China, long

itineraries necessitating preparations which remind one of an exploration,

but merely to point out the principal objects of interest near rail and water-

ways.

Until Hong-kong and Canton are joined by the line to the Blue River, Shang-

hai is, for the traveller, the first port to land at and the most convenient cen-

tre from which to strike out for his various objectives. He may ascend the
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Blue River and navigate the gorges of I-ch'ang, or remain in the maritime

provinces to visit the sites of P'u-t'o and T'ien-t'ai (Buddhist), Hsi-ho, Mo-
kan Shan (sanatorium) in Che-chiang ; Tai Hu, Chiao Shan, Chin Shan in

Chiang-su, unless he prefer to rub shoulders with the Chinese crowds or visit

the old shops in the narrow streets of Ning-po Fu, Haiig-chou Fu, Su-chou

Fu and Nanking.

Four ways lead N^rth By sea via Ch'ing-tao, Chih-fou (Shan-tung) and T'ien-

chin. The Shan-tung railway which is found at Ch'ing-tao. The railway via

Nanking, Chi-nan-Fu and Tien-chin. The Blue River to Han-k'ou where ends

the Northern branch of the future « Central Trans China » which is to link

Peking to Hong-kong. There we may mention the Ch'ing-tao and Chih-fou

beaches, Confucius's tomb at Chu fou, the sacred mountain of I'ai Shan in

Shan-tung ; the Ku-ling sanatorium in Chian^-hsi, and that of Chi-kung

Shan, N. of Hu-pei ; the splendid sculptured grottoes of Lung-men near Ho-
nan Fu ; the Ch'ing burial-places of the Hsi-ling, the picturesque climb (3,527

ft.) of the Shan-hsi mountains by the T'ai-yiian Fu road, etc.

A longer stay is generally made at Peking, because the capital is a great

centre for excursions ; the Great Wall, the Ming Tombs. Further N., the beach

of Pei-tai-ho, the Ch'ien Shan, Mukden, its Imperial Palace and tombs, Port

Arthur and the Manchurian battlefields.

We omit the Buddhist site of the Wu-t'al Shan, the sculptured grottoes

of Yiin-kang near Ta-t'ung Fu, the Tung-ling sepulchres, Jchol, the Yiian-

shui Tung grottoes, the Tao'.ste site of the Wu-tang Shan (Northern Hu-pei),

the sacred mountains of Lung Shan and Heng Shan and many other remark-

able places too far from the principal lines of communication.

Southern China is less visited because its means of transport are not yet

developed ; nevertheless the country is not lacking in picturesqueness : Fu-

chou and the site of Ku Shan, Ainoy, Hong-kong, Macao, Canton and the

Hsi-chiang river, seize and arrest the attention of the traveller.

A fe.v itineraries (by the quickest means of transit, duration of journey

and fares subject to modification) :

SHAN0-II4I to PEKIIVO

1. Via T'ang-k'ou, in 3 days (1st. cl. 68 dols).

Packet-boat from Shang-hai to T'ang-ku (Shan-tung, Routes 2 and r
;

Chih-li, R. i), in 2 H2 days ; fare 60 dols. By rail from T'ang-ku to Peking

(Chih-li R.) in 4 ip hrs. fare 7 dols.

2. Via Dairen, in 5 days (50 yen, plus 2 dols., about £5).

Packet-boat from Shang-hai to Dairen (Manchuria, R. 3), in 2 days, fare

40 y. — Train from Dairen to Ta-chih-ch'iao, in 7 hrs. 20 min. (passenger

train), fare 9 y., and to Ying-k'ou in 45 min., fare 95 sen. 4 (R. 5). — Ying-

k'ou line to Kou-pang-tzii, Shan-hai Kuan and Peking, in 2 days, fare 23 dols.

(the yen is calculated at 2 sh. o -r- d. and the dollar at 2 sh., variable according

to the current rate of exchange).

3. Via Ch'ing-tao, in 2-j- days (80 dols).

Packet-boat from Shang-hai to Ch'ing-tao (Shan-tung, R. 2), in i day,

fare 35 dols. — Train from Ch'ing-tao to Chi-nan Fu (R. 3 and 4), T'ien-chin

Fu (Chih-li, R. 13 and 2) and Peking (R. i), in 26 hrs., fare 45 dols.
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4. Via Nan-king, in less than 2 days (78 dols).

Train from Shang-hai to Nanking (Chiang-su, R. 5), in 7 hrs., fare lo dols
;

cross the river ; train from P'u-k'ou to Chi-nan Fu (An-hiii, R. i and Shan-

tung, R. 12) and T'ien-chin Fu (Chih-li, R. 12) in 2— days, fare 65 dols.

5. Via Han-k'ou, in 4— days (105 dols).

Packet-boat from Shang-hai to Han-k'ou (Chiang-su, R. 7 ; An-hui, R. 5

Hu-pei, R. I), in 2 — days, fare 40 dols. — Train from Han-k'ou to Peking

(Hu-pei, R. 4 ; Chih-li, R. 10), in 30 hrs., fare 65 dols.

Two itineraries starting from Shang-hai :

NORTHERN CIRCUIT, a 50 day tour.

iB' d. From Shang-hai to Su-chou-Fu and Nanking by
rail (p. 317).

2"'' and 3'''^ d. Nanking. Ming Tombs {p. 337 )

Train to Tsou (p. 340).

Tsou Hsien. Temple of Mencius (p. 174).

Yen-chou Fu. Ch'u-fou Hsien (p. 168).

Ch'ii-fou Hsien. Tomb of Confucius (p. 172).

S"" and g* d. Train to T'ai-an Fu (p. 158). Ascent of mount T'ai

Shan (p. 16:).

Train to Chi-nan Fu. The town (p. i-^a).

Train to T'ien-chin (p. 136).

T'ien-chin (p. 62).

Train to Peking (p. 58).

I4"» to iS"* d. Stay at Peking (p. 4). Summer Palace (p. 15-).

Temples of the West (p. 54 and 67).

Train to Kalgan (p. 57 and 78).

Train to the Great Wall (p. 72) andNan-k'ou {p. 69).

Ming Tombs (mounted or by carr.) (p. 80). Return

to Nan-k'ou and Peking.

22nd and 23"' d. Train to Kao-pei-tien, in i h. 50 min. (p. gg), and
to the Hsi Ling, in 1 h. 40 min. (p. 121). Ch'ing

Tombs (p. 123).

24*'' d. Liang-ke Chuang. — Kao-pei-tien line (p. 103) to

Shih-chia Chuang and thence by mountain rail-

way to T'ai-yiian Fu (p. 173).

25"' d. **^ T'ai-yiian Fu (p. 185).

26*'' d. T'ai-yiian Fu — Shih-chia Chuang line (p. log) (en-

quire beforehand as to the days on which the

express runs in conjunction) to Cheng Chou (p. 120).

27*'' d. Train to Ho-nan Fu (p. 208).

28"" d. Visit the Lung men grottoes (p. 213). Return to

Ho-nan Fu.

29"> and 30'" d. Train to Cheng Chou (p. 208, 120 and 3g8) Chu-

ma-ticn (p. 3g2) and to Han-k'ou. If the express

train can be caught, a whole day is saved.

3.d
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3i«t to 33"' d. Han-k'ou {p. 382), Han yang Fu (p. 385), Wu-ch'ang

Fu (p. 385).

34'" to 37"" d. Steamer from Han-k'ou to I-ch'ang Fu (p. 398).

38"' and 39"" d. The Gorges of I-ch'ang, by junk (p. 404).

40"" to 42"' d. Trip down the Blue River from I-ch'ang to Han-k'ou.

(Passengers to Hsiang-t'an Hsien change boat

at Ch'eng-ling-chi ; 4 days should be allowed

for the journey there and back).

43 "d. From Han-k'ou to Chiu-chiangFu (p. 378),by steamer.

44"» to 46 d. Stay at Ku-ling, a station at high level (p. 373).

47"" and 48"' From Chiu-chiang Fu to Chen-chiang Fu (p. 354).

and 331) by steamer. Chin Shan (p. 332).

49"" and 50'" d. Train toSu-chou Fu. Junk to the T'ai Huisles(p.3i5).

Return to Su-chou Fu and thence to Shang-hai.

By dispensing with the visits to Tsou Hsien, Kalgan, the Hsi-ling and Ku-
ling, this very extensive circular tour can be made in 40 days.

The combined i=' class fare by rail and boat to make the Northern Curcuit is

300 dels ; from 8 to 13 dols per day must be added to this for hotel bills and
incidental expenses, that is to say 400 or 650 dols. making the total outlay

incurred by the journey 700 to 950 dols.

With ladies, the expenditure easily increases by a quarter or even half as

much again.

OUTER CIRCUIT, a 58 day tour

(China, Korea, Japan).

i8t 2"Jand3rJd. Shanghai to Han-k'ou by the Blue River (p. 325,

354 and 380).

Han-k'ou (p. 382).

Han-k'ou to Peking, by rail (p. 386).

Peking (p. 15). Summer Palace (p. 50). Great Wall

(P- 72).

Peking to T'ien-chin (p. 61).

T'ien-chin (p. 62).

T'ien-chin to Ta-ku (p. 58). Sea-trip to Port Arthur

(or by rail via Shan-hai Kuan {p. 95 and 120),

Kou-pang-tza (p. 123). Ta-chih-ch'iao (p. 236).

Port Arthur. The lines of defence during the siege

of 1904 (p. 228).

Dairen by rail (p. 227).

Dairen to Mukden by rail (p. 234).

Mukden (p. 231).

Mukden to Se-ul,sby rail (p. 242, and Korea R. 6)

Se-ul (R. 3).

So-ul to Pu-san, by rail (R. 5).

Pu-san (R. 4) to Shimonoseki (Japan) by packet-

boat. Rail to Kobe.

Kobe.

Osaka and Kyoto.

Kyoto. Lake Biwa.

Yamada.
En route for Nagoya, by rail.

Chine, 2.
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found in Peking, Shang-hai, Canton, Han-k'ou and Hong-kong, speaking

English ; those acquainted with French are also to be met with in the prin-

cipal towns. The Chinaman with a diploma, who styles himself « linguistic

scholar », is fairly exigent ; he is a « Gentleman » who wants waiting on ; his

monthly honorarium is from 70 to 100 silver dollars. He is sometimes preten-

tious, does not stand the little discomforts of travelling any too well, and at

critical moments does not always adopt the straight-forward attitude one

has a right to expect from him.

If one has taken the time necessary to recruit one's staff and become well

acquainted with the members of it, a Chinaman may be easily found who,

while possessing less qualification, will consent to become a servant ; monthly
salary about 30 silver dollars. This Chinaman should be sufficiently educated

to write his own language, make short viva vocj translations and be familiar

with the complicated rules of Chinese etiquette, in order to serve as interme-

diary in one's relations with the authorities ; he will also be useful for carrying

out the camping arrangements and for the payment of incidental expenses.

A boy and a cook complete the staff. Monthly wages from 15 to 25 dollars,

plus 20 to 25 cents a day for food. Each must be well instructed as to his par-

ticular duties.

For longer excursions, a medicine' chest is indispensable. We enumerate band-

ages, permanganate of potassium, cotton wool ; vas'Jline, boric acid, phenic

acid, paregoric elixir (costive), sulphate of sooa (purgative), ipecacuanha

(vomitive), camphorated spirits or tincture of iodine (revulsive), cocaine (se-

dative), quinine (specific against fever), antipyrine (antineuralgic). Needles

and cotton for stitching sutures ; bistouries, Yersin Syrup in countries subject

to bubonic fever. Pravar syringe for injections. Essence of eucalyptus ; Fidi-

bus Pastilles for protection from mosquitoes.

Modes of transport

The river-ways are important means of communication in China, from
which start much travelled roads studded with posthouses, restaurants and
nns managed Chinese fashion.

i^and transport is by either chair or palanquin, carriage, wheelbarrow,

horse, rickshaw, or train since numerous railways have been opened into the

interior of the empire.

By water, the sam-pan, junk and steamer.

The chzir or palanquin. Europeans have adopted at Hong-kong, a light

chair of bamboo to go about the upper town and for mountain excursions
;

the Chinese models are not so elegant, but answer the requirements fairly

well.

In the W. and S., travelling is generally by means of bearer-chairs (chiao-

tzil) which are smartly picked up by two, three, or four good walkers accus-

tomed to the calling of porter. This mode of transport may be convenient

for populated towns where one wishes to pass unnoticed by the crowd, but is

unpleasant for a long journey. In Peking, this vehicle is not widely used.

Indeed, in the N., expecially for long journeys, much greater use is made of

the mule-chair (lo-Vo-ch'iao). It is a large palanquin supported by means of

stretchers resting, in front and rear, on a mule pack-saddle. Under the seat

is a box for small articles of luggage. Foreigners have often great difficulty
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in accustoming themselves to the animals' gait, and the effect on some people

is similar to sea-sickness.

The carriage, Peking model, is especially used in the vast plains of Northern

China. It is a sort of latticed sentry-box, set on a wooden axle, mounted on
two very strong and massive wheels. There are several kinds of carriages

;

for princes, mandarins, private individuals, town and hire. That for princes,

or princesses, is covered with green cloth, the axles and shafts painted red,

the fine wheels right behind, the harness swathed in yellow cloth and the

drivers always on foot. The mandarin's carriage or that of rich private

citizens, is well-kept, covered with blue or black cloth with silk cushions, and
the driver gravely rides on the shafts, out of respect for the traveller. Hired

carriages, at Peking, are generally none too clean ; still, by paying the price,

it is possible to get a passable one ; these vehicles are drawn by either mule,

horse or donkey. Splendid and valuable mules are often to be seen ; a curious

trait is that only eunuchs use carriages drawn by white horses and that they

go as fast as possible. In travelling, two mule driven tandem do 30 miles

a day ; these animals are as indefatigable as their driver. To make oneself

fairly comfortable in these vehicles, a mattress, pDlars, in short anytliinj, may
be used that will lessen the terrible jolting of the always deeply-rutted roads

(Favier, Peking). At Peking, the day rate (for a foreigner) is 2 dollars, but

hired in the provinces, 1 piastre a day, and the hour rate, 50 sapeques ; there

are different tariffs for each locality.

The rickshaw is of recent origin ; it is as yet only to be met with in Peking

and cities open to commerce. If the rickshaw has the advantage of being fairly

speedy on good roads and of being convenient for getting about large centres

of population, it becomes impracticable for excursions because macadam
roads are to be found on no other Chinese administrative territory save

Peking itself.

For outings and journeys, many people prefer a mount. The camel may be

used in crossing Mongolia, while an ass or mule is used for mountainous coun-

tries, but the horse is the most prized. In the N. W., and S. \V., many horse-

men are encountered ; horseback riding being permitted in these parts,

whereas in the others, etiquette and propriety allow only of the use of the

palanquin.

Railways

Railways are developing rapidly and it is likely that in 191 2 China

will 1 ave 5,907 miles of railway working. The lines do not all belong to the

Empire ; several (more than a third or some 2,186 m.) are territorial conces-

sions made by China to Foreign Powers and retroceded by the latter to pri-

vate companies ; the remainder (about 3.721 m.) are worked either by the

State or by clubs, but there is as yet no coordination of regulations or rates.

The foreign systems have their own organisation ; we enumerate 1079 m.

ceded to the Russians, 529 m. to the Japanese (of the 774 m. they control

in Manchuria), 260 m. to the Germans (Shan-tung), 289 m. to the French

(Ylin-nan) ; in addition there are the 23 m. of line laid by the English on their

own territory of Kao-lung.

On these various systems, there are express and even Pullman and dining

car services. The reckoning of the day as 24 hours is pretty general ; local

time thus giving 130' clock, 14 o'clock, etc. for i p. m., 2 p. m.
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These lines North of the Yang-tzii (4,766 m.) comprise :

miles

Peking to Mukden 521.2

Kou-pang-tzu to Ying-k'ou 59

Peking to T'ung Chou I5

Peking to Men-t'ou K'ou 16 -j

FSng-t'ai to Kalgan I73
3

Manchuria to Sui-fSn Ho 937 —
Kharbin to Ch'ang-ch'un Fu I47 —
Ch'ang-ch'un Fu to Kirin 79i6

Ch'ang-ch'un Fu to Dairen 436 -j-

Dairen to Port Arthur 37

Mukden to An-tung Hsien 170.

i

Ta-shih Ch'iao to Ying-k'ou 16
3

Yen-t'ai to Tai-kang 9 -^

Su-chia-t un 3° ~

Peking to Han-k'ou 753 —
2

Kao-pei-tien to Liang-ko Chuang *7 -r
3

Branch line to T'u-li 8 -r-

C Chu-k'ou Tien 10 )

> Lin-ch'eng ^'T )

Shih-chia Chuang to T'ai-yiian Fu 151
3

Ch'ing-hua Chen to Tao-k'ou 92 -j-

Branch line to J a-mei-san (J amieion) I -g-

Cheng Chou to K'ai-feng Fu 4" —
T

Cheng Chou to Ho-nan Fu 74 —
C N. part 428 -l

I
1

T'ien-chin to P u-k'ou < j (
°°j

4

( S. part 236 Y )

Branch line to Cheng-tang 15
7

Ch'ing-tao to Chi-nan-Fu 244 -g-

5
Chang-lo-yiian to Fang-tzii i -^

Chang- t'ien to Po-shan Hsien 24

South of the Yang-tzC (1,1412 — m.) :

Shang-hai to Wu-sung 10 -^

Shang-hai to Nanking 193 "g"

Shang-hai to the Ch'ien-t'ang Chiang 123

Shang-hai Tramways 34

Nanking Tramway ' 6 y
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Chiu-chiang to the direction of Nan-ch'ang Fu (one section)

.

Shih-hui-yao to Tieh-ch'ang

^t
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Wu-sung 6 o Ch'ang-sha Fu 28 51

Ying-k'ou 9 2 T'ien-chin Fu 11 16

Ch'in-wang-tao i 28

Wu-chou Fu 36 30
I-ch'ang Fu 34 55

Indochina is in the 7 hr. section 1105°), (observatory of rhu-iien+6 hrs.

57). Formosa is attached to the 8 hr. section. Korea and Japan form part of

the 9 hr. section (135°).

Languages

English is the foreign language most in use throughout the Far-East ; it

is the language of shipping and commercial circles ; its use is official in the

Chinese customs service and on most of the railways.

French is spoken in the diplomatic world, on the French concessions and
the Yiin-nan railway. Servants and interpreters with an adequate knowledge
of it are to be found at all the principal open ports.

German is chiefly employed at Ch'ing-tao and at the stations on the Shan-
tung railway.

Russian is used in Manchuria, as is also Japanese.

These foreign languages are, however, insufficient if it is required to come
into contact with the Chinese, and a little of their language should be learned

in order to enable one to speak at least the more usual words and phrases.

There is, in China, no single official system of transcription of Chinese

sounds, the Government at Peking not having created any national system
embodying the equivalents in Latin characters of all Chinese sounds accord-

ing to a well determined mode of pronunciation.

Therefore every country has adopted a transcription of Chinese adapted
specially to its own language. We have the German (D' Hirth's), American
(D'' Wells Williams'), English (Sir Thomas Wade's), Spanish (Glemona's),

French (A. Vissiere's), Italian, Dutch, Portuguese and Russian. The English,

French and Russian alone are based upon the Pekinese pronunciation ; the

others are attached to the Chitig-yin correct pronunciation ». Finally the

Imperial Chinese Postal Service has laid down a nomenclature of geographi-

cal expressions to which it is prudent to conform in order to avoid the risk

of one's correspondence going astray ; this transcription is, however, by no

means scientific, such spelling as Sienhsien for Hsien-hsien occurring— both
words being, howewer, composed of two syllables identical in sound and
tone !

Chinese dialects and modes of speech are very numerous ; for the purpose

of the present work we could not touch upon all the idioms of this vast empire,

so have kept to the Northe.n Mandarin (spoken at Peking) which is that of

the Court and central government, and that which foreigners most commonly
make use of in their works.

English officials and the staff of the Chinese maritime customs use the

English transcription of Chinese which we owe to Sir Thomas Francis Wade,
based on the Peking pronunciati

A knowledge of Kuan-hua, often translated by « Mandarin Lacguage ».

is recommended to travellers wishing to undertake special studies, and in

spite of the numerous dialects of the Southern empire, the scholar is sure,
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if he has thoroughly mastered the Northern language, to meet everywhere

a number of Chinese speaking « Mandarin ».

We should advise English speaking tourists, who desire practice in Chinese

as spoken at Peking, to obtain the following :

The small size dictionaries : HiUier (Sir Walter), English-Chinese Pocket

Dictionary ; Soothill, Chinese- English Pocket Dictionary.

Among the most important books : Hiluer (Sir Walter), The Chinese

language and how to learn it (2 vols). — J. Edkins, Progressive lessons in

the Chinese spoken language {104 pages), publised by Kelly and Walsh, London,

Shang-hai, Hong-kong, Yokohama.

For other works on China, refer to the Bibliography at the end of the vo-

lume.

Post

The Chinese Postal Services are controlled by the authorities at Peking

RATES : Ordinary letters not exceeding 20 grammes (— oz,), i cent, towni

3 c. country, 3 c. Japan, 4 c. Hong-kong, Macao, Ch'ing-tao, Wai-hai-wei,

and 10 c. for countries in the Postal Union. — Postcards, 1 c. for China and

Hong-kong, 4 c. abroad. — Newspapers per 50 grammes (2 oz.), — c. town,

I c. country, 2 c. Hong-kong and abroad. — Books and Printed Matter, for

abroad and Hong-kong, 2 c. per 20 grammes, with a minimum fee of 10 c.

for commercial papers
;
packages not exceeding 100 gr. (3 oz.), i c. town, 2 c.

country
; 500 gr. to i kilo (16 to 32 oz.), 8 c. town, 30 c. country. — Registra-

tion, 5 c. within China, 10 c. for abroad and Hong-kong ; double fee if a receipt

s issued.

Postal Orders, 2 c. per dol. for China only. According to locality, money

orders cannot be taken out for more than from 10 to 50 dols.

Parcel Post, within the 8 hr. section : I to 2 kilos (2 to 4 lbs.), 30 cents
;

2 to 3 kilos (4 to 6 lbs.), 40 c.
; 3 to 5 kilos (6 to 11 lbs.), 50 c. ; 5 to 7 kilos

(11 to 15 lbs.), 80 c. ; 7 to 10 kilos ^15 to 22 lbs.), 100 c. This rate is double

for localities in the 7 hr. section.

Special tariffs tor Hong-kong and Mao, and for Ch'ing-tao.

The orthography in Latin text of the names of places, adopted by the Post,

Telegraph, Railway and Customs, is not the official Chinese ; hyphens, aspi-

rations and accents are ignored and a number of abbreviations introduced.

For correspondence beyond the open ports, it is advisable to write the

name, address, etc., on the envelope in Chinese characters

A large number cf FOREIG.N OFFICES are installed in the « open ports ».

These establishments are conducted according to the rules of procedure of

their respective countries.

A. Great Britain (service dependent on Hong-kong). — F. France and

F. i. (Indochina service). — D. Germany. — R. Russia. — /. Japan. —
E. United States.

Amoy, A. F. D. J. ;
Canton, A. F. D. J. ;

Sha-shih, /. ;
Shan-hai Kuan, /.

Shang-hai, A. F. D. G. E. R. Dairen, /. ;

Han-k'ou, F. D. J. R. Fu-chou Fu, A. D. J. J.

Hoi-hao, A. E.
;

Hang-chou Fu, /.
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Kharbin, R. ;
Kalgan, R.

Kuang-chou Wan, F. ; Kuldja, R. :

Nanking, D. J. ;
Meng-tzu, F. i. ;

Urga, R.
;

Ning-po Fu, A. Ft,

Peking, F. D. J. R.
;

Pak-hoi, F. i,
;

Swatow, A. D. J. ;
Ryojun (Port Arthur), /. ;

Ch'ang-sha Fu, /. ;
Su-chou Fu, /. ;

Chen-chiang Fu, D. J. ;
Chih-fou, A. F. D. J. R. ;

T'ien-chin Fu, A. F. D. J. R. ; Ch'ung-ch'ing Fu, F, i.,

Chi-nan Fu, D.
;

T'ung-ku, /.

I-ch'ang Fu, D.
;

Ch'ing-tao, D.
;

Yiin-nan Fu, F, ;

Telegraph

The telegraphic system belongs to the « Imperial Telegraph Co ».

The rates are determined by zones. A telegram drawn up in cyphers accord-

ing to the Chinese table costs but half as much as one written in Latin char-

acters. The Chinese telegraphic dictionary comprises 9,999 cyphers, each
one of which corresponds to either a character, an expression or to the name
of a locality ; four cyphers stand for a word.

The cost per word in Chinese character is from 10 cents for the province, 13 c.

for the neighbouring provinces, 16 c, ig c, 22 c, 25 c, for those farther off.

For Mongolia, 40 c. — This tariff is doubled for words in Latin letters. There
is in addition a surcharge for Peking.

Foreign cables laid in China : Great Northern Telegraph Co., Eastern Exten-
sion, Japanese Telegraph (Sharp Peak to Formosi), Teligraphe imperial alle-

mand, Telegraphe franfais {Amoy to Tourane), Deulsch Niederlandische Tele-

graphengesclleschaft.

From Chang-hai to Hong-kong, 45 cents ; to Canton 55 cents ; Peking, 42
c. ; Cochinchini, i dollar 05 ; Singapore and the Indies, i d. 30 ; to Java, i d. 50

;

Russi', I d. 90 ; Europe, 2 dols. 40 ; San- Francisco, 2 dols. 40. New-York, 2

dj's. 65. These tariffs are revised every quarter.

Weights and Measures

Chinese measures vary with the different parts of the Empire and those
inserted in diplomatic conventions are by no means consistent.

By a convention in 1843 and a rider added to the T'ien-chin treaty of 1858,
China and Creat Britain fixed the length of the Chinese foot, ch'ih, at 14. i

English inches or o met. 35?, and that of the chang at 141 inches (9 feet 9
inches) or 3 met. 58. The legal value of the li (route measurement) is therefore

867 yds. or 644 met. 40, though for practical purposes the English estimate
distances at the rate of 3 li to the land mile, that is to say 586 yds. is consider-

ed equal to 536 met. 44. Although the schedule of the Franco-Chinese treaty

of 1838 states that the ch'ih « shall be considered equivalent to 355 milli-

metres », the French have a right to claim the privileges accorded by the
clause K of the treatment of the most favoured nation n.

From the Anglo-Chinese convention, we dedu ;3 the kung (pac»), the mo
(l — English acres) and the li which are generally quantities as variable a

the foot.

Length : Ch'ih (foot) = o met. 358 = 14 -^ inches.
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Kung (pace) = 5 ch'ih = i met. 79 = 5 feet 10 inches.

Li (demi-kilometre) = 360 kung = 1800 ch'ih = 644 met. 40
= 867 yards.

Area : Pu (pas carre) = i square kung = 3 met. carr. 20 = 30.323
square feet.

Mou (arpent) = 260 pu = 7 ares 69 (769 met. carr.) = 26 73
square poles.

Capacity : Sheng (pinte) = i litre 031 = i pint 815.

Tou (boisseau) = 10 lit. 31 = 2 gallons 269.

Hou (demi-hectol.) = 5 tou = 51 lit. 55 = i bushel 418.

Shih (hectolitre) = 10 tou = 103 lit. 1 = 2 bushel 836.

Weight : Fen = ro li = o gramme 3778 = 5 grains 83.

Chien = 10 fen = 3 gram. 7783 = 58 grains 33.

Liang (taei ; once) = 24 shu = 10 chien = 100 fen = 37 gr. 783

= 583 grams 3 = i oz. —

.

Chin (livre) = 10 liang (taels) = 604 gramm. 53 = i lb. i /3.

Tan (picul) = 100 chin (livres or catties) = 60 kilos 453 = 133 1/3.

Ib5.

Coinage : See further on.

The FOREIGN MEASURES are also employed however, either in the cons-

truction of railways or in the business world ; we append the following brief

calculations :

B.'itish Sy:tem

Inch (poucc) = 12 lines (lignes) = o met. 0254.

Foot (pied) = 12 inches (pouces) o met. 3048.

Yard = 3 feet = o met. 9144.

Mile (land mile) = 1,760 yards = i kil. 609 met. 3149.

Sea Mile (knot ; nautical mile, noeud) = 2.029 yards = i kil. 855
met.

Acre = 4,840 square yards = o hect. 4046.

Gallon = 4 quarts = 8 pints = 4 litres 5434.

Bushel (boisseau) = 8 gallons = 36 litres 3476.

Ounce (—jr- de la livre) = 28 grammes 3495.

Pound (lb. livre avoirdupoids) = 16 ounces (oz.) = 453 gr. 5926.

Hundredweight (Quintal) = 112 pounds (livres) = 50 kilos 802.

Ton = 20 quintaux (cwt) = 2240 livres = r.oi5 kilos 048.

French or Metric System

Metre = I yard 0936 = 3 pieds (feet) 2809 = 39 pouces (inches)

Kilometre 3708. = 8 mile 6214 = 1.093 yards 633.

Metre carre = i square ynrd 196.

Are (100 met. car.) = o rood 0988 = 119 square yards 6033.

Hectare = 2 acres 471 1.

Litre = o gallon 22 = i pint. 7608.

Hectolitre = 22 gallons 0096.

MHre cube = 35 pieds cubes (cubic feet) 3166.

Gramme = 15 grains troy 4323.

Kilogramme = 2 livres avoirdupoids (2 lbs. avoirdupoids)

2046 = 2 livres troy (2 lbs. tray) 6792.

Length

Area :

Capacity

Weight :

Length

Area

Capacity

Wei hi
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF MEASURES

MKTRES
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the « Customs tael » was 3 fr. 75 = 3 sh. ; during 19 10 the avarage value of this

tael, on exchange, was 2 sh. fi 5/16 = 3 fr. 40 = 66 .American cents = 2 marks

76 = 2 rupees 01 = i yen 31 = 1.49 Mexican dollars.

Difficulties of exchange in China are further increased by conventions,

local customs, added to differences of weight and standard. The « dragon

dollar », minted at Canton, which should have weighed 27 gr. 27 only really

weighed 26 gr. 90 ; its standard which should have been 0.900 was only from

0.820 to 0.860. Coins issued by the Pei-yang (Chih-ii) mint weighed 27 gr.
;

those of Feng-t'ien (Mukden), 26 gr. 45 ; those of An-hui, 27 gr. 80 ; those of

the Chiang-nan, 27 gr. ; those ot the Che-chiang, 26 gr. 73 ; those of the Fu-

chien, 26 gr. 80, etc.

These same complications are also found in exchange between silver and
the many variants of copper cash or sapeques, which still form the only coin-

age used in the provinces.

The Imperial decree fixing the monetary unit will facilitate commercial

relations, but it will be several years before this system can be put into

practice and decades before it has secured acceptance of the rustics of this vast

empire.

At present, each local coinage in principle stands at a prem -m over all

those of other places. The same is true of bank-notes issued by native or fo-

reign banking-houses. The notes lose a percentage if presented in any other

town than that of issue.

The dollars (or piastres) accepted in some of the principal cities are (1912) :

the Mexican dollar at Shang-hai and Ch'ing-tao, the Hong-kong dollar at

Hong-kong. The Russians have forced the introduction of the rouble in Nor'h-

ern Manchuria, the Japanese, the yen in Southern Manchuria, and the

French, the Indochina piastre in Viin-nan.

The preference shown by the Chinese in accepting foreign coinage by no

means implies strict confidence ; at Fu-chien, for example, it is not at all

unusual to see business houses mutilate pieces that they have already veri-

fied ; this operation, termed chopped dollar, defaces the coins to such an extent

that they are practically useless for further circulation and must be sold by

weight. At Shang-hai, they are stamped with ink.

Nominal money at the present time bears its weight symbol :

Li (cash, sapeque).

Fen (candareen) = 10 li.

Chien (mace, from Malay « mas ») = 10 fen.

Liang (tael) = 24 chu = 10 tsien.

Foreign Money

Great Britain : The sovereign weighs 123.274 grains, or 7'988o5 grammes,
•916 (or eleven twelfths) fine, and consequently it contains 113.001 grains or

7'3224 grammes of fine gold.

The shilling weighs 8727 grains or 5"6552 grammes, "925 (or thirty-seven

fortieths) fine, and thus contains 8o'727 grains, or 5'23l grammes of fine

silver.

The standard of value is gold. Bank of England notes are legal tender.

At par :

I Sovereign = francs 25.22 = 15 rupees.

I Guinee = francs 26.48

I Shilling = franc 1.26
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Individual experience should be of advantage to all :

Kindly send this sheet, signed and filled up with your

practical observations (appreciation of hotel accommo-

dation, steamers, railways, excursions and any other notes

likely to be of interest and assistance to other travellers)

to .: M. le directeur des Guides MadroUe

C /o Librairie Hachette et Cie, 79, boulevard St-Germain,

Paris ; or 18, King William Street, Charing Cross, London
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According to our transcription, the correct spelling is Pei-ching, but we
have written Peking which is the form more generally employed.

1. General Information

Hotels : Grand Hotel des Wagons-Hts (120 beds), Legation Street and Con
gress Quay, 3 min. from Ch'ien-mfin " East " Station ; English, French
and German spoken. Single-b. r. with meals 10 to 12 dollars (Mexican)

;

double-b. r. 20 dollars (Mexican). Meals : tea 7 a. m. ; break. 8 to 10 ; lunch
12. 30 ; din. 8 p. m. Modern comforts ; central heating apparatus ; hair-

dressing saloon.

Hotel de Pekin (30 b. r.) 10 min. from the station, opposite the Austrian
Legation ; English, French and Italian spoken. Single-b. r., incl. meals', 5 to

6 m. dols. ; double-b. r. 8 to 10 m. dols. Fire, 50 cents per d. ; tea, 60 cents
;

breakf., i m. dol. ; lunch, i dol. 50 ; pens, 50 m. d. per month ; hairdressing
saloon.

Hotel du Nord, near Ha-ta Men Gate.

Stations : Ch'ien Men " East " T'ien-chin and Manchuria line, T'ung Chou
line. — Ch'ien Men " West ", Han k'ou line. — Hsi-chiek Men, Kalgan
line (Chang-chia k'ou) Meu-t'ou k'ou line.

Ranks : Hongkong Shanghai B. C. (English). — International Banking
Co (American). — Banque de VIndo-Chine (French). — Russo- Asiatic B.

NoRTHER.N China, I
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(Russian). — Deul^ch Asiatische B. (German). — Yokohama Specie B. Ltd
(Japanese).

Conveyances : Rickshaws, 20 cents an hour.

Mule Cart, 30 cents per hour
; 70 to 80 cents per half-day.

Chair with 4 coolies, 8 dols. per day.
Chair with 2 coolies, 4 dols. per day.
Horse, donkey or mule with Chinese saddle, 2 to 3 dols. per half-day.

Carriages : Victoria, 10 dols. per day
; 3 to 6 dols. per half-day.

Automobiles : 10, to 15 dols. morning ; 15, 20 to 25 dols. afternoon.

Onides : 2 dols. within the town limits
; 3 to 6 dols. 50 outside.

Club : Peking Club (library, tennis, skating in Winter).

Post-Offices : English, French, German, Russian, Japanese and the Im-
perial Chinese. The head-quarters of the General Post Office, is in the Li fan

Yuan compound which is situated in front of the Japanese Legation, on
the Northern slope, at the corner of a street which runs S. E. along the wall
of the Imperial City. Express and ordinary letters and post-cards may be
despatched every week-day from 6 a. m to 8 p. m. ; registered letters 9 a.

m. to 5 p. m.
;
parcel post and money order department, open week-days

from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. Sundays, registered mail matter dealt with from 9 to 10

a. m. sale of stamps all day. This office transmits to all parts of the world.

Telegrapii Office : Legation Quarter. Imperial Telegraph Administration
The Chinese Telegraph Offices are open day and night. They are situated N
of the Austrian Legation in the second street of the Tartar City " East ".

This street is known to foreigners as " Telegraph Lane ". The office accepts,

for transmission and delivery, telegrams and cables coming from, and des-

tined to, any part of the world. It is the intention of the Chinese Govern-
ment to eventually open a branch-office in Liu-li Ch'ang of the Chinese
City.

Tonrists'Agents : At the Grand Hotel des Wagons-Lits.
Sliopping : Kierulff.

Cloisonnes : Lao Tien-ti (near the Ketteler monument).
Pliotographer : Yamamoto.
Places of Worship : Protestant. Tlie Protestant religion is repre-

sented by : The American Mission church, Mei-yi-mei Hui, which stands
near the Legation Quarter in Hsiao-chun E. of Ha-ta M6n with a congre-
gation of about 500 ;

— The Methodist Mission to which is attached a fine

hospital ;
— London Mission Church, Lun-tung Hui, N. of the Tung-tan-

p'ai-lou and the Ketteler monument and E. of the main thoroughfare (200
worshippers) ;

— American Bosurd Mission Church, Kung-li Hui in the main
street of Teng-shih-k'ou-erh, S. of the Tung-ssfi-p'cu-lu ;

— The Church
of the American Presbyterian Mission, Chang-lao-Hui, N. E. of the Tartar
City and on the S. side of Erh-tiao-hu-t'ung Street ; — The Anglican Mission
church, An-li-kan Hui, near Chun-chih Men, on the W. side of Hou-k'ou-
ye-6rh Street.

Catholic. The Cathedral of Pei-t'ang or St. Saviour's (3000 parisho-
ners)'at Hsi-ho k'ou, near the Hsi-an Men gate, to the W. of the Imperia
City, residence of the vicar apostolic ;

— St. Michel, for foreigners visiting

the Tung-chiao-min Hsiang. The three other churches are chiefly used by
natives.

Greek. The Greek rites are celebrated in a Russian church situated

in the N. E. angle of the city, near a lake which has given to the neighbour-
hood the name of Hou-hai.

The native places of worship are called ssH if Buddhist andkuan if Taoist
the terms miao and ti'U are also used.

Buddhist. •— The Dhyanibuddha of Sakya-muni and the Bodhisattva
have their special temples ; among the principal are : Po-lin Ssil (Pai-lin

Ssfl), adjoining the Yung -ho Kung or temple of the La-ma ; — Nien-hua
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SsU, near T6-sheng MSn ;
— Kuang-hua SzU, outside the Hou Mfiii, N.

of Lake Sliih-ch'a Hai ;
— Lung-ch'iun SsU, near the Kuang-an Ssu, oti the

S. side of the main street ; — Chung-cheng Tien, in tlie Red Forbidden
City, served by eunuch La-ma ; all the above arc dedicated to Sakya-muni.
The Miao-ying Ssu (or Pai-t'a SsQ) near the P'ing-ts6 Men ;

— Yung-an
SsU, in the Imperial gardens of Pei-hai are consecrated to the worship of

ManjusrI (W6n-shou P'u-sa). Kuan-yin SsU, in the Liu-li-Ch'ang, is dedica-
ted to Padmapani, an avatar of the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara (Kuan-
yin P'u-sa).

Taoist. The Taoist divinities have a large number of temples ; among
the most important of which are : Po-yHn Kuan, i li from the Hsi-pien
Men gate ; — Tung-yuch Miao, 2 li from the Ch'i-hua Men gate.

Official Rf.ligion. Among the buildings dedicated to the natural-
istic worship are : The T'ien T'an " Mound of Heaven "

;
—- Hsien-iiung

T'aii " Mound of the ist Husbandman ", both in the S. part of the Chin-
ese City.

Hospitals : Union Medical College Hospital, facing the Ketteler monument
on Ha-ta Men Street ; large sign-board bears the following inscription :

" Lockhart Medical College, Peking Hospital, Established 1863 ". — Ame-
rican Hospital : Near Ha-ta Men gate, at the Methodist Mission ; separate
wards for men and women ; 20.000 patients treated annually. — S' Mi-
chel (French Hospital) : Legation Street ; under the direction of the Sis-

ters of Charity. — German Military Lazaret : In the Eastern section of Le-
gation Quarter. — Hopkins'Memorial Hospital : At the corner of Legation
street and Ha-ta M6n Road ; controlled by the American Episcopal Mis-
sion. — Institution for the Blind : N. W. part of Ha-ta Men Road.

2. Fairs, Exhibitions, Races, etc.

Fairs are held periodically in the vast court-yards of certain temples of

Peking or of the outskirts. The most important are those ot Long-fu SsU
which take place on the o-io, 19-20, and 29-30 of every Chinese month

;

Hti-kuo SsU, on the 7-8, 17-18, 27-28 of every moon ; Pao-kuo SsU (near

the Chang-yih Men Gate) on the ist. ,15th. and 25th. of every month, a fair

rich in goods of all sorts, turniture, utensils, toys, books, etc. ; T'u-li Tz'tl

(in the Liu-li Ch'ang Quarter) from the ist. to the i8th. of the first month
and on the ist. and 15th. of the others.

A fair and races, named from the temple P'an-t'ao Kung are held in the

Chinese City outside the Ha-ta Men gate, during the three first days of the

third moon.

In the Fa-fa SsU Temple (near the Kuang-ch'ii Men gate) is a thirteen-

story pagoda opened every year, at the time of the festival of the gth. of

the ninth moon, to allow visitors to enjoy a very extensive general view
of Peking and its environs ; it is well known that whoever would be pre-

served from all subsequent calamity must visit sites, mount, rise to, or climb

some height on that day.

On the outskirts :

At Huang SsU " Yellow Temple " are held every year, from the 23rd

to the 25th. of the first moon, meetings called Ta-kuei " to strike the devils
"

where strange dancing rites are gone through. The same kind of exercises

are indulged in at the Hei SsU, " Black Temple " at the same period.

M the Tung-yiieh Miao, in the main street of the suburb of the Ch'i-hua

M6n gate, a flower show is held from the ist. ^o the aSlh. of the third moon.
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At the Po-yu'i Kuan, the Taoist Temple to the W. of the Hsi-picn Men
gate, a fair celebrated for the variety of its attractions is held from the

ist. to the 2oth. of the first moon.

Higher Schools have greatly developped in China during the last few years,

and particularly in Peking. The principal scientific establishments founded

in the Capital are : a University, a College, a School of Civil Law, a College

for Foreign Languages, a School for the Nobles, a Mongol Language School, a

Supreme School for the Mandarins, a Police School, etc., the classes at which

are attended by nearly 3.000 students (1909).

Mention must also be made of the Ching-shih t'u-shu Kuan " Library

of the Capital " whose foundation was sanctioned by an Imperial edict of

the 9th. sept. 1909 ; it is destined to become in the future the " National

Library " of China.

Here have been placed a copy of the SsH K'u Ch'Han Shu, various works

formerly assigned to the palaces of Jehol and particularly to the Pi-shu-

shan-chuang, the editions of the Sung and Yiian dynasties preserved at the

Nei-Ko, a part of the famous collection of the Yung-le-ta-tien saved from

the fire of the Han-lin Viian in 1900.

3. Advice to Travellers. Organisation

of the Excursions

Three weeks will not be too long to visit Peking and to make the prin-

cipal excursions in the mountains which bound on the horizon the plain of

Chih-li. However, for those who have but a very limited time at their

disposal, we have prepared itineraries of 2, 4, 6 days and more which will

allow of one seeing very rapidly the most interesting points.

The hotels undertake the organisation of the excursions to the outskirts,

or at least to act as agents to obtain for tourists the staff and commissariat

necessary for more important journeys. If the excursion cannot be made
by rail aad a caravan must be organised, the cost may be fairly high (25/

to 45/- a head per day) for, pork, chickens and ducks alone excepted, every-

thing must be taken, preserves, bread, wine, mineral waters. The staff,

which comprises a guide-interpreter and a cook, is the same for one tourist

as for three. When one is not accustomed to travelling in China, it is prefe-

rable to attach one's self to a group of excursionists.

The guide is paid about 2 dols. per day, the cook 50 cents to i dollar
;

bedding is hired ; the price of a horse is 2 dols., per day, mule chair 4 dols.
;

cart 2 dols., the guide settles all bills but it is as well to superintend the pay-

ments and to ask for an account.

FOUR DAYS IN AND AROUND PEKING
Two days in the Capital and two days at the Tombs of the Ming dynasty

and at the Great Wall.

ist day : Morning, Legation Quarter. —
• Afternoon, Chinese City, Liu-

li-Ch'ang Quarter, the Altar of Heaven.

2nd day : Morning, Ha-ta Men Street. Promenade on the Great Wall

(* General view ot Peking). — Afternoon, in the Tartar City, the Yung-ho

Kung (Temple of the Lamas), the Ta-ch'eng Tien (Temple of Confucius) ; in the

Imperial City, the Pei-t'ang fCatholic:^athedral memorable for its siege in 1900).
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3rd. day : Take morning train at the Hsi-chih Men Station for the Great

Wall ; alight at Ching-luiig Ch'iao ; lunch (cold collation) on the Great

Wall ; returning by the evening train to Nan K'ou to dine and sleep, but

a few keen walkers prefer the road (about 4 hrs. waldi in order to see the

gate and inscriptions of the Kuo-chieh T'a, at Chii-yung Kuan (this return

on foot is not recommended to those travelling singly and unaccustomed

to Chinese excursions ; it is preferable to form a group for it).

4th. day : Start early from Nan K'ou for the Ming Tombs ; there and

and back in 8 hours. Take provisions for a cold meal, prepared at the hotel

at Nan K'ou. Return to Peking by the last train.

SIX DAYS AT PEKING

ist. day : Legation Quarter. — The Pei-t'ang and the ]en-tz'ji T'ang.

— Before the day is over, promenade on the wall between Ha-ta Men and

Ch'ien-men.

and. day : East Quarter : The Observatory. The Wai-wu Pu and the

Ketteler monument. — The Altar of the Sun (Lung Chou Road). —• Lung-

fu Ssu. The Russian Monastery. Yung-ho Kung (Temple of the Lamas).

University and Temple of Confucius. The Altar of the Earth (beyond An-

ting Men). Chung Lou, Kti Lou.

3rd. day : West Quarter : The Nan-t'ang. The Elephants. Shuang-t'a

SsCi. T'u-ch'eng-huang Miao. The Mosque. Pai-t'a Ssd. Li-wang Miao. Hu-
kuo Ssu. Sui-yiian Kuan. Then, outside the gates : Wou-t'a Ssu, Ta-

chung Ssu. Sha-la-erh. The Altar of the Moon.
4th. day : Chan-t'an Ssu. Kuang-ming Tien. Ta-kao Tien. The lakes

and the Imperial Palace (The visit to the Imperial Palace is quite excep-

tional).

5th. day : Chinese City : Liu-li Ch'ang ; Booksellers'Quarter and that

of the Mussulmans. Kuan-yin Miao. Altar of Heaven. Altar of Agriculture.

Ta-yiian Ssu. Mosque. Temple of the Lord of the Earth. Pao-kuo Ssu. Then
outside the gates : T'ien-ning Ssii. Po-yiin Kuan.

6th. day : Yiian-ming Yuan (a former Summer Palace). Wan-hou Shan
(new Summer Palace) (By special permission rarely granted). Return either

by the N. : the Temple of the Big Bell and the Huang Ssu, or by the S.

the French Cemetery and Pa-li Chuang. Journey on horseback or by carriage.

To this programme may be added the following.

EXCURSIONS
1. Peking to Kalgan (by rail) ; returning, stop at the Great Wall and

at Ming Tombs
; 3 days.

2. Peking to the Hsi Ling (Tombs of the Ch'ing) ; ask permission ; there

and back in 3 days (by rail).

3. Peking to T'ai-yuan Fu (Shan-hsi), 3 days ; if stoppage made at Cheng-

ting Fu and Pao-ting Fu returning, reckon one day more (by rail).

4. Peking to Jehol (permits necessary to visit palaces and temples) ; 4 or

5 days'journey on horseback or by chair (there and back 10-12 days). The
return may be made by boat on the river Luan, as tar as the station at Luan-
chou.

5. Peking to the Tung-ling " Imperial Tombs of the East " (ask permit

through the Legation), 3 days'journey ; rail, then horse or chair ; 7 days
return.
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VARIOUS EXCURSIONS IN THE PLAIN OF PEKING

1. Circular route, 5 days on horseback, chair or cart.

ist day. From the Legations to T'aiig Shan, by Li-shui Ch'iao,6 hrs. 45 min.

walk. From T'ang Shan to Ch'ang-p'ing Chou, 3 hrs.

2nd. day. From Ch'ang-p'ing to the Tombs, 2 hrs. 45 min. Tombs to Nan
K'ou, 3 hrs. 20 min.

3rd. day. From Nan K'ou to the Wall, 3 hrs. 45 min. Return to Nan K'ou.

4th. day. From Nan K'ou to Hei-lung T'an, 6 hrs. From Hei-lung T'an

to Pi-yiin Ssu, 3 hrs. 45 min. nr i hrs. 45 min. by the mountain. Visit the

Wo-fo Ssu.

5th. day. From Pi-yiin Ssu to the new Summer Palace, i hr. 45 min. From
the new Summer Palace to the Old, 40 min. From the Old Palace to Pe-

king (Legations), 4 hrs. 15 min. ; a little detour may be made to the N. of

capital in order to visit the Temple of the Big Bell.

Temples of the West

2. Western Hills, 2 days.

ist day. From Peking to Pa-ta Ch'u ; sleep at Pi-yiin Ssfi. Visit Wo-fo

Ssil.

2nd. day. From Pi-yiin Ssu to Hei-lung T'an by the mountain. Return

to Peking by the Old and New Summer Palaces.

4. Impressions

The City of Peking has greatly changed since the events of 1900, the Le-
gation Quarter is enlarged and beautified. A more vigilant Urban Authority
has transformed the dusty roads, varied with quagmires, into metalled ave-

nues bordered by pavements and trees, a police force has been organised,
houses of two or more storeys and hotels have been built, and the Tourist,

having more conveniences at his disposal, feels less out of his element than
he did but a short time ago. Nevertheless, in its general appearance, modern-
ised Peking has preserved its characteristics, and, on reading the narra-

tives of former travellers, one notices that their impressions resemble very
closely those received by the tourists of to-day.

Marcel Monnier, in 1895 (The Middle Kingdom)
What an extraordinary city : cess-pools and stenches, filth and decrepi-

tude. Vermin, rags, ulcers, delapidation and a neglect that is heart-break-

ing, the undisciplined movement of a camp of barbarians ; incoherencies

and eyesores which contrast with the regular lines and the majesty of the
plan. Buildings in ruins, crowds in rags in a magnificent setting... An origin-

ality, a freshness of which words can convey no idea. It is like nothing
else and that is in itself a rare merit.... Seen from the top of the wall, a birds-

eye view, Peking shows to advantage. It is true it does not show much of

itself ! All that one can distinguish is the temple roofs, the yellow tile-hung

walls of the Imperial City, the enclosure and buildings of the palace, a very
small number of buildings scattered among trees, half-drowned in an ocean
of pale green foliage. The city, of which at least a third is only gardens or
undefined plots, has rather the appearance of a forest, of an immense park,

enclosed by crenelated walls with, here and there, a few clearings and scat-

tered villages. This horizon, all in half-tints, makes a very soft effect at cer-

tain hours in the morning or when the sun is about to disappear towards
Mongolia, behind the ragged crests of the hills. The close network of verdure
hides the ruins and the sores. None of the city's hum, no dust, no plague
laden bteath reaches these altitudes. The atmosphere is liighly transpaieat,
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the air light, and, in the "silence and freshness, one is lost in contemplation
of this scene unchanged for centuries.

PIERRE LoTi, IN 1902 {The Last Days of Peldmj)

Peking, the city of fretwork and gilding where every building has fantastic

gables and gargovlish ornament. Peking, on days of drought, of wind and
of sunshine, still casts a glamour, still displays something of its former splen-

dour, in that eternal dust of its steppes and its ruins, in that veil which then
hides its crumbling streets and its verminous crowds.

CoMTE DE Beau VOIR, in 1867 {Journey round the World)
Who has not seen Peking does not know the meaning of decay. Thebes'

Memphis, Carthage, Rome have ruins wliich speak of shock ; Peking is wear"
ing itself away ; it is a corpse which is daily falling into dust. — When,
from the top of the admirable and almost scatheless walls which surround
the Tartar City, I cast my eyes over the Forbidden City and the Imperial
City, lying at its heart and enclosed within its circuit ; when I plumbed
the splendid depth of bastions, of pagoda-surmounted gates, with fortifi-

cations in the angles of the walls, and when I examined the conical and lac-

quered roofs of the temples which rise sharply from out of the midst of a
veritable forest ; when, making a half-turn I cast my glance over the Chin-
ese City which forms a regular pedestal for the other and when, finally,

I imagined all that living, fresh, green, intersected everywhere by limpid
streams, bristling witli cannon, populous and noisy, I was mentally recal-

ling the Peking of a thousand years ago, and I stood amazed, admiring with-
out stint this marvel of the Far East. — But little by little I realised
this vision. I e.xplored the streets hollowed out by wheeled traffic into
gullies twenty feet deep, in which the ancient broken sewers seem like a giant
staircase to reach the narrow path which borders the houses on each side
of the precipice ; alighting from my cart to get a closer view, I sank half-

way to my knees in a foetid dust composed of century-old filth. I followed
the bed of ditches, canals and rivers dried up for ever, under ruined bridges
of pink marble, henceforth useless : these parks, these ponds, formerly such
wonders are turned into a desert ; beside triumphal arches of marble, the
ruinous shanties of wretched shopkeepers raise above them a forest of poles
with paper notices floating in the wind ; all this is reduced to a frightfu,

deadly monotone by a thick layer of stifling and acrid dust ; — No, said 11

on seeing this, this is not a city but rather a Tartar camp ravaged by the
Simoon in the heart of the desert ".

5. Climate, Temperature, Productions
of the Soil

Although the latitude of Peking is that of Corfu or of the Balearic Is-

lands, districts noted for the mildness of their climate, the Capital, like all

Northern China, is subjected to extremes of temperature with a severe win-
ter and a very hot summer.

This climate is characterised by great dryness, broken in summer by a

few storms ; by a sky usually serene, although the atmosphere is often agi-

tated, especially in spring by violent winds from Mongolia ; the latter raise

such a dust that the light is sometimes obscured ; this is what is called the
" Yellow Wind " ; lastly by the regularity of the seasons, the winds blow-
ing usually from the N. in winter, the E. in spring, the S. in summer, the

the W. in autumn.
The intense cold begins suddenly in November ; immediately the rivers

and the shores of the ChiU-li freeze and thus remaiu impossible of naviga-
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tion until the early part of March. For the 4 winter months, the sky remains

clear, but the barometer marks 10" and more below zero. In summer it rains

in July and August ; the temperature is very high and 40° C. is often regis-

tered before rain. The short autumn season (October) is as pleasant as the

spring (April and the beginning of May).

The following observations are taken from a Chinese source Ceremonial
and Customs, translated into French by G. DouiN.

First Moon (February) : The weather is cold at Peking ; this is the month
of the Li-ch'un " vernal equinox " and of Yu-shui" rain ". It blows and
it snows ; sometimes the wind blows for several days in succession ; every
ten or twenty years it snows heavily and this lies on the ground to a thick-

ness of inches.

The soil produces peonies, narcissus and primroses. The plum-trees are
in flower ; cucumbers are obtainable, with green peas, runner and broad
beans, pumpkins, leeks, spinach and other green vegetables ; these plants
and vegetables are grown in greenhouses. Their culture is carried on at Feng-
t'ai, to the S. W. of the Capital. The flower and fruit market is found out-
side the Ch'ien Men, in the Chinese City, in Lung-fu Ssa Street and near the
Hu-kuo SsQ ; these early arrivals cost more than in the ordinary season.

Second Moon : This is the month of the Ching-che " awakening of insects
"

and of Chun-fin, " vernal equinox ". It blows very hard, windy days
being numerous ; it snows, sometimes even abundantly ; rain is very
rare.

Peonies, primroses and narcissus spring from the soil ; cucumbers, leeks,

runner beans, green peas, spinach and melons grow in greenhouses at Feng-
t'ai whence they are sent to Peking for sale.

Third Moon : The cold is no longer severe ; this is the month of the Ch'ing-
ming "pure brightness" and of the Ku-yH "harvest rains ". It blows very
hard and sometimes for several days without intermission ; snow and rain
falls in moderation.

The soil yields peonies, ts'u-mi, yu-ye-mi
;
peach and apricot trees are in

flower, leeks and spinach are in season, At this time of year, flowers and
vegetables grow in the gardens of the Tartar and Chinese cities

;
greenhouse

culture being no longer necessary. The willows put on their greenery, the
leaf-buds appearing.
The swallows arrive from the S. and build their nests under the eaves

of houses and shops. This month possesses the elements of an incompara-
ble spring ; still, at Peking, the winds are very high and the weather is still

cold.

Fourth Moon : The temperature has become warmer but the mornings
and evenings are still cool ; this is the month of Li-hsia " summer " and
Hsiao-man " early fulness ". Rainy days are very rare ; on the other hand,
it is often windy and occasionally the wind blows very hard.

This is the seasonable time of cherries, little apricots which are eaten green,

and roses ; the fruit and flowers sold at Peking come from Hsi-shan " Wes-
tern Hills "

; cucumbers, leeks, small onions, carrots, green peas, hsiang-
ch'un (young shoots), capsicum, runner beans and salads.

The vegetables are grown in the kitchen-gardens of the villages and ham-
lets within a radius of a few li from the Capital. The villages of Ta-ching
and Hsiao-ching, situated to the W. of the city, supply almost all the runner
beans.

Fi/th Moon : The weather becomes warmer ; this is the month of Mang-
chung " the work of sawing " and of the Hsia-chieh "summer solstice ".

Rain and wind ; sometimes it blows hard for several days ; the rain, on the

other hand, falls only in light showers and rainy days are rare.

Among the fruits in season are cherries, mulberries, apricots, peaches
and plums, and among the flowers, tuberoses and balsams. As vegeta-
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bias, citrons, aubergines and salad dandelions ; fruits and vegetables come
from the Western Hills, from Fftng-t'ai and the villages and hamlets on

the outskirts.

Sixth Moon : The weather is hot ; this is the month of the Hsiao-shu
" early heat " and of the Ta-shu " great heat ". It rains hard ; sometimes

even for ten consecutive days. The wind lessens. Some days both come toge-

ther ; the wind howls and the rain falls in torrents ; the thunder rolls and
lightning rends the clouds. Even hail is not unknown at this season.

As a consequence of the rains and great heat which prevail during the

e"" and 7"> moons, the air is full of moisture.

Among the vegetable products in season are water-melons and melons

cultivated in special land, lotus with their seed-pods (Hen-p'eng) and roots

(ou) which grow in the rivers and ponds of the capital and neighbour-

hood ; these are hawked about the streets and alleys of the two cities
;

spring onions, leeks, turnips, white and red runner beans, broad beans..

Among the flowers, marguerites, convolvulus, hibiscus and oleanders are in

full bloom.
Seventh Moon : It is very hot for the first fortnight ; then, the temper-

ature falls ; this is the season Li-ch'iu " autumn " and the Ch'u-shu " end
of the heat ". It rains, but on the other hand the wind is light.

Among the products of this season we find ya-Srh-li (long pears), suan-li

(keeping pears), sha-kuo-irh (? bitter apple), wen^hsiang-kuo (sort of apple)

which ripen specially in the Western Hills. Th< neighbouring villages send

maize and pumpkins. This too is the season for sunflowers, is'ao-mo-li (sort

of jasmine) which the citizens cultivate in their own little gardens.

Eighth Moon : The weather becomes cooler ; this is the month of Pai-lu
" white dew " and of the Ch'iu-/en " autumn equinox ". The wind is light

and it rarely rains. Of the twelve moons of the year, the eighth is the most
pleasant ; one feels that it is really a pleasure tc be alive.

Among the cereals we now find rye, millet and maize ; among the fruits,

apples, a little white pear (peculiar to Peking), grapes, jujubes, pomegra-
nates and kakis from the Northern and Western Hills and from the villages

to the S. of the city ; sweet potatoes, pea-nuts, chesnuts, walnuts ; as vege-

tables, cabbages, carrots and beetroots which grow in the outlying districts,

and lastly cinnamon, wild pear flower and cockscombs, mostly supplied from
Feng-t'ai.

Nineth Moon : The weather is cold but not excessively so. It is the month
of " cold dew " and of the " descent of the frost ". It rains but little ; sel-

dom windy and winds light.

At this period the chrysanthemum, the prettiest flower of autumn, comes
into season ; it is chiefly cultivated at F6ng-t'ai. Kitchen gardens supply yams,
while beetroot is grown outside the Tung-chih MSn gate.

Tenth Moon : It is cold , this is the " winter " month or month of " early

snow "
; sometimes very windy ; snow but not heavy ; ground and rivers

are frozen. F6ng-t'ai now leaves off sending anything but spinach and leeks.

Eleventh Moon (December) : Very cold weather ; this is the month of

the Ta-hsAeh " heavy snow " and of the Tung-chih " winter solstice". Snow
and wind.

In the way of flowers we have only the plum and the jessamine nudiflo-

rum ; as vegetables, spinach and leeks. These are grown in greenhouses
at Fgng-t'ai.

Twelfth Moon (January) : Very cold weather ; this is the period of the
Ta-han and Hsiao-han, the greater and lesser cold. It snows and it is not unu-
sual to see the sky overcast for several days together. Windy.

Jasmine, plum blossom, spinach, leeks and indoor cucumbers from FSng-
t'ai form the total product of the soil at this season.

The women of Peking. The Chinese women and the Tartar women wear
different costumes. The first is recognisable here, as everywhere else, by her
peformed little feet and short dress, showing the trowsws tight at the ankle :
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but Ijere the head-dress is peculiar : the hair is drawn low on the nape of
the neck in a chignon.
The Manchu woman on the other hand, wears a long dress reaching to her

feet ; her hair is rolled round a frame fixed ou top of the head.

6. History

PEKING contains within its walls the two districts of Ta-hsing and
Wan-p'ing, whose area comprises the city and the immediate neighbour-

hood of the capital and form dependencies of the particular government of

the " Fu " of Shun-t'ien. To adequately convey its history would involve

the recording not only of that of Peking but also of the cities which have
preceded it within a certain distance from the site of the city of to-day. The
site of this administrative centre has, indeed, varied in the course of centu-

ries, now being more to the N., now further S. enclosed within walls traces

or ruins of which are still to be seen. The names of these successive cities

have also changed as have those of the political divisions whose capital they

were.

The Ta-hsing Hsien occupies the Eastern portion of the metropolitan area.

At the beginning of the Chou dynasty, history mentions the existence of

a kingdom of Chi, whose capital was, it is believed, situated between the

Tartar City of the Ch'ing and the remains of the Mongol wall.

The emperor Ch'ien-lung, proceeding upon a vague tradition of an an-

tique bulwark of the ancient city of Chi, 5 li to the N. of Peking, had built

near the N. W. angle of the Mongol wall, a pavilion protecting a stela of

white marble on which he had engraved a laudatory notice of the old capital.

During the " Ch'un-ch'iu " (Spring and Autumn) period, Peking was
the residence of Shao Kung (11 22 B. C.) who received the investiture of

the feudatory Kingdom of Yen. This state had forty-three princes ; it was
destroyed in 222 B. C. by the armies of Shih-huang-ti, of the Ch'in dynasty,

who became Emperor of China in the following year. The ex-capital then

became the Chi Hsien within the jurisdiction of the tribunal of Shang-ku.

During the troublous times which marked the fall of the Ch'in dynasty,

the Kingdom of Yen re-appeared {209-206 B. C). Under the Han dynasty

during the years Yuan-feng (80-75 B. C), it was made the seat of the pre-

fecture (Chiin) of Kuang-yang, changed after the Pen-shih period (73-70 B.

C.) into a " Kingdom ". With the advent of the later Han, it again came
under the jurisdiction of the (Chiin) prefecture of Shang-ku. During the years

Yung-yiian (89-104 of our era), it was again constituted the judicial centre

of Kuang-yang.
At the period of the " Three Kingdoms ", that of Wei (216 to 265)

made it the capital of the state of Yen, maintained under the Ch'in. The
later Wei made it the administrative centre of the Yu-chou of Yen which sub-

sisted unchanged through the reigns of the Ch'i and Chou. Under the Sui

dynasty (590-617) it was the chief-town of Cho-chou, and under the T'ang

(618 to 907) that of Yu-chou.

From that time, the limits of Peking became more definite. The W.
gate of the present " Imperial City " called Hsi-an M6n, is known to have
been 5 li N. E. of Yu-chou and the temple Min-chung Ssft (Fa-yiian Ssil)

built in 645 by the emperor T'ai-tsung was to the E. of the Eastern gate of

the suburb.
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When the Liao (9^2 to 1135) established their supremacy in Northern

China, they changed the name Yu-chou to Chi-pei, then, at the beginning

of the period Hui-t'ung (938 to 947), that dynasty of Ch'i-tan Tartars made

it their southern capital (Nan-ching) ; in 1012 they created the Hsi-chin

Hsien which became their only residence, Yi-n-ching, and the seat of the

Explanation

1 . 7e sheng Men

I^Hsipien Men

i.SIiun cM Me/i-

U.Chang yi/iMen

S.NanJisi Men
G. Gate,

Midrolle 's Guides George Hure

[•KKINO FHOM rHK CHOU TO THK LIAO DYNASTY

Fu of Hsi-chin. The Liao capital had a circumference of 36 li and had

8 gates ; its walls were 30 ft. high and the imperial residence stood in the

S. W. Quarter of Nan-ch'eng.

Chinese archeologists, to fix the site of Yen-ching, have found : I. a ne-

crological inscription of a certain Li Nei-chSng, who died in 977 at the age of

80, discovered in 1770 in the Liu-li Ch'ang Quarter ; according to the epitaph,

the deceased had been buried at the village of Hai-wang Ts'un to the E. of

the capital. Thus this tomb, wich was discovered to the S. W. of the Tartar
City of to-day, was to the E. of the Liao capital. 2. Another memorial, that of

a Buddhist priest named TzCi-shih who died in 1096 and was buried, says the

inscription, to the E. of the capital. 3. Some important earth embankments
rise in our own day near the temple Po-yiin Kuan and the village of Wu-
fang-yin ; the former represent the N. rampart and the latter the S. wall

of the ancient Yen-ching.
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The Ju-cben troops of the Tartar Chin, themselves of Manchurian ori-

gin, defeated the Liao in 1125 and 1135 and took Yen-ching. The town that

the Ch'i-tan had built was not demolished, but enlarged toward the E. when
the Ju-chen dynasty decided in 1152 to make it their Central capital,

Chung-tu. The Chin first gave it the name of Ta-hsing which they bestowed

on the chief town of the Fu of Ta-hsing<

Explanation

Hsi pien Mpfi

Shun diih Men

Ch'ien Men
Ha ia Men
Tung -pien Men
Smkuo Men
Chiang is a Men

8 lung ting Men
9 Nan hsi Men
10 Chanq uiliMen

G Gate

G.<

MaJroils's Guides

PEKING UNDER THE CHIN DYNASTY

The city had a circumference of 75 li and 12 gates ; it was composed of

4 towns and the Mongol hordes of Gengis Khan (1206- 1227), in order to

make themselves masters of it, had to besiege each of them separately.

It was under Khubilai Khan (Hu-pi-lieh) (1260-1295) during the 4th

year Chih-yiian (1267), that the capital of the Meng-ku (Yiian), formerly

at Karakorum, then at Shang-tu, was. set up to the N. E. of the

town of Chung-tu. It was named in 1271, Ta-tu " the Great Capital " in

Chinese, and Khdn-bdliq in Eastern Turkish. " It is this city, says du Halde,

that Marco Polo, the Venetian traveller, calls Cambalu instead of Ham-
Palu ; for among the Tartars, Ham means " King " and " Palu " Court,

seat ol Ruler "
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The palace of tliu emperors Yuan occupicil very nearly the same site as.

the " Red Forbidden City " of to-day, but the extent of the city was far

greater than that of the present " Tartar City "
; its encircling wall was 60 li

in circumference and was pierced by eleven gates.

Ta-iu (Khan-baliq) was the winter residence of the Mongol Court and

Shan-'-tu (to the N. E. of Kalgan) its summer quarters. Rachid ed-Din,

Explanation

\.Hsi cM Men

iPlfig-be Men
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^laid Men
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PEKING UNDER THE YUAN DYNASTY

physician to the Mongol sovereigns, then vizier, contemporary of Marco Polo,

has left, like the latter .descriptions of the Imperial dwellings :
" The outer

wall of the rity of Khan-baliq is flanked by seventeen towers ; from each

of these towers to the other, there is a farsang of distance. Dai-du (Ta-tu)

is so populous that even outside these towers there are large streets and

houses ; in the gardens there have been planted several kinds of fruit trees

brought from all parts. In the midst of this town, Khubilai Khan has set

up one of his Ordu (Imperial residence) in a very extensive palace to which

has been given the name of Karsi (group of pavilions). The columns and

paving-stones of this palace are all of hewn stone or of marble, and of great

beauty ; it is surrounded and fortified by four walls. From one of these

walls to the other there is a distance of a good arrow's flight. The outer court

is allotted to the palace guards, the next to the princes who meet there es'cry

Northern China, 2
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morniug ; the third court is occupied by the great dignitaries of the army,
and the fourth by those persons who enjoy the friendship of the monarch ".

Under the Ming dynasty (1368-1644), in 1376, Hsii Ta, a general during

the Hong-wu reign, charged with the administration of the ancient Mongol
capital, now become Pei-p'ing Fii, destroyed a belt of 5 li in its N. part and
two gates. In 1409, under the emperor with the nien-hao Yung-le, the city

became the Northern capital, Pei-ching ; from this year therefore dates the

name of PEKING. Later on, in 1421, the Imperial Palace was built, whose
circular extent was increased to 40 H. The high pavilions built on the ram-
parts were restored in 1437 and this work was carried on for two years.

The walls were faced with bricks and the city was divided into three for

tified districts, the Nei Ch'eng amalgamating the Huang Ch'eng and the

Tzu-chin Ch'Sng. The Nan Ch'eng, its Southern annex, was planned in 1524
by Liu P'ei-wen, the Imperial chancellor, and surrounded in 1543 by a wal
28 H in length.

The Ta-hsing Hsien has shared the honour of being the chief town of the

Fu of Shun-t'ien from the Yung-le reign (1403-1424).

The sub-prefecture of Wan-p'ing forms the W. part of Peking and its

outskirts. Territory of Chi Hsien under the Han dynasty ; the T'ang sepa-

rated it {781) to form theYu-tu Hsien, which was together with the Chi

Hsien comprised within the walls of Yu-chou. The Liao in 1012 changed

its name to Wan-p'ing, chief-town of the Fu of Hsi-chin, then of the Fu of

Yen-shan under the Song, of the Fu of Ta-hsing under the Chin, of that

of Ta-tu under the Mongols and finally, since the Ming, of that of Shun-t'ien.

MODERN TIMES : The present dynasty of Ch'ing, on the throne since

the middle of the XVII c, has brought about no appreciable change in the

general appearance of the city of the Ming, but political events, by calling!

in the XIX"> c, for the intervention of the European Powers, have brough

foreigners into the Chinese capital.

The power of the Mongols had already, for various reasons, attracted mis-

sionaries and traders from the West. So it was that J. de Monte Corvino

Odoric de Pordenone, Marco Polo and others besides had come to Peking

in the XIII'" and XIV" c.

Much later, under the Ming, an Italian Jesuit, Matteo Ricci, arrived at

the capital in January 1601. In 1636, a German Pastor, Adam Schall, found-

ed cannons to the order of the last emperor of the Ming dynasty and was
able to retain, in 1645, his official duties under the Manchus who had ta-

ken possession of the throne of China.

A few Jesuits also became government ofticials under the Empire ; Fa-

ther Verbiest, a Belgian, was put in charge of the Observatory and supplied

the Manchu army with artillery ; finally the French Jesuits, some of whom
had abready appeared in the capital with Father Trigault in the time of

Ricci, arrived in 168S at Peking and were retained at Court employed for

a century in scientific or mechanical labours.

These foreigners by their works shed light upon China ; soon merchants

came in numbers to profit by the wealth of the country, but commercia

and religious interests, driven to action by Chinese despotism, led in the

XVni"> and XIX"" centuries to the first diplomatic incidents, soon sup-

ported by force.

The first armed intervention, which brought Europe to the gates of Pe-

king, was the war of i860. Anglo-French troups siezed the Summer Palace
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on tUe 7"" (Jet. aucl, on tlio ij'"' tlic Allies encamped to tlic W. of I'cJtiiig. The
Chinese decided to open the An- ting Men Gate and, on the 15th., at noon,

200 French and 200 English simultaneously occupied the wall of Peking.

On the 24th. Lord Elgin, the English Ambassador, signed a treaty with

Prince Kung and the next day the French treaty was concluded, at the ya-

men of Rites, by Baron Gros, the French Ambassador, assisted by General

Montauban. The allies then evacuated the capital, the French on the 1"

Nov., the English on the 9"" and went into camp at Ta-ku.

Considerably later, at the time of the Chino-Japanese war, several foreign

detachments stayed for a few months at Peking (1894-95).

From that moment, disturbances directed against foreigners, both in the

neighbourhood of the open ports and in the interior, became more and more
frequent, but this veiled or open hostility had not yet reached the Imperial

Court. In 1900, however, the zealots gained further ground and their aim,

that of destroying all the foreigners in China (there were 12,000 at the

time), became that of the Government. Chinese troups massed in the neigh-

bourhood of Peking and, whilst the Celestials attacked the Europeans at

Yiin-nan Fu, at T'ien-chin, in the provinces, the Court made common cause

with the " Bo.xer " societies and besieged, in the capital, both the mission-

aries and their converts in the Pei-t'ang and the Foreign Embassies in

the Legation Quarter ; 42 sailors defended the French Mission, 419 soldiers

assisted by about a hundred volunteers, barricaded themselves in the Le-

gations. On the nth. of June, the Japanese chancellor was assassinated

at the railway station, on the 20th., the German minister was killed near

the Tsung-li-ya-men (\\'ai-wu-pu) ; the conflict was openly waged ; the

siege lasted till the arrival of the relieving troops on the 14th. August. On
the 13th., the Russians had occupied the Tung-pien Men Gate ; on the 14'".

at 4 o'clock in the afternoon, the Indian soldiers entered the Tartar City

and the blockade of the Legations was raised. The losses of the Europeans
during the siege were 164 soldiers and 30 volunteers killed or wounded

;

the French had been the hardest hit, having 14 killed and 25 wounded. On
the i6th the Pei-t'ang was relieved after a splendid defence dvunng which

there had been 13 soldiers or missionaries killed and 12 wounded.
Since 1900, international detachments have been stationed at Peking to

guard the Legations.

THE CITY

The city known to Europeans by the name of Peking {Pei-

ching. Northern Capital), is officially called by the Chinese

Shun-Vien Fu " Obedient to Heaven ". It is situated 116° ,S0

longitude E. of Greenwich and 39° 54 latitude N. It is the capital

of the " Celestial Empire " and the ordinary residence of the

Court. The population is estimated at 800.000 inhabitants.

Four different cities surrounded by walls form this great ag-

glomeration :

The Tzu-rhin Gh'eng " RED FORBIDDEN CITY ". in the cen-

tre of the town. Here stands the Emperor's palace.
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The Huang Oh'eng " imperial city " surrounds the prece-

ding.

The Nei Ch'eng " INNER CITY", better known by the name of

" TARTAR CITY " encloses both the Imperial City and the Pa-

lace.

The JVan Oh'eng " SOUTHERN CITY ", or Wai-lo Ch'eng.

" Outside Enfolding City ", extends to the S. of the Tartar City

(or Manchus). Europeans generally call it the Chinese city.

7. Legation Quarter

From the Hotel des Wagons-lits runs the Legation Street. In

the EASTERN PART of this thoroughfare and on the N. Side,

is the Spanish Legation iHsi-pan-ya KuoFu),the Japanese esta-

blishment Yokohama Specie Bank, the Japanese Legation (Jih-

pen Kuo Fu), with its barracks overlooking the canal, the French

Post on the site of the former Hotel do Pekin (Tallieu-Chamot).

Two great lions mark the entrance to the French Legation

(Fa Kuo Fu), housed since 1861 in a palace ceded by the Chinese,

the Ch'ing Kung Fu (Palace of the duke Ch'ing).

Following upon the eveats of 1900, the legation was enlarged to the N.

by the gardens, and to the W., by the buildings of the old " Hotel de Pekin ".

It contains the Minister's house and several pavilions or villas for the civil

and military staff ; the old chapel, now the chancellery, was, before 1900,

the only Roman CithMic building in the Legation Quarter.

On the E. front is the ancient Custom House Street, in which

are, on one side, the Offices of the Chinese Customs, and on the

other the Peking Club (library, tennis courts, skating rink) and

the French Barracks.

Continuing the Legation Street, Roman Catholic Church,

Saint-Michel, fine organ, built in 1902. Near the Ha-ta Men gate,

the German Hospital and Barracks, next to which is the Belgian

Legation (Pi Kuo Fu), then the German Legation (TS Kuo Fu)

and the building of the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank.

The WESTERN PART of the street is reached by crossing the

canal via the Bridge of the Jade Biver :

The Russian Legation (O Kuo Fu), is the residence formerly

given by K'ang-hsi to the Muscovite priests ; it was increased

in 1900 by the inclusion of the ancient Mongol camp. Orthodox

Greek Chapel.
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Opposite the Indo-Ghina Bank, formerly the residence of the

Corean envoys, the Russian Asiatic Bank, the Dutch Legation

(Ilo-Ian Kuo Fu), the Legation of the United States uf America

(Mei Kuo Fu) with the American Barracks.

On the other side of the Anglo-Russian glacis, the Prencli Hos-

pital Saint- Michel, built in 1901 by Mgr Favier, on the site of

the Ministry of Rites and next the old offices of the Imperial

physicians.

Higher up the canal and behind the Russians, the English

Legation (Ying Kuo Fu), in a fine park, ceded by the Chinese

in 1861, containing pavilions with Imperial yellow varnished

tiles. There were gathered, during the siege, the women, chil-

dren, invalids and official documents. A column outside records

this sad episode :
" the 20th of June to the 14th of August 1900 ".

The Legation has been extended by the acquisition of the

Imperial Academy of Hanlin and a portion of the Ministries of

War and Public works, Anglican Chapel.

On the other side of the Canal of Jade, the Italian Legation (Yi

Kuo Fu), formerly in the Legation street, is housed on the site

of the Temple of Imperial Ancestors. One of its sides overlooks, as

does the Austrian Legation (Ao Kuo Fu),the Avenue of Ch'ang-an.

Around this quarter are wide avenues with houses on both

sides which have, little by little, been occupied by foreigners,

either as private residences and hotels or as shops and stalls,

although Peking is not a city open to foreign trade..

To the N, of the glacis, on the Ch'ang-an Street, the Hotel de Pekin ; to

the E. on the Ha-ta Men Street, the North Hotel, and Hospital of the Ame-
rican Mission.

8. Nei Ch'eng. Tartar City

The " Tartar City " is 41 li 26, or 25, 919 yds in extent ; it

closes the " Imperial City " and the " Red Forbidden City ",

both closed with ramparts; in the S. E. part, the " Legation Quar-

ter". The wall of Nei Ch'eng is pierced by 10 gates, among which

is that of An-ting MSn to the N., occupied by the Anglo-French

troops in 1860, and the Water Gate, to the S., where entered the

Hindoo troops to relieve the Legation Quarter on the 14 th.

of August 1900.

From the top of the S. wall, between Ha-ta Men and Shun-chih M6n,
a general view of the whole of Peking may be obtained ; at Ch'ien M6n, it
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embraces even tlu; Imperial Palaee, so that a walk ou Ihcsc ramparts can
be recommended. To the N., the Tartar City rcsscmblcs a vast forest whence
emerges a few yellow roofs ; to the S., the Chinese City and its houses.

From South to North ; East side :

A long broad thoroughfare traverses the E. part of Peking ; it

is called Ha-ta Men Street. The following notable buildings of

this quarter may be mentioned :

Kuan-hsiani; T'ai " Observatory ". This building, erected in the

reign of the Emperor Shih-tsu (Khubilai) in 1279, stood at the

S. E. corner of Khan-baliq, the Mongol capital ; but when this

city, which had once more become an Imperial residence dur-

ing the Yung-le period of the Ming, was rebuilt (1409), the Sou-

thern wall of Peking was carried further to the S. The Observatory,

which has remained on its present site, is therefore no longer

at the angle. The terrace of the Kuan-hsiang T'ai, at a height

of 50 ft., rests on a vaulted masonry above which rose, under

the Yiian, an octagonal tower which, having collapsed, was re-

placed in 1797 by a wooden tower, since fallen.

The Observatory is a dependency of the ' Mathematical Faculty. " Among
the astronomers may be mentioned Kuo Shou-ching under the Yiian and
Chou Hun-mo in the Ming period. This department is responsible for the
compilation of the calendar.

The Observatory was, for 30 years, entrusted to astronomers of Arab
origin, who carried down from father to son the direction of this establish-

ment until the XVIIth. century, at which period, the science of the Je-
suits attracted the attention of the Emperor of the nien-hao (reign) Shun-
chih.

One of the missionaries. Father Verbiest, was specially honoured ; he
became President of the Mathematical Faculty and the Emperor recogni-

sed his talent by granting him title of nobility for him and his ancestors. The
decree was engraved on a rich tablet, preserved at the Observatory and
later, carried to the French Legation.

It was under the able direction of Father Verbiest, who died at Peking
in i588, that the antiquated instruments of the Mongols were replaced by
others greatly improved (1673). " They are large ", says Father Le Comte
in his Mimoires, " well cast, ornamented all over with figures of dragons,

very well fitted for the use it is intended to make of them ; and. if the fine-

ness of the divisions were in keeping with the rest of the work, and if, in-

stead of sights, lenses had been fitted into them, according to the new method'
of the Royal .\cademy, we should have nothing in this direction which,,

could be compared with them ". They comprised ; an armilladry zodiac,

an equinoctical sphere, an azirautal horizon, large quarter circle, a sextant'

and a celestial globe. The Germans sent several of these instruments to

Potsdam (The O.angery) in igoi, being part of the loot from Peking.

• The Kung Yiian " Examination Hall " is no longer anything

hiore than a large indefinite space. It was here that candidates for

the degree of Ghii-jen (M. .\.) and Chin-shih (D. Sc.) used for-

merly- to meet, sometimes to the number of several thousands,'
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and remain sliut up in narrow cells for Uic Iwo days and a night

during which the oxanunalion lasted.

It is intended to locate the site of the Chinese Parliament on

this spot where a suitable building is to be erected.

The Wai-wu-pu, formerly the Tsung-li Ya-m§n is the Foreign

Office.

Near by is the Ketleler monument, erected in 1903 on the

spot where the German Ambassador was murdered on the 20th

June 1900, before the siege of the Legations.

Tung Tang " Eastern Church " was, under K'ang-hsi, the

residence of the Portuguese Jesuits attached to the Court. Ran-

sacked from top to bottom by the Boxers in 1900, it has since

been rebuilt.

At the junction of Ha-ta Men Street and Ch'i-hua Men Street

are the Four Porticoes, then the University.

Lnng-fn Ssu " Monastery of the Distinguished Happiness "

was built at great expense during the years Ching-t'ai, of the

Ming, in 1451. The buildings, before the fire of the 3rd. Dec.

1901, comprised five courts and as many pavilions with terraces

bordered with marble balconies, taken from the grounds of a

palace to the S. of the city. This temple is dedicated to Buddha

and the goddess Kuan-yin, one of the forms of Bodhisattva

Avalokitesvara. During the Ming period, the la-ma from Mongolia

officiated there ; it is now only occupied by care-takers save on

fair-days which have been held there since the Yung-cheng period

(1723-1735) on the 9-10, 19-20 and 29-30 of each month.

In the \ortll :

Pel Kuan, or Pei T'ang, is an ancient little Chinese monastery

handed over to the Muscovites in 1720 ; the latter converted

it into a place of worship : the Church of the Assumption.

Yung-ho Kung (Temple of the La-ma) is situated at the

Northern end of the main thoroughfare of Pei-hsin Ch'iao ; its

entrance faces the S. It is a monastery of Buddhist monks, the

residence of a Gheghen (Huo Fo " Living Buddha "), a reincarna-

tion of a Bodhisattva. This edifice is considered, from its extent

and the splendour of its buildings, as the first convent of the

capital. The emperor Shih-tsung (years Yung-cheng, 1723 to

1735), as Prince Imperial inhabited this palace ; he subsequently

converted it into a monastery to shelter several hundred la ma,
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mostly of Mongol origin but governed by Thibetan superiors.

The thirteenth of the Da-lai la-ma, who came to Peking in 1908

officiated there on the 19"> December.

'J" The la-ma have the crosier, mitre, dalmatic, cope or pluvial, service

with two choirs, exorcisms, censer, benediction given by extending the
hand over the head of the faithful, the chaplet and processions. I have seen
absolution given to pilgrims : after having purified himself by prayer and
meditation on the court of the temple, the penitent was admitted to the
altar and there a lama marked his breast with a great square seal bearing
Sanscrit characters. " {Tour du Monde, 1876).

Near the entrance, two splendid bronze lions (Simha) — dogs

of Fo or monsters — symbolical of courage and generosity (Man-

jusri is shown mounted on a lion).

The enclosure is divided into six plots ; the Ghao-t'ai Men Gate,

then that called Yung-ho Men with the T'ien-wang Tien Palace
;

then come the Yung-ho Kung proper, the Yung-you Tien Palace,

the Fa-lun Tien and finally three very high pavilions, two of

which are the Wang-fu Ko and more to the N., the Sui-ch'Sng

Tien.

In the Northern courtyard stands a building of several storeys,

70 ft. high ; it contains a Buddhist statue, the most colossal in

the capital ; it is that of the Bodhisattva Maitreya (Mi-lei P'u-

sa), the eventual messiah of Buddhism, carved, so we are assured,

from a single tree-trunk and more than 60 ft. high.

In the grand hall of the temple, worship is paid to a gilt bronze

statue of Gautama Buddha. In front of the entrance stands an

old circular tripod, 7 ft. high and 3 ft. wide, doubtless in reminder

of one of the nine which Ching Ch'eng (1115 to 1079 B. C.) had

placed at Lo-yang (Ho-nan Fu) which, later, became the capital

of the Empire.

The revolving library is a reproduction, on a smaller scale, of

that of the Wu-t'ai Shan in Shan-hsi.

Following on the grand hall is the Fa-lun Tien " Saloon of

the Wheel of the Law ", set apart for prayer (The wheel is one

of the attributes of Maitreya Buddha). On the 8th of the 12th

moon, the La-ma meet there.

In a hall in rear and to the E., we notice, on the offertory

table, a statuette of two persons closely embraced ; these are

the generative Buddhas.

In the enclosure, a temple is built to Kuan-ti and served by

La-ma.
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The religious ceremonies are practically the same as at the

Huang Ssu \\ith a procession of La-ma in costumes.

Ceremonies : On the 30th of the first moon {Sung-sui, the hunt for Evil

spirits) ; and on the ist of tiie second moon {Fo-ch'u-hsun, the Buddha is

brought out).

E. of the Yung-ho Kung, the Po-lin Ssii, a temple dedicated

to Sakya-muni.

From the temple of the La-ma to that of Confucius the distance is 250
yards.

The Ta-ch'eng Tien, or Wen Miao " Temple of Literature ",

is dedicated to K'ung-tzu, " Confucius ". There are to be seen

Imperial stelse, learned inscriptions, and a handsome marble

portico pierced by three doors. In the Temple of Confucius,

which is very primitive, the high-altar is surmounted by a lac-

quered panel on which is inscribed in gilt letters : Wan skih

shih piao " The master and model of ten thousand generations
'

The tablet which personifies the philosopher and on which is ins-

cribed his name, is placed in an open niche before which is an

offertory table bearing a perfume-burner and two candelsticks.

Other tablets are dedicated to the members of his family and

to the Chinese sages ; specially noticeable are those to " Four as-

sociates " of Confucius : Meng-tzu, Tseng-tzu, Yen-tzu, Tzii-

ssu, who received from the Mongol dynasty in 1331, the honorary

names of Ya-sheng, Tsung-sheng, Fu-sheng, Shu-sheng, by

which they are still known.

Every year, in spring and autumn, in the second month of each

of these seasons, the first day of the sign Ting, sacrifices are

offered there.

The sign ting means " fire ", symbol of pure and brilliant light and ap-

propriate only to the Sage whose doctrine is to the Chinese the very base

of civilisation.

For information about the K'ung Miao, the real " Temple of Confucius
"

{See SHAN-TU.NG, Ch'u-fou Hsien).

On the day of sacrifice, dishes of pork, mutton, together with a fowl, a

fish, various fruits, brandy, etc., are placed on the offertory table. Then,

with great pomp, the director, the professors and congregation prostrate

themselves, burning incense to the strain of music.

Professors and pupils then go to the refectory, separating after lunch ;

since it is a holiday.

A more or less imposing ceremony takes place that day in all the schools

of the Empire.

Kuo-tzu Chien is the ancient Imperial School for the Nobility.

It was built by the Yiian and finished under the Ming. The
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coiu't yard is paved with marble. In the garden are cypresses

which were planted by a rector who lived under the Mongol

dynasty. •

The 27'" of the eighth moon is the anniversary of the birth of Confucius

(21st year of the Ling-wang of the Chou or 551 B.C.). Mandarins, delegated

by the Minister of Education, Hsio-pn, dressed in ceremonial robes and pec-

toral, come there in the morning to make the sacrificial offerings : oxen,

sheep, and pigs.

In the main thoroughfare of Hou Men which follows the N.

facade of the Imperial City : to the W, the Kuan-ti Miao, of the

Tartar City, where the Emperor annually sends a mandarin to

sacrifice in his name. On the 24th of the 6th moon is celebrated

the anniversary of the birth of Kuan-sheng-ta-ti, also called

Kuan-lao-yeh and Kuan-ti, who died in 219 A. D. and was deified

under the name of Kuan Yii. The Wan-p'ing Hsien, residence

of a magistrate responsible for the administration of the Western

part of the capital. To the E., the Wen-ch'angr Miao, where the

Emperor goes by proxy on the anniversary of this celebrated

mandarin of Ssii-ch'uan.

Further on from the Hou Men, we see the Ku Lou masking

the Chung Lou.

Kn lou " Drum Tower " is cubical in shape ; it was built by

Shih Tsu of the Yiian dynasty in 1272, under the name of Ch'i-

cheng Lou. There is to be seen a Clepsydre or water clock, com-

posed of four vases (T'ung-lou hu) which formerly let the water

escape drop by drop through a small opening. The level of the

water served to indicate the watch. Above the basins stood a

genius which, by means of a spring, struck the cymbals to denote

the hours. ^Yhen the basins were empty, they were re-filled ; in

winter with warm water. Nowadays, torches of compressed

saw-dust (Shih-ch'en-hsiang) mark the watches. The tower is

99 ft. high. Fine view over the Capital.

Chung lou, " Bell Tower ". A brick and stone building thus

called was erected under the Yiian, in the centre of Khan-baliq.

During the period Yung-le of the Ming, there was built, some

distance away, the present structure. Fire ravaged the tower,

which was rebuilt in 1745, during the years Ch'ien-lung ; it is

90 ft. high. A bell weighing 10.000 Chinese lbs. is hung in the

upper platform ; it is struck at each of the night watches at the

same time as the Ku Lou drum.
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In the West

To the N. of the principal street which ends at the Hsi-chih

Men, is the Taoist temple, Ch'ung-yiian Kaan formerly Cheung-

hsiian Kuan. Its popular name is Ts'ao-kung kud'erh, from the

name of its founder, the eunuch Ts'ao Chi-hsiang of the Ming

dynasty.

To the entrance stands a portico bearing the following inscrip-

tion : Oh'i-pao chin-ch'ueh " The seven jewels [are here] ; the

golden-gate [gives admission to Heaven] "

The temple, which is in a ruined condition, is open to visitors

from the 1st to the 15 th of the first moon. In the principal hall

are statues of wood or coloured and hardened earth ; among
them, that of Yu-huang " The Sovereign of Jade ".

Hsi T'ang " Western Church ", near the Hsi-shih Men Gate,

was erected in 1867 and then re-built after 1900, on a site bought

in 1723 by Father Pedrini, ex tutor to the Prince Imperial who
reigned under the title Yung-cheng (1723-1735). The church is

dedicated to Notre Dame des Sept-Douleurs.

This site is the ancient cemetery called " o; the Franciscans "
; six of the

tombstones had no inscription and the text of the other seven has reached us
incomplete

Hu-kuo Ssii was built under the name of Ch'ung-kuo Ssu by

Khubilai of the Yuan ; the Ming gave it the name it bears to-

day. It comprises four pavilions and two small towers. It is a

Buddhist edifice formerly officiated at by bonzes; they were repla-

ced by Lama from Thibet. A fair is held there on the 7-8,17-18

and 27-28 of each month.

To the N. of the main thoroughfare leading to the Fou-ch'eng

Men gate, commonly called P'ing-ise Men, stands the Li-tai ti-

wang Miao, " Temple of the Emperors and Kings of succes-

sive Dynasties "
; it was founded, in 1522, at the beginning of

the Chia-ch'ing period, of the Ming.

The Po-t'a Ssu, " Temple of the white stupa (tower) " is in

the enclosure of the Miao-ying Ssu. It was built about the year

1100 under the Liao dynasty, richly ornamented in 1271 by
Khubilai Khan, and restored in 1819. This Buddhist temple is

dedicated to the Bodhisattva Manjusri (Wen-shu P'u-sa) usually

represented seated on a white lion ; here the statue is of gilt wood.

The building dates from the reign Shoii-lung (1095 to 1101) of
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llic Liao dynasty ; it beais the name of Miao-ying Ssu since the

Tien-shun period (1457 to 1464) of the Ming.

On the 25th of the tenth moon, a fair is held here. In the evening of this

same day, from 7 to 9, the La-ma assemble on the terrace of the stupa and
make a ceremonial circuit of the white tower.

Tn the Sonth

At the Shun-chih Men Gate, the Church of the Immaculate

Copception, Nan T'ang, ancient cathedral built in 1703 on a site

presented by the Emperor, demolished by the Boxers in 1900,

since rebuilt.

Near this gate, also called Hsiian-wu Men, and to the W. of

the main road, is the T'u-ch'eng-huang Miao, residence of the

tutelary genius of the walls and moats of the capital. This urban

deity is, as it were, the magistrate entrusted to judge the con-

duct of citizens and is thus invested with judical powers over

the souls of the dead.

Taoism, originally a natural religion, seems to have borrowed from Bud-
dhism the moral idea of the judgment of souls who are rewarded or puni-
shed according as their actions have been good or bad. Every administra-
tive centre in China has its Ch'eng-huang Miao where are portrayed the

75 courts of justice and tortures of hell.

Outside the principal sanctuary which dates from the Mon-

gol period, are side buildings in which are worshipped the holy

tablets of the provinces of the Empire formerly personified by

statues.

A fair is held in this building Irom the 1st to the 10th of the

fifth moon.

9. Huang Ch'eng, ** Imperial City ".

The " Imperial City "is 32.250 Chinese ft. or 11, 319 yds in

circumference ; its wall, pierced by four gates, encloses the " Red

Forbidden City ". It was formerly designed to serve as quarters

for the numerous servants and employees of the Court but is

now occupied by a large number of Chinese merchants. It is

divided on the plan into two parts, E. and W.
The Imperial City has 4 gates : Hsi-an' MBn to the W., Ta-ch'ing Men

to the S., Tung-an MSn to the E., and Ti-an Men or Hou Mht to the N.,

but the only one for public use is the first.

Entering by the W. we pass via the Hsi-an Men, more commonly

called Wai-hsi-hua Men. At Ilsi-shih-l^'ou a broad tliomiighfare

opens to the N. leading to new Pei-t'ang.
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Pci-t'anjc, llu; episcopal residence of llie aposlolic vicarage

of Northern Chih-n (French Lazarlsts). This mission counts

a bishop, 20 European missionaries, 36 Chinese preachers, and

95,433 native converts (1910).

This establishment was built in 1887 ; it was acquired by exchange for

the old Pei-t'ang at the request of the Chinese government. A great per-

sonality associated with this institution is Monseigneur Favier who died in

1905.

During the events of 1900 the Pei-t'ang, defended by 11 Italians and 31

Frenchmen, heroically sustained a siege from the 15th of June to the i6th

of August ; there were 400 victims out of the 3,000 Chinese christians who
liad taken refuge there, as well as 5 French sailors and their midshipman
Henry, 6 Italians and 3 missionaries killed and 9 French and 3 Italians

wounded.

The Cathedral of the Holy Saviour, commenced on the 30th

May 1887, was completed the 19th December 1888.

On either side of the entrance, stelae recite the Imperial decree

ordaining the construction of the edifice.

The doors are at the top of a grey granite terrace ; 2 towers, superposed

in 1901, flank the basilica and an inscription bears the words : Ch'ih-chien

T'ien-chu T'ang Catholic Church built by Imperial Order » The length

of the cathedral is 275 ft., the width of the transept 108 ft. ; the height to

the key-stone 72 ft. The interior is the XIV c. Gothic. The roof is supported

by 36 pillars of thuya (arbor vitae). Nine chapels round the high-altar. Stain-

ed-glass windows. Organs.

To the r. of the church, the seminary, and to the 1., the episco-

pal palace and the court-yard. Next to the clock tower is the

Chapel erected to commemorate the deliverance of the Pei-t'ang

and two guns taken from the Boxers with this inscription :
" 1606,

Rotterdam ". Library.

In the rear, the Jen-tzu T'ang, convent of nuns and orphanage.
The Catholic religion was taught at Peking in the Xlllth c. and in 1308

the Italian Franciscan J. de Monte Corvino was consecrated archbishop
of Khan-baliq and primate of the whole Far-East. On the fall of the Mon-
gols, foreigners weredriven from Peking and missionaries only re-appeared
on the decline of the Ming. Portugese Jesuits and then French ones built
churches in the XVIIth and XVIIIth c. Since the Chinese war of i860 the
French Lazarists have occupied the apostolic vicariat of Peking.

On the 29"" October i86o,the old Pei t'ang, closed for thirty years, had
had a Te Deum sung in honour of the French army and the Emperor Napo-
leon ; this imposing ceremony was repeated in the new Pei-t'ang on the
8'" September 1900, after the relief of the Legations, before the greater

part of the ambassadors and officers of the relief force.

Ch'an-t'an Ssu was built during the Ming period under the

name of Ching-fu Tien ; Ch'ang-hsi restored it. Three fine buil-

NORTHKRx China, 3.
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dings overlook its luarble paved courl-yard, the J^icn-wang lien,

the Tzu-fen-pao Tien and lastly the Ta-pao Tien in which stood

a statue of the Nascent Buddha said to have a miraculous origin.

This statue of Chan-t'an (sandal wood) came, according to tradi-

tion, from the W., on the appearance (?) of Sakya-muni ; it was 5 ft.

high, but was, we are assured, destroyed, in 1900, with the edifice.

The Huo Fo " living Buddha " of Peking, assisted by all the

La-ma, celebrates there, every year on the 8th of the fourth

moon, the birthday of Sakya-muni, a very curious ceremony
;

he wears special ornaments and a mitre, then he sprinkles the

worshippers.

On the other side of the avenue and opposite the Pei T'ang,

is the Kuang-ming Tien. This building was erect in 1557, during

the period Chia-ching of the Ming, in honour of Yii-huang, of the

T'ai-chi and other divinities of the sect of Lao-tzu. A double

cupola with blue tiles, crowns the -temple which is itself fronted

by vast courts and two fine flights of marble steps. This building

is served by tao-shih.

We now reach the reserved part of the Imperial City. On the

r., before we come to the « Marble Bridge » is the old Pei T'ang.

This site was given, ia 1693, by the Emperor of the reign K'ang-hsi, to the

French Jesuits, Fathers de Fontaney, de Visdelou, Gerbillon and Bouvet ;

the papal legate Monseigneur de Tournon resided there from December

1705 to August 1706. At the beginning of the xixth c, the Chinese took

possession of it and the campaign of i860 was necessary to return its pro-

perty to the mission. The buildings were restored but, on the 9th January

1864, fire destroyed the French religious institution. New plans were made
;

the first stone of a new cathedral was laid on the ist. May 1865, the building

opened for public worship, ist January 1867, but alienated in i886to be hand-
ed back to the Chinese Government in exchange for the new Pei T'ang.

The old Cathedral of Peking formed part of the palace allot-

ted to the ex-Dowager Empress Tz'u-hsi. This reservation extended

as far as the W. portion of Lake Chung Hai and included the

Tzu-kuang Ko " Pavillion of the Purple Light ", formerly cal-

led Lei-yin Ko.

It was here that the envoys of Korea and people considered as tributaries

were presented to the Emperor. On the 29th of June 1873, the Ambassa-
dors of England, France, United States, America, Holland, Russia and Ja-
pan received, for the first time, the privilege of being received in morning
audience by the Emperor of the reign T'ung-chih.

The principal hall is from 40 to 50 ft high. At the time of the pacifica-

tion of Turkestan in 1760 under the reign of Ch'ien-lung, portraits were

made in this pavilion of 100 personages who had distinguished themselves
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ill ttiis caiupaife'ii, iind on llic walls were painted llic baltlcs fou^;lit by tiic

army of the West. In 1776, a similar number of portraits were made to

recall the redoubtable exploits of the Tartar general A-kui against the

Miao-tzu tribes of Chin-chou from the Liang Chin-ch'uan (" two golden

rivers ") region.

In the rear portion is the Wu-ch'eng T'ien "Hall of Military Success ",

where was given in 1776 the " Banquet of Victory " {Kung-ch'eng Yen)

to the victorious army in the Miao-tzu war.

After crossing the " Marble Bridge " Chin-ao Yii-tung Ch'lao,

between the Chung Hai on the S. and the Pei Ilai on the N.,

to the I. is seen the Pai-t'a (Po-t'a), an artificial hill formed by

soil taken from the lakes, and which derives its name from a

stiipa set up on its summit by Shun-chih, of the Ch'ing. This

island is acknowledged amOng the eight marvels of Peking under

the name of " Spring shades of the Isle of Red Marble " In the

time of the Ju-chen dynasty of the Chin, this island, called Ch'iung-

hua Tao, was outside the capital of those Manchu sovereigns.

At the foot of the Southern slope of the hillock, the Yung-an

Ssu consecrated to the Bodhisattva Manjusri (Wen-shu) whose

statue is of gilt copper. A staircase winds up the Pai-t'a Shan
" White Tower Hill " and leads to the tower terrace.

N. E. of the Imperial gardens and on the borders of the Pei

Hai rises the Hsien-ts'an T'an or " Mound of the first breeder of

silkworms ", with a white marble terrace.

On the morn of tlie day Ch'ing-ining " of pure brightness ", the Em-
peror, clad in ceremonial robes, with the court ladies wearing flower-em-
broidered over-skirts, get into their chairs and leave the palace by the Shen-
wu Men gate ; the procession makes its way to the Yii-ho Ch'iao bridge, turns
to the r. before reaching the lake and crosses tlie mulberry garden of Pei
Hai. The Empress enters the hall where adoration is paid to Lei-tsu, spouse
of the fabulous emperor HsUan-yiian Huang-ti who, we are told, taught
his people to breed silkworms and to weave the precious tissue. She sacri-

fices oxen, sheep and pigs and prostrates herself before the " holy silkworm
breeder " represented by his sacred tablet.

To the E. the mound is the Ts'ai-sang T'ai, a terrace where

the ceremony of gathering mulberry leaves takes place. The
Empress, followed by the princesses, takes a basket in hand and

having cut the leaves replaces them, five, seven or nine times ac-

cording to the rank of the person.

Ta-kao Tien, where the emperors resort to pray and burn incense

to obtain rain in the time of drought. It is a fine temple covered

with yellow glazed tiles, built during the years Chia-ching of the

Ming, and to which the Ch'ing, in the periods Yung-cheng and

Ch'ien-lung, made great improvements.
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At the entrance are two pavilions with elaborate superposed

improved roofs.

Mei Shan " Mountain of Coal " also called Chmg Shan, " Pic-

turesque Mountain " and Wan-sui Shan " Mountain of the Ten

Thousand Years "
; it is situated to the N. of. the " Forbidden

City ". There is a way leading to the five pavilions, each placed

on a mound so that the mountain forms five symmetrical sum-

mits arranged from E. to W. These buildings contain statues of

Fo. A palace, dedicated to the creed of the ancestors of the pre-

sent dynasty and situated lower down to the N., was occupied

by the French from 1900 to 1902 to Serve as head-quarters for

the troops. In the enclosure of the Mei Shan, is still to be seen a

sort of acacia from which the last Emperor of the Ming dynasty,

called by his temple name Chuang-lieh-ti, hung himself in 1644

when the rebels took possession of the capital.

In the Mei Shan enclosure and to the N. of the hill, Shou-

huang Tien, where the Empress sacrifices to the deceased Empress-

es and Emperors of the Manchu dynasty, represented by the

portraits painted by artists of the Ju-yi Kuan.

In the lake Nan-hai, the Ying T'ai where died the emperor

Kuang-hsu (19n8K

10. Tzu-chin Ch'eng " Red Forbidden City "

This city (Ch'eng), enclosed by a wall of grey brick six U (11.761

ft.) in extent, is reserved (chin) for the Emperor ; it forms the

" Imperial Palace " properly so-called.

^fT.o-fit/|-(^,.' Its name of Red City {tzA, deep red or violet) comes, not from the co-
' lour of its crenelated walls made of grey briclTsVTJut from a literary allusion

to the Pole-star, centre of the celestial world, as the Imperial Palace is the
centre around which the terrestrial world gravitates, or at least the whole
administration of the Chinese Empire. This metaphor is very ancient
and dates back several centuries before the Christian era. The Pole-star is

called in Chinese TzU-wei Hsing " Star of the Red Myrtle ". In the Ilird

century B. C, the emperor Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, in building his enormous
capital of Hsien-yang, had taken care to arrange the position of his palace
in harmony with the pivot of the celestial vault and the neighbouring con-
stellations. (A. ViSSIERE).

The enclosure is entered by four gates ; each of these hav

three openings closed by doors painted red and the middle one

is only opened for the " Son of Heaven ". On a line from N. to

S., stand a whole row of audience chambers ; to the E. andW. of

this axis are the offices of the Civil Service.

After the relief of the Legations at Peking, the allied troops were
reviewed, the 28th. August 1900, by the Russian general Linievitch and
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dc(ilcd thiougli till! court-yards aiid halls uf the " Red Forbidden City
"

The Russians, Japanese, French, English, Americans, Germans, Austrians

and Italians were represented in this military parade.

Entering by the S. :

Ta-ch'ing Men (entrance bearing the name of the Imperia

dynasty) is followed by a long passage leading to the Red For-

bidden City by the T'ien-an Men and Tuan Men gates.

To r. and 1. and in the middle of a park of fir trees, stands two

temples, T'ai Miao to the E. and She-chi T'an to the W.

In the T'ai Miao, the Emperor sacrifices before the shrines con-

taining the tablets with temple name of the emperors of the

reigning dynasty. These ceremonies take place on the 1st days

of the first, seventh and tenth moon.

She-chi T'an " Mound of the Spirits of Soil and of the Harvests ".

This mound, square in shape, comprises three tiers and is built

of white marble. On the terrace, five different coloured earths

are placed : yellow in the centre, black to the N., red to the S.,

white to the W., green to the E.

To the N. is the hall in which takes place the sacrifice to the " Spirit of

the Soil " represented by a sacred tablet ; on the offertory table are the
fruits of the earth, quarters of beef, mutton and pork.
The Emperor sacrifices there on the 2nd and 8th month (and month of

spring and 2nd month of autumn) on the first day wu of the denary series

(the character wu is synonymous with t'u " earth ").

The Wu Men " Southern Gate " is surmounted by a two stor-

ey building.

The T'ai-ho Men " Gate of Supreme Concord ", where stands

the grand reception halls called San ta tien " the three great

throne rooms "
: T'ai-ho Tien, Chung-ho Tien and Pao-ho Tien.

T'ai-ho Tien " Throne room of Supreme Peace". Five flights

of steps lead to the terrace, 20 ft. above the ground, on which

the edifice stands surrounded by a balustrade of white marble.

The throne-room is 110 ft. high and covered by a double roof

with four sides.

The Emperor goes there on grand ceremonial occasions and
to receive the congratulations of the Court on his birthday, New
Year's Day and at the winter solstice.

In rear is the Chung-ho Tien " Throne-room of Central Peace "•

Tablets are here presented to the Emperor which bear the text

of the prayers that are to be offered during the ritual ceremonies,
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loyolhor willi llu; curcHls aiiJ agricultural iuiplouioiits wljich arc

to figure in the ceremony of the Imperial ploughing.

Facing the N., the Pao-ho Tien " Throne-room of Assured

Peace " where the sovereign receives tributary princes and recent-

ly admitted graduates.

The Ch'ien-ch'ing Men gate " Gate of Heavenly Purity "

shuts in the Palaces of San la lien on the N. Beyond are the Im-

perial apartments.

Ch'ien-ch'ing Kun^ " Palace of Heavenly Purity ". On the

door are inscribed the four characters : Cheng-ta kuang-ming
" Uprightness and greatness, glory and light ".

In this building, the Emperor gives private audiences and

the New Year's Day banquet to the Imperial princes. K'ang-hsi

invited 1000 old men to a feast there in 1711, and Ch'ien-lung,

in 1783, in a similar function assembled 1,308 princes and di-

gnitaries.

CWiao-t'ai Tien " Throne-room of the Sublime Union ", where

are kept the Imperial seals ; here, too, weddings are performed.

K'un-ning Kung. This palace contains the " Spirit's Hall "

where the Emporor makes, every season, ritual offerings to those

of his ancestors whose tombs are in Manchuria.

The ceremony employed is that formerly in use at Mukden. At the mo-
ment of sacrifice, a Sama " respectable person " (dressed in a robe adorned

with dragons, wearing on her head the tien-izH and carrying a bell at her

girdle), reads before the shrine of the spirits an allocution drawn up in Man-

chu, then proceeds to execute a dance from the ancient Manchu ritual.

The K'un-ning Men closes this part of the palace and leads

to the Yii-hua Yiian, a garden reserved for the use of the Imperial

family.

All this series of palaces is bordered by a wall pierced by several

gates leading, on the E. and on the W. to the apartments of the

concubines, servants, eunuchs, stores of silks and furs, palace

theatre, pagodas and various other palaces.

Among the palaces on the E. side, the Wen-hua Tien " Throne-

Room of Literary Efflorescence ". The emperor goes there once

a year to interpret the sacred books. In 1895, the foreign minis-

ters admitted for the first time into the enclosure of the Forbid-

den City at the request of the French and R\issian ministers,

were received in Imperial audience there.
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11. Nan Ch'eng. Chinese City

The enclosure of the Nan Ch'eng is 28 li (52.166 ft.) round.

The « Southern City » wa.s built in 1554, during the Chia-ching

period of the Ming, and provided with seven gates.

They are, beginning in the N.E. : Tung-plen Men ; N.W., Hsi-pien
Men ; W., Kuang-an Men, whose popular name is Chanfi-yih Mln; E.,

Kuang-ch'u Men, better known by the name of Sha-kuo Men ; S., Yung-
ting Men, in the continuation of the main thoroughfare of Ch'ien Men, flan-

ked on the W. by the Yu-an Men, popularly called Nan-hsi Men, and, on
the E., by the Tzii-an Men, currently known as the Chiang-is'a Men.

Nan Ch'eng, which Europeans call the Chinese City, commun-
icates with the Tartar City by three gates, and with the outlying

country by three others cut in the wall to allow of the passage

of the lines, running to Pao-ting Fu and Han-k'ou, to T'ien-chin

and to T'ung Chou, with their terminus in common at the Ch'ien

Men Gate.

The Northern quarter of this city is the most denselv populated

part of the capital. Its streets are narrow, bordered by shops and

signs of extreme length, especially in the ra-s/ia-Za-eM and neigh-

bourhood of the Liu-li Ch'ang where are curiosity shops, book-

sellers, second-hand book stalls, confectioners' shops and stalls

of all kinds.

A museum, a private venture inspired in 1909 by Tuan-fang,

then Viceroy of Chi-Ii, is intended to be built in the Liu-li Ch'ang.

In the W. part and parallel with the Ch'ien Men thoroughfare,

the Niu Chieh " 0.x Street ", chiefly inhabited by Mohammed-
ans living near the Li-pai Ssii, the principal mosque of Peking.

South Part :

At the Southern extremity of the Chinese City, stand two temples of offic-

ial religion ; their precincts cover an immense space ; they stand respec-
tively on the E. and W. of the Ch'ien Men main road and are called the T'ien
T'an and the Hsien-nung T'an.

Tlien T'an, the " Mound of Heaven ", is in the S. of the Chinese

City, 25 min. from the Legation Quarter. It was erected in 1420,

towards the end of the Yung-le reign (1403-1424) of the Ming
;

its principal restoration took place in the XVIII"' c, under

Ch'ien-lung.

A vast wall, 18,930 ft. in length, surrounds an immense area

(double the extent of the Legation Quarter) in which have been
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built five allars or palaces comprised in a second enclosure. The
altars in the inner inclosure are called, Yiian^ch'iu T'an, Hiiang-

chiung-yii and Oh'i-nien Tien.

The Emperor, " Son of Heaven ", goes (or delegates his powers to a prince)

three times a year to sacrifice to Heaven. The first ceremony, Chiao T'ien,

takes place, at the winter solstice, on the altar of " Circular Elevation "

(Round Hill). The second, Ti-chin, at the first moon, is made in the Ch'i-

uien Tien " Hall in order that the year be prosperous ". The third, Ch'ang-
yu-ta-ssil, takes place at the fourth moon (Yii, rain).

On the day before the sacrifice (/s-cAin), the Emperor goes in the morning to

the T'ai-ho Tien (Throne-room in the Red Forbidden City) where he is shown
the offering. The sacrifice takes place at daybreak ; the " Son of Heaven "

takes up his abode overnight in the T'ien T'an and resides in the Chai-kung
" Pavillion of Fasting (Abstinence) ". To reach the temple from the
Forbidden City, the Emperor gets into his chair of ceremony, passes through
the gates T'ai-ho Men, Wu Men, Tuan Men, T'ien-an Men, Ta-ch'ing Men
and Ch'ien Men, by the latter or which he enters the Chinese City, cross-

ing the ChSng-yang Ch'iao and T'ien Ch'iao bridges. The procession pro-
ceeds along the broad street from Ch'ien Men ; then, turning to the E., passes

through the outer door of the Temple of Heaven and enters the Chai-kung,
whilst the dignitaries and the escort set up their innumerable and varied
tents in the wooded enclosure.

Between the inside and outside walls is an extensive park plant-

ed with acacias, pines and cypress trees. Long paths paved

with marble lead to the altars.

Beginning in the S., the following buildings are approached :

The Yiian chHu Tan " Mound of Circular Plan ", to better

represent the apparent shape of the sky, has its facade turned to

the S. It consists of a triple platform of marble. The number of

balusters is 180 on the lower floor, 108 on the second and 72 on

the upper, in all 360, a number equal to the degrees in the celes-

tial sphere.

It is this platform, called Yilan-ch'iu T'an which is the altar

chiefly allotted to the worship of the sky, where the Emperor

comes to adore, not the Heavens but the Shang-ti whose court

the Heavens are, and celebrate the Chiao sacrifice.

The Shang-ti " Emperor of On-high " is essentially unique like the Po-
lar Star whose animistic correlative he is, as too,' the Earthly Emperor
" Son of Heaven " is his only vicar here below. The sacrifice to the Supreme
Being, first principle of things, is the greatest act in Chinese liturgy. The
ceremony comprises prayers and prepared offerings, a consecrated eleva-

tion, a communion service and finally a burnt offering.

The platforms of the altar are reached by four flights of steps

placed at the cardinal points.

On the upper terrace to the N. is the seat in which Shang-ti

is considered as present during the ceremony. Beside it are the
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blue shrines of the " Witnessing Saints ", ancestors of the reigning

Emperor.

To the E., T'aitsu, the Noble (1616-1626) ; Shih-tsu, the Glorious (of

the Shun-chih reign, 1644-1661) ; Shih-lsung, the Model (Yung-cheng reign.

1723-1735) ; to the W., T'ai-tsung, the Learned (1627-1643) ; Sheng-tsu

the Ch^ritabl'^ (K'a[i;^-hsi reign).

Before the Supreme Being and towards the centre, the " Table

for Prayers " around which stand the assistants for the court

of sacrifices, incense bearers and those bringing the offerings.

To the S. and in front of the Southern staircase, the " Place

of Prayer and Communion " where the celebrant stands at certain

moments of the ceremony.

On the second platform, the « Pontifical Place of Prosternation »

usual seat of the Emperor, and at the rear of the circle, the four

groups of « Followers » also enshrined in blue.

To the E., the luminary of day (sun) and on the same side the constella -

tions (the twenty-eight asterisms of the zodiac, the five planets and the

seven stars of the Great Bear) ; to the W., the luminary of night (moon)
and then the forces of nature (the masters of clouds, rains, winds and thund-
er).

At the foot of the altar, a brick furnace enamelled green —
where the Emperor witnesses the end of the ceremony, the burn-

ing of jade and silk — and the semi-circular iron grill on which

the sacrifice is burned.

" At the sixth hour (9 to 11 a. m.),.. the Emperor, clothed in the ponti-

ficial dragon robe, takes his place in the ceremonial chair and enters by
the W. gate of the Temple of Heaven ; arriving at the gate Chao-heng, he
alights. Two acolytes, directors of the Court of Sacrifices, respectfully con-

duct the Emperor who, passing through the door on the 1., enters and takes

his place in the « Majestic Space » (pavilion behind the circular altar on
which are kept the tablets which of the Spirits dwell).

" Before the Sovereign Lord and the Saints, he burns incense. When he
has finished, he goes through the ceremony of the three kneelings and nine
prostrations... The Emperor goes to the " Circular Mound "

; inspects the
seats at the altar, thence to the store house of the Spirits where he inspects

the vases as well as the victims. Then, passing through the Southern door
on the 1. of the sanctuary, he goes out by the Southern door on the 1. of the

choir ; reaching the r. of the way of the Spirits, he enters his chair and goes
to the Pavilion of Abstinence (of Fasting).

" The princes, dukes and all the officials who are present at the sacrifice,

dressed in the many-coloured robes, remain together, in two groups, out-

side the door of the Pavilion of Abstinence, respectfully waiting until the

Emperor returns, then they withdraw (The Emperor passes part of the

night in meditation in this building, after havng already spent two days
fasting in the Palace).

a) " Solar observations are taken. Seven quarter-hours before sunrise,

a director of the Court of Sacrifices goes to the Pavilion of Abstinence to

inform the Emperor that the moment for the ceremony has arrived. The
Emperor, clothed in the pontifical robe of sacrifice, enters the ritual chair
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is towed uiilbiilo, ali;,'IUs fnmi tlic cliair and eiilcrs llic car. Tlio };iiarils ot

the equipage ring the bell of the Pavilion of Abstinence. The Emperor arri-

ves outside the Southern door of the choir ; on the r. of the Way of Spirits,

he alights ; two celebrants, directors of the Court of Sacrifices, respect-

fully proceed him under the grand baldaquin. The Minister of Rites, lead-

ing the officials of the Court of Sacrifices, goes to the Pavilion of " Ma-
jestic Space " and bowing low, respectfully invites the seats of the Spirits,

picks them up and arranges them under blue baldaquins.

6) " The directors of the Court of Sacrifices invite the Emperor to per-

form the ceremony. The Emperor issues from beneath the grand baldaquin,

washes his hands. The celebrators, directors of tlie Court of Sacrifices, res-

pectfully preceed him, issuing by the Soutliern door on the 1. of the choir

and entering by the Southern door on the 1. of the sanctuary, go up the Sou-
thern staircase as far as the platform with the yellow baldaquin, then stand

erect before the seat of prosternation.
" Four assistant officers of the Court of Sacrifices, whose task is the allo-

cation of the offerings, enter by the Southern door on the I. and take up
their position in the principal path before the steps. Several officers of the

ceremonial court, leading the princes of the higher rank and the second
rank, place them on the stairs of the third platform ; the princes of third

order are placed like the dukes at the foot of the stairs ; all the officers are

outside the door of the choir, to r. and 1., in order of precedure. All face the

North. The officers of canonical ceremony, musicians and mimes sing hymns.
The deacons perform their various offices (Afterwards, from the moment
the fire is lit until the meats are carried to the furnace of burnt offerings,

all the ceremonial officers chant in chorus). The military mimes advance
in groups of eight.

c) The masters of the ceremony invite the Emperor to take up his posi-

tion. He stands erect at his place of prosternation (second platform) ; fire

is laid to a mass of combustibles whose smoke rises to meet the " Spirit

of the Lord ". The thurifers advance respectfully bearing incense dishes.

The musicians raise a glad melody to greet the " Spirit of the Lord ". A
hymn is sung to the Firsl Peace.

d) The directors of the ceremony invite the Emperor to go up to the al-

tar. They respectfully lead him to the first platform before the Seat of

the Lord Sovereign'and take up their position about him. The thurifers

kneeling, bring forward the incense ; the Emperor is invited to kneel and
on his doing so, he is invited to burn incense. The Emperor places the in-

cense on the burner, then uses three pieces. Rising, he goes over to the shri-

nes of the " Holy Assistants " and offers incense to them. The rite is the

same.
The same officials invite the Emperor to return to his place ; he does so

and is invited to kneel again. He prostrates himself and rises, going through
tlie rite of the three kneelings and nine prostrations ; the princes, dukes
and all the officers also do it after him.

The officers bearing jade and silk come forward respectfully with bas-

kets. A piece. Splendid Peace, is then sung. The Emperor goes up to the

altar and stands before the " Seat of the Lord ". Officers bearing jade and
silk kneel down and proffer their baskets. The Emperor kneeling, receives

the baskets, offers the jade and silk and rises ; he then goes and takes up
his position in front of the scats of the " Holy Assistants " (five ances-

tors of the dynasty), and offers silk. The ritual is exactly similar.

The Emperor returns to his place ; then the dishes for the meat are brought
forward. The Emperor, standing beside his seat, turns to the W. Subaltern
officers put sauce into vessels which they receive with every mark of res-

pect ; from the foot of the altar they mount by the Southern staircase
;

then pass in front of the seats of the " Sovereign Lord " and before those of

the " Witnessing Saints"; all kneel and raise the dishes with both hands
;

then they rise and sprinkle sauce three times over the meat dishes, with-
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draw aud descend the Western staircase. The Emperor resumes his place
and a canticle Peace to all is sung.

e) The Emperor goes up to the altar, places himself before the seat of

the" Sovereign Lord " and those of the" Associated Saints ". On bended knee,
he proffers the meat dishes, rises, returns to his place to accomplish the rite

of the first offering. Officers bearing chalices come forward holding them
reverently ; the hymn Peace and Lour Life is sung and the mimes go through
the dance of the Battleaxe and Shield.

The Emperor goes up to the altar, stands before the seat of the "Sovereign
Lord "

; the chalice bearers, kneeling, proffer the chalices ; the Emperor,
also kneeling, offers the chalices and pours out a libation on the centre of the
altar. He rises and, stepping backward, goes and stands at the seat of prayer
and prostration.

/)
" The reader kneels before the prayer table aud goes through the geni-

flexions ; respectfully holding the tablet of prayers, he kneels on the 1. of
the table ; the music is stilled during this portion of the rites. The Emper-
or kneels, all the grand officers do likewise. The reader offers up the prayer
(to the "Sovereign Lord"and to each Imperial ancestor designated by his tefn-

ple name) ; when he has finished, reverently picking up the tablet, he goes
before the seat of the "Sovereign Lord ", kneels down, places it on the table
and then makes three prostrations and retires. The music re-commences.
The Emperor, leading all the grand officers, carries out the rite of the

three prostrations and rises. He goes before the seats of the " Associated
Saints "

; then he makes the chalice offering to them ; the ceremony is

identical with that which he accomplished to the " Sovereign Lord ".

The acolyte officers bearing offerings, by way of the Eastern and Wes-
tern staircases, go up to the altar proceeding ?!ong, and taking up a position
before the seats of the " Followers "

; they perform the practices of incen-
sing and offer up silk ; finally they carry out the formalities of the offering
of chalices and when this portion of the ceremony has been terminated,
they descend the stairs and, returning to their original place, stand erect

;

the music ceases; the mimes of civic virtue advance in bands of eight and the
second offering rite being accomplished, a hymn Excellent Peace is chanted.
The Yii-yo is then danced (sacred dance or rhythmic steps, seems to have
been a means of exercising some influence over divinities among all ancient
peoples.)

" The Emperor goes up to the altar, then offers the chalices and pours
a libation to the 1. The rite is similar to that of the first offering ; then he
returns to his place.

" The rite of the last offering is accomplished and a hymn Endless Peace
is sung. The Emperor goes to the altar again, offering the chalices and po'^i-

ing a libation to the r. This is carried out with the same ceremony pj the
second offering. He then goes back to his place.

" The officers who bear the offerings present the chalices. As ut the be-
ginning of the rite, the music is silenced. The mimes of civic virtue with-
draw. The officers of the Court of Sacrifices help to give out the sacred flesh

and wine.

g)" Two officers of the sacred banquet, stationed at the Eastern table, take
the sacred licquor and meats, come forward to the seat of the " Sovereign
Lord ", holding aloft their offering on both hands. The Emperor takes his

place at the Communion seat (to " Drink and eat the felicity which comes
from Heaven "). Two of his body-guard come forward and stand on his 1.

The officers bearing the consecrated meats come down and range themsel-
ves on his r. The Emperor kneels ; the serving officers to r. and 1. all kneel.
The officer on the r. brings forward the consecrated wine ; the Emperor
receives the cup, raises it with both hands as an offering and passes it to
the officer on the 1. The consecrated meats are brought forward ; the Em-
peror receives them in the lame manner. Then he makes three prostrations
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and returns to his pl;icc. All the ministers go throug]i liir. ccicmony of llircc

times kneeling and nine times prostniting themselves. The vessels arc car-
ried away and the hymn Glorious Peace is sung.

h) " A subaltern officer goes before the seat of the Sovereign Lord, res-
pectfully takes the tablet of bluish green jade and withdraws to send it to
the " Spirit of the Lord ". The hymn Pure Peace is then sung. The Emper-
or, followed by all the great dignitaries, performs the rite of three knee-
lings and nine prostrations.

" Officers reverently bearing the tablet of prayers, silk, meats and incense,
go to the place of burnt offerings. The Emperor turns round and stands
beside his seat, turning his face to the W. He waits thus till the tablet of
prayers and the silk have passed ; then he resumes his places. The incense
and silk of the " Followers " are taken by the Eastern and Western stair-

cases and carried to the various incense burners. The hymn Immense Peace
is sung. When the tablet of prayers and the silk are half consumed, the Em-
peror is invited to approach the incense burner.

" Respectfully led towards it, the Emperor, passing by the Southern
door on the 1., goes out, makes his way to the altar of burnt offerings and
takes up his position before the altar fire. The officers bearing offerings
stand outside the doors to r. and 1., facing the altar.

i) " The Emperor is informed that the ceremony is over. Respectfully
re-conducted, the Emperor passes through the Southern door on the 1. of
the choir and retires under the grand baldaquin where he changes his clo-

thes.
" The ministers of rites lead the officers to the Court of Sacrifices. Reve-

rently they invite the Spirits to return (they carry off the tablets on which
the Spirits are supposed to alight during the ceremony) and convey them
to the Pavilion of " August Space ".

/)
" The Emperor enters, outside the Chao-heng Gate, the ceremonial

chair. The procession moves forward and as it starts the band plays and
the hymn Helpful Peace is sung. The Emperor returns in his chair. The prin-
ces, dukes and all the officers then retire.

" The princes, dukes and all the officers who do not take an active part
in the sacrificial ceremony, dressed as before in their court robes, await in

a kneeling position outside the Southern gate. At this gate the bell is rung
;

the princes and dukes following the Imperial conveyance, penetrate as far
as the inner bridge Chin-shui ; respectfully, they wait until the Emperor
has entered his apartments, then retire. " (F. Far.iknei,, Le cuUe imperial
en Chine — " Imperial worship in China ". 1906).

Further to the N., the Huang-chiung-yii, in front, two porti-

coes of white marble. The edifice, round in shape, comprises

eight columns arranged in a circle and surmounted by a circular

roof above which rises a golden ball.

To E. and S., stairs with three flights of 14 steps. On each

side, stretch the main buildings. The temple and the wings are

covered with fine jet-black tiles. Behind the Eastern gate of the

outside wall are the furnaces, a covered well, stores for the sacred

vases, musical instruments and offerings, and finally a slaughter-

house.

In the Northern part of the enclosure, the Ch'i-nien Tien,

the " Hall where the Emperor comes to pray that the year may
be prosperous ", is situated to the N. of the terrace where the
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Sovereign worships Heaven. The building is one of the liighest

in the capital ; it is circular in shape and crowned with a triple

superposed roof, covered with blue tiles ; a copper gilt ball finishes

off the summit. High columns, supporting the visible beams of the

roof, are painted bright red and striped. At the base of the tem-

ple runs a triple circular staircase whose steps and balusters are

of white marble.

In the E., is the pavilion where are offered up the victims,

oxen, sheep and swine, ind besides these kitchens, the Ck'ang-

lien-fang gallery with seventy-two bays which connect them

with the Ck'i-nien Tien.

The Emperor chooses a day hsin ia the first moon to sacrifice to Heaven ;

it is the Te-hsiii ta-chi " grand sacrifice of the day hsin " (The character
hsin belongs to a series of celestial signs. Hsin is synoinynous with chin " me-
tal, gold "

; on the other hand the autumn corresponds with the character
chin ; the cereal harvest taking place in the autumn, the Emperor chooses
a day with this sign in the first moon to sacrifice to Heaven and thus propi-
tiate it).

At 3 a. m., the Emperor leaves theChai Kung for the Ch'i-nien Tien where
he offers sacrifice, prostrates himself and supplicates the Supreme Being
to shower prosperity equally upon all the nations. The court is in ceremon-
ial costume ; the mandarin delegated by the master of rites reads the sac-

red text and music is played.

This building was struck by lightning in 1889 but the Chinese

sent to America for immense timbers and spent a considerable

sum on its re-construction.

Behind it is the Chai Kung " Temple of Purifications ". It com-

prises a throne-chamber with five intercolumnations.

Huang-ch'ien Tien " Temple of the Sovereign Sky ", is near

one of the entrances to the enclosure, with a facade turned towards

the S. Annexes are reserved as stores for the sacred vases, and

furnaces for the sacrifices and a covered well are to be seen.

On the other side of the avenue, the Hsien-nung T'an " Mound
of the First Husbandman " is the exact counterpart of the Tem-
ple of Heaven. It is called " Altar of Mountains and Rivers "

and is surrounded by an outer wall 6 li (11.319 ft.) in extent,

within which is a park bounded by an inner wall. It was built in

the Chia-ching reign (1522-1566) of the Ming and restored in

the xvill'" c. during the years Ch'ien-lung.

The temple is dedicated to the Emperor Shen-nung, the " Holy Father
of Husbandry " of the T'ang-yao (? 2357 to 2256 B, C.), a dynasty of the
mythological age of China. This sovereign is said to have taught tlie arts

of agriculture to man.

Northern China, 4.
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Four square walls, to represent the four corners of the earth

(say the Chinese books), are set up here.

The Pei-tien where the Emperor begins his worship.

The Hsien-nung T'an is the " Mound of the First Husbandman ".

It is of white marble and measures 47 ft. in diameter and 5 high.

A staircase of four parallel flights leads up to the building where

the sacred tablet of the " Father of Agriculture is venerated.

In the time of the Yiian, the Emperor was assisttd by tao-shih and under
the Ming by eunuchs. Ai the present time the ceremony takes place during
the third moon. The Emperor, having passed through the door of the second
enclosure, alights from his chair, enters the Temple of the Sacred Plough-
man, prostrates himself and sacrifices, assisted by the princes and dukes,
all clad in court dress and wearing ceremonial hats.

On the first day of the second period of spring, the sovereign goes

every year to the Temple of Agriculture with three princes, nine notabili-

ties and a numerous suite ; every member has been pre-pared by fasting

for this ceremony. After the first acts of worship they make their way
;? the ploughing- field ; the ox, the plough and the implements are

yellow and the " Emperor begins to plough the furrow from E. to W.,
repeating four times which makes eight furrows. The Finance Minister is

on his right with the whip ; on his 1., stands the first mandarin of the pro-

vince with the seed that a third sows behind the Sovereign ; the three prin-

ces each plant ten furrows and the nine dignitaries each i8 ; they are accom-
panied by mandarins according to their rank ; finally, some old men, chos-

en from among the oldest ploughmen of the people, finish the work. The
corn, harvested in autumn and kept in stores (Sheng-ts'ang) can only be
used for offerings ". (favier. Peking).

To the S. E. stands the Kuan-keng Tai where the Emperor,

having ploughed three furrows in the sacred field, takes up his

position to watch the dukes and other dignitaries plough and

sow in turns.

The field, which is square, has an area of i mou 3 fen. The dignitaries

plough in turns after the Emperor, some five, others seven or nine furrows,
whilst the musicians play selections.

Behind are the Shen-ch'i T'an, erected to the Spirits of Heaven

and Earth. " To the N. of the altar " says Pauthier (Modern China),

" are four grey granite stones on which are engraved dragons

of the clouds. Victims are offered here to the five sacred moun-
tains, the five highest mountains, and the five ordinary moun-

tains. On two other stones are engraved representations of rivers

and at the bottom reservoirs are hollowed out which are filled

with water at the time of .sacrifice. Here too are offered burnt-

offerings to the spirits of the four great rivers ".

To the N., is the T'ai-sui Tien, dedicated to Mu Hsing
" Jupiter ". This planet plays a leading part in Chinese as-

trology and isl heliacal rising was observed.
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Jupiter is the largest of the planets and, after Venus, the brightest

Its volume is 1.279. 41 2 times that of the earth. It is surrounded by sa-

tellites.

To the N. W. of the Temple of Agriculture is the T'u-cheng-

huang M/'ao,dedicated to the tutelary deity of the walls and moats

of the Chinese City. It was built in the reign K'ang-hsi at the

Eastern entrance of the Nan-heng-chieh ; it is served by bonzes.

The statue of the genius is made of painted clay and is en-

throned in the largest hall ; at the foot of the statue is a table

for offerings.

The fair is held in the third moon on the day Ch'ing-ming " of pure bright-

ness ", on the 15th of the seventh moon and the ist of the tenth moon ;

the approaches to the temple are then filled with stalls kept by dealers in

toys and eatables.

Ou the 15th of the seventh moon, the bonzes of the Chang-ching Ssi (one

of the temples of Ch'ang-an) goes through the ceremony Yu-lanHui to re-

lieve the deserted souls and " bring succour to the needy ". In the court-

yard is placed a paper boat on the deck of which are arranged portraits of

Buddhist divinities and in the hold imitation ingots of gold and silver. Pray-
ers having been said, the vessel is burnt and the abandoned souls are there-

by assured of abundant riches.

In the West.

By the animation of its streets and the number and variety

of its shops, the N. W. suburb of the Chinese City is one of the

most curious to visit. Leaving the Tartar City by the Ch'ien Men
gate, we take one of the busy little streets on our r., for instance

Ta-sha-la-erfi , which leads to Liu-li Chiang Street " Glazed tile

factory ".

In the W., the Kuan-yin Ssu, the principal fete takes place on

19 th of the sixth month ; it is the anniversary of the " goddess

crossing the sea ", Kuan-shih-yin p'u-sa kuo-hai, doubtless com-

memorating the crossing of the statue of Kuan-yin from the

continent to the Isle of P'u-t'o with the monk Egaku.

Kuo-shen Miao " Temple of the God of Fire ". The building,

of restricted dimensions, is much frequented at the time of the

fair which is held there from the 1st to 15th of the first moon.

At this fair are sold jade articles, valuable curiosities and old

bronzes. Sacrifices are made to the " Spirit of Fire " on the 2;^rd

of the sixth moon.

The Liu-li Ch'ani: " Glazed tile factory " is equidistant, 3 U,

from the Ch'ien M6n and Shun-chih Men gates of the Tartar City.
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To the N. of tilt' street extends the vast district of Chang-lieh'erh,

where tile kilns have long since been in operation.

Here are two much-visited temples : in the W., T'u-ti TzTt

or T'u-ti Miao, " Temple of the God of the Soil " served by hsien-

skeng Taoist monks or tao-shih. A fair is held within its courts

from 1st to 18th. of the first moon and from 1st to 15th of the

other months ; to the E., the Lil Tsu Tz'ii " Temple of the patriar-

che and poet-magician Lu [Tung-pin] " where soothsayers are

consulted. The crowd goes to the Chang-tieh erh during the fair

of 1st moon (1th— 15sh), food-stuffs and toys being sold.

Pao-kuo Ssii is the Tzu-jen Sf-u'i of the Liao period. The empress

Chao T'ai-hou of the Ming dynasty, rebuilt it for one of her bro-

thers, a Ho-shang (a Buddhist monk). It is dedicated to the goddess

Kuan-yin, one of the forms of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara

whose image, a foot high, is of fired porcelain ; it is regarded as

almost miraculous ; its crown is said to shine as if of precious

stones, the clothes themselves change colour. Kuan-yin styled

« The Good Mother » holds in her hand the wheel of the Law.

There are other very curious representations of this divinity ; one a

seated woman holding a male child in her arms trampling a dra-

gon under her feet ; on her 1., a dove ; on her r., a vase with a

flower or a book. Some have professed to see in this group a rem-

iniscence (?) of the Virgin Mary.

Fairs are held periodically in the court-yards of the Pao-kuo

Ssu « Temple of Gratitude to the State •, the 1st and 25th of

each moon
;
quantities of goods of all kinds are displayed ; furni-

ture, utensils, toys, books, etc.

Fa-yiian Ssu, in the street Lan-mien Hu-t'ung, is on the site

of a pagoda called Chih-tsun Ssu under the Sui. The temple was

built in 645, in the years Chen-kuan of the T'ang and rebuilt

in 1731. Its name was Ning-chu Ssfi or Min-chung Ssu, and at

the time of the Chin Tartars, this edifice was within the walls

of the capital of that Ju-chen dynasty. According to a legend,

a bone of the goddess Kuan-yin was found on this .spot enclosed

in a golden vase set in a stone.

To E. and W., two columns, about 100 ft. high, were erected

by two Chinese generals who afterwards revolted.

When the Hsien-sheng (Taoist monks) had been baffled by th,; replies

of the Ho-shan^ (Buddhist inouks). Khubilai published at Shang-tu his
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edict of 1258 cstablisliitig the victory of the Buddhists. The high-priest of

Taoism, Chang Tsung-ycn handed over a mass of books and engravings

with the plates for engraving the Hua Hu Ching and the whole was burn-

ed in the court-yard of tho Fa-yiiau Ssii " Temple of the Source of Doc-

trine ".

T'ai-yang Kuiify « Palace of the Sun », a little to the S. of the

Fa-t'a Ssu, is a little building on which is exposed the wooden

statue, illuminated with gilding, of the Master of the Stars.

The temple is open from the 1st to the 31 st of the second moon,

and during this time the inhabitants of the neighbourhood bear

the cost of a free supply of tea to the visitors.

In the East

To the S. of the Tung-pien Men gate, of the Tan-feng Ch'iao

bridge and of the T'ung-chou railway, stands the P'an-t'ao Kun^
" Palace of trained peach-trees ", the popular name of the Taoist

temple where, behind the clay image of Ilsi-wang-mu niang-

niang, acolyte of the Pi-hsia-yiian-chun " Princess of Tinted

Clouds ", may be seen an espalier of branches intertwined to

the shape of a dragon and covered with imitation peach-blos.som

of paper.

Among the Chinese, the peach is the symbol of longevity and emblem
of marriage, but to the Taoists it has become the fruit of the tree of life

itself. He who, by his outstanding merit, obtain the privilege of plucking
a peach takes his seat among the mmortal Genii.

The place is crowded from the 1st to the 3rd of the third moon
during which time it is occupied by the stalls of a fair and horse

owners organise races on the grounds hard-by.

Near Kuang-ch'ii Men, more often called Sha-kuo Men.

Wu-Fo Ss& « Temple of the recumbent Buddha ». In the princi-

pal haJl, a large prone statue, carved in gilded wood, of Saky!^-

muni entering into the bliss of Nirvana to attain the Parinirva«a.

In rear, thirteen other gilded statues.

A fair is held in this temple on the first 5 days of the fifteenth

moon.

Fa-hua Ssu « Monastery of the flourishing of the Law. »

T'ien-hsien Miao, bordered on the E. by the railway from

T'ien-chin, is a large Taoi.st temple dedicated to the feminine

divinity, " Earth goddess ", represented with head ornaments,

called Yiian-chiin or T'ien-hsien.
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12. Round Peking
III the East

1 li from the Ch'i hua Men gate is the entrance to the Jih

T'an " Mound of the Sun " or rather Chao-i/eh T'an, which was

built in 1531 in the Chia-ching reign of the Ming. A portico bearing

the inscription Ching-shang Chieh, marl^.s the entrance to the

« Way to the Apotheosis of the Rising Sun » which we follow

for nearly 2 li before reaching the gate in the inner wall.

The eminence, of marble, is oval in shape. The Emperor, assis-

ted by the princes, ascends, prostrates himself and sacrifices

to the spring equinoxes. The sacred tablet is gilt with red letter-

ing :
" Abode of the great Spirit of Light ". The building, where

the victims are slaughtered, stands with the Kitchens to the S. E.

The Tung-yUeh 3Iiao (Tung-yo Miao) « Temple [of the God]

of the Sacred Peak of the East », stands to the N. of the highway,

2 li from the Ch'i-hua Men gate ; it is dedicated to the divinity

of the T'ai-shan (a mountain in Shan-tung) and is also known
as the T'ien-chi Miao " Temple of Him who rivals the Heavens '".

It is a vast Taoist building held in the greatest veneration by the

Hsien-sheng and scholars who have had placed in it a multitude

of votive tablets dedicated to the divinity. It was built in the

yen-you period (1314-1321) of the Yuan dynasty and restored

in the reigns of K'ang-hsi and Ch'ien-Iung.

In the principal hall, a painted terra-cotta statue of the Great

Ruler of the Tung-yiieh mountain, whose goodness and wisdom

equals the mercies of the Supreme Being.

Outside are large numbers of stelae, one of which, called that

of the " Taoist Religion ", is dedicated to the master Ch'ang-

shen-tao (a Taoist high-priest), the handwriting is that of the

celebrated caligrapher Chao Meng-fu, who lived under the Mongol

dynasty ; a cartouche executed by the Emperor of the Hsien-

feng reign (1851-1861).

From the 15th to the 28th of the third moon aad especially during the
last four days, the scene in and about the temple is one of great animation.
On the 28th everybody brings a quantity of white paper in order that
the " recording spirits " may note down the good and bad actions of mor-
tals.

The temple is also open on the ist and 15th of each moon, but the atten-

dance is meagie.
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Among the judicial attributions of the divinity of the T'ai-shan are those
of arbiter of post-mortem future, judge of punishment and reward and pre-

sident of the penal courts of hell.

Sixty-five courts of justice, ranged along the walls, display

the frightful tortures that await the wicked in the beyond.

In the temple are halls reserved for feminine divinities to

whom women flock in large numbers, prostrating themselves in

divine meditation. The principal goddess is the Pi-hsia YUan-

chiin " Princess of Coloured Clouds ", considered to be the daughter

of the god of T'ai-shan ; she is surrounded by a suite of from

two to eight goddesses, protectresses of maternity and infancy.

Among the good fairies : the " Holy Lady " who gives children and grand
children, the gracious foster-mother, the goddess of fecundity, the princess

who guards the women's apartments ; the " Holy Lady of " Good Sight,

who enlightens and saves manifestly and who confers the gifts of good sight ''.

In the Xortll

Beyond the An-ting Men gate lies the road to T'ang-shan and

the Ti T'an temple quarter.

The Ti T'an " Mound or altitude of the Earth " is the common
form of the Fang-tse T'an. At is situated 2 li from the capital

and its entrance, facing the W., is on the E. of the highway. It

dates from the Mongol dynasty and was re-built in the Chia-ching

reign of the Ming ; its containing wall is 1.600 yds.

This mound, square in shape, built of white marble, is in the

second enclosure and is surrounded by a moat.

The tablet of the Terrestrial divinity stands in a building N.

of the mound itself.

The kitchens are close by, while the Chai Kung " Pavilion of

Abstinence " stands a little to the S.-E.

More to the N. W. is the Wai-kuan quarter, frequented by the

Mongol. Two important temples stand in it, the Kuan-ti Miao

and Huang Ssu.

The Kuan-ti Miao " Temple of Kuan-ti " founded in honour

of Kuan Yii (buried 219), a general celebrated for his devotion

to the founder of the Han dynasty of the Shu country.

Fireworks are let off in front of this temple on the 15th and i6th of the
first moon. The display lasts from 8 to 10 p. m., beginning with rockets and
ending with set pieces. The Wai-kuan quarter is illuminated in the evening
of the 15th (day of the fete of the lanterns). Thousands of townspeople and
villagers assemble to view tlie fireworks and have to ]iass the night in the

village, the gates of Peking being closed at night.
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Uuaug: Szii " The yellow leiiijik' " willi yellow, green and blue

glazed tiles, is 25 min. N. of the An-ting Men gate. This temple

comprises two buildings dedicated to Sakya-muni : Tung-huan^

Ssu, of which the Ta-shen-pao Tien, to the E., built by Imperial

order in 1651 on the site of the monastery of P'u-ching Gh'an-lin

which itself replaced a building of the Ch'i-tan or Liao period
;

the Hsi-huang Ssii or Tzii-fu Yiian, to the W., inhabited by Thi-

betian La-ma ; it was built in 1722 at the end of the K'ang-hsi

period.

These temple? vvere built as residences for the spiritual heads

of Buddhism, the Da-lai La-ma, pontiff of the Yellow church,

an incarnation of Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara, and the Pon-chcn

Bin-po-chih superior of Tashelumbo (Thibet) when they are invit-

ed to visit the Emperor.

When they were merely rulers of Manchuria, the Ch'ing (then the Hoif
chin) had solemnly received at Mukden the representatives of the Buddhist
church. The Emperor of the Shun-chih reign, having conquered China, built

at Peking, his new capital, the Huang Ssii in order to receive (1652-1653)
the 5th Da-lai La-ma, Nug-dban hLo-bzan r^ya-nfs'o (1617-1680). At the
end of the Kuang-hsii period (1875-1909), the 13th pontiff, Nag-dbaa bLo-
hzan T'ub-ldan rgya-mts'o (deposed in 1910 by the Chinese) was also receiv-

ed offically and resided there during the last quarter of 1908.

The Grand lama of bKra-sis-lhun-po (or Tra-si-lhum-bo) entitled Pan-chen
bLo-bzan dpal-ldan yeses (1737 to 1779) inhabited this monastery when he
came to Peking to pay a visit to the Emperor; during his stay, he was attack-

ed by small-pox and died. The Emperor of the Ch'ien-lung reign dedicated,

in 1780, to this incarnation of Amitabha and one of the two heads of the
Yellow Church, a eulogistic notice, the inscription of which erected in the

Huang Szii was translated in 1904 by E. Ludwig.

The Hindoo stiipa, covered with carvings whose heads were

wantonly mutilated in 1900, was raised by order of the Emperor

in honour of the 13th Pan-chen bLa-ma of Tashelumbo \vho

died in 1779 while staying at court.

According to Griinwedel, fourteen " Living Buddhas " are provided
for in Peking as permanent charges ; but only one resides there, as the other

thirteen, who must all be re-born in Thibet, receive neither the permission
nor the money necessary for a journey to the capital.

.\t the Huang SsQ, Buddhist statues of gilt bronze are made for the mon-
asteries of Thibet and Mongolia ; vases, statuettes and various objects for

ritual use are also made some of which are intended to be cloisonne and
decorated by the enamcllers of the capital.

Assemblies called ta-kui " to strike the devils ", at which strange dances
are performed, take place annually from the C3rd to the 2sth of the first

moon. Foreigners take advantage of the various fetes to visit the temple
and witness the Buddhist ceremonies.

The Ta-shen-pao Tien is the principal hall of the Yellow Tem-

ple and contains a gill statue of Sukya-muni.
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On the 18 til of I Ik; first moon is held the ceremony of the

Sung-sui " Departure of Evil Spirits ".

Before the statue of Buddha, in the principal hall, a scat is placed, and
on the oflcrtory table, a statue of a demon painted red having an arrow
stuck in its back. The priests knell before low tables, recite prayers and play
ritual instruments. .4t the second blast of the cornet, all the La-ma assemble.
The to-mu-ch'i (superiors of the convent), " dressed in long robes of yellow
satin and a sable surtout, conical headgear and black satin boots, while over
the shoulder is thrown a red silk scarf, go to meet the hu-t'u-k'o-t'u (primate)

at the entrance of tlie hall and lead him to his throne. Dressed in a long robe
of satin broche and wearing a mitre, black satin boots and red silk scarf,

the " Living Buddha " rings a bel,l whose handle is terminated by an
imitation of Buddha, and assuming the direction of the La-ma, whose duty
consists of saying prayers, he recites the ch'ii-ino-sung-sui-ching, another
oration whose object is the exorcism of the demons. The La-ma are dressed
alike in robes of yellow cloth, velvet fringed hats of the same colour, very
tall and turned up in front, the red silk scarf and black satin boots ; near
by stand about twenty La-ma disguished as oxen, stags cliiii-kang, and
black or white demons ; the latter await the moment of the " Expulsion
of the Spirits " to execute dances at the head of the procession. What is

the signification of all this ? There exists, we are told, evil spirits who bring
schism into the Buddhist teaching ; therefore, Sakya-muni asks the oxen,
the stags, the chin-kang, which compose the army sent from heaven, to

fight them and, once the demons are routed, to pursue, and that is why
every year this ancient ceremony is observed.

A large crowd of men and women, old men and children come from the
town and country in order to be present at this spectacle ; vendors of edi-

bles, and toy dealers also come in large numbers. Tlie black demons brandish
whips and the white ones sticks, striking out right and left at the idlers who
obstruct the passage inside and outside the temple. The white demons also

throw white powder at them.
At noon, the " Living Buddha ", at the head of the La-ma, makes his

way towards the entrance of the temple to " expel the demons ". Two
La-ma wearing diabolical disguises, walk towards the exit followed by the
htio Fo, the lo-mu-ch'i and the reciters. The La-ma assigned to the musical
part of the ceremony form up in front of the demons and are themselves
preceded by the disguised priests. Just at this moment some rockets are
fired in the temple, w-hilst a truss of hay is placed outside. The huo Fo and
his faithful followers, after having escorted the demon as far as the door,
tlirow him on the hay and set fire to it, whereupon a fresh display of rockets.

The " Living Buddha " and La-ma then re-enter the temple ; the spec-

tators throw coins on the burning heap of hay ; this practice, commonly
called San-sui, has for its object the expulsion of the malevolent spirits and
the destruction of every germ of misfortune and illness. " G. DouiN,
Ceremonies and Customs.

The 15th is the day of Fo-chUi-hsiin, when Buddha emerge.s

rom the temple to make a tour of inspection.

The statue of Sakya-muni is taken down from the offertory table, placed

in a shrine and carried in procession round the Yellow Temple and that on

the \V. the Tzii-fti-yuan, where the La-ma at this sanctuary have prepared

offertory tables outside.

The 19th is the day Yen-chiu-erh, because this sanctuary is

lit up and a display of fireworks takes place.
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On the 8th of the fourth moon is the anniversary of Buddha's

birth. On that day takes place the laving, a ceremonv called

Yii-Fo Hui and which consists of washing the statues of Sakya-

muni with water " containing five perfumes ".

It is known that this fete, common among Buddhists in China >

was already in honour by the end of the Ilnd c.

Outside the Te-sheng Men is the suburb of Ta-kuan with the

Tai-p'ing Ying, a Manchu camp, to the N. of which stand two

Buddhist temples, the Tz'ii-tu Szu and Ta-ch'ing Pao-cha, com-

monly called Hei Ssu, " black temples ", on account of the black

tiles with which they are roofed.

The first of these buildings having been ruined in 1900, the ce-

monies, which differ but little from those of the " Yellow Tern

pie ", only take place in the second.

The ceremonies of the Sung-sui, on the 21st of the first moon,

and especially those of the Fo-ch'u-hsiin on the 23rd when horse

and team races are held in the neighbouring practice ground,

attract large crowds and even Europeans to the Hei Ssu.

Chiieh-sheng Ssu « Temple where they understand the secret

of existence », attached to the village of Tseng-chia Chuang
;

it is W. of the Mongol wall going towards the little town of Hai-

tien and 8 li N.-W. of Te-sheng Men and N. of Hsi-chih Men.

This Buddhist edifice was built in 1733 under the Yung-ch6ng

reign and in 1743 during the Ch'ien-lung years ; the bell, which

has given the building its popular name of Ta-chung Ssu, « Big

Bell Temple », was transported thither. This bell is said to weigh

10.000 Chinese pounds ; it is handsomely inscribed with the

text of the Hua-yen Ching. This gift of the emperor Yung-le

(1403-1424) to the bonze Yao Kuang-hsiao is hung in a high

tower on the N. side of the temple.

Going up by the E. staircase we come down by that on the W. From the

summit may be seen a round hole a foot wide contrived in the upper part

of the bell under the ear ; it is called " the eye of the golden cash", be-

cause zinc coins thrown into it, after ringing against a little inner bell, are

supposed to change into gold.

In the West.

Beyond the Hsi-chih Men gate and N. of the suburb, flows the

Ch'ang Ho canal. The station of Hsi-chih Men is near the city

wall.
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On the upper bank of the canal runs a road shaded by the green

branches of willows. At the water's edge is a temple dedicated to

Lung ]Vang " Dragon King ", and near by are the Kuang-tung

Szu and the Chi-li Ssil.

On the southern bank, the Lo-shau Yiian, a public garden.

.5 li from the Hsi-chih Men, the Ta-chen-chiieh, commonly
called Wu-t'a Ssu « Temple with five towers ». This building

was erected by order of the emperor Yung-Ie (1403-1424) to be

the residence of a pa/u/it, or Hindoo theologian .scholar, who came

to Peking to offer the Ming sovereign five gold statuettes repre-

senting Buddha.

This massive structure, a bad copy of Indian temples, is sur-

mounted by a square stone terrace on which stand five towers

pyramidal in shape, which originally sheltered the five statu-

ettes of Buddha.

7 li distant on the N. of the Ch'ang Ho canal, coming from the

Summer Palace, stands the Wau-shou Ssii. This Buddhist sanc-

tuary, built in 1577 during the Wan-li reign, is dedicated to

Sakya-muni whose statue, of clay, is picked out in gold. At the

entrance stands a stone stela erected by order of the Ming em-

peror ; the inscription was composed by Chang Chii-cheng.

During the first fortnight of the fourth moon, a fair is held here.

On the opposite bank, the Shang-ying Kung and, further up

stream, the Kuang-shan Ssu.

10 li W. of the Hsi-chih Men gate is the Kuang-jen Kung,

commonly called Hsi-ting Miao " Temple of the West Peak "
;

its entrance is on the N. of the road which runs through the vil-

lage of Lan-tien Ch'ang. Adoration is paid to a holy statue of

T' ien-hsien niang-niang, the " Lady of Heaven ".

To the N. W. of the P'ing-tse-MSngate, Sha-la-erh (Shih-lan-

erh « Barrier of stone », at a place called T'eng-kung cha-lan

« The Barrier of the Honourable T'eng » by reason of a eunuch

of the palace who was buried near by.

This property, on the request of Father Pantoja, was restored to the Jes-
uits by the Ming emperor Wan-li to serve as the burial-place of Father Ricci
who died on nth May i6io ; the epigraph was composed by Wang Ying-
lin, prefect of the Capital.

The Jesuits established in Peking converted this demesne into a Catho-
lic cemetery and later on, erected an imposing tomb to Father Schall (von
Bell) who died on the 15th August 1666 in the service of the second limpe-
ror of the Manchu dynasty of the Ch'ing.
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There were 88 mausoleums in this enclosure but they were desecrated by
the Boxers in 1900.

Further to the W., 8 li from the P'ing-tse Men gate, the thir-

teen story pagoda of Pa-li Chuang, remains of a Buddhist temple

built by Tzu-shen T'ai-liuo, an empress of the Ming, in honour

of Kuan-yin.

8 li further N. W., €heng-fu Ssu, a French cemetery laid out

by the Jesuits in the .win th c.

Keeping near the wall, we follow a road which runs southward

to the Hsi-pien Men gate of the Chinese City.

Yiieh T'an " Altar of the Moon " or rather Hsi-yiieh Tan, is si-

tuated 1 li W. of the P'ing-tse Men (or Fu-ch'eng Men) gate. On
the portico are inscribed the three characters Kuang-hung Chieh.

During the Chia-ching period of the Ming, the Emperor had the

quadrangular altar restored in 15.31. This terrace is paved with

glazed yellow bricks. Every year the Emperor offers in sacrifice

there, on the day of the autumn equinox (eighth moon), a white

ox, white offerings, jade, pearls and pieces of silk. For this cere-

mony, the yellow tablet of the Moon bearing white letters, Yeh-

ming chih shen-p^ai « Tablet of the Spirits of the Luminary of

the Night » is placed on the altar turned to the E. A kiosk

contains a bell which rings at the beginning of the ceremony.

Further S. along the wall is the English cemetery.

Po-yiin Kuan, 1 li W. of the Hsi-pien Men, was formerly the

Palace of the T'ai-chi (First Principle), and dates from the Chin

Tartars dynasty ; it is the Temple of the " White Cloud ", ser-

ved by Tao-shih. There may be seen, engraved on stones, the

texts of the Taoist books : Tao-te Ching and Yin-fu Ching. Tomb of

the pious monk Ch'ang-ch'un (Ch'iu Ch'u-chi). It is the richest

and most importand Taoist sanctuary in Peking, and its high

priest exercises great influence in Court circles.

At the entrance is noticed a small carving in rehef, similar in

shape and blackened by the torches of the credulous passers-

by who believe the saying that its contact is a preservation

against illness and misfortune.

The temple comprises six halls in which are shown the statues

— in bronze, carved wood or hardened clay— of the Tao-chiao

" worship of Tao ".

Taoism has for its basis the dogmatic theory of the official religiou, great-

ly impaired by the credulous manner of the population which sees in every-
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thing a cusiiiic or aiiiiuistic influence ; certain ot itb lituul practices seem
however to have been borrowed from the Buddhist Cliurch ; these two reli-

gions have, for that matter, the same idealistic tendency and conflict with
the Confucian spirit.

The principal divinity is Yil-huang " Sovereign of Jade " (the

Shang-ti " Emperor of On-high "), Supreme Master of Heaven.

Among others represented is Lao-tzu " Venerable Child ", con-

temporary of Confucius and opponent of his dry teaching, and

presumed author of the Tao-te Ching.

The Taoists had appropriated his spiritualistic ideas and tacked them
on to their empiricism about the llnd c. Taking his authority from a speech
made to the Emperor, in i66 of our era, by the astrologer Hsiang Chieh :

" Lao-tzu had returned among the barbarians and become Buddha ", one
of the Taoist pontiffs, Wang Fou, corrupted the text of the Hsi-yii-chuan
out of which he contracted the famous Hua Hii Ching ; Buddha was then
represented as a form of Lao-tzfi. This plagiarism was the cause of the strug-
gle between the clergy of the two cults which lasted until the decision of
Khubilai Khan (1258) and which w,ent against the Taoists.

The " stellar Genii " are represented by statues of carved

wood gilded ; they are those of the principal constellations, such

as the Great Bear, or those of groups constituted by specially

selected stars, as for instance, the 28 asterisms of the zodiac.

On the 8th of the first moon, sacrifice is offered to the stars, the Shun-
hsing " to propitiate the stars "

; the Taoist priests, clothed in robes of five

colours and adorned with eight diagrams, preach before the genii, whilst

the faithful prostrate themselves before the image of the celestial luminaries

On the W., stands the Ch^iu-tsu Tien " Hall of the ancestor

Ch'u ".

The familiar name of Ch'iu is Ch'u-chi and his ceremonial name is Chang-

shun. Genghis Khan sent for this high-priest to visit him in Central Asia

and recognised him as the head of the whole Chinese clergy.

When, ia 1224, Ch'iu Ch'u-chi set out on his return to China the conqueror

had a letter handed to the high-priest in which he had written this tradition

dear to the Taoists :
" Lao the Master went into the West where he con-

verted the Ho and made the way clear ".

N. of the temple is an asylum where old men and infirm priests

are received and fed. A visit may also be made to a piggery where

the animals are kept till they die a natural death.

A fair, celebrated for the variety of its attractions, is held here from the

tst to the 19th of the first moon ; from the 13th, the first day of the lantern

fete, the populace crowd to this place and throw offerings of coins to ob-

tain happiness and fortune ; from the 15th to the i8th they flock in still

greater numbers, whilst the equipages block the road and owners of good

Northern China, S.
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horses l»i>KI a lacc uicctiiif,' i)u(sidc the temple at wliitli llicy niatcli tiich

mouuls against each other.

Oh the i8th the " virtuous mccliiiy " is lield at the I'o-yiin Kuan which

supplies the occasion for a gratis distribution of man-t'ou, large loaves of

steam-cooked flour.

In the neighbourhood of the temple, are some mounds of

earth the remains of the Southern wall of the capital of the

Liao and Chin Tartar dynasties (xth-xiiith c).

T'ien-ning Ssu, to the N. W. of the Ghang-yi Men gate, is on

the site of the T'ien-wang Szu of the Chin Tartars period, then

situated within the capital of this Manchu dynasty. A notable

feature is a twelve- storey stone tower containing a statue of

Buddha which is considered to date from the Chin (265-419). The

stiipa, less ancient, was commenced under the Sui and finished

under the T'ang. A sounding stone, said to date from the Han,

is preserved in it.

Three quarters of an hour's journey W. of the Chang-yi Men
and 8 li from the Hsi-pien Men, P'ao-ma Ti " the race-course ",

near Lake Lien-hua Gh'ih and the railway to Han-k'ou (6';aao«).

Foreigners organise horse races there during the 3nd and 9th

moon which are largely attended (10 a. m to 4 p. m.).

2 li S. of the race-course and 8 WW. of the Chang-yi Men stands

a Ts'ai-shen Miao, " Temple of the God of Wealth ", dispenser

of happiness,where people come to burn incense sticks and perform

ceremonies of prostration. This sanctuary is S. of the Lu-kou-

Ch'iao road and Lake Lien-hua-ch'ih. The principal ceremonies

take place on the 2nd of the first moon and the 17th of the ninth

moon, the anniversary of the birth of Ts'ai-shen.

13. Peking to the Summer Palace and the

Western hills

A fine macadam road, with paved sidewalks, for the use of the heavy Chi-

nese carts, leads from Peking to the Summer Palace.

When the Court is at Yi-ho Yuan (Wan-shou Shan), large numbers of

mandarins, officials in carriages, courriers on horse-back or on foot, soldiers

and convoys travel along this road. All these are set in motion for the Imper-

ial service for the transmission or execution of orders coming from Imper-
ial residences or from the ministries. The Court leaves Peking about the

third or fourth moon, only returning between the eighth and ninth moon
save for a few days for the sacrifices.

The Summer Palace comprised the Yuan-ming Yuan and the Wan-shou
Shan ; the pavilions of the latter alone are standing to-day and the site

has been called, since 1886, y«-/ji> Yuan ; this residence is 20 li from the capi-
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lal. Ill t')!'"), H'l: I'duce-rcgcut dccklcil that, lliu CoiiiL beiii^; absent, foreign-

ers, on the request of their legation, sliould be admitted there on the 5th,
15th and 25th of each month. After visiting the palace, i or 2 dollars should
be handed out as gratuity for the service.

Peking is left by the ILsi-cliih Men gate ; on tlie 1., the Wu-
t'a Ssu ; further along on the r., the Ta-chung Ssu.

Passing through a big village, Hai-tien, 12 li from the capital,

a road on the r. leads to the Yiian-minfir Yiian " Garden of Circu-

lar Light " of which only a portion of the walls remain.

The group of palaces, which the immense enclosure thus named used to

contain, as well as those of the Wan-shou Shan, were built and decorated
under the reigns K'ang hsi, Yung-ch*eng and Ch'ien-lung (XVIIth and
XVIIIth c), of the present dynasty, who, abandoning the pleasure palaces
which had lieen set up to the S. of the capital by the Ming, preferred the W.
district with its pure air and running waters.

K'ang-hsi (1662 to 1722) inhabited the Summer Palace called

GH'ang-cVun Yiian " Garden of prolonged Spring-time ".His fourth

son who succeeded him under the title of the reign Yung-cheng

(1723 to 1735), lived and died in the Yiian-ming Yiian. Ch'ien-

lung, later on (1736 to 1799), united the different palaces ; he

entrusted the general plan of the European part to Brother Cas-

tiglione in 1737 and, in 1747, Father Benoist was made director

of the construction of the Pavilions in foreign style.

In a letter of the ist September 1743 (Lettres edifiantes) Brother Attiret,

Jesuit and painter to Ch'ieng lung, thus described the Chinese Versailles :

" Hillocks from 20 to 60 ft. high have been thrown up., forming an endless
number of little valleys. Canals of clear water, coming from the high mount-
ains which dominate the country, water these valleys and after dividing
re-unite in several places to form fountains, lakes and seas.

" The slopes of the hills and mounds are covered with the flowering-trees

so common in China. The canals have no alignment ; the rustic stone-work
which borders them is arranged with so much art that one might take it

for nature's own handiwork. Here the canal widens, there it narrows, yon-
der it winds ; its banks are gay with flowers growing in the rockery and
each season brings fresh variety and adds its peculiar charm.

" From one of the valleys the buildings can be seen. The whole facade
seens to be nothing but windows and columns ; the woodwork is gilded,

painted and lacquered ; the walls are of grey brick, well shaped and well
glazed. The roofs are covered with glazed tiles, red, yellow, blue and violet,

which by their combination and arrangement, make a pleasing variety of

compartments and designs.

" Each valley has its pleasure house, small, considering the extent of the
whole enclosure, but large enough to accommodate the greatest of our lords
with his suite. Several of these houses are built of cedar-wood which is

brought from 500 li away and, in this vast enclosure, more than two hun-
dred such palaces may be counted, without reckoning the pavilions of the
eunuchs.

" The canals are crossed by bridge> of very varied form. The balustrades
of some are of white marble artistically worked and sculptured in bas-
relief. In the middle of the large lake rises, on a rock, a little palace with
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central poiiil wliicli tlic arciiitcct chooses as Kiviii^' a fiiiu view of the vvliole

park. The larger lakes are crossed in magnificent boats and some of these
are large enought to take the place of a fine large house.

" In the Emperor's apartments can be seen the most beautiful things
imaginable in furniture, ornaments, paintings (in the Chinese taste I mean),
costly woods, Japanese and Chinese lacquers, antique vases, porcelains,

silks and gold and silver cloths. Everything that art and good taste can add
to the wealth of Nature has been brought together here. Of all the Europeans
about the place, only the painters and clockraaker have, as their work neces-
sitates, access to all parts. "

Another Frenchman, Father Benoist, a Jesuit, was put in charge, in 1747,
of the hydraulic works. The Emperor had a fountain which served as water-
clock whose 12 animals cast jets in turn during two hours each. Finally,
the waters of the Yii ch'ang Shan were partly harnessed and led into a large
reservoir to supply the fountains and cascades. But by 1786, according to

Father Bourgeois, these hydraulic works had already deteriorated through
neglect.

These were the palaces occupied by the Anglo-French troops

in 1860 in the reign Hsien-fcng (1851-1861).

The French, wlio arrived on the 6th October at 7 o'clock in the evening,
surprised the whole Court by the rapidity of their march ; however, the
Emperor managed to fly under cover of the darkness, to reach Jehol. The
English general, Sir Hope Grant, joined liands in the morning with General
Montauban and the allies occupied the Palaces. First of all, the most pre-

cious articles were selected for Queen Victoria and Emperor Napoleon III,

then the soldiers gave, themselves up to pillage and finally, to punish
the Chinese for the ambuscade of T'ung Chou, where the bearers of a flag

of truce were shot, the English decided to put the palaces to the flames.
This conflagration, however, left some fine remains " certain buildings "

says Mgr Favier, " were but little damaged, the trees were left standing
and numerous vases, bridges, balustrades and little marble columns still

decked the gardens. Since then, everj'thing has disappeared, sold by the
caretakers or stolen at night by the people. Fine marble sculptures have
been broken to get at the iron which bolted the parts together ; all the trees

have been cut down for firewood ; the bricks, glazed tiles, in short nearly
everything has been sold ".

Half-an-hour's journey to the W. stands the Yi-ho Yiian or

CK'ing-yi Yiian which shuts in the Wan-shou Shan " Mountain

of ten thousand years longevity ".

A number of columns, pavilions and pagodas were set up during

the Years Yung-cheng on this elevation, whence a remarkable

view stretches over to the immense planin which surrounds it.—
Near lake K'un-ming, a brovvne ox couchant ; this statue was

cast in the reign Gh'ien-long.

This part of the Summer Palace was better preserved and,

after the Chino-Japanese war (1894-95), the ex-Empress-Regent

Tz'u-hsi ordered the restoration of the greater part of the build-

ings. The Court resides here during the summer.

(i) In 1767 the Court of France sent some Gobelins Tapestries which
were hung in the European palaces.
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Tij lliu S. li. " a slouc roadway niiuuiif; round tlic lake iu the oppoiitc
direction to ours, then an inunensc marble bridge with seventeen arches,
leads to an artificial island in the middle of the lake. This island is built on
foundation of marble ; a rich balustrade runs round it. It is covered with
rockwork in which grottoes and caves have been constructed and is big
enough to contain several important buildings such as guards'quarters,
pagodas and a box for the Emperor. A little to the r. of the island, but much
further, may be seen the Hunchback Bridge half-way between Hai-tien and
Wan-shou Shan. This bridf,'e. entirely of marble, is only accessible to pedes-
trians on account of the acute angle formed by its platform. The slope is

steep enough to need stone steps ; a little to the r. of this bridge is a small
round island in the lake, an island which formerly resembled a little fortress,

surrounded as it was by crenelated walls overhung by the roofs and masts
of pagodas. Still on the edge of the lake we come upon a big marble junk
lying a yard or so from the balustrade of the lake. Quite near this singular
sample of the Chinese fleet, is an elegant pavilion built on a bridge with
two marble pillars adorned with two lions. The hill is climbed by immense
flights of steps at the head of each of which is a landing. The summit mav
also be reached by little paths and tunnels which wind over the sides of the
hill. Half-way up is to be found a bronze temple, a building every part of

which was, it is said, cast by the Jesuits in the XVllIth c. This edifice, about
i6 sq. yds. in area, is made exclusively of bronze ; its base is of white marble.
Finally, a vast structure crowns the height ; its style is half Hindoo, half
Western ; it is made of stone brick and glazed tiles ; fire has not harmed
it. The building has but three doors always closed. Its walls are of yellow
enamelled bricks ; it is covered with little niches, varnished green ; in each
of these is a yellow porcelain idol about 8 inches in height. A few steps away
from this building is an immens pjriico. I'rom this point a splendid pano-
rama unfolds itself : the whole plan of Peking to the S.-E. : the mountains
to the W., at ones feet. Lake Hsi-hu, stretching away into the district and
country dotted with towers, a sort of building erected over the burial-places

in honour of holy Buddhist personnages. On the N. slope stands conspi-
cuous a little tower entirely built of glazed-ware : it is the Chiu-lung T'ing
" Pavilion of the Nine Dragons ". It is about 15 ft. high ; in its six sidas

are hollowed out niches containing as many statues of Buddha " (Tour du
Monde, 1876).

A short distance to the W., the Yii-ch'iian Shau with three

towers, one of grey bricks, another of stone, the third of glazed

bricks. A spring issues from the hillside and goes to water the Im-

perial parks. Under the Ming-ch'ang reign (1193-1208) of the

dynasty of the Chin Tartars, the Emperor ordered the building

of a palace called Fu-jun Tien and the laying-out of gardens.

The Ming made some improvements and finally Ch'ang-hsi gave

the palace the name of Ching-ming Yiian and built several temples

:

the Cheng-yen Ssii in honour of Buddha, the Jen-yii Kung for

the Spirit of the Mountain, the Yu-cheng Pao-tien, served by

Tao-shih for the Taoist worship of Yii-luiang, and the T'ai-chiin

Lou, a building of several stories.

Continuing our way towards the mountain :

Towards the north, the height called Wang-erh Shan, and

Ghing-shan K\ni which contains the tomb of the seventh Ming
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suvcmyii (('liiiiy-rai poriod 1450-1457) known by his postliumous

(temple) name of Ching-lsung.

This sovereign was considered as a teiuporary chief of the state during the
captivity of the Emperor having the miao-hao Yini;-tsung among the Northern
barbarians ; his burial-place was therefore erected far from the dynastic
tombs of the Ming, situated at Ch'ang-p'ing Chou,

Hei-lung T'an " Basin of the Black Dragon ", on the foot

hills of the Hsi-shan mountains at 9 miles from the Ch'ing-ho stat-

ion. The foimlaln wells clear into a basin whose bottom and

sides are of brick and where the tourist can take a delicious cool

bath.

The anniversary nf the birth of Lung-wang Shen " Dragon King " is ce-

ebrated the 13th of the sixth moon.

Waug-ch'iian Miao, rather more than 4 miles N. N-W. of the

preceeding temple, is a pagoda built over a hot spring (24° C.)

Continuing towards the \\. across the mountain, the Temple of Miao
jeiig Shan is reached.

The Miao-feng Shan " Mountain of the Marvellous Peak "

forms part of the long chain of the T'ai-hang Shan, 75 li W. N-W
of the capital, and where a celebrated temple, the Ling-kan

Rung, attracts a large number of devotees from the 1st to the

15th of the fourth moon and from the 1st to 7th of the seventh

moon.

Beside the route via San-chia Tien (R. 3. Chih-li), four other roads lead

to the Taoist sanctuary : the Nan-tao « Southern Route » crosses the village

of San-chueh Tien and climbs the mountain by eighteen bends ; the Chung

tao « Centra! Route » which starts from Ta-chiieh SsH ; tlie Ksin-pei-tao

« New Northern Route » which begins of the Pei-an-ho ; and lastly the

Lao-pei-tao « Old Northern Route » which we take at Sha-chien Ts'un.

The little temple Ling-kan Kung, or Niang-niang Miao « La-

dies Temple », is served by Tao-shih. Three statues of carved

wood, gilt are worshipped here.

In the centre, the T'ien hsien-niang-niang « Lady of Heaven »

is another name for the Pi-hsia Yiian-chiin « Princess of coloured

clouds (which harbinger the dawn) » whose worship, widely prac-

tised among the Taoists, is equivalent to that of the Kuan-yin

among the Buddhists.

On the r., a goddess holds m her hand an emblematic eye ; she

is the (Yen-rhing niang-nidiig or Yen-kuang nai-nai) " Lady

of good sight " whu prescribes fur opthalmic affections.
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Oil Uii' I., a guddfss Imlds a iiow-bin'ii babe; sho is l,ln; [Sung-

Izu niani^-niang or Tzu-sun nai-nai] » Lady who fills the cradle

and protectrice of children .

These statues are laden with ex-voto, plaster dolls, card-board

eyes, which attest the fact that crowds of people have obtained

the help of the good fairies.

The Ling-kan Rung is indeed one of the chief attractions in

the neighbourhood of Peking and every year great pilgrimages

are led to the assault of the venerable height of the Miao-feng

Shan.

Towards the Soi th-west of the Yii-ch'iian Shan, the road,

keeping close to the hill-side meets, before Pa-ta Ch'u, the railway

from Peking to Men-t'ou-k'ou.

Wu Fo Ssii « Temple of the recumbent Buddha » is .situated

N-W. of Pi-yi\n Ssu. It was built under the T'ang and called

To-shui Miao ; a recumbent wooden statue of Buddha in blissful

sleep of Nirvana was then placed in it.

It was under the Mongol, Yiian. that the bronze statue about

12 ft. long was placed there. Near the bare feet of the statue will

be noticed an ample collection of pairs of Chinese shoes due to

the piety of the faithful.

This place, called Yung-an Ssu under the Ming, now bears,

officially, the name of Shih-fang-pu-chiao Ssii.

Pi-yiin Ssu at H miles W. of the P'ing-tse Men, on the side

of the Hsiang Shan mountain. (Sleeping accommodation may
be obtained here ; offer 1 or 2 dollars to the superior).

After having crossed a bridge and the palace T'ien-wang Tien,

then a marble portico, we reach some large pavilions ; the Hsi-

fang-chi-lo-shih-chieh, that of Amitabha (0-mi-t'o), name of the

dhyanibuddha, corresponding to Sakya-muni, and the An-yang-

ifio-shang, served by bonzes. Numerous temples protect an infin-

ity of divinities ; the one on the 1., alone, shelters 580 of them.

Several of the buildings are in bad condition and the roofs ot

some of them are fallen in.

The first building erectttl in tliis place dales back to Ngolomi, minister
of the Yiian, but it was a rich eunuch of the period Cheng-te (1506-1521)
who is responsible for the present edifice, dedicated to the worship of Bud-
dha. The work was completed in the reign Wan-li (1573-1620) ; the deco-
ration dates from Ch'ien-liing (i736-i7y5).
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By a handsome staircase we reach a mound on which stands

a marble building in Hindoo style, the Chin-kang Shuang-t'a.

On the inner side of the wall of a recess containing an altar, are inscrip-

tions in Sanscrit. A narrow double staircase in the interior of the edifice

leads to a terrace overhung by two high towers surrounded by four other
mailer ones. From here we overlook the cloister of the bronzes, the pavil-
sins of Chinese architecture and the surrounding country as far as Peking

;

we are even assured that on a clear morning the " masts of the ships at T'ien
chin " are visible. At the base of the building flows a spring which feeds
the lakes and supplies the imperial palaces.

The Hsiang Shan, enclosed by walls, is a park reserved for

the Emperor. Stags are kept there.

We rejoin the railway line trom Peking at M^n-t'ou K'ou (see

CHIH-LI, R. 3) ; beyond, are the temples of Pa-ta Ch'u.
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Chih-U " directly administered "
; formerly the term Pei Chih-li

" Chih-li of the North " was used to distinguish it from Nan Chih-li " Chih-

li of the South ", which was Chiang-nan.

Its boundaries are : to the N., Mongolia ; to the VV., Shan-hsi ; to the S.,

Ho-nan and Shan-tung ; to the E., the Gulf of Chih-li and Manchuria.

Arfa : 196, 750 sq. miles.

Population : 18,600,000 inhabitants, 37 to the sq. mile ; Chinese in

the Centre and S., Mongols in the N.

Budget : The revenue, according to the report of the Finance Minister

presented to the Throne, was, in 1909, 21,658,597 Hai-kuan Taels (exclusive

of Jehol) against 23,574,139 Hk. T. expenditure.

Capitals : Peking is the capital of the Empire and ist own particular gov
ernment, Shun-t'ien Fu, comprising twenty-eight districts, is outside the

jurisdiction of the Viceroy of Chih-li and under the direct administration

of the Emperor himself.

T'ien-chin (T'ien-tsin) took the place of Pao-ting Fu as capital of Chih-li

in 1910.

Administrativf divisions : The province comprises g tao (circles) whose
lao-t'ai reside at T'ung Chou, Jehol (Ch'eng-te Fu), Ch'ang-p'ing Chou, Pao-
t'ing Fu, T'ien-chin Fu (seat of 3 tao), HsUan-hua Fu, Ta-ming Fu, Ku-an
Hsien.

These Fu (prefectures) number 11, but the prefect of the Capital is exclu-
ded from the jurisdiction of the Viceroy and is directly dependent on the
Ivniperor.

Northern Chi.\ A, 6.
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The other divisions arc : 6 Chih-li Chou (and class independent depart-

ment) and 141 districts (i t'ing, 17 chou and 123 hsien).

Open Ports : T'ien-chin (T'ien-tsin), Cli'in-wang-tao.

Geography : To the S. of the tablelands of Mongolia stretches a vast plain

composed of alluvium doubtless carried, in part at least, from the various

beds of the Yellow River (Huang Ho). The mountain which shuts in the

plain rises abruptly, sometimes covered with yellow soil (loess) ; it consists

of granite, gneiss, schist and limestone overlaying seams of coal ; volcanic

action has left its traces in many places.

The Pei Ho, Luan Ho, Wei Ho and Chang Ho arc the most important ri-

vers. Among the produce are wlieat, barley, millet, buckwheat, sesame,

beans, peas, grapes and various fruits and vegetables. Among the animals

may be mentioned the horse, ass, mule, ox, sheep, goat and camel.

The population is chiefly in the plain ; it is very dense in the S-W.
The natives of tlie alluvial plain between Peking and Chi-nan Fu (Shan-

tung) seem to constitute a single ethnic group. The average measurement

taken in 1908 by Mr Madrolle from 22 individuals of the S-E. of Chih-li

were : height 5 ft. 5 in. ; cephalic index 82,6 (sub-brachycephalic) ; nasal

index 72,9 (naso-malar weak) ; facial index 56,4 (microsthemic).

1. Ta-ku. T'ang-ku to Peking
The anchorage of trading vessels is 7 miles from the coast and that o

warghips 10 miles and more. The coast-line is invisible at these distances

From the steamer anchorage to the low and sandy coast takes i br. and
5 min. in steam-launch.
As we approach the shore, little by little we distinguish two artificial hil-

locks. They are the remains of fortifications that the Chinese were not
allowed to re-build after the events of igoo. Generally no stoppage is made
at Ta-ku, travellers continuing to the landing-stage of T'ang-ku, where is

the railway station for T'ien-chin and Peking on the one hand and for Shan-
hai-kuan and Mukden on the other.

The river whose general and correct name from its source to its mouth
is Pai-ho „ White River ", receives at T'ien-chin the names of Pei-ho » Nor-
thern River » above its junction with the Imperial Canal, and Hai-ho « Estua-
rial River » from this confluence to the Golf and Ta-ku.

Ta-ku, at the mouth of the Hai Ho, has .several times received

foreign garrisons. France had a concession there of 25 Chinese

niou in extent (1860). A mausoleum may be seen in which lie

the French soldiers of the expedition of 1860. There are English

and Japanese concessions.

In 1858, Lord Elgin with 15 English ships. Baron Gros with 11 French
vessels. Count Poutiatin on a Russian vessel and the Minister plenipo-
tentiary Reed with 2 American ships, anchored off Ta-ku. The four allied

Powers demanded of China a revision of their treaties and of her mode of

carrying out their provisions.

The Emperor, of the nien-hao Hien-fung, having refused to receive the
ambassadors in audience, the commander of the squadron carried the for-

tress of Ta-ku by assault on the 20th May 1858. The treaties of the 26th
and 27th June were then signed at T'ien-chin. But, when the ministers left

China in March 1839 with a part of the squadron, the Chinese tore up the

conventions. The allies returned with 18 vessels in June 1859 but could not
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lorco the uioulli ol tliu livor ami were lupulscJ with a loss ot three gunboats
sunk and 474 men killed and wounded. The expedition of i860 was then

decided upon.
The Anglo-French fleet of 200 sail, on the ist August attacked Pei-t'ang

in the N., then successively, after a landing had been effected, the forts of

T'ang-ku, and finally those of Ta-ku {21st August).

The French occupied, until 1865, the forts to the S. of the mouth of the

river, and the English the Northern defences.

During the events of 1900 the Chinese forts of Ta-ku, well armed and
strongly entrenched, opened fire, the 17th June at i o'clock in the morning,
upon the 8 foreign gunboats anchored between T'ang-ku and the sea. The
allies, with the Lion (French), litis (German), Bobr, Koreietz, Giliak (Rus-
sian) Algerine, Whiting and Fame (English) replied through the remainder
of the night. At 10 minutes to 7 in the morning, the forts were in the hands
of the allies, who had lost 89 men.

T'aug-ku (hotel : Station Hotel (buffet at the Station) 6 dols.

per day ; tiffin 1 dol. 50 0. — du Louvre (in the French concession),

on the 1. bank of the river. Station of Peking-Manchuria line

Japaneise, French and German concessions.

By rail. From T'ang-ku to T'ien-chin, i h. 10 min. journey, fares i dol. 60

and I dol. ; to Peking, fares 6 dols. 90 and 4 dols. 30. From T'ien-chin to

Peking, 3 hrs. 20 min. journey, fares 5 dols 30 and 3 dols. 30. The line is

Chinese but there are a few European employes.

Hsin-ho (6 m. from T'ang-ku). — 13 m., Chiin-liang Ch'eng. —
Chung-kuai-chung.

27 m., T'ien-chin (T'ien-tsin Settlements.) The station is

near the Russian concessions, which are crossed to reach the

metallic bridge which leads to the English and French con-

cessions on the r. bank.

The road passes by the Austrian and Italian concessions. On
the r., is a Chinese cemetery of vast extent ; in the distance,

the Eastern Arsenal, taken by the Russians in 1900 and after-

wards converted into a camp by the French.

Branch of the line from Chi-nan Fu (Tsi-nan Fu) (Shan-tung)

and from P'u-k'ou (Nanking).

30 ni., T'ien-chin City. This station serves the N. of the Chinese

City. On the 1., the arsenal of Hsi-k'ou. — The railway passes the

Lu-tai Canal, then that which drains the neighbouring ponds:

Hsi-k'ou, a short distance from the mouth of the Hsi Ho.

On the 1., Pei-ts'ang, where took place the combat of the 15 th August
1900 between the allies marching on Peking and the Chinese troops. The
brunt of the fighting was borne by the Japanese who lost 300 men.

47 m., Yang Ts'un. On the 6th August 1900, the Russians re-

pulsed a Chinese force. The fight, which was of short duration,
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decided the iiiiiuediale march of the allies, wliu were on their

way to siiccoiir the besieged Legations, by the same route as that

followed by the Anglo-French troops in I860.

The road crosses the Pei-ho and passes over two wide bridges.

In winter these water courses of Northern China, completely

frozen over, are traversed in all directions by natives in sledges

propelled and steered from the rear by a gaff.

Chang-chuahg serves the little town of Iliumg-hua Tien in the

S-W.

57 m., Zo-/a, station having 6 miles to the N. the Hsien of Wu-
ch'ing and at an equal distance to the S., the little city of Tung-

an Hsien a dependency of the prefecture of Shun-t'ien Fu (Peking)

.

Tung-an is surrounded by a wall more than 7 it iu extent, provided with

four gates and a moat. The rampart was erected later than 1488.

The Han established the Hsien of An-ch'u, a dependency of the Pu-hai

Chiin, afterwards of Kuaug-yang Chiin. It formed part of the Kingdom of

Yen under the Chin. The later Wei called it An-ch'eng Hsien and attached

it to the Yen-tu. The Sui returned to the name of An-tz'u and added the

district of Chuo Chiin ; under the T'ang it was under the jurisdiction of

Yu Chou, during the Liao under that of Hsi-chin Fu, during the Sung un-

der that of Yen-shan Fu whilst during the Chin it was a dependency of Ta-

hsing Fu and under the Mongols of Pa Chou (from 1236). In 1263, Khubi-
lai Khan raised it to the rank of a Chou of Tung-an in the jurisdiction of

the Lu of Ta-tu (Peking). The first Ming emperor retained its name while

reducing it to the condition of a district ,(1368). It has been since that

time in the tenure of the Chun-t'ien Fu.

67 m., Lang-fang. This was the extreme point re§Lched in June

1900 by Admiral Seymour's column of blue-jackets, 2064 strong,

in his march towards Peking.

9 m., E., the district of Wu-ch'ing Hsieu.
Thp town is surrounded by a wall more than 8 li in length, pierced by

three gates. Built of earth during the years Cheng-te and Chia-ching (first

half of the XVIth c), this rampart was faced with brick in 1569.

The Han created the two Hsien of Yung-nu and Ch'Uan-chou in the de-

pendency of the YU-yang Chiin. Both formed part, under the Chin, of the

Kingdom of Yen. The northern Wei suppressed Ch'iian-chou and incorpe-

rated it with Yung-nu which became the chief town of the Yii-yang Chiin.the

Under the Sui it was attached to the Chuo Chou and under the T'ang to

the Yu Chou. At the beginning of the years T'ien pao (742 to 735) the name
was changed to Wu-ch'ing ; it has not been changed since and the district

was under the Liao, a dependency of Hsi-chin Fu ; under the Sung of the

Yen-shan Fu ; under the Chin of the Ta-hsing Fu, under the Mongols of

the Kuo Chou and during the present dynasty of the Shun-t'ien Fu (Peking).

Wan-chuang. — An-ting. — HuangTs^un.
At a short distance is an ancient Imperial chase called Nan-hai-lzH (or

Hai-tzii). It is an Imperial property enclosed by a wall, partly destroyed,

50 miles in circumference ; it formerly contained stags, bucks, roebuck and
tlie Elaphurus Davidiaims or Ssii-pu-hsiang.

« Tliese animals found abundant pastures with clear running water and
multipliec^ at Ijberty. Only thirty years ago numerous herds of elegant dee
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could still be seen, which would allow people to approach quite near to them,
protected as they were by the law inflicting capital punishment upon anyono
who dared to kill one of them. Nowadays, as the Emperor no longer hunts,
the park is almost abandoned and the few soldiers who act as caretakers
have become farmers. The walls, broken down by heavy rains, have allowed
a good many of the animals to escape, and the men of the surrounding dis-

tricts have not failed to take advantage of this. Finally, during the Chino-
Japanese war (1894-95), the 30,000 men camped in this vast enclosure had
no scruples about the capture of all this big game. A matter that cannot
be too deeply deplored is the disappearance of the splendid Szu-pu-hsiang

;

not one is left and the race will probably become extinct unless the few
which escaped have taken refuge in the higli moun'.ains of the W., as some
of the Chinese state they have done ". Mgr favier. Peking, 1897.

101 m., Feng-t'ai, at the junction of a branch which, at Lu-

kou Ch'iao, joins the Pao-t'ing and Han-k'ou line. It is the ter-

minus of the line from Kalgar via the Great Wall, serving the

Hsi-chih Men station (Peking N. W.).

Feng-t'ai, 8 li from the S. VV. gate of the Chinese City, is famous for the

culture of flowers and early vegetables. From the greenhouses or hot-houses,

Nuang-tun-tzA, are produced in winter, early flowers and vegetables which
are taken to Peking to be sold chiefly at the market situated to the S. of the

Ch'ien Men.

Before arriving at Ma-chia Pu we reach the village of Ts'ao-

cKiao Ts'un, S. of the railway and near the wall of Nan-hai-tzu.

The inhabitants are engaged in the culture of flowers and fruit

trees. A temple is erected to the « Ladies of Heaven » Tlen-hsien

niang-niatig. A fair is held here on the 1st day of the sixth moon.

108 m., Yung-ting Men, from which a line runs through the

Chinese City to the « Altar of Heaven », and whence a broad

road leads to the Ta-hung Men of the Nan-hai-tzu.

S. of the Ta-hung Men and 8 li from Yung-ting Men, stands tlie Nanting
Miao, the popular name of the Temple of the « Ladies of Heaven ». We
have seen that the most famous sanctuary of these Taoist divinities is the
Miao-feng Shan. A fair is held here in the ist forniglit of the fifth moon

;

races are run between the temple and Yung-ting MSn and in the afternoon
at Sha-t'u-k'ou-6rh.

Keeping close to the wall of the Capital, the city is entered by

a breach.

Tung Chou Junction, near the Ha-ta Men Gate, where a line

runs to T'ung Chou, a river port on the Pei Ho.

113 m. 6, Peking, Ch'ien Men E. station. We are at once in the

Legation Quarter.

Hotels send porters to meet the trains.

From Peking to T'ien-cliin, 86 m. 6 ; duration of journey, 2 hrs 50,
3 h. 07, and 3 h. 40. To Shan-liai Kuan, 262 m. 2, journay 10 h. and 12 h.

To Mukden, 521 m. 2, journey 21 h. 30 by the • Train de luxe » ; fares :

31 dols. 65 and iy.83 ; the cost of the vitesse 2 d. or i d. ; that of a bed,

5 d. or 2 d. 50 in addition.
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2. T'ien-chin (f icib-lain)

T'ien-tsiii is a spelling very much used ; T'ien-chin is that authorised
by the Wade transcription which we have adopted.

Hotels. — FREN'CH (.oNCESstoN : Imperial H., Rue de France. — H. de

la Paix (40 beds), 7, Rue du Consulat (Consulate Street), 10 min. from the

station. English, French, German and Italian spoken. Single-b. r., in-

cluding meals, light and bath, 5 to 12 dols ; double-b. r., 8 to 15 dels. Time
of meals : Breakfast 7 to 10 a. m. ; lunch 12 to 2 p. m. ; din. 7 to 9 p. m

ENGLISH CONCESSION : Astor House H., Victoria Road, facing the Public

Garden, from 8 and 12 dols. — Queen's H., on the Bund.

JAPANESE CONCESSION : Fuyokwan H., Asahi Road. . .

RUSSIAN CONCESSION : Union H.

Kickshaws. — The coolies do not know the European names of the streets

mention to them some point or, better still, direct them.

Vehicles : By the hour, 2 dols. for the ist. hour and a supplemencary
charge of 50 cents for each succeeding hour

; 3 dols. the half-day ; 6 dols.

the whole day.

By the " course "
: 5 cents for a " course " not exceeding 10 min. ; 25

cents for one requiring an hour, and a supplementary charge of 20 cents

for each consecutive hour ; i dol. 40 a whole day.

Banks. — Hongkong Shanghai Banking Co., on the Bund ;
— Charter-

ed Bank of India, Australia and China ;
— International Bank ;

—
• Ban-

que de I'Indo-Chine, Rue de France ;
— Sino-Belgian Bank ;

— Russo-

Asiatic Bank (Russian) ;
— Deiitsch- Asiatische Bank (German) ;

— Yo-
kohama Specie B. (Japanese).

Consulates. — Great Britain, on the Bund ;
— America (United States)

— Austria-Hungary ;
— Belgium ;

— Denmark ;
— France, Quai de

France ;
— Germany ;

— Italy ;
—

• Japan ;
— Netherlands ; — Rus-

sia ;
— Sweden.

Places of Worship. — Protestant : All Saints (English Church), Race
Course Road. — Union Church, Ta-ku Road. — catholic : Saint-Louis

(French Concession), Rue St-Louis.

Clubs. — T'ien-isin Club, Victoria Road. — Concordia (German). — Race

Club.

,^ Post-Offices : English, French, German, Japanese, Russian, Chinese.

Telegraph Offices : Eastern Extension, Australia and China Telegraph

Co. — Great Northern Telegraph Co. — Imperial Chinese Telegraph Admi-
nistration.

Trans-Siberia. — Forbes, agent for the Cie des Wagons-Lits (Sleeping

Car Co. )

News papers. -- Peking and Tien-tsiniTimes ; The China Times ; V Echo

de T'ien-tsin ; Courrier de T'ien-isin. — VVeely : The China Critic ; The
T'ien-tsin Sunday Journal ; Tageblatl fiir Nord-China.

Railways ; A. PH-tai-ho South (148 m., return ticket available 3 months,

ist. cl. 12 dols. 25), Shan-hai Kuan (173 m.) and Mukden (437 m.). — B.

Peking (86 m.), with branch line to Feng-t'ai, on the Pao-ting Fu — Han-
k'ou line. Through ticket (via FSng-t'ai) to Pao-ting Fu, ist. cl. 9 dols. 60,
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2 ik1. cl. b dills. :;ii, lo Clirnf^-tiiig Fu, 13 clols. fjo ami i) dolb. ; to Sliili-tltia-

Cluicing (liranch-liiic lo T'ai-yu.iii Fii) 14 dols. 10 and <j dols. 20.

Navigation. Some Companies have arrangcmeuls whereby passengers

arc taken from tlio quay, either at T'ien-chin or T'ung-liU and transported

to the steamers anchored in the river or at sea beyond the bar. For full par-

ticulars consult the notices posted up in the hotels, at the Custom Offices

and in the Post Offices.

To sHANG HAi (departures every day in winter from Ch'in-wang-tao) by a

direct service or, touching at Chih-fou or at Ch'ing-tao {Ts'ing-tao).

To the coRtA and japan ; touching at Ch'in-wang-tao (T'sin-wang-tao)

or at Niu-ciiuang (Ving-k'ou), or direct to Dairen and Shang-hai, by the

services of the Iiido-China S. N. Co ;
— China Merchants S. N. C° ; by

Hambourg-A nicrika Linic.

To Moji, Kobe (fares i st. cl., 66 yen), and Kobe every 8 days by Osaka

Shosen Kaisha.

To Dairen, Chei-mul pho, Moji and Kobe, every 8 days by Nippon Vm-
sen Kaisha.

To Dairen (24 yen), Chei-mul pho (36 yen), Kobe (66 yen), Yokohama

(79 yen), every 28 days by Nippon Ytisen Kaisha.

To Chih-fou (23 yen), Dairen (Dalny), Chei-mul pho, Nagasaki (60 yen),

Kobe, every 8 days by Nippon Yusen Kaisha.

T'ien-chin, 550.000 inhabitants, is situated 39° 04' lat N. and

117° 11' Jong. E. of Greenwich (114° 44' of Paris). Since 1910,

it has been the official capital of the province of Chih-li and

seat of a prefecture, T'ien-chin Fu, which comprises seven districts

including the district T'ien-chin Hsicn. This vast agglome-

ration extends along both banks of the Pei Ho and of the

Imperial Canal which forms below the junction the Hai Ho
;

it comprises the " Chinese City ", which ha= increased in a

N. E. direction as far as the « T'ien-chin Town ». Stretching to

the S., the Italian, Austrian, Russian and Belgian Concessions on

the 1. bank of the Hai Ho and those of Japan, France, England

and Germany on the opposite bank.

T'ien-chin, situated 80 miles from Peking and 34 miles from

the sea by road, was opened to foreign commerce in May 1861,

in conformity with the Anglo-Chinese and Franco-Chinese agree-

ments signed at Peking in October 1860. Its trade amounts

to from 90 to 100 millions Hai-kuan Taels.

At the time of the « Tributes of Yii », a region dependent ot the Chi Chou
and the Yen Chou. Under the Chou dynasty, a territory of the Yu Chou
and the Yen Chou. During the period called « The Fighting Kingdoms »,

a dependency of the two kingdoms of Yen and Ch'i. The Ch'in made it the
territory of the two Chiin or prefectures of YU-yang and Shang-ku. Under
the Han and the later Han, it consisted of the two Chiin of Yli-yang and
Pu-hai. Under the Chin : kingdoms of Yen and Chang-wu and Chiin of

Pu-hai. Under the later Wei. territory of the three prefectures of Fu-yang,
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Chaiig-wu aii'J I'u-hai, respectively Jepeiideut on the Ts'aug Cliou, the

Ying Chou and the Chi Chou. Under the Sui, it formed a dependency of the

two Chiin of Ho-chien and Pu-hai. Under the T'ang, of Ying Chou and Ts'ang
Chou ; under the Sung, the Chin Tartars and the YUan, attached to the Ch'ing

Chou and the Ts'ang Chou. At the beginning of the reign Yong-le (1403-

1424), right and left Wei or « military districts » of T'ien-chin were establish-

ed there on territory of the Ho-chien Fu. The dynasty now reigning made
it the first Customs station and the residence of a Major General. In 1725,
from a Wei, T'ien-chin become a Chou, raised, in 1731, to the rank of Fu
for prefecture.

The Chinese signed at T'ien-chin, on the 26th and 27th June 1858, trea-

ties with England and France revising those already obtained in 1842 and
1844 ; but, like the latter, they were not carried out in good faith. The allies

were then obliged to lead an expedition into China and T'ien-chin was occu-
pied on the 26th August i860 by the Anglo-French troops.

The anti-foreign population made an attack in June 1870 on the French
establishments, massacring the foreigners who had taken refuge there ;

the Consulate, Church of Notre-Dame-des-Victoires and the Orphanage
of ths Sisters of Mercy were destroyed.

In 1900, the Chinese Government, making common cause with the Box-
ers to drive out the foreigners from the Empire, sent troops against the
French and English concessions. At that time they were the only ones inha-

bited ; but, inadequately guarded by detachments of sailors they only
owed their safety to the aid rendered by a Russian regiment.

The siege lasted 27 days, from the 17th June to the 13 July ; the most
memorable features were, in chronological order: on the 17th June, bom-
bardment of the concessions and attack on the station; 26th June, return

of the Seymour column from an unsuccessful attempt to relieve Peking ;

it had started on the loth June with 2,064 men and returned having lost

70 killed and more than 200 wounded ; the English had alone suffered the

loss of 120 men. From the 3rd July, the bombardment became terrible and
the French concession, the most exposed, was soon laid in ruins. On the

9th July, an Anglo-Japanese column and a French battery attacked the

Chinese Western arsenal which soon fell a prey to the flames. On the loth
sharp engagement at the station defended by French and Japanese detach-

ments ; the former had on this occasion 46 killed or wounded, the latter

about a hundred. On the 13th and 14th July, the Cl^inese city of T'ien-chin,

which was strongly defended, was taken ; the Japanese sustained a loss

of 400 men, the Americans 200, the Russians 150, the French 119 and the
English 50. The occupation of this Chinese fortress raised the blockade of

the concessions.

The oldest foreign concessions are situated on the r. bank of

the Hai Ho (lower Pei Ho), in the extension of the Chinese City.

The most southerly is the German Concession ; it was given in

1896 and rapidly built.

Next comes the English Concession, ceded by the Treaty of

the 26th June 1858 ; it is the fashionable quarter. Since 1897 the

English territory has been extended beyond the wall which

stood in the S. W., along the canal.

Here are the Town Hall, which served as refuge for the non-

combattanls in the siege of 1900, the Astor House Hotel, some
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very fine villas and handsome shops in the Victoria Road, and

the Victoria Park.

The French Concession, provided for in the Treaty of T'ien-

chin of the 27th June 1858, was defined by a proclamation of

Ch'ung-hou, superintendent of northern ports, dated 29th May
1861, an understanding having been arrived at with the French

Consul, M. Treve. This territory has been enlarged since the events

of 1900.

On the concession, the French Consulate, built in 1871 ; the

Church of St-Louis, also built in 1871, has its facade decorated

with eight monolithic granite columns, measuring 35 ft. in height

;

the Chinese Customs ; the Town Hall ; the Indo-Chinese Bank
;

French, English and Chinese hospitals. The whole of this quarter,

covered with ruins as a result of the Boxers attack, has re-arisen

Phoenix-like in a very short time ; the concession is lighted by

electricity from a generating station set up there.

Over the river, a metal-bridge, built in 1903 by the Cie Fi-

ves-Lille, opposite Griffon Street, has replaced an old pontoon-

bridge and allows easy communication between the concessions

and the station.

The Japanese Concessions, granted by the Treaty of Simono-

seki in 1895 and subsequent to the events of 1900, have been

established, one below the German Concession, the other on

the site of the Southern suburb of the Chinese City. The Japanese

organised it in 1907 ; it is weU laid out and is rapidly being built.

In 1901 there were 1210 Japanese ; this number has since in-

creased.

The Chinese City had been surrounded by a wall which for a

great distance was doubled in 1858, by the Mongol prince Seng-ke-

lin-ch'in, with an earthen wall. The first rampart had been built

in 1403 and repaired in 1725 and 1770. Containing four gates, it

had a periphery of 9 Zi 13 pu or paces. In 1900, the Boxers and

Imperial troops made a formidable camp of the Chinese City,

which was, however, taken by the allies in the night of the 13th

July. The fort was demolished and the Chinese are forbidden, for

the future, to build military works round the city. Broad well-

planned streets have replaced the ancient walls. The International

Commission, which ruled the national city from 1900 to 1907,
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had iiuuunous public works executed in ilie Giiinesc Quarters,

Electric tramways serve this city and the Concessions.

The Imperial Canal opens into the Pei Ho and separates T'ien-

chin from its Northern suburb. At the confluence stands the

Church of Notre-Danie-des-Victoires (Our Lady of Victories).

This baildiiig, erected in i860, was burnt the 21st June 1870 by a popu-
lar anti-foreign movement which, existed to massacre the foreigners who
inhabited the Chinese City. Now, in the precincts of the church or beside

it, were the residences of the missionaries, the French Consul and his staff,

and a few French people paying a cursory visit In 1897, the edifice was
re-built, and became the mausoleum of the unfortunate victims whose tombs
were set along the principal nave. They were : the French Consul M. Fon-
tanier, the Chancellor of the Legation M. Thomassin and his wife, M. and
Mme de Chalmaison, the Chancellor of the Consulate M. Simon, Fathers
Chevrier and Vincent, with ten sisters of Mercy massacred in their Orphan-
age on the other side of the Imperial Canal. But the church as re-built

did not remain standing long. The Boxers of 1900 set fire to it in the

evening of the 15th June ; the facade alone defied the picks of the destroyers

3. Peking to Men-t'ou K'ou

The terminus of the railway is outside the Hsi-chih Men gate

near the N. W. extremity of Peking. Beyond the road from

Peking to the Summer Palace, we leave, on the 1., the Wu-t'a

Ssa « Temple of the Five Stupa » — Cross the railway to the

little town of Lan-tien.

In the S., the ruined stupa, thirteen storeys high, of Pa-li Chuang
(XVIl'" c).

Cheng-fu Ssu (.5 miles from the P'ing-ts." Men gate of Peking),

a cemetery given by the Emperor, under the K'ang-hsi reign, to

the French Jesuits attached to the Chinese Court.

A monument was erected here to the victims of the ambuscade of T'ung
Chou (September i860) and to the officers and soldiers who died during
the campaign of that year.

Among the missionaries, the tombs of Gerbillon, 1707 ; Bouvet, 1730 ;

Regis, 1738 ; Parennin, 1741 ; d'Entrecolles, 1741 ; de Mailla, 1758 ;

Gaubil, 1759 ; Mgr Mouly, 1868 ; Mgr Delaplace, 1884 ; Mgr Tagliabue,

1890, etc.

Among the sepulchres despoiled during the events of 1900, was the
monument erected to commemorate the French who were killed in the China
Expedition of i860 ; above the inscription figured the name of General of

division Collineau, then came the names of the officers who were victims
of the ambuscade at T'ung Chou.

The station of Hsi-p'ing-i'ai, near the village of Huang Ts'un,

serves the hills of Pa-ta Ch'u " The eight great sites ", or Huang-

ling " Imperial Sepulchres "-

Pa-ta Ch'u, 8 miles W. of Peking, is discernable from a consider-
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able distance by Llic wliilo stiipa, whilst oliu'C Itjiiiplf^s clultlie

slopes of the hills. These sanctuaries bear the names of Pi-iiio

Yen, Cheng-en Ssu, Lin-kuang Ssu, San-shan An, Ta-pei Ssu,

Lung-wang T'an, San-chieh Ssu.

It is to these " Western Hills " that the Legations, by hiring the

pavilions from the superiors of the temples, had acquired the

habit of betaking themselves iu the summer. The Boxers partly

destroyed these habitations in 1900. Since then, foreigners pre-

fering the sea-side go to the beaches of Pei-tai Ho, of Chih-fou or

even of Ch'ing-tao (Ts'ing-tao).

The railway crosses the heights near the village of Mo-shih K'ou.

San-chiaTien, a little town on the 1. bank of the Hun-ho.

For the liKCURSiox to Miao-feng Shan (about 15 miles), go up the

Hun Ho as for as Fens^-lu. \ little torrent coming from the N. joins it at

this village ; the path goes on to Tao-yuan and reaches San-ch'a-chien,

situated at a height of 2,200 ft. Climb the mountain; the Temple of Miao

(dng Shsn " Mountain of the Marvellous Peak" 153,350 ft. high, dominat-

ed by a peak of 4,100 ft (See paragraph on the Western Hills).

The road usually followed passes by Yang-feng, a small town situate

in the Western e.xtremity of the Plain of Peking, at the base of the foot-

hills of Yang Shan.
If the road to the E. be followed, the mountain chain of Yang Shan is

left on the N. On the edge of the plain, Ta-chiao SsH, a great Buddhist mon-

astery.

Wang-ck'iin Miao, 19 miles from Peking. Hei-lung T'an. Summer Pa-

lace, then Peking.

The line crosses the Hun Ho below the islets round which the

river sweeps.

Men-tou K'ou, terminus of the railway serving the mine-

workings of the Ma-an Shan « Saddle Mountain ».

Seven miles S., Chieh-t'ai Ssd built under the Ch'i-tan or Liao dynasty

beside the Temple Hui-chli Ssu of the T'ang period. It is a Buddhist monas-

tery whose annual fete takes place on the 8'" of the fourth moon, anniversary

of the birth of Sakya-muni.

The station of Ch'ang-hsin Tien is about 10 miles to the E. S-E.

Near the frontier of Shan-hsi, in a mountainous region rocky and un-

productive, stands the Trappist establishment of Yang-chia-pin.

4. Peking to Chang-chia K'ou (Kalgan)

The Great Wall

The Ching Chang line, makes at Feng-t'ai a junction with the line from

T'ien-chin and Han-k'ou ; it was opened as far as Kalgan (Chang-chia K'ou)

on the i()th September 1909. Length, 173 miles ; time of journey by ordi-

nary train from Peking, 8 hrs. The Pekinese going to Kalgan start from
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the Hsi-chih Men sliitiou, situated beyond the N. W. angle of the Man-
chu City and served from the Legations by an excellent road (55 inin. car-

riage ; an hour rickshaw with 2 coolies).

Tourists going to the Great Wall alight at Ching-lung Ch'iao in the pass

N. of Nan-k'ou (take a cold lunch, and sit down to it on the Great Wall
;

wrap up well). Come back to sleep at Nan-k'ou if wishing to start early next

morning for the Ming Tombs,

From Hsi-chih Men (Peking) to Nan-k'ou, 1st. cl. 1 dol. 80, journey in

I h. 15 min. — From Peking to Kalgan, journey by ordinary train occu-

pies 10 hrs. — From Feng-t'ai to Kalgan, ist. cl. 8 dols. 75, 2nd. cl. 5 dols.

85, 3rd. cl. 2 dols. <)5.

Feng-fai, at the junction of the hnes from T'ien-chin and Han-

k'ou.

Kuang-an Men, W. of the Kuang-ming Men gate of the Chi-

nese City of Peking.

The road crosses the railway from Han-k'ou, leaving on the

r., the Taoist Temple of Po-yiin Kuan « White Cloud », then, on

the 1., the Yiieh Tan « Altar of the Moon ».

Fou-ch'eng Men, a station a little to the south of this gate W.
of the Tartar City of Peking.

On the 1., houses hide the Sha-la-erh, a cemetery laid out in

the XVIIth c. by the Jesuits.

Peking. Hsi-chih Men (branch to Men-t'ou k'ou), an extra mu-

ral structure near the gate of the same name (Hsi-chih Men),

N. W. of the Manchu town.

Rickshaws meet trains (i hr., with two coolies, to the Legation Quarter)

On the 1., the Ta-chung Ssii " Temple of the Big Bell ", near

the village of Hai-tien.

We leave the T'u-ch'eng « Earth Wall », remains of the ram^

parts of the ancient Khan-bahq of the Mongols.

In the W., the Summer Palace.

ChHng Ho ( Bright River », takes its rise near the Summer Pa^

lace in the Yu-ch'iian Shan « Mountain of the Spring of Jade ».

The village has taken the name of the brook Ch'ing-ho Pu.

Station where tourists going to the Summer Palace often alight.

The plain is formed of light soil, loess, which is here an alluv-

ion containing several beds of shingle.

W., in a line with Miao-feng Shan, a mountain shows its bare

and whitish flank ; thence it is that the handsome compact granite

is obtained which blocks are sometimes used for the foundation

of bridges and the footings of the buildings in the neighbourhood.
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It was on the simiinit ol \\'iing-?rh Sliii-ii, which rises further- S. than any
oilier niounlain on Ihc plain, that tlio Ch'i-tan limpicss Hsiao erected,

at tlic beginning of the XI c, a temple in cnmaienioration of licr six sons

who were slain, near the village of Kuan-shih, whilst fighting against the

Sung.

Sha-ho Tien « Inn ot the River of Sand », name of a suburb of

the walled-in city of P'ing-an, situated at the confluence of the

Pei Sha IIu and Nan Sha Ho. 8oulh. of the city is a handsome

marble bridge ; N., another structure of seven arches.

station somctjnes used by tourists to go to tlie Ming Tombs (14 miles)

via Ch'ang-p'ing Chou.

It is related that the emperor T'ai Tsung (627-649) of the T'ang, who had
set out to meet the Ch'i-tan (Liao), was obliged to stop here to recover from
a severe indisposition. The name of P'ing-an « quiet, healthy » was then
given to the little township.

The N. W. wind, the H?i-pei feng, which blows for a great part

of the year, has heaped up a sandbank along the N. wall of the

city.

High crenelated grey walls stretch away on the Eastern horizon
;

they are the ramparts of Ch'ang-p'ing Chou, chief-town of a

department of Shun-tien Fu (Peking).

We now approach the mountains which separate the Chinese lands of

Chih-li from the vast expanse of Mongolia. There are five passes in this long

chain of mountains ; those of Chu-yung which begin at Nan-k'ou ; Suiig-

t'ing or Hsi-feng ; Ku-pei k'ou ; Chin-p'o and Yu-kuan The Pass of

Elms 11. The first alone is practical for carriages, the others are only used

by coolies and pack animals. Eighteen other tracks are mentioned but these,

according to a Chinese text, are but " Goat tracks and ways forwinged crea-

tures ; men may venture there, but not on horse-back ".

33 m., Nan K'ou « The Southern Pass ».

Hotel : Nan-k'ou. Railway Hold, at the station ; r. Including 3 meals,

6 dols. Excursions are organised by the hotel management to the Ming
Ling a Ming Tombs » ; horse i dol. (with guide 2 dols.)

The station is 3 li from the walled town. This settlement, which

has nothing to detain the tourist, is of no importance save for

its situation at the entrance of the narrow pass. It subsists by

the caravan traffic, and the greater part of the buildings serve

either as inns for native travellers or as stables for horses, mules,

asses and pack camels ; it has greatly declined at the present

time.

« In spite of the heaping ruins and the heaps of rubbish, the rugged site

is not without grandeur. The contrast between the monotonous horizon,
the dim distances of the Plain of Peking and these sheer sun-burned crags
is most vivid and imposing. The only street of Nan-k'ou is paved with enorm-
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ous, disjointed, polished blcjcks uiado slippery as iee by the passage of

itiiiumcrable generations of men and beasts. Horses can scarcely keep their

footing and only succeed by putting down their hoofs most carefully. This
shapeless street, this crevice bordered by big huts of mortarless stone, is

the road to Mongolia, the great commercial route to the North. In it meet
in endless files, convoys of camels, horses and mules, the poor teamsters

driving before them their donkeys not more heavily loaded than themselves.

There, from years end to year's end, day and night, pass the loads of wool
and furs going down from Mongolia to Peking and bricks of tea from T'ien-

chin for Kiachta, on the Siberian frontier.

11 It is a never to be forgotten spectacle these trains of two-humped ca-

mels with their slow and rhythmic step, travelling on every road. Every
where one comes upon them ; they block the streets of Peking, wind away
in fantastic ribbons beyond sight and ken into the country, like a dark moy-
ing embroidered land on the bare hillsides and tawny stretches of plain.

These patient beasts, taller than the dromedaries of the Sahara, march
in sections of five or six, a cord passed through their nostrils, travelling thus
in single file, always at the same pace, without the slightest sound of their

spongy feet. At twilight, one is only made aware of their approach by the

funereal knell of the heavy bell suspended from the neck of the one that

brings up the rear. If the clanging ceases the driver is made aware of a break
in the line and a halt is called. Save for this, the big silhouettes glide on,

silently, ghostly, seeming scarcely to touch the ground. The caravan draws
near, passes by, is gone — like a dream that is fled». m.\rcei, monnier, 1895,
VEmpire du Milieu " The Middle Kingdom ").

The track enters the « Defile of Chii-yung» , about 13 miles long,

known by this name at the time of the Ch'in and the Han (Illrd

c. B. c. — 1st c. A. D.) and mentioned by Liz Pu-wei and Huai-

nan Tzil. Europeans call it the Pass of Nan-k'ou. The gorge is

at first wild and gloomy, closely shut in by perpendicular heights

which scarcely leave room for the stony bed of the torrent, the

river and the railway. It has always been considered a point

of strategic importance and the walls which close foot-hills and

mountains still bear witness to the great sacrifices made by the

Chinese to preserve the pass from the attacks of the Mongol hordes.

Nan K'ou and its ramparts, joined up to two small forts built

on the flank of the mountain, constitute the first of the five

barriers to the pass.

By road, i hr. 25 min. from N.in K'ou to Chu-yiing Kuan (the Chinese

make the distance 15 li)
; 45 minutes from Nan K'ou to Shang Kuan

;

about I hr. 30 min. more to reach the Gate of the Great Wall. Less than 4
hrs, tramp for good walkers, 3 hrs. 45 min. for those who have mounts. The re-

turn can be done in rather less time.

Chii-yung Kuan, an almost uninhabited village with very ex-

tensive walls. Tunnel 1200 ft. long.

In the XII c, Ni-ya-man, a general of the Ju-chen or Chin dynasty)
was obliged to first leave this place in his rear and occupy Ch'ang-p'ing

Chou before being able to take Chii-yung Kuan. Later Mo-hu-li, comman-
ding the Mongol hordes, could not take the town and Genghis Khan was
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obligcil 111 iL'tirc finm l>cfoic it. In 1^68, Hsii Ta, (;ciicial (rf the emperor
Hung-wu of the Ming, repaired the tortifications which now reach to an
extent of 12 It.

The Imperial road passes under a fine octagonal marble gate,

the Kno-chieh T'a, « Tower which crosses the street », on which

are carved figures from the Hindoo mythology. Under the vault

a great Buddhist figure is flanlced l)y two others wearing crowns

of seven-headed serpents, then King Deva (Good genius) and by a

multitude of Buddhas ; but the particular interest of this monu-

ment consists in two inscriptions, dating from the year 1345 A.

D., in six languages and hand-writings : Sanscrit, Thibetan,

Mongolian in Phag's-pa la-ma characters, Tur'c-ouigour, Hsi-hsia

(Tangut) and Chinese. The gate was repaired in 1445. It was for-

merly surmounted by a stupa which was demolished under the

Ming ; two other towers also bestraddled the road, but they, too

were distroyed.

These inscriptions have only recently been translated. Mr. Wylie (1864'
and Royal Asiatic Soc. 1870) had noticed that the part in large letters, which
is on the E. front, was the transcriptfon of the dharani (formula of invo-
cation) : « Sarva-durgati-parisodhana-usnisa dharant " (Cf. Bunyiu Nanjo,
N.. 349 350, 351). Later on M. Chavannes recognised that the part in large

letters on the \V. face was the dharani entitled :
" Samanta-mukha-

pravesa - rasmi - vima - losnisa-prabha-sarva-tatha-gata-hrdaya-sama-virocana-
dharani ", (Cf. Bunyiu-l^anjio, N. 790). Further, the Chinese text in small
characters on the same W. face is only an abbreviation of the " sutra " (lit-

tany) in which this dharani is incorporated.

A last iiisrription has long remained unknown ; it was first (classified

among the oju-cheii » texts. M. Deveria expressed the opinion (18S3) that

the characters were those of the Kingdom of Hsi-hsia (Tangut, also called

Ho-hsi by the Chinese), invented according to some in 1030 by the emperor
Te-ming, or according to others in 1037 by his successor Ching-tsung (Li
Yiian-hao 1032 to 1048).

Four of the texts have been deciphered {Asiatic Journal, 1894-5) in spite

of the numerous passages effaced and ruined by time. The following are the
opening sentences on the E. face of the vault.

Chinese, by E. Chavannes.
" Oh ! admirable ! Adoration to the dharmakaya and to the three je-

wels. Venerable origin, principle, middle and end of all that has shape and
appearance, perpetually happy, we... the thirty-seven Bodhi without ob-
stacle... sleep and awakening in fact not... the wheel of the Law Nirvana...
our Buddha the union of the priesthood, the victory over the six masters
(the tirthika of the Thibetan text), the deeply beiieficient knowledge of

the mother who answers (Abhi-dharma), lonj,evity, the ensemble of the
lotus, the happy gate of the Mahabodhi who increases and sustains a long
career, the eight actions to Kapilavastu, to Mo-kie (Magadha ?), to Va(ra-
nasl)... the Kingdom of Sravasti, a... to establish for the first time a pagoda »..,

Ouigour, by radlov (The inscription is rather damaged) :

« Their colours (?), bodies, numbers... words uttered (?)... recognising
the signs of pure possession, learning the words those who bow read this

writing (nomluk) ; in order that the readers of this writing, because they
do not understand its meaning (may be able) to understand it and (may)
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fiiul tlic place of known possession and wait... is the lact (tlic coiiir;idc''?)

Lo hearing' this : the ways on which goes each of the throe leasonable, the
three smiling ones, are the three gates of safety it is known... »

Mongol, by G. huth :

« Otn svasti ! May peace and prosperity reign !

He who is gifted with this quality, that has triumphed over colour, shape,
corporeity and substance.

He, who, in the renunciation of illusion from top to bottom (?), before
and behind.
And who, in the eternal liberation of the Ego added to really pure joy.
Has reached the summit, before the majestic Dharmakaya, I bow the

head... »

Thibetan, by Sylvain LEVI. The te.xt enumerates the advantages pro-
mised by the sacred books to devout persons who build religions edifices :

« Ah ! of colour, of shape... to the beginning, to the end, to the middle
triply inconceivable, possessing perpetual bliss and many qualities besides...,

having the nature of the thirty-seven religions characters of the bodhi with-
out exception, to the Dharmakaya of him who is called Buddha and also
to the three jewels, adoration !

« Those... whose sleeping and awakening are really inconceivable just as
is the atom, possessing however an existence as long as the world weighed
down by the sleep of ignorance takes the non-existent for being (?), the Bud-
dhas of the three times, their birth, their illumination, their setting in move-
ment of the wheel of the Law, their... entry to Narvana, to these four
acts which are common, to them, homage !... »

Shang Kuan « The Upper Pass ' a fortified post in ruins, flanked

by defensive works.

From Shang Kuan to the Great Wall, by road, i hr. 30 min. journey.

Two little tunnels, one of which is 456 ft. long at Skih-fei

At the entrance of a little goi^e, epigraphs, in Sanscrit, Thibe-

tan and Manchu, are inscribed on a rock. At a sharp turn, the

T'an-ch'in Chia « Gorge of the Twanged Guitar », so-called on

account of the murmur produced by the tumbling waters.

On the 1., in an infractuosity of the rock, a small two storey

pagoda dedicated to Kuan-ti, God of War.

On the mountain to the r., the K'uei-hsing Ko " Pavilion of

the star K'uei ", the Taoist patron of candidates for examinations.

Ch'ing-iung Ch'iao " Bridge of the Blue Dragon ", station near

the gate of the *Great Wall, built on an eminence called Pa-ta-

ling (2.067 ft high).

(Mount the wall to 1., that on the r. being broken, and climb it as faras

the highest tower (30 minutes ; from it a fine view may be obtained).

This vast structure which winds away along the mountain crests, this

« Great Wall », Wan-li ch'ang-ch'ing « Long wall of ten tlunisand // », has
been attributed to the caprice of Shih-huaug-ti (246-210 U. C), a sovereign

of the Ch'iu.
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Recent researches lead us to believe that this sovereign, the founder of

Imperial Chinese unity, did not alone constnict so vast a rampart, but that

he restored and increased the walls that others had built two or three cen-

turies before him. These masonries and earthworks, being repaired and join-

ed up, formed this continued line of defence which, by its extent (about

1530 miles) and boldness of plan, extorts the admiration of travellers.

" In remote antiquity, the Chinese had no cavalry and only used war
chariots ; to prevent the attack of the enemy they took care to give the

furrows of their fields a direction perpendicular to that which a presumed
invading army must follow. At the end of the V"> c. before our era, the use

of cavalry become general in China. Then it was that they began to build

more or less extensive walls to protect the threatened territories ; we
know that there was a wall in the We! country, and also in the Ch'u and
yet another built in the year 469 B. C. by Prince Chung-shan. This was
therefore a defensive pnicess generally employed in China and really it is

not to be wondered at that it was also applied to the Northern frontier which
barbarous hordes were constantly threatening to cross. In the Ch'in coun-
try, dowager queen Hsiian, mother of king Chao (306-251 B. C), took

possession of the country of the ruthless Yi-ch'U and the Ch'in built a wall

to keep them out of it. Elsewhere, in 353 B. C, King Hui, of Wei, built a long

wall to fortify Ku-yang. King Wu-ling (325-299 B. C.) of Chao, after having
conquered the barbarous Lin and Liu-fan « built a long wall which, star-

ting from Tai, passed by the Yin-chan and came back down as far as Kao
ch'iieh, and he made a rampart of it. » — Finally, in the early years of the

Ilird c. B. C, the king of Yen « he also built a long wall which began at

Tsao-yang and ended at Hsiang-p'ing. » — It will be seen from the texts

that from the beginning of the Illrd c. B. C, thanks to the efforts of seven
different kingdoms, there were several more or less constructed sections

of wall which extended from the river T'ao, in the W., to beyond the river

Liao on the E. When the celebrated Ch'in Shih-huang-ti had destroyed the
feudal system and built up on its ruins the unity of the Empire, he co-ordin-

ated the works of his predecessors by joining up the different systems which
he found already established on the Northern frontier. If the work which
he had executed was immense, yet it was not, as is commonly believed, the

result of a vast conception which by a single flash of genius envisaged the
plan of this colossal rampart. But, thanks to Ch'in Chih-huang-ti, from the
year 214 B. C, the Chinese laboured to give continuity over a length of

more than ten thousand li to the wall which starting at Lin-t'ao ended E.
of the river Liao. " (Ed. Chavannes. Les plus anciens specimens de la Car-
tographic chinoise ; the most ancient specimens of Chinese cartography
Befeo, 1903, p. 221, 222).

Long after Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, the new additions to the Great Wall were
made. In 127 B. C. the emperor Wu had built a rampart skirting the S. bank
of the Huang-ho, to the summit of the wide loop described by that river.

Under the Wei, a wall of 2.000 li in length was built stretching from Ch'ih-

ch'Sng, in the Fu of Hsiian-hua, to Wu-yiian in the N. W. angle of the loop
of the Huang-ho. Later, in 607, the emperor Yang ordered more than r.000.000
men to build a great wall which, touched Yii-li on the W. and reached the
river Tzii on the E. The work was finished in 10 days, but 50 % or 60 % of

the labourers died in consequence of the strain.

This gigantic structure, although not even so well preserved or built in

so imposing a manner as in tl e Pass of Nan-k'ou, cannot fail to impress the
traveller. " This "spectacle is supremely grand ! When one thinks that men
have built so many walls on points apparently inaccessible, as if to oppose
to the Milky Way, in the sky, a walled way on the mountain tops, it seems
like a dream. And yet we have scaled it, we have walked up and down it,

casting our glances now on Tartary which lies ahead of us, on Chih-li to the
r., towards the Thibet on the 1., or backward towards the fertile plain of
Southern Cliina. Yes, assuredly this serpent of fantastic stone, these battlements

Northern Chixa, 7
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without guns, these loopholes without rifles, these bulwarks without a single
defender, these fortifications which protect nothing and that nobody at-
tacks, will remain in our memories as a magical vision. But if, after having
admired so picturesque a view, we come to reflect how clearly we see in it

the work of a race of grown-up children led by despots ! What folly to build
a continuous wall where two forts simply, in the passes of Nan-k'ou and
Ku-pei-k'ou respectively, would have closed China to all invasions from
the North ! How many thousands of men must have succumbed under this

super human task, vainly erected for the defence of an Empire whose inva-
sion it was powerless to arrest for a day. " (de Beauvoir, I. c).

It is astonishing that Marco Polo, who hved at the Mongol

Court and visited China (1271-1295), has not mentioned the

« Great Wall ». It is probable that the defile through which he

passed was only flanked by earthworks ; we know, indeed, that

great masonry works were erected in 1368 by Hsii Ta, a general

of the founder of the Ming dynasty, to preserve the passes and

Chinese territory from a possible return of the Mongol hordes

who had just disturbed the Yiian dynasty.

" The ruins of fortified works which are met with at every step, the watch-
towers remaining intact, the sentry-boxes, everything here involuntarily
recalls the heroic age of China and her struggles with the Northern barba-
rians. The Great Wall, as we know, did not prevent the latter from inva-
ding the Middle Kingdom ; but the mere idea of protecting themselves by
this immense rampart against the incursions of the nomads nevertheless
remains a remarkable trait of the intelligence of the sedentary Chinese.

They supposed, not without reason, that the barbarians who crossed the
Wall, would also wish to get their horses over, no easy task. To-day this

barrier has lost its importance : the Mongols are no longer to be feared.

»

« They have fallen, said Ch'ien-lung, and have become enfeebled by the in-

fluence of the la-ma. " A modern Chinese writer speaks of this decadence
in the following terms : « The impotence of the Mongols is a great blessing

for China, their submission, by means of Buddhism, one of the ingenious
strokes of Chinese diplomacy. If they be compared with the Huns and an-
cient Turks who crossed the mountains, appeared unexpectedly, making
all the frontier resound with the clash of their arms, and who in their wild

steppes, intoxicated themselves with blood by eating the brains of their

enemies, we wonder how these nomads, formerly so warlike, could have
fallen into their present apathy. Pious sentiments have destroyed in their

bosoms the passion for slaughter ; belief in future reward has tamed their

ferocity and that is the great achievement of bTo«-k*a-pa (the reformer of

Thibetan Buddhism in the second half of the xivth c), an achievement
followed by such fortunate results for China and the other nations. Under
the Ming dynasty, for 50 years in succession, the beacon-towers were not
lighted, and under the present dynasty, the Mongols have lived for 200
years in undisturbed peace. " (palladius, translated by Boxer).

The line doubles back to scale the pass which it crosses by a

tunnel 3.570 ft. in length, pierced under the Pa-ta-ling, then it

emerges on to the barren slope of Ch'a-tao Cheng.

48 m. Ch'a-tao « Forked Road » or « Cross-ways », a walled-

town connected with small forts by a partly destroyed rampart.

This 5"> barrier runs along the foot of the mountain for a few
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miles, then rejoins tlie > Great Wall by scaling the last slopes

of the pass.

At Ch'a-tao the first table-land begins ; an arid soil composed
of sand and flints. On the r., the road to Yen-ch'ing Chou (9 m.).

Kang-chuang, station. — Shih-tiao, walled village. — Wu-li

Pu. — Yii-lin. — Fang-shan.

Soil composed of coarse gravel and pebbles. Cro.ss the Kuei Ho,

a tributary of the Hun Ho, a mile and a quarter before reaching

the district of Huai-lai.

Huai-Iai H., station, walled town, 1789 ft. high, overlooking the

surrounding plain, residence of a Chih-hsien dependent on the

Fu of Hsuan-hua.

A pagoda built on a peak has, according to the people of the

neighbourhood, the same guiding powers over terrestrial fluids

as the stupa met with in China proper.

The town is surrounded by a rampart more than 7 li in circum-

ference. Three gates, E., S., W., and a moat. To the N. E., the

town backs on to the mountain. The wall, built in 1422, was
cased in brick between the Cheng-t'ung and Ching-t'ai periods

(1436-1457).

.•\t the period of the « Civil Wars », the state of Yen established there
lie Chiin of Shang-ku which was maintained by the Ch'in. The Han seti

tup there the Hsien of Chin-yang, as chief town of the Chiin. The later We
suppressed both. Under the Ch'i, the Chou and the Sui, it was a territory

of the Hsien of Huai-jung. The T'ang made it the Ch'ing-yi Chiin and after-

wards transferred the Hsien of Huai-jung and the Kuei Chou to the pre-

sent site of the district (702). During the period of the « Five Dynasties »,

the Liao or Chi-tan Tartars took the country from the Chin and gave the
Chou the nameof K'o-han (Khanate) and to the Hsien that of Huai-lai. They
made them dependent on the Tao of their Hsi-ching or Western capital ».

The Chin suppressed the Chou, then changed the Hsien into Kuei Chou,
in the tenure of the Fu of Te-hsing. The Mongols reverted to the name of

Hsien of Huai-lai. The Ming made it the citadel (Shou-yii Ch'ien-hu-
so) of Huai-lai, then a Wei directly dependent on Peking. The present dyn-
asty reconstructed the Hsien of Huai-lai in 1693 and placed it within the
administration of the Fu of Hsiian-hua.

The villages of T'u-mu and Ta-pin-k'ou surrounded by loes

lands.

It was near here that the emperor of the miao-hao Yiug-tsung of the
Ming was defeated and taken prisoner by the Mongols.

Sha-ch'eng, walled town, station. On the E. and W. some

ruins.

Hsin-pao-an, station, starting-point of the Pao-an Usiea line.

The city is surrounded by rice fields.
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Ohi-mitig « Cock-crow % walled town dominated by the moun-

tain of the same name.

It is stated that this name dates from T'ai-tsung (627-649).

This T'ang, emperor while leading an expedition on the Mongol

frontier, climbed the heights to scan the horizon, and heard the

crowing of a cock.

On a peak, the Yung-ning Ssu « Pagoda of Eternal Stillness »,

founded by a Ch'i-tan sovereign of the Liao dynasty (937-1119)

The emperor K'ang hsi climbed it on the 19th October 1696.

The road here enters the second pass encountered since leaving

the plaines uf Peking ; tunnel.

At the exit, coal formations, worked by the Railway Company.

Hsia Hua-yiian, station.

Shang Hua-yiian, where a Liao emperor had flower beds. A
strong spring of slightly warm water feeds a vegetation always

verdant. The spring does not freeze over in winter.

Hsiang-shui Pu, narrow gorge.

The road rises among the loess hills to Fan-po-chieh.

Hsiian-hua, station ; chief-town of the prefecture of the pro

vince of Chih-li whose territory is sub-divided into two districts

residence of the Chih-hsien of Hsiian-hua Hsien. This fortified

town stands at an elevation of 2067 ft. in a vast plain swept by

the » Yellow wind », second table-land from the Great Wall. Ten

thousand inhabitants including a Mohammedan colony, Hui-

hui, originally from Samarcand ; these latter are recognised by

the blue fez which they wear, by their habit of slightly trimming

their moustache and their more dignified carriage. — Christian

Mission.

Vineyards. Orchards of apricots, plums pears and apples.

Cereals and vegetables.

To the N. of the city, a park of old trees bordered by a brook.

A few li to the S. runs the Yang Ho.

The town is girdled by a wall more than 24 li in extent with 7

gates. This wall was built in 1394 as an enlargement of a former

enclosure ; in 1399, three of the gates were built up ; the wall

was lined with brick in 1440. Repairs have been carried out in

the time of the Manchu dynasty.

Ch'ao-yiian Kuan, temple where the famous Taoist Ch'ang-

ch'uu, a favourite of Genghis Klian, announced through the
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medium of the Imperial envoy A-li-hsien, the edict (1223) which

apparently gave him supreme authority, not only over the Taoists

but over all who took vows of sanctity ; he thus received obedience

from the Buddhist monks and nuns.

History of the Prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yij », a region of (he Clii Chou. Under
the Chou, a territory of the Yu Chou. At the « Spring and Autumn »

(Ch'un Ch'iu) and « Civil War » periods, a territory of the state of Yen.
The Ch'in included it in the Chiin of Shang-ku and the Han established

there the Kuang-ning Hsicn and other districts attached to the latter.

The T'ang set up there the \Vu Chou in the Tao of Ho-tung. The Liao,

or Ch'i-tan Tartars, made themselves masters of it and called it the Chou
of Kuei-hua. It passed again into the possession of the Sung in 1123 and
shortly after went into the hands of the Chin Tartars, who gave it the
name of Hsiian-hua Chou, then that of Hsiian-te Chou, and made it a de-
pendency of the Lu of their Western Capital. The Mongols raised it to

the rank of Fu of HsUan-ning, then (in the seventh year of the reign of

Ogotai, 1236) to that of Tsung-kuan-fu of the Shan-tung Lu. In 1263, Khu-
bilai Khan made it the Fu of Hsiian-te dependent on the Lu of Shang-tu,
then (1266), the Fu of Shun-ning. The first Ming emperor suppressed the
Fu (1371), and established three Wei of the HsUan Fu {1393), dependent
on the military district of Pei-p'ing. In 1409, the latter were directly attach-

ed to the capital Peking, and a brigadier-general appointed to it, whence
the name of Hsiian-fu Chen, or " Brigade of Hsiian Fu ", a name at first

continued under the present dynasty. The emperor K'ang-hsi however,
substituted for it (1693) that of Fu of Hsiian-hua.

History of Hsiian-hua, district intra muros :

The Han established there the Hsien of Kuang-ning, which was suppress-

ed by the Chin. Under the T'ang, it was part of the territory of the Hsien
of Huai-jung. It afterwards became Hsien of Wen-te, chief town of Wu
Chou. Under the Liao or Ch'i-tan Tartars, chief town of the Chou of Kuei-
hua ; under the Chin Tartars, Hsien of Hsiian-te ; under the Mongols, seat

of the Fu of Hsiian-te. The first Ming emperor suppressed both prefecture

and district and substituted tliree military divisions, or Wei, of Hsiian Fu.
The present dynasty reduced the latter to one and constituted the Chfin,

or Brigade of Hsiian Fu. In 1693, was re-established the Hsien of Hsiian-

hua, seat of the Fu of the same name.

Environs :

35 li S.S.W., Shen-ching, market (via Lung-men-fang 35 li and Nan-t'ung),

near a lake, between 4 and 5 li in length without any visible outflow and
situated in a concave plain bounded by loess hills. The lake contains no
fish. The neighbourhood is celebrated for the breed of its asses.

To the N. of Hsiian-hua Fu, in rear of a first chain, are vol-

canic heights, one of which, surmounted by a divided cone, ap-

pears to be an ancient crater.

The third pass, Shih-huo-izu « Gorge of Stones », commences
at Pa-li Chuang. At the entrance, remains of the ancient paved

road.

Sha-hng-tzu, station.

Yii-lin « Elm Wood- , an interesting and extensive caravan-

serai. — Gross the third plateau..
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La-yeh Miao, pagoda.

175 m., Kalgan, in Chinese Chantj-cliiii-k'ou T'intj, head-quar-

ters of a military commandment in the civil district of Wan-
ch'iian hsien, a dependency of the Fu of Hsiian-hua. Residence

of the Tao-t'ai of K'ou-pei Tao « Circle N. of the Pass », responsible

for the administration of the interior of Mongolia " Nei Meng-

ku ", and for the control of the military affairs of the Tu-t'ung,

Mongol vice-marshal ; 60.000 inhabitants. The word " Kalgan "

is the Russian form of the Mongol appellation « Khalga », <• the

Pass ».

The town, terraced round a vast amphitheatre, is overlooked

by the mountains along which runs the Northern branch of the

Great Wall, parallel with that of Nan K'ou. The populous suburbs

extend over the lower rounded slopes of the mountains right to

the lower line of peaks. Kalgan is the entrepot for tea en route

to Russia and Mongolia via Urga, or Wu-li-ya-su-t'ai, and the

meeting-place of a large number of caravans bringing thither the

products of Mongolia.

A native Customs collects the taxes which anually amount

to some 50.000 Taels before the opening of the railway.

In the N. W. of the city proper, the Yiian-pao Shan inhabited

by Russian merchants. Beyond, towards the pass, the Shang-p'u
" Upper Village " inhabited by Mongols, and Hsia-p'u " Lower

Village " inhabited by Chinese. Among the numerous temples

and pagodas of the city, that of Chen-wu Miao is built in honour

of Khabatu Khassar who opposed the incursion of the hordes

of Genghis Khan (Xlii'f. c.).

Hotel : Kalgan H., 5 min. from the station.

Telegraph (Chinese) connected at Kiachta with the Russian system.

The city of Kalgan has the Chinese name of Chang-chiaK'ou, that is to
say I Mouth », or « Pass of the Chang family n.

The pass is 20 li E. of the district of Wan-ch'Uan. Some 5 H to the S. is

the fortified village of Chang-chia K'ou, the entrenchments of which, built

under the Ming dynasty in 1429, were more than 4 H in length with two
gates. During the Chia-ching period {15 j::-i566), they were altered and
a length of 3 /( only was left. Outside the walls is a moat. This place was,

under the Ming, an international market. The present dynasty has made
it the Lu of Chang-chia K'ou and established a garrison commanded by a

lieutenant-colonel. In 1690, the latter was superseded by a colonel having
authority over the eight camps of Wan-ch'iian, Shan-fang P'u, etc. In 169?
a resident assistant magistrate (Hsien-ch'eng) was appointed to the district.

In 1725 a sub-prefect (Li-shih-t'ung-chih) was appointed. Outside the pass

are the grazing grounds of the Board of Rites and of the Department of

the Imperial Stud, as well as the lands belonging to the Imperial troops of

Cbagar and the Bauuers of A-pa-ha-na-erh, etc. iu 1745, the empeioi Ch'ien-
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lung travelled in these parts and the pieces of poetry composed by His Ma-
jesty, comprise five poems entitled : « On the road (when We were going
to Chany;-chia K'ou ». (Extract from the Ta Ch'ing yi-t'ung chih» a gener-
al discriptiou of the Chinese Empire », middle of the XVIII"> c).

RouTKS :

From Kalgan to Urt,M {See MONGOLIA).
From Kalgan to Kuci-liua Ch'cilg, in Mongolian Ku-ku Khoto « the Blue

City » (Shan-hsi), lamasscry, ancient abode of the Grand Lama of Mongo-
lia, now at Urga ; 12 days' march (5^6- MONGOLIA).
From Kalgan to Erh-shih-san Ho, Christian mission, on one of the roads

towards Kuei-hua Ch'eng
; 4 hrs' journey.

A RAILWAY from Kalgan to Sui-yiian Ch'elig, or Kuci-hua Ch'eng, is

n construction.

5. Peking to the Ming Tombs
(Slilh-san Ling)

The visit to the Ming Tombs is generally made with the excursion

ao the Great Wall. Take, at Peking, the train at the Hsi-chik Men station,

tiight at Nan K'ou at the entrance of the well-known pass.

At Nan K'ou take horsfs (i dol.), mule or sedan chairs. The hotel under-

takes the organisation of the e.xcursion, meals, interpreters and mounts.

From Nan K'ou to the Tomb of the emperor of the Yung-le period, 3 hrs.

20 min. walk. In summer, travellers who are in a hurry, leave Nan K'ou at

4 o'clock in the morning and get back by noon.

The road which leads from Nan K'ou to the Mmg Lmg « Ming
Tombs » or Shih-san Ling, is but a second-ratetrack shut in

by hills, especially on the N. side. The Imperial road, with its

porticoes and lines of statues, starts from Ch'ang-p'ing Chou

and passes more to the S.

The latter road leaves Peking by the Ti-shSng Min, or " Gate of the

Triumph of Virtue ", and 8 li further on crosses the T'u-ch'6ng a Earth

Wall i>, the ancient ramparts of the Khan-baliq of the Mongols. The fune-

real procession of the Ming emperors used to cross the village of Ch'ing-ho

(28 li from the Capital), and that of Sha-ho (38 li)
; 7 li before arriving at

Ch'ang-p'ing Chou (20 li) it leaves, on the I., the direct road from Nan K'ou
and Mongolia.

Ch'ang-p'lQg Chou is the chief town of a district directly dependent on
Shun-t'ien Fu (Peking). The city is surrounded by high walls, battlemented

and grey, 6 li in extent, pierced with three gates built about 1450, under

the Ming. In 1573 there was added, to the S., a new rampart 4 li in length

with one gate. These walls were re-built in brick in 1701 and further repair-

ed in 1745.

Towards the end of the sway of the Chin Tartars, the Mongol hordes of

Genghis Khan, having crossed, in 1311, the Great Wall by a badly guarded

gate, surprised Ch'ang-p'ing which they occupied, whilst the Ju-chen, in

force, awaited their enemies at the Pass of Nan K'ou.

The Han established the two Hsien or districts of Ch'ang-p'ing and Chiin-

tu, both dependent of the Chlin or prefecture ot Shang-ku. Changed under
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the later Haii iutd a Kuang-yaug Cliuii, the couiiUy was, under the Chiu,

attached to the Kiugdon of Yen, then, under the T'ang, to the Yu Chou ;

under the Liao to Hsi-chin Fu. The Sung, during the years HsUan-ho (1119

OS 1 125), placed it under the Yen-shan Fu ; the Chin Tartars under the Ta-

hsing Fu and the Mongols under the Ta-tu Lu. The Ming dynasty, in 1436,

raised it to the rank of a Chou of Ch'ang-p'ing, which has remained, since

that time, a dependency of Shun-t'ien Fu.

At 2 1/2 miles, the Lung-ch'ilan Ssii « Temple of the Dragon Spring »

situated on the hills at the head of a beautiful clear spring which empties
itself into the Sha Ho.

Another ROUTE, more the to E., parallel to the precedent, leaves Peking
by the An-ting Men gate ; it is scarcely any longer than that by Sha Ho. This
route goes from the Capital to Ch'ang-p'ing via T'ang Shan « The Mountain
of the Thermal Waters. »

This quiet little town, overlooked on the W. by a high hill, is situated 15
miles N. of Peking (An-t'ing gate) and 10 miles S. E. of Ch'ang-p'ing Chou.

In the square, in front of the Pagoda of the township which serves as a
hostelry, stands the ruins of an Imperial palace within which rises a hot sul-

phurous spring (over 500 C).
The emperors K'ang-hsi and Ch'ien-lung often came to rest here and, by

special favour. Cardinal de Tournon was allowed to stay for a few weeks.

The spring enters two basins surrounded by a white marble balustrade.

Near by is the Tso-ch'iian « Spring in which we sit down » ; it is there that

those who wish to do so, may bathe.

In this enclosure may be seen the « Snow-Bath Room », the « Pavilion

of the Flying Dragon », the u Dwelling of the Pure Jade », the « Kiosk of

the Imperial Pool »
; the whole place is delapidated.

To go from Ch'ang-p'ing to the Ming Tombs, Shih-san Ling, we leave the

city by the W. gate and follow for 6 /i a dusty shut-in road as far as the

*Shih-fang, portico of 6 erect and carved monolitlis forming five openings,

roofed over with yellow glazed tiles. This triumphal arch deserves, for the

delicacy of the carving and the splendid patina of the marble, to hold for a

moment the attention of the tourist.

Crossing a stone bridge of three arches we reach, 2 li further on, the Ta-

hung Men « Grand Red Portico », pierced witli three openings. On a stela

is inscribed this notice in Chinese : Here Mandarins and others are request-

ed to alight from their horses. »

A road which was paved in 1537, under Shih-tsung, leads to a third por-

tico, flanked by four columns with interlaced dragons. The structure con-

tains a stela 30 ft. long, executed in 1426, with an inscription (1425) of the

emperor Jen-tsung.

The II Triumphal Way », carried out in 1426, is 2 li in length ; it begins

with 2 columns with dragons, followed by 24 animals alternately prone and

standing, and then 12 statues of men.

This double line of statues which border the road leading to the « Thir-

teen Ling (Imperial Sepultures ». Shih-san Ling, is also to be seen in the

more ancient tombs, such as those of the Sung (960-1280) to the S. of Kung
Hsien (Ho-nan), and those of the T'ang (620-907) to the N. and W. of Hsi-

an Fu (Shan-hsi).

Here, these blocks of hewn stone represent 4 lions, 4 unicorns, 4 camels,

4 ch'i-lin (fabulous monsters), 4 horses, 4 military Mandarins sword on hip,

4 civil Mandarins, 4 patriotic-officials » tablet in hand ; at last we reach
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a fourth portico, tUe Linn-hsing Men. « Gate of the Star of the Liiig » or

Lung-feng Men « Gate of the Dragons and Phoenix. »

In the extension of this avenue, a

more important building dominates

lal the other tombs : it is the Ch'ang-

ling (Yung-le burying-place). Round
this mortuary-palace are grouped, in

a circle at the foot of the T'ien-shou

Mountains, twelve other tombs, sur-

rounded by verdant groves, making
a striking contrast to the arid plain.

Of the si.\teen sovereigns of the

Ming dynasty (1368- 1644), thirteen

are buried here. The three others are
interred elsewhere.

The emperor whose temple name
is T'ai-tsu, and whose reigning title

was Hung-wu (1368- 1398), founder of

the Ming dynasty, has his tomb near
Nanking which was his capital.

The emperor Hui-ti of the Chien-
wen period (1399-1402), second sover-

eign of this dynasty, obliged to fly from
Peking disguished as a bonze, whilst
the Prince of Yen (Yung-le) siezed the
reins of power, made his new capital

at Peking and established on this site

the necropolis of the dynasty.
The emperorChing- tsung of the Ching-

t'ai period (1450 to 1457), governed
the empire during the captivity of

his brother, the emperor Ying-tsung,
made prisoner by Yeh-hsien, King of

the Northern Tartars. This seventh
Ming sovereign did not receive Im-
perial honours as his death. His tomb
is at Ching-shan K'ou to the N. of

the YU-ch'iian Shan (Summer Palace),

The road from Nan K'ou rejoins

the Imperial road from Ch'ang-

p'ing near the mountain torrent,

dried up for five months of the

year, which is spanned by ruined

bridges of five and seven arches.

Four li further on, is the en-

trance of the CH'ANG LING
« Great Tomb » where lies the

emperor whose temple, or dynas-

tic,name is Ch'cng-tsu and whose

reigning title (nien-hao) is Yung-

ENTRANCE TO THK

CH'ANG LING
Tomb of Vung 16

REFERENCES

1. Portico.
2. Temple.
3. Portico.
4. Altar.
5. Entrance to the tomb.
6. Supposed sit of the sepulchre
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lu (1403-1434) ; he is the third Ming sovereign and died during

the seventh moon of 1424.

The enclosure is reached by a portico of three gates.

A court-yard, then a first building with three colossal doors.

A stela, pel.

A second court-yard, on which opens the Ling-en Tien « Pa-

lace of the Good Deeds of the Imperial Manes », surmounted

by a double roof of glazed yellow tiles.

Sculptured and superposed balustrades surround the building :

it is reached by a marble staircase, the central part of which is a

stone carved with dragons in relief.

The ball, 180 Chinese ft. long by 83 ft. wide, is in a darkness

which befits the dwelling of the dead ; 40 columns formed of as

many enormous tree-trunks, lacquered red, 50 ft. high and 10 ft.

in circumference, support a roof whose framework has remained

intact for more than five hundred years.

To the r. and 1. of the entrance, we notice two Shen-po-tu

« Offering-burners » ; then, in the centre, a simple tablet bearing

the post-mortem name of the deceased emperor.

A last court-yard, planted with Pekingese pines, with silvery

bark. Here is a white marble portico, then a Shih-Vai, a table on

which lie a perfume burner, two flower vases and two candh-

sticks, all of stone.

A final building : a square crenelated two-storey tower, behind

which is a mound where, it is said, the emperor lies. This tower

is reached by a vault, the sloping way to which is flagged with

stone ; then we come out into the park enclosure by a pao-ch'eng

« Precious Wall ».

The general plan of the other tombs is the same, but there are

distinct differences in the dimensions and richness of materials.

Under the present dynasty, dicing, this city of the dead is

still cared for and a distant cousin of the ancient dynasty, hon-

oured with the title of hou-yeh « Marquis », comes in spring and

autumn to sacrifice various animals, offer up silks and food,

burn perfumed and ritual screeds, and generally carry out all

the ceremonies of ancestor worship. The emperors of the nien-hao

Shun-chih, K'ang-hsi and Ch'ien-lung came to honour the Shih-

san Ling with their presence.

The twelve other tombs are :
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The CIIIEN LING, tomb of the emperor whose luiao-hao

(temple name) is Jen-tsung and whose nien-hao (reigning title)

is Hung-hsi. His reign was one year ; he died in the 6th. moon of

1425, aged 18.

The GHING LING, where lies the sovereign Hsiian-tsung, whose

nien-hao HsUan-te lasted ten years (1426-1435).

The YU LING, of the sixth Ming sovereign whose dynastic

name is Ying-tsung ; his nien-hao were Cheng-t'ung (1436-1449)

and T'ien-shun (1457-1464) ; it was he whom the Mongols kept

prisoner for seven years.

The MAO LING, burying-place of Hsien-tsung, whose reign

Ch'eng-hua (1465-1487) lasted twenty-three years.

The T'AI LING, occupied by the emperor Hsiao-tsung of the

nien-hao Hung-chih (1488-1505).

The CH'ANG LING, situated 30 U N. W. of the Ch'ang-iing,

the tomb of Wu-tsung of the Cheng-te period (1506 to 1521, 3rd

moon). It was at this time that the Portuguese, discovering the

straits of Malaca, reached Canton (1514) ; Thome Pires arrived at

Peking as ambassador about July 1520.

The YUNG LING, tumulus of the emperor Shih-tsung of the

nien-hao Chia-ching (1522-1566) whose duration was 45 years.

During his reign, the Portuguese established themselves at Macao

(1552 or 1557).

The CHAO LING, sepulchre of Mu-isung whose period title

was Lung-cK'ing (1567-1572).

The TING LING, tomb of the emperor Shen-tsung whose

reign Wan-li lasted 48 years (1573-1620). This sovereign died in

the 7th. moon of 1620 at the age of 58. In 1601, Matteo Ricci, an

Italian Jesuit, penetrated to Peking.

The GH'ING LING, allotted to Kuang-tsung whose period

T'ai-ch'ang only lasted one month (in 1620).

The TE LING, vault of Hsi-tsung of the nien-hao Tien-cWi

(1621-1627).

The SSU LING, tomb of Chuang-lieh-ti, whose reign Ch'ung-

chen (1628 to the 3rd moon of 1644) ends the list of Ming sove-

reigns. The dynasty was overthrown in the disturbances caused

by the rebel Chang Hsien-chung and by the intervention of the

Manchus, who seized Peking and reigned over China under the
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dynastic title of * Ch'liig ». Peking fell into the power of Li Tzu-

ch'eng, in 1644, and the emperor hanged himself on a tree in

the park at MeiShan, Coal Hill.

6. Peking to Jehol

The distance is 432 li (or about 144 miles) easily covered in 4 days with

good horses ; Macartney reached it in six stages ; other travellers have
taken 8 days. The road is marked by the ruins of Imperial pavilions built

in the XVIIIth c. to serve as lodgings for the Emperor on his way to Jehol,

then a summer residence.

Make up the convoy with saddle-horses and pack animals ; wheeled vehi-

cles are not recommended for the difficult crossing of Ku-pei Pass. Obtain,

through the respective legation, the necessary authorisation for visits to

Jehol, the Imperial Palace and temples. Have a good interpreter.

For the return, those physically able to do so may come back via the

Tung Ling (Imperial Sepulchres) of the E., others are recommended to go
down the river Luan Ho by boat, as far as the town of Luan Chou where
the railway is taken : this journey by water takes from 2 to 5 days accord-

ing to the height of the water.

The Jehol route starts from the Tung-chih Men gate, N. E. of

Peking, and takes a general direction N. E.

The village of Pa-chien-fang (4 l/2 miles), Sun-ho (9 12 miles)

and, 11/2 miles further on, cross the Wen-yu Ho.

In the Plain of Peking trees are scarce and are only to be found in any
numbers round the tombs and about habitations. They comprise elm, wil-

low, poplar, sometimes fruit trees such as the pear, apple, apricot and
jujube (zizyphus jujube). The land however is in a high state of cultivation

and great activity is displayed in agricultural labours. The principal

CROPS grown are : wheat, rice, sorghum, millet, barley, maize and buck-
wheat ; beans, peas and sweet potatoes

;
pea-nuts, sesame and the castor-

oil plant ; cotton and hemp.

San-chia Tien (19 miles). This little place is 2 miles from Shun-

yi Hsien, district in the Shun-t'ien Fu. This residence of a

Chih-hsien is surrounded by a wall 6 h in circumference provided

with 4 gates and a moat 40 ft. wide. This wall was built of brick

during the Wan-li period (1573-1619).

The Han established the Hsien of Hu-nu as a dependency of the Yii-

yang Chiin. This district, suppressed by the Wei at the time of the Three
Kingdoms », was reconstituted by the Chin who placed it in the tenure of the

Kingdom of Yen, after which it was again suppressed by the later Wei. The
T'ang, in 737, transferred there the administration of the Yen Chou, which
then assumed the name of Chiin of Kuei-te. The Yen Chou was re-establish-

ed in 758, then suppressed {781) and replaced by the Shun Chou. This
territory, annexed by the Liao in 936, received from the Sung emperor, in

1 1 22, the title of Chun of Kuei-hsing. Under the Chin Tartars and the Mon-
gols, Shun Chou. The first Ming emperor substituted (1368) for the Chou
the district of Shun-yi, dependent on the Shun-t'ien Fu (Peking), to which
it has returned after having l)een temporarily attached (150b) to the

Chou of Ch'ang-p'ing.
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Niu-lan Shan (2:! miles), iiiiportaiiL township, near a hill.

Cross the lluai-ju Ho and Pei Ho.

3Ii-jiiii Ilsien (30 miles), chief-town of a district in the pre-

fecture Shun-t'ien Fu.

The city consists of two walled enclosures : the Old Town,
whose ramparts were built of brick, during the Hung-wu reign

(1368-1398) of the Ming dynasty, and are more than 9 li inlength

with three gates, and the xVew Town, 50 pu or paces to the E. of

the preceding, which was founded in 1-570 and whose wail is

more than 6 U in extent, with three gates. Both were moated.

In 1717, the emperor K'ang-hsi, having witnessed at Mi-yiin

an inundation due to the mountain torrent, had a canal dug to

carry off this water to the Pei Ho to the W. and, at the same
time, had a stone dyive built to protect the town.

At the time of the " Civil Wars ", the State of Yen established the Chiin
of Yii-yang to which the Han added three districts. .^11 these administrative
divisions were suppressed by the Chin. The later Wei re-established the
Hsien of Yii-yang as a dependency of the Chiin of the same name. Then
appear the Hsien and the Chiin of Mi-ylin, the latter suppressed by the
Northern Ch'i. The T'ang, in 6i8, set up the T'an Chou at the seat of the
Mi-yiin Hsien. The country was annexed by the Liao (936) and comprised
in their Tao of Nan-ching. The Sung gave it the name of Heng-shan Chiia
(ti22) and made it the residence of the Chieh-tu of the military district

Chen-yiian Chiin. The Chin Tartars suppressed the Chou and made the
district dependent on the Shun Chou, and then re-established the T'an
Chou. The Mongol emperors took possession of it and incorporated it with
their Lu of Ta-tu (Cambalu). In 1368, the Ming changed the Chou into Mi-
yiin Hsien, dependent on the Shun-t'ien Fu. This arrangement has been
returned to by the present dynasty, after a temporary alienation in 1506
when it was attached to the Ch'ang-p'ing Chou.

The road reaches, by the valley of the Ghao Ho, the mountain-

ous region separating the basins of the upper Pei Ho from that

of the Luan Ho ; fairly good in the plain, the track becomes bad
after leaving the little vvalled-town of Shin-hsia Ch'eng, 12 1/2

miles below Ku-pei K'ou (600 ft. high), fortified town in the upper

Chao Ho valley commanding one of the passes of the Great Wall.

Beyond Ku-pei K'ou begins the ancient territory of the Hsi, a tribe con-
quered in the Xth c. by the Ch'i-ian under the leadership of A-pao-chi.
These latter had their capitals, considerably to the X. of Kalgan, at Cha-
gau-muren (N'orthern Capital), then on the 1. bank of the Lohan-pira (Central
Capital) at Chagan-suburghan u The White Stupa », and their latest seat
Yu Chou (Southern Capital) corresponding to the Peking of to-day.

Continuing the descent we reach the valley of the Luan Ho
in which is situate the district of riiiau-p'inK llsi«n, a dependency
of the Ch'eng-t5 Fu (Jehol).

Northern Chi.na, S.
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Ot'liol extends to the foot of the heights whicli surround it, in

u bend of the river. The word is an abbreviation of Jo-ho-erh

« Warm Stream », the name of the tributary of the Luan Ho in

whose valley the town is situated. The official name is Ch'eng-te

Fu, a prefecture of the province of Chih-li, the territory of which

is divided into seven districts. It is the residence of the Chinese

Tao-t'ai of the Jo-ho Tao and of a Mongol Tu-t'ang a sort of vice-

marshal, commanding the banners of the confederations (Cho-

golgan) of tribes (Aimak).

In ancient times, a territory of the Tunguses and of the Shan-jung tribe.

At the time of the m Civil Wars ", a dependency of the Yen state. Under the
Han, belonged to the Hsiung-nu (Huns) and later to the Wu-huan and the
Hsien-pei. Under the Wei and the Northern Ch'i, territory of An Chou and
Ying Chou and of the K'u-mo-hsi and Ch'i-tan tribes ; under the Sui and
the T'ang, of the Hsi and the Ch'i-tan, the S. E. portion still being a de-

pendency of the Ying Chou. Under the Liao,it comprised, at one and the same
time, departments (Chou) dependent on the Ta-ting Fu and on the Hsing-
chung Fu, in the Chung-ching Tao (the » Central Capital >i),andon the Lin-

huang Fu, in the Shang-ching Tao (the » Upper Capital »). Under the Chin
Tartars, the region was divided between the Ta-ting Fu and the Hsing-chung
Fu, dependent on the Pei-ching Lu (the « Northern Capital »),and the Huan
Chou dependent on the Hsi-ching Lu (the « Western Capital »). The Mongols
attached it to the three Lu of Ta-ning, Shang-tu and Ch'iian-ning. It was,
under the Ming, first a dependency of the Pei-p'ing Fu, then constituted a
number of Wei or garrisons which were, in 1403, brought S. of the moun-
tains, leaving the country to the T'o-yen nation, then to the Chagar, K'ala-

ch'in, Weng-niu-t'o and other Tartar tribes. All these recognised the suprem-
acy of the Manchu dynasty and were divided into Banners. In 1703, the

emperor K'ang-hsi begc.n, at Jehol, the construction of the Summer Palace
to which he gave the name of Pi shu Shan-chuang « Mountain Hamlet where
to avoid the Heat », with the intention of going there to reside every sume-
mer. His successor established (1723) theT'ing of Jo-ho («Warm River «),

replaced (1733) by the Chou of Ch'eng-te. The ancient T'ing, reconstructed
in 1742, gave way to the Fu of Ch'eng-te attached to the province of Chih-li.

The vast extensive territory of Jehol has recently been diminished by
the creation of the new prefecture Ch'ao-yang Fu.

Jehol owes its particular system of administration to the

fact of its having been, under the present Ch'ing dynasty, the

summer residence of several sovereigns who embellished the

place, in the .XVlll"> c. with palaces and temples, now fallen into

ruins.

As a site it is not lacking in grandeur, a smiling oasis in a de-

.sert of time and water worn rocks, sheltered from the N. winds

by the Lo-han Shan and the picturesque Pan-tu Shan, the

ascent of which may be made in less than an hour.

From this height the view extends over the Imperial park.

II Kiosks whose gilding gleams amid cedars, a lake, verdant islets, little cove
red bridges, jiagoda-towers, all this, seen from above in the brilliant sun-
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shine, has a siuiliug lalhui tliaii a deserted appeaiaiiee. We expect to see fes-

tive processions debouch from the winding paths, the Imperial galley, moor-
ed iu a creek, weigh anchor and glide softly amidst tlie green archipela-

goes, unfurling its golden standard to the breeze.
" The palace and its dependencies occupy a a vast area at about an hour's

walk VV. of Jehol. Hidden a way in a valley and separated from the hunting-

park by a narrowed torrent, they display in tiers on the lower slopes of a

hill-side, their many-coloured buildings : massive porticoes, teak colon-

nades lacquered vermilion, slender pagodas, and porcelain pavilions. This
architectural orgie, extraordinarily fantastic and intense in colour, seems
like a dream. The interior is delapitated but from the valley, less than 600 ft.

away, the general effect is most striking and the tones unexpectedly cool.

The great lions of pink marble stand threateningly along the terraces where
painted-ware creates a singular change of tones, a varied play of light and
shade, especially as evening draws on. Round the open galleries crawls the

Imperial dragon and, perched on roofs of gilded bronze, the phoenix is poi-

sed ready for flight. .-V dreamland, these palaces which seem to have been

finished yesterday for some Imperial mistress ; the caprice of some amor-
ous monarch, the whim of a poet with fairies at command ". marcel
MONNIER.

To the N. of the town of Jehol, is the principal entrance to

the Imperial estates, Pi-shu Shan-chuang, « Mountain Hamlet

where to avoid the Heat », the laying-out of which, from the

plan of the Palace of Peking, was begun in 1703 during K'ang-

hsi period (1662-1722).

The park is enclosed by a wide and high battlemented wall,

17 li in length, surmounted by guard-houses occupied by Manchu

.soldiers.

Entrance is obtained by the Li-ch'eng Men gate, flanked by

stone lions. The official residence stretches away in the rear ; it

comprises seven buildings parallel to each other and separated

by court-yards around which are subsiJiai-y constructions. It

was here that the emperor of the Ch'ien-lung reign (1736-1796)

received the embassy of Lord Macartney (14th September 1793).

The emperors of the reigns K'ang-hsi, Yung-cheng and Ch'ien-lung fur-

ther beautified this enchanting spot. The sovereign of the reign Chia-ch'ing,

as well as one of his favourites, was struck by a thunder-bolt in this neigh-

bourhood on the 2nd September 1820 ; this event was interpreted as a sign

of the celestial displeasure and since then Jehol has been abandoned by
the Court. The emperor of the nien-hao Hsien-feng (1851-1861), however,
when flying (October i85o) from the Summer Palace Yiian-ming Yiian,

occupied by the Anglo-French troops, sought refuge at Jehol ; he died
there on the 21st August 1861.

Further on we cotne out on a wooded hill-side whence a general

view of the park may be obtained.

The view is delightful, it is a fairy-land dazzling to eyes accustomed to

the sterile nakedness of the mountains of Mongolia. Before us lies the lake

with its verdant isles, its shady creeks, now broadening its waters into shim-
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meriiig expauses, now taniifyiiig iu narrow canals crosstcl by bridges and
rustic fjot-bridgcs. Ou the 1., rise tlie steep hillsides studded with clumps
of firs and streaked with winding gorges. Beyond the lake stretches a grassy

plain, dotted with century-old willows, and in the distance the tall silhouette

of thejung-yu SsH stands out boldly from a background of hazy tinted moun-
tains. On the islands, round the lake, on the hill tops, in the hollow gorges,

rise from among the trees as from nests of greenery, the winged roofs of

the thirty-six villas and pagodas and innumerable kiosks which compose
the Imperial residence. Numerous herds of deer peacefully graze the her-

bage, flocks of wild ducks and geese sport on the waters of the lake, and

on its banks the Tartar guards while away their superabundant leisure in

casting their lines between the beds of water-lilies.

((Jehol is composed then, not of a single building surrounded by a garden,

but of from thirty or forty structures, villas rather than palaces, scattered

about a splendid undulating park in a way that denotes an eye to the pic-

turesque, a knowledge of perspective and of harmony which makes the

whole a perfect masterpiece. If the general effect is fine and even imposing,

the majority of these villas taken separately have nothing very remarkable

about them, nothing striking ; light and graceful architecture ; tiled roofs,

brick gables, the rest chiefly windows ; wood is the principal material, which

explains the lightness of the buildings. The court-yards, and habitations

are surrounded with promenades or covered galleries and to heighten the

picturesque effect, lavish use has been made of artificial rock pierced with

grottoes and winding paths or surmounted by light kiosks. The plan of the

village is varied and often very original : here, a gallery gracefully roofed

leads up a rocky height, on which stands a rustic chalet, such for instance

as the Chin Shan " Gilded Mountain ", one of the most picturesque sites
;

elsewhere a vaulted passage seems to enter suddenly into the bowels of the

earth only to end in a vast hall fronting on a tiny lake bordered with rocks

and grottoes. Each of these dwellings is self-contained, being surrounded

by walls or hidden from indiscreet glances by high banks planted with trees.

Everything is arranged so as to give, with the greatest amount of cool shade

the most perfect illusive form of seclusion.

" The ceilings of the rooms are adorned with mats of fine straw dyed in

various colours ; the walls are covered with poetical inscriptions from the

brush of these dilettante emperors. Poetry was one of their favourite pas-

times ; Ch'ien-lung is especially remembered for the fecundity of his muse.

All these efflusions are devoutly reproduced by the Ch'eiig-le Fu chih.

" Many of these villas are now, alas, only beautiful from a distance.

Don't go near ! On close approach the mirage fades away leaving only a

wretched skeleton threatening collapse : tottering columns, cracking walls,

roofs through which patches of sky may be seen. " o. van obdfrof.n

{Echo de Chine, igio).

Among the curiosities may lie mentioned : the Wen-chin Ko, a

library built in the Ch'ien-lung period, in 1774, on the model

of that of T'ien-yi Ko, of the Fan family of Che-chiang. The building

is of one storey with a veranda ; its windows and doors are hermet-

ically closed, indeed sealed. In it was placed, in the XVllIth.
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c, a copy of Uic " Ssu-k'u-ch'iuan-sliu ", u groat bibliographi-

cal coiiipilalion of 1773, forming an important contribution to

literary criticism in China.

Not far away is the Chu-yiian Ssu, of the Ch'ien-lung period, a

Buddhist temple built on the first rise of the heights. In the

middle of this ruined building stands a brass reliquary raised

on a stone terrace surrounded by a balustrade.

After crossing a meadow planted with willows, the Wan-shu

Yiian « Garden with Ten Thousand Trees », we reach the nine

storied stiipa of the Jung-yu Ssu, finished in 1764. An inner stair-

case leads to the upper storey. Inscription in four languages (Chi-

nese, Manchu, Mongol, Thibetan) engraved on stone, tells us that

the building was erected to commemorate the conquest of Zungaria.

Returning towards the lake, we come to the source of the

« Warm River », Jo Ho, really scarcely luke-warm.

On a little crest is the ruined pavilion which was inhabited

by the emperor of the Hsien-feng reign.

On the 1., the Wen Yiian, a pavilion where the prince, who
as ruler took the title Ch'ien-lung, spent, it is said, his studious

youth.

A marble bridge, the Shui-hsin-hsieh, surmounted by three

pavilions, gives access to the Imperial Theatre where, round a

court-yard rise a two storied building and three others of one

storey with verandas and balconies for the spectators.

The private residence of the sovereigns is at Ju-yi Chou, an is-

land near the marble palace reserved for the Empress and reach-

ed by a little foot-bridge.

Jehol also posseses two Buddhist monasteries, richly endowed,

reproductions of the Thibetan convents of Mount Potala (the

residence of the Da-lai la-ma) near Lha-sa, and of Tashelumbo

(bKra-,sis-lhun-po) at Chigatse ; they were built, in 1770, during

the period Ch'ien-lung and the last mentioned edifice received,

in 1779, the Pan-chen Rin-po-che.

The Potala with its red and white rectangular walls appears

to rise like a fortress ; it is situated on the r. bank of the Luan

Ho and about half-a-mile from the Imperial Palace. The other

temple, by its circular shape, recalls a much visited building at

Peking, the Temple of Heaven. Their cloisters, their gardens in-

tersected by little streams, the grove of conifers which shelter
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llieiii from llie suu and wind, show up here uud lliorc on hot

bare and precipitous hillsides.

These convents, exclusively inhabited by hundreds of yellow robed La
ma, were built in honour of the modern Buddhist church. Its reformer was
a rje bLa-ma « Holy La-ma », of the Ku-bum, born about 1355 near the
Blue Lake, in Amdo, in the bTson-k'a « Valley of Bulbs » (Thibet), whence
the nickname of this monk bTson-k'a-pa.
The Tantras (red robed) had allowed the marriage of priests. The reformer

forbade it to the monks of his sect which he called dGe-lugs-pa « Virtuous
Sect ", outwardly distinguished by the yellow robe as opposed to the red
toga of the Tantras.

Teachi[ig, preaching and prayer in common were the only occupation
of the new order.

Among the many disciples who flocked round the bTsow-k'a-pa, two are
especially remarkable because their reincarnation still existed in the two
hierarchs of the Yellow Church : the Da-lai La-ma and the Pan-chen Rin-
po-che.

It was dGe-dun, the nephew of bTso«-k'a-pa, who was recognised as suc-
cessor of the head of the Yellow Church (represented in our times by the
Da-lai La-ma) His residence was in the convent rNam.-rgyal-tcos-sde on
Mount I'otala, outside the N. VV. quarter of Lha-sa, but he founded the
convent of bKra-sis-lhun-po (Tashelumbo), whose first superior was the
disciple inK'as-grub-rje.

These two Thibetan lamaseries it was that the emperor Ch'ien-lung wi-
shed to bring back to Mongolian soil. The superiors are Thibetan, but the

majority of the monks are natives of the « Land of Herbs ».

The hunting-parks, reserved for the emperors, are more to the

N., in the territory of Wei-ch'ang T'ing.

7. Peking to T ung Chou

Line 15 miles long worked by the « Imperial Railway of North China ».

50 minutes'journey by slow train. The train is made up at Poking in the

Ch'ien Men « East Station ».

Peking. The line branches off from that to T'ien-chin {T'ien-

tsin) at T'ung Chou, Junction, before leaving the Chinese City,

then, beyond the wall, throws off another branch to the Temple

of the Sun.

To the N. and parallel to the railway, the canal which puts

Peking in connection with the Pai Ho, into which it opens N. of

T'ung Chou.

Shuang-ch'iao, station midway.

At the 11th mile, the Pa-li Ch'iao " Bridge 8 U away (from

T'ung Chou) ", a stone and marble structure, thrown over the

Imperial Canal. The spot is memorable for the victory gained in

1800 by the French general Cousin-Montauban, who received from

Napoleon HI the title of « Comte de Palikao ».

Pao-tungSaH, station serving the Eastern quarter of T'ungChou.
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T'uiif,' Ciiou. Thu railway runs to llic bank ul" Ihe I'o Hour

Pai Ho < White River ..

T'ung Chou is the chief town of a district in the prefecture

Shun-t'ien Fu, situated on the r. bank of the Pai Ho, memorable

for the ambush of the 18th September 1860, when the Anglo-

French bearers of a flag of truce were siezed and tortured by

the Chinese.

The primitive wails of T'ung Chou are more than 9/t long, have

four gates and were built of brick at the beginning of the Hung-

wu years (1368-1398). During the Cheng-t'ung period (1436-1449).

the two granaries to the S.-E. were established, and protected

by a new wall adjoining the old one and 8 li long. Two gates open-

ed on the Western side. In 1594, the water of the T'ung-hui Ho
Canal was led around the walls so as to serve as a moat, and

a sluice and four gates were built. Repairs were made to the walls

of the two towns in 1670 and, upon a report presented in 1765 by

the Viceroy of Chih-li, alterations were made to the two fortified

enclosures so as to amalgamate both cities into one.

The Han established here the Lu Hsieii, dependent on the Chiin of Vii-

yang, and afterwards, under the Chin, on the Yen Kingdom. The later

VVei made the district again dependent on the Vii-yang Chun, of which it

became ultimately the chief town. The Sui suppressed the Chiin and con-

nected the Lu Hsien with the Cho Chiin. The T'ang, in 619, formed the

district into a Yiian Chou, suppressed in 627 and incorporated with the

Yu Chou. This state of things was mTintained by the Liao dynasty. The
Lu Hsien was attached to tlie Lu of Ven-shan, under the Sung, during the

Hsiian-ho peiiod (iir(,-ii25). The Chin Tartars, in 1151, created the T'ung
Chou, dependent on the Fu of Ta-hsing. The Mongol dynasty connected
it to their Lu of Ta-tu (Peking). At the beginning of the Ming family, the

district Lu Hsien was suppressed, and the T'ung Chou was made dependent
on the Shun-t'ien Fu. The name and administration have both been pre-

served by the reigning dynasty.

4 m. to the S. and on an arm of the river Pei Ho, stands the town of Chang-
chia Wan, where the Anglo-French troops met for the first time the Chi-

nese forces of Seng-ke-lin-ch'in and defeated them, on the i8th September i860.

8. Peking to the Eastern Tombs (Tung Ling)

The journey is made in 3 stages. Take the railway at Ch'ien Men (Peking)

for Tung Chou, where the caravan is organised which is to cover the remain-
ing 64 miles. It is imperative to obtain through the Legation the neces-

sary permits which enable one to penetrate the enclosure of the Tung-
Ling and to have access to the various tombs.

This visit may be combined, on the return, with the excursion to Jehol,

and the difficulties of the way diminished or avoided by using the junks

on the River Luan Ho for the descent. To return to Peking, take the railway
at Luan Chou (or Lan Chou) Station on the « T'ien-chin Shan-hai Kuan
line >i. From Ma-lan-yii to the Luan Ho river via Tsun-hua Chou is about
2S miles.
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From Peking to T'un;!: Cliou, on the Pel Ho, i-ee K. 7.

G m., beyond llie crossing of the Pei Ho, the town of Ycn-cUiao,

passing from T'ung Chou into the Hsien of San-ho.

Ma-chi-fa, 9 miles. — Pai-fu-tu, 18 miles.

The Southen suburb of San-ho Ilsion, 21 miles, chief- town of

a district in the prefecture 8hun-t'ien Fu.

The city of San-ho Hsien is enclosed by a wall six li long, with

four gates, and tradition says that the wall was built by Chao

T§-chun, at the time of the « Five dynasties » (first half of the

tenth century). It has been repaired several times, under

the present dynasty.

Under the Han, a territory belonging to the Lu Hsien. Was, under the

T'ang, in 6ig, severed therefrom to form, in the dependency of the Yiian
Chou the Lin-ch'ii Hsien, suppressed a few years later. In 716, a district

was re-established there under the name of San-ho, first in the de-

pendency of the Yu Chou, then (730) in that of the Chi Chou. This was sup-
pressed at the beginning of the " Five dynasties " period, re-establish-

ed in 932, and was dependent on the Chi Chou under the Liao emperors,
on the Yen-shan Fu under the Sung, and on the T'ung Chou under the Chin
Tartars, the Mongols and the Ming. The Manchu dynasty now reigning
has attached it to the Fu of Shun-t'ien (Peking).

After leaving Tuan-chia-ying (26 miles) we reach the large

tov.'n of Paner-chiin (32 miles), leaving on our r. the route to Yii-

tien Hsien and Manchuria.

Chi Chou (40 miles), amidst mountain scenery, chief-town of

a district in the Shun-t'ien Fu.

A wall more than nine li long encloses the city ; it has four

gates and was built of brick in 1371.

At the " Spring and Autumn " period, it formed the Kingdom of W'u-
chung-tzil of the Shan-jung tribe. The Ch'in established there the Hsien
or district of Wu-chung, dependent on the Yu-pei-p'ing Chiin. The later

Wei attached it to the Chiin of Yii-yang. The Sui (536) made it the seat of

the Yiian Chou, and afterwards of tlie Yii-yang Chiin, suppressed by the
T'ang, who in 730 inaugurated the name Chi Chou. The city was annexed
by the Liao {936), who made it dependent on the Fu of Hsi-chin. An Im-
perial order of the Sung emperors, in 11 22, gave this Chi Chou the name
of Chiin of Kuang-ch'uan. The Chin Tartars fell back on the designations
Chi Chou and Yii-yang Hsien, in the tenure of the Chung-tu Lu, changed
into Ta-tu Lu by the Mongol emperors. The first Ming emperor, at the

beginning of his reign, suppressed the Yii-yang district and attached the

Chi Chou to the Fu of Shun-t'ien (Peking), of which it has been a depen-
dency since that time.

Cross the river Lin Ho (55 miles) at the village of Lin-ho Chuang.

Shih Men (59 miles), the « Stone Gate «, at the entrance of a

pass, is a little walled-city whose area is increased by extra mural

suburbs E. and W.
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The walls uf llie Tung Ling arc 2 l/2 niilus lu the N., but the

principal entrance is via the tuvvn of Ma-lan-i/ii, situated at the

foot of the mountains and on the r. banu of the Wei-chia Ho.

The TCXG LING " Eastern Tombs ".

The calm and solitude of the place, the splendid trees, the pano-

rama of the mountains, ramifications of the Chang-jui Shan,

impart an imposing majesty to this peaceful retreat, chosen by

the Manchu sovereigns as a pleasant resting-place for the Impe-

rial Shades.

The Tung Ling comprises seven cemeteries and sixteen groups,

fifty-four emperors, empresses, concubines, princes and princesses,

are interred in an immense amphitheatre, 20 miles in extent,

enclosed by walls, fences, or mountain peaks.

Among these burial-places ai5 to be seen those of the emperors of the
nien-hao Shun-chih, K'ang-hsi, Ch'ien-lung, Hsien-fcng and T'ung-chih.
The tombs of the other Ch'ing sovereigns are at the « Hsi Ling ». For the
general plan, See (the hsi ling, R. ii), « the Tomb of Yung-cheng ».

The CHAO LING, another burial-place of T'ai-tsung Wen-
huang-ti whose first tomb is near Mukden. This prince (1627-1643)

changes the dynastic title Chin or Hou Chin to Ch'ing.

The CHAO HSI LING, with the tombs of Hsiao-chuang Wen-huang-
hou and of Hsiao-iuan Wen-huang-hou.

Shun-chih group :

The HSIAO LING is approached by a fine triumphal way,

« the Spirits' Road >, bordered by eighteen statues recalling by
their arrangement those which flank the avenue of the Ming
Tombs. This Hsiao ling was built to receive the coffin of Shih-tsu

Chang-huang-ti, known by the title of Shun-chih (1643-1661),

the first Ch'ing emperor proclaimed at Peking (1644).

The empresses Hsiao-k'ang and Tuan-ching are also laid in

this cemetery.

The HSIAO TUNG LING, containing six bodies, among which is that
of Hsia-kuei Chang-liuang-hou.

K'ang-hsi group :

The CHING LING, tomb of Sheng-tsu Jen-huang-ti of the reign

called K'ang-hsi (1662-1722) ;
this sovereign was the contempo-

. rary of Charles n, James ll, Wilham III and Queen Anne.

The cemetery contains the coffins of the empresse Hsiao-

ch'eng and Hsiao-yi with that of Ching-min.

The CHING FEI LING, with 8 burial-places.
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Ch'ieri-luag group :

The YU LING, that of the emperor Kao-tsung Ch'un-huang-

ti ; he reigned from 1736 to 1795 under the title of Ch'ien-lung,

abdicated and died, in the 1st moon of 1799; at the age of 83.

In 1793 he received at Jehol the English embassy led by Lord

Macartney.

The body of the empress Hsiao-yi Ch'un-huang-hou was

placed in it, as was also the coffin of Shu-chia Huang-kuei-fei,

of Fang-fei, and of Hui-hsien Huang-kuei-fei.

The YU FEI LING contains 13 tombs including that o£ Ch'un-hui Huang-
kuei-fei.

Hsien-feng group. :

The TING LING, reserved for Wen-tsung Hsien-huang-ti

whose nien-hao isHsien-feng (1580-1861), and the empress //s/ao-«(\

Near by is TING HSI LING, built at great expense for Hsi-t'ai-hou,

the empress Tz'C-hsi, wife of Hsien-feng. Born the 29th November 1835,
she died in 1908, after having governed the empire for the whole of the
Kuang-hsiii period. Her interment took place on the 14th November 1909.

The TING TUNG LING, where are the bodies of Hsiao-chgii Hsien-
huang-hou and of Hsiao-hsien Ch'iin-huang-hou.

T'ung-chih group :

The HUI LING, tomb of Mu-tsung Yi-huang-ti, whose reign

T'ung-chih lasted from 1862 to 1875.

This cemetery also contains the tomb of the empress Hsiao-

chih Yi-huang-hou.

Beyond Ma-lan-yii and towards the E., half-way from the

tombs to the Luan (orLan) river, the town of Tsun-hua Chou, .seat

of a department.

The official city is surrounded by a wall more than six li long

provided with four gates and a moat. This wall was originally

built of earth under the T'ang, then covered with bricks, outside

in 1378, and inside in 1581.

.At the time of the " Tribute of Yii ", territory of Chi Cli u, in its \'ii

Chou division. Under the Chou dynasty, territory of Yen, given as appa-
nage to the duke of Shao. During the " Spring and Autumn " period,
Kingdom of Wu-chung-tzd. A King of Yen established here the Chiin of
Yii-yang. The " First Emperor " of the Ch'in annexed the Yen country
;ind made it the Yu-pci-p'ing. Under the Han, there existed the two dis-

tricts of Hsii-wu and Chiin-mi. Under the T'ang, territory belonging to the

Hsien of Yii-t'ien. During the " Five dynasties " period, the later T'ang
created there a Hsien of Tsun-hua, in the dependency of the Chi Chou.
The Liao established a Ching Chou at the chief town of the district, and the

Sung emperors conferred on it the title of Luan-ch'uan Chiin {1122). The
Chin Tartars suppressed the Chou and made the district dependent on the
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Clii Gboii. riiib bt.itc (if things was maintained by the Mongols and the Ming.
The Manchu dynasty, on account of the presence on this territory of their

Imperial tombs, raised the district to the rank of Chou (1676), dependent
on the Fu of Shun-t'ien (Peking). In 1743, 't was further promoted to the

status of a Chih-li-chou, or independent department. At the same time, two
Hsien were severed from the Yung-p'ingFu and attached to theTsun-hua Chou.

9. T'ien-chin to Shan-hai Kuan
On the Ching-Feng (Peking to Mukden), State Railway administered by

the Chinese : « Imperial Railways of North China, n — 6 hrs' journey.

Fares from T'ung-ku 8 dols. 85 and 5 dols. 55. " Specials " every week for

Mukden in conjunction with the Japanese and Russian expresses from Man-
churia and Siberia ; extra fare 7 dols. and 3 dols. 50.

T^ien-chin (T'ien-tsin) to T'ung-ku, see R. 1.

T'ung-ku 113 miles from Peking, serves Ta-ku at the moutli

of the Hai Ho. — The line is some distance inland.

116 m., Pci-t'ang, port for junks on the Chao Ho. The Anglo-

French fleets took possession of it on the 1st August 1860.

Cross the Chin-chung Ho canal from T'ien-chin.

130 m., Han-ku near the Chao Ho or Chi-yiin Ho.

134 m., Lu-fai. The sea-going junks come up the Chao Ho as

far as the river port.

T'ang-fang.-Hsil-ko-chuang, joined to the village of Ho-tao.

163 m., Tang Shan, 40.000 inhab., Mining town at an alti-

tude of 55 ft. It was for the working of these coal mines that

Li Hung-chang, viceroy of Chih-li, had laid in 1882 the first sec-

tion of the present line.

Passage of the river T'u Ho which in its lower reaches is called

Ghien Ho.

The line runs at the foot and to the S. of a chain of hills in

which numerous seams of coal have been discovered.

K'ai-p'ing. The Mining group of K'ai-p'ing, property of the

Anglo Belgian Co « Chinese Engineering and Mining Co •> (K'ai-

ping Coal Co.) comprises three mines being worked.
The production, regulated by a continually increasing sale, might be

greater still if the coal market had not to meet competition in the N. from
the Japanese and Manchu producers.

The output and sale during the last few years stands as follows :

1905-06, 833,679 tons extracted against 825,165 t. sold.

1906-07, 1. 000. 201 — — — 914.978
1907-08, 1,117,570 — — — 959,309 —
1908-09, 1,226,069 — — — 1,149,336 —
1909-10, 1,361,731 — — — 1,231,481 —
1910 II, 1,159,000 — — — 1,209,000 —
1911-12, 1,483,320 — — — 1,300,000 —
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The electric power and machiiiciy recently installed would allow, if ne-

cessary, of almost doubling the output of 1911. The reserve of coal con-

tained in these mines is estimated at },<) million tons. On the 26th P'ebruary

1909, 9,047,000 tons had been brought to the surface, equivalent to 8 years'

average sales.

The receipts of the Company were in 1907-8, £ 2,000,855 and in 1908-9,

£ 2,022,318.

Wa-li, mining centre.

We iiere leave the territory of the Feng-jun Hsien for that of

the Lan (or Luan) Ghou.

177 m., Ku-yeh. A short distance from the station, mining

works with siding.

Cross the bed of the Sha Ho, often dry.

186 m., Lei-chuang.

The country generally is hilly.

196 m., Lan Choii (or Luan Chou). A little township has sprung

up around the station, but the official city is 2 miles more to

the S. It is the chief town of a district in the Yung-p'ing Fu
on the r. banic of the Luan Ho, 100 ft. high. It was founded be-

tween 907 and 912 by king A-pao-chi, of the Ch'i-tan, in order

to protect the surrounding population from the tyranny of Lin

Shou-kuang, governor of Yu Chou (Peking) on behalf of the

T'ang (894-012).

The city, more than '1 li long, dates originally from the time of

the Liao or Ch'i-tan Tartars ; they were rebuilt under the Ming

dynasty, about 1450 A.D. Four gates.

The Han emperors established there the Hsien of Hai-yang, dependent
on the Chiin of Liao-hsi. Under the Sui and T'ang dynasties, a territory

of the Lu-lung Hsien. At the time of the " Five dynasties ", the Liao foun-
ded there the Luan Chou and afterwards the district Yi-feng Hsieu. This
was suppressed at the beginning of the reign of the Ming, who made the

Chou over to the Yung-p'ing Fu. The present Imperial family has maintain-
ed the same arrangement.

12 1/2 m., the seat of administration of the Yung-p'ing Fu and, 25 miles

further still to the N., a hot spring.

Between Lan Chou and Yung-p'ing Fu stood, in the Xth c, the town
of Wang-tu, founded by refugees from the town of the same name in the
Pao-ting Fu. The emperor Chuang-tsungof the later T'ang, with 5,000 horse-

men in breast-plates, retreated thither and defended themselves in 922,
against the Ch'i-tan of A-pao-chi.

Yung-p'ing Fu is situated on the 1. bank of the Ch'ing-lung Ho or Ku-
ch'in Ho ; it is the residence of district magistrate of Lu-lung Hsien and
of aprefect whose authority extends over seven districts. Birth-Place of
Kuei Fu (1736-1805), a scholar.

The city is surrounded by a wall more than 9 li in circumference, built in

1371 on older foundations. Five gates, including a " water-gate ". Resi-

dence of the Vicar Apostolic of " liasteiu Chih-li ".
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I'liis uiibsi'ni, scivuil l>y AusUi.m La/.arisls, iiiclinli.'i u hibliop, i: Luro-
piMii priests, I Chinese priest and 8,156 native eliristians (1909).

At the time of tlie " Tribute of Yii ", a territory of the Chi Chou ;

afterwards of the Ying Chou ; under the Shang dynasty. Kingdom of Ku-
chu ; under the Chju dynasty, a territory of the Yu Chou ; during the
epoch of the " Fighting Kingdoms ", a dependency of the Yen State. The
Ch'in made it the two Chiin, or prefectures, of Liao-hsi and Yu-pei-p'ing ;

which divisions were maintained by the Han and Chin emperors. The Wei
sovereigns created there the P'ing Chou. The T'ang, in 619 A. D., re-establish-

ed the P'ing Chou, which was absorbed into the dominions of the Liao
Tartars, to become for a short time the Southern capital, or Nan-ching, of

the Chin Tartars. Tlic Ylian or Mongols established there the Hsing-p'ing
Fu, afterwards raised to the rank of Lu of P'ing-luan, changed into Yung-
an Lu, in 1300. The first Ming emperor made it the P'ing-luan Fu, and
afterwards the Yung-p'ing Fu (1371). This has continued to be, since 1420,
and under the same name, a part of the metropolitan province.

Cros.s the river Lan IIo (or Louan IIo) which conies down
from the Jehol district (Gh'eng-te Fu).

Travellers who have made the excursion from Jehol, often return by boat
down this river as far as Lan (Luan) Chou station.

Shih-men.— An-shan..

218 m., Gh'ang-li, serves the Ilsien of the same name. Its popu-

lation was exterminated, in 1123, by General Tu-mu when he

won baciv the city from Chang Ghio, who had revolted against

A-ku-ta of the Chin Tartar dynasty.

The walled city has an enclosure 4 li long, with four gates.

This wall was built anew on the old foundations m 1567.

The Hail dyiuity established there the Lei Hsien, which was dependent
on the Chiiii of Liao-hsi and was suppressed under the later Han. From
the time of the Chin emperors, a part of the Hsien of Hai-yang ; then, un-
der the Sui and the T'ang, of that of Lu-lung. A district was afterwards
temporarily created thereat, under the name of Liu-ch'eng, and placed under
the administration of the Ying Chou. This country was, under the " Five
dynasties ", incorporated with the Liao or Ch'i-tan empire, which held it as Lin-
hai Chiin of the Ying Chou and altered the name of the district to Kuang-
ning Hsien. The Chin or Ju-chen Tartars suppressed the Ying Chou (1142)
and connected the Hsien to the P'ing Chou, then (1189) transformed it into
Ch'ang-li Hsien. This circumscription, once suppressed by the Yiian or
Mongols in 1270, was reinstated in 1275 and made dependent on the Luan
Chou, then, a short time after, on the Lu of Yung-p'ing, which has been
superseded, ever since the Ming dynasty, by the Fu of the same name.

Liu-shu-ying.

9 m., N., Fu-llill!; Iliien, on the 1. bank of the Yang Ho. The town is the re-

sidence of a district migistrate ; its walls are more than 3 ti long and date from
the year 1467 ;

they were surrounded, in 1586, by an outer Lan-ma-ch'iang,
or " Wall to stop the horses ". Four gates.

The Han dynasty established there the Yang-lo Hsien, which became
afterwards the chief place of the Chiin of Liao-hsi. Under the Sui house,
it was a territory of the Lu-lung Hsien. The T'ang emperors constituteil
it the Fu-uing Hsien (619 A. D.), which was by turns suppressed and re-estab-

NoRTHERN China, 9.
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lislicd. Since the Yuan dynasty, it lias been depLndciit on the Lu or Fu of

Yung-p'ing.

235 m. Pei-tai-ho, beach frequented in summer (mid-May to the

beginning of October) by residents of Peking and T'ien-chin
;

it is situated 6 miles from the railway station and 9 miles from

the port of Ch'in-wang Tao.

Hotel : Pei-tai-ho H.
The beach may be reached from the station in an hour and a quarter, by

donkey ride, carriage or Sedan chair. — Return tickets from T'ien-chin,

1st cl, available for 3 months, 12 dels. 25.

This favourite ressort is 20 miles from Shan-hai Kuan and 10

from Ch'in-wang Tao from which it is separated by the little pro-

montory called Rocky Point. On the 20th June 1900, 450 visitors

were seen bathing at Pei-tai-ho, attracted there by the mild-

ness of the climate which is from 8 to 10 degrees cooler than that

of Poking. V

The headland of Rocky Point is probably the Chieh-shih of antiquity.

Ch'in Shih-huang-ti went there in 215 P.. C. and, it is said, carved on stone
two verses, the text of which has been handed down to us, extolling hi>

virtues and power.

Tang-ho. Branch 5 miles long to Ch'in-wang Tao, port of Eas-

tern Chih-li.

Ch'in-ivang Tao, on the Gulf of Chih-li, was declared open to foreign trade
by a decree dated 14th November 1898, but a Chinese Custom-house was
not set up until 15th necember 1901. The allied admirals had had construct-
ed, in 1901, a breakwater 677 yds. long which has since been acquired
by the « Chinese Engineering and Mining C" », which has found the money
necessary for the creation of a port, practicable at all tides, for vessels with
a 22 ft. draught. Ch'in-wang Tao is not only the sole ice-free anchorage of

Chih-li, and consequently the only port which from November to March
keeps open communication with T'ien-chin and Peking but is also the

shipping port of a coal output and a cattle-breeding region.

The arrivals and departures of steamers numbred 452 with a tonnage
totalling 701, 701. The sea-borne trade reached 11,497,000 Hai-kuan Taels

(1910). Passenger traffic : 3,310 foreigners and 6,200 natives.

In 1910, 415,000 tons of coal from K'ai-p'ing were shipped from Ch'in-

wang Tao.
The area of the open port extends from Shallow Bay to 9 miles beyond

there, including from 3 to 4 square miles of territory besides Pei-tai-ho.

Hotel : Rest House. Tennis.

Shan-hai Kuan 260 miles (418 kil.) from Peking on the dividing

line of Chih-li and Manchuria. The station, on a rise of 23 ft., is

situated in the city of Lin-yii Hsien, a district of the Yung-

p'ing Fii, 4 miles 5 from the sea and the mouth of the Shih Ho.

Hotels : The Railway H., near the station. Tennis. — The Temple H.
near the beach : car from station to hotel.
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Walls 8 li l^ll^^ I'oui' j,'ali's aiui Uirce " WaU'r j^atcs ". It was
originally liio Key of tlie 8han-liai Kuan, /. c. " Between Moun-
tains and Sea)) and, erected in the reign Ilung-wu (1368-1398), on
the spot where the Great Wall ends at the Gulf of Liao-tung.

Under the Han dynasty, a territory of the two districts of Yang-lo and
Hai-yang ;

under the Sui, of that of Lu-lung. The Liao Tartars established
there the Ch'ien-min Hsien, as chief town of the Ch'ien Chou. The founder
of the Ming dynasty made it the Shan-hai Wei (1381), which became, in

1737, the centre of the present district of Liu-yii, a dependency of the Yung-
p'ing Fu.

Tlie bastions of Shan-hai Kuan were occupied, consequent upon the Trea-
ty of Peking (1900), by the allied troops (English, I'rench, Russian, Japanese
and Italian), and some of them remained in garrison for some years.

It was from here that VVu San-kuei, commanding the garrison, appealed
to the Manchu to come to the help of the Ming dynasty and regain Peking
from Li Tzu-ch'eng. On the 26 th May 1644, the Ch'ing troops entered by
this gate on their way to occupy Peking, which they did so effectively that
they still hold it.

10. Peking to Yellow River

Uan-k'oii Line

The line, laid by a Franco-Belgian Co, was bought by the Chinese
Government in 1908.

From Peking to Ch'ang-nsinTien, 13 miles. Fares : 90, 60 and 30 cents ;— to Kao-peiTien, 52 miles. 5. Fares : 3 dols., 2 and i ;
— to Pao-ting Fu,

91 miles. Fares : 5 dols. 40, 3.60 and 1.80 by local train (4 hours), or 8.10,
5.40 and 2.70 by express (3 hours) ;

— to Cheng-ting Fu, 163 miles. Fares :

9 dols. 60, 6.40 and 3.20, or 14.40, 9.60 and 4.80 (7 3I4 hours) ;
— to Chen

Chou (on the K'ai-feng Fu — Ho-naa Fu line), 435 miles. Fares : 25 dols.

20, i5.8o and r.40 (journey occupies a day and a half), or 37.80, 25.20 and
12.60 {16 hours) 30 m. ; — to Han-k'ou, 755 miles. Fares : 43 dols. 50, ^9.00
and 14.50 (3 days), or 65.40, 43.60 and 21.80 (29 hours) 30. One or two spe-
cials per week with sleeping cars (Wagons-Lits) and dining-cars.

Peking, Ching-Han Station, to Ch'ien Men W. (125 ft).

On leaving the Capital we have on our left, the Temple of

T'ien-ning Ssu, and on our right the Taoist Temple of the « White
Cloud ., the Po-yiin Kuan. Near the latter, considerable mounds
marlv the Western ramparts of the ancient city of Yen-ching,

capital of the Tartar dyansty of the Liao (xth to the Xllth. c).

4 in. 50 Race-course (P'ao-ma-ch'ang), seen on the 1. at a place

called Wang-hai Lou.

On the left, a handsome portico, built under K'ang-hsi, stands

on the road from the Chang-yi Men gate (Pelcing) to the Lu-kou
Gh'iao bridge.

10 m., Lu-kou Ch'iao (200 ft.) branch to Feng-t'ai and T'ien-

chin (Tientsin).
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The slaliou serves Ihc little walled- town of Kuny-chi-eh'eny,

which was founded in the first part of tiie XVII th c. The inhabi-

tants it called Fei-ch'eng.

The line crosses the Hun Ho « Muddy River » by a bridge 1.500

ft. long, divided with 15 spans of 100 ft. This crossing is the

highest point reached by the railway in its passage through

Chih-li ; is the embankment 50 ft. above Peking.

The Hun Ho, also called Sang-kan Ho and Yang Ho, runs in

the Kalgan district, but its course has not always lain in its pres-

ent bed. Formerly, it was a tributary of the Yellow River, when

the latter had its mouth near T'ien-chin, later, it turned to the

Pei Ho via the Sha lio ; then, directing its course towards the S.

E., it fell into the Ta-chin Ho in several streams ; now, it mingles

its waters with those of the Feng Ho before reaching the Pei Ho
at Ting-tzu K'ou. Since the time of the emperor Gh'ien-lung,

its official name has been Yung-ting Ho.

On the 1., the Lu-kou Ch'lao ; Europeans call it Marco Polo's

Bridge ; it is continued by a modern platform on 9 pillars or but-

tresses.

There formerly e.'cisted, at the same spot, a pontoon bridge, but having

been burnt in 1123, then carried away by a flood a few years later, a stone

structure was built during the Ming-ch'ang period (1190-1195) of the Ju-
chen dynasty of the Chin Tartars. This is the bridge which is still to be seen.

It was, however, damaged and had to be repaired several times. On the 25th.

July 1668, two arches gave way; this structure, considered by the Chinese

as one of the eight wonders of Peking, was repaired, in 1669, under K'ang-

hsi, as we are informed by a commemorative inscription.

Marco Polo saw this bridge about 1276 and in his narrative gave it the

name of Pulisangin (in Persian, pul means « bridge » and sang « stone »).

" There is there a very fine stone bridge ; for be it known, there are in-

deed few so handsome. It is thus made : it is quite 300 paces long, and fully

8 wide ; ten horsemen can easily ride across it abreast. It... is all of very

fine dark marble, well built and set. On each side of the bridge, above, a wall

of slabs and columns of marble made thus wise; it is capped by a marble

column bearing a lion... A most splendid thing to see ".

The Lu-kou Ch'iao is built of hewn stone ; it comprises 11 arches. A ba-

lustrade, with 140 small columns surmounted by lions, runs along each side

of the roadway. At the head of the bridge, two pavilions, roofed with yellow

tiles, protect imposing stelae, some of K'ang-hsi (1661-1723), others of Ch'ien-

lung (1735-1795) ; they relate the history of the bridge.

14 m., Ck'ang-hsin Tien ; railway works. In the neighbour-

hood loess hills, particles of which, carried into the air, consti-

tute what is called in Northern China the " Yellow Wind ".
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Twu loo ft. plaU'orins.

20 111., Liaiig-hsiaiig Hsk'ii, chief- luvvii of a district in tiie pre-

fecture of Siiuen-t'ien Fu. A remarkable tower, destroyed during

the German occupation 12th Sept. 1900. — Branch hne 9 miles

long to T'u-li ; coal, stone and lime worivings.

The city walls were built in A.D. 932 by Chao Te-chun,a gen-

eral of the later Han dynasty ; they are more than 3 li and a

half long and have four gates. They were rebuilt of bricks, about

1570, on their former .site.

The Han dynasty established there the district of Kuang-yang, dependent
on the kingdom of the same name. Under the Chin dynasty, it belonged
to the kingdom of T'an-yang. The T'ang emperors made it the Liang-hsiang
Hsien. During the Liao sway, it was dependent on the Hsi-chin Fu ; under
the Sung, on the Yen-shan Fu ; under the Chin Tartars, on the Ta-hsing
Fu ; under the Mongols, on the Ta-tu Lu. It has been, since the Ming dynas-
ty, a part of the Shun-t'ien prefecture (Peking).

CHIN LING « Tombs of the Chin Tartars. »

These burial-places are 7 miles N. W. of Fang-shan Hsien. This town is

reached either by way of Liang-hsiang Hsien (lo miles, carriage or horse)

or by the branch railway to the mines of Chou-k'ou-tiea (4 miles).
The Ju-chSn Chin, who originally came from fhe neighbourhood of Har-

bin (Manchuria), founded their Empire on the remains of the Ch'i-tan Liao,
and settled in 1153 at Ta-hsien, the Peking of our time.

These ancestors of the present Ch'ing dynasty chose, about 22 miles W.
S.-W. of their new capital, a peaceful spot in an amphitheatre formed by
the Ta-fang Shan, as burial-place of the emperors who ruled Northern Chi-
na for 120 years (115^-1234).
This family gave China ten sovereigns, T'ai-tsu (1115-1123), T'ai-tsung

(1123-1135), Hsi-tsung (1135-1149), Hai-lin (1149-1161), Shih-tsung (1161-
iiSy), Chang-tsung (1190-1208), Wei-shao (1208-1213), HsUn-tsung (1213-

1223), Ai-tsung (1224-1234), Mu-ti (1234) no sooner crowned than killed
by the Yiian Mongols.
The Chin Sepulchres are in ruins ; a few of the tombs are recognisable,

those of A-ku-ta who, having risen against the Liao, became the emperor
T'ai-tsu, and that of Shih-tsung.

On the 1., a stupa ; it was, in 1900, the chief meeting-place of

the Red Virgins, affiliated to the Boxers.

30 m., bridge 700 ft. long.

31 m., Liu-li Ho : 10 mile branch to Chou-k'ou Tien, where

coal mines are worked.

Shang-fang Shau and the Grottoes Yiian-shui Tung.
From Lui-li-ho to Shang-fang Shan (16 miles)

; 5 hours'journey on hoise
or donkey. Mounts may be hired near the station (i dol. 75 per day). —
Route : i h. 15 min., first village

; 40 min., second
;
30 min., river

; 30
rain., Chu-ko Chung ; i h., Ku-shan K'ou

; 30 min., Hsia-chung Yiian
;

30 min., Shang-fang Shan. — 2 lirs. 45 min.. Grottoes of Viia/i-sAuJ Tung
via (i h.) Viia-ti An ;

— returning via (i h. 15) Hsiao-yii. — Visitors to
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Beyond llic slaliuii of Liu-li-lio, on tlie r., is a Cliinosc bridge of

11 arches.

In tlie opoa country, a pagoda, wliere the Boxer leaders joined

forces before destroying the railway '27th May 1900).

the grottoes an' recommended to p.ovide themselves with candles or false-

flame acetylene lamps.

On quitting Liu-li-ho, cross the river by a bridge built of stone and wood,

and proceed in a Wcstwardly direction towards the hillocks.

The road runs through a village, and then passes in front of a portico which

gives principal access to the conglomeration.

Further on, isa second village, then a river with a stony bed some 55 yards wide.

Chu-ko Chung comprises two villages ; the region now entered is a jujube

and kaki tree plantation.

Proceeding in a S. VV. direction through the pass which runs between two

hillocks, we come to the village Tien-k'ai Ts'un ; Ku-shan K'ou is reached

by followingthe course of the torrent, leaving three large towers to the r.

Re-ascending the valley, Ta-chung Yuan crowned by its small pagoda

in the midst of a clump of trees.

Beyond a small pass, Hsiao-chung Yuan ; from this point the path becom-

es more difficult and the scenery more wild and rugged. The herds of cattle

and goats that are met with from time to time in the surrounding country,

belong to the monks of the neighbouring pagodas.

Chang-fSng Shan posseses a Buddhist temple with a small agricultural

cultivation and an extensive sheep-fold.

The Grottoes called yuan-s/iMi iTKUg, however, are situated to the N. (Leave

the pack-animals behind and take coolies'. Re-ascend the bed of a torrent

flowing between very steep banks ; on the 1., half-way up, stands the tomb
of a bonze ; on the r., a little further up, rise lofty craigs which tower above

shingle-bedded streams and small foaming torrents.

We now come face to face with a wall of sheer rock, 300 ft. high, on which

stands the temple of Yui-li An. \ flight of 267 steps, rudely hewn-out and

bordered with iron chains, leads to the top of the cliff.

The path then runs towards the background of an amphitheatre of wood-

ed mountains, where temples rise in tiers amid oak and pine and enhance

the beauty of the scene.

Beyond the Pan-shan Ssil, after passing ancient tombs of bonzes and

temples, the culminating point of the ascent is reached, whence the route

to be followed may be readily determined, and the whole circuit of the hori-

zon embraced with one sweeping glance from the plains of Chih-li to the

heights overlooking the upper valleys of the Chli-ma Ho.

A de>cent, through woodlands of oak, leads to the calcareous grottoes

YiiaU-slluiTuug ; the entrance opens out in the tunnel.

At first it is a tunnel, some 40 or 50 ft. wide, which soon becomes so nar-

row that it is necessary to almost crawl in order to reach the first cavern.

The latter is a vast chamber, about 240 ft. long by 150 ft. wide, where cal-

careous concretions have formed rocks of fantastic shape ; on the walls are a

number of inscriptions. Three other caverns of enormous dimensions, connected

by galleries, are remarkable for the variety of Iheir stalactites and stalagmites.
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Uridgt; 'JOU ft. iuiig nvcr llio Clm-iiia llu, wliicit becomes l\v;

I'u-k'ou IIu below the Lou-li Ho. The carp in this river are ceie-

l)rated. The Chu-ma Ho served as frontier, in the XII c. bet-

ween the territory of the Southern Sung and of the Ch'i-tan.

40 m., Cho Chou, department of the Shun-tien Fu. Town
bordered on the E. by the River Chu-ma Ho, and crossed from

N. to S. by a long street of closely built houses for a distance of

4 miles.

The walls are more than 'J li long and have four gates. Originally

made of earth, they were cased with brick under the Ming dy-

nasty, cirea 1450 ; often repaired since.

In the city, two temples date from the Sung period ; the South-

ern one is adorned on each face with a Buddhist sculpture in

relief.

Under the Ch'in dynasty, a territory of the Shang-ku Chiin. The Han
emperor Kao-ti (200 years I?. C.) established the Cho Hsien and the Cho

Chiin, dependent on the Yii Chou. About A. D. 220, this name was altered

to Fan-yang Chiin, which became, under the Chin, the kingdom of Tan-

yang. At the accession of the T'ang dynasty, was comnected with the Yu
Chou ; then, in 624, became the Fan-yang Hsien. In the year 769, the Cho

Chou was formed, which belonged with the same name to the Liao Tartars-

Under the Sung emperors, it received the title of Cho-shui Chiin (1122),

and became the Cho-chou Lu after the Mongol conquest. The Ming dynasty

suppressed the district of Fang-yang, and Cho Chou has only been, since

that time, a dependency of the Peking prefecture.

A monument erected on the route, 10 li trom Cho Chou, informs, us

that the neighbouring village is the native place of Liu Pei, founder of the

jater Han dynasty (221). A little further on stands another as memento

of Chang Fei, the mighty man of his cups, a faithful adherent of the previous

sovereign.

43 m., a bridge 120 ft. long.

55 m., Kao-pei- lien ; 25 mile branch line to the Hsi-ling,

where are some of the tombs of the present dynasty, the

(Ih'ing. The terminus ofthe line is at Liang-ho Chuang {Sep

ROl'TE 11).

The Hsi-ling or " Western Burial-places " are situated to

the W. of the town of Yi Chou, at the foot of the mountain

Yung-ming, in the T'ai-p'ing-yii valley and on the left bank

of the Yi-shui. The principal tombs are the T'ai-Ung, the

Ch'ang-ling, and the Muling.
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57 111., Tiufe'-Iisiug Hsien

sub-prefecture of the Pao-

tinj,' Fu, half-a-mile W. of

the station.

The walls are more than

5 li long and are provided

with four gates. They were

built of earth in 1167 and cov-

ered with brick in 1571.

The Ch'in dynasty established
here the Fan-yang Hsien. Under
the house of Han, it was depend-
ent on the Cho-chiin ; under that
of Chin, on the Kingdom of
Fan-yang and, under that of Sui,

it became the Chiu-hsien, which
was dependent on the Chiin of
Shang-ku. This new district, sup-
pressed by the T'ang emperors,
was re-established by the Chin
Tartars, in 1166, under the name
of Ting-hsing Hsien, which it has
ever since retained. It was in

1373, under the first sovereign of

the Ming dynasty, that the dis-

trict was placed in the depen-
dency of the Pao-ting Fu.

12 m. E., the Hsien of Hsin-
ch'eng. The ancient land of Tu-
k'ang, formerly renowned for its

fertility.The King of Yen (Peking)

sent his son in 227 B. C, as en-

voy to Ch'in Shih - huang-ti

to offer the emperor a map of

this territory. In 929 of our era,

the emperor Chuang-tsung of the

Later T'ang, won a victory here

over the Ch'i-tan forces of A-
pao-ki.

The Pei-tingHo is here

spanned by a bridge 1170 ft.

in length,

70 m., Ku-Meng, the tow-

nship is half-a-mile S. W. of

the station ; dependent on

the Hsien of Ting-hsing.

In the extensive plains of Nor-
thern China, the traveller will

encounter a curious optical phe-
nomenon. Facing the sun, the hori-

zon, through the heating of the

Midrollei Guide:*. Beoye ^-
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air iu coutacL willi tliu soil, will appear bounded by a lua^' series uf

lakes and rivers on which are mirrored, upside down, shivering tops of trees

and roofs of the houses ; the movement of the current even seems visible.

If he advances towards these sheets of water to recognije them, they shift

their position and even, to his great astonishment, disappear from sight

just as he expects to rcacli them ; it is the MIRAGE.

75 m., An-su Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture of

Pao-ting. It is a small walled town with two gates, situated half-a

mile S. E. of the station and at the apex of the angle formed

by the arms of the Pao Ho.

The city had, in olden times, two earth enclosures, said to date

from the time of the " Five Dynasties " (907-959). The Southern

one was afterwards pulled down, and it was under the Ming empe-

rors, about the year 1450, that the fortifications were increased

and cased with brick. The wall is 4 U long.

In the N. suburb are several monuments in honour of the most

highly respected inhabitants.

The Han dynasty established there the Pci-hsin-ch'eng Hsien, dependent
on the Chung-shan Kuo. It was, under the T'ang emperors, a part of the
Yi-chou. The name of An-su makes its appearance at the time of the Sung,
in the year 1004, and has been retained since the Ming dynasty (1373), after

many interchanges with those of Sui-chou and Sui-ch'eng.

In the neighbourhood, an imposing Catholic establishment.

25 U from An-su, the ancient Hsien of Sui-ch'eng near which is Sang-
ch'iu where Han Chii, a Han general, perished, in 327 B. C.,in a battle against
the allied troops of Ch'i, Wei and Chao.

The route crosses several streams and gorges and passes over

the Ts'ao Ho by a bridge 220 ft. long.

84 m., Ts'ao Ho.

91 m., Pao-ling Fu, 60.000 inhab., official capital of Chih-li
;

residence of a viceroy (who usually resides at T'ien-chin), chief

justice, treasurer of the province, a general, aTao-t'ai or inspector

general of the Gh'ing-ho-tao, of a prefect of the Pao-ting Fu (with

its 16 divisions), and of a district on Ch'ing-yuan Hsien. The
city is situated 60 ft. above the sea level, and its co-ordinates at

the North gate are 150° 30' 53" long. E. of Greenwich, and 38" 51'

26" lat. N.

The walls of Pao-ting F'u are more than 12 li long and have four

gates. They were built under the Ming dynasty, in 1402, and co-

vered with bricks, c/rca 1568; but they are not extensive enough
and the town has outgrown its enclosure. Suburbs have .sprung up
outside the gates.
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A uiiiversiLy, whose first prul'essurs wmv I'lvnrh olficors, and

subsequently Japanese, was founded in 1901. It comprises

military schools (400 students), normal schools and schools of

agriculture, zoology, law, veterinary, and medicine, attended

by 2.300 students. Seat of the Vicarage of Central Chih-Ii, created

in 1909.

This mission directed by French Lazarists, includes 20 European, priests'

30 Chinese priests and 75,000 native christians (1900).

During the trouble caused by the Boxers in 1900, the Chinese seized the
American Protestant missionaries, their wives and children, and massacred
them. The allied columns, English (General Gazelec), French (Colonel Drude),
and German, occupied Pao-ting Fu in October 1910.

At the epoch of the " Tribute of YU ", a part of the Yi-chou ; was includ-
ed, during the Chou dynasty, in the Yu-chou, and afterwards in the King-
dom of Yen. Under that of Ch'in, depended on the Shang-ku Chiin, and
under that of Han, on the Cho Chiin. At the time of the Chin dynasty, was
a territory of the T'an-yang Kingdom and, during that of Sui, of the Ho-
chien Chiin. The T'ang emperors made it the Mo Chou and the Sung empe-
rors the Pao Chou (981) and later the Ch'ing-yiian Chiin (1113). The Cliin

Tartars raised it to the rank of a Chun-chieh-tu of Shun-t'ien, dependent
on the Chung-tu Lu. Under the Yiian Mongols : Shun-t'ien Lu ; then (1275)
Pao-ting Lu. At the rise of the Ming house, became the Fu of, Pao-ting, in

the province of Pei-p'ing. The Manchu dynasty has made it the capital of

the Chih-li province.

Beyond the N. E. angle of the closed wall area, are to be seen important

earth ramparts.

From Pao-ting to Wu-t'ai Shan, about 115 miles (185 kil.) :
isl day,

lunch at Wan Hsien : sleep at T'ang Hsien. — 2"d. day, lunch at Ta-yan-

(40 li) ; sleep at Wa-li. •— 3nd. day, sleep at Fu-p'ing Hsien. — 4th. dag

lunch at Lu-ying ; sleep at Lung-ch'Uan Kuan. — j"". day, lunch at Shihy

tsui ; sleep at T'ai-huai Chen. (See R. 12).

The district is largely devoted to fruit culture ; apples, pears,

oranges and date-plums are exported.

99 m,, Yii-chia Chuang.

105 m., Fang-shun Ch'iao. The city of Wan Hsien is situated

9 miles W. N. W. of this station.

Ill miles, Wang-tu Hsien, chief town of a district in the Pao-

ting Fu. The city, of no great importance, is on the right among a

few trees ; it is distinguished by a temple erected to the tutelary

spirit of the place.

Tradition has it that thecity was enclosed by walls made of earth

as early as the year 621. These were not cased with bricks until

1665. They are more than 4 li in length and have two gates.

During the period of the " Civil Wars ", was the Ching-tu district, in the

Chao State. The Han dynasty established there the Wang-tu Hsien, depen-
dent on the Kingdom of Chung-shan. Suppressed by theCh'i house, re-esta-

blished by the Sui, then suppressed anew, this circumscription was re-ins-
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btalcJ by the T'aiij;, iu 621, and placed in the dcpuudcucy of the Ting Chou.
It was, during the Sung period, in that of the Chung-shan Fu. The Chin
Tartars restored the name of Ch'ing-tu, which it preserved up to the year

1746. Then the emperor Ch'icn-lung, passing through the place on his re-

turn from a journey he had made to the temples of Mount Wu-t'ai Shan, in

Shan-hsi, was struck by the fact that the district shared the same name with
the mother of the old and wise emperor Yao (2350 B. C.) and ordained, by
special decree, that it should be called again by its former name of Wang-tu.

132 m., 5. Ching-feng Tien. The town is 2 miles S. E.

An iron bridge 475 ft. long spans the T'ang Ho, a stream whose

capricious course has widened out to a breadth of over a mile.

128 m., Ting Chou, a small town shut within immense walls,

is more than a mile from the station ; a stiipa being the most

prominent object to be seen on one's approach. A fruit-growing

neighbourhood ; large export trade in apples. Residence of a

prefect responsible for two o llier districts. A wall, dating from the

Ming dynasty, encloses the city for a distance of more than 26 li
;

four gates give access to the town.

In olden times, a territory of the Hsien-yii Kingdom, afterwards of those
of Chung-shan and Chao (296 B. C). Under the Ch'in dynasty, was a part
of the Chiin of Chii-lu. The Han emperors established there the Chung-shan
Chlin, and later, the Hsien of Lu-nu, changed by the Wei house into .\n Chou.
then into Ting Chou, which last name has prevailed, though sometimes
interchanged with those of Po-ling Chiin and Chung-shan Fu. After having,
under the Yiian und Ming families, depended on Chen-ting, it has been,
since 1724, a chih-li-chou or independent department directly connected
with the provincial government.
From Ting Chou to the Wu-t'ai Shan temples, 5 days march. (loo ra.',

In the time of the T'ang, this neighbourhood was already celebrated for its

holy place which devoted Mongols still visited to worship the bodhisattva

Manjusri (See R. 12).

135 m., Chai-hsi-tien.

142 m., Hsin-lo Hsieu. A small town on the 1. bank of the Sha

Ho, and a districts dependent, since 1734, on the Cheng- ting Fu.

The city walls, built about the year 1450, have two gates ; they

are 3 U long and are buried under the accumulated sand.

Under the Han dynasty, Hsin-shih Hsien, dependent on the Kingdom
of Chung-shan. In 596, the Sui emperors founded as a separate administra-
tion the Hsin-lo Hsien, which was afterwards joined to the Po-ling Chiin,
then, under the T'ang family, to the Ting Chou and, under that of Sung, to

the Chung-shan Fu. Was dependent, under the Ming, on the Ting Chou.

The line crosses the Sha Ho by a bridge 1.850 ft. in length on

25 piles or abutments. This river takes its rise in the Hsien of

Fou-p'ing and bore, in the time of the » Tribute of Ytl », the

name of Heng Ho.

150 m., Tung-chang-chou.
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A road bridge :{'J(l ft. luiig is llirown ovur IheTzii II u.

164 lu., Chcnjy-tiiif,' Fu, 40.000 inhab., residence of a prefect,

whose authority extends over 14 districts, and of the district

magistrate of tlie Cheng-ting Hsien ; seat of a Catholic bishopric.

Altitude at station, 210 ft.

The N. gate is 15 minutes from the station ; it takes 20 minutes to reach
the episcopal palace.

During the " Tribute of Yii " period, a territory of the Chi Chou. Was
later a part of the Chin and Chao States. Depended, under the Ch'in house,

on the Chii-lu Chiin ; its was then called Tung-yiian.
The Han dynasty establislied there the Heng-shan Chiin, afterwards

changed to the Ch'ang-shan Chiin ; in 114 B. C, Kingdom of Cheng- ting,

later on absorbed by that of Ch'ang-shan. Under the T'ang emperors, Heng
Chou, Ch'ang-shan Chiin, Ch'eng-te and Chen-chou ; under the T'ang, Fu
of Chen-ting, wliicli name has been preserved ever since. The city became
the Capital of the Chih li province ; but it revolted and massacre J its vice-

roy ; the provincial government was thereupon transfered to Pao-ting Fu
;

to commemorate the event, the emperor ordered that Cheng-ting should
liave the south-eastern corner of its wall pulled down.

These walls are 24 li in length and provided with 4 gates. They

were in existence at the time of the T'ang and Sung and were add-

ed to under the Ming, in 1449 ; but the enclo.sure is too large

for the population, so that large intra-mural tracts are seen,

either gone out of cultivation entirely or transformed into rice

fields. The most animated streets are those which divide the town

into quarters and end at the four gates.

In the E. quarter stands the temple of Ta Fj. This building,

erected in 586 of our era, was finished under the first Sui emperor
;

a stela with in.scription dating from 1.004 is still preserved.

In a large hall, an immense bronze statue of Buddlia, 70 Chinese ft.

high, was sheltered by a sort of 5 storeyed dome whose height was 130 Chi-

nese ft. In 1900, this structure came crashing down. On the walls, very old

paintings.

Two old stetiB, with inscription in Chinese, (?) Minchu and Thibetan cha«
racters. A large prayer-mill. In another liall, the Tara Kuan-yin in an atti-

tude of contemplation, one leg crossed over the knee. On the walls, fine

paintings of Buddhist scenes.

Stelaa of Ch'ien-lung and K'ang-hsi remind us that these emperors made
a stay here and that the latter restored the temple.

To the N. of the temple, near a tomb of a La-ma, is a little bare

pagoda. It is said that 500 years ago, an Imperial princess hung

herself on this spot. In our own time even, the imperial authorities

send here, in times of drought, for tablets having power to attract

rain.

Near by, the Catholic Mission, carried on by French Lazarists,

was separated from that of Peking in 185G. The cathedral of the
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Immaculate Concrpiinn, built in 1870 in Gothic style, is surmount-

ed by two high s(}uare towers. It is connected with the schools

and worsk-shops of the mission.

The apostolic vicariat of the " Western Chih-li " comprises a bishop,

20 European priests, 25 Chinese priests and 55,518 native christians (1909).

The ancient town of Tung-yuan, since called HengChou, or Ch'ang-shan,

was 8 ii S of the present prefecture.

A short distance from Cheng-ting, a crossing of the Hu-t'o Ho
;

this river rises at the foot of the Great Wall.in the E. part of Shan-

hsi and flows into the river Chang.

173 m., Shih-chia Chuang, branch of the bne from Cheng-ting

to T'ai-yiian Fu (152 miles), capital of Shan-hsi {See shanhsi,

R. I).

Hdtel : de la Paix.

Club : The Shan-hsi (Franco-Chinese).

184 m. 5 , T'oii-ijii.

A bridge 95 ft. long.

193 m., Yiian-shih Hsien. The city,half-a-mile W. of the station

is the chief town of a district in the prefecture of Cheng- ting Fu.

The city is surrounded by a wall 5 li in extent which is sup-

plied with three gates and was built on former foundations during

the Ching-t'ai period (1450 to 1457) and covered with bricks in

1602. During the Ch'ung-chen years (1628 to 1644), the water

from the Huai-shui river was led into the moat, thirty feet large.

An outer circular wall made of earth was, moreover, raised as a

supplementary defence.

At the time of the " Civil Wars ," was the Yi of VUan-shih, in the Chao
State. The Han dynasty established there the Hsien of Yiian-shih, as chief

town of the Chiin of Ch'ang-shan. Ever since that remote period, the Yiian-
shih district has existed under the same name, except during a suppression
by the Northern Ch'i, after which the Sui emperors re-instated it in A. D. 586.
The district was then placed under the dependency of the Chao Chiin,

then of the Chao Chou (under T'ang sway), it next depended on the Fu of

Chen-ting (under the T'ang and Sung families and the Chin Tartars), on
the Chao Chou, and later on the Lu of Cheng-ting (fifteenth year of Gengiz
Khan, 1320). It has been dependent, since the Ming emperors, on the Fu
nf Cheng-ting.

40 li to the E., the city of Chao Clion, a department, whose territory

comprises 6 distrricts.

3 li. S. of this town formerly stood Chi-p'u, which under the Han became
the Hsien of P'ing-chi. The Chao and Ch'u armies defeated those of Wei in

381 B. C. and occupied the city.

Bridge, 690 ft. long, over the Hui Ho, a river with a wide bed

but dry during a good part of tiie year.

NORTHER.N ChIXA . 10.
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205 m., Kao-ji Hsieu, residence of a Chih-hsien of the depart-

ment of Chao Chou. — Branch line, 12 miles, to the coal mines of

Lin-ch'eng.

The walled enclosure of the city is znore than 4 U in circum-

ference ; four gates lead through it and it has a moat thirty feet

wide. The rampart was built anew on older foundations, at the

outset of the Ilung-wu reign (1368-1398), during the Ming dy-

nasty.

Originally, Yi of Fang-tzfi in the Chao State (period of the" Civil Wars ").

The Han dynasty created the " Kingdom " of Chao at the seat of the
district and, at the same time, the head-place of the iz'H-shih of Chi Chou.
The Northern Ch'i suppressed the Fang-tzu Hsien and had it replaced by
the Kao-yi Hsien, dependent on the Chao Chiin. Under the Sung emperors,
a dependency of the Fu of Ch'ing-yiian ; of the VVu Chou, under the Chin
Tartars ; of the Chao Chou, under the Mongols and the Ming. The district

of Kao-yi was first connected by the Manchu dynasty to the Fu of Cheng-
ting, then reverted, in 1724, to the Chao Chou.

210 m., Ya-ko-ying. Mining branch 12 miles to Shih-ku.

215 miles, Ch'Sng-li, serves Lin-ch'eng Hsien, situated 7 miles

to W. S. W.

This district city is surrounded by a wall more than 2 li long

with three gates, which was built of earth during the Cheng-t'ung

period (1436 to 1449), Ming dynasty, and rebuilt in 1668.

Originally, Lin-yi in the Chin State of the " Spring and Autumn " pe
riod. Under the Han dynasty, a territory of the Hsien of Fang-tz(i, which
was suppressed by the Northern Ch'i and constituted anew by the Sui house
in 586 ; the head-quarters of the Hsien was then transferred to the present

spot. The T'ang emperors, in the year 760, altered the name of the district

to Lin-cheng Hsien, then (in 905) returned to that of Fang-tzu. At the time of

the " Five dynasties ", the Later T'ang put into use afresh the name Lin-

Ch'eng, which has been maintained ever since. Under the Sung family, it

depended on the Fu of Ch'ing-yiian ; under the Chin Tartars, on the \Vu
Chou ; under the Mongols and the Ming, on the Chao Chou ; under the Man-
chu dynasty, first on the Fu of Cheng-ting and, since 1724, on the Chao
Chou again.

Cross a low ridge of hills sparsely inhabited ; some cultures of

sorghum and millet ; in the E., a more fertile soil allows of wheat

being grown.

A bridge, 390 ft. at the 220'" mile.

227 m., Nei-ch'iu Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture

of Shun-te Fu, situated quarter mile W. of the station.

The city comprises two walled enclosures, one more than 4 li

long, and the outer one with a circumference of 7 li. Four gates.

The town was enlarged during the Cheng- te period (1506 to 1520),
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the walls, of earth inside and covered with bricUs outside, were

rebuilt in 1766.

The Han dynasty established there the Hsien of Chung-ch'iu, dependent
on the Chiin of Ch'ang-shan and afterwards on the Chao Kingdom. Was
suppressed under the Chin emperors, then reestablished by the Later Wei»
The house of Sui made it the Nei-ch'iu Hsien (A. D. 581), which name has been
preserved till now. The district depended, under the T'ang family (since

622), the " Five dynasties ", the Sung house and the Chin Tartars, on the

Hsing Chou ; under the Mongols, on the Lu of Shun-te and, since the Ming
on the Fu of the same name.

On the way, 3 bridges, 120,180 and 360 ft., thrown over ravines

which during part of the year are dry.

244 m., Shun-te Fu ; station near the walls. An important city,

80.000 inhab., with an extensive suburb on the S. side, situated

in the sphere of the Ta-Shun-Kuang tao ; it is the residence of

a prefect, whose authority extends over nine di.';tricts, and of a

district magistrate of the Hsing-Vai Hsien.

The church of the French Lazarists, crowned by a high steeple,

stands in the N. E. angle of the enclosure.

The city walls are in good condition ; they are more than 13 li

in extent and were built of bricks with stone foundations,under the

Ming dynasty (Wan-li period, 1573 to 1619), on the site of older

Sung and Yiian walls. Four gates.

History of the prefecture :

In oldeu times, Kingdom of Hsiag, and afterwards part of those of Cnin
and Chao. Under the Ch'in dynasty, depended on the Chiin of Chii-lu. Was
also, under the house of Han, a dependency of the Kuang-p'ing Kingdom
and of the Ch'ang-shan Chiin. About A. D. 560, the Northern Chou esta-

blished there the Hsiang-kuo Chiin, which was suppressed by the Sui house
and then replaced by the Hsing Chou. This circumscription, after having
some vicissitudes.still bore that name under the Sung emperors, when they
made it the Hsin-te Fu, circa A. D. 11 20. The Mongols had successively
there the Shun-te Fu (1262) and the head-quarters of the Lu of Shun-te
(1265). The Shun-te Fu was reinstated at the outset of the Ming family
and has been maintained till the present time.

History of Hsing-t'ai Hsien, the district having its seat inthe prefectural
city of Shun-te :

At the time of the Shang dynasty, capital of the Hsing state. The Ch'in
house established there the Hsien of Hsin-tu, which Hsiang Yii altered to

the " Kingdom " of Hsiang. It was, under the Han emperors, a depen-
dency of the Chao kingdom, from which it was severed in A. D. 212 to be
connected with the Wei Chiin. Later on, was incorporated with the Jen
Hsien, and afterwards reconstituted by the Later Wei. The Chou emperor
Wu-ti made it the Chiin of Hsiang-kuo, which the Sui suppressed and af-

terwards altered to Lung-kang Hsien, a chief town of the Hsing-chou and
again of the Chiin of Hsiang-kuo. The T'ang family and the " Five dynas-
ties " kept up the name of Hsien of Lung-kang, for which the Sung (in

1 1 20) substituted that of Hsing-t'ai Hsien, the head-quarters of the Hsin-
te Fu. The district preserved its name Hsing-t'ai under the Chin Tartars
as the seat of the Hsing Chou, under the Mongols as the seat of the Lu of
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Shun-te, and under the Ming and the Manchu dynasties as the seat of the
Fu of Shun-te.

251 m., Sha-ho Hsieii, on the Utile " Sand River "', also called

Li Ho.

' The city has a walled enclosure more tlian 5 // long, with two

gates to the North and the South, and a moat twenty feet wide.

The rampart was re-biiilt on former foundations in 1482, under

the Ming dynasty.

Originally a territory in the Hsien of Hsiang-kuo which, has been iden-
tified with the present Shun-te Fu. Under the Sui dynasty (A. D. 596), a

part of the Lung-kang territory was severed from it to form the Hsien of

Sha-ho, which was dependent on the Hsing Chou. The T'ang emperors estab-
I'shed there the Wen Chou, suppressed in 621. The Sung house joined the
Hsien of Sha-ho to the Fu of Hsin-te. The Chin Tartars replaced it in the de-
pendency of the Hsing-chou. The Mongols made it depend on the Lu of
Shun-te. It has been, siiice the Ming, attached to the Fu of the sime name.

Bridges, 1250 and 70 ft. respectively, over the various ravines

traced out by the capricious Sha Ho.

264 miles, Lin-ming Kuan, a walled town on the Ming Ho, as

river descending from the hilly country of Wu-an Hsien to

Ho-nan. The station serves Kuang-p'ing Fu, 16 miles E. S. E.,

near the Fu-yang Ho.

276 m., Han-tau Ilsien, station half-a-mile from the little town,

a district of the Kuang-p'ing Fu. Han-tan was, in the Vth
c. B.C., the capital of the Chao kingdom and the remains of earth

works of this royal residence can .still be discerned 3 miles S. W.
of the modern town.

Han-tan is .surrounded by a wall more than 7 /(' long, with four

gates and a moat twenty feet wide, built under the Ming dynasty

in 1546.

The stronghold of Han-tan stood, during the " Spring and Autumn "

period, 12 /i to the S.-\V. of the present city ; it belonged to the Wei state,

then passed to the dependency of that of Chin (497 B. C). At the time of

the ,, Civil Wars ", the troops of Chao conquered it in 491, and it became
the capital of their kingdom in 386. The Wei besieged it in 354, captured it

the ne.xt year and gave it back to Chao in 351. The city received as visitors,

in 313, the princes of Ch'u and Wei, and was rescued by them from Ch'in
attacks in 259 (or 257). Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, however, took it in 229 B.C.,
and put an end to the Chao State.

This emperor, Shih-huang-ti, established (22^ B. C.) the Chiin of Han-
tan, which the first sovereign of the Han house converted into the seat of

the Chao kingdom and of the Hsien of Han-tan (203 B. C). It became a
Chiin again and a " Kingdom " dependent on the Chi Chou, to be suppress-
ed as such in 212 A. D. At the time of the " Three Kingdoms ", that of

Wei connected it to its Chiin of Kuang-p'ing. The Eastern Wei incorporated it

with the Hsien of Lin-chang. The Han-tan district, re-instated by the Sui
dynasty, was under that of the T'ang (621) dependent on the Tz'O Chou,
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afterwards on the Ming Chou and then again on the Tz'il Chou. This admi-
nistrative connection was maintained by all the dynasties up to that of

Ming, which connected the Han-tan Hsien to the Fu of Kuang-p'ing, en
which it is still dependent.

Bridge 75 ft. long at the 278th mile.

285 111., Ma-t'ou Chen.

A branch lino, 22 miles long, is in conseniplation to P'eng-ch'eng, a coal

rhining centre whose annual output is estimated at 36,000 tons. Iron mines ;

manufacture of boilers ; China-clay pits.

295 m., Tz'u Chou, chief town of a department and last station

in the province of Chih-li, in the Kuang-p'ing Fu.

The town is enclosed by a wall more than 8 li in length, witli

four gates and a moat twenty feet wide, built on older foundations

1387) and covered with bricks during the Cheng- te period {150C-

1521).

Under the Han dynasty, a territory of the Hsien of Wu-au, dependent
on the Wei Chiin. The Later Chou severed from it and established the Fu-
yang Hsien. The Sui created (590) in this second district the Tz'u Chou,
suppressed some fifteen years later, to be reconstituted by the T'ang (618).

After a fresh suppression, followed by a restoration, the Chou took the

name of Hui Chou {906). The title Tz'd Chou is resumed by the After T'ang.
The Sung emperors preserve it and dpd to it the Chiin of Fu-yang. Gengiz Khan,
in the tenth year of his reign (1215), raised the place to the rank of Chieh-
tu of the Fu-yang Chiin, dependent on the Lu of Cheng-ting. Khublai Khan
joined it to the Lu of Kuang-p'ing {1278). The first emperor of the Ming
dynasty suppressed the Hsien and incorporated it in the Chou, which was
then dependent on the Fu of Chang-te, in Ho-nan province. The Manebu
dynasty, in 1726, made it a dependency of the Fu of Kuang-p'ing (Chih-li

province), which it still is.

The line approaches the heights.

A bridge 750 ft. over the river Chang Ho, forms the

boundary of the Chih-li and Ho-nan provinces ; its popular name
is Liu Ho. According to a legend, the great Yii accomplished won-

ders of hydraulic engineering along its course. Hsiang Yii (i 10.

1$. C), conquered and took prisoner, to the N. of the river, Chang

Yueh, a general of the Ch'in, and brought about the fall of this

dynasty.

The Chang Ho rises in Shan-hsi and Hows in two streams : Cho-cuang
" The Muddy Chang " to the S. and Ch'ing-chang « The Clear Chang » to

the N. These upper courses join at a place from which it takes its name
of " Confluent of the Chang », in the Shih Hsien (Ho-nan). The river fol-

lows a N. E. course and with various tributaries falls into the Pei Ho, but
at the time of the " Tribute of Yii ", it flowed into the Huang Ho, whose
lower course ended at the sea, near T'ien-chin.

307 m., Feng-lo Cheng, first station of the Ho-nan, 7 miles from

the town of the same name, situated lower down and on the r.

bank of the Chang Ho.
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317 m., Chaiig-le Fu, at an altitude of 220 ft., a city near the

Hsin-wan Ho, a tributary of the Wei Ho, seat of a prefecture

and centre of the district of An-yang Hsien.

Its walled enclosure has a length of 9 li, four gates and a moat

ten feet wide. It dates from the first years of the Ming dynasty.

History of the prefecture :

At the time of the " Tribute of YU ", a region in the Chi Chou ; during
the " Spring and Autumn " period, a dependency of the Chin State an
during that of the " Civil Wars ", a part of the Wei state. The Ch'in dynad,
ty made its territory the two Hsiens of Han-tan and Shang-tang. The Has-
established there the Wei Chiin, dependent on the Chi Chou, of which in
became, later on, the chief town. During the period of the " Three Kingt
doms ", the Wei had their capital, Yeh, on its territory. The Chin em-
perors fell back on the name of Wei Chiin and the Later Wei establishe-
there the Hsiang Chou, of which the Eastern Wei made their capital, und
der the name Ssu-chou Wei-yin. The Later Chou re-established the Hsiang-
chou Wei-chiin. The Sui suppressed the Chiin, then the Chou and reconsti-
tuted the Wei Chiin, which the T'ang altered to Hsiang Chou, to Yeh-chiin-
and subsequently to Hsiang Chou again, in the dependency of the Tao of,

Ho-pei. The After Chin created there, in 937, the Chieh-tu of the Cliang-te
Chiin. Under the Sung dynasty : Hsiang Chou Yeh-chiin, Chang-te Chiin ;-

under the Chin Tartars : Chang-te Fu, which denomination, after some-
changes under the sway of the Mongols, was returned to by the Ming family,
and has been maintained by the Manchu dynasty.

History of the An-yang Hsien, a district inside the city of Chang-te
Fu :

At the time of the " Civil Wars " Hsin-chung Yi of Wei-ning. The Ch'in
dynasty made it the An-yang. Under the Han, a territory in the Hsien
of Tang-yin. The Chin inaugurated there the Hsien of .\n-yang, dependent
on the Wei Chiin. Was afterwards incorporated with the Yeh-hsien. Under
the Sui famly (590), became An-yang again, then the centre of the Wei-
Chiin. Under the T'ang dynasty, seat of the Hsiang Chou ; under the Chin
Tartars, of the Chang-te Fu ; under the Mongols, of the Chang-te Lu and,
since the Ming empire, of the Fu of Chang-te again.

328 m., T'an^-yin Hsien, half-a-mile N. E. of the station, is the

administrative centre of a ward in the prefecture of Chang-te Fu.

The city is surrounded by a wall 4 li long, with six gates and a

moat twenty feet wide. This enclo.sure was built during the Ming

dynasty, in 1397, and covered with bricks during the Ch'ung-

chen period (1628 to 164'i).

.\t the time of tlie " Civil Wars ", T'ang-yin Yi in the Wei state. The
Han established there the Hsien of T'ang-yin, dependent on the Chiis

of Ho-nei and afterwards on the Wei Chiin.The district, after being suppresn
ed, was reconstituted by the Sui dynasty, in 586, and placed in the depen
dency of the Chi Chiin. The T'ang (621) substituted first that of T'ang-yiian
dependent on the Wei Chou, then (623) on the Hsiang Chou. In 627, the

T'ang-yin Hsien was restored, which the Sung emperors made depend (1120)

on the Hsiin Chou, but only to restore it, shortly after, to the Hsiang Chou.
The Chin Tartars had it connected with the Fu of Chang-te and the Mon-
gols with the Lu of the same name. Since the. Ming, it has formed part of

the Chang- 1£ Fu.
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Bridge 280 ft. at the 332nd mile.

340 m., Hsiin Hsien, a district of the Wei-hui Fu, some

considerable distance from its station.

The city is enclosed in a wall 7 li long, with four gates and a

moat twenty-five feet wide. Under the Mongol dynasty, its site

was on the hill called Fu-ch'iu Shan. At the outset of the Hung-

wu reign (1368), it was removed to the North of this eminence.

Then, the city was built up again, towards the end of the XVI">

century, so as to comprise in it half of the Fu-ch'iu Shan. The

walls were faced' with brick during the Ch'ung-chen years

(1628 to 1644).

At the " Spring and .•Vutuinii " pcri'id, tfiritory of W'ci-ch'ien. The
Han dynasty established there in the Hsien of Li-yang, which became a

Chiin of the same name, dependent on the Yen State under the Eastern
Chin. Was suppressed and, later on, reinstated by the Later Wei and beca-
me the Li Chou, which reappeared under the Sui and the T'ang {619). Was,
under the Sung, the seat of a military government called T'ung-li or An-
li. In in5, was raised to the status of a department, Hsiin Chou ; became
under the Chin Tartars, the T'ung Chou, then again the Hsiin Chou, suppres-
sed by the Mongols, who incorporated its territory with the Ta-ming Lu
{1265). The Ming family made it the Hsiin Hsien, dependent on the Fu of

Ta-ming. The district has been connected, since 1724, with the Fu of Wei-
hui.

At the 341st mile, the railway crosses, first by a bridge 460 ft.

long, the Yung-shui. flowing from Shan-hsi, then several gorges.

350 m., Ch'i Hsien, station 1/2 mile W. of the district city

a dependency of thi' Wei-hui Fu.

( This town must not be confused with Chi Hsien, another district

whose seat is in the city of Wei-hui Fu itself.)

Ch'i-hsien is encircled by a wall more than 8 li long, with

four gates and a moat. This enclosure was raised in the Cheng-

t'ung period (1506 to 1521), under the Ming dynasty.

At the beginning of the Chou dynasty, State of Wei. During the " Spring
and Autumn " period, a dependency of that of Chin, under the name of

Chao-ko Yi, which the house of Han converted into the Hsien of Chao-
ko, dependent on the Chiin of Ho-nei and afterwards on the Wei Chiin.

At the time of the " Three Kingdoms ", that of Wei had there the Chiin
of Chao-ko, which was suppressed after a short existence. It was reinsta-

ted by the Eastern Wei, who detached from it the Lin-ch'i Hsien. The Sui
dynasty held it as the Wei Hsien, which they made the centre of the Chi
Chiin. Under the T'ang, was the seat of the Wei Chou, which centre was
transferred elsewhere, after a time. Under the Sung, a dependency of the
military circumscription of An-li and afterwards of the Hsiin Chou. The
Mongol emperor Mangu, in 1255, created there the Ch'i Chou, with the

Hsien of Lin-ch'i, which were joined to the Lu of Ta-min g(i26o) and later

on (1266) to that of Wei-hu. The Lin-ch'i district was thereupon suppress-
ed. The Ming dynasty, in 1368, replaced the Chou by the Ch'i Hsien, which
has been maintained ever since and is dependent on the Wei-hui Fu.
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Bridges of 2(>0 and 100 ft. long respectively.

366 m. Wei-hui Ju, station 1 mile from the official city,

residence of the chih-hsien of Chi Hsien, and of the apostolic

vicariate of » Northern Ho-nan " affiliated to the Foreign Missions

of Milan.

This Italian mission numbers a bishop, i6 European preachers, a nntive
preachers and 8,791 native converts (1910).

The city is surrounded by a wall more than G // long, with three

gates and a moat thirty-five feet wide, which was originally con-

structed under the Eastern Wei. The wall was covered with bricks

during the Cheng-t'ung period (1436 to 1449) and exbnided

during the Wan-li years (1573 to 1619).

A History of the prefecture :

At the time of the " Tribute of Vii ", a region coni^iriied iu the two Chou
called Chi and Yen. The Yin dynasty, towards its end, transferred ils ca-
pital there. About the close of the Chou sovereignty, was part of the thres
Kingdoms of Pei, Yong and Wei, which last absorbed the whole. At the
" Spring and Autumn " period, a dependency of Chin and, during the
" Civil Wars ", of Wei. The Ch'in dynasty made it a territory belonging
to the Tung Chiin and the San-ch'uan Chiin. Under the Han, a dependency
of the Chiin of Ho-nei ; under the Wei (" Three Kingdoms "), the Chiin
of Chao-ko was created, then suppressed, then again, under the house of

Chin, replaced by the Chi Chiin. The Later Wei established there the Yi
Chou, which was suppressed by the Northern Ch'i. The After Chou replaced
it by the Wei Chou and created out of it the Chiin of Hsiu-wu, which was
suppressed by the Sui. This dynasty changed the Chou to a Chi Chiin having
its seat at Wei Hsien. The T'ang emperors, in 6i8, re-established the Yi Ciiou,

suppressed in 621, and altered Chi Chiin to Wei Chou, alterwards connected
with the Tao of Ho-pei. Under the Sung house, Wei-chou Chi-chiin

; un-
der the Chin Tartars, the seat is at times removed owing to floods from
the Yellow River. The Mongols again locate the prefecture at Chi and, in

1260, establish the Tsung-kuan-fu of the Lu of Wei-hui, dependent on
the Inspectorate of the Central Secretariat or metropolitan province
(Chung-shu-sheng). The Ming family made it the Fu of Wei-hui, dependent
on the Pu-cheng-shih-ssii of Ho-nan, which has become, under the Manchu
dynasty, a province.

Historical account of Chi Hsien, the district intra-muros of Wei-hui Fu :

Under the Yin dynasty, territory of Mu-yeh ; under that of Chou, part

of the Yung and Wei Kingdoms ; at the time of the " Civil Wars ", a de-

pendency of Wei, under the name of Chi-yi. The house of Han establishes

there the Hsien of Chi, in the dependency of the Chiin of Ho-nei
;
the Wei

{" Three Kingdoms " period) made the Chi Hsien dependent on the Chiin

of Chao-ko. The Chin family created the Chi Chiin, suppressed and then

reconstituted by the After Wei, who s.ibsequenty substitute for it the Yi-

Chou and the Wu-ch'eng Chiin, with a Wu-ch'eng Hsien. The Sui emperors,

in 586, revert to the name Chi Hsien and the T'ang, in 618, revived that of

Yi Chou ; these sovereigns transfer to it the Wei Chou (627). The Chin Tar-

tars move the seat of the Chou to Kung-ch'eng and to Tsu-ch'eng and after-

wards back to its original place. The Mongols had there the seat of the I.ii

of Wei-hui, which has become, since the Ming family, that of the Fu of the

same name.
In 279 (or 2S1) of our era, on the territory of Chi Hsien, there were disrov-
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'erod, i.i the tomb of a high dignitary of the State of Wei, who died in co^

B. C. some works written on strips of wood. The text was in ancient ko-

sou « Tadpole » characters mostly inscribed in varnish with a sort of

ntylus made of bamboo (for the invention of the brush, attributed to Ge
neral Meng T'ien, only dates, we are told, from the year 210 of our era).

The emperor Wu-ti (263-290) had these writings examined and trans-

lated into modern characters, probably on paper, whose discovery is attri-

buted to Ts'ai Lun (105 A. D.). These strips of bamboo are known in history

by the name of the « Annals of the Chi Tomb «.

Bridges, 65, 130 and 260 ft.

374 m., Lu-wang-fen.

More bridges, 65, 130 and 280 ft.

380 m., Hsin-hsiang Hsien, on theWei IIo ; branch of the « Tao-

Ch'ing " to Tao-k'ou (45 miles) to the N. E., and to Ch'ing-hua

Chen (49 miles) to the W. (See ho-nan R. I).

The city is enclosed by a wall 5 li long, with four gates. The

moat has a width of twenty feet. An earthern wall was raised as

early as 618, which was replaced by others of brick in the year

1570 and during the Ch'ung-chen period (1628-1644).

Under the Chou dynasty, Yung Kingdom. Al the beginning of the Han
dynasty, territory of Chi-tien. In A. D. iii the district of Huo-chia was
detached from it and connected with the Chiin of Ho-nan. Under the Later
Han, a marquisate. The Chin family made the Huo-chia Hsien dependent
on the Chi Chiin, then suppressed it. The Sui made it the Hsien of Hsin-
hsiang, in the dependency of the Chiin of Ho-nei. At the commencement
of the T'ang dynasty, it was connected to the YiChou, then to the Yin Chou,
then to the Wei Chou. Suppressed by the Sung emperors in 1073, it was
reinstated, in 1087, as a dependency of the Wei Chou. The Mongols connected
i t to the Lu of Wei-hui, which became, under the Ming family, the Fu of
the same name.

Bridge 280 ft. at the 383^^ ^^jig

395 m., Kang-ls^un-yi.

In fine weather, on these plains of light soil, very fine and nu-

merous mirage effects may be obtained.

406 m., Chan-tien, serves the district city of Ytian-wu Hsieu,

situated to the S. E.

The city wall, more than 4 li long, is pierced with four gates
;

its moat is fifteen feet wide. It dates from the outset of the Hung-
wu-reign (1368 to 1398).

At the epoch of the " Civil Wars ", the Wei state made it tlie Chiian
Vi. The Han established there the Chiian Hsien, dependent on the Chiin of
Ho-nan. The Chin emperors placed it in the dependency of the Chiin of

Jung-yang. The Wei suppressed and re-established it. Was again suppressed
by the Northern Ch'i. The Sui family, in 596, transferred there the Hsien
of Yvian-wu, dependent on the Jung-yang Chiin, and afterwards changed
its name to Yiian-ling. Under the T'ang dynasty, the name Yiian-wu was
reverted to anew. The Sung, in 1072, suppressed the district and incorp-
orated it, as a Chen, or " borough ", to the Yang-wu Hsien, and later
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on reinstated it (1086) in the dependency of the Feng-ning Chiin of Cheng
Chou. The Mongols had it connected to Cheng Chou, to K'ai-feng Fu, to
Yen Chou and (1272) to the Lu of Pien-liang ; the Ming family, to K'ai-
feng Fu. It has been, since 1724, part of the Fu of Huai-ch'ing.

Halt on the I. bank.

The line, laid on an embank luent, overlooks the lowlands si-

tuated below the high-water level of the Yellow River ; it will be

noticed that the bed of the Huang Ho, banked up for thousands

of years, has risen several yards above the country it traverses.

The Yellow River, " Huang Ho ", takes its rise in the region of the Ku-
ku Nor and enters the province of Ho-nan by the passes of Tung-kuan,
after making a bend to the N. of the Ordos. Its bed, near Jung-tse, is

at an altitude of 250 ft. Its lower course winds round the plain, carrying

mud and sand, and at every flood changing its course, sometimes breaking

its embankments and causing wide-spread ruin by the inundations. Hist-

ory reminds us that its waters have sought the sea by different channels ;

in the remote period of the « Tribute of Yii », the Huang Ho emptied itself

into the Gulf of Chih-li near T'ien-chin, but a secondary arm even then fol-

lowed the present course which was the one followed at the time of the Sung.

The Yellow River changes its course to the S., bringing its mouth near that

of the Blue River ; the rises of 1851, breaking the embankments near K'ai-

feng, re-traced the ancient bed of the Chi Howhich the Huang Ho now occu-

pies.

A fine bridge, 9875 ft. long (10 ft less between the abutments),

crosses the river whose spring and autumn rises change the course,

even breaking the dykes which strengthen its sandy banks.

The bridge, entirely of iron, is not imposing in spiteofitslength because the

road-way (about 275 ft.) is not really high enough above the water. It con-
sists of speans 90 ft. long at tlie ends and 60 ft. in the middle. The piers are

made of screwed iron piles some of which are sunk 50 ft. Blocks of stone
heaped round these piers protect them, sometimes inadequately, against
the rises and changes of the tide ; the river eats away these piers, carriyng
away the sand to a great depth and soon makes all trace of these defensive
works disappear. This bridge is the object of constant vigilance : its up-
keep is very costly.

It was opened to traffic on the 13th November 1905. A tablet affixed

to the first pier commemorates the inauguration ceremony, during which
Sheng Kung-pao, the then director of Chinese Railroads, offered up as

sacrifice, two pigs and two he-goats.

The line, on approaching the r. bank, enters a tunnel 1.000 ft

in length, excavated in a yellowish soil of a clayey-calcareous

composition, which the German geologist von Richthofen has

called loess.

Halt on the r. bank.

The line runs alongside the loess hills which are pierced with

holes serving as human habitations.

LOESS is a mobile detritic deposit composed of fine particles of quartz
scattered through a clay-like cement, coloured yellow by hydroxide of
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iron, and containing calcareous concretions. Its origin, according to Rich-
thofen, is jEolian and its formation due in part to wind-borne dust from the

dry desert region and partly to the action of torrents, resulting from heavy
down pours of rain, carrying though a country of steppes particles which
are deposited there when arrested by vegetation. According to J. Geikie

it is a glacial mud brought down by rivers. De Lapparent, on the other

hand, attributes its formation to the action of torrents on slopes clad with
vegetation in a damp climate. The question therefore is not yetsettled.

This fine lime, without stratification, covers the level plains and round-
ed tablelands over immense tracts of Northern China, estimated by Rich-

thofen at 375,000 square miles, occasionally reaching a depth of 1850 ft.

It forms the celebrated yellow soil of China, so renowned for its fertility.

The loess regions give, at first, the impression of being uninhabited ; but

this is only an illusion, for, if no houses are to be seen in the country, it is

because the inhabitants have taken advantage of the masses of loess and
their great cohesion, to make in their steep sides a series of excavations,

sometimes one above another ; these holes are continued as subterranean
galleries, to serve as dwellings for a population which is often numerous,
as temples for the local genii, pagodas for Buddhist and Taoist divinities,

and as caravanserais sheltering the passing traveller and even his teams.

These grottoes give a peculiar appearance to the country in the basin

of the Yellow River. Valleys are to be met with which are entirely riddled

with such holes, as at Ho-nan, Shan-hsi, Shen-hsi and Kan-su ; but un-

like many limestones, loess is not impervious to water and these infiltra-

tions are the cause of terrible rock-slides which bury alive whole families

of these troglodytes.
' In the seasons of great rain, says Ct de Fleurelle, one may see the soil

simply melt away. Yellow, with but a slight tint of red when dry, they be-

come brown when saturated with water. One' effect of the fluidity of loess

is the great difficulty often encountered, after heavy rain, in getting about
such a country... The change of the season gives rise to curiously architect-

ural shapes of remarkable picturesque ; certain surfaces which are doubt-

less harder than others protect the immediately underlying strata ;
the

loess is eaten away along vertical lines which take a cylindrical shape and
which readily assume the form of great organs, chapels, old castles, or forts

with threatening bastions. »

413 m., Jung-tsO Hsieii, 335 miles from Han-k'ou, is the chief

town of a ward in the prefecture of K'ai-feng.

The city is surrounded by a wall 4 li long, with four gates and

a moat fifty feet wide, which dates from the Ch'eng-hua period

(1465 to 1487) and was doubled in 1633. Repairs have been

made at different times since the accession of the present dy-

nasty. Birth-place of the athletic Shih Hung-chao (X"' c).

.A.t the " Spring and Autumn " period, territory of Jung-tse and, du-
ring the " Civil Wars ", Jung-yang Yi in the Han State. The Han dynas-
ty established there the Hsien of Jung-yang, dependent on the Chiin of
Ho-nan. Became the Tu-yii of Jung-yang during the Chien-an period (196
to 220). then the Chiin ot the same name under Wei' sway {" Three King-
doms " epoch), soon after suppressed and re-established under the Chin
emperors (266 A. D.), to be transferred elsewhere under the .\fter Wei. The
Sui, in 584, create the Kuang-wu Hsien on the territory of Jung-yang and
altered its name, in 601, to that of Hsien of Jung-tse. This depended firston

the Chiin of Jung-yang and afterwards on the Cheng Chou. The Sung house
suppress it in 1072 and incorporate it in the Hsien of Knan-ch'eng ; they
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reconstitute it in 1086 and make it depend on Cheng Chou. It depends on
the Lu of Pien-liang under the Mongols, and on Cheng Chou under the Ming.
Since the present dynasty, it has been dependent first on the Fu of K'ai-

feng, then (1724) on the independent Chou of Cheng Chou, and went back
to K'ai-feng Fu in 1734.

451 m., Ohf'iig Cliou (323 miles from Ilan K'ou), a department

dependent on K'ai-feng Fu. — Branching-off of the " Pien-Lo "

line : one to K'ai-feng Fu (40 miles ; See ho-nan R. 2), and

the other to Ho-nan Fu (73 miles) ; See ho-nan, R. 3), and Hsi-an

Fu (Shen-hsi).

A colony of Manicheens taught the Mo-ni religion under the

Later Liang in 920.

Chinese authors appear to see in Manicheism but an heterodox form
of Buddhism, and a vegetarian sect calling themselves Shang-sheng, « Su-
perior Means «, whereas it seems that at first this religion must have been
dominated by the dualistic or Zoroastrian theory of hostile natural forces.

The city wall of Cheng Chou is more than 9 H in circumference
;

it has four gates and a moat forty feet wide. It was built under

the T'ang dyna.sty in 621 and faced with bricks under the Ming

family, in 1639.

This district corresponds to the fief of Kuan (Kuan-ch'en;;) bestowed
by King Wu {1134 to 1126 B. C), of the Chou dynasty, upon liis younger
brother Hsien. At the " Spring and Autumn " period, a dependency of that
of Cheng and, during the " Civil Wars ", of that of Han. Under the Ch'in
dynasty, belonged to the Chiin of Shan-ch'uan and, under the Han, to that
of Ho-nan ; under the Chin, territory of the Jung-yang Chiin ; under the
Later Chou of the Jung Chou ; at the outset of the Sui, of the Cheng Chou.
Later, under the same dynasty, the Kuan-ch'eng Hsien was created and,
within its walls, the Kuan Chou, soon after suppressed, while the Cheng
Chou was transferred to it, and afterwards changed to Chiin of Jung-yang.
Under the T'ang, many changes happened which ended in the re-etablish-

ment of the Cheng Chou, which was maintained by the " Five dynasties ".

The Sung gave it the appellation of Cheng Chou Jung-yang Chiin, and
afterwards of Feng-ning Chiin chieh-tu ; they later on suppressed the Chou
and incorporated it in the K'ai-feng Fu, then reinstated it in the dependen-
cy of the Lu of Ching-hsi. Under the Chin Tartars, Cheng Chou was connec-
ted with the Lu of Nan-ching and, under the Yiian or Mongols joined to

that of Pien-liang. At the beginning of the Ming dynasty, the Kuan-ch'eng
Hsien was suppressed and incorporated with the Chou, in the dependency
of the K'ai-feng Fu. Under the Manchu dynasty, in 1723, this has became
an independent Chou (Chih-li-chou) having in its dependency four dis-

tricts ; after which it was, in 1733, connected to the Fu of K'ai-ffeng.

35 li to the S. W., at a place called Hua-yang, the Ch'in defeated the al-

lied forces of Chao and Wei in 274 B. C.

The railway goes on to //an-.^'ou (.^ee iil-i'ei R. 2): 390 miles,

Hsin-ch'eng Hsien ;
— 415 miles, HsU Chou ;

— 558 miles, Chu-

ma-tien ;
— 617 miles 50, Hsin-yang Chou; — 645 miles, water-

shed of the basins of tiu' Yellow I^iver and Blue River ;
— 749
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inilus, Ilan-k'oii (Ta-cliili MAn) from wliich station egress is made

to the l''rcnch Cumossion.

11. Peking to the Western Tombs (HSI ling).

I'rom Peking the excursion can be made in 3 days. — Enjoin upon your
native servant to take only the strictly necessary as provisions and bed-
ding (a few blankets), table and kitchen utensils. — Give your legation

ample time to obtain the necessary Imperial authorisation to visit the cemetery.
At Peking, take the Han-k'ou line to Kao-pei-tien (fare : r, 2 and 3 dols.)

whence a special line, built to take the Emperor to the tombs of his ancest-

ors, leads in an hour and 40 minutes to the terminus of Liang-ko Chuang
(ist. cl. I dol. 10 cents).

The Hsi Ling is reached in 3/4 hrs. by ass (preferable ; i dol. per day),
or on foot, or in I hrs. 15 min. in Chinese cart (i dol. 50 return) which will

take luggage.

Sometimes one is received at the Liang-ko Chuang station by a manda-
rin of inferior grade who undertakes to hand the visitor's card to the govern-
or guardian of the tombs who is always a very high grade mandarin
(2nd rank). Pay a courtesy call on the latter ; the governor receives fo-

reigners in one of his Chinese houses, neat and clean, containing three

Chinese wooden bedsteads and a kitchen.
.Arriving in the afternoon one, has only time, in summer, to visit the T'ai-

ling sepulchre, the nearest and most sumptuous.
Ne.vt morning (2nd day), set out early. Under the guidance of a servant

of the governor, visit successively : the T'ai-ling (Yung-ch'eng reign), the

Ch'ang-ling (Chia-ch'ing reign), the Mu-ling (Tao-kuang reign).

Have lunch, brought to a place previously decided upon in order to avoid
returning before the end of the excursion. The visit to the tombs takes from
7 to 8 hours.

3rd day, start early for Liang-ko Chuang Station. From Peking the excur-
sion may cost about 30 dols. inclusive. — A manual recommanded is : Hsr-
ling, by E. foxss.\grives, published inoLes Annales du Musee Guimet » (in

Krench).

Leave the Kini^-Han line at Kao-pei-Uen, station ,52 miles from

Pelcing.

7 m., Lai-shui Hsien, rhief town of a ward of the department

prefecture of Yi Ghou.

The wall, more than 3 li long, with three gates, was built

during the Yung-le period (i'd)^ to 1424), under the Ming dyna.sty,

and several times repaired since the reigning of the Manchu em-

perors.

The house of Hau established there the Chiu Hsien, dependent on the
Cho Chiin, and afterwards, under the Chin sway, on the Kingdom of Fan-
yang. The district, suppressed by the After ciiou, was re-established by
the Sui family under the name of Fan-yang Hsien, and afterwards under
that of Ku-an, and later on suppressed (588). In 5^0, was founded on the
same spot the Yung-an Hsien, which eight years later assumed its present
name of Hsien of Lai-shui. The Sung dynasty suppressed the district in

1180 and incorporated it in the Yi Chou. It was re-established by the Lian
Tartars and preserved by the Chin, the Mongols and the Ming. \t the be-

giniiiii),' of the Maruhu dynastv.it was dependent, with Yi Chou, on the V\\

Northern Chin.\. 11.
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of Pao-ting ; but, in 1723, it was connected with Yi Chou, the latter having
become an independent administration.

21 m., Yi Chou, with the rank of Ghih-li-chou (self-governing

department) on the 1. bank of the Yi-shui.

The city is surrounded by a fortified wall more than 9 li long,

with two gates, one facing westwards and the other eastwards. It

was at first an earthern rampart and was twice covered with

bricks during the consecutive Lung-ch'ing (1567 to 1572) and

the Wan-li (1573 to 1617) periods, under the Ming dynasty.

At the time of the " Tribute of Yii ", a region of tLe Chi Chou ; formed,
during the Chou dynasty, the frontier country between the Yu Chou and
the Ching Chou. During the " Civil Wars ", belonged to the Yen State.

Under the Ch'in sway, a territory of the Chiin of Shang-ku. The Han em-
perors established there the Hsien of Ku-an, in the dependency of the Cbo
Chiin. The Chin family made it dependent on the " Kingdom " of Fan-
yang and the Northern Ch'i suppressed it. The Sui transferred thereto the

Nan-ying Chou and the Ch'ang-li Chiin and changed their names to Yi
Chou : a district, Yi Hsien, was also created therein afterwards, as centre
of the Chou. The changes are rung several times, under the same and the

T'ang dynasties, between the names Yi Chou and Shang-ku Chiin. The
city was twice taken by the Liao or Ch'i-tan Tartars, who had there the Kao-
yang Chiin. It went over again to the Sung emperors (ii2o),who conferred
on it the title of Wu-sui Chiin. The Chin Tartars connected it with their

Lu of Chung- tu. The Mongols suppressed the Chi Hsien ; after which Ogo-
tai, in 1240, connected the Yi Chou to the Shun-t'ien Fu. The Yi Hsien was
re-established, in 1266, at the seat of the Yi Chou, placed in 1273 in the de-

pendency of the Lu of Ta-tu (Peking), and afterwards of the Lu of Pao-ting.

The district finally disappeared under the Ming family : Yi Chou was then
made dependent on the Fu of Pao-ting. The Maiichu dynasty raised it

(1733) to the rank of an independent department.

The road followed by the Imperial funeral procession on the

way to the Hsi-ling, here becomes double ; the principal road

turns S. of Yi Chou, passes by the » P'ai-lou «, the portico of Shen-

shih Shan which precedes the true entrance gate of the Hsi-ling,

the " Grand Red Portico ", Ta-hang Men ; to the N. of the latter

are the two imposing tombs T'ai-ling and Ch'ang-ling.

The tourist alights at Liang-ko Chuang station (27 miles from

Kao-pei-tien) ; the Hsi-ling are reached by the Eastern gate Tung-

k'ou-tzu Men, following a route about 5 miles along the banks

of the river (a short cut is sometimes taken). Guard-houses are

to be met with all along the route, allotted to the troops, guard-

ians of particular tombs, ceremonial staff, war, finance, works

and home department employees.

Ritual ceremonies regularly take place at the tombs : on

the anniversary of the death of the occupier, on the 1st and
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15tli of uuch jiioou, aiitl at Uic fetes of tho seasuiis (in llie 2ik1,

7th, 11th and 12lh moon).

After entering the gateway thruiigii a Ijattlcniented wall, we
come to the ya-men of the Manchu general, who is the guardian
of the Hsi-ling.

' Itis a pleasant surpriso to find oneself in a " real park, laid-out with that
deep feeling for the picturesque, the secret of which has been so well kept
by Chinese landscape-gardeners. Certain parts, covered with clumps of tall,

carefully aligned trees, recall the majestic perspective of the park of Ver-
sailles

;
other corners, more irregular, resemble in some respects the forest

of Fontainebleau.

" Numerous paved walks, mountain paths carefully kept up, brooks wind-
ing at their own sweet will among the tall grass or, canal-like, walled in
with stone near the tombs, cross the hills and dales ; fir woods, planted by
human agency, alone remind us that we are at a spot consecrated to the dead.

i "
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Madrolle s Guides George Huri

" Marble bridges with large flagstones fastened together witl. dovetailed

clamps of iron, broad foot-bridges of grey stone flung across the stream's,

numerous wells with marble heads, bricked 6 ft. down, many a keeper's

lodge scattered here and there, enlivens the scene and completes, in a charming

manuer the impression of being in an English garden.
" At intervals stand tall stelcE of white marble bearing the following

notice : « All men and mandarins must alight from their horses at this point,

»

This intimation is written in Chinese, Manchu and Mongol.
" It is forbidden, under the most severe punishment, to cut wood in the

park or even to do any gardening whatever, which in this consecrated soil

is considered at once a sacrilege and a crime of lese-majeste. It follows that

the keepers of tlie tombs, shut up in veritable barracks, without field or
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garden, are obliged to get their sustenance from outside and obtain every

thing, even the most trifling article, from the mandarins in command over

them. " (fonssagrives).

These tombs, enclosed by a containing wall of nearly 20 miles

in circuit, occupy an amphitheatre backing on to the Ilsi-shan.

This impressive and picturesque park is about G miles across

from E. to W. between the Tung-k'ou-tzu Men and the ruined

pagoda of T'ai-ning Szii of the Ming period. It was laid out und-

er the Emperor Yung-cheng (1723-1735) who chose this site for

his burial-place, a site which several of his Manchu successor.*

prefer to the Tung-ling ; but there, as here, the general plan and

the ceremonies which are accomplished show clearly an imitation

of the tombs and rites of the Ming period.

The emperors buried here are those of the reigns Yung-cheng, Chia-ch'ing,

Tao-kuang and, extra mures, Kuang-hsu. The other Ch'ing sovereigns are

interred at the Tung-ling, to the E. of Peking ; their ancestors lie in Man-
churian soil.

The Yung-cheng Group :

The T'AI-LING is on the continuation of the Ta-hung Men.

It is the burial-place of Shih-tsung Hsien-huang-ti of the nien-hao

Yung-cheng (1723-1735).

The emperor received, in 1725, an embassy from Pope Bene-

dict XIII, signed the Treaty of Kiachta with the Russians in

1728, and by his edict of the 20th August 1732, expelled the mis-

sionaries from Imperial territory.

The empresSj Hsiao-ching Hsien-huang-hou, mother of Chia-

ch'ing, and Tun-su Huang-kuei-fei lie in this cemetery.

The " Road of the Spirit ", Ijordered with statues of fearsome

beasts and of Mandarins, recalling the triumphal routes of the

tombs of the T'ang, Sung and Ming, leads to the T'ai-ling mau-

soleum.

The Lung-feng Men, « Portico of the Phoenix and Dragons »,

is shut off by gates. After crossing a triple bridge we come out

on a paved road on which stands a pavilion with a double roof

of yellow tiles, containing a stela. On the r. is an enclosure with

a red wall, the Sheng-Ving, where the animals to be sacrificed as

burnt offerings are prepared.

The building is entered via a fore-court, flanked by out-buildings.

Opposite, a portico, pierced with three double gates painted

red, is reached by a flight of steps and ten stairs.

On emerging we are in the central court. At the sides are large
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copper vats and ovens fur tlic sacrifice, raised Ijuildings coming rioxl.

Further on, the ^ Palace of Benefaction of the Imperial Spirits >,

the Temple of Yung-chcng, surrounded by a promenade with

balustrade of white marble. It is

reached by a terrace, from which

run flights of steps stairs the prin-

cipal one being divided by a great

flagstone on which are carved a dra-

gon and a phoenix. On the terrace,

two large perfume-burners, two cra-

nes and two stags.

Three doors with four leaves open

on this S. facade. Inside, are arran-

ged three raised recesses, preceded

by an altar surmounted by three

thrones of wood lacquered red
;

the central one bears the Imperial

tablet.

The high ceiling is supported by

lacquered columns, 36 in number.

A three-fold door leads to the mort-

uary enclosure planted with Pekin-

ese firs. Passing under a white

marble portico, and leaving behind

THE T'AI-LING the altar with its perfume burners,

Platform. candlesticks and flower vases made
of carved stone, weseach the crene-

lated tower which conceals the tumu-

lus from view.

LE T'AI-LIJMG
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1. Pagodonof
the Stela.

2. Schen g-
t'ing.

3. Portico.

4. Temple.
5. Tower.
6. Tumulus of

the Sepul-
chre.

Buildings.

Staircase.

Sloping flags-

tones(path).

Row of tress. " To inter a dead emperor, the Chinese
cut a piece out of the hillside, as one would
cut a piece out of a giant cake, isolating it

by immense clearings, then surroundi; g
it by crenelated ramparts. It then becomes a massive citadel, and, in the

depth of the earth, they dig the sepulchral vault of whicn but few possess

the secret ; into this is lowered the Emperor, not embalmed, slowly to

fall into decay in a thick cedar coffin covered with gold lacquer. Then the

door is walled-up for ever with a sort of screen of ceramicware, always green

and yellow, with lotus, dragons and clouds in relief Each soveriegn, when
his time comes, is buried and walled-up in the same way, in the midst

of a vast and solitary forest belt.

" We arrive then at this portion of the hillside and this rampart... The
crows, as if guessing what sinister things were being hidden from tliem in
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the heart of this hewn mountain, are grouped liere to assail us with tluir

raucous cries.

" There are, it appears, in this cavern of tlie Sons of Heaven, treasures

of priceless precious stones and metal recklessly piled. Those who are to be
considered authorities in matters Chinese, told our generals that round the

body of one emperor things were to be found enough to pay the war indem-
nity demanded by Europe, and that, besides, the simple threat of violating

any one of the tombs of these ancestors, would have been sufficient to bring
back the Queen Regent and her son to Peking, submissive and accomoda-
ting, ready to grant anything one might ask of tliem. Fortunately for our
Wesitern honour, none of the allies wished to use this means, and so the door
screens of gold and yellow ceramic-ware were not broken down ; the small-

est lotus and the frailest dragon remained intact. Thus far but no farther.

The old emperors, behind their everlasting walls, must all have heard the

bugle blast and roll of drums of the " barbarian " armies marching by
;

but each could fall asleep again in his eternal night, tranquil as before, in

the hollow enjoyment of his fabulous wealth. {Les Derniers jours de Pekin
— The last days of Peking. I'ierre loti) '*.

To the N. of the T'ai-ling are the T'ai-fei-linf,' and the T'ai-

tung-ling.

The T'ai-fci-lins'-, is the burial-place of twenty princesses, all

wives of the enipernr Jung-cheng. The presiding spirit of this

necropolis is that of Ch'un-yi Huang-kuei-fei, mother of Huai

Ch'in-vvang who died at the age of a few months and was buried

at the Huai-ling.

The tombs situated beyond the temple are arranged in three

semi-circles. In the centre of the lirst row, the tomb of Chun-yi,

on her left Chi-fei and Ning-fei, on her right Chien-fei and Mao-

pin.

The T'ai-tung-ling is the burial place of the empress Hsiao

sheng Hsien-huang-hou, wife of Yung-cheng.

By its vast dimensions and the general lines of its plan, this

building greatly resembles the T'ai-ling and the Gh'ang-ling.

Also included in this group are : the Huai-ling, situated to the

W. of the Ch'ang-hsi-ling, the A-ko-ling and the Tuan Ch'in-

wang ling, built outside the walls, near the Imperial tomb

of Kuang-lisii.

These funereal enclosures, made for those youthful progeny of

Yung-cheng who played no part in poHtics, are not kept up and

are falling into ruin.

The Chia-ch'ing Group :

The GH'ANG-LING is reached by the same triumphal route

which leads to the T'ai-Hng and the T'ai-tung-ling. It is the

burial-place of JSn-tsung Jui-huang-ti, whose reigning title was

Chia-ch'ing (1796-1820).
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The em press Ihiao-.iha Jui-liuang-liuu, iiiolhei' of tlie Enipec-

or Tao-kuaag, is buried in the same grave.

The Ch'aiig-fei-liii},' is Uie burial-place reserved for the wives

of the emperor Chia-ch'ing ; 17 tombs, arranged in four rows,

had been built, but only 14 are occupied. The roofs and ornaments

are of green tiles instead of yellow, because none of the princes-

ses buried in the mausoleum bore the title of Empress.

The leading spirit of this temple is Huo-yii Huang-kuei-fei. In

the cemetery, the nearest tomb to this princess is that of Kung-

shun Huang-kuei-fei.

The rhang-hsi-ling is the tomb of Hsia-ho Jui-huang-heou,

Empress of the East, K'ang-tzii Huang-t'ai-hou, wife of Chia-

ch'ing, and mother of Tao-kuang.

The cylindrical tomb is built of grey brick, but its roof is of

yellow tiles. It is based on white marble raised in two terraces.

Included in this group is the Pei Kung-chu ling, built outside

the wall in honour of two little princesses, daughters of Chia-ch'ing.

The Tao-kuang Group :

It will sometimes be found necessary to insist on the guide taking you to

the Mu-ling, 2 miles 5 distant from the pavilion allotted to travellers. The
Chinese prefer to linger over the most insignificant details of the tombs near

the Ya Men.

The MU-LING, somewhat different from the two other Im-

perial monuments, is the burial-place of Hsuan-tsung Ch'eng-

huang-ti of the nien-hao Tao-huang (1820-1850). Near this sove-

reign have been laid the empresses Hsiao-cli'iian, mother of the

Emperor Hsien-feng, Hsiao-shen and Hsiao-mu.

The " Road of the Spirit " is not here bordered with statues ;

it is a fine avenue through a wood and ends, near a marble bridge

with five arches, at the Lung-feng Men portico.

Beyond, is the kiosk with a stela on which is engraved the pos-

thumous and reigning names of the decea.sed emperor.

On the r. is the Sheng-t'ing " Palace of Raw Flesh " for the

preparation of sacrifices.

A triple bridge of marble crosses a canal beyond which is the

fore-court of the building with its keeper's lodges.

Three great doors, painted red, admit to the court of the temple

on whose wall stands out the in.scription « Palace of Distinguished

Benefits ».
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On tliu olluu' side ol' ;i little caiuil, wc eiitei' a court, plant-

ed with trees where is the altar bearing its five ritual articles,

then passing under a « p"ai-lou»; the enclosed grave is reached.

The tomb, circular in shape, is set up on very high terraces and

to this fact is owing the ease with which it can be distinguished

from a distance as one approaches the Mu-ling. This particular

shaped tomb, backing on to a wooded hillside, gives the mausoleum

a more picturesque appearance than the other Imperial monuments.

The Mu-tuni;-ling contains the tombs of the 17 wives of Tao-

kuang.

Leaving the Sheng-t'ing on the r., we cross a marble bridge

flanked by two foot-bridges of grey stone.

On the paved road, guard-houses. A triple gate, painted red,

opens on to the temple court. This building, reached by a terrace,

is dedicated to the spirits of the empresses and Imperial concu-

bines, over whom hovers the shades of Hsiao-ching Ch'eng-

huang-hou ; her tablet is in the central recess. This empress has

also a tomb separated from the common cemetery ; it is reached

by the central door at the bark of the temple.

By the door on the r., we enter the burial-place of the concu-

bines, but a more spacious tomb standing out before us is that

of Chuang-shun Huang-huei-fei, grandmother of the emperor

Kuang-hsii.

The Tung-kung-chu ling, in the S. E. and two miles from the

Mu-ling, is a small tomb in the midst of a wood, raised in hon-

our of the young princess Tuan-shun Ku-Iun Kung-chu, daughter

of the emperor Tao-kuang and the empress Hsiao-shen

Ch'eng-huang-hou.

Kuang-hsii :

The CHIN-HSING-PAO-KAI, built to the E. of the Pei-

k'ou-tzu Men gate and to the N. of the road leading to Liang-

ko-chuang, is the burial-place of the emperor Kuang-hsii, who
died at Peking on the 14th Nov. 1908 and was buried at the be-

ginning of May 1909. This sovereign received the temple name

(miao-hao) " Te-tsung " and the posthumous name" Ching-huang-

ti ; he is therefore to be styled Te-tsung Ching-huang-ti.

The site of the tomb had been chosen in the 13th year of the

T'ung-chih reign (1874) to be the final resting-place of his successor.

The imperial labletis placed in the Lung-an temple, builtinl909.
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12. Ting Chou to Wu-l'ai Shan

Five stages : Cli'ii-yaui;; Hsicn ; Wa-li ; Fu-p'ing Hsien ; Lung-ch'uan

Kuan (to the Great Wall) ; T'ai-hua Chen (Central terrace of the Wu-t'ai

Shan), loo miles.

The road follows a N. W. direction, and at the 7th mile it passes

through the hamlet of Chao and leaves the territory of the Chou

of Ting for that of the Hsien of Ch'ti-yang.

Kao-men-t'un, 9 miles. The hills soon come into view.

18 m., the city of Ch'ii-yang Hsien, a district city of the Chih-

li-chou of Ting Chou.

The city wall is more than 5 h long, has five gates and was
built anew on older foundations during the Cheng-te period (1506

to 1520). In 1651, this enclosure was covered with brick and a

moat was dug.

Originally, the Yi of Ch'ii-yang, in the Chao state, of the " Civil Wars "

time. The Han dynasty established there the Shang-ch'ii-yang Hsien, de-
pendent on the Chiin of Chung-shan. The district was suppressed and re-es-

tablisbed by the Later Wei. The Northern Ch'i changed its name to Ch'ii-

yang and the Sui to Shih-yi, and later on to Heng-yang. The T'ang connec-
ted it with Ting Chou and gave it again the designation of Ch'ii-yang, which
it has preserved ever since (820). The Chin Tartars made the Ch'ii-yang
Hsien dependent on the Fu of Chung-shan. The Mongols created there the
Heng Chou and established in it a high military commandership or Viian-
shuai-fou, and afterwards made it again the Hsien of Ch'ii-yang, in the
dependency of the Chung-shan Fu and later on in that of the Lu of Pao-
ting. At the beginning of the Ming family, it went back to the Ting Cliou.

The Manchu dynasty made it dependent first on the Fu of Cheng-ting and
later (1724), on the Ting Chou again.

At Chang-ho Chen (21 m.) we cross the hills to reach the bed

of the Sha Ho.

Near Chang-cheng Chen (30 m.,) we rejoin the Pao-ting Fu road

(1 1/2 days), through Wan Hsien and T'ang Hsien.

Wa-li " Pottery Hamlet ".

Wang-k'uai Chen (37 m.), a small town of the Hsien of Fu-

p'ing, in a small plain, at a height of 500 ft.

Loess hills are met with, sometimes on limestone, sometimes

on sandstone.

Wang-liu-kou.

Fn-p'ing Hsieu (53 m.), chief town of a district in the prefect-

ure of Cheng-ting Fu.

Was originally a territory of the two districts Ling-shou and Nan-hsing
t'ang, of the Han peri(jd. The Sung dynasty diverted tlierefrom the Pel-
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chai, or " Nortliern fortified village ", which the Chin Tartars made into

the Pei-chou or " Northern Town ", to establish thereafterwards the

Hsien of Fu-p'ing, dependent on the Fu of Cheng-ting. The present dynasty
suppressed this district ia 1659, incorporating it in the Hsien of Ch'ii-yang

and Hsing-yang, and reestablished it, in 1683, in the dependency ot the

Chfing-ting Fu.

Fa-hua-ts'un (56 111.).

We leave the Shu llu lu go u|j the vnlluy along a mountain

stream to Wan-nien-chiao (1.500 ft. high) 63 m.

Lung-ch'uan Kuan (74 miles), 2.450 ft. high, at the foot of the

Pass of Chang-cheng Ling (4.000 ft. high) whose rapid de.scent,

20 li in length, is studded with little Chinese chapels dedicated

to the spirits of the place.

We near the Northern .spurs of the T'ai-hangShan, and cross

the Great Wall which here serves as boundary between the

provinces of Chih-li and Shan-hsi. We soon arrive in the sacred

territories of Wii-t'ai-Shan.

The Temple of Lo-han-ch'iian Szil " of the Arhats Fountain ",

built during the Wan-li period (1573-1620) of the Ming, and staff-

ed by La-ma from Mongolia.

The descent is gradual and leads to the T'ai-lu Szii, a temple

inhabited by Chinese and Mongol monks.

The village of Shih-tsui (85 miles), at an elevation of 3.600 ft.,

is at the junction of the T'ai-shan Ho and Ch'ing-shui Ho.

In the neighbourhood, barley is cultivated and is thre.shed in

primitive style with the flail.

The road re-ascends the valley of the T'ai-shan Ho. The tem-

ples Po-yiin Ssu '" Temple of the White Clouds " (95 miles), Wu-
an Ssu, etc.

We approach theiVan-j'ai " Southern Terrace " aind its temples,

and finally arrive at the small town of T'ai-huai Chen, preced-

ding the Chung-t'ai " Central Terrace " of the VVu-t'ai Shan
" Mountain with five Terraces ", a celebrated place of pilgrimage

for Buddhism, chiefly resorted to by Mongols. A tall white stupa

stands out in bold relief, the 'Pa-yiian ; it is situated at an altitude

of 5.627 ft. at 39° lat. N. and 113° 36" long, E. of Greenwich

(See SH.\N HSI R. 5).

Of the three great pilgrimages of modern China : that of Manjusri to \Vu'
tt'ai Shan, that of Samantabhadra to Mount O-mei, that of Avalokitesvara
fo the Isle of P'u-t'o, the former seems to have been anciently the most
requented. We are told that there stood the stilpa of Asanga, brother of

Vasubandhn ; the Korean Kings of Hsin-le and Kao-li sent embassies
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there and the monk Buddhapalita, of Brahmaic origin, ascended it in 676 ;

the reputation of the sacred mountain was so widespread that the pano-
rama of this favourite haunt of Manjusri was raised in order to be drawn,
about the year 900, thinks M. Pelliot, in one of the Sanctuaries of the Ch'ien-
fo-tung « Grottos of the Thousand Buddhas » at Tun-huang (Kan-su).
The bodhisattva Hanjusrt (in Chinese Man-chu-she-li), which personifies

Supreme Wisdom, Transcendant Science, is the divine protector of the
Wu-t'ai Shan. He appears on each of the 5 " Terraces " under designs of

different colour (red, white, blue, green and yellow) and is flanked by two
lotus, one of which carries a sword and the other holds unfolded the treat-

tises Prajnaparamita. In iconography, the skin of the bodhisattva is saf-

fron colour, the under-garment is red, the shawl is green ; the conventional
seat is a white lion with green mane (or in Thibet, golden yellow), a tai-

and tufts of hair at the knees.
The principal Buddhist divinities of the Manushibuddha and Dhyani-

buddha groups or Bodhisattva and Sakti (feminine faculties of the Tan-
trie deities), etc., are represented in the numerous temples served by a cler-

gy whose members are the servants of this Pantheon and the visible repre-
sentatives of the Saints.

A primitive temple was built under the Han during the Yung-p'ing pe-

riod (58-75), but its site is not known with certainty. The arrival of the
Buddhist images in China dates from 67 A. D. (Emperor Ming-ti).
The 13th Dalai lama, the spiritual chief of the Thibetan neo-buddhism,

stayed at Wu-t'ai Shan in the summer of 1908 ; he was stripped of his tem
porary power by the Chinese in 19 10, after his flight to India.

The valley, narrowed down, is dominated by the peaks of the

Pei-t'ai " Northern Terrace ", 10.042 ft. ; Chung-t'ai " Central

Terrace ", 9.501 ft. ; Tung-Vai " Eastern Terrace " 9.182 ft.,

and Hsi-Vai " Western Terrace " 9.123 ft., whose astronomical

co-ordinates were taken in 1905 by the American scientific ex-

pedition sent by the Carnegie Institution.

i3. Tien-chin (or Tientsin) to Chi-nan Fu.

Work was begun on this on line the 30th January 1908 and the inaugura-
tion of the service on the ist April 1910 over a stretch of 140 miles between
Te Chou (Shan-tung) and Chen-tang Chuang, 5 miles below T'ien-chin

(Concession station), where wharves have been constructed on the banks of

the Hai Ho, the lower course of the Pei Ho.

T'ien-chin. — The track lies alongside the native city. Hsiao-

pei-ying-men.

The railway along the bank of theYiJn Ho and the vast sheet

of water called Ha-ma-wa « Pool of Croaking Frogs ».

Yang-liu-cWing, a fairly large town in the district of T'ien-

chin Hsien, on both banks of the Yiin Ho.

The railway enters the territory of the Ching-hai Hsien and

keeps to the E. of and more or less parallel with the Imperial Canal

called Yiin Ho or Yii Ho, whose course continues beyond the

Blue River to Hang-chou Fu and Ning-po (Che-chiang).
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Liun^-wuii^ ('luiiiii;,% where a branch line, 17 niUes lung, runs

via Kuii-chia-isUin and Fu-chia-ts'un (S. of the concessions of

T'ien-chin) to Chen-tan«: Chiiang' its terminus, 5 miles S. E. of

T'ien-chin, on the Ilai Ho.

Tu-liu-chen, town on the 1. bank of the canal and near San-

chia-tien, « Tricorned Marsh ».

Ching-hai Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture of

T'ien-chin, on the E. bank of the Yun Ho.

A wall 6 li in circumference enclo.ses the city ; it has 3 gates and

a moat 28 ft wide.

Under the Han, territory of the two districts of Chang-wu and
T'ung-p'ing. Was under the Sung, the Wo-k'ou-chai, dependent on the
Ching Chou. The Chin Tartars established the Chiug-hai Hsien in the same
dependency. The Mongol, after a short suppression of the districts

re-constituted it and re-attached it to the Ho-chien Fu (1374). The Man-
chu ynasty placed it in the sphere of the Chou of T'ien-chin (1725) which,
became a Fu in 1731.

Shuang-tang.

Clien-kuan-C un.

T'ang-kuan-Vun, in a bend of the grand canal.

Gross the T'ien Ho, or Ta-ku Ho, the " Canal through the

Marsh " which is 25 miles long and joins up the Yiin Ho to the

lower Hai Ho.

Ma-chang, large walled town in the Ch'ing Hsien district.

14 miles to the \V. is the town of Ta-ch'eng Hsien.

Ch'ing Hsien, a small town situated to the W. of the Granp

Canal, is the chief town of a district in the prefecture of T'ien-

chin. The walls, erected under the Sung (960 to 1279), are 5 li

in extent and entered by three gates ; moat 20 ft. wide. On the

E. side, an important river.side extension.

The Han emperors formed the Hsien of Ts'au-hu within the jurisdiction

of the Chiin of Pu-hai and this district was suppressed by the later

Han and incorporated with the Hsien of Chang-wu. Its territory was
divided, under the Sui, between the two districts of Ch'ang-lu and Lu-
ch'eng. The T'ang formed it into a military district (Chiin) of Ch'ien-

ming. The Liao Tartars conquered it in 936, and converted it into NingCliou
which resumed the name of Ch'ien-ning Chiin under the Chou (959) and
had, at its chief town, a Yung-an Hsien. Suppressed by the Sung, the mili-

tary district was reconstituted, in 982, with a Hsien called Ch'ien-ning.

In 1 108, the Chiin was promoted to the rank of Ch'ing Chou, then to be a

civil Chiin of Ch'ien-ning, with a district of the last name. The Chin
Tartars re-established the Ch'ing Chou, then changed the district

into Ilui-ch'uan Hsien. The Mongol emperor Ogotai, in 1231, made
the Chou into Ch'ing-niiig Fu which resumed the status of Ch'ing Chou in

ijj6. The founder of llie Ming dynasty suppressed the district and Cl.ou
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which he replaced, in 1374, by the present Ch'ing Hsien, first attached

to the Ho-chien Fii, then, in 1725, to tlie Chou and, in 1731, to the Fu of

T'ieu-chin.

Hsing-chi, luwii on lliu Yiiii IIu.

Kao-kuan-thin, in the district of Ts'aiig Cliuu.

95 m. Ts'aiig Chou a department a city dependent on the

T'ien-chin Fu, situated on the E. bank of the Yiin-ho.

The town is surrounded by a rampart 8 li in length, pierced

with 7 gates, and has a moat 40 ft. wide whose construction dates

l)ack to the year 1461.

Under the Ch'in, territory of the Chiin of Shang-ku. The Emperor Kao-ti

of the Han established there, in 202 B. C, the Hsien of Fu-yang, chief

town of the Chiin of Pu-hai, dependent on the Chi-Chou. The Later Han
removed the administration of the Chiin, and Fu-yang Hsien became (487

A. D.) the chief town of a Chiin of Fu-yang ; a Jao-an Hsien was separated

and became chief town of the Ch'ang Chou. The latter, after being suppres-

sed, re-established by the T'ang (618) with Ch'in-ch'ih Hsien as its chief

town. After many vicissitudes, the name of Ch'ang Chou re-appeared under

the Chin Tartars. A dependency of the Ho-chien Fu in the Mongol period,

ihe centre Ch'ing-ch'ih was suppressed by the Ming in 1368. In 1629,

Manchu dynasty made the Ts'ang Chou into a Chi-li-chou or autonom the

department having dependent on it the four Hsien oi Nan-p'i, Yen-shan
Ch'ing-yiian and Tung-kuang. Two years later, it was placed within the Fu
of T'ien-chin.

In the interior of the « old town » of Ts'ang Chou stands the

K'ai-yiian Ssu » Buddhist monastery of the Beginning of the

world ». This temple contains an iron statue of a lion 17 ft. high

and 16 ft. long ; it is related that it was founded, in the time of

the Emperor Shih-tsung (954-959) of the Chou dynasty, by a

man who had a misdemeanour to wipe out and whose redemption

was this work. The monastery is now abandoned and the lion has

been very badly damaged.

IN THK NEiiiHBOUKHOOD : 3 li N. of the wall of Ts'ang Chou is the

Shui-yueh Ssu « Buddhist monastery of the moon reflected in water ».

It was founded in the Kuang-shun years (951-953) of the Northern Chou,
or perhaps, as is claimed by others, in the Mongol period. In 1445, under

the Ming, a « Pavilion of a Thousand Buddhas », Ch'ien Fo ko, was built

there, and during the years Chia-ching (1522-1566), three great statues of

Buddha were founded and placed within this building.

.At the time of the Kingdom of Yen, there were, in the neighbourhood of

Ts'ang Chou, an administrative city called Chang-Hi, and 17 li N. E., a

town called Yen-liu « Place where (the Prince of) Yen had stopped. »

45 miles to the W., the prefecture of Ho-chien Fu.

Chuan-ho, on the W. bank of the canal.

Feng-chia-k'oii, in the district of Nan-p'i Hsien.

Hsueh-chia-(vu.
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Pit-t'ou, a lar^e lowu uii Ihc banks uf llic Yitii llu, slalioii for

Nan-p'i Hsieii 5 iiiiles. .">. E.

In the W., Chiao-ho Hsicii i8 miles, and Hsicn Hsicn 28 miles.

The Nan-p'i Hsien, a little district city in the prefecture of T'ien-

chin, is enclosed by a wall 23,000 Chinese fet in length ; its emplacement
was altered under the Ming in 1614. It has four gates.

Nan-p'i is the birth-place of the celebrated statesman and scholar Chang
Chih-tung (1835-1910).

The Nan-p'i Hsien was a creation of the Ch'in. The Hm attached it to

the Pu-hai Chiia whose administration was transferrea to it under the later

Han. The Later Wei changed the name of the Chiin to Ts'ang-shui, then
adopted the old name again. The seat of the prefecture passed, under the

Eastern Wei, to Tung-kuang. The Sui once more made the Nan-p'i Hsien
a dependency of the Pu-hai Chiin and the T'ang (631) turned it over first to

the Kuan Chou, then to the Ts'ang Chou and Ching Chou. The Chou, Sung,
Chin, Mongols and Ming kept it a dependency of the Ts'ang Chou. The Man-
chu dynasty attached it first to the Fu ot Ho-chien, then iu 1729 to the

Ts'ang Chou and finally {1731) to the Fu of T'ien-chin.

Nan-hsia K'ou, in the district of Tung-kuang.

Tuug-kuang Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture

of Ho-chien Fu, situated a mile from the E. bank of the Yun
Ho. Its river port is Ma-t'ou. The ancient earthern rampart of

Tung-kuang Hsien had a perimeter of more than 3 li. A brick wall

6 li in circumference was substituted for it in 1638 ; it has four

gates and is surrounded by a moat 30 ft wide. Birth-place of

Chang Pang-ch'angj a statesman under the Chin Tartars, died

about A. D. 1130.

The Han established the Tung-kuang Hsien as a dependency of the Chiin

of Pu-hai, whose seat was afterwards transferred to it by the Eastern Wei.
The Sui suppressed the Chiin, then created a Kuan Chou in the same admin-
istrative centre (589). After several administrative changes, Tung-kuang
Hsien became, at the end of the T'ang dynasty {908), the seat of the Ching
Chou which was suppressed and then reestablished by the Chin Tartars,

who returned soon afterwards to the name of Kuan Chou. The Mongols
substituted for this the former style of Ching Chou, then (1265) removed
the Chou. The district of Tung-kuang, attached by the Ming to the

Ching Chou, was placed by the Manchu dynasty within the sphere of the

Ho-chien Fu, then in that of the Ts'ang Chou (1729) and again, in 1731,

in the Fu of Ho-chien.

Lien-chen, a large town on the canal, dependent on the Wu-
ch'iao Hsien.

20 m. N. W., Tu-ch'eng Hsien.

An-ling, last station in the province of Chih-li, serves the lit-

tle town of Ching Chou which is situated 7 miles 5 to the W,

129 m., Sang-yuau « Town of mulberry gardens », is a large

walled agglomeration of the dt'partment of Te Chnu in the
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province of Shan-tung; it is the ancient district of An-Iing,

which was dependent on Ching Chou.

6 m. 50, to the E., the town of Wu-ch'iao Hsien (province of Chih-li

This district city has a wall more than 4 li in length with four gates. An
earlier wall was restored in 1437 ; one of brick was substituted in 1638.

A Chen, or town, of Wu-ch'iao existed in the dependency of the district

of Ts'iang-ling at the time of the Chin domination. This Tartar

dynasty raised it to the status of Hsien, with the same name, and attached

it to Ching Chou. This state of affairs was not modified by the Mongols or

Ming, but the Manchu dynasty attached Wu-ch'iao Hsien to the prefecture

of Ho-chien.

141 m., Te Chou an important town half a mile from the Yiin

Ho, is the chief centre of a district in the prefecture of Chi-nan

Fu (Shan-tung). Two walls surround the city : the inner one,

built during the Ilung-wu years (1368 to 1398), more than 10 li in

extent, with five gates and a moat 50 ft. wide, the outer one,

erected in 1511, more than 20 li in circumference.

At the period of the « Tribute of Yii », the region of the Yen Chou, the

ancient country of Ko, or of the Ko people. The Han dynasty founded there

Ko Hsien as a dependency of the Chiin of P'ing-yiian ; then, under the

Later Wei, of the Pu-hai Chiin and An-te Chiin. The district, suppres-

sed by the Northern Ch'i, was re-placed by that of Kuang-ch'uan, under
the Sui (5S6), which then tooli the name of Ch'ang-ho and was, under the

T'ang, dependent on the neighbouring Te Chou. The Ch'ang-ho Hsien was,

at the " Five Dynasty » period, suppressed and incorporated with
Ch'ang-ho Hiien, then became under the Sung the seat of the latter

district The Cliin Tartars re-placed it in the sphere of the Ching Cliou

and the Mongol emperor Mangu, in 1253, raised it to the rank of Ling Chou,
in the Lu of Ho-chien. The first Ming emperor reduced it to a district de-

pendent on the Fu of Chi-nan. In 1409, the town of Ling Hsien took the
name of Te Chou and the former Te Chou became Ling Hsien ; this exchange
of names still holds good.

\ very curious necrnlogical monument is pointed out 2 li N. of Te Chou-
It is the tomb of a Kiog of Sulu, in Malaysia, who died on his way to pay
a visit to the Court of the Ming emperor Yiing-16, in 1417, and was buried

there. Envoys from the Milay States having come to Peking in the XVllI th.

c, reparations were made to the tomb at their request, by order of the

emperor Yung-cheng.
10 miles S. W., Ku-ch'eng Hsien (Chih-li), on the Northern bank of Vhe

Nan-yiin-ho.

Huang-ho-yen. — Li-chia-Miao, on the r. bank of the Ma-chia

Ho, serving the town of Ling Hsien some 12 miles to theW.

P'in^-yiian Hsien is a sub-prefecture of Chi-nan Fu and is

situated 4 miles 50 E. of the river Ma-chia Ho. The city is enclos-

ed by a wail more than 5 li in extent, with four gates, and sur-

rounded by a moat 20 ft. wide. The wall, which existed under

the Mongol, was faced with brick in the Wan-li reign (1 572-1 G20).

Birth-place of Tung-lanh So (born 100 B. C), a taoist ; Ni
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lleng (A. L). Il'" c), a magistrate ; Liu Msii (died A. i). 518),

a buddhisl ; Liu Hstin (died A. D. 521), a liistorian.

A territory shared, at the n Civil War » period, by the principalities of

Ch'i and Chao, P'ing-yiian Yi became, under the Han, P'iug-yiian Hsien,
seat of a P'ing-yiian Chiin, dependent on Ch'ing Chou, then on Chi Chou.
The two districts were suppressed by the later Wei. The district

re-established in 497, was placed by the Sui in the sphere of a new Chiin
of P'ing-yiian and, by the T'ang, in that of Te Chou, where it remained until

the advent of the Manchu dynasty. The latter has attached it to the Fu of

Chi-nan.

IN THE NKIGHlJOUnilOOD :

9 m. W., En Hsien, in the prefecture of Tung-ch'ang Fu.

6 m., S. W., a ford formerly called Chang-kung-tu « Passage of the Lord
Chang ». It was here that Han Hsin defeated Tien Tan. More recently,

Shih-huang-ti, when visiting the Northern part of his dominions, crossed
the Ma-chia Ho at this spot and fell ill ; he died shortly after on the 22rd

July 210 B. C.

Leaving the iiills of Ping-yiian Ling, the line enters the ter-

ritory of the district of Yu-ch'eng Hsien.

Chang-chuang. — Passage of the T'u-hai Ho.

Yii-ch'eng Hsien, important town, administrative centre of

the prefecture of Chi-nan Fu, half-a-mile from the Southern ban-

of the T'u-hai Ho. An ancient earth rampart more than 9 U in

length, with four gates and a moat, was replaced in 1766 byak

brick wall.

At the time of the « Ch'un-ch'iu » or « Spring and Autumn » period,

territory of the two Yi of Ch'i-kao and T'ang-yiian. The Han established

the two Hsien of Kao-t'ang and Yiiau, dependent on the Chiin of P'ing-

yiian, which were successively suppressed by the Later Wei and the Chin
Tartars. The T'ang transferred the Chu-a Hsien to the seat of the present

district and made it a dependency of the Ch'i Chou, then gave it the

name of Yii-ch'eng (742). This district was dependent on the Ts'ao Chou
under the Mongols and has been since 1387 a part of the Fu of Chi-nan.

24 m., W., Kao-t'ang listen, in the prefecture of Tung-ch'ang Fu.

Yen-ch'eng, in the district of Ch'i-ho Hsien.

ID m., S., the city of C'l'i-ho Hsien, oa the 1. bank of the Yellow River,

San-tzii-tien.

Chiao-shan, near the N. dykes which protect the country

from the flooding of the Huang Ho.

Cross the Yellow River by a handsome iron bridge.

Lo-h'ou, river port of Chi-nan Fu, on the S. bank of the

Huang ho.

Chi-nan Fu, capital of the province of Shan-tung {See SH.W-

TUNG R. 4). The Une continues to the S. for P'u-k'ou (Nan-

king) ; brand) to the S. E. h>r Ch"ing-tao. .Ts'ing-lao).
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Shan-tuns « Mountainous East », is the most Easterly part of the Em-
pire.

Its boundaries are : N., the gulf and province of Chih-li ; W., the Ho-

iiau ; S., the Chiang-nan ; E., the Yellow Sea.

Area : 93,500 sq. miles.

Population : 33,100,000 inhabitants, 138 per sq. mile.

Budget : The receipts are 11,311,699 Hk. Ta€ls as against 10,525,928 Hk.

Taels expenditure (1909).

Administrative Divisions : The province comprises 4 iao whose seats are

at Lai-chou Fu, Chi-nan Fu, Te-chou and Yen-chou Fu. There are lo Fu
(pr^'fectures), 3 Chih-li-chou (autonomous departments), and 104 departments

or districts {7 Chou and 97 Hsien).

Capital : Chi-nan Fu.

Open Ports : Chih -fou, Chou-ts'un, Wei Hsien, Chi-nan Fu. — Ch'ing-tao

and Wei-hai-wei.

Geography : A mountain range, surrounded by plains of alluvial soil,

has as its principal peak the sacred mountain of T'ai-shan. The rock is

composed of gneiss with carboniferous limestone ; seams of basalt.

The Yellow River bounds the plain to the N., whilst on the E. a series of

lakes is indicative of an ancient maritime depression which made Shan-tung

an island after it was separated from Manchuria.

The crops principally grown are, wheat, barley, millet, rice, maize, sor-

ghum, peas, cotton, hemp, poppies ; apples, peaches, pears, apricots, plums,

grapes.

It is famous for both cultivated and wild silk.

Northern China. 12.
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Thu populatiou is most dense in the fertile plains.

The natives of the Chi-nan Fu region have the same characteristics as those

in the neighbourhood of T'ien-chin. The average measurements which Mr.

Madrolle made in 1908 on 30 subjects, gave : cephalic inde.K, 82.15 (sub-

brachycephal), nasal index 71.9 (mesorhinian weak).

i, Wei-hai-wei. Chih-fou.

Seen from the sea, the coasts of Shan-tung are sandy and

bare ; the wretched looking country appears deserted and

yet the interior is very thickly populated, especially in the culti-

vated plain.

Leaving, on the horizon, a German port, Gh'ing-tao (.See R. 2),

dominated on the N. by the heights of Lao-shan, we approach

the Bay of Jung-ch'6ng and the promontor^ of Shan-tung, on

which stands a light-house built in 1883. This light, with two-

minute eclipses, is visible in normal weather at a distance of

16 miles.

At the foot of this light-house the German gun-boat litis was lost with
the greater part of her crew on the 23nd July 1896. The typhoon swallowed
up 77 men out of 88. In July 1900, the Japanese torpedo boat Niji sank
not far from here.

Quite near the light-house, the bodies of 26 sailors from the lUis were
recovereH and buried in a cemetery laid out e.xpressly. It is enclosed with
granite walls ; its gate is of wrought-iron, made at Berlin, and surmounted
by the Imperial German Eagle. In the centre of the cemetery stands a por-

phyry column 21 ft. high.

Jung-eh'eng Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture of Teng-cbou

Fu, is built on a narrow bank of sand Joined to the mainland by a penin-

sula called Wei-tung Shan, at the Northern extremity of which is the light-

house of Cape Ch'eng-shan-t'ou.

It was in the Bay of Jung-ch'eng that the Japanese landed (January

1895) to attack Wei-hai-wei, then occupied by the Chinese.

Wei-liai->vd is a harbour on the N. coast of Shantung, pro-

tected by the islet of Liu-kung-tao. It is a free port, situated

37030" lat. N. and 122»10' long. E. of Greenwich.

Hotels : Kind's H. — Clark's Island H., and Clark's Mainland H.

Places of Worshi}) : St fose/yh's, church of the French Franciscan Mission.
—

• St John's a Protestant church.

The Chinese, at a great expense, had made Wei-hai-wei a military port.

During the war of 1894-5, the 3rd Japanese brigade under Marshall Oyama
having landed in the E. at Jung-Ch'eng Hsien, had soon reached Wei-hai-

wei by land. The combined attack by the Japanese army and fleet began

on the 29th January and concluded on the 15th February by the capitu-

lation of the Chinese city and fleet, .\dmira! Ting, who was in command of

the military forces, would not survive this ill-starred campaign and com-

mitted suicide. Japan retained possession of this town unlil the completion
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of payiuciil of tin; Cliiucsc war iudcmnity (iHyS), and llicu liaiidcd the pace

over to the English, who had just obtained its concession from tlie Chinese

Government. This concession took place oficially on the 24th May 1898.

The territory conceded comprises 10 miles round the bay ; it contains

330 hamlets and 123,750 inhabitants.

The most important anchorage is Port Edward. The English

commissioner lives in the Isle of Liu-kung Tao ; his assistant

resides on the mainland at Ma-t'ou.

The receipts of the territory in 1907 amounted to 80,331 dols.

as against an expenditure of 173,340 dols.

In the neighbourhood, are numerous hot springs to the S. of the English
territory : Ch'ih-li-t'ang, less than 3 miles S. of Wen-teng Hsien ; its tem-
perature is very high. Sun^-hua-t'ang, 12 miles E. of Ning-hai Chou. Wei-
hai. Sung-lsiing, in the bed of a stream, etc.

Steamboats coast off these shores and keep close to the Island

of K'ung-t'ung. The N. E. of this island is crowned by a light-

house, raised in 1687 ; its S. W. part is called the « French

Island ». France occupied it from 1860 to 1874 ; its flag still

flies there, France being responsible for the upkeep of a ceme-

tpry.

On the mainland opposite, at the E. extremity of the beach

of Chih-fou, is a fort in which is a Chinese school installed by and

for the Ministry of War.

\\'ar vessels must come to anchor at Chih-fou-tao, 3 miles from the port ;

trailing vessels keep to the roadstead near the headland of Yen-t'ai.

CHIH-FOU

Hotels : Astor House H. — Beach H., with terrace on the beach, from

4 dols., tiffin i dol. — Sea View H., facing the sea.

SaD-pan : 10 cents each person as far as the roadstead.

Post Offices : English ; French ; German (cable to Ch'ing-tao ; telephone) ;

Russian ; Chinese (telegraph) and Japanese (cable to Dairen).

Consulates : Great Britain ; Austria ; Belgium ; France ; Germany ;

Japan ; Russian ; Sweden.

Banks : Yokohama Specie B. — Russo-Asiatic (Smith's).

Places of Worship : Catholic, St Mary's, the cathedral (Mass on Sunday
at 7 A. M. and 9.30). — Protestant, on the front.

School : St-Louis (St. Lewis).

Hospital : H. General (30 beds).

Chih-fou, or Chih-fu, is, strictly speaking, the name of the penin-

sula situated to the N. of the Chinese City and of the foreign esta-

blishments grouped around the hill of Yen-t'ai " Smoking Ter-

race ", surmounted by a former kiosk or observatory now a

lighthouse.
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Chih-lou is a pleasant walering-place, with a European quarter,

extending along a fine sandy beach. The port was opened to

foreign commerce in March 1863, under the provisions of the

English and French treaties of T'ien-chin made in 1858. Its trade

amounts to 31,000,000 Hk. Taels (1910).
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Tlie French fleet made Chih-fou its base during the campaign of i860,

whilst the English operated in the Bay of Ta-lien-wan.

In 1895, the Chinese and Japanese signed, in this town, the armistice which

was sooa followed by the Treaty of Shimonoseki.

Chih-fou is situated 27''33" lat. N. and 12l''25" long. E. of

Greenwich ; its population is 64,157 (42,800 men, 21,357 women)
of whom 400 are Europeans (1910).

The European quarter is not self-governing as in other open

ports ; it is grouped around the high headland which overlooks

the anchorage. On thi.s height is the semaphore of the Giuuese
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Custuius, around wliich are a few consulates. Chih-fou is the seat

of the « Vicariat of Eastern Shan-tung » carried on by French

Franciscans.

Tliis mission nuinbers : a bishop, 25 European priests 5 Chinese prea-
chers and 9,031 native converts {1909).

On the hills in the interior grows a dwarf oak on the leaves of which are
fed the silk-worms which produce the pongee, or shantung silk of world-
wide fame. On the higher ground are situated pines, willows, etc.

On the promontory of Chih-fou rise a hill of the same name and Mount
Ch'eng. These are two celebrated peaks on which sacrifices to the Mountains
were offered, as well as to the Great Rivers and the Eight Deities. The em-
peror Shih-huang-ti, who travelled along the coast of P'o-hai (Gulf of Chih-
liK visited these heights, in 219 B. C, and came back to Chih-fou the follow
wing year (218).

Fu-shail ilsien, district of the Teng-chou Fu, is situated 12 miles S. W.
of Chih-fou.

The walls of the city have a length of 2 li. Three gates give access through

them. The moat is 8 feet large. Repairing of the walls is first mentioned in

1371.

The Han dynasty created the Mou-p'ing Hsien in the dependency of the
Chiin of Tung-lai. This district was suppressed at the commencement of
the Chin dynasty, then reestablished by the same family and preserved
by the Sung emperors of the Liu house. It became, under the Later Wei,
the head place of the Tung-mou Chlin, which was suppressed by the Nor-
thern Ch'i. Under the Sui dynasty, the Hsien depended again on the Tung-
lai Chiin. In \. D. 621, the T'ang emperors established the Mou-chou, hav-
ing its seat in this city, and suppressed it in 625. The district itself disap-
peared at the beginning of the Chen-kuan period (627 to 649) and was uni-
ted to the territory of the Hsien of P'eng-lai. During the second year T'ien-
hui (11 24) of the Chin Tartars, Liu YU detached from it the Fu-shan Hsien,
dependent on the Teng Chou, which became, under the Ming house, the Teng-
chou Fu. This is still maintained.

2. Ch'ing-tao (Tsing-tao) (Chaio Chou)
The Bay of Chiao-chou (the German Kiau-tschau), was occupied on the

14th November 1897 by the Far-East German naval division, following
upon the massacre of two German missionaries in the province of Shan-
tung. China was forced, by the agreement of the 6th March 1898, to accept
the foreign occupation. The concession, nominally for a term of 99 years,

comprises 313 sq. miles of territory, protected by a neutral zone of 30 miles
radius. Germany has since extended her sphere of political and economic
influence over the whole Shan-tung province, save the region neighbouring
the English territory of Wei-hai-wei.
The Bay of Chiao-chou is large and well sheltered, but part of the sea of

its coast is ice-bound in the depth of winter, from December to March. Tlie
entrance is distinguished from the open sea by the light-house on the Island
of Cha-lien-tao ; soon there comes into view, on the larboard, the ramifi-
cations of the famous heights of Lang-yeb, a favourite resort of the Ch'in
emperor Shih-huang-ti (Ilird c. B. C), whilst to starboard stand out the
foot-hills of the Lao Shan (3,700 ft.), \Vu Shan or Kaisersthul (1,250 ft.)

and Fu Shan or Prinz Heinrich Berge (1,100 ft.).

\V. of the entrance, some 14 miles, Ta-mo Shan (2,200 ft.). The hills curve
in towards the mouth of the harbour and form the promontory of Tang-tao,
which is terminated by Cape Jaschke and has its highest point Sou It.,
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Eiiteiiiig the bay, after leaving on the port-side llie Island of Huaug-tao,
the steamer passes before Ch'iag-tao, the town and port being on the inner

bay beyond the light-house.

ilotels : H. Prinz Heinrich, Willielni Strasse
; 40 rooms, from 7 to 8

dols. per day. — 'H. Strand (Kurhaus), near the beach, 30 rooms, from 8 to

12 dols. per day ; closed during the winter. — H. Central, 30 beds, from 5 to

6 dols. per day. — H. sur Eiche, Tirpitz Strasse, 4 dols. per day. — Familicn

Pension Luther, Hohenlohe Strasse, 6 dols. per day. — H. Kiautschau, Frif

-

derich Strasse.

Restaurants : F. Voigt, Friederich Strasse. — Haasse, same street. —
Ziim deutschen Hause, Shan-tung Strasse. — Lehmann, same street. — Bahn-

restaurant, at the station.

A'ebicles : i dol. the i st hour, and an additional payment of 60 cents for

each consecutive hour ; 6 dols. per day on week-days, 8 dols. on Sundays.

Rickshaws : The are two classes of sedan-chairs, drawn by coolies.

Post, Telegram, Telephone and Cablegram Office : Albert Strasse. Letter

to Germany, 4 cents ; abroad, 10 cents. Telegram to Germany, 2 dols. 25 a

word. Cables to Shang-hai and Chih-fou.

Ranks ; Deutsch- Asiatische B., Wilhelm Strasse, open from 9 a. m. to

noon and from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m. ; Saturdays from 9 a. m. to i p. m. —
Hongkong Shanghai B. C. (correspondant : Arnhold-Karberg).

C3ina;e : There is no gold coin ; business is done by means of Mexican

djUars, silver coins whose value differs from day to day. The Deutsch- Asia-

tische B. issues I, 5, 10, 20 and 50 dollar bank-notes.

Consulate : United States.

Rooksellers : /. G. Walther, Friederich Strasse. — E. Rose, same streect

— V. Roehr (also publisher), same street.

.Newspaper : Tstngtauer Neueste Nachrechten, Irene Strasse.

Railvva.v : From Ch'ing-tao to Chi-nan Fu, througli wliicli runs the line

from Nanking to T'ien-chin.

Navigation : A regular service to Shang-hai. — To T'ien-chin every 5 days.

Cli'iug-tao (in German, Ts'ing-tau) is the capital of the German
concession on the Bay of Chiao-chou, situated 36004 ' lat. N.

120°18' long. E. of Greenwich.

It is a new town (1898) with well planned streets, lighted by

electricity, divided into business, working-class and Chinese

quarters, and provided with a long and deep trading port ; its

beach is frequented in summer by the foreign colony from T'ien-

chin and Shang-hai.

Ch'ing-tao has a Chinese Custom-house, set up on the 1st July

1899, for the collection of duties on goods entering Chinese terri-

tory. The amount of business, every year increasing, was ia 1910,

42.580,624 Hai-Kuan Taels.
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The pupulatioa ol' the city is 35,441 (1907), of whom 31,509

Chinese, 2,178 soldiers, 1.412 Germans (civilians) and 72 other

Europeans, 261 Japanese, 9 Hindoos.

The lacome of coloay was, in 1898, 3,621,000 marks ; expenditure was

estimated for 1909 at 8,545,000 marks, a falling off from former years. In

1907, the total trade, estimated in marks was 87,977,000 {55,380,000 im-

parts and 32,597,000 etports).

German Garrison. School and University. Observatory. Hospital.

EXCURSIONS

A. — To the light-house of T'uan-tao, situated at the mouth of the bay

to the S. E. of the town (2 miles).

B. — To the Strand Hold (i miles 7 from the jetty) on Augusta Vict-

oria Bay, the sea-bathing station.

Keep along the beach ; on the 1., Taoisl temple recalling that of Tai-ch'ing-

kung, at the Lao Shan, and probably built of the end of the XVIIIth. c. A
Buddhist altar stands there in honour at Kuan-yin. Further on, the ancient

ya-men, residence of the Chinese commander at the military camp ; the first

German governors, Rosendahl and Jaschke also occupied it. Hero, a road

branches off to the barracks on Bismarck Hill, whilst the main road winds

along the beach to the Strand Hotel, neighbouring which are some pretty

villas. — Beyond, the Exercise Grounds of the troops, and barracks of Mount

litis fr.ooo ft.), where a very extensive view may be obtained, 2 miles 5

from Ch'ing-tao.

C. — To the Signal of Diederichs Berg (little more than half-a-mile) by

Bismarck Strasse. Leave on the 1. the Military Hospital and its acacia park.

On Mount Diederich is engraved, in the rock bearing the arms of the German
Empire, an inscription in Chinese characters commemorating the taking of

the bay on the 14th. November 1897. From the summit (330 ft.), very exten-

sive view.

n. — To the Lao Shati, May be made either by railway to Ts'ang-k'ou

{9 miles) and thence to Li-ts'un by road, or leaving Ch'ing-tao tor Li-ts'un

(9 miles) by a good carriage-road passing through Tai-tung-chen.

Li-ts'un « Village of the (family) Li », is the seat of a delegate of the

administration ; chapel, school.

Re-ascend the valley via Ching-l'an and Xan-iung-k'ou, cross the Ch'ang-

s'un Ho and reach the Chu-wu Ho at Hun-ho (19 miles) ; here we are in

the valley which leads to the Lao Shan via Mecklenburg Haus (25 miles),

in a beautiful setting, at a height of 1350 ft., a convalescent home which is

also used by tourists as a hotel (bed, i dol. ; breakfast, 75 cents ; lunch,

I dol. 50 ; dinner, i dol. 75 ; rickshaw as far as Li-ts'un i dol. 50, there and

back 2 dais. ; telephone).

It is from Mecklenburg Haus that the start is made for the climb up the

Lao-ting, a granitic peak of the Lao Shan situated in Chinese territory

(3,400 ft.). It is reached by the little valley of the Pei-sha Ho, the Irene Baude,

built at a height of 2,250 ft., near the Chinese frontier and the mountain

of the 11 Five Fingers ».
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Mecklemburg Haus is also the centre of several other excursioiib luto the

mountains, as well as to the temples of Pei-yun-tung, Hua-yen-an (2 days),

T'ai-cVing-kung, etc.

3. Ch'ing-tao to Chi-nan Fu

246 m. — Railway built between 1899 and 1904 and worked by the « Shan-
tung Eisenbahn Gesellschaft » of Berlin. — Express and ordinary trains

divided into four classes of compartments. It is linked-up, at Chi-nan Fu,

to the T'ien-chin Nanking line.

In 1908, the number of passengers carried was 823,735, of whom 94,059
entered at Chi-nan Fu, 84,055 at Wei Hsien, and 83,855 at Ch'ing-tao. The
total receipts of the German lines of Shan-tung were 4,704,741 marks.

Ch'iag-tao Station. The central station, Kieler Strasse, is at

an altitude of 25 ft.

2 m., Grosser Hafen stop at port.

5 m., Hsi-fang ; depot, work-shops.

The rail-road, after following the Bay of Chiao Chou, crosses

the Li-ts'un Ho.

11 m., Ts'ang-k'ou.

Cross the Pai-sha Ho ; Chinese territory begins on the r. bank

of the river.

15 in., Chao-ts'un Nii-ku-k'ou, named after the small Chinese

port on the Pai-sha Ho. The station is in a vast plain which stret-

ches in a N. E. direction towards Chi -mo Hsien.

E.KCURSION through the valley of the Pei-sha Ho, whose upper course

is dominated by mountains : 9 m., Hua-yilan, and its portico. 2 miles and
beyond Yang'chia on the 1. bank, a stClpa built on a granite hill, i mile, near

Lan-chia, the Tomb of Wang with triumphal avenue and sculptures.

19 m. ChSng-yang.

The city of Chi-mo Hsien, a district city dependent on the

Chou of Chiao, is 11 miles N. E. of the station. — Journey, 1 hr.

on bicycle or 3 hrs. donkey (60 cents).

The containing wall of Chi-mo Hsien has a perimeter of 4 li. It

is traversed by thFee gates and its moat is 20 ft. wide. Repaired

in 1507, it was rebuilt of bricks in 1600.

At the time of the « Civil Wars », a territory of the Yi of Chi-mo, in the

Ch'i state. The Hati dynasty established there the Hsien of Pu-ch'i depend-
ent on the Lang-yeh Chiin and afterwards on the Tung-lai Chiin. The Chin
family located in it the Chiin of Ch'ang-kuang, in A. D. 276, and the Sung
house the Tung-ch'ing Chou, in 468. The Northern Ch'i suppressed the Pu-
ch'i district and the Sui emperors founded the Chi-mo Hsien (596) in the
dependency of the Chiin of Tung-lai. The T'ang dynasty connected it to

the Lai Chou and this state of things was nuintained till the time ot I'lengiz
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Khan who, in 1227, placed the district in the sphere of the Chiao Chou.
Suppressed in 1265, and incorporated in the territories of the two districts

Yeh Hsien and Chiao-shui, it was reinstated a short time after. At the be-

ginning of the Ming dynasty, it was made dependent on the Ch'ing-chou

Fu and later on (1369) on the Chiao Chou. The Manchu dynasty connected
it direcly to the Fu of Lai-chou.

Cross the Shih-chiao Ho, then the Hung-sha Ho.

30 m., Nan-chuang.

The i-ailway leaves the low-lying country and makes a curve

whose central point is at :

34 m., Lan-ts\ui.

36 m., Li-ko-chuang.

Cross the Ta-kuHo, below its confluence with the Yiin-iiangHo,

by a bridge with six 100 ft. spans.

Leave the plain for an undulating country.

41 m., Ta-huang.

46 m., Chiao Chou (Kiau-tschau Germ., ) a department on

which are dependent Kao-mi Hsien and Chi-mo Hsien. The
Germans occupied this town from 1900 to 1906.

Chiao Chou is surrounded by a wall 4 li in circumference, travers-

ed by three gates and supplied with a moat 25 ft. wide. This

rampart was raised at the outset of the Ming dynasty and clad

with bricks in 1375 ; it was repaired and increased during the

Wan-li era (1573 to 1619).

During the « Spring and Autumn » period, Chieh Kingdom and, during
the « Civil Wars », a dependency of that of Ch'i. The Han dynasty created
there the Hsien of Ch'ien-tsou, dependent on the Lang-yeh Chiin. Under
the Later Han, marquisate of Ch'ien-tsou, in the sphere of the Tung-lai
Chiin. Was dependent, under the Chin family, first on the Ch'eng-yang
Chiin, then on the Kao-mi Chiin. The Northern Ch'i established there the
Chiin of P'ing-ch'ang, suppressed by the Sui house and afterwards replaced
(A.D. 596) by a Hsien of Chiao-hsi. This was suppressed by the T'ang em-
perors, in 623, and incorporated in Kao-mi. The Sung dynasty reestablished
the Chiao-hsi Hsien (1088), which was dependent on the Mi Chou. The same
state of affairs was maintained under the Chin Tartars ; but, in Mongol
times, Gengiz Khan founded the Chiao Chou at the seat of the district and
connected it to the Lu of Yih-tu. The Ming family suppressed the Hsien
of Chiao-hsi, incorporating it in the Chou, in the Ch'ing-chou Fu sphere,
and later on, in the Lai-chou Fu (1376). This connection has not been
modified since then.

50 m., Ta-hang.

53 m., Chi-lan-tien.

To the N. of the railway, four groups of earth-works.

57 m., Yao-ku-chuang.

Cross the Chiao Ho by a bridge 310 ft. long ; two spans of 93 ft.

and two of 62 ft.

NoRTHER.N China. 13.
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62 m., Eao-mi Hsien (Kau-mi, Germ.), chief town of a district

in the department of Ghiao Chou, situated in the neutral zone

of 30 miles round the colony of Ch'ing-tao ; it was occupied from

1900 to 1906 by German troops. Birth-place of Chen Hsiian (A.

D. 127-200), a commentator of the Classics.

The walls of Kao-mi Hsien are more than 3 li long ; they are

traversed by four gates and surrounded by a moat 20 ft. wide.

They were already in existence under the Mongol sway and were

repaired at the time of the Ming emperors, in 1523, and several

times since.

At the outset of the Han dynasty, there was founded the Hsien of Kao-
mi, dependent on the Ch'i Kingdom. In the i6th year of Wen-ti (164 B. C),
a Kingdom of Chiao-hsi was severed from it, which made room later on for

a Chiin of the same name. In 73 B. C, it became anew the head place of the

Kao-mi Kingdom, having in its resort the Hsien of Yih-an. The After Han,
in the year 37 of the Christian era, made the two districts dependent on the

Pei-hai Chiin. At the beginning of the Chin family, these two Hsien, con-
nected first to the Chiin of Ch'eng-yang, were later on made over again to a
I Kingdom » of Kao-mi. Incorporated, under the Sung house, in the Pei-

hai, they became, under the After Wei, one the head place of the Kao-mi
Chiin and the other Yih-an Hsien. The Northern Ch'i move the former else-

where and suppress the latter. Under the Sui emperors, depended on the Kao-
mi Chun and, under the T'ang, on the Mi Chou. The latter transferred the

chief place of the district into the walled city of Yih-an (623). The Mongols
make this fresh Kao-mi Hsien dependent on the Chiao Chou. The Ming
house assigned it first to the Ch'ing-chou Fu and afterwards to the Chiao Chou
(1376), which itself was part of the Fu of Lai-chou. The Manchu dynasty
connected it directly to that prefecture.

The railway crosses a vast plain where the construction of the

line has necessitated important embankment and drainage work.

Cotton is cultivated.

71 m., Tsai-chia-chuang.

76 m., Ta-erh-pu. To the S. of the station lies a hill crowned by a

pagoda. 80 m., Chang-ling.

85 m., Tai-pao-chuang, level 179 ft.

90 m., Tso-shan. The line passes round an eminence of the same

name, on which rises a pagoda.

Cross the Wei Ho.

92 m., Huang-chi-pu, at a height of 102 ft.

Cross the Wen Ho, or Yiin Ho, a tributary of the Wei Ho, by a

long bridge with eight spans, 99 ft. each.

95 m., Nan-liu. — We here enter tlie hilly country ; on the r.,

Tai-kung Shan and Chang-ling-kung Shan on which stand temples.

101 m., Ha-ma-Vun. — The line rises slightly to reach a level

of 287 ft.
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107 m., Ckang-lo-yiian with a branch about 2 miles to Fang-

tzu, a very important mining centre situated to the S. of the line.

The German Mining Co. of Shan-tung, formed on the loth. October 1899,

with a capital of 12,000,000 marks, retro-ceded its mines at Mao Shan to

China in December 1900 for 340,000 Hk. Taels, but it works a very exten-

sive coal-bed at Fang-tzS.

These mines contain pockets of inflammable and explosive gas (fire-damp)

which have caused very serious accidents, particularly in August 1907. The

first despatch of coal to Ch'ing-tao was made by rail in October 1902 and

amounted to 150 tons.

The yield was 38,262 tons in 1904, 163,223 tons in 1906, 145,000 in 1907,

250,000 in 1909. The staff consists of 100 Germans and 6,700 Chinese miners

who work the seams by means of pits ; the first has a depth of 740 ft., the

second of 11 60 ft.

The rail runs down to the river Pai-lang Ho.

110 m., Erh-shih-li-pu, walled hamlet. — Nan-t'un, also walled.

Cross the Pai-lang Ho by a bridge of three 99 ft. spans.

115 m., Wei Hsien ; station near the Southern suburb. The city

comprises two large fortified quarters, separated by the Pai-lang

Ho ; 80,000 inhabitants ; it is the residence of a Chih Hsien subor-

dinate to the prefecture of the Lai-chou Fu. Catholic and Pro-

testant (Presbyterian and Baptist) Missions. College. Important

military barracks.

The town was opened in 1906 to foreign trade, in conformity

with the provisions of the Chino-German treaty of 1904. Trade with

Chang-i Hsien in silk ; exports silk stuffs and straw plait, imports

matches, spun goods from Japan, petrol, English and American

cotton goods.

An important collection of antiquities has been got together

by the Chang family and is deserving of a visit by serious students

of China.

The wall surrounding Wei Hsien is more than 9 li long. It has

four gates and is supplied with a moat 20 ft. wide. It was increas-

ed and repaired in 1639, under the Ming dynasty.

The Han emperors created a Hsien of P'ing-shou in the Pei-hai Chiin

influence. The Later Wei made it the seat of the Chiin, which the Northern
Ch'i called Kao-yang and the Sui sovereigns suppressed, to replace it by
a Hsien of Hsia-mi ; they morerover established, in 596, theWeiChou at the

head place of the district. This was suppressed shortly after and the Hsien
took the name of Pei-hai. The Chou, reinstated by the T'ang house (619),

disappeared six years later to be reconstituted by the Sung family, in 965,
and later on suppressed by the founder of the Ming dynasty (1376) and re-

placed by the Wei Hsien. This has lasted till our days, in the dependency
of the Lai-chou Fu.
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A railway is planned to Chih-fou, 141 miles, via Chang-i Hsien and La
chou Fu, whose sea-port is at Tiger Head.

About 6 miles N. of Chang-i Hsien is the somewhat straggling town of

Liu-fang which is, nevertheless, one of the principal centres of the manu-
facture of pongees and cotton goods. Among the silk-producers of China

is the caterpillar of a moth and Family Bombycides order, Attacus Pernyi,

which yields the so-called pongee ; it is a silk-worm which feeds on the Chin-

ese oak found throughout Manchuria and especially in the province of

Shan-tung. Pongee, also known in Europe under the name of « Shan-tung ,

is a fabric remarkable for its solidity and cheapness ; it is highly esteemed

by the Celestials, as well as by foreigners, who utilise it in the making of

summer clothing ; its drawbacks are : an unpleasant smell until it has been

washed several times and its resistance to dye other than black or grey.

121 m., Ta-yii-ho, near the river of the same name.

The railway skirts to the N. the important mountain chain of

the Ta-kuShan.

125 m., Tchu-li-tien.

130 m., Ch'ang-le Hsien, a small walled city, seat of a district

in the Ch'ing-chou Fu.

Ch'ang-le is encircled by a wall 4 li in circumference, traver.'^ed

by four gates and supplied with a ditch 10 feet broad. This rampart

was built of earth at the outset of the Ming dynasty, rebuilt in

466 and faced with brick in 1596.

In olden times, territory of Ying-ch'iu. The Han house established there
the Hsien of Ying-lins;, chief place of the Pei-hai Chiin and afterwards of

the Kingdom of Pei-hai, under the name of Chi Hsien. It was, under ihe
Chin emperors, dependent on the Tung-kuan Chiin, and afterwards on the
Kao-mi Chiin. The After Wei connected it to the Chiin of P'ing-ch'ang. The
district, suppressed under the Northern Ch'i, was reinstated by the Sui
family, in 596, and called Ying-ch'iu ; then, it again disappears in 612, to

be re-established by the T'ang dynasty and suppressed once more, The Sung
house replaces it (965) by the An-jen district, which soon after assumes the

name of Ch'ang-le Hsien, cancelled by the Mongols (1266) and adopted
afresh by the Ming dynasty. The district has remained ever since in the

administration of the Fu of Ch'ing-chou.

Gross the Tan Ho.

134 m., Yao-kou « Grand Canal » is a large town defended by

an earthen rampart.

139 m., Tan-chia-fang.

Cross the Ni Ho.

143 m., Yang-chia-chuang.

In these extensive plains, the railway track is hidden for half

the year by the growth of the crops, wheat, sorghum, millet,

beans, etc., and, as far as the eye can reach, nothing can be seen
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but cultivated fields dotted here and there by groups of human
habitations.

150 m., Ch'ing-cUou Fu, at a height of nearly 300 ft., an ancient

walled city, but in a state of decay, seat of a prefecture divided

into eleven divisions ; residence of the Chih-hsien of the Yih-tu

Hsien. An American Presbyterian mission with school, hospital

and museum. The town is extensive and has a population of

45,000 including a military colony of Manchus.

Between the station and the city proper (about 2 miles), re-

mains of ancient earth-works, numerous villages and a walled

town, Pei-ch'eng.

The Ch'ing-chou Fu walls are more than 12 li long, and are sup-

plied with four gates and a moat 35 ft. wide. Built originally of

earth, they were faced with brick in 1370 and several times increas-

ed under the Ming dynasty.

At the time of the Great Yii, a region of the Ch'ing Chou. Under the Chou
emperors, Kingdom of Ch'i, where Ch'in Shih-huang-ti established, in

221 B. C, the Ch'i Chiin, which became a kingdom of the same name at

the beginning of the Han dynasty. The Ch'i Chiin was again substituted (for

it in the year no before the Christian era and became, four years later,

the Ch'ing Chou. Styled again as a kingdom in A. D. 37, and up to the

Chin period, it was conquered by the Shih family and became again Ch'ing

Chou and Ch'i Chiin in 405. The After Chou had there a Tsung-kuan-fu,

which the Sui suppressed (594). Under the T'ang family, the names Pei-hai

Chiin and Ch'ing Chou are used alternately. The Sung emperors have the

Ch'ing Chou and the Chiin of Pei-hai and the Chin Tartars the Fu of Yih-tu,

which becomes, under the Mongol sway, the Lu of the same name, dependent
on the Mttropolitan Administration or Chung-shu-sheng. The Ming family

re-established the Fu of Ch'ing-chou (1368) and settled thereat the govern-

ment of the new Sban-tung province ; but, eight years later, the head place

of the province was moved to Chi-nan Fu and Ch'ing-chou Fu has been ever

since a mere prefecture.

The city of Ch'ing-chou Fu contains also within its walls the seat of the

district Yih-tu Hsien, whose name dates from the time of the Northern Ch'i.

3 m. from Ching-chou Fu, the temple Ching-lung Ssu charmingly

situated,

154 m., Pu-Vung.

159 m., Chi-ho-tien. — S., a famous pagoda at the Fu-tzQ Shan,

and another near the Kang Shan.

Cross the Tzu Ho by a bridge more than 1,400 ft. long.

163 m., Chang-hsia, serving Hsin-lien and several walled towns

Lin-tzu Hsien is about 5 miles N. E. and near the bed of the Tzu

Ho. It is a very ancient town and a district of the Ch'iag-chou

Fu.
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The city is surrounded by a wall 4 li long, entered by four gates

and protected by a moat 20 ft. wide. This enclosure, built at

the end of the Mongol domination, was covered with brick by

the district magistrate Chiang Feng, during the Ch'eng-hua period

465 to 1487).

Originally, Ying-ch'iu territory. Under the Chou dynasty, Hsien-kung's

feoff in the Ch'i principality and a capital under the name of Lin-tzO. It was
the residence of the royal family Lii and afterwards, in 391 B. C, that

of the Ch'i house, whose princes were offsprings of the T'ien family. In 284

B. C, King Min of Ch'i was deprived of the greater part of his dominions
by the Yen, Ch'in and Ch'u states, and only recovered his capital in 271.

In 221, King Chien surrendered with his army to Shih-huang-ti, who exiled

him to Kung (now Hui Hsien, in Ho-nan) and added this kingdom to his

empire.

The Han dynasty made it the Lin-tzd Hsien, chief town of the Ch'i Chiin

and, later on, of the Ch'ing Chou. Under the Sung and Wei houses, head-
quarters of the Ch'i Chiin, which the Northern Wei transferred to Yih-tu, while

suppressing the Lin-tz\i district. This was reinstated by the Sui emperors

(596) in the dependency of the Chiin of Pei-hai. It depended, under the

T'ang and Sung dynasties, on the Ch'ing Chou ; under the Chin Tartars,

on the Fu of Yih-tu. Suppressed by the Mongols (1343), then reconsti-

tuted by them in the Lu of Yih-tu (1355), it has been, since the Ming family,

dependent on the Ch'ing-chou Fu.

170 m., Chin-ling Chen.

Some 6 m., to the S., a famous pagoda at the ChinShan (1250 ft.).

The mountain situated to the N. of the line contains a vein of

copper (64 %).

173 m., Hu-Vien.

178 m., Chang-t'ien, walled town.— Branch 25 miles to the coal-

mines of Po-shan (See, R. 5).

180 m., Ma-shang, near the walled town.

Cross the Hsiao-fu Ho, 130 ft. altitude.

184 m., Ya-chuang.

191 m., Chou-ts'un, at an altitude of 200 ft., divided into two

unequal portions by the course of the An-ku Ho, forms part of

the district of Ch'aug-shan Hsien and is situated 7 miles to the

N. Important centre for production of raw silk.

Chou-ts'un, in spite of its commercial importance, is from the

official point of view only a « Chen » or guarded town adminis-

tered by a « Hsien-ch'eng » or assistant district magistrate.

It has been open to foreign trade since 1896 and a trading zone

3 li in length and 2 in breath has been fixed outside the wall and

to the N. of the railway.
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4 miles 5 N 01 Chou-ts'uii is Ch'ang-shan Hsien, a little walled-towa

situated at the confluence of the An-ku Ho and Hsiao-fu Ho, chief town of

a district in the prefecture of Chi-nan Fu.

The city is enclosed by a wall 4 li long and supplied with four gates

and a moat 27 ft. wide. It dates back from the Sung epoch when it was

rebuilt in 1608.

In the old Ch'i principality, the Yih of Yii-ling, which the Han dynasty
converted into a Hsien of the same name, dependent on the Chiin of Chi-

nan. The Chin emperors suppressed the district. Under the Sung house, was
Wu-ch'iang Hsien and Kuang-ch'uan Chiia : the latter was suppressed
under the Sui dynasty, who called the district Ch'ang-shan Hsien. This
name has been preserved till the present time. The Ch'ang-shan Hsien has
been dependent on the Fu of Chi-nan since 1379.

10 miles N. \V. of Chou-ts'un and at the foot of the Mo-lmg range, little

walled town of Ch'u-p'ing Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture

of Chi-nan Fu, residence of a Protestant Mission of English Baptists.

The train passes between the An-ching-kung (1,090 ft.) on the

S. and the Pei-yun Shan (2,460 ft.) on the N.

197 m., Ta-ling-chih.

201 m., Wang-ts'un, walled town, the highest point touched by

the line (480 ft.).

206 m., Pu-chi, town surrounded by an earthwork, as are most

of the important towns in this part of the country.

212 m., Ming-shui, walled village in the midst of rice fields.

215 m., cross the Pa-lang Ho at an altitude of 240 ft. with the

Ho-nan Shan (540 ft.) to the N.

219 m., Tsao-yiian-chuang.

At about 221 miles, and less than a mile to the N. of the line,

remains of the ramparts of the ancient P'ing-ling-ch'eng.

Cross several torrents running from the S.

223 m., Lung Shan, market 10 miles from Chang-ch'iu Hsien,

centre of a coal district 11 miles S. and above Pu-ts'un.

€liang-ch'iu Il^ien, a city on the 1. bank of the Pa-lang Ho and chief town
of a district in the prefecture of Chi-nan Fu.

In the neighbourhood, lake Po-yiin n White Clouds », renowned for its fish.

Kn earthern wall surrounds Chang-ch'in. It was built originally to a length

of 6 li, with four gates and a moat 20 feet wide, and was covered with stone

in 1578, under the Ming dynasty.

The Han emperors established the Yang-ch'iu Hsien and the Kuan Hsien
in the dependency of the Chiin of Chi-nan. The former of these two districts

was suppressed by the .\fter Han and the latter by the Chin. The Northern
Ch'i transferred the Kao-t'ang Hsien to the seat of the present Hsien and
the Sui house gave it the name of Chang-ch'iu (596). It was, at the time of

the Mongols, dependent on the Lu of Clii-nan, which has become the Chi-
nan Fu since the Ming family.
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226 m., Shih-li-pu.

230 m., Kuo-tien, 19i) ft. high.

235 m., Wang-shih-yen-chuang, 130 ft. high, overlooked to the

S. by the foot-hills of the Li Shan, whilst to the N. stretch plains

inundulated by the Huang Ho.

237 m., Pa-chien-pu, altitude 110 ft.

241 m., Chi-nan Fu East serves the N. E. suburb of the town

of Chi-nan Fu. Branch 2 1/2 miles to Iluang-t'ai, a riparian port

the canaUsed Ilsiao-ch'ing Ho.

243 m., Chi-nan Fu North-West, near the N. wall of the capital

(altitude 96 ft.). Branch of the line from T'ien-chin. (Tien-tsin).

245 m., Chi-nan-Fu West (alt. 115 ft.). Terminus of the German

line and station of the Chinese railway from T'ien-chin to P'u-

k'ou (Nanking). Near the station is the « Market Ground », deli-

minatedin 1906, when the city of Chi-nan Fu was officially opened

to foreigners in conformity with the Chino-German treaty of

1904. Here reside the consuls and merchants.

4. Chi-nan Fu

Chi-nan Fu « Prefecture to the South of (the river) Chi (now

the Huang Ho) », is situated 3 miles from the r. bank of the Yel-

low River, 36O40" N. lat. and ll^T' E. long, of Greenwich. It

is the capital of the province of Shan-tung and the residence of

a governor, of the tao-Vai of Chi-tung, of the chih-ju of the Chi-nan

Fu, of the chih-hsien of the Li-cK'eng Hsien. 300,000 inhabitants.

Seat of the vicariate apostolic of « Northern Shan-tung «.

The mission numbers a bishop, 27 European preachers, 21 Chinese priests

and 28,672 native christians (1910).

Hotel : Chi-nan Fu H. (Frendel), (20 beds), in Railway Street, 12 min
from the W. Station, and 5 min. from the Chinese City. — English, French
and German spoken ; r. and meals 6 dols. per day ; tea between 4 and
o'clock, 40 cents ; breakfast from 8 to 10, 75 cents ; lunch from i to 2, i

dol 25 ; diner from 7.30 to 9, meals 45 dols. per month ; board 115 to 130
dols.

Rickshaws : 50 cents within the town limits
; 70 to 80 cents outside.

Consniates : Great Britain, Germany.

Ranks : Deutsche Asiatische.

Places ol Wo ship : Catholic cathedral served by Italian Franciscan friars

The ciiy was opened to foreigners by the Chino-German con-

vention of 1904 and a « Commercial Territory » was specially

assigned to them, in 1906, near the Western Station. This conces-
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sion, crossed by fine streets, is 1 miles 5 long and^l mile wide ;

it is joined to the station and the W. gate of the Chinese city by

a broad avenue.

The city walls, originally built of earth, have a length of more

than 12 li, four gates, a moat 50 ft. wide, and were clad with stone

"^Jang-chia

^Tangchia l^shtH^jig^

''luth \ / \ Hswqfkihi

1. West Station

2. t^W Station

IJsst Station.

Madrolle's Guides George Hure.

and bricks in 1371. Above « the Northern gate stands a pavilion

called Hui-po Lou, » of assembled waves ", which the emperor

Ch'ien-Iung ascended, in 1748, in the course of a journey to his

Eastern domains, and which he made the subject of one of his

poems.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yd », region of the Ch'ing Chou and
under the Chou dynasty, a territory of the Ch'i principality. A dependency
of the Ch'i Chiin, under the Ch'in sway. At the outset of the Han family,

Chiin of Chi-nan, which became, in 164 B. C, the « Kingdom » of Chi-nan,

replaced by a fresh Chiia in 155, and re-established later on, to become Chiin
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agaia under the Chin house. This was suppressed by the Sui emperors, who
make it afterwards the Ch'iChiin, which the T'ang dynasty turned into the
Ch'i Chou (A. D. 6r8) and, later on. into the Lin-tzti Chiin (742) to make
room for a new Ch'i Chiin (746) and a new Ch'i Chou (758). A military dis-

trict, called Hsing-te Chiin, under the Sung house, it subsequently became
{1116) the Chi-nan Fu. The Mongols had there the Lu of the same name,
which became a Fu again at the beginning of the Ming dynasty, and has
been the capital of Shan-tung province since 1376.

The city of Chi-nan Fu has within its walls the seat of the Li-cb'eng dis-
trict, whose name dates back built of the Han epoch.

Chi-nan Fu is an important commercial centre and the nature

of the trade done there is favourably influenced by the diversity

of the productions of the country around, namely, rice, spun silk,

taffetas, white and flowered crape. Little shops may be seen in

which cotton is carded, but what the town's people are most proud

of— apart from the natural advantages of the site, its springs and

woods — is the handsome shops where are displayed silk goods

or jewellery which call for the admiration of the passer-by by the

glitter of their imitation stones.

The traffic causes great congestion in some of the streets of scanty

width, whilst solitude seems to reign in the quarters more distant

from the official buildings, occupied by estates with large, well-

watered and timbered parks. In the neighbourhood is to be seen

lake Ta-ming Hu and its numerous bubbling springs celebrated

in Chinese literature and, to the S., the mountain of the « Thou-

sand Buddhas » with statues and inscriptions dating from the

Sui dynasty (589-620).

The sub-soil is well-watered ; springs rise on all sides. Three of them are
especially strong ; they well-up together in the S. VV. suburb and are a class-

ical attraction of the capital. An old pagoda stands near by ; a market is

held before its doors and in its courtyard, where the populace swarms. On
the fine stone balustrade which shuts off the clear basin, the idlers of the
city come to loll, attracted by the sight, so rare in China, of a living spring
of clear water.

« Not far from there, a pretty lake collects all these scattered waters and
makes a corner of cool greenery in the city. It is a distraction and pleasant
relaxation for the traders, officials and literary men of the capital. Pleasure
parties glide slowly over the smooth surface of the lake, in handsome
carved and painted boats, amidst islets of reeds and giant lotus. Small
wooded islands half conceal graceful buildings with quaintly gabled roofs :

tea-houses, theatres and terraces for the mere sight-seer are planned to

afford the Chinese the recreation which they most favour. A few temples
have been built there to the memory of great men of whom the province
and indeed the whole of China is justly proud. Li Hung-chang was thus
honoured a few months ago.

« But these waters are not retained within the city. Clear streams flow
beyond the walls and spread out in fertilising rivulets over the surrounding
country. The most abundant have been joined up and led into a neighbour-
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ing river, the Hsiao-ch'ing Ho and thus largely contribute to the forma-

tion of a navigable water-way from the capital to the sea (Fernand pila 1903)"

EXCURSIONS :

To the Huang Ho. A good road, 12 /t long, leads to the river and brings us

to the little port of Lo-k'ou which nestles at the base of a strong embank-
ment which protects it against the sudden and irregular rise of the « Yel-

low River. »

The water is impregnated with earthy matter of a yellowish brown colour

its rapid flow and its variable depth are conducive to the formation of under-

currents and whirlpools ; besides, the navigation of its lower part is ren-

dered more difficult by the changes of bed and the numerous mud banks

which impede its course. The authorities, as a partial remedy for this draw-

back, have dug a canal which links the river to the Hsiao-ch'ing Ho whose

junction with the sea is at Yang-chia-k'ou.

A 2 days' excursion, in a S, W. direction, to the hill of Hsiao-t'ang Shan,

near the village of Hsiao-li-p'u in the Hsien of Fei-ch'eng. Tomb said to be

thatof Kuo Ch'ii {See R. 12). Bas-reliefs adorn the inner walls of a mortuary

chamber of the Han period.

2 days to T'ai-an Fu ; the distance is the same if the start be made from

Hsiao-t'ang Shan. Near the route, the famous temple Ling-yen SsH with

the pine blessed by the Buddhist pilgrim Hsiian-tsang and inscriptions of

the Mongol period. — At T'ai-an Fu, the T'ai-yueh Miao, followed by the

ascent of the holy mountain T'ai Shan.

5. Ch'ang-t'ien to Po-shan Hsien

25 m.. Railway constructed and worked, since 1904, by the « Shan-tung
Eisenbahn Gesellschaft » of Berlin.

Ch'ang-Vien, at 150 ft. level, branch of the line from Ch'ing-tao

to Chi-nan Fu.

5 m. 5, Nan-ting., d miles E., the village of Feng-shui-chuang,

with enclosing mud-walls.

11 m., Tzii-ch'uan, chief town of a district in the prefecture of

Chi-nan Fu, situated on the r. bank of the Hsiao-fu Ho.

3 mile branch to mines.

The city of Tzu-ch'uan Hsien is surrounded by a wall 5 li long,

traversed by four gates and supplied with a moat 15 ft. in width.

This wall was covered with brick in 1636, under the Ming dynasty.

The Han emperors established the Hsien of Pan-yang in the dependency
of the Chi-nan Chiin. It afterwards depended on the Ch'i Kingdom and,
under the Chiu family, on that of Lo-an, whereafter it was suppressed,
towards the end of the third century of the Christian era. The first Sung em-
perors founded the Ch'ing-ho Chiin and, later on, the Pei-ch'iu Hsien, which
they connected to it. The Sui house (596) established, at Pei-ch'iu, the Tzfi
Chou, then changed the name of the district to Tzu-ch'uan Hsien (598).
This nomenclature has not been altered since. The Ming dynasty placed in

this city the seat of the Pan-yang Fu, which became, in 1376, the Chou of

Tzii-ch'uan, dependent on the Chi-nan Fu. The standing of this centre was
further lowered in 1379 and since then it has been a mere district town.
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The railway crosses the Hsiao-fu Ho and goes on to Po-shan

on the 1. bank of the river.

18 m., Ta-k'un-lun.

25 m., Po-shan, altitude 590 ft., chief town of a district in the

prefecture of Gh'ing-chou Fu, on the r. bank of the Hsiao-fu Ho
which separates it from the walled town of Yin-cK'eng.

Po-shan is an important centre of a glass-making industry

of great antiquity, situated in a mining region
; the Hung Shan

coal is sent as far as the port of Ch'ing-tao ; the output, in

1910, reached 223.400 tons.

The town of Po-shan has a wall 3 li in circumference, with four

gates. It is the old enclosure of the Chen, or market-town, of Yen-

shen, which was rebuilt in 1734.

Origlaally, the territory of Yen-shen Chen, dependent on the Hsien of

Tzvi-ch'uan ; afterwards, under the Han dynasty, territory of the Lai-wu
Hsien ; since the Northern Wei, a dependency of the Pei-ch'iu Hsien. At
the outset of the Mongol sway, there was founded the Hsing-tzu-ch'uan
Hsien, suppressed in 1265. The city was then placed under the administration
of the Hsien of Yih-tu and the Ming family, in 1536, caused a t'ung-p'an,

or assistant sub-prefect, to reside on the spot. Under the Manchu dynasty,
in 1734, a new district, called Po-shan, was formed out of territory severed
from the neighbouring districts of Yih-tu, Tzu-ch'uan and Lai-wu, and
was placed in the administrative resort of Ch'ing-chou Fu.

10 m. S. E., Pa-iu-chuang, small industrial town of 10,000 souls, lying
between four heights which, save on the W., are separated by narrow pass-

es. To the S., Mount Ai Shan whose sides are tunnelled for coal which is

of good quality. N., Mount Hei Shan, crowned by a celebrated temple to
which pilgrims resort, especially in spring.

Pa-tu is famous for its china clay which is made into vases of all sorts,

fired in the local furnaces
;
glass is manufactured by smelting a sort of cal-

careous sulphur with saltpetre, and the powder which enters into the com-
position of the enamels called « Po-shan Cloisonnes » also produced here.

6. Chi-nan Fu to T'ai-an Fu

To go from Chi-nan Fu to T'ai an Fu, there is a choice of two roads ; the
one described is the more westerly.The distance is 180 li and it can be cover-

ed in 2 days. — A railway, connects the two prefectures.

Following this, the western road, we shall pass the first night

at Chang-hsia-chieh.

The next day, ascending the valley of the Pu-chi Ho, we reach,

after 3 hours' walking, Ch'hig-yang-tien, where we notice the

Temple of the T'ai-shan : its W. front, which faces the road on

the traveller's 1., is of glazed brick on which various objects of

Taoist mythology are represented.
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A quarter of an hour later, the road crosses the village of T"«-

men-chieh, on leaving which we notice a sacred tree (acacia)

completely draped with red streamers which are ex-voto.

20 minutes after, we reach the village of Chin-ch'uang. 40

minutes later cross Kuang-chi-ch'iao Bridge, a singlespan struct-

ure of stone which was built in 1580. The river, at the point-

where the bridge crosses it, hollows its way through the rock con-

glomeration which has a very picturesque appearance.

20 minutes' walk further on, the Tieh-chieh bridge which leads

to the village of Hsiao-wan-to.

Here we can, if we have a day to spare, pay a visit to the famous Bud-

dhist temple Ling-yen Szu which is 15 H E. in the mountain. Asses may be

hired in the village ; the climb, which is quite easy, lasts about 2 hours.

Ling-yen Szii signifies « Temple of Supernatural Rocks ». It is indeed

related that when a Hindoo monk passed this way, in the IVth c, preaching

the Holy Law, the very rocks were stirred and bowed their heads the better

to hear him. The temple was founded in 520 under the Northern Wei dy-

nasty ; it is built at the foot of a sheer drop in the midst of a thuya forest

bearing the name of Shih-H-sung « the Thuyas which stretch over an area

of 10 li 11. From the bosom of this dark greenery rises the white pagoda

called II Pagoda of the Pratyeka Buddha », though no one knows the origin

or justification of this title.

In the court-yard of the temple, a thuya several centuries old is surround-

ed by a little square esplanade which calls attention to it ; it is the famous
Mo-ting-sung or « Thuya whose top was carressed. » According to the le-

gend, the before mentioned pilgrim Hsiian-tsang, at the moment of start-

ing (in 629) for his long pilgrimage in Central Asia and India, passed by
this temple ; he remarked a very young thuya whose top he caressed, say-

ing : II So long as I go Westward, turn thyself to the West ; when I return

Eastward, turn thyself to the East, n The docile tree turned its branches

Westward and when, at a given moment, it brought them back towards

the East, the disciples of Hsiian-tsang who had remained in China under-

stood by this sign that their master had turned his steps homeward.

A few paces outside the temple precincts, on the W. side, is a cemetery

for the monks which should be visited ; in it will be seen a large number of

stone stupa and inscriptions, several of which go back to the Mongol period.

Resuming our journey to Hsiao-wan-to, in a quarter of an hour

we reach Wan-to-chieh.

An hour and a half later we strike the paved road which con-

tinues for about four hours' journey to T'ai-an Fu, which we enter

by the S. gate after crossing the little streams P'an and Nai, tri-

butaries of the river Wen. All this section of the route is very fati-

guing, if made by waggon, on account of the incessant jolting of

the vehicle on the stones.

NoKTHERN China. 14.
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7. T'ai-an Fu.

This town owes its existence to the worship of the T'ai Shan,

the sacred mountain of the East, to the S. of which it is situated.

T'ai-an Fu is about a mile from the 1. bank of the little river P'an,

a tributary of the Wen Ho ; it is the residence of a chih-fu in

command of seven districts, and that of the district magis-

trate of T'ai-an Hsien.

Visit in the N. W. of the town, the Tai Miao or temple of the god of T'ai-

shan. —• Beyond and to the S. W., the Hao-li Shan.
Excursion, to the T'ai-shan, a celebrated centre for pilgrimages, situated

to the N. of the town {See R. 8).

The fortified enclosure has a perimeter of more than 7 li ; is

traversed by four gates and supplied with a moat 30 ft. wide. It

was built in 1523, under the Ming dynasty.

At the epoch of the " Tribute of YU ", the Northern part of the terri-

tory belonging to this prefecture was included in the Ch'ing Chou and the

Southern part in the Hsii Chou. In the " Spring and Autumn " times, it

formed the Po-yih, in Ch'i state. Under the Ch'ln emperors, it belonged to

the Ch'iChiin and, under the Han family, to the Chi-pei Kuo, wherein was
created the Po-yang Chiin, afterwards changed to Chiin of T'ai-shan. In
the year no B. C, a Hsien of Feng-kao was detached from that of Po and
made the chief place of the Chiin. This state of things was maintained down
to the Northern Ch'i who gave the Chiin the name of Tung-p'ing. This was
suppressed at the outset of the Sui dynasty, and the Hsien was connected
to the Lu Chiin. Under the T'ang family, the names Po-ch'eng, Tung-t'ai
Chou and Ch'ien-feng Hsien are used in succession and the Sung house, in

ioo8, supersedes them with that of Feng-fu. The Chin Tartars establish

the military district, or Chiin, of T'ai-an, then the Chou of the same deno-
mination, which is connected, under the Mongols, to the Tung-p'ing Lu and
afterwards to the Metropolitan province. The Ming emperors locate it in

the resort of the Fu of Chi-nan and incorporate to the Chou the Hsien of

Feng-fu, thus suppressed. In 1724, under the Manchu dynasty, the Chou
became independent and, in 1735, it is transformed into a Fu, or prefecture.

In the T'ai-an Fu city stands the seat of the T'ai-an district, which was
founded in 1735, when the Chou was turned into a Fu.

The Tai Miao is the temple of the God of the T'ai Shan ; it

occupies a quarter of the area of the town in the N. W.

The wide paved-street, which begins at the S. gate of T'ai-an Fu, leads

to it. We first come to a square basin into which a dragon-headed gargoyle
pours water during the rainy season ; then we enter a building which was
originally a monumental porch giving access to the temple, but which has
now become an enclosed hall for the worship of the « Goddess of Coloured
Clouds. »

Crossing this sanctuary, we pass through a little pavilion followed by
two crescent shaped pools. Before us now stands a fine triumphal arch of

stone, immediately in front of the wall enclosing the TaI MiAO proper. This
wall has three gates on its S. side, but the one on the E. is alone open to

visitors.
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Of the three buildings which occupy the first court-yard, the central one
is simply a porch ; those on the E. and W. are consecrated to the secondary
divinities associated with the worship of the T'ai Shan. The second court-

yard, planted with beautiful thuya between which stand numerous stelae,

has, in the centre, a rectangular emplacement on which cire arranged masses
of rock of strange and contorted shapes.

On the side of the terrace, which rises at the back of the court-yard, are

arranged two circular iron basins dating from iioi alid a large quadran-
gular one dedicated in 1573 to the « Goddess of Coloured Clouds ».
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The terrace gives access to the large double-roofed hall in which sits en-
throned the God of the T'ai Shan. Leaving this hall by the door at rear, we
find ourselves in a little court, at the end of which is the Ch'in-kung or priv-
ate apartments of the god who is represented with his spouse.

We further notice at the sides of the temple enclosure on the E. of the
first court-yard, the thuyas of the Han to which corresponds, on theW
o the same court, the acacia of the T'ang.

Outside the town, the sanctuaries of Hao-li Shan. Leave the

town by the S. gate, to turn to the W., and after leaving the
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suburb, cross the little river Nai by a bridge called Kuang-chi

Ch'iao. A few hundred yards further on we pass the entrance of

the great temple Ling-ying Kung, where are some fine bronze

statues of the end of the XVIth c. representing the « Goddess of

Coloured Clouds » and two empresses in the guise of Bodhisattva.

A little further on is the wall of the Hao-li Shan. The Hao-li

Shan is a hill under which a tradition, traces of which may be

found as early as 200 B. C, places the abode of the dead. This

belief is still strongly held, as is witnessed to by the innumerable

stelse erected by village communities to assure the repose of their

ancestors to three generations back.

The principal building in the enclosure of the Hao-li Shan is the Shcn-
lo-tien, in which stands an enormous statue of the God of the T'ai Shan-
shown in his dreadful character as Judge of the Dead. Along the containing
wall of the court are the seventy-five Courts of Justice of Hell with varied

and appropriate tortures.

The two other temples contained in this enclosure, namely the Yen-lo-

iien and the Shih-wang-tim, are also consecrated to infernal deities.

Beside the hill Hao-li, and comprised in the same enclosure, is the hill

SM-skou on which was accomplished the sacrifice " Shan " to the Earth,

in 666, 725 and 1008, that is to say at the very dates when, on the summit
of the T'ai Shan, the sacrifice « feng " was being offered to Heaven.

8. The T'ai Shan.

Ed. Chavannes.

Like all the mountains of China, the T'ai Shan is a nature-god whose
principal function is to distribute rain over the surrounding country ; the

clouds which collect at the summit of a mountain do indeed seem to be pro-

duced by it and that is why the latter is invoked when drought endangers
the harvests or too much water threatens to rot them. Besides this primor-

dial function, a mountain, when it is of considerable bulk, furthermore assu-

res, by its enormous weight, the stability of its surroundings ; every time,

therefore, that a shock of earthquake or the overflow of a river suggests

that earth has lost its equilibrium, prayer will go up to the mountain.
From a very remote antiquity the Chinese have attributed a special im-

portance to the five mountains which correspond respectively to the four

cardinal points and to the centre. The T'ai Shan is the Peak which presides

in the E. and is the one, of the five, which appears to have been mos an-

iently venerated, for it is already mentioned in the chapter Shun-tien of

tche « Shu-ching. »

This mountain is therefore the mysterious power which governs the East-

ern part of the empire to distribute rain in due season and to maintain the
solidity of the earth's crust. It is in respect of these powers that the T'ai

Shan is still reckoned among the principal divinities in the state ritual of

our own day.
The maintenance of these temples is entrusted to Taoist monks, for Taoism

is principally the religion of nature-worship.
Besides the official faith, popular beliefs have sprung np which must be also

taken into account. In the first century of our era the T'ai Shan was thought
of as the place to which the souls of the dead returned ; this conception may
be explained if we consider that the T'ai Shan presides in the E., that is to
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say, the origin of all beings ; since the souls of men must issue thence when
they are called into existence, it is but natural that they return thither
when they have accomplished their destiny. The T'ai Shan is thus the gloomy
realm of shades. The God of the T'ai Shan presides at birth and death

;

he it is who gives his lictors charge to go forth upon the earth and seize those
men who have come to the term of their natural life. It is to him that, in
cases of grave illness, prayers are addressed to obtain prolongation of life.

Under the influence of the moral teaching of Bdddhism, the God of the
T'ai Shan, who formerly confined himself to the supervision of the purely
physical activities of life and death, has been gradually transformed ;

this Lord of the Kingdom of Life and Death has become the Judge of Hell
and this explains why in the majority of the temples consecrated to the
T'ai Shan are seen a series of seventy-five little chapels in which are repre-
sented the various tribunals of Hades with their respective implements of
torture.

The God of the T'ai Shan is not alone adored in the temples consecrated
to the sacred mountain ; a feminine divinity, the Pi-hsia-yuan-ch'Un or
<i Princess of Coloured Clouds », shares with him the hommage of the faith-
ful This goddess is of comparatively recent origin ; a statue, discovered
in .1008 at the summit of the T'ai Shan, was the physiological basis of the
new religion which, in the Ming period, acquired a considerable vogue. The
Pi-hsia-yiian-ch'iin is properly a goddess of dawn, as it is in the E. that the
tinged clouds appear which herald the rising of the day-star ; she is considered
the daughter of the God of the T'ai Shan. But gradually she has become
the feminine goddess par excellence, and is for Northern China the equivalent
of what Kuan-yin is for Southern China ; accompanied by her two aco-
lytes, — the Goddess of Family Increases (Sune-tzil nai-nai) and the Goddess
of Good Sight (Yen-ch'ing nai-nai), — it is she who draws to her sanctuary
all those wives who long for motherhood and all those mothers who dread
ophthalmia for their new-born child ; she is the women's goddess, and the
fervour of the supplications which rise to her have given her an importance
in popular worship greater than that of T'ai Shan himself. To her especially
do those pilgrims pray, who flock to the holy mountain from the beginning
of the year to the eighteenth day of the fourth month.

Outside its special attributions, the T'ai Shan at various times has fur-

ther played an important part in Chinese religion ; it was on this mountain
that the sacrifice « feng » was celebrated by the emperor Wu in no B. C,
by the emperor Kuang-wu in 56 A. D., by the Emperor Kio-tsung in 666,
by the emperor HsUan-tsung in 725 and finally by the Emperor Chen-
tsung in 1008. The ceremony feng was propitiatory to Heaven ; it consist-

ed in enclosing in a stone coffin a text written on strips of jade to announce
to Heaven the highest pitch of a dynasty ; its correlative was the shan cere-

mony which comprised a similar address to the Earth. The ceremony
« feng » was carried out at the summit of T'ai Shan, because it was there
that one was nearest to Heaven. The ceremony " shan " took place at the
foot of T'ai-shan, on a little hill called ShS-shou which was the point of con-
vergence of the surrounding plain. According to tradition, these rites go
back to the most remote antiquity and seventy-two sovereigns are men-
tioned who had practiced them in prehistoric times. In point of fact, how-
ever, the above mentioned sacrifice of the emperor Wu in no B. C, is

the first which seems to be incontestable. After the emperor Wu, the a feng »

ceremony on T'ai Shan was only continued four times. If this rite, so rarely
celebrated and at so long intervals, has none the less left an indelible trace
on the pages of history, it is because it was, as it were, the highest expression
of the most solemn and magnificent conception of which China was capable

;

the monumental inscriptions of 726 and of 1008, one at the top of the moun-
tain, the other to the S. of the town of T'ai-an Fu, are testimonies which
set anew before our eyes the costly splendour of the homage that the Son
of Heaven came to bring to the Supreme Deity
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The T'ai Shan has an height of about 4,400 ft. above sea-level. To climb

this mountain it is necessary to hire porters who, by means of a primitive

chair, undertake to get the traveller up the giddy paths and stairs which

lead to its summit. The cjst of a chair with its bearer is 4 dollars.

By starting from T'ai-an Fu at 5.30 a. m. one can, even with various stop-

pages en route, reach the summit before noon. As for the descent, that will

take 3 hours.

In winter the excursion is not without danger on account of the sheets

if ice which form on the steps of the mountain stairs. It is unwise to halt

on the ascent at all the various sanctuaries to the right and left of the track.

Better confine oneself to those halts required by the bearers themselves.

In descending, when one knows exactly how much time one has at one's

disposal, one is free to visit the temples which are worthy of attention. Still,

for given climbs, the route will be described but once and that from base to

summit, the objects of interest being pointed out in the order in which they

are encountered on the upward iourney.

Leave (5.30 a. m.) the town of T'ai-an Fu by the North Gate

and, in about 5 minutes, we reach the foot of the mountain as

indicated by a little triumphal arch, the Tai-tsung-fang, re-built

in 1730. Beyond this portico, to the W. of the route, is the Taoist

temple of YU-huang-ko « Sovereign of Jade. »

Enter by the gate on which are inscribed the words Pai-ho-ch'uxn « Spring

of White Storks « ; turn to the r. and in a court-yard will be seen, on the

r, the Hsien-jSn-tung « Grotto of the Blessed », If the door be opened, in

a glass recess can be seen the mummified body of a monk dressed in a red

robe : his face is hidden by a gilded mask, but his hands and legs are visi-

ble ; this holy personage is a Taoist who lived from 1610 to 1703.

N. of the court-yard, we reach by a staircase the principal building of the

Yii-huang-ko ; on the upper storey, worship of the Emperor of Jade, a favo-

rite divinity of Taoism ; under the dome on the ground-floor are to be seen

statues of the San-kuan « Three magistrates » which are those of Heaven,
Earth, and Water. In the enclosure of the Yii-huang-ko, the Hsing-kung or

c Palace of Travel » in which the emperor Ch'ien-lung stayed in 1770.

Leaving the enclosure of the Yii-huang-ko and resuming our

way to the T'ai Shan, in a few minutes we notice, on the W. side,

the Ta-wang Miao « Temple of the Great King. » Adoration is

here performed to a certain Hsieh Hsii who, in 1270, proved his

loyalty by drowning himself in despair when the Mongols invaded

the town of Hang-chou, the capital of the Sung.

We next reach a hamlet (in 6 hrs. 5 min.) above which, on the

W. side, is a temple of Kuan-ti. The worship of these deified heroes

is one of the most popular in modern China ; the Emperor or

rather the God Kuan, is none other than Kuan Yii who died in

219 A. D. after showing unshaken devotion to his sovereign ; he

was a native of Shan-hsi and that is why his temple, as similarly
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they may be seen in many other places, has become a meeting-

place for the people of Shan-hsi (Shan-hsi hui-kuan).

Soon after, the triumphal arch Yih-Vien Men of the « First Gate

of Heaven » denotes the beginning of the climb (6 hrs. 15 min.).

Further on will be found a o Second Gate of Heaven », Erh-t'ien Men
half-way up, and when the a Heavenly Gate of the South », Nan-t'ien
Mill, is reached, we have attained the plateau which crowns the T'ai Shan
These three triumphal arches will thus be considered as marking three stages
of the march which seems as though it must lead to Heaven.

Immediately after the » First Gate of Heaven », a second trium-

phal arch bears the inscription « Kung-tzu teng lin ch'u » : which

alludes to a passage of Mencius where it is stated that Confucius,

having climbed a mountain, thought the country of Lu small.

According to this same text of Mencius, when Confucius had

climbed the T'ai Shan, he gathered the same idea of the whole

Empire ; a stela to be seen at the summit of the T'ai Shan records

the second occasion ; but here, at the very beginning of the climb,

is the spot whence the principality of Lu seemed small to Con-

fucius, and this it is that is commemorated by the triumphal arch

under which we have just passed.

12 minutes later (6 hrs. 27 min.), the route passes under the

domed arch of a storied building called Wan-hsien-lou « Tower of

the Immortals ». This edifice was erected in 1620 ; on the first

floor, the Princess of Coloured Clouds and her two acolytes : on

the second floor, a number of frescoes representing the eight

immortals, the gods of happiness, of public functions and of long-

gevity, etc.

After a quarter of an hour's climb (6 hrs. 50 min.), the Tou-

mu-kung « Temple of the Goddess of the Great Bear », on the E.

of the road. This temple, within whose walls are to be found a

singular mixture of Taoist and Buddhist divinities, was inhabited

up to 1906 by Taoist nuns.

• Cross the Kao-laj Ch'iao bridge, thus named after a certain

Taoist, Kao, whose personality is, however, veiled in obscurity.

Pass in front of a little « Sanctuary of the Three Functionaries »

(Heaven, Earth, Water), San-kuan Miao, to arrive at the Ch'u-

shui-liu bridge, where a good view may be obtained of a stretch

of mountain torrent which has worn itself a passage amidst ma-

gnificent rocks. Then come in order : the Teng-hsien Ch'iao

« Bridge by which one rises to the Immortals « ; the Hu-Vien Ko
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(7 hrs. 10 min.), a monumental porch built in 1747 ; a little stone

triumphal arch, painted red and bearing the words « Hui-ma-

ling » « Mountain where one sends back the Horses », this being

the highest point which can be reached on horseback.

At 8.7 we reach, by means of a flight of steps, the Chung-Vien

Men « Heavenly Gate of the Centre » ; stop here to drink a cup

of tea on a terrace from which a very fine view is to be obtained :

the traveller sees at his feet the city of T'ai-an Fu which, with

the numerous trees growing about its temples, seems like a forest

in the midst of cultivated fields ; more to the S., a gleam of light

shows where the river Wen flows along the foot of the mountains

which shut in the horizon.

After half-an hour's halt, set off again ; the road, for about a

mile, ceases to rise : these are the « 3 fair li » K^uai-ho-san-li
;

walk this distance in order to stave off the irresistible somno-

lence caused by the rythmic movement of the chair ; not only

that, but one can more freely enjoy, when on foot, the surround-

ing scenery which is so worthy of admiration.

The climb recommences (9 hrs. 10 min.) when we reach the

succession of small bridges whose names are poetical indications

of the appearance of the little torrents they span : K'ua-hung

Ch'iao « Bridge which crosses the Rainbow », Hui-lung Ch'iao

« Bridge of the Sinuous Dragon », HsUeh-hua Ch'iao « Bridge

of Snow-flowers ».

The triumphal arch (9 hrs. 15 min.) which bears the words

Wu-ta-fu-sung, recalls the tradition according to which, in 219

B. C, the famous emperor Ch'in Shih-huang-ti conferred the

title Wu-ta-fu « Grand Officer of the 5th Degree » on a « pine »,

sung, which had sheltered him at a time when, descending the

T'ai-shan, he was surprised by a storm.

A quarter of an hour further on, the ascent becomes very steep,

and it is by a staircase of stone steps that we finally reach

(10 hrs. 45 min.) the » Heavenly Gate of the South » Nan-Vien

Men, and .stand upon the plateau which forms the summit of the

T'ai Shan : here are grouped the principal places of worship.

The most important of these temples is that of the « Goddess

of Coloured Clouds », the Pi-hsia-kung, which the route crosses

from E. to W.

In the inner court-yard, a quadrangular pavilion, Chin-ch'ueh « The Gol-

den Door I), contains a statue of the Goddess
;
pilgrims prostrate themselves
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before it and, when they have given their offering, a Taoist monk strikes

a blow on an iron basin to announce that the gift has been received.
More to the rear, the inner building, covered with bronze tiles, is occu-

pied by the Goddess accompanied by her two acolytes : the lady patroness
of maternity, and the lady who ensures good sight. The side buildings, cover-
ed with iron tiles, are respectively consecrated to these two secondary divi-
nities. These temples, which were restored in 1907, originally were the
sanctuary which was built round the « Pond of the Woman of Jade » fol-

lowing upon the discovery here, in 1008, of a stone statue of a female.

Outside of the temple and towards the N., the Tung-yueh

Miao, the « Temple (of the God) of the Eastern Peak. » This

sanctuary is much less important than the preceding and thus

shows that the worship of the Goddess has eclipsed that of the God.

We must not fail to go and see the colossal inscription engraved

on the rock behind the building in which stands the statue of the

God of the T'ai-shan.

This inscription measures 27 ft. high by 5 ft. wide
; it was composed and

written by the emperor Hsiian-tsung of the T'ang dynasty when, in the
year 726, he celebrated the sacrifice feng » at the summit of the moun-
tain ; it commemorates this solemn ceremony. The characters are inscrib-

ed in a checker-pattern, each square of which is 8 inches high by 10 inches
wide ; they were originally gilt.

A little further on stands the CWing-li Kung « The Temple of

the Green Emperor ». This divinity is the one who presides over

the East, for green corresponds to the E. in the theory of the

five elements.

Finally, the culminating point of the mountain is reached, where

we enter the temple consecrated to the supreme divinity of Taoism

the « Sovereign of Jade », YU-huang.

In the court of the temple, an octagonal barrier surrounds the rocks which
are considered the highest point of the T'ai Shan. At the foot of the terrace,

by which the Yu-hiiang-ting or « Summit of the Sovereign of Jade « is rea-

ched, an enormous quadrangular block of stone, nearly 16 ft. high, has often
been considered the stela on which Ch'in Shih-huang-ti engraved, in 219 B.
C, an inscription whose te.xt has been preserved by the historian SzCi-ma
Ch'ien ; the researches of Chinese epigraphists have proved that this mo-
nolith has never borne any inscription and must have been hoisted to the
summit of the T'ai Shan by order of the emperor Wu of the Han dynasty,
in no B. C.

After visiting the « Temple of the Sovereign of Jade », we go

to view, on the W. side, the little building called Ch'in-kung

« The Queen's Bed-chamber ». In it is a recumbent statue of

the « Godess of Coloured Clouds, » laid in a bed. This sanctuary

is the object of special veneration on the part of pilgrims.

A little further on, the K'ung-tzil Tien. This little temple, dedi-

cated to Confucius, has this peculiarity that Confucius and his
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four assistants are represented by statues, whereas in the major-

ity of similar buildings the statues are replaced by simple tablets.

Some distance to the E. of the « Temple of the Sovereign of

Jade », is a containing wall, partly washed away, whose stone

gates, on the W. and S., have been preserved ; in the centre, an

esplanade bears a stela on which are engraved verses composed

by the emperor Ch'ien-lung, in 1757 and 1762 ; there was on

this site, in the xvth c, a temple, now entirely destroyed.

A little more to the N.,we reach a peak whence the view ranges

over the low valley which opens to the N. E. of the T'ai Shan
;

this peak is called Jih-kuan-feng « Peak whence to Gaze upon the

(rising) Sun ». This point was formerly considered the true sum-

mit of T'ai Shan, and it was here that the emperor Chen-tsung,

of the Sung dynasty, celebrated the " feng " sacrifice in 1008.

Keeping along the ridge of the mountain and proceeding in an

Easterly direction, we reach the Eastern extremity of the pla-

teau ; the precipices, which border it, have for many ages exercis-

ed, a terrible attraction for mankind : a regular epidemic of sui-

cides has sent numberless unfortunates into this abyss ; the Chin-

ese authorities were stirred to take action, and a stone wall, on

which are inscribed the words : « It is forbidden to commit sui-

,cide », makes access to this fateful promontory by no means easy.

,,j Return there from to the Grand Temple of the Goddess and

make our way down.

9. T'ai-an Fu to Ch'u-fou Hsien.

The distance is 140 li. There is no carriage road ; it is therefore necessary
to go either on horseback or, if none are to be obtained for hire at T'ai-an
Fu, by wheelbarrow, a slow and inconvenient mode of travelling.

The journey as made by wheelbarrow is as follows : leave T'ai-

an Fu (R. 7) by the S. gate, at 6 a. m. ; at 8 o'clock. Western

extremity of the village of Tou-chia-ts'un ; the road enters stony

hills which are very tiring for the barrow-men ; at a quarter past

II, stop for a meal at the village of Nan-liu.

' Set out from there at half past one. At a quarter past 3, vil-

lage of P'eng-hsu-tien, where is a temple dedicated to the God

Ping-ling, one of the secondary divinities attached to the worship

of the T'ai Shan.
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At 4 o'clock, village of Ts'ao-hsiao-chuang, at the entrance to

which is a temple of the « Sovereign of Jade ».

At. 4.25, 60 li S. of T'ai-an Fu, pass through the town of Ta-

wen-k'ou, situated between the confluence of the two streams

which form the river Wen. The latter is crossed by a stone bridge

simply formed of a paved roadway which cuts transversally the

very wide bed of the river.

At half past 6, stop for the night in the village of T'ai-p'ing-

chen. The inn affords most wretched accommodation, and if the

traveller has not taken the precaution of providing himself with

a portable bed, he

must lie on the beat-

en earth covered with

a filthy mat.

The next day, start

at 4.30 a. m. At 6

o'clock, the village of

Nan-yih-ts'un. At a

quarter to 9, hamlet

of Tung-hsien-pa. At

a quarter past 9, be-

fore entering the vil-

lage of Yih-Vien-she,

temple consecrated to

the « Goddess of Co-

loured Clouds. » At

noon, stop for a meal

at the village of Ti-

chia-tien.

Re-start at half-past

one. At 5 o'clock, ford

the river Szu which,

previous to the rainy season, is hardly more than a foot to 18

inches deep ; crab fishery.

A quarter of an hour further on, to the r. of the road, is the old

school of Chu-ssu-shu-ytian « College [of the rivers] Chu and

Szii », whose name reminds us that we are now in the region

comprised between those two rivers, and where Confucius often-

conversed with his disciples.
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' Keep along the W. wall of the burial-place of Confucius, the

K'ung-lin \ then enter the town of Ch'u-fou Hsien by the N.

-gate.

10. Ch'ii-fou Hsien.

Temple and Tomb of Confucius.

Ed. ClIAVANNES.

Ch'ii-fou (or Oh'U-fu), chief town of a district in the prefec-

ture of Yen-chou Fu, is situated near the 1. bank of theTs'ao Ho
whose waters feed the Imperial Canal. This town is specially cele-

brated as the residence of CONFUCIUS (K'ung-tzu, 551 to 479

B. C.) where now stands a temple in his name.

Places to visit in the town : K'ung Miao « Temple of Confucius » ; Yen
Miao « Temple of Yen-tzii ».

Outside : K'ung-lin « Burial-place of Confucius. » — Chou-kung Miao
« Temple of the Duke of Chou », 3 li N. E. of the city, and 5 li further on,
the curious stone pyramid called Shao-hao-liiig » Tomb of Shao-hao. »

(i) In the songs of the principality of Lu quoted by Confucius in the
Shih-ching, one poem thus celebrates the joys of the country of the Great
Sage :

« The T'ai Shan is very high ; the principality of Lu gazes up to it. The latter

has already Mount Kui and Mount Meng ; soon it will stretch to the Fur-
thest-East even into the lands that border the sea. The barbarians [of the
river] Huai will come to make alliance with us ; all the nations shall be sub-
ject to us, and unto the Prince of Lu shall be the merit.

« The principality of Lu has and keeps Mount Fu and Mount Yih ; soon
it shall have the Hsii territory and shall stretch to the countries which border
the sea. The inhabitants of the banks of the Huai, the Man, the Mo and
others of the South shall all come and make their submission to it ; no na-
tion will dare to refuse. They will obey the Prince of Lu.

« The Prince shall receive from Heaven unalloyed happiness ; he shall

live long and keep the principality of Lu. He shall regain the districts of

Shang and Hsii and possess the whole of the territory that was held by Chou-
kung. The Prince of Lu shall be happy and contented, as well as his vir-

tuous spouse, his old mother, the great mandarins his friends and all his

other officers. He shall preserve the principality and, loaded with all kinds
of wealth, he shall have white and yellowy (whitening) hair and new teeth

as white as those of a child.

« The firs of M:)unt Ts'u-1 li and the cypresses of Mount Hsin-fu have
been cut down, then measured with an 8 ft. cord or by the foot. The fir tim-
ber is thick ; among the buildings situated behind the temples of ancestors
(and destined to contain the ceremonial garments), the principal is vast.

Tlie temple halls are magnificent ; they are the work of the architect Hsi
Szu. They extend over a great length, are vast and please everyone » (trans-

lated into French by S. COUVREUR).
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The city of Ch'ii-fou is enclosed in a wall iO li long, supplied

with four gates and a ditch 10 feet wide. This enceinte was moved
10 li to the east of its former site, in 1442, under the Ming dynasty

and several times repaired since.

Plan of the temple of confucius, at CHii-FOC

The name of Ch'ii-fou existed at the beginning of the Chou dynasty, in

the Lu Kingdom. The Ch'in emperors made it the Hsieh Chiin. The Han
family created the Lu Hsien as the chief place of the Lu Kingdom. The
Chin made it the headquarters of the Lu Chiin, wich the Northern Ch'i

altered to JSn-ch'Sng Chiiii, suppressed by the Sui house. The district was
then (584V given the name of We-yang, and later on (596) assumed again
that of Chii-fou. After being suppressed for a short time, during the T'ang

NoiiTiiRit.N China, 1.j
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dynasty, the Ch'ii-fou Hsien was reinstated in the dependency of the Yen-
chou (634). Under the Sung house, it was called Hsien-yiian Hsien, from
the year 1012 ; bnt the Chin Tartars restored it its original denomination.
The district has been dependent on the Yen-chou Fu since the Ming family.

The K'ung Miao « Temple of Confucius » occupies nearly a

quarter of the total area of the town of Ch'ii-fou.

To the European traveller, the plan of the temple is not easily understood
at first and the reason is that it is entered, not from the front but from the
side. As a matter of fact, in the Temple of Confucius, the principal door is re-

served for the entry of the Emperor ; others are therefore obliged to enter by
a side door, namely, that built into the middle of the E. wall. This passage
faces a corresponding door in the W. wall, and the transversal avenue, which
leads from the one to the other, is really a thoroughfare very much passed
by citizens of Ch'ii-fou, to whom it saves the trouble of going nearly half-

way round the enclosure. The E. gate is only closed on the approach of a foreign-

er being announced ; this precaution is taken so that the trouble of re-

opening it for him may be renumerated.

The abova mentioned transversal avenue divides the temple into two
parts, N. and S. The Southern contains a series of buildings forming so many
successive vestibules through which passes the principal road S. to N. ; the
Northern part contains the main building and its annexes. Mention will

only be made of this ^Northern part which is the most interesting.

The chief door which gives access to the principal court is called Ta-
ch'eng Men ; it is not opened for visitors who must enter by a little door
situated more to the W. Within the Ta-ch'eng Men gate stand the twenty-
four halberds' to which Confucius is entitled in virtue of an Imperial decree
of mo.

In the centre of the court-yard, which is planted with numerous trees.

is a pavilion called Hsing-t'an. This name is derived from a passage in the
I' Chuang-tzCi » which shows us Confucius conferring with his disciples on
the Hsing-t'an, or « Altar of the Apricot Tree. »

The back of the court-yard is occupied by a large building, the Ta-ch'eng-
tien, which stands, with its double roof covered with yellow tiles, on a ter-

race bordered by a stone balustrade. The outer portion of the roof forms
a porch upheld by ten white marble columns around which climb heavily
carved dragons ; these columns date from about the year 1500.

If we enter the building, we find ourselves in a very lofty hall whose roof
is supported by twelve columns of Nan-mu « laurel » wood painted red.

In the centre sits Confucius, represented with the royal attributes which
were formerly conferred upon him. He wears the twelve-fringed hat, is

draped in a robe with twelve emblems and holds in his hand the tablet called
« chen-kui » on which are represented the four mountains of the four cardin-
al points, a sign of the settling power of his doctrines.

In front of this statue are arranged the articles intended for sacrifice
;

some (forming a series of five : in the centre, a vase on which the God of

Thunder is four times depicted) are believed to date from the year 85 of our
era ; others (perfume-burners between two candeskticks and two flower
vases) are of enamelled metal and date from the year 1732, whilst others
form a series of ten antique vases which were given by the emperor Ch'ien-
lung in 1771, but these are not usually displayed ; their respective places
are merely indicated on a table by the sign of their denary cycle.

In the Ta-ch'eng Tien hall may still be seen the statues of the jour assis-

tants and the twelve sages. The four assistants are arranged two by two :

on the E., Yen-tzii, the favourite disciple of Confucius, and Tzii-szii, grand-
son of Confucius and author of the Chung-yung. On the W., Tseng-tzu and
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Meng-lzH beUcr known by his Latinised name Mencius. As for tlic twelve

sages, they are disposed six by six ; the last one on the W. row is the fa-

mous philosopher Cku Hsi (1130 to 1200 A. D.).

Behind the Ta-ch'eng Tien is a smaller building, the Ch'in-iien or « Hall of

the Private Apartments ». It is dedicated to the wife of Confucius but there

is no statue : a simple tablet taking its place.

Further still to the rear stands the last of the buildings situated on the prin-

cipal axis North to South. It is a very large hall with five bays and is called

ShSng-chi Tien "Hall of the Vestiges of the Saint » because everything concerning

Confucius has been collected here. Straight in front of the entrance, and
hiding like a screen all that is behind them, are four large flagstones each bear-

ing a character and so arranged as to form the phrase Wan-shih-shih-piao
« The master and guide of ten thousand generations », which is the eulogy

of Confucius produced by the emperor K'ang-hsi in 1687, and the engraving

exactly reproduces the formation of these words as they were written by the

Imperial brush.

In this same hall are to be seen the remarkable series of stones which form
the Sheng-chi-t'u, that is to say the life of Confucius in pictures ; they

were engraved in 1592 and are for the major part badly damaged by the

taking of rubbings. Other stel« are engravings of celebrated painters ;

such is the stela of 11 18 which portrays, after Wu Tao-tzil, Confucius fol-

lowed by Yen-tzu ; the stela of 1095 shows him with ten disciples ; that

of about 1500 depicts him in his official robe as Minister of Justice, etc.

Having explored the buildings of the Western half of the temple, which
are in the principal North-South axis, let us now study those buildings

which stand on both sides of this way. We will first examine the W. side.

The door which leads to it from the main East-West passage, bears the

name of Ch'i-sheng Men, that is to say « The door of him who announces the

Holy One ». It really admits the visitor to that portion of the temple conse-

crated to the father of Confucius, who received, in 1330, the title of « King
who announces the Holy One. »

The first building on entering by the Ch'i-sheng Men door is, however
not the temple of the father of Confucius : it is the hall of musical instru-

ments, Chin ssH-t'ang. It contains drums, luths, peals of bells, a tiger whose
back bristles with wooden slips which are sharply scraped to denote the

end of a symphony ; this orchestra is intented to accompany the panto-

mines played twice a year by dancers who carry a pheasant's feather in the

right hand and a flute in the left.

In the rear is the Ch'i-shSng-Uen The hall which announces the Holy
One ». The father of Confucius is here represented by a statue wearing a
hat with nine fringes and draped in a robe with nine emblems. The sanctua-

ry is more luxurious than could be expected seeing that it is only dedicated

to a personnage of second rank. In front of the temple, to support the porch,

stand two columns of white marble with carved dragons ; they are similar

to the ten before the temple of Confucius.

Then comes the hall consecrated to the wife of Confucius ; nothing is to

be seen there but a simple tablet.

Let us now examine the Eastern portion, that is to say the part which,
to the N. of the main East-West thoroughfare, is E. of the North-South
passage. In this section of the enclosure formerly stood the house inhabited
by Confucius, the situation of which was the determinative cause of all the

temple buildins being grouped round about it.

The door leading visitors to it from the East-West transversal avenue
is called Ch'eng-skeng MSn. It is not usually opened for foreigners ; but
let us, however, for greater clearness, suppose that we do enter by it.

In the little court-yard, on which the door opens, is to be seen on the 1.

a strange-shaped stone set up by order of the emperor K'ang-hsi, and a
sophora which according to tradition dates back to the time of the T'ang.
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The hall which closes this court-yard to the N. is the Shih-li-l'ang « Hall
of Verse and Rites "

; it is indeed there, it is said, that on two occasions
Confucius recommended, to his son, Po-yii, the study of poetry and of sa-

cred rites.

Beyond is a little court-yard, where Confucius's well is still to be seen sur-

rounded by a stone wall ; close by, on the N. W. side, is the spot where,
whilst demolishing the Sage's house between 154 and 127 B. C, were found
some classical texts in antique characters which gave a new impulse to the study
of the ancient literature .

At the end of the said court-yard is the building called Ch'ung-shen-iz'iX

in which stand the statues of the five ancestors of Confucius. Further back
still, the Chici Miao « Family Temple » in which are preserved the memo-
rial tablets of all the members of the K'ung family who were in any way
distinguished.

The Yeu Miao, or « Temple of Yen-tzu », also claims the attent-

tion of the traveller, not only by the importance of the structures,

but also on account of the long esplanade, bordered by a very

elegant balustrade of white marble, of the year 1507, v^^hich ex-

tends along its principal fagade.

This temple is that of the favourite disciple of Confucius, Yen-tzii. Yen
Hui, also called Tzfl-yiian, was thirty years younger than his master ; he,

however, died before him at the age of thirty-two ; Confucius felt, at this

premature loss, a deep grief which is a testimony to the high moral worth
of Yen-tzii.

If we read the Lun-yii », an account of the conversations of Confucius
with his disciples, we should find there various passages concerning Yen-
tzil and it is reminiscences of these classical texts which re-appear in the
names given to the doors and buildings of the temple ; for instance, the
three doors which lead from the first court to the second are respectively
called Kui-jen Men, K'o-chi Men and Fu-li Mhi ; now in the « Lun-yii »

we read : « Yen Ylian having- asked what is goodness, Confucius answe-
red " Self government (k'o-chi) and conformity to the sacred rites (fu-li)

constitute goodness ; if a man can for one day subdue himself (k'o-chi)

and return to propriety (fu-li), all under heaven will ascribe perfect virtue

to him (kui-jen) ».

The arrangement of the Temple of Yen-tzu is similar to that of the Temple
of Confucius. In the part situated on the North-South axis, the principal

building is consecrated to Yen-tzu himself and contains a statue of him.
In front of this building, on the E. side, a withered trunk, surrounded by
a stone balustrade, has the reputation of being planted by Yea-tzii. Behind
the hall of Yen-tzti is that dedicated to his wife.

The buildings situated to the W. of the South-North axis, are those of

Yen-tzti's father and mother. The edifices on the E. of this same axis, occupy
the site of the ancient dwelling of Yen-tzu ; a fine silver larch grows there.

The burial-place of Confucius is 2 li N. of the town of Ch'u-fou.

It bears the name of K'ung-lin « The forest (or wood.s) of K'ung

[-tzii] ; the word lin « forest » is, indeed, often used to denote

a mausoleum on account of the tall trees which grow there ; never,

for that matter, was this name more appropriate or better deserv-

ed, for the tomb of Confucius is in an immense and densely

shaded park.
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Tradition has it that these trees were planted by the master's immediate
disciples, each of them bringing varieties peculiar to his native country, Be-
sides the tall timber trees there are also various plants, among which must
be mentioned the Shih-ts'ao, a kind of achillea, whose stalks are used for

divinations ; the scholars who visit the tomb of Confucius never fail to bear
away, as a souvenir, a packet of « Shih-ts'ao » stalks which they buy of the

guardians of the place.

In the very axis of the N. gate of Ch'ii-fou Hsien begins the

avenue which leads to the mausoleum. Passing under a first

triumphal arch followed by a stone bridge, the road leads to a

handsome stone gateway with five spans bearing the inscription

Wan-ku-ch'ang-ch'un « The perpetual spring of ten thousand

Antiquities » ; these words designate Confucius whose glory re-

mains fresh and flourishing throughout the ages.

The two pavilions which flank this triumphal arch contain

monumental stelae of the years 1594 and 1595.

The avenue is now bordered by cypress trees over a century

old. It leads to the entrance of the park to which access is made
by the Chih-sheng-lin Men « Gate of the Mausoleum of the Perfect

Saint. »

The avenue continues between two walls painted red until another gate

is reached ; the second gate is surrounded by a belvedere, Kuan-lou. Here
turn to the 1. along the shady banks of the little river Chu, shortly crossed

by a stone bridge preceded by a triumphal arch also of stone. We then
reach a large red gate which is the entrance proper of the burial-place of the
K'ung family.
Between this gate and the building called Hsiang-lien « Hall of Offerings »,

the way is bordered by low walls ; it passes successively between two octa-

gonal pillars, hua-piao, about i8 ft. high, then two tigers, hu,oT leopards,

mhi'pao, then two fantastic animals called lin and finally between two
stone 'men, weiig-chung, some 14 ft. high.

Immediately after passing the Hsiang-lien we notice, on the r., a brick

esplanade about 6 ft. high from which rises a dried-up trunk which is pre-

vented from dropping to pieces by iron bands : this is the famous tree chieh

reputed to have been planted by Tzii-kung, a disciple of Confucius.
On the 1. of the road, a stela, before which stand the tall figures of two

stone men, marks the position of the Tomb 0/ Tzit-ssU, grandson of Confu-
cius. Tzu-ssii is believed to be the author of the canonic treatise entitled
« Chung-yung » ; he received the patrician title of « Duke of the Kingdom
of Yih », and this title is engraved on the stela.

A little further on, the road brings us to another tomb, that of Po-yil,

son of Confucius. It is indicated by a stela bearing the words SsH-shui-hou
(1 Marquis of the river Ssu », the patrician title of Po-yii.

Finally, a few steps further to the 1., we reach the Tomb of Confucius
itself. Like those of Tzu-ssu and Po-yii, it is simply denoted by a stela in

front of which is a stone altar and a perfume-burner. On the stela we read
the words Ta-ch'eng Chih-sheng Wen-hsuan Wang-mu « Tomb of the king
highly perfect, absolutely holy, civilising and exercising a universal in-

fluence. » This title is the one conferred on Confucius in 1307.
To the W. of the Tomb of Confucius, a small building denotes the spot

where the faithful disciple TzQ-kung stayed for six years in a hut near the
grave of his master.
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11. Ch'ii'fou Hsien to Tsou Hsien.

Ed. CHAVANNES.

From Ch'ii-fou Hsien to Tsou Hsien is a distance of 6o li.

The journey is generally broken by a halt at the village of Fu-

ts'un, to the E. of which is the Burial-place of the Mother of Men-

cius (Meng-tzu).

5 miles to the E. stands the Tomb of Mencius, at the foot of the hill Ssfi

chi, near a place called Shan-tu.

The villages passed after Fu-ts'un are, in the order of route,

Hsien-jen-fen-ts'un and Kuan-chia.

Shortly before reaching Tsou Hsien, we cross a chain of hills

of singular appearance ; rounded at the base, they terminate in

shaggy masses of rock at the summit.

Tsou Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture of Yen-

chou Fu, is not at all interesting in itself, and if we visit it, it is for

the sake of the Temple of Mencius (372 to 289 B. C.) which is a

few hundred yards S. of the Southern gate.

The city of Tsou-hien is surrounded by a wall more than 4 H

long, pierced by four gates and supplied with a moat. The ram-

part, originally of earth, was faced with brick in 1577.

At the « Spring and Autumn " period, the Chu principality. The Han
dynasty created there the Tsou-hsien, dependent on the Lu Kingdom. The
T'ang family placed it in the resort of the Yen Chou. The Sung house can-

celled its rank as a district, made the place a market town {Chen) in 1072,

and afterwards re-established the Tsou Hsien (1084). This was, under the

Chin Tartars and the Mongols, part of the Teng Chou. It has been in the

resort of the Yen-chou Fu ever since the end of the fourteenth century.

The Meng Miao « Temple of Mencius ». On leaving the town

to go to this temple, we notice on the 1. a triumphal arch of wood,

not very imposing for that matter, which bears the words San-

ch'ien-ku-chih « Ancient site of the third change of residence. »

There is a well-known anecdote according to which the mother of Men-
cius at first lived near this cemetery, but remarking that her infant son amus-
ed himself by imitating the funeral ceremonies, she moved elsewhere

;

here she found herself near the mau-ket-place, and then young Mencius found
fresh amusement in mimicking the discussions of the buyers and sellers. His

mother again changed her quarters and settled down near a school ; Men-
cius henceforth had only good examples before his eyes and, in his games,
accustomed himself to copy the etiquette of good behaviour. The mother
recognised that she had at last found a spot favourable to her son's educa-

tion. This is the spot notified by the wooden arch just mentioned.
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After keeping for some distance along the red painted wall which encloses
on the W. the park in which stand the various buildings comprising the Tomb
of Mencius, we reach a door in the wall. It is by this way, the W., that the

visitor enters the precincts ; as in the Temple of Confucius at Ch'U-fou Hsien,
admission is by a side door and not by the principal one which is in the
middle of the S. wall.

We shall, however, for the sake of greater clearness, assume entry by the
S. gate, Ling-hsing MSn : this gate opens on to a fore-court overgrown by tall

grass ; to the N., a triple stone portico, bearing the words Ya-sheng Miao
« Temple of the Saint of the second Rank », leads into a vast court-yard
where tall trees form regular colonnades arranged five on the E. and four on
the N. This shady plantation would be a delicious spot if the bodies of dead
crows which strew the ground did not emit an unbearable stench.

From this court-yard we enter another crossed by the principal avenue
running from E. to VV., by which the visitor was first admitted.

N. of this avenue is the principal court-yard in which rises the Ya-sheng
Tien « Hall of the Saint of the second Rank ». Mencius is here represented
by a statue about 9 ft. high ; on his left is the statue of his most celebrated
disciple Yo-ching K'o.

Outside this hall, the porch is supported by octagonal columns ; those
on the facade are of beautiful black marble.
The building on the sides of the principal court-yard contain the memo-

rial tablets of Mencius disciples.

Behind the Hall of Mencius opens another court-yard at the bottom of
which is the Hall dedicated to his wife

The building in the side courts W. of the principal one, presents no feat-

ure of interest ; those in the courts on the E. side are respectively dedi-
cated to the father and mother of Mencius. However celebrated the latter

may have been, she here only occupies a second rank as wife of his father.
The latter has the title of Ch'i-sMng Tsou-kuo-kung Duke of the Kingdom
of Tsou, he is the Fore-runner of the Saint. » Left of this statue is a much
smaller one representing Mencius in the position of inferiority which he ought
to occupy in the presence of his father.

12. Chi-nan Fu to Hsii-chou Fu

(via Nanking)

The line will be opened by the end of 1912 ; 212 m. ; trunk of the <i Chin
Chen » system. In the N. it is connected with the T'ien-chin Chi-nan Fu line

(Chih-li, R. 12), in the S. with that from Hsii-chou Fu to Nanking {An-hui,
R. i). At Chi-nan Fu it makes a junction with the Ch'ing-tao line {Shan-
tung, R. 3).

Chi-nan Fu, capital of the province of Shan-tung.

The line runs along the foot of the mountain, then ascends

through the valley of the Pei-sha Ho or Pu-chi Ho, leaving on

the W. the sub-prefecture of Ch'ang-ching Hsien, a dependency

of the prefecture of Chi-nan Fu.

Liu-chia Chuang. — Chang-chia Chieh.— Ch'ing-yang Tien and
its Temple of T'ai-shan ; in the neighbourhood, T'u-men with

its sacred tree.
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Wan-te. 4 m. N. E., the Buddist temple Ling-yen Ssil (R. 6).

9 m. 5 W., Fei-ch'eng Hsien.

Fei-ch'eng Hsien is the chief-town of a district in the prefecture of T'ai-an

Fu. The city has a wall 6 li in circuit with two gates and a moat lo ft wide.

The wall was built in 1469 and faced with brick in 1594.

The Han established a Hsien of Fei-ch'eng as a dependency of the T'ai-

shan Chiin. This district suppressed under the later Han, was re-

established by the Chin. The Northern Chou made it a Chiin of the same
name, which the Sui suppressed. The Mongol reconstituted a Fei-ch'eng

Hsien which the Ming attached to the Fu of Chi-nan. In i735, the Manchu
dynasty annexed it to the T'ai-an Fu.

In the N. E. of this prefecture and a few miles from the railway, the little

village of Hsiao-ll P'u overlooked by the Hsia-t'ang Shan hill. At the summit
of the letter stands a little Taoist temple containing a mortuary chamber
which is claimed to be that of Kuo Ch'U, a personage celebrated for his filial

piety. The inner walls of the vault are covered with carvings of the Han
period ; the flagstones round the tomb have remained intact in their origi-

nal position ; three of the inscribed flagstones were taken to the Univer-

sity of T6ky6 in 1908.

The journey from Hsiao-t'ang Shan to the Ling-yen Ssu temple via Hsia-

wan-to may be made in the day.

Pass from the prefecture of Chi-nan Fu into that of T'ai-an Fu.

T'ai-an Fu, chief-town of the prefecture in the province of

Shan-tung (R. 7), at the foot of the sacred mountain T'ai Shan

(R. 8). Temple of Tai-miao and ascent of the T'ai Shan.

The line crosses the Ta-wen Ho which bounds the prefectures

of T'ai-an Fu and Yen-chou Fu.

Ning-yang Hsien, administrative centre of a district in the

prefecture of Yen-chou Fu, 15 m. N. E. of Ch'ii-fou Hsien (R. 10).

In the latter city, the temple and tomb of Confucius.

Yen-chou Fu is the chief-town of a prefecture divided into

ten districts, and the residence of a tao-t'ai and a chih-fu. It is

also the seat of the district of Tzu-yang, which from the

Han period was called Hsin-Ch'iu Hsien and whose present

name dates from the Sung period (1110), with a change in the

spelling of the word Tzu, introduced in 1471. Seat of the Ger-

man vicariate of « Southern Shan-tung » numbering 62 European

preachers and 58.000 native converts.

The city is situated on the r. bank of the Hsi Ho, a tributary

of the Imperial Canal. Its wall of circumvallation, more than

14 li in extent, was built in 1385 under the first Ming emperor
;

it has four gates and five outer gates ; the moat is 30 ft. wide.
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At the time of the « Tribute of Vii », the Eastern part of this territory

belonged to Hsin Chou, including the present centre, whilst the N. and W.
portions belonged to Yen Chou. Under the Chou dynasty, it was the Kingdom
of Lu. During the « Fighting Kingdom » period, a dependency of that of

Chou. The Ch'in created the Hsieh Chiin, from which the Han re-constitut-

ed the Kingdom of Lu and Chiin of Shan-yang. At the time of the « Three
Kingdoms «, the district was included in the Wei country. The Chin formed,
out of the Shan-yang, the Kingdom of Kao-p'ing which the Sung of the
Liu family transformed into Yen Chou (453 A.D.). The Sui suppressed the
Chou and established a ta-tu-fu (605), then a Lu Chou (606), then a Lu
Chiin in the following year. The T'ang returned, in 622, to the name of Yen.
Chou which, after several vicissitudes, was resumed by the Sung (960) and
abandoned for that of the military district (Chiin) of T'ai-ning, then for

that of Fu of Hsi-ch'ing. Under the Chin Tartars and the Mongols, Yen Chou,
not without several changes. The first Ming emperor adopted, in his turn,

the denomination of Yen Chou ; he first made the Chou a dependency of

Chi-nan Fu, then raised it to the rank of Fu of Yen-chou (1385). This status

has since remained unchanged.

A. Ch'ii-fou Hsien is 14 m. N. E. of Yen-chou Fu.

B. From Yen-chou Fu to Chi-ning Chou (23 m.) ; then to Chia-hsiang

Hsieii (14 miles)
;
journey across a plain.

Chi-ning Chou is an autonomous department comprising four dis-

tricts. The walled-city is situated to the N. of a bend in the Imperial Canal

which is bordered on both banks by its suburbs.

The TzH-yiin temple with the T'ien-wang Tien pavilion.

At the Will Miao are preserved some important stelae of the Han- period,

notably the stone representing the visit of Confucius to Lao-tzu and the

inscription called Chu-chiin-chang, on the reverse of which a fragment of

bas-relief is still visible.

After following the canal bank for more than a third of the distance, we
cross a plain dominated by the neighbouring hills of Chia-hsing Hsien, to

the E. of Chi-ning Chou (half-day's march).

Chi-hsiang Hsien is the chief-town of a district in the Chih-li-chou of Chi-

ning Chou.

In the neighbourhood are :

On Meng Shan hill, a sanctuary of Tzij-yu, disciple of Confucius.

At the village of Ch'iao-ch'Sng Ts'un, three bas-reliefs of the Han period.

At Liu-chia Ts'un, a bas-relief of the same period is preserved.

To the S. of the village of Hu-t'ou Shan, the celebrated bas-reliefs of the
Wu family, studied and described by M. Chavannes.

21 m. S. of Chia-hsiang Hsien, the sub-prefecture of Chin-hsiang Hsien,
another dependency of the Chih-li-chou of Chi-ning Chou. 4 li W. of the
city, a mortuary chamber of the Han period, preserved in its original form,

Tsou Hsien (or Chou Hsien), in the prefecture of Yen-chou Fu
is the birth-place of the philosopher Mencius, the « second saint »

of Chinese scholars {See R. 11).

T'eng Hsien, centre of a district in the prefecture of Yen-chou

Fu, at the foot of a mountain system.
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The town is encircled by a wall more than 5 li in circumference

with four gates and a moat 35 ft. wide, to which have been brought

the waters of the Liang-ch'i. The wall was faced with brick and

stone in 1369.

In the time of the Chou, territory comprised in the three principaliliei

of T'eng, Hsieh and Hsiao-chu, which was afterwards part of that of Ch'i,

then of Hsieh Hsien formed by the Ch'in. The Han established the Fan-
hsien, a dependent of the Kingdom of Lu, then of Lu-chiin and P'eng-ch'eng
Chiin. The Sui changed the name of the prefecture to that of T'eng Hsien

(596) which became T'eng Chou under the Chin Tartars. The first Ming em-
peror, in 1369, suppressed the Chou and attached the T'eng Hsien to the

Fu of Chi-ning, then to that of Yen-chou in 1385. This administrative arrange-
ment has since remained unchanged.

The line keeps near the heights, whilst towards the W. extend

plains which adjoin the marshy lands about the Imperial Canal.

I Hsien, chief-town in the prefecture of Yen-chou Fu,is situated

on the Shan Ho, a tributary of the Yun Ho.

In the N. E., the coal mines of Ts'ai Chuang whose output is taken by
rail to T'ai-erh Chuang, a big market town on the Grand Canal, on the fron-

tier of Ckiang-su.

Han-chuang, a station on the N. bank of the Yun Ho, 78 li

from Ch'ing-chiang P'u and 478 li from Chen-chiang Fu by the

Imperial Canal.

Li-kuo, first station in the province of Chiang-su.

Hsvi-chu Fu, Northen prefecture of the province of Chiang-su

(See AN-HUI, R 1).

The line goes on to P'u-k'ou (Nanking), a port on the Blue

River.
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Shan-hsi « Mountainous West >i (in distinction fro.n Chih-li), is a hilly

country crossed by chains and ridges ot loess.

Its boundaries are, on the N., Mongolia ; VV., Ordos and Shen-hsi ; S

Ho-nan ; E., Chih-li.

Area : 234,600 sq. miles.

Population : 9,900,000 inhabitants, about 41 per sq. mile.

Budget : The receipts in 1909 amounted to 5,871,806 Hk. Taels as against

6,140,252 Hk. Taels expenditure.

Capital : T'ai-yiian Fu, on the r. bank of the Fen Ho.

Administrative Divisions : The province comprises 4 lao whose respective

seats are at Sui-yiian Ch'eng, Tai Chou, T'ai-yiian l^'u and Yiin-ch'eng.

The Fu (prefectures) nvimber 9, the Chih-li-chou (independent departments)

10 and the other divisions 95, of v/hich 4 are t'iiig, 4 chou, and 87 hsien.

G:ography : A hilly region, dominated by calcareous upheavals under

which are important coal measures ; chains of granite and schist hills, numer-

ous eminences of yellow earth (loess).

An important river the Fen Ho, runs through the country of the province.

The crops grown comprise : cereals, tobacco, cotton, a little rice, grapes,

etc.

Numerous seams ot coal ; a salt lake, Lu-ts'un.

The Chinese are the majority ; the Mongols inhabit the Northern part

of the province.

1. Shih-chia-chuang to T'ai-Yiian Fu

152 m. The journey by express train occupies 8 hrs., by ordinary train,

12 hrs. Fares : 14 dols. 60 ; 7,80 ; 3,90 (Peking to Shih-chia Chuang, 173
miles. Fares : 10 dols. 20, 6.80 and 3.40 by ordinary train ; 15.30, 10.20,

and 5.10 by express).

The first Chinese railway built in the mountain to serve the capital of

Shan-hsi and the mining regions of the plain of Chih-li. Its official name is
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« Cheng-T'ai » The line i metre gauge begins at level 71, reaches level 1075
and comes out on the plain of T'ai-yiian Fu at level 798 met. The country
traversed is varied and picturesque. The line was laid by the « Societe

franfaise de construction et d'exploitation de chemins de fer en Chine "

French Railway Construction and Working Co. of China).

Shih-chia-chuang, on the line called Ching-Han, 173 miles from

Peking, is the administrative head-quarters of the ChengT'ai line

(Cheng-ting Tai-yilAn) ; altitude 234 ft

5 m., Ta-kuo-ls'un.

10 ra., Huo-lu Hsieu, a district in the prefecture of Cheng-ting

Fu. The station is level 400 ft., about -j- miles S. of the city.

The town is surrounded 'by a wall more than 3 li in length, sup-

plied with three gates, which was rebuilt, in 1480, on the site of a

previous earthen wall. Outside is a moat 15 feet wide.

Originally, the Shih-yih of the Chung-shan Kingdom, at the time of the

« Civil Wars ». Was afterwards a dependency of the Chao State. The Han
dynasty established the Hsien of Shih-yih, in the resort of the Chiin of Ch'ang-
slian. It was suppressed by the After Han and reinstated by the Chin house.

The Northern Ch'i, having suppressed Ching-hsing, gave its name to the
Shih-yih Hsien, which assumed its former designation again under the Sui
dynasty, in 584, and became, later on, the administrative centre of the Chiin

of Heng-shan, until 621. In 594, another Hsien was detached out of the Shih-

yih territory and constituted under the name of Lu-ch'iian, which became,
under the T'ang emperors, the Huo-lu Hsien (756) and absorbed, under
the Sung dynasty, the Shih-yih Hsien (973). The Chin Tartars raised this

to the rank of a Chou of Chen-ning ; the Mongols made it first the Hsi-ning

Chou, then again, under the reign of Ogotai, in 1236, the Hsien of Huo-lu
dependent on the Lu of Cheng-ting. It has been, since the Ming, in the

dependency of the Fu of the same name.

14 m., T'ou-ch'uan.

The rail crosses the river Huo Ho over a bridge 138 ft. long, and

climbs the first rises of the T'ai-hangShan by a gradient of 17 as

for as Po-wang-chuang.

19 m., Po-ivang-chuang White King's Farm » ; halt at level

718 ft.

Terraced cultures in a yellow soil yielding light crops of corn.

Village succeeds village of stone houses, some with flat roofs.

Tunnel 516 ft. long at the 21 st. mile.

21 m. 5, Wu-li-p'u « Shop for 5 li », halt at level 900 ft.

The train first reaches a down gradient with a score of bends of

about 328 ft. radius, then, at the 25th mile, crosses the river

Chin Ho, a tributary 01 the Chih Ho, on an iron bridge 330 ft. long

with two spans.

25 m. 5, Wei-shuu
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Enter the Chih Ho valley, which follow to the 47th mile ; the

Chih Ho flows into the Hu-t'o Ho at P'ing-shan Hsien.

28 m., Nan-ho-t'ou. A light railway, serving the coal-mine at

Hung-tien, carries the coal extracted by the German-Chinese Co.

Bridge 212 ft. over the Hsi-ho-t'ou from Lo-p'ing Hsien.

30 m., Nan-hung-k'ou, manufacturies of pottery-ware, level

760 ft.

32 m., Naji-chang-ts'un, at level 825 ft. ; lime kilns.

The train rises to the pass of Ching-hsing (level 993 ft.) to avoid

crossing and the windings of the river.

35 m., Ching-hsing: Hsien ; the town is on the 1. bank, 770 yds.

from the station.

Ruins of a stone bridge of which only five arches remain.

The town is enclosed by a wall more than 3 li in circumference,

pierced with five gates, re-built in 1569 on a former foundation
;

it scales the mountain side and runs along its crest to the N. of

the town.

Manufactory of coarse potter}'. Three shafts are worked at a

coal-mine in the neighbourhood.

This town was formerly a point of strategic importance, commanding
the pass of T'u-men Kuan or Ching-hsing K'on, on which depended the secur-

ity of part of Chih-li. The pass is the most convenient of nine which
give access to Shan-hsi ; its possession was the refore hotly disputed at

the commencement of the Han domination. In 210 B. C. the funeral pro-

cession of the emperor Shih-huang-ti passed through on its way to Hsien-

yang (in Shen-hsi), which was at that time the capital of the Ch'in
Empire.

The Hsien of Ching-hsing was established, under the Han dynasty, in

the dependency of the Chiin of Ch'ang-shan. The Northern Ch'i suppressed
it and gave its name to the Hsien of Shih-yih ; the Sui emperors reinstated it

in 586, on its previous site and, in 596, they founded there the Ching Chou,
soon after suppressed. The district afterwards became the head-place of the
Chiin of Ching-hsing, which the T'ang emperors made into a Ching Chou
again (618) ; this was suppressed in 643. Under the Sung family, it depended
on the Fu of Cheng-ting and was later on suppressed, being incorporated
with the Hsien of Huo-lu and P'ing-shan and ultimately reconstituted

(1075). The Chin Tartars made the district the seat of the Wei Chou, a short

time after known as Chiin of Ching-hsing and subsequently transferred by
the Mongol emperor Mangu to Ming-shui (1252). The Hsien of Ching-hsing
has been, since the beginning of the Ming dynasty, dependent on the Fu
of Cheng-ting.

At about the 37th mile, the line, which is frowned upon by

giant craigs from 200 to 270 ft. high, and here seems to cling to

the mountain side for protection, runs between rocks of blue

Jurassic limestone. It then enters, near the village of Fa-liu-ling,

Northern China. 10.
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a curving tunnel 546 ft. long and, on issuing thence, crosses the

Chih Ho by an iron bridge 246 ft.

39 m., Pei-yao, halt.

The railway follows an up gradient to the line of watershed.

43 m., Nan-yao.

Opposite K'u-hsi, the frontier of Chih-li and Shan-hsi is marked

by a continuous line of wall up and along the mountains.

Cross the Chih Ho by a bridge 688 ft. long, 3 arches of 164 ft.

and 6 of 33 ft. — At the foot of the first pier is a spring.

46 m., An-tzu-kuan, first station in Shan-hsi, situated at an

altitude of 1.375 ft., at the foot of a peak from 650 to 725 ft. higher,

in a charming situation.

The village of An-tzu-kuan is built on a rock overlooking a

gorge 165 ft. deep, cut in the hard limestone.

Higher up, the two streams which, flowing in to circumvent the

valley of Mo-t'an, form the upper course of the Cbih Ho, bear

the names Pei Ho and Mien-shui ; the series of tunnels, through

which the line had to be taken were cut in the blue limestone

cliffs which from the gorges of this Southern arm of the river.

Black and white sheep are bred in the surrounding country.

Anthracite commences at the 47th mile.

51 m., Ch'eng-chia-lung-ti, at level 1410 ft.

Three tunnels 483, 366 and 990 ft. Cross the Mien-shui by a

246 ft. bridge. Tunnel 957 ft.

57 m., Hsia-p'an-shih halt at level 1604 ft.

Tunnel 213 ft. at the 60th mile ; another 405 ft. at the 61st mile.

61 m., Yen-hui halt at level 1761 ft.

Viaducts ; three tunnels, the longest of which is 633 fi.

68 m., Luan-liu, station at level 1929 ft., opposite the confluent

of the little valley of the Po-shuang Ho running from P'ing-ting

Chou.

72 m., Po-yang-shu « the farm of white sheep », station at level

2028 ft. ;
potteries ; limekilns in the neighbourhood.

Iron has been discovered to the N.

Tunnel, then cross the Mien-shui. at the 73rd mile, over a bridge

213 ft. long.

75 m., Yangr-ch'iian « The Source of Life », at level 2181 ft.

Mining centre. — Station serving P'ing-ling Chou .situated 4 miles

to the S. E. ; this canton is famous for its boilers and coal mines.
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The town ol P'iag-tiug Chou contains two walled enclosures, one higher the

" Shang-ch'eng, " and a lower one.the " Hsia-ch'eng ", having together more

than 9 H in circumference and four gates, with a moat. This defence system

was set up during the T'ai-p'ing-hsing-kuo period (from 976 to 983), under

the Sung dynasty. The Low town wall was repaired at the beginning of the

reign of the Mongols, and that of the High town during the time of the Ming,

in the Ch'eng-hua period (from 1465 to 1487) ; both were furthermore repair-

ed in 1451 and several times again during the Manchu dynasty.

In olden times, a region in the Ping Chou. During the n Spring and Au-
tumn » period, a territory in the Chin state and, at the time of the « Civil

Wars », a dependency of the Chao principality. The Han dynasty established

there the Hsien of Shang-ai, dependent on the Chlin of T'ai-yuan and after-

wards on the Kingdom of Ch'ang-shan. The district was suppressed, and
later on re-established, under the After Wei, and took the name of Shih-ai

Hsien, in the resort of the Lo-p'ing Chiin. Placed by the T'ang emperors
under the dependency of the Liao Chou, afterwards of the Shou Chou, of

the ChingChou and of the Fu of T'ai-yiian, it received, in 742, the name
of Hsien of Kuang-yang. The Sung family made it the Hsien of P'ing-ting,

head-quarters of the military district, or Chiin, of the same name (979), in

the Lu of Ho-tung. The Chin Tartars had there the P'ing-ting Chou, with
a Hsien similarly named. The Mongols connected the Chou to the Lu of

Chi-ning and suppressed the district (1265), which has ceased to e.\ist ever

since. The P'ing-ting Chou was, under the Ming house, dependent on the Fu
of T'ai-yiian and became autonomous (a Chih-H-chou), in 1724.

15 m., S. of P'ing-ting Chou, is Lo-p'ing. The ancient town of Hsi-yang
or Yang-ch'eng stood to the E. of this place ; it had been the capital of the
Kingdom of Fu, a state of the barbarous White Ti. Hsi-yang belonged to

the Ch'i when the Chao occupied it in 283 B. C.

Coal measures have been noted in the mountains of the Chou of P'ing-

ting, especially in the N. of Yang-ch'iian where coal is often worked concur-
rently with iron ore. These measures yield a bituminous coal of excellent

quality in regular and horizontal layers, thus differing from that situated

further down stream in the Ching-hsing Hsien, where the coal is of inferior

quality and irregular formation.

The railway runs alongside anthracite between the 62 nd and 83 nd mile
and the line is laid on coal seams from the 76 th to the 81'' mile.

In the cutting, outcrops of anthracite near the 79th mile.

79 m., Sai-yii, halt at level 2389 ft.

Sportsmen will find hares, pheasants, partridges and wild ducks

in this neighbourhood.

The line leaves the limestone and enters the red sandstone for-

mations.

83 m., P'o-fou, level 2631 ft., at the foot of a cliff towering from

1200 to 1500 ft. high.

87 m., Ch'ih-shih-ijih, level 2858 ft.

A stone bridge with five arches and 348 ft. long, at the 90th

mile. — A fine cutting in the sandstone at the 92nd mile.

94 m., Chin-ch'iian.^ at level 3.353 ft.
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The railway continues its rise to the pass which is reached at

the 97th mile at an altitude of 3528 ft. above sea-level.

We here leave the basin of the Hu-t'o Ho for that of the Fen

Ho. The line runs through loess to Shou-yang Hsien.

101 m., Shou-yang Hsien, at level 3.435 ft., on a loess plateau.

The station is a mile S. E. of the town and near the Shou-shui

valley which the line follows from this point.

The city is enclosed by a wall 4 li long, traversed by three gates

and supplied with a ditch 30 ft. wide. This wall, originally made
of earth, was lined with bricks during the Chia-ching period (1522

to 1566) and three demi-lunes were added to it during the Lung-

ch'ing years (156'? to 1572).

Was, at « Spring and Autumn » times the Ma-shou Yih in the Chin State.

Under the Han dynasty, formed the Eastern territory of the Hsien of Yii-

tz'fl. The Chin emperors founded the Hsien of Shou-yang, dependent on the
Chiin of Lo-p'ing and later on suppressed it. Re-established by the Sui fa-

mily (the name differently written), it was made, under the T'ang house
(with a return to the original orthography) a dependency of the Shou Chou,
the seat of which was transferred to it. Later on suppressed. At the end
o f T'ang sway, under the « Five Dynasties » and the Sung, was a depend-
ency of the Fu of T'ai-yiian ; under the Chin Tartars, of the Chou of P'ing-

ting ; under the Mongols, of the Lu of Chi-ning ; under the Ming and the
Manchu dynasties, till 1724, of the T'ai-yiian Fu. It has been, since that
date, dependent on the P'ing-ting Chou again.

Three 66 ft. spans cross a small stream and the Shou-shui.

104 m., Kuo-ts'un, halt at level 3.356 ft.

The valley of the Shou-shui becomes narrower, shut in by red

schistous sandstones which stretch to the 125th mile.

110 m., Shang-hu, at level 3.212 ft., with its houses built in an

amphitheatre.

A bridge 165 ft. long, at the 112th mile, crosses the Shou-shui,

a tributary of the Tung-wu-shui.

Apricots and vineyards at the 113th mile.

115 m., Lu-chia-chuang, level 2.940 ft.

Arch 165 ft. long at the 115th mile, and one 248 ft. long at the

118th mile, over the Mien-shui. Tunnels, one of which is 427 ft.

119 m., Tuan-Ving, level 2.760 ft.

The valley broadens, covered with a yellowish white mud of

limestone and clay which geologists call loess.

126 m., Tung-chao-t.=' an, level 2661 ft.

On the 1. bank, the Tung-wu-shui receives the Ta-tu-ho run-

ning from Pa-fu-ling.

131 m., Pei-ho-liu, level 2631 ft.
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Here we enter a plain of loess, from T'ai-yiian Fu, which is

slightly undulating.

About the 134th mile, the profusion of springs allow of the cul-

ture of rice, which is a rare product along this Shan-hsi line.

175 m., YU-tz'uHsien, situated at level 2.617 ft., some 550 yds.

S. of the station. Cotton goods and petrol from the Southern plain

of Ta-yuan Fu pass through here. A road to HsU-k'ou Hsien and

Tai-ku Hsien, the towns where the banking system of Shan-hsi

originated.

The city of Yii-tz'u FIsien is surrounded by a rampart 5 li in

development, supplied with three gates and a moat 30 feet wide.

This wall, raised at the outset of the K'ai-huang period (581 to

600), Sui dynasty, was covered with stone during the Ch'eng-hua

years (1465 to 1487) of the Ming family.

At the « Spring and Autumn » period, the Vih of VVei-yii, in the Chin
state ; during the " Civil wars ", a dependency of the Chao State, under

the name of Yii-tz'u. The Han emperors established there the Hsien of Yii-

tz'u, dependent on the Chiin of T'ai-yiian. The Later Wei suppressed and,

later on, reinstated it. The Northern Cli'i altered its name to Ch'ung-tu-

Hsien ; but the Sui house restored its appellation of Yii-tz'ii Hsien, which
has been changed no more. The district was connected, under the T'ang
dynasty, to the Fu of T'ai-yiian, of which it became the head-place, under
the Sung sway, but for three years only ending in 987. It was dependent,

under the Mongols, on the Lu of Chi-ning and has been, since Ming times,

a part of the T'ai-yiian Fu.

Cross the ditch of the Huang Ho, generally dry.

139 m., Ming-li, halt.

144 m., Pei-ying, halt.

151 m., T'ai-yiian Fu, capital of Shan-hsi, is situated in a vast

plain of loess 70 miles long and 25 miles wide, having a N. E.-

S. W. direction and an area of about 2,000 sq. miles. The station

is some 330 yds. outside the South Gate, near the S. E. angle of

the wall, at level 799.

2. T'ai-yuaR Fu.

The capital of the province of Shan-hsi, stands on the 1. bank

of the San-k'ou-shui above its junction with the Fen Ho, in avast

plain of fine, adhesive yellow mud called loess.

T'ai-yiian Fu is 325 miles from Peking by rail ; its latitude

taken at the North Gate (the top of which is at an altitude of

2702 ft.) is 37°52' 03"
; its population is estimated at 60.000 inhabi-

tants.
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Hotel : Grand Hotel.

The city is surrounded by a wall 24 li in extent, with eight gates

(two of which are closed) and provided with a moat 30 ft. wide,

constructed at the beginning of the Sung dynasty ; then re-built

of stone and faced with brick in the reign of the first Ming emper-

Mil/rolles e.

or. This enclosure is in the form of a square, each side of which

measures 2 miles. Two broad streets, leading from the two N.

gates to the two S. gates, cut by transversal roads which lead to

the W. and E. gates, divide the city into rectangles. To the. N. and

S. extend fortified suburbs.

In 1649, a citadel was built by the Ch'ing, in the S. \V. angle

of the town, to serve as barracks for the « Eight Banners » troops
;

this is the Manchu quarter.

T'ai-yiian Fu is the residence of a fu-fai, governor of the pro-

vince of Shan-hsi ; of a nieh-t'ai, judge of the high court ; of a
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fan-l'ai, treasurer-general ; of a t'i-tu, commander in chief ; a

tao-t'ai, commissioner for the Chi-ning tao circuit ; of a chih-fu,

prefect of the T'ai-yiian Fu and of a chih-hsien, district magis-

trate of the Yang-ch'ii Ilsien.

History of T'ai-yiian Fu :

At ttie epoch of the « Tribute of Yii ", a region in the Chi Chou and
under the Chou dynasty, in the Ping Chou (first, Kingdom of T'ang and
after Kingdom of Chin). In of the « Civil Wars » times, a depen-
dency of the Chao State. The Ch'in family established there the Chiin of

T'ai-yiian, which, under the Han emperors, became the Kingdom of Han,
then of T'ai, then of T'ai-yiian, this last one to be replaced (114 B. C.) by
the Chiin of the same name, which was made the chief place of the Ping
Chou. The Chin house had there again a T'ai-yiian « Kingdom », which
assumed the rank of a Chiin anew under the Posterior Wei. The Northern
Ch'i established a government and bad a palace in the place. Under the
Chou sovereigns, it reverted to its former rank to be a Ping Chou and a

Chiin of T'ai-yiian, which the Sui suppressed and re-established by turns.

The T'ang dynasty make fresh use of the appellation of Ping Chou (618)

and call the city their « Northern Capital » (Pei-tu) in 690 ; only to be
suppressed in 705 and reinstated in 722. The Ping Chou is then replaced
by a Fu of T'ai-yiian, which assumes (742) the title of « Northern Court »

(Pei-ching), suppressed in 760, and later on that of Pei-tu again {762),
as the seat of the Chieh-tu of Ho-tung. The After Liang re-establish the Ping
Chou, which the After T'ang convert into their « Western Court » (Hsi-ching)

in 923 and into their « Northern » one in 925. At the time of the Chou
family, it is the residence of the Northern Han. Under the Sung house,

since 979, Ping Chou ; altered to Fu of Tai-yiian in 1059. Gengiz Khan
established there, in 1216, the Tsung-kuan of the Lu of T'ai-yiian, changed
(1305) into the Lu of Chi-ning. The Ming dynasty re-establish the Fu of

r'ai-yiian, which has been ever since the capital of the Shan-hsi province.

A history of the Yang-ch'ii Hsien, the district having its seat within the

walls of T'ai-yiian Fu :

According to certain authors, this place was the ancient capital of the
Hsia dynasty and the first residence of the Chin house, but the assertion is

not justified by evidence.

Under the Han emperors, the territory of the three Hsiens of Chin-yang
Fen-yang and Lang-meng. The seat of the Yang-ch'ii Hsien was transferred

thereat towards the end of the same dynasty and was dependent on the
Chiin of T'ai-yiian. The Sui family gave it the name of Yang-chih Hsien

(586) and, later on, Fen-yang Hsien (596). The T'ang house restored its name
of Yang-ch'ii to the district (624) and had it dependent on the Ping Chou,
afterwards on the T'ai-yiian Fu. The Sung made it the head place of the

P'ing Chou, and later on of the Fu of T'ai-yiian. The Chin Tartars, the Mon-
gols, and the Ming and Mauchu dynasties have preserved the same arrange-

ment.

T'ai-yiian Fu has fine streets which, especially in the Southern

quarters, are very animated ; some are bordered with century-

old trees. Several interesting objects are to be seen.

A permanent exhibition, opened in 1907, of the produce of the

country, cotton goods, camel-hair carpets, furs, carved wood fur-

niture, goldsmith's work, pottery, antiques, and various ores.
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A University, a School of Modern Science on the site of the

ancient Kung-yiian or Examination Court.

A Catholic cathedral^ in the Northern quarter, is officiated at

by Franciscan monks.

The (( Xorthern Shan-hsi » missions comprise a bishop, 20 European
preachers, 13 Chinese priests, and 20,126 native converts (1909).

In 1900, the preachers of this mission, as well as the Protestant missiona-
ries residing at T'ai-yiian Fu, were massacred by order of the governor of

the province.

The Temple of Confucius is still annexed to the Fu-hsiieh or

« College of the Prefecture «. It is said of the latter at T'ai-yuan

Fu :

The <! College of the Prefecture of T'ai-yiian « is on the N. W. of the

seat (Ya-men) of the prefecture. It was built during the T'ien-hui period
(II 23 to 1 1 37) of the Chin Tartars and several times restored since the access-

ion of the present dvnasty.

The ya-men of the provincial governor was, in 1900, the tem-

porary residence of the Imperial family in its flight from Peking,

which was occupied by the allied troops.

The Northern Ch'i, the Later T'ang, and the Northern Han also had their

Imperial C")urt here.

ENVIRONS :

On the sky line, 2 stdpa stand about 80 ft. above the level of the plain.

One of them, like the Tower of Pisa, slightly inclines its slender length.
80 H N. E. stood the ancient town of Yu and, W. of that, the ,, Stag

Gate ", one of the passes of the Ta-ling.

3. T'ai-yuan Fu to Fen-ehou Fu

Three stages : T'ai-yiian Fu to Ch'in-tz*ts'un 45 // ;
— to Ching-yiian-

ts'un 36 /» ;
— to Chiao-ch'eng Hsien 45 li ;

— to Wen-shui Hsien 42 li ;

— to Fen-chou Fu 60 li (Itinerary compiled from notes kindly supplied by
Captain de Fleurelle).

On leaving T'ai-yiian Fu by the W. Gate we reach, 2 li distant,

the river San-k'ou which is fordable. The road follows a general

Southern direction, having on the E. the great loess plain and,

on the W., the foot-hills of the Kao-li Shan.

13 li, cross the Fen Ho, tributary of the Huang Ho and

the principal river of the province of Shan-hsi.

In the hills, the road runs alongside the banks of a lake 4 miles

long by 1 1(2 wide.

Village of Nan-tung, 300 ft. — Nan-yang, 200 ft. — Tung-wu,

100 ft. — Ta-fo Szu, 200 ft.
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Cross the river Chin, tributary on the r. bank of the Fen Ho ;

further down stream, the walled city of T'ai-yiian Hsien.

T^aiyiian Hsien is enclosed in a wall 7 li in extent, traversed

by four gates and surrounded by a moat. This rampart was rais-

ed at the beginning of the Ching-t'ai period (1450 to 1457) and

covered with bricks in the middle of the Cheng-te years (1500

to 1521).

According to an un-supported tradition this town was the residence of

the emperor Yao, also called Prince of T'ang. It was bestowed as a fief by
the emperor Ch'eng-wang (1115-1079 B. C), of the Chou dynasty, on his

brother Shu-yii (1106) ; it was Hsieh, the son of the latter, who changed
the ancient name of the principality to Chin.

In 501 B. C, Chao-yang was beseiged in this town by Duke Ting of

Chin. In 497, Prince Chao, threatened by this same duke, shut himself up
here. The place again served as a city of refuge, in 454, to Hsiang-tzd, Prince
of Chao, besieged by the armies of Han, VVei and Chih. After a year of

strife, the besiegers diverted the river to overflow the ramparts, but Hsiang-
tzu was clever enough to open negociations with the allies, embroil the Chih
with the Han and Wei and so raise the siege.

In olden times, territory of the T'ang Kingdom. Was, during the « Spring
and Autumn » period, the Chin-yang Yih. The Ch'in dynasty established
there the Hsien of Chin-yang, as the seat of the Chlin of T'ai-yiian. Under
the Later Han, it became at the same time the head place of the Ping Chou.
The Northern Ch'i detached from it the Hsien of Lung-shan. The Sui

emperors caused Lung-shan to become Chin-yang and the former Chin-
yang the district of T'ai-yiian. These formed, under the Five Dynasties »,

the Chun of Pei-han, and were suppressed by the Sung family, who replaced
them by the Hsien of P'ing-chin, itself suppressed and later on reinstated
by the Chin Tartars. The P'ing-chin Hsien was, under the Mongols, depen-
dent on their Lu of Chi-ning. The Ming house reverted to the name of Hsien
of T'ai-yiian (1375), which it has preserved ever since, in the sphere of the
T'ai-yiian Fu.

N. of T'ai-yiian Hsien, the Palace of Chin-yang.

In the Wei-shu « History of the Wei «, the chapter which treats of the
configuration of the country says that, at the beginning of the years Wu-
ting (543-549), Prince Hsien-wu-wang of the Ch'i built the Palace of

Chin-yang. According to the Yuan-ho-chih, this Chin-yang-kung was inside
the walled town of Ping Chou. The geographical section of the T'ang-sku
states that it was situated N, W. of the Northern Capital and that the walled
enclosure of the palace had a perimeter of 2520 pu or paces.

It will be noticed that the references in the Wei-shu and T'ang-shu show
that the town of Ping Chou of the T'ang period stood E. of the town of the
same name in the time of the Later Wei. The fact is that the district city

of T'ai-yiian was originally to the E. of the Chou, the T'ang built the Eas-
tern town (Tung-ch'eng) and the central town (Chung-ch'eng) to join them,
and that, consequently, the T'ai-yiian Hsien and the Chin-yang Hsien each
constituted a district intra-muros of the same city.

S. W. of the city, the Ch'ang-ch'un Kuan, a Taoist temple « of

Long Spring », was built in the first year Yen-yu of the Sung

(? 1086). In it is a stela with an inscription by the learned Ch'en

Yen.
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IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD of T'ai-yuan Hsien :

15 li N. W., the Fa-hua SsU « Monastery of the Flourishing of the Law. »

It was built in the third year T'ien-pao of the Northern Ch'i (552). An Im-
perial tablet was given it bearing the inscription K'ai-hua SsH « Monastery
of the Extension of Conversions. » An inscription on stone is to be seen
there, composed by Lu Yii-kui and Wang Hao-ku of the " Five dynasty "

period (907 to 959).

10 li W., the T'ung-tzU SsH « Monastery of the Child », on Mount Sung
Shan, was built in the seventh year T'ien-pao of the Northern Ch'i (556).

15 /i W., the Hao-t'ien kuan, a Taoist temple « of the Summer Sky », is

also on Mount Lung Shan. It was built in the first year YUan-chen of the

Mongol dynasty (1295). Inside are eight niches or chambers hewn out of

the rock. During the Hung-wo period (1368 to 1398), the temple of the
« North Pole » or Pei-chi Kuan was incorporated with this edifice.

30 li S. W., the T'ien-lung SsA » Monastery of the Celestial Dragon »,

dates from the first year Huang-chien (560) of the Northern Ch'i. In the

interior are twenty-four niches or mountain caves and four stone statues
of Buddha. At the time of the Ming, in the twenty-fifth year Chia-ching {1546),
three other niches or grottoes were dug out of the side of the mountain to

serve as refuges from invaders.

There remains to be mentioned the Pi-shu Kung « Palace where to avoid
the Heat ». According to tradition, it was here that the emperor Shen-
wu-ti of the Northern Ch'i, sought refuge from the heat.

* Chin-tzH-ts'un. 1000 families.

A fine pagoda, near a beautiful spring of clear water, in a large

park ; bronze statues of the Sung period ; tall stelaj of the T'ang.

Kou-yang-t'ou, 500 f. — Ku-yih, 700 f. ~ Pei-yih-ni, 300 f.

Ching-yiian-ts'un, 80 f.

Yiian-tzil-lai. Christian settlement near the route.

Kao-pei-tshm, 40 f. — Tung-yueh, 50 f. — Hao-jiao, 600 f.

Cross a little tributary of the Fen Ho.

Hsia-yih-tzu-erh, 30 f.

To the W. and about 770 yds. from the route, Ta-en-erh, 100 f.

Yih-ivu-ts'un, 50 f.

Chlao-ch'eng: Hsieu, 800 f., chief town of a district in the pre-

fecture of T'ai-ylian Fu.

The city is supplied with a wall 5 li long wirth four gates. The

moat is thirty feet wide. Built under the T'ang dynasty, in 690,

the wall was covered with stone in the middle of the Ch'ung-

chen period (1628-1644).

In Han times, it formed the Western part of the Chin-yang Hsien territory

The Sui emperors established there (596) the Hsien of Chiao-ch'eng, depen-
dent on the Ping Chou. The T'ang family made it depend on the T'ai-

yiian Fu. The Sung house (979) created, at the seat of the district, the Chien
(inspectorate) of Ta-t'ung, which was suppressed by the Chin Tartars. The
Mongols connected the Chiao-ch'eng Hsien to their Lu of Chi-ning. It has,

since the Ming dynasty, depended on the Fu of T'ai-yiiau.
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20 H N. W., the Yitng-mins-Ssii " Monastery of Eternal Repose », a

Buddhist pagoda founded by the Chin in the year 265, subsequent upon the

fall of the Wei.

Gross a tributary of the Fen Ho. — Hung-hsiang, 500 f. —
Kuang-hsing-chen, 500 f. — Hai-cha-chen, 400 f.

Gross the Wen-yii-shui, a considerable affluent on the r. bank

of the F6n Ho.

Pei-hsii Ts'un, 200 f. — The road follows the path of the moun-

tain for a short distance. — Chung-shih, inn. — Lang-shu Ts'un,

200 f.

330 yds. to the 1., Lung-chuang, 100 f.

Wen-shui Hsien, 8,000 f., chief town of a district in the pre-

fecture of T'ai-yiian Fu.

The town is enclosed by a wall more than 9 U in extent, pierced

by four gates and supplied with a moat 40 feet broad, built under

the Sung dynasty, at the outset of the Yiian-fu period (1098 to

1100), and faced with stone under the Ming emperors, during the

Wan-li years (1573 to 1619).

At the time of the « Civil Wars ", territory of Ta-ling, in the Chao State
The Han dynasty established there the Hsien of Ta-ling, dependent on the
Chiin of T'ai-yiian. The Posterior Wei replaced it by the Shou-yang Hsien,
to which the Sui family gave the name of Wen-shui (590). The T'ang house
caused the district to depend on the Fen-chou and afterwards called it Wu
hsing (690), to restore it later on its name of Wen-shui (705), which it has
retained ever since. The district was, under Mongol sway, a dependency of

the Lu of Chi-ning ; it lias been connected, since the Ming dynasty, to the
Fu of T'ai-yiian.

Hsiao-yih Ts^un, 800 f. -— Ma-ts'un. — Shang-hsien, 100 f.

Pagoda Fan-an Ssu. A fine tower 80 ft. high, of the T'angperiod.

A little more than half a mile to the r., the village of Tsii Ts'un

800 f. ; on the r., several handsome tombs.

Yung-an Ts'im, 1000 f., nearly half-a-mile on the 1., in a plain

which extends as far as the eye can reach.

Chin-shang, 550 yds to 1., 3,000 f.

Ta-hsiang Ts'un, 330 yds. to r., 400 f.

83 miles (133 li), Lo-ch'eng-p'u, 1000 f. The road to Yung-ning

Ghou branches off here.

Cross an important tributary of the Fen Ho.

90 miles (133 li), Fen-chou Pu, prefecture, residence of the

chih-hsien of Fen-yang Hsien, famous for the commercial ability

of its inhabitants. In the neighbourhood, coal and salt workings.
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The City of Fen-chou Fu is surrounded by a wall 9 li and 13 pu

long, 46 feet high, with four gates. This fortified enclosure was

rebuilt on older foundations during the Chih-cheng period (1341

to 1368), of the Mongol dynasty, and covered with brick pending

the Lung-ch'ing years (1567 to 1572), of the Ming family. Extern-

ally there are four fortified suburbs. The moat is several tens

of feet broad.

Historical account of ttie Fen-chou Fu prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yu », a region in the Chi Chou and, under
the Chou dynasty, a territory in the Ping Chou. It was, during the « Spring
and Autumn » period, a dependency of the Chin State and, pending the
« Civil Wars », of the Chao principality. Under the Ch'in and Han families,

territory of the Chiin of T'ai-yiian. The Wei sovereigns established there

the Chiin of Hsi-ho, which became a « Kingdom » of the same name under
the Chin house and was suppressed later on to become again, under the Pos-
terior Wei, the Hsi-ho Chiin. The seat of the Fen-chou was thereto trans-

ferred. The Northern Ch'i made it the Nan-shuo Chou, the Chou house the
Chieh-chou, the T'ang dynasty the Hao-chou and subsequently the Fen-chou.
It was, during Sung sway, the Fen-chou Hsi-ho Chiin, dependent on the
Lu of Ho-tung. The Chin Tartars created there the Chieh-tu of the Chiin
(military district) of Feng-yang. The Mongols fell back on the name ot Fen-
chou, placing this department within the resort of their Lu of Chi-ning.

Under the Ming, Fen-chou and, later on, Fu of Fen-chou, a status which has
been preserved since the year 1595.

An historical account of the Fen-yang Hsien, the district having its seat

inside the city of Fen-chou Fu :

The Han dynasty established there the Tzd-shih Hsien, dependent on
the Chiin of T'ai-yiian. The Wei house created on the spot the Chun of Hsi-ho
and the Chin emperors changed the name of the district to Hsi-ch'eng Hsien,
the seat of the Hsi-ho Kingdom. The After Wei made the Hsien into a Shih-

hsing Chiin (military district) and later on, re-established the Hsi-ch'eng
Hsien. This became, under the Northern Ch'i, the head place of the Nan-
shuo Chou ; under the Posterior Chou dynasty, of the Chieh Chou ; under
that of Sui, of the Hsi-ho Chiin and, under that of T'ang, of the Fen Chou.
This last house changed the name of the district to Hsi-ho Hsien (674), an
appellation which was maintained till its suppression by the first Ming ems
peror. The district was reinstated then as Fen-yang Hsien (1595) and ha-

remained the head of the Fu of Fen-chou.

4. T'ai-yuan Fu to Wu-t'ai Shan

no miles, 5 -5- hrs. journey ; 6 stages recommended : Huang-l'u-chai,

Hsin Chou at level 821 met., Tung-yeh-chen, Chih-chia-ts'un, Hsi-wa-ch'uang,

Wu-t'ai-shan (Central Terrace). — Itinerary compiled by M. ed. chavannes.

1st day : Start at 9 o'clock from T'ai-yiian Fu. Stop at noon

in the village of Yang-ch'ii-chen. At 5 o'clock arrival at Huang-

t'u-chai also called Huang-chai-tu.

2nd day : Start at 6 from Huang-t'u-chai ; at noon, stop at

Kuan-cK'eng-chen, after going over the pass of Shih-ling.
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At 4.30, arrival in the town of Hsin Chou whose white walls

show up distinctly at a considerable distance over the plain.

This walled enclosure, more than 9 li long, is supplied with

four gates and a moat ; it was built in brick and stone on the site

of a previous earthen rampart, during the Wan-li years (1573

to 1620), of the Ming dynasty.

Hsin Chou, a department city on which two districts are

dependent, is situated at an altitude of 2,693 ft. by 38°24' lat.N.

and 112°46' long. B. of Greenwich.

In remote antiquity, a region of the Ping Chou. At the epoch of o Spring
and Autumn n, a territory in the Chin principality and, during the « Civil

Wars n, a dependency of that of Chao. Under the Ch'in dynasty, a part of

the Chiin of T'ai-yiian and, under the Han family, of the Hsien of Yang-
ch'ii. The Chiin of Hsin-hsing was established there at the end of the After

Han and was maintained by the Wei and the Chin, who later on altered

it to Chin-ch'ang Chiin. The After Wei had there the Szu Chou, which be-

came a Chiin again under the name of Yung-an. The Sui emperors fell back
upon the appellation of Chiin of Hsin-hsing, suppressed soon after, then re-

placed (598) by that of Hsin Chou, assumed again, under T'ang sway, after

a temporary disappearance. This department was, under the Mongols, de-

pendent on the Lu of Chi-ning ; under the Ming family, on the Fu of T'ai-

yiian. It has been raised, under the Manchu dynasty (1724), to the rank of

an independent department, in direct connection with the provincial govern-
ment of Shan-hsi.

3rd day : From Hsin Chou we leave the high-road leading from

T'ai-yiian Fu to Tai Chou and it becomes necessary to complete

the journey on horse-back.

On arriving at Hsin Chou, fix up fresh party so as to be ready to make a
start next day early.

Leave Hsin Chou at 6 o'clock. Make your way through a plain

covered with tombs and memorial stela columns.

8 o'clock, village of Pei-hu-ts'un ; 8.50, village of Yung-an-pao.

10.30, stop in the town of Ting-hsiang Hsien, chief town of a

district in the department of Hsin Chou.

A wall 4 li long encircles the city ; it was built of brick, on older

foundations, during the Wan-li years (1573 to 1620), of the Ming

dynasty, and three gates afford access through it.

The Han emperors established there the Hsien of Yang-ch'ii, in the depen-
dency of the T'ai-yiian Chiin. Towards the end of the Cliien-an period (195
to 220), this district took the name of Ting-hsiang Hsien and was connected
to the Chiin of Hsin-hsing. Under the Posterior Wei, it became the chief

place of the Yung-an Chiin, later on suppressed by the Northern Ch'i, who
gave the Hsien the appellation of P'ing-k'ou. This, after being incorporat-
ed by the Sui emperors with the Sui-jung district, was detached there from
by the T'ang house (621) and assumed the name of Ting-hsiang Hsien anew.

Northern Cni.NA, 17.
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which it has preserved since, save a temporary suppression during the Sung
epoch. Re-established in the year 1086, it has been dependent since that

time on the Hsin Chou.

Leave Ting-hsiang Hsien at 2 o'clock ; at 5 p. m., arrive at the

village of Fang-lan-clien, where the only inn is very small.

4th day: Start at 6 a. m. At8.35,fordtheriver Hu-t'o;ford wide

and current fairly strong. After crossing, we find ourselves in a

veritable kitchen-garden which forms a striking contrast with

the sterility of the plain which preceded it.

8.50, big village of Tung-yeh-chen ; this is where we ought by

rights to have stayed the previous night.

On leaving this little town we commence the almost endless

climb of the pass of Ku-hsii which terminates at Wu-t'ai Hsien,

where we arrive at 12.30.

Wu-t'ai Hsien, chief town of a district, is situated 3.474 ft.

above sea-level ; its geographical coordinates are 38" 43' lat. N. and

112° 16' 31" long E. of Greenwich.

The city is surrounded by a wall more than 3 li in development,

pierced by three gates. It is bordered, on the S. E. side, by the

river Lu-szu-shui and is protected by a moat on the opposite side.

The rampart of earth, of the Later Wei epoch, was covered with

brick during the Wan-li period (1573 to 1620), of the Ming family^

The Han emperors established there the Hsien of Lu-ssu, dependent on
the Chiin of T'ai-yiian. This district, suppressed by the Chin house, was
reinstated by the Posterior Wei under the name of Lu-yih and depended first

on the Chiin of Yung-an and afterwards on that of Yen-men. The Sui dynas-
ty adopted the name of Wu-t'ai (ie. Five Terraces). Connected to the T'ai
Chou under the T'ang and down to the accession of the Sung family, the
district was raised by the Chin Tartars to the rank of a T'ai-Chou, which
was first placed in the resort of the Fu of T'ai-yiian and afterwards (Mongol
period) attached to of the Chi-ning Lu. The first Ming emperor, in 1369,
suppressed the Chou and re-established the Wu-t'ai Hsien in the dependency
of the Tai Chou (1375), wherein it has been retained ever since.

Start from Wu-t'ai Hsien at 2 o'clock and at a quarter past 3 the

climb is accomplished ; at this point is a gate bearing the in-

scription « Gate of the Territory of Ch'ing-liang » ; Mount Gh'ing-

liang is no other than the Wu-t'ai Shan group.

A fairly rapid descent brings us to the village of Nan-Vai-hsin.

We have 15 /i further to do yet, in a mountainous country, to reach

Chih-chia-ts'un about a quarter past 7.

5th day : Start at 6 a. m. The roads, after rain, are very slip-

pery and only slow progress can be made. At 8.15 reach the sum-

mit of the Hsi-yao-ling pass. The rapid descent is very pictu-
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resque ; it overlooks a valley called Lung-wan on account of the

curve, like a sinuous dragon, described by a little stream, a sub-

tributary of the river Hu-t'o. At 8.35, the base is reached at the

village of Hsi-hsia-ts'un. Follow the course of the river up to the

village of Lm-yiian-ts'un, where we arrive about noon.

Start at 2. About 4.15, stop at the village of Hsi-wa-chuang

where there is only one wretched inn.

6th day: Start at 6 d.m. At a quarter to 7, reach the Ch'ing-Uang-

shih Ssu, one of the temples of the Wu-t'ai Shan group ; its name

signifies « Temple of the Ch'ing-liang Rock ». In the courtyard

is indeed visible a large rock formed of two superposed blocks

which are apparently immovable ; but if a small pebble be insert-

ed between the two blocks, the monk who acts as guardian has

only to raise the upper block with his shoulders to slightly move

it and release the pebble which thus falls to the ground.

Beside this marvellous stone is a little pagoda of gilded bronze

of the year 1606.

Leave at 7.30 ; the path gradually ascends a grassy slope where

edelweiss is to be found growing plentifully in mid-november.

The summit is reached in 20 minutes and we cross the plateau

on which stands the Chin-ko Ssu temple ; this building, very

delapidated, contains a colossal wooden statue of Avalokitesvara

standing and having three heads and forty-two arms ; this

statue dates from the year 1558.

After a series, of ascents and descents, we reach the Ch'e-kou

temple which was, in the time of the T'ang, the residence of two

famous monks ; it has now no interest whatever and, further-

more, the traveller will do well to be on his guard against

attack from the exceedingly vicious dogs which defend the entrance.

At a quarter to 12, arrive at the town of T'ai-huai-chen which

precedes the « Central Terrace », the principal group of temples

of the Wu-t'ai Shan.

5. Wu-t'ai Shan.
ED. CHAVANNES

The name of Wu-Vai Shan « Mountain with five Terraces » is

given to a very extensive mountain range in which are to be found

five principal groups of Buddhist temples, mostly dedicated to

the worship of the Bodhlsattva Manjusrl.
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We shall speak but briefly of this region which can only be visited by

travellers with some experience of China.

The principal group of temples consists of the central

TERRACE. This group of buildings is distinguished from a dis-

tance by the enormous but ungraceful mass of a white painted

stupa which stands in the temple situated at the foot of all the

others, the Ta-yiian « Great Stupa ».

It is here that the traveller will take up his quarters ; he will

have the opportunity of making a close study of the devotional

rites of the Mongols, both the performance of the ritual circumam-

bulation of the great stupa, turning as they go the prayer-mills at

the four corners, and, the hour of service having arrived, the

almost endless prostrations on a sort of spring-board provided

for the purpose.

In the hall, behind the great stupa, is a revolving book-case

which is very remarkable ; octagonal in shape and wider at the

top than the bottom, it occupies the whole height of the building.

Descending by a trap-door in the floor, the book-case is made

to revolve by means of two levers fixed in the base of the pivot.

At the present time it does not contain a single book ; when it

contained the complete collection of sacred texts, it was the

work of four men to set it in motion.

In a side court, on the E., is seen the little stupa which enshrines

as relic a hair of Manjusri.

The richest temple of the group is, however, not that of the

Great Stupa » : it is the Hsien-Vung-Ssu, situated immediately

above. There stand a whole series of well kept up buildings inside

which gilded statues of divinities cast a bright gleam among the

innumerable offerings of the pilgrims.

Behind the latter of these halls, dedicated to Ti-tsang P'u-sa

(Ksitigarbha bodhisattva), rises a terrace on which five little

stupa of gilded bronze symbolise, it is said, the five terraces ; one

of these stupae dates from the year 1630 and ths four others are

apparently of the sama period.

Above the terrace, a chapel of gilded bronze, of the year 1030,

entirely covered with exquisite ornaments.

Higher up the mountain, the Ta-yilan-chao Ssu temple ; then

that called Wen-shu-kuang-tsung-shan i^sw whose principal hall is

covered with bronze tiles.
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Finally, we reach the summit of the hill by a flight of 108 steps.

On it stands the temple Chen-jung-yiian, before the entrance to

which rise two high masts and a little stupa of white stone picked

out with bronze.

The four other groups of temples, Hsi-t'ai (on the Tai Chou road), Nan-
t'ai (T'ai-yiian Fu road), Pei-t'ai (road to Hua-yen-ling), Tung-t'ai (road to

Fu-p'ing, Chih-li), stand at intervals along the roads which converge on the
" Central Terrace ".

Tal-choa Roate

ED. CHATANNES.

1st day. — Start from the temple of the a Great StOpa » at 6 o'clock

Again pass through the town of T'ai-huai-cMn, and go down by the Wu-
t'ai Hsien road as far as a brick pagoda preceded by a little stupa of stone.

Shortly afterwards, turn off to the W. in a valley where can be seen, in the

distance, the white pagoda of the Chu-lin SsH ; this is reached at 8.30.

Then begins a long and difficult climb which lasts till 10.30. At noon, stop

at the wretched hamlet of Ch'a-p'u.

Set out again at 2. At 10 to 4 the road leaves, on the right, the a Temple
of Kuanti. n Follow the valley of the little river2Pai-ho, a tributary of the

Hu-t'o-ho. At 3 o'clock halt at village of Lo-chia-chuang.

2nd day. —^ Start at 6 a. m. At 7.20, village of Yen-l'ou-ts'un. At a quarter

to 12, reach two temples still forming part of the Wu-t'ai Shan ; they are

the Po-yun ku-cha « Ancient Temple of the White Clouds », and the WSn-

shu SsH « Temple of Manjusri. » In the latter will be seen a pair of enormous

sandals which are quite 16 inches long and seem to be made of bark ; these,

so it is said, are the slippers of Manjusri.

Immediately after these two temples we come upon the populous town

of E-k'ou-chin, where we make a halt.

Leave at 2 o'clock. At 3.15, town of Nieh-ying-chen. At 4, cross the river

Hu-t'o. Good road along the valley takes us to Tai €hou by 7 o'clock.

T'ai Chou is a department city comprising three districts near to and
on the r. bank of the Hu-t'o Ho.

The city is protected by a rampart more than 8 li long, traversed by four

gates and supplied with a ditch more than 20 feet deep. This walled enclosure,

raised in earth at the After Wei epoch, was faced with brick in the middle

of the Hung-wu years (1368 to 1398), of the Ming dynasty.

At the ic Tribute of Yii •> epoch, a region in the Chi Chou. During the

« Spring and Autumn » period, a dependency of the Chin principality.

Pending the a Civil Wars n, a part of the Chao State, which founded there

the Chiin of Yen-men, preserved under Ch'in and Han sway. Under the

After Wei, depended on the Ssu Chou. The Sui emperors suppressed the Chiin

and, in 585, replaced it by the Tai Chou, governed by a Tsung-kuan-fu and
itself replaced by a fresh Chiin of Yen-men, and afterwards locate there

(883) the Chieh-tu-shih of Tai-pei. Under the Sung emperors, Tai Chou,
preserved by the Chin Tartars and the Mongols. From 1370 to 1375, under
the Ming house, it is but a district : Tai Hsien. It became a Chou, in the

resort of the Fu of T'ai-yiian and is now, since 1724, an independent depart-

ment.
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From Tai Chou we may either take the T'ai-yiiau Fu road or keep on in

a Northerly direction, reaching in 4 days Ta-t'ung Fu (grottoes of the North-
ern Wei dynasty, 30 li to the W. at a place called Yun-kang, where sculp-

tured Buddhist statues of a very remarkable character were executed in the

Vth c. of our era).

T'ai-yiian Fa Route

The temples of Nan-t'ai are noticed in the R. 4 T'ai-yiian Fu to the
Wu-t'ai-shan » (shan-iisi).

Hua-yen-ling Route

This is the Northern route to Ta-ying by the road from Tai Chou to Ling-
ch'iu Hsien and Chili-li.

In the winding climb of the Hua-yen-ling we pass near the temples of the
Pei-t'ai « Northern Terrace ». The « Great stupa » of the Chung-t'ai is

visible the whole time.

The monotonous appearance of the height of Wu-t'ai Shan is due, accor-
ding to the Bailey Willis mission, to a plication in the Primary with oblique
stratification, the area of an earlier erosion further worn by a renewal du-
ring a more recent age, and representing a tertiary pcneplane which is sup-
posed to have extended over the greater part of Central Asia. This deepening
has not been continued, and along the bottom of the valleys, deep and nar-
row gorges are to be noticed, indication of a still more recent erosion.

At the summit of the pass, between the peaks of Pei-t'ai (10,042 ft.) and
Chung-t'ai (9,501 ft.), the sky-line is broken by Heng Sha)i, or i< Mountain
of the North » which is higher than the Wu-t'ai Shan. At the foot of this

chain, which in the Vth c. B.C. was called Ch'ang Shan, stretches the an-
cient country of Tai. The tableland which forms its summit has earned it

the name Hua-yang-t'ai ; the Chinese authorities keep up an ancient cus-

tom, liaving to offer sacrifices there every year.

On the Northern slope of the Hua-yen-ling, the village of Ttnig-shaii-le

60 H from Wu-t'ai.
The second day, arrive in tlie morning at Ta-ying, in tlie upper valley

of the Hu-t'o Ho.

Fn-p'ing Hsien Route

See this itinerary in : chih-li, R. 12 « Ting Chou Wu-t'ai Slian. »

6. Ta-t'ung Fu. The Grottoes of Yun-kang.

Ta-t'ung Fu is 8 days march from T'ai-yiian Fu (Capital of Shan-hsi), and
6 days from Hsiian-hua Fu (station on the Peking to Kalgau line).

Ta-t'ung Fu (or Tai-t'ung Fu, an archaic pronounciation still

used) is the chief town of a prefecture in the province of Shan-

hsi ; nine districts are dependent on it ; it is the residence of the

Ghih-hsien of Ta-t'ung Hsien and the ancient capital (386, 398

to 494) of the Northern Wei.

The town is situated in a long plain, at an altitude of about

4,000 ft., in which are to be seen several groups of roclvy heights

of volcanic origin.

A wall, 13 //' in length, traversed by four gates and supplied

with a moat, encircles the city. This brick rampart was built
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during the Hung-wu j'ears (1368 to 1398), on the foundations of

a previous earthen wall. Fortified suburbs exist also on the

Eastern, Southern and Northern sides ; their ramparts are sup-

plied with three gates and were raised between the years 1450

and 1464.

At the « Tribute of Yii » epoch, the Ta-t'ung Fu country was compris-
ed in the Chi Chou region. It was, under the Chou dynasty, the Ping Chou
territory ; during the « Civil Wars », a dependency of the Chao State.

Under Ch'in's sway, a part of the Chiin of Yen-men, where the Haa family
established a Tu-yii for the Oriental division, or Tung-pu, which the last

Han emperors suppressed.

Under the Chin, the Toba Tartars, issue of a people of the Hsien-pi race
in Manchuria, took possession of the country, and, in 313 of our era, occu-
pied the town of P'ing-ch'lng, 5 U E. of Ta-t'ung ; its chief bore, since 310,
the title of « Duke of Tai », conferred on him by the emperor Huai-ti. In

338, the princely residence was at Yiin-chung (Hsien of Huai-jen), 50 li S.

W. of T'ai-t'ung. The Duke of Tai, who became Emperor in 386, founded the

dynasty of the Northern Wei, or Yiian-Wei, and fixed his capital first at Sheng-
lo (N. W. of the prefecture), then at P'ing-ch'Sng. in 398. Seven Wei empe-
rors, T'ai-tsu (38C-409), T'ai-tsung (409-423), Shih-tsu (424-452), An-nan
(452), Kao-tsung (452-465), Hsien-tsu (466-471), Kao-tsu (471-499), resided

at P'ing-ch'eng during about a century (389-494) and created the splendid

sculptured grottoes near Ta-t'ung Fu, whose embellishment was not com-
pleted till long after the Wei were installed at Lo-yang (Ho-nan Fu)
the ancient capital of the Western Han.

The Northern Wei had there the Ssu-chou Tai-chiin and, later on, when
they transferred their capital to Lo-yang, the Heng-chou Tai-chiin. Under
the Sui dynasty ,it became territory of the Chiin of Ma-yih ; under the T'ang
family (623), the Pei-heng Chou, suppressed in the following year ; in 640
the Yiin Chou, suppressed and afterwards reinstated.

The name Ta-t'ung appears in 843 and is attached successively, by the

T'ang emperors, to various military circumscriptions, which make room
for a Chieh-tu-shih-ssii of Yen-men, the head-place of which is transferred

to T'ai Chou. The Later T'ang re-established this at Ta-t'ung, to which the

country is subsequently annexed by the Liao (or Ch'i-tan) Tartars, who set np
their « Western Capital » in the Fu of Ta-t'ung. This goes back to the

Sung house, in 11 23, and becomes the Fu of Yiin-chung, soon after conque-
red by the Chin (or Ju-chen) Tartars, who make it the Lu of Hsi-ching

(Western Capital) and the Ta-t'ung Fu. The Mongols (1288) convert this

capital into the Ta-t'ung Lu, which the first Ming emperor (1372) replaces

by the military government of Shan-hsi and, afterwards, by the Fu of Ta
t'ung (1374). This administrative stains is still maintained.

Grottoes of ¥ua-kang

30 li to the W. of Ta-t'ung Fu, at a place called Yun-kang, are the cele-

brated * grottoes in which the Northern Wei had executed, in the Vth c. of

our era, some very remarkable Buddhist sculptures, some of which are more

gigantic than those of Lung-men, near Ho-nan Fu.

These excavations are known by the name of « Grottoes of P'ing-ch'eng »

formerly the name of the ancient capital (398-494) of the Wei, and also as

the « Grotto Temples in the Rock » ; they are situated in the Wu-chou Shan

mountain and there were ten temples. The work of embodiment was begun

under the emperor T'ai-tsung in the Shen-jui period (414-415) and terminated
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under the emperor Su-tsung (516-528) during the Cheng-kuang period (520-

525), thus taking more than a century for the completion. The Buddhist
sculptures cover large portions of the inner walls ; they were carved in rather

soft stone and the ravages of time has wrought great changes in some of them.

The principal temple was the Ling-yen SsH ; it was excavated by the monk
T'an-hsiao during the Ho-p'ing period {460-465).

« To thoroughly appreciate the fineness and elegance of the art of the Nor-
thern Wei, we shall best study those statues which are life size ; we shall

see in them a gentleness of expression and a gracefulness of pose which
other periods have not been able to render so successfully. Several of these
statues ate sitting in a seat holding their feet crossed in front of each other ;

this posture is no longer seen in the Buddhist carvings executed under the
T'ang dynasty ; it seems to me characteristic of the art of the Northern Wei

;

as, besides, it has been noticed in the statuettes of the Gandhara, of which
at least one has been carried to Turfan, we here have a proof that the artis-

tic inspiration of the Northern Wei was derived from that of the Gandha-
ra, that is to say, the art which sprang to birth in the region of Peshawar,
N. of the Indus, and which had been transmitted through Central Asia as
far as Turfan, where the Northern Wei might have acquired it, since their

military success brought them into relation with the peoples of E. Turkestan.
« A niche, in which is seated a Buddha, is surmounted by a garniture in

imitation of an acorn-pointed fringe ; beneath this fringe, a raised curtain

is fastened by five knots. Here we have a stone reproduction of an ancient

niche, presumably of wood, in front of which a curtain can be lowered down
to veil the divine image. In other niches, the upper portion of the frame-
work is formed by a sort of dragon with a raised head at each extremity

;

above the dragon are arranged the seven Buddhas who have already made
their appearance in the world.

a However greatly the size of the statues, the finish of the exterior or the

outside ornamentation of the niches may vary, the subject ol the sculptures

always remains the same ; it is the Buddha teaching or meditating, and no-
thing else is represented.

« I ought, however, to make an exception of the two grottoes which con-
tain very different sculptures from those which are reproduced ad infini-

tum in the others. One of these grottoes shows us a series of eleven panels

figuring episodes of the legendary life of Sakya-muni. Such, for instance,

as the bas-relief which depicts the future Buddha at the moment when he
left the royal palace of his father, and the city of Kapilavastu, represented

here by a single house, to begin his solitary life of ascetism in the forest
;

he is flying in secret for fear that he be detained and favourable gods are

present to uphold with their hands the hoofs of the good steed Kanthaka,
less the noise of his steps awaken the people in the palace.

« In the other of the two grottoes which we have separately considered,

we notice sculptures vastly different from any of those which are to be seen
elsewhere ; the figures show a flabby and heavy touch which contrasts with the

delicate earving and nervous finish of the Buddhas in the other grottoes. And it

is not only the quality of the art which is different here, but the personages are

quite new too and their appearance reserves for us quite unlocked for sur-

prises. Just look at that one which wears in its cap the very wings of Mer-
cury. Is not that the trident of Neptune in its left hand and that shapeless

object borne on its shoulders can surely be no other than the thyrsus of Bac-

chus ? Is not this one of those Pantheia (IlavOita) which unite in them-

selves the attributes of several gods ? Such as it is, this enigmatic figure

would seem to have been conceived only by a sculptor having some acquain-

tance with those Grseco-Roman works of art which in the first centuries

of our era spread through Asia and exercised a real and deep influence on
the art of the Gandhara " (ed. chavannks, Toung-pao. 1908).
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Ho-nan « South of the (Yellow) River ». The province is as matter o(

fact for the greater part on the S. side of the Huang Ho.

Its boundaries are : N., Chih-li and Shan-hsi ; W., Shen-hsi ; S., Hu-pei ;

E., An-hui, Chiang-su and Shan-tung.

Area : 105,435 sq., miles.

Population : 20,100,000 inhabitants, or 183 to the sq. mile.

Budget : Revenue 6.885,117 Hk. Taels, expenditure 6.609.014 (1909).

Administrative Divisions : 5 tao whose seats are at K'ai-feng Fu (2), Wu-
chih Hsien, Hsing-yang Chou and Shen Chou. There are 9 Fu, i t'ing, 5 chih-

li-chau, 2 dependent chou and 99 hsien.

Capital : K'ai-feng Fu.

Geography : A country of yellow soil, dominated on the N. by the T'ai-

hangShan and on the S. of the Huang Ho, by the Fu-niu mountains. This

great chain of granite, schist and gneiss is crowned by clumps of oaks whose
eaves feed the native silk-worm. Coal, iron, tin, and lead rich in silver. Silk

industry.

The Huang Ho on the N., the Pei Ho and the T'ang Ho in the S. W., the

HuaiHo S. E., are the principal rivers in the province.

1. Tao-k'ou to Ch'ing-hua

Iluai-ch'iug Fu. Tsc-chou Fu.

The « Tao-Ch'ing » line was laid by the Anglo-Italian « Peking Syn-
dicate 11, redeemed by China in 1908. This line is intended for the transport
of coal, raised from the mines of Ch'ing-hua-chen, to Tao-k'ou, a little port
on the Wei Ho

; 93 miles or 150 kil.

Tao-k'ou, river-port on the navigable Wei Ho, situated in the

Hsien of Hua, where the revolutionary movement originated,

in 1813, which spread over Chih-li and saw the Imperial Palace

itself threatened by the rebels.

Important manufacturing place, river transit of corn from the

Fu of Huai-ch'ing and of mineral production of Southern Shan-hsi.

Northern China, 18.
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The railway keeps to the r. bank of the Wei Ho, which runs to

the Ta-ming Fu (Chih-li) and to the Grand Canal.

30 m. Wei-hui Fu, also served by the Peking Han-k'ou line

[See CniH-Li, R. 10), a prefecture on which nine districts are

dependent, one of them being the Hsien intra-muros of Chi.

45 m., Hsin-hsiang Hsien, branch of the main « Pei-Han »

line ; a district of the Wei-hui Fu.

55 m., Huo-chia Hsien, chief town of a district in the Wei-

hui Fu.

The city is surrounded by a wall more than 3 li long, traversed

by four gates and supplied with a moat 20 feet broad ; this ram-

part was rebuilt under the Ming dynasty, in 1370, covered with

bricks in 1684 and several times repaired since.

In olden times, NingYih. At the « Spring and Autumn » epoch, terri-

tory of Nan-yang, in the Chin State. The Ch'in dynasty created there the
Hsien of Hsiu-wu which was, under the Han family, made dependent on
the Chiin of Ho-nei and, under the Chin house, on the Chi Chiin. It there-
upon became the Nan-hsiu-wu and later the Hsiu-wu Chiin, suppressed
by the Sui emperors, who founded the Hsien of Huo-chia, dependent on
the Wei Cliou, and afterwards replaced it by the Yin Chou, soon to be sup-
pressed. The T'ang house, in 621, re-established the Yin Chou, suppressed six

years later, while the Huo-chia Hsien is connected with the Huai Chou and
later on, with the Wei Chou. Under the Mongols, it was dependent on the Lu
of VVei-hui ; the Ming family suppressed the district {1377) and afterwards
re-instated it (1380) as dependency of the Fu of Wei-hui, wherein it has
remained located till the present time.

Cross the Hsiao-tan Ho, upper course of the Wei Ho,

70 m., Hsiu-wu Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture

of Huai-ch'ing Fu, on the 1. bank of the river Tan, navigable

during part of the year. Barges loaded with coal, extracted from

the T'ai-hang Shan mountains, come down via the Wei Ho and

Grand Canal to T'ien-chin.

The town is surrounded by a wall 4 li in extent, traversed by

four gates and supplied with a moat 20 feet wide ; this enclosure

was increased at the beginning of the Ching-t'ai period (1450 to

1457), under the Ming dynasty.

At the time of « Spring and Autumn », territory of Nan-yang, in the
Chin state. The Han emperors established there the Hsien of Shan-yang,
dependent on the Chiin of Ho-nei. During the « Three Kingdoms » period,

the Wei house made it the Kingdom of Shan-yang, which became a Hsien
again under the Chin family, and later on the Shan-yang Chiin and
the Pei-hsiu-wu Hsien. Under Sui sway, Hsien of Hsiu-wu, dependent
on the Chiin of Ho-nei. Suppressed by the Sung rulers, in 1073, and lower-
ed to the rank of a Chen, or market-town, the Hsien of Hsiu-wu was re-es-

tablished in 1086, the dependency of the Huai Chou ; it passes, during the
reign of the Mongols, under the juridictiou of the Lu of Huai-ch'ing and,
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since tha Miag dynasty, has been attached to the Fu of the same name.

The chain of T'ai-hang Shan dominates the plain and flings

its line of high summits for 1200 li right up to Huo-lu Hsien in

Ghih-li. At the foot of these mountains, among the low foot-hills

on the S., lie the well-known coal workings called « T'ai-hang-

shan Mines » which extend for more than 150 it between Hsiu-wu

Hsien and Ch'i-yiian Hsien.

93 m., Ch'ing'-hua-cheii, at an altitude of 280 ft., important

minin;^ centre ; anthracite and iron workings in the ramifications

of the T'ai-hang Shan. Agricultural implements manufactured.

The coal of this locality is a good anthracite, clean, durable

and bright, almost equal to that of Tse-chou Fu in the province

of Shan-hsi. A branch line of a mile and a half in length connects

up the coal seams.

The Peking Syndicate, acquired, by Imperial edict dated the 27th June
1898, the exclusive right, for 60 years, of working the coal, iron and petro-

leum in the W. region of the province of Ho-nan.
The coal is of two kinds : bituminous in the W., anthracite in the E.

Samples from Hsiu-wu yielded : carbon 88.00 ; sulphur 0.37 ; ash 8.82
;

water 2.81 ; those of the Lu-wu-ho, respectively : 89.14 ; 0.44. ; 7.68 :

2.74. This analysis shows the coal of Ho-nan to bean industrial article of good
quality, great heating power, smokeless and fit for marine and locomotive
use. The anthracite is of superior quality and sells at 14 dollars per ton at

T'ien-chin. In the year 1909, about 180,000 tons were extracted from the
various mines.
Samples of iron analysed proved to be very fusible and yielded a pig com-

posed of 92.16 ircr, 3.50 graphite, 2.50 silica, 0.96 phosphorus, 0.03 sulphur,

0.60 manganese, 0.23 traces various.

The line to the S. W. is plannedasfarasHuai-ch'iug Fu, situat-

ed at 460 ft. altitude on the other side of the Ching Ho, a tribu-

tary of the 1. bank of the Yellow River. It is a prefecture whose

territory, divided into eight districts, comprises the Hsien of Ho-

nei and has its seat in the city of Huai-ch'ing itself.

The city is surrounded by a wall more than 9 li in length, sup-

phed with four gates and a moat 50 feet vide. Originally raised

during the Chih-cheng period (1341 to 1368), under the Mongol

sway, this enclosure was rebuilt at the outset of the first Ming

emperor's reign and several times repaired under the Manchu
dynasty.

An historical account of the prefecture :

At the epoch of the « Tribute of Yii », a region in the Chi Chou and T'an-
huai. Under the Shang and Chou dynasties, territory of Chi-nei. During
the « Spring and Autumn » period, territory of Chin and Nan-yang ; du-
ring that of the « Civil Wars », a dependency of the State of Wei. Under
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the Ch'in house, territory of the Chiin of San-ch'uan ; at the beginning of

the Han emperors, a dependency of the Yin Kingdom, where the Chiin o
Ho-nei was afterwards created, dependent on the Ssu-li Pu and the head
place of which was Huai Hsien. At the time of the « Three Kingdoms », it form-
ed part of that of Wei. Under the After Wei, the foundation of the Huai Chou
took place, and under the Sui family its suppression was followed by the

reinstatement of the Ho-nei Chiin. The T'ang family re-establish the Huai
Chou, with a Tsung-kuan-fu, suppressed in 627. Under Sung sway : Huai-
Chou Ho-nan Chiin, dependent on the Western Lu of Ho-pei ; under the
Chin Tartars : Nan-huai Chou ; under the Mongols : Huai Chou and, later

on, Lu of Huai-ch'ing {1319) ; since the Ming dynasty : Fu of the same name
An historic account of Ho-nei Hsien, the district intra muros :

At the « Spring and Autumn » time, Yeh-wang Yih in the Chin King-
dom. The Han dynasty established there the Hsien of Yeh-wang, dependent
on the Chiin of Ho-nei. Under the Posterior Wei, chief place of the Huai
chou ; under the Chin Tartars, of the Ch'in-nan Chiin, in Nan-huai Chou

;

under the Yiian Mongols, of the Lu of Huai-ch'ing and, since the Ming, of

the Fu of the same name.

Geology :

To the N. of Huai-ch'ing, the plain is terminated by a cliff from 2600 to

3900 ft. or more high, sheer as a wall and with irregular broken peaks. It is

the T'ai-hangShan « Great Chain », a calcareous formation with coal in

horizontal seams.

About a hundred yards from this high plateau rises a second cliff leading

to another platform about 5600 ft. high. The formation here is later than the

carboniferous, consisting of sandstone and conglomerations of vivid yellow,

red, green, brown, blue and lilac shadings, which give a most strange and
varied appearance to the surroundings.

Via ChHug-hua-chen, a railway extension is planned from Pa
Shan to Tse-chou Fu through the valley of the Tan Ho.

Tse-chou Fu is a Southern prefecture of the province of Shan-

hsi ; five districts are comprised within it, including Feng-l'ai

Hsien, a sub-prefecture intra-muros.

The city is surrounded by a wall more than 9 li in circumfer-

ence pierced by three gates and provided with a moat. Raised

of earth at the beginning of the Chun-kuan period (627 to 649),

the rampart was faced with brick during the reign of the first

Ming Emperor (1368-1398).

All round lie well-known mine workings yielding excellent

anthracite which is exported to T'ien-chin, spathic iron, smelted

and run into thin sheets on the spot. These activities give to the

locality a character of its own and considerable commercial

importance. A motley crowd of drivers, carts, asses, mules, wait

at the mouth of the galleries and shafts for the miners and specu-

lators to conclude the bargaining and enable them to carry off

the ore in the long convoys which wind along the roads.
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An historical account of the prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », a region in the Chi Chou ; at the

epoch of « Spring and Autumn », a dependency of the Chin State ; at the

outset of the » Civil Wars ", a part of the Han State and also, later on, of

the Chao and Wei States. Under the Ch'in house, territory of the Chiin of

Shang-tang and, under the Han emperors, of the two Hsien of Kao-tu and
Yang-a, in the Shang-tang Chlin. Under Chin sway, the Chiin of Chien-hsing

was established there. The After Wei changed this into the Chien Chou,

near to which was created the Chiin of Kao-tu with Kao-tu Hsien as chief

place. The Posterior Chou altered the name of the Chiin to Kao-p'ing, which
disappeared under the Sui dynasty. The Chou then assumed the appellation

of Tse Chou and, later on, the Chiin that of Ch'ang-p'ing. The T'ang empe-
rors, in 6i8, made these the Kai Chou and the Chien Chou the latter of which
was suppressed 623). The Tse Chou was transferred to its present site, in the

dependency of the Tao of Ho-tung. The Chin Tartars converted it into the

Nan-tse Chou, which became again a mere Tse Chou and was, later on, raised

to the rank of Chich-tu of the Chung-ch'ang Chiin. Under the Mongols,

Tse Chou was dependent on the Lu of Chi-ning ; under the Ming dynasty,

on the independent government of Shan-hsi. It became, in 1728, the Fu
of Tse-chou.

A history of Feng-t'ai Hsien, district intra muros of Tse-chou Fu :

The Han emperors established the Hsien of Kao-tu, dependent on the Chiin

of Shang-tang. The After Wei made it the administrative centre of the Chiin of

Kao-tu ; the After Chou that of the Chiin of Kao-p'ing. The Sui house chang-

ed the name of the district to Tan-ch'uan, which formed the seat of the

Tse Chou and, later on, of the Ch'ang-p'ing Chiin. The T'ang family estab-

lished there (620) the Chien Chou and afterwards suppressed the Tan-
ch'uan Hsien. Since the n Five Dynasties », under the Sung, Chin and Mon-
gol sway, the district kept its name of Chin-yang Hsien, inaugurated under
the T'ang house. It was suppressed at the outset of the reign of the Ming
emperors, but was reinstated, under the Manchu dynasty, in 1728, with the
new denomination of Feng-t'ai Hsien, as the headquarters of the Fu of Tse-
chou.

Geology :

Shan-hsi is one of the most remarkable mining territories of China ; there

are thousands of squaure miles of coal, and iron mines are numerous. The
beds extend, numerous and deep, as far as Yung-ch'eng Hsien. In the N. W.
beyond the pass of Wu-ling, the ground, falling in sharp slopes, brings to

light further seams of coal and even the underlying sandstone
; the sides

of the gorges are riddled with shafts and form the coal region of Yih-ch'eng

Hsien and Fou-shan Hsien. It is only in the broad valley of P'ing-yiian Fu
further along, that the loess re-appears, covering the hill-side and lowlands.

In the S. E. of the province, there are also very deep wells sunk for the

raising of salt water. At the present time, the evaporation is done by the

sun, whereas, several centuries ago, this function was discharged by natura

gases filtering through the bowels of the earth.

2. Cheng Chou to K'ai-feng Fu

41 miles, constructed in 1935 by the Belgian « General Railway and Tram-
way Co. of China ». 2 hrs. 30 min. journey by mixed train.

Cheng Chou, correspondance with the Ho-nan Fu and » Pei-

Han I) lines to Peking and Ilan-k'ou.
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The line runs through a flat country.

22 m., Chung-mou Hsien, chief town of a district in the pre-

fecture of K'ai-feng Fu, at an altitude of 220 ft.

The city is enclosed within a wall 6 li long, traversed by four

gates and supplied with a moat 12 feet wide. This rampart, mo-

dified and afterwards faced with brick (1634), under the Ming

dynasty, has been several times repaired since.

At the <( Spring and Autumn » ep^ch, territory of tlie Cheng State. The
Han emperors established there the Hsien of Chung-mou, dependent on
the Chiin of Ho-nan. The Chin family placed it in the resort of the Jung-
yang Chiin. The Eastern Wei created therein the Chiin of Kuang-wu, sup-
pressed by the Sui family, who gave the district the name of Nei-mou and,
later on, that of Kuo-t'ien. The T'ang dynasty (620) restored the appella-

tion of Chung-mou and founded the Mou Chou which was, suppres-
sed in the following year. The Liang house connected the district to the

Fu of K'ai-feng and the T'ang dynasty transferred it to the Cheng Chou
After the Posterior Chin placed it again in the resort of the K'ai-feng Fu
and, since that time, this state of affairs has remained constant, the dis-

trict being dependent on the last-named prefecture.

Cross the Chia-lu Ho, sub-tributary of the river Huai.

41 m., K'ai-feng Fu, at 210 ft. altitude, to the S. of a bend in

the Yellow River. It is an ancient Imperial residence, capital of

the province of Ho-nan since the XVith c, chief -town of a pre-

fecture comprising twelve districts, residence of two tao-t'ai and

of the Ghih-hsien of Hsiang-fu Hsien. A Jewish colony still exists

here.

Railways planned to the E. for Hsii-chou Fu (Chiang-su N.) and Yen-
chou Fu (Shan-tung), stations on the T'ien-chin Nanking line.

The city of K'ai-feng is surrounded by a wall more than 20 h
long, traversed by five gates and supplied with a ditch 50 feet wide.

This rampart, originally raised under the T'ang dynasty, in 781,

was rebuilt in brick and stone at the outset of the first Ming em-

peror's reign, say about 1370, and afterwards either rebuilt or

repaired several times under the Manchu dynasty.

A history of the Prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », a region in the Yii Chou. Under
the Chou dynasty, territory of the two Cheng and Ch'i Kingdoms and, at
the epoch of the « Civil Wars », Wei Kingdom with Ta-liang as its capital.

Under the Ch'in emperors, territory of the Chiin of San-ch'uan. During the
Han sway (A. D. 122), the Ch'en-lui Chiin was constituted out of this, as

a dependency of the Yen Chou. The Chin family altered this Chiin to a
« Kingdom » of Ch'en-liu, which became a Chiin of the same name again
under the Sung sovereigns of the Liu house. This was suppressed and, later

on, reinstated by the Posterior Wei. The Eastern Wei created on the spot
the Liang Chou, which the Posterior Chou changed into Pien Chou. The
Sui dynasty successively suppressed the Chiin and the Chou and the coun-
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try became part of the Jung-yang Chiiii ;
the Pien Chou was thereupon

reconstituted. The T'ang emperors had there a Tsung-kuan £u (621) and,
subsequently (624) a Tu-tu-fu ; they later on fell back on the appellations of

Ch'en-liu Chiin and Pien Chou ; lastly the Chieh-tu of the HsUan-wu Chiin was
transferred to the head-place thereof. During the « Five dynasties » pe-

riod, the Liang made it their Eastern Capital and raised it to the rank of Fu
of K'ai-feng ; the Posterior T'ang called into existence again the name of

Hsuan-w-u Chiin of Pien Chou, but the Chin, the Han and the Chou sove-

reigns made it anew their Eastern Capital and the Fu of K'ai-fgng. So was
it under the Sung family. The Chin Tartars had there one of their Capitals,

first called Pien-ching and, later on, Nan-ching. The Mongols made it the

Lu of Nan-ching (Southern Capital) and afterwards that of Plen-liang (1288),

the chief place of their province of Ho-nan Kiang-pei (a South of the Yellow
Kiver and North of the YouagtzO »). The founder of the Ming dynasty esta-

blished there (1368) his Northern Capital, Pei-ching, which was suppressed

in the following year, to be henceforth no more than the Fu of K'ai-feng-

the chief place of the Pu-cheng-ssu of Ho-nan. It has been, since the acces,

sion of the Manchu dynasty, the Capital of the Ho-nan province.

A history of the Hsiang-fu Hsien, the district having its seat within the

walls of K'ai-feng Fu :

During the a Civil Wars », Ta-liang in the Wei State. The Han emperors
established there the Hsien of Hsiin-yih, dependent on the Chiin of Ch'en-
liu ; then, under the Chin house, on the Kingdom of the same name, after-

wards suppressed and re-established as chief place of the Ch'en-liu Chiin

and, later on, as that of the Liang Chou. The Posterior Chou made it the
head place of the Pien Chou. After being, under the Sui sway, incorporated
with the Chiin of Jung-yang, it became again, under the T'ang emperors, the

head quarters of the Pien Chou. In 712, the city was divided into two districts :

K'ai-feng Hsien and Hsiin-yih Hsien. It was the Chief place of the K'ai-

feng Fu under the a Five Dynasties » and the Sung family who, in loio,

(third year Ta-chung hsiang-fu) changed the name Hsiin-yih into Hsiang-
fu. This state of things was preserved by the Chin Tartars, and the Mongols
made the town the head of the Lu of Pien-liang. At the outset of the reign

of the Ming dynasty, the Hsien of K'ai-feng was suppressed and incorpora-

ted into that of Hsiang-fu, which has since then remained the one district

intra muros of K'ai-feng Fu.

Among the principal facts in the history of the city, during the period of

the Chin sway, may be mentioned :

Liu YU, raised to the throne of Ch'i {1130) by the Chin, held his court at

Pien-liang from 113 2 to 1137.

The Chin made this town their Southern capital in ii53;to strengthen

their power, they established in the neighbourhood (1140) colonies of natives

of their own countries Ju-chen and Ch'i-tan, to whom they assigned land

under the feudal obligation to take up arms whenever required to do so.

Establishment of a Jewish colony, Shu-hu, in 1163.

An epigraphical monument, mentioned as having been erected to the

right of the Temple of Kuan-wang Miao in the little town of Yen-t'ai-ho,

situated 7 U from Ts'ao Men, the N. E. gate of K'ai-feng. M. Deveria (1883)

was able to identify the text as Ju-chen characters ; the inscription per-

petuates the name of the graduates from the capital (Pien-liang) of the Chin,

laureates of the examinations. The stela is now preserved in the Wen Miao
a Temple of Literature » of the official city.

Finally, mention must now be made of the siege of 1252 during which

the Chin employed grenades against the Mongols. The use of explosive pow-
der in China (Xlllth c.) is quoted for the first time in Chinese works. « There
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were at iQat time fire p'ao which were called u Heaven-shaking thunders »
;

they consisted of iron pots filled with powder ; one set fire to them ; the

p'ao detonated and an explosion took place ; the noise resembled that of

thunder and could be heard to a distance of more than loo li ; the p'ao cove-

red more than half a mu around with its fragments ; there was no breast-

plate which these burning shards could not pierce ».

Arab travellers of the ixth c. mention the presence of Jews in the Hang-
chou region (Che-chiang). The Shu-hu, as the Chinese call them, arrive at

K'ai-feng under the Chin dynasty and comprised, in the XVth c, seventy
families according to an inscription on a stela of 1489 ; in 1904, according
to M. Berthelot, there were only six families numbering 72 with descendants.
This colony, now very empoverished, could count in the XlVth and XVth

c. a thousand members ; it no longer meets for worship ; its religious rites

and customs are forgotten ; no one knows the sacred Hebrew language.

The spot vaguely indicated as the site of the ancient synagogue is now
used as a public lavatory, its centre being occupied by a pool. There is a stela

with inscriptions dating from 1489 and 1512 interpreted by P. Tobar, and
one almost illegible dating from 1679 entitled « Lapidatory inscription

containing the history of the Hall of ancestors. »

It is said that the Zionist association of Shang-hai has recently employed
itself in the re-habilitation of the Jewish community of Ho-nan.

8. Cheng Chou to Ho 'nan Fu

Line 77 miles, constructed in 1905-1909 by the Belgian « Chinese Rail-
way Tramway Co. »

Cheng Chou, junction with the line from Peking to Han-k'ou

[See CHIH-LI, Route 10 and HOU-PEI, Route 2).

The line passes through a loess region.

16 m., Juug-yang Hsien, at 423 ft. altitude, district city of

the K'ai-feng Fu. The ancient city was a little to the N. of the

present Hsien.

The city is surrounded by a wall 5 li in length, traversed by
five gates and supplied with a moat 20 feet wide. This rampart

was raised under the Later Wei and built at the beginning of

the Ming dynasty (about 1370).

During the « Spring and Autumn » period, it was the Ching-yih (the
Capital city, of the Chdng State. The Han emperors established there
the Ching Hsien, dependent on the Chiin of Ho-nan. The Chin family caus-
ed it to depend on the Chiin of Jung-yang and the After Wei made it the
administrative centre of the Chiin and the Hsien of Jung-yang. The Nor-
thern Ch'i altered the name of the Chiin to Ch'eng-kao, suppressed by the
Sui house. The T'ang emperors (691) called the district \Vu-t'ai Hsien, a
name which was finally abandoned towards the year 707. The Sung dynasty
suppressed the Jung-yang Hsien (1072) and later on reconstituted it (1086).
It was then placed under the dependency of the Cheng Chou and so remain-
ed till the accession of the Manchu family, who connected it first to the Fu
of K'ai-feng, afterwards (1724) to the independent department of Cheng
Chou and lastly restored it to the K'ai-feng Fu.
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Celebrated places in the neighbourhood :

40 It E. of Jung-yang, the ancient capital of Li was taken in 574 B. C.
by the troops of Wu (Chiaag-su).

30 U S. E. the Prince of Cheng in 554 B. C. fortified the city of Ching,
15 li N. W., Wang-kung-ch'eng, where Wen-kung (635-628 B. C .)iKing

of Chin, in the « Civil War » times, assembled his princes in the palace Chien-
t'u. This building had been erected by Wen-kung, in 632, after his victory
at Ch'eng-pu over the army of Ch'u. It is claimed that traces of this building
may still be discovered (?) at the N. E. angle of the royal city.

26 m., Ssu-shui-ho, serves the city of Ssu-shui Hsien, chief

town of a district in the prefecture of K'ai-fung Fu, at an altitude

of 342 ft.

The town is enclosed within a wall 5 li in length, supplied with

five gates and a moat 20 feet wide. This enclosure was raised

under the Ming dynasty, at the beginning of the Hung-wu period.

In the year 1643, the administrative centre was transferred to

the N. W. and a new walled city was built on the site of the an-

cient town of Gh'eng-kao ; but the previous spot was returned

to again, during the Manchu dynasty, in 1645, and its wall was
repaired in 1762.

At the « Spring and Autumn » epoch, Hu-lao Yih in the Cheng state

and, during the « Civil Wars », Ch'eng-kao Yih in that of Han. The Ch'in
house established there the Hsien of Ch'eng-kao, which the Han emperors
made dependent on the Chiin of Ho-nan. The Chin family replaced it by
the Ssu Chou, changed into YiiChou, afterwards suppressed to make room
(nr a Tung-chung Fu. The Sui (598) altered the name of the district to Ssfi-

shui Hsien, to which the T'ang house substituted for a while (688 to 705)
that of Kuang-wu. The Sung house caused the Ssu-shui Hsien to depend
on the Fu of Ho-nan and afterwards suppressed and re-established it. The
Chin Tartars connected it to the Cheng Chou and this arrangement was
adhered to during the Mongol and Ming sway. The Manchu dynasty made
it dependent first on the Fu of K'ai-feng, secondly on the independent
department of Cheng Chou (1724) and ultimately on the K'ai-feng Fu again

(1734).

Cross the little brook Ssu Ho which separates the two prefect-

ures of K'ai-feng Fu and Ho-nan Fu.

38 miles, Kung-hsien-ho, near Kung-Hsien, chief town of a

district in the prefecture of Ho-nan Fu, at an altitude of 410 ft.

The city is surrounded by a wall more than 7 li long, traversed

by four gates and supplied with a moat 15 feet wide. This was
rebuilt during the Ch'eng-hua period (1465 to 1487), in Ming

times. It has been repaired several times during the Manchu
dynasty.

N. E. of Kung Hsien are grottoes carved in the rock giving rise

to the name of the temple Shih-Wu Ssil ; sculptures of the vi""

nd VII'" c, are to be seen in them.
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At the « Spring and Autumn » epoch, it was the Kung-po Yih, « Town
of Earl Kung « of Chou and, during the « Civil Wars », the place of resi-

dence of the Eastern Chou. The Ch'in dynasty established there the Kung
Hsien, which the Han emperors made dependent on the Chiin of Ho-nan. This
district, suppressed by the Northern Ch'i, was re-established by the Sui
rulers, in 596, and was a dependency of the Ho-nan Fu under the T'ang,
the Five Dynasties » and the Sung. The Chin Tartars connected it to

the Chia-ch'ang Fu and the Mongols to the Lu of Ho-nan. It has been de-

pendent on the Fu of the same name since the Ming dynasty.

Ancient burial-places :

The construction of the railway, in 1907, brought to light several ancient
burial-places. These tombs, which popular tradition dates back to the Han
period, are made of artificial paving-stones of burnt clay, or large bricks

adorned with geometrical designs. Pottery and terra-cot ta figures have been
discovered in these tombs. M. Chavannes brought back some of these pa-
ving-slabs or bricks ; they measure from 40 to 70 in. long, 18 in. high and
from 3 to 4 in. thick. Two of these placed edgewise and end to end formed
the front of the tomb ; two others constituted the rear wall, one of them
being enough to close in each of the two sides ; others of the same length,

but narrower, formed the floor and roof.

Sung Tombs :

To the S. of Kung Hsien, the burial-places of two sovereigns of the Sung
dynasty :

The tomb of the Emperor of the miao-hao Jen-tsung (1023 to 1063), a
raised tomb, reached by a fine avenue bordered with stone statues repre-

senting animals and human beings.

The tomb of Hui-lsung (reigned from iioi to 11 25, died 1135).

47 m., Hsi-hei-chih-kuan, at an altitude of 366 ft.

Cross the river Lo, whose sources are in Shan-hsi ; its course

lies in Ho-nan, crossing the territory of Lu-shih Hsien, flows S.

of the city of Ho-nan Fu and falls into the Yellow River below

Kung Hsien.

57 m., Yen-shih Hsien, chief town of a district in the prefecture

of Ho-nan Fu, at an altitude of 375 ft.

The city is surrounded by a wall more than 6 li in extent, sup-

plied with four gates and a moat 15 feet broad. This wall is such

as it v.'as increased during the Hung-wu reign (1368 to 1398), of

the Ming dynasty.

Under the Yin family, it was the territory of Hsi-po. .A.t the « Spring

and Autumn » period, Shih-shih Yih of Chou. The Han emperors establi-

shed there the Hsien of Yen-shih, dependent on the Chiin of Ho-nan. The
Chin house suppressed the district, which was reinstated by the Sui family

(596). The T'ang dynasty located it within the resort of the Fu of Ho-nan.
It was suppressed by tliat of Sung in 1042 and reconstituted in 1044 ; then

suppressed anew from 1072 to 1075. The Chin Tartars connected it to the

Fu of Chin-ch'ang, and the Mongols to the Lu of Ho-nan ; it depends, since

the Ming emperors, on the Fu of this last name.

Historic Sites :

The ancient town of Po was situated 14 li to the W. of Yen-shih. The

Emperor P'an-keng (1401 to 1374), of the Shang dynasty, made liis resi-
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deace at this city of the Yin and gave to his dynasty the name of this posses-

sion. Later on, in 562 B. C, the Count of Cheng concluded a treaty with the

confederate princes at this place.

From Yen-shih Hsien to Tcng-fcng Hiien, 90 li.

After being ferried over the river Lo to the S. of Yen-shih Hsien, we cress

in 3/4 hr. a long plain ; then rise by a road, deeply shut in by loess, to a vast

plateau at the verge of which stand out two large tumuli. Making our way
towards the more Easterly of these tombs, which is that of a prince of the

Imperial family of the T'ang who died in 675, we also find a monumental
stela of the year 699, erected in honour of a prince of the house of Chou who
is said to have become an immortal (Sheng-hsien-Vai-tzH.)

In the neighbourhood (37 li S. E. of Ho-nan Fu) was the tomb Hsien-

chieh of the emperor Hsiao-ming-ti (58-75 A. D.), second sovereign of the

Later Han. It was adorned with a portrait of Buddha and measured 300

paces in length and 80 ft. high. In the Ilird c, may have been seen a bam-
boo stake on which were two lines ot writing in K'o-tou « [tadpole-shape]

characters, u

After passing through the village of Pu-tien, we cross the Hao-ling Pass
;

going down on the other side of this collar we leave on our r. the Buddhist

temple Shao-lin SsH made famous in the beginning of the Vlth c. by the

Hindoo monk Boddhidharma ; the monks of this temple have for many
centuries cultivated a method of boxing which has won them a special repu-

tation.

Towards the end of the descent, 3 li before arriving at the village of Hsing-

chia-p'u, we may go and see, in a field on the r. of the road, two pillars of

Han period called the pillars of Shao-shih Shan.

(This height, to the W. of the Sung-kao Shan, is, in the official cult, consi.

dered as one of the two « assistants » of the a Sacred Central Peak »)-

The two pairs of stone pillars, of the year 123 (Han period), are the remains

of two ritual temples raised to Ch'i, son of YU, the founder of the Hsia dy-

nasty, and to the goddess A-yi, or Shao-yi ; they bear witness to the great

antiquity of the forms of worship revived here, in 688, by the empress iVu

Tse-t'icn.

Tcng-feng Hsieu, district city of Ho-nan Fu, is situated to the S.

the mountain of Sung-kao,

The city, which was formerly called Sung-yang, received its present name
in 695. Its signification is the « Feng sacrifice at the summit of the mountain ».

The Sung Shan, 8 li N. of the city of Teng-feng, is the Central Peak in

the enumeration of the five sacred mountains ; its highest point is the T'ai-

shih Shan (about 4000 ft. high), and its two « assistant summits -i are :

to the W., the Niu-chi Shan, go li W. of Yi-yang Hsien and nearer, the Shao-

shih Shan 10 li W. of Teng-feng Hsien. The Central Peak is tutelary pre-

sident over soil, mountains, water-courses, gorges and valleys.

In 695, the empress \Vu, in conformity with the ceremonial of the Ch'ien-

feng period (666-667), revived on the Sung Shan the ritual of the fcng sacri-

fice and, three days later, on the Shao-shih Shan, that of the shan sacrifice.

At the foot of the sacred peak Sung (-kao) Shan the two pillars called T'ai-

shih, dating from the year 118 of our era, are the remains of an important
group of monuments of the Han period.
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Pai-ma Ssu (Po-ma Ssii) " Temple of the White Horse " (to

the E. of the Ho-nan Fu of our day but to the W. of the ancient

Lo-yang), stands upon the site of the first Buddhist pagoda erect-

ed in China, under the reign of Ming-ti, for two Hindoo monks
;

the building was consecrated in the year 71.

The Po-ma Ssa is the old Hung-lu SsU, lodging for foreign ambassadors.

This edifice was 3 li W. of the Yung (afterwards the Hsi-yang) gate of the

Imperial city.

According to historical legend, the Hung-lu Ssd was diverted in the Yung-

p'ing reign (Eastern Han) after the Emperor's dream (61 or 64) on behalf

of the sramaua Kasyapa, Matanga and Chu Fa-lan brought, we are told,

from Hsi-yii by the envoy Chang Ch'ien (or ? Ts'ai Yin). These apostles,

we still quote the legend, brought to Lo-yang (in 64 or 67) on a « White
Horse » the « Siitra in 42 Articles » and a portrait of Sal^ya painted by King
Udayana, then they established a monastery ; this was the introduction

at the same time of Buddha, the Dharraa and the Sa»gha : as the Han fa

nei chuan says « it was the beginning of the Three Jewels in this land of

China ». — At the death of the srama;ia, their corpses did not decom-

pose and as they were preserved in the (Hung-lu) Ssii, a Buddhist establish-

ment was founded there ; such is the origin of the name SsU applied to the

monasteries, (h. maspeho).

The Buddhist church was soon in a flourishing condition at Lo-yang, where,

at the Hsii-ch'ang Ssu, teaching was given by the masters Chili Ch'an, Chih

Liang, Chih Yiieh, one of the great translators of the VVu dynasty, An Shih-

kao, and others.

78 m., Ho-nan Fu, formerly capital of the Empire, seat of a pre-

fecture whose territory comprises ten districts, and residence of

the district magistrate of Lo-yang Hsien. (A railway is being laid to

T'ung-kuan and an extension to Hsi-an Fu, capital of Shen-hsi,

is in contemplation).

The town is situated at an altitude of 450 ft., on the 1. bank of

the river Lo and near to it. It is encircled by a wall more than 8 li

in circumference, pierced with four gates and provided with a

moat 30 ft. wide, constructed under the Ming in 1368.

Birth-place of Su Ch'in (died 317 B. C), a statesman ; Tu
Mu (A. D. 803 852), a scholar; Yin Shun (1071-1142), a sta-

man.

A historic city, surrounded by famous places and celebrated

mountains, through which leads the well-known pass of Lung Men
bordered with Buddhist temples, sculptures and inscriptions,

while more to the E. stands the sacred mountain of Sung [-kao)

Shan.
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At the epoch of the « Tribute of Yu », a region in the Yii Chou. At the

beginning of the Chou dynasty, it was the LoYih, built by King Ch'eng-
wang as his Eastern capital. P'ing-wang transferred thither his capital and
from that time date the Oriental Chou. The Ch'in house established there,

in the year B. C. 249, the Chiin of San-ch'uan, which the Han emperors
changed into a Chiin of Ho-nan. The After Han made it their capital in

A. D. 25 and the Ho-nan Yin in A. D. 39. During the « Three Kingdoms »

period, the Wei sovereigns created there the Ssii Chou. The Posterior Wei
made it the Lo Chou, which soon after again became the Ho-nan Yin of the

Ssu Chou, and, later on, Lo Chou and the Chiin of Lo-yang. The Posterior

Chou held it as Eastern Capital. The Sui dynasty suppressed the Chiin

(581) and had in its place the centre of the province of the Eastern Capital

and afterwards of the Ho-nan Tao. Subsequently, the appellation of Yii Chou
was substituted for that of Lo Chou and afterwards replaced by that of Chiin

of Ho-nan. The T'ang family revived the name of Lo Chou (621) and estab-

lished the Shan-tung Tao. The place became again (657) Tung-tu, or » Oriental

Capital », and the title of Shen-tu, or Divine Capital », was bestowed
upon it in 684. Lo Chou became, in 713, Fu of Ho-nan and ceased to be a

Capital (761), only to be made Tung-tu (Oriental Capital) in the following

year. The house of Liang make it their Western residence, Hsi-tu, and the

Posterior T'ang their Eastern residence, Tung-tu. The town was again a

Western Capital, or Hsi-ching, under the Chin, Han and Chou Sovereigns
of the « Five dynasties » period. The Sung emperors made it the site of

their Western Capital, the Fu of Ho-nan and the Chiin of Lo-yang ;
the

Chin Tartars the Ho-nan Fu and the Te-ch'ang Chiin and, later on, their

Middle Capital, Chung-tu. The Mongols transformed these into the Lu of

Ho-nan, which became, on the accession of the Ming, the Fu of the same name.

4. The Buddhist Grottoes of Lung-men.
ED. CHAVANNES.

The Buddhist sculptures of Lung-men are 30 li S. of Ho-nan Fu.

To reach them it is necessary, after leaving the city and crossing

the southern suburb, to take a boat across the river Lo.

After 4 hours'walk, the funeral temple of Kuan-ti, Kuan-liu

Miao, is reached ; it fully deserves a visit.

If instead of entering the side door on the E., as the traveller must do,

we suppose ourselves to gain access to the temple by the S. door, we cross

a broad court by a paved walk bordered by a stone balustrade each of whose

pillars is surmounted by a small lion ; at the end of this path, outside the

balustrade, stand two columns to r. and 1. serving as supports to a fantastic

animal.

Crossing a vestible wc reach a second court {the one which the visitor

first enters) in which are two lions, rather strange looking creatures, of cast-

iron, made in 1597.

The building at the bottom of this court contains an enormous statue

of Kuan-ti depicted in his pacific aspect ; further on, the building

which encloses the next court shows Kuan-ti in his war-like form, and finally

in a third building, Kuan-ti appears three times : in the centre, he is in his

chair ; on the W., he reads a classical book, the Ch'un-ch iu ; on the E.,

he is shown lying down.
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Following this hall, two triumphal arches, then, behind a stone altar, an
octagonal pavilion protecting a stela ; lastly an octagonal wall, painted red,

enclosing the tumulus in which lies Kuan-ti..., unless he be 15 H to the W.
of Tang-yang Hsien, in Hu-pei, where his tomb is also shown.

Kuan-ti is a deified historical personage ; he is no other than Kuan Yii

(died in 219 of our era) who made himself famous by his devotion to the

founder of the Han dynasty of the Shu country ; he is held in the hi-

ghest esteem, as the incarnation of military valour and loyalty, and the

Manchu dynasty has greatly honoured his worship.

2 hours 30 rain, after leaving the burial-place of Kuan-ti, we
reach the village of Lung-men-chieh, coining, soon after, upon the

banks of the river Yi, a tributary of the Lo.

The valley here narrows so as to form a pass, about half-a-mile

in length, known in literature by the name of Yih-ch'iieh « the

Gate of Yi >>, but commonly called Lung Men « the Dragon

Gate ».

The mountains forming the western wall of the defile are all

pierced with grottoes, hollowed out by human hands to serve as

sanctuaries for Buddhist worship. The sculptures which adorn

these grottoes are dated by the inscriptions which accompany

them ; they go back to a period which extends from about the

year 500 of our era to the viii'" c. ; they form, collectively, a

very important study for the history of religious art in the Far

East.

A detailed visit of the grottoes would take longer time than the ordinary
traveller has at his disposal ; for this reason, only the essentials will be
noticed here.

At the entrance to the pass, on the 1. hand side, stands the

Cli'ieu-ch'i temple, which is still inhabited by monks. In the tem-

ple court are three large grottoes, called Pin-yang, because, tur-

ned towards the E., they receive the sun at its rising.

The central grotto contains a colossal Buddha accompanied by two monks,

Ananda and Kasyapa, and two Bodhisattva.

It is the formation which is reproduced in the greater part of the other

grottoes and, here, it offers nothing remarkable, unless it be the great dimen-

sion of the statues ; but if we examine the angles of the wall on both sides

of the entrance, we shall see some very curious bas-reliefs ; on one side is

a procession of men with tall square caps and draped in flowing robes which,

wide open at the breast, reach to the ground ; in front is the principal per-

sonage, sheltered by menials with a dais and two large feather screens ; he

wears a head-dress which closely resembles a modern mortarboard, from

which hang broad ribbons.
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The frieze on the other side, which is companion to this one, represents

a cortege of women whose costume is no less curious to behold ; the person

nearest to the entrance is especially noticeable : the bodice fitting tightly

to the figure, the sleeves adorned with fringes, the bonnet with a veil which

covers the back of the neck, take us to a period when Chinese costume was
very different from what it is to-day. These bas-reliefs date from the year

642 A.D.

On leaving the Ch'ien-ch'i temple, we take, for about a quarter

of an hour, the road which skirts the W. wall of the pass, when
we arrive at the foot of a rocky esplanade on which stands a

group of the most colossal statues of all this vast collection.

The great seated Buddha, in the centre, measures, with his halo and seat

85 ft. and dates from the T'ang period ; on his r. and 1., the monks Kasyapa
and Ananda are 50 ft. high ; the two Bodhisattva measure 70 ft. and last-

ly, the four guardians of the four cardinal points which complete this group
are of the same height as the two monks. The statues were executed between

672 and 675 to the order of the empress Wu of the T'ang dynasty.

Going down from the plateau, continue a few steps along the

road, then take a little rock-bound path which leads to a grotto

whose entrance is partly closed by a wall of masonry. This grotto

is commonly called by the name of Lao-chiin Tung, although it

has nothing in common with Lao-chiin or Lao-tzu. The sculp-

tures which decorate it date from the beginning of the Vl'" c. ;

they are a perfect specimen of the art of the Northern Wei which

was perhaps the earliest and finest epoch of Buddhist art in China.

5. Chang-te Fu to Hsin-yang Chou.

This portion of the railway from Peking to Han-k'ou, crossing

the province of Ilo-nan, is described : 1° from Chang-te Fu to

Cheng Chou by the Yellon' River in R. 10 of the province of cmn-

Li ;
2° from Cheng Chou to Hsin-yang Chou in R. 2 of the pro-

vince of HU-PEI.
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Open Potts : Maii-chou-li, Harbin, Ch'i-ch'i-ha-erh (Pu-k'uei), Hai-la
erh, Ai-hun. (Aigun).

Geography : In the plains, wheat, sorglium, maize, millet, tobacco, soya,
beans, potatoes, flax, indigo, sesame, the oriental poppy and hemp are cul-

tivated.

The soya is a leguminous plant whose seed called « oily peas » contains but
little starch and a large proportion of nitrogenous and fatty matter. From
this point of view, it is a first rate article of food for diabetic patients.
The residue of the beans, when the oil has been extracted, is made into

cakes used for manure.
Ginseng is a medicinal plant much sought after.

Manchuria produces, annually, about 41/2 million silk cocoons, half of which
go to the spinning mUls of Chi-fou and thence to Europe ; the remainder is

retained for local requirements.

The wild silk is produced by a grub which feeds on oak leaves.

This industry is chiefly cjuried on in the S. of Manchuria, just as rice and
cotton are chiefly cultivated there.

In the vast meadows, herds of cattle and horses and flocks of ^heep and goats

are met with ; swine are also numerous.

Manchuria, with its continuation the Gobi deserts, its Siberian taiga, its

agricultural plain in the S., presents landscapes as varied as its flora, its fauna

and its inhabitants ; the birch grows near the paddy fields, the tiger roams the

regions neighbouring the habitation of the bear and zhibeline ; the VMiite

man rubs shoulders in the streets of Harbin with the Chinese, the Tungus, the

Korean, the Jap and even the hairy Ainu. This variety of species makes the

country very picturesque and interesting. Among the native types may be

mentioned :

« The GhiUak, a fisherman feeding only on fish, curiously dressed in salmon

or seal skin, lives in summer in a hut on piles. The Tungus, a hunter, eats the

flesh of the strangest animals, fits supple peltry to his body and transports

with ease his little conical tent, which is covered in winter with skin and in

summer with birch bark. The Mongol, pastoral, lives chiefly by dairying,

milk and its derivatives, even fermented, butter, cheese, koumis and airek,

to which he sometimes adds the flesh of his sheep ; his loose fitting clothes,

high-boots and the whip in his hand, betoken the horseman ; his collapsible

yourta, whose flaps are kept down by camel-hair ropes and cover a firm trellis-

work, is the typical habitation in the steppes when winter is severe. The
Chinese, by his ill-chosen dietary but careful cooking, his costume elaborate

by the multiplicity of garments, his house religiously planned and decorated,

with its solid framework and its carved wood-work, its glazed tiles, paper

window panes and khan heating apparatus, brings us face to face with a very

rich domesticated life where all the material inventions of an ancient seden-

tary people have accumulated.

« The employment of the different races shows still greater difference. Min-

imum of tools : chiefly weapons for the Tungus'life in the woods
;
pile bar-

riers, selection of hooks, large nets for the great season of the salmon running,

these are the equipment of the Ghiliak, always on the move, by boat in fine

weather, by sleigh in the winter on the frozen river. Around the Mongol tent,

a beginning of industry with wool, felt and skins, while a great transport ser-

vice is carried on by caravan, but it is chiefly in the Chinese fields so care-
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fully cultivated, around the farms dotted in every corner where agriculture is

possible, and the towns with their industrial quarters, their commercial ac

tivity, their stores and superabundance of pawnshops, that a great com-
mercial animation reigns, its outward and visible sign being the strings of

carts on the bad roads, files of junks on the canals, and the markets with
their picturesque symbolical signboards...

u Boat and pile building has made of the Ghiliak a remarkable wood-work-
er ; wood carving is his special art. Too heavy for dancing, he is only occa«

sionally led to indulge in it by the Tungus who revel in it, whilst the Mongol,
ahoreseman, disdainful of pedestrians, has no sport but the fiery gallop of his

steed in the race ; a few paintings or sacred objects are from time to time

brought him by lama from China and Thibet ; a thin and melancholy music

is the accompaniment of his pastoral dreams or patriarchal feasts. Among
the Chinese, ritual and care for outward personal dignity have relegated danc-

ing to the profession of a despesed class of entertainers.

« The supernatural world which is but the double of the visible, is for the

Ghiliak a natural trinity in which a great god occasionally manifests himself

in the forms of, chiefly, a sea-god and sometimes of the forest or of the moun-
tain ; round the cabins prowls a devil to whom women alone pray ; the spirits

of the departed come at night in the firelight glow to point out to the sleepers

the best places for fishing. The mystery and change of the forest have mul-
tiplied the Tungus Pantheon : all the forces of the taiga have been deified

;

their adventures are sketched in mythological pantomime ; their action is

continuous, especially through the invocation or magical dance of the shaa-

man. If the simplicity of desert phenomena is scarcely favourable to this

polytheistic development, it easily gives rise to strong convictions : the Mon-
gol has retained his old shaaman superstitions but, in contact with the mission-

aries of neighbouring peoples, he has overlaid them with a rigorously obser%'-

ed lamanism and in certain parts, an islamism whose fervour has carried

the mosque, minaret and, turban into the very heart of Manchuria. It is, how-
ever, in the conscience of the Chinaman that the richest religious complexity

is revealed : survivals of shaamanism side by side or mingled with Confucian

ethics, worship of the dead, Taoist philosophy and Buddhist ritual obscurely

coordinated ». (Louis Marin. La Giograpkie, 1904).

In conclusion, we must not forget to mention the Hung-hu-tzU t Red Beards n,

dreaded brigands who, leagued together, live by pillage.

I. Shan'hai-kuan to Nukden

Chinese State Railway forming part of the « Ching-Feng » (Peking to Muk-
den) system, administered by the North China Railway. From Shan-hai-
kuan to Mukden, 259 miles (417 kil.); 11 hours'journey. — Fares from Peking
to Mukden ; 31 dols 65 and 10-85. — Each week, one or more beautifully
mounted trains run from Peking to Mukden in connection with the Man-
churian expresses ; sleeping-cars and restaurant-cars. For this journey the

supplementary extras are : i st. cl., 2 dols., plus 5 for the bedstead and
linen ; 2 nd. cl., i dol., plus 2.50 for the bedstead (sheets, counterpanes
and pillows not included).

Shan-hai-kuan, 262 miles 2 from Peking and 147 miles from

T'ang-ku [See chih-li. R. 9).
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Leaving Lln-yii Hsicn on the I., the line crosses the great China

Wall by a pass called Shan-hai A'waM. This earthen wall extends

over the plain from the sea and stretches away towards the N.,

scaling the neighbouring heights. The line enters Manchuria

by the province of Sheng-ching.

The mountains remain visible on the horizon for some time,

whilst to the E. can be seen the waters of the Liao-tung Golf.

A river, then Chung-ch''ien-so-ch'eng, a walled town (12 miles

from Shan-hai Kuan) ; it was an important military station un-

der the Ming.

The line passes over a bridge laid on masonry piles.

Ch'ien-wei was formerly an important garrison town ; a part

of the effective was composed of the agricultural population

organised as militia.

39 m., Sui-eluing Hsien, a district city of the Chin-chou Fu,

is the ancient Chung-hou-so, in a populous plain.

The bridge flung over the Lu-ku Ho comprises 20 openings of 100 ft,

and is constructed of riveted beams laid on piles 30 ft. high, principally found-

ed on caissons sunk to an average depth of 40 ft.

58 m., Ska-ho-so-ch'eng ; the town is to the E. of the railway,

its walls are falling to decay ; at a short distance, thermal springs.

The line approaches the roast ; the Island of T'ao-hua « Peach

flowers »; to the S., the Islet of Chii-hua « Chrysanthemums ».

69 m., Ning-yuan Chou, a department of Chin-chou Fu. Near

by may be seen remains of an ancient town of the same name.

The present city has a wall more than 5 li in perimeter, tra-

versed by four gates, which was built in 1428. An outer wall,

more than 9 li long, dates back also from the Ming epoch.

Under the Han dynasty, territory of the T'u-ho Hsien ; under the Sui
family, of the Liu-ch'eng Hsien ; under the T'ang house, of the Ying Chou
and the Jui Chou. The Liao Tartars established there the Hsing-ch'eng
Hsien and the Lai Chou ; the Mongols, the Chin Chou and the J ui Chou. Un,
der the Ming emperors, military circumscriptions of the Kuang-ming and-
later on, the Ning-yiian Wei. In 1663, there was constituted, following
on certain territorial changes, the Ning-yiian Chou, which was placed soon
after under the dependency of the Fu of Chin-chou (1665).

On eminences, ancient watch towers.

Lien-shan-yih, in the midst of a large plain. 7 miles 5 to the E.,

.site of a new winter port proposed to be opened at the extrem-

ty of the peninsula of Hu-lu Too, to serve the commerce of this
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portion of the Chinese Manchurian line.— Salt marsches adjoin

the little bay of Chin-chou.

The Hu-lu Tao promontory, consisting of a series of small hills (the highest

about 600 feet) running E. and W., projects into the sea for a distance of 6 li

(2 miles). The proposea harbour will be on the south side of tie promontory,
which affords complete protection from all Northerly gales, while a breakwater
is to be erected to protect the anchorage on the S. There will at first be con-

structed a breakwater of 5.400 feet in length, with a possible extension later

on of another 6.000 feet.

In the .N. W., the peak of Ta-hung-lo Shan (2,800 ft.) dominates

the country as far as Hsiao-ling Ho.

Kao-cWiao, the « High Bridge •, native soya factories (oil

and manure cakes).

To the E., a rising [showing an outcrop of igneous rocks.

Cross the Hsiao-ling-ho < River with the little icicles ».

Hu Chiao (X"" c), in his narrative of the <c Thirteen Mountains », makes
mention of Chin-chou. These heights are of volcanic origin ; the most distant

is cleft from top to bottom, it is said to enclose a small lake.

103 m., Chin-chou Fu, 287 miles from T'ien-chin
;
prefecture

of the province of Sheng-ching, in Manchuria, divided into four

districts, one of which. Chin Hsien, is contained within this city.

A railway is planned from Chin-chou to Ch'i-ch'i-ha-erh, on the Russian
line from Kharbin to the Transsiberian.

The ength of the city wall exceeds o li ; four gates give access

through it, and they were built during the Hung-wu years (1368

to 1398). There was further raised, during the Hung-chih period

(1488 to 1505), a wall around the Eastern suburb, or Tung-

kuan, with a length of more than 2 li. Its shape has gained for

it the popular appellation of P'an-ch'eng or « Plate-town ".

A history of the prefecture :

Inremote antiquity, a region in theChiChou, and, lateron.in the VuChou.
Under the Ch'in and Han dynasties, territory of the two Chiin of Liao-hsi
and Liao-tung ; under the Chin house, Hsi-lo Hsien and, under the Wei sway,
Eastern part of the Ying Chou, then bordering on Korea. The Liao Tartars
established there the Lin-hai Chiin of the Chin Chou. Under the Mongols,
Chin Chou in the resort of the Ta-ning Lu. Under the Ming family, military
circumscriptions of Kuang-ning. The Manchu house established there the
Kuang-ning Fu (1664) and, later on, the Chin-chou Fu (1665).

A history of the Chin Hsien, district having its seat within the wails of the
prefectoral city :

Under the Han emperors, territory of the T'u-ho Hsien, dependent on the
Chiin of Liao-hsi ; under the Chin house, Hsi-to Hsien. The Liao Tartars es-

tablished there the Hsien of Yung-le, as the chief place of the Chin Chou.
The Yuan Mongols suppressed the district, which the Cliin Tartars had main-
tained. The first Ming emperors placed in it two military stations. The Man-
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chu dynasty (1644) created the ChinHsien in the resort of the Kuang-ning

Fu and, during the following year, established within its walls the Chin-

chou Fu, of which the district is naturally a dependency.

This region, situated to the W. of the gulf, was formerlj^ called

Liao-hsi.

After a halt, Ta-ling Ho (128 miles) ; cross the « River of

large ice floes » and sandy banks, by a fine thirty span bridge,

1970 ft. long. — The country we now reach is more sterile.

Shih-shan Chan « A stay of the rocky mountain «.

1.53 m., Kou-pang'-tzu, at 415 m. 8 from Peking ; railway

depot, the line from Ymg-k'ou (Niu-chuang, 59 miles) forks off

here (See, R. 2). Warehouse for soya etc., from the Western

country of the Liao Ho.

Kou-shan-tzu, serves Kuang-uiug Hsien, a district city of the

Chin-chou Fu.

In the distance, the mountain chain of the Yih-wu-lu Shan

(height about 3,300 ft.) dominates the Hsien of Kuang-ning.

It is mentioned in the classics (the « Chou-li ») as the protecting mountain
of the Yu country, one of the nine provinces of the Cbnu Empire, at the time

of their power.

The burial-place of the Ch'i-tan emperor, Wu-yu (Shih-tsung, 947 to 951)

of the Liao dynasty, was 7 It from the town, but the Chin Tartars (xi'" c.)

destroyed it.

Ta-hu-shan.

Li-chiao-wu-p'u, in the neighbourhood of the district city

of Chen-an Hsien, attached to the Fu of Hsin-min.

Yao-yang. — Pai-chi-p'u.

222 m., Hsin-rain Fu, until recently a T'ing or sub-prefect-

ure, dependent on Feng-t'ien Fu (Mukden), is now a prefect-

ure on which depend the two districts Chen-an Hsien and Ghang-

wu-Hsien.

A city opened to foreign trade on the lO"' October 1906, in pur-

suance of the Chino-Japanese convention of December 22 nd

1905.

Railway contemplated from Hsin-min Fu to Fa-k'u-men (town open to

foreigners since the 10'" September, 1906).

259 m., Chii-lou-ho Ch'eng, the « City of the water with a strong

current «.

Cross the river Liao.
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Beyond is the country called, under the Ming, Lao-pien « An-

cient frontier », whose name has now been adopted by a village

on the road to Mukden.

259 m., Mukden, branch of the railway line from Kharbin

(Rusian) to Dairen (Dalny) and Port Arthur (Japanese).

Mukdpn, the capital of the Manchu province of Sheng-ching,

at 521 2 from Peking. [See, R. 41.

2. Kou-pang-tzu to Ying-k'ou

(Mu-chuang).

Line 59 miles in length ; duration of journey, 3 hrs. and 3 hrs. 30. —
Ying-k'ou is 469 miles from Peking.

The railway branches off from the Peking-Mukden line at

Kou-pang-tzu.

The train winds away to the S. E., crossing immense plains on

which browse numerous flocks of sheep and herds of horses, asses,

mules and cattle.

After a halt, we reach P'an-shau T'ing (Shuang-t ai-tzu) ;

immediately afterwards cross the Tung-sha Ho, with its little

junks at anchor.

Tien-chuang-Vai, on the banks of the Liao Ho ; this town

does considerable trade by means of Chinese junks.

Ying-k'ou. On the opposite bank of the Liao, the port of Ying-

tzu, better known under the name of Niu-chuang « Ox hamlet »,

a cognomen really belonging to a neighbouring town.

A boat service is run between the station on the r. bank and the town on
the 1.

in winter the river is ice-bound from December to mid-March and all

communication with the sea is stopped.

Ying-k'ou (Ma-chnang)

Hotels : Astor House H. — Asahi H.

Club : Newchwang C.

Banks : Russo- Asiatic B. — Yokohama Specie B. — Chinese Treasury B.

Consulates : Great Britain, United States of America, Austria, Germany,
Holland, Japan, Russia, Sweden.

Navigation : By the Nippon Yusen Kaisha (Japanese line) : to Ta-ku (270

miles), Chih-fou, Chei-mul-pho, Nagasaki, Moji and Kobe, monthly from
March to November. — To Chih-fou, Moji and Kobe, every 11 days (winter

months excepted).

China Merchants' line : to Ta-ku, Chih-fou and Shang-hai, weekly.
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Ying-k'ou « Mouth or outlet of the Camp » or, as it is still

called, Ying-tzu « the Camp », is situated on the 1. bank of the

Liao Ho, 13 miles from its mouth.

Its position is 40043' lat. N. and 119»54' long. K.of Paris. This

town of 35,000 souls (of which 248 are Japanese), was, until the

opening of Dairen (Dalny) to international traffic, the principal

port of Manchuria ; it was opened to foreign commerce in May
1864, in conformity with the Anglo-Chinese treaty of T'ien-chin

of the 26 June 1858. Its trade amounts to about 53,000,000 Taels.

(1910).

Every year, after the thaw, thousands of immigrants from Shan-tung land

here and hire themselves out as day labourers for the soya harvest and sub-

sequent manufacture of manure cakes.

Ying-k'ou T'ing is the chief town of a subprefecture in the

prefecture of Feng-t'ien (Mukden) and residence of a Tao-t'ai who

is superintendent of Customs. The Chinese regained the admi-

nistration of this district on the 6"» December 1906, after 6

l/2 years of foreign occupation (Russian or Japanese).

The Japanese station is half a mile to the N. of the Chinese Custom-house,

whilst the station of the Peking railway is 3 miles S. and on the r. bank of tlie

river.

3. Dairen (Dalny). Port-Arthur

During the war of i85o, the English installed themselves in Victoria Bay,
one of the openings of this vast roadstead, and made it one of their bases of

operation. Later on, the Chinese fleet utilised it as one of the principal anchor-

ages and a few small forts — which the Japanese carried by a combined at-

tack of land and sea forces on the 7"' November 1894 — were constructed on
the neighbouring heights. In the following year, Japan restored Kuan-tung
to China, on payment of a heavy indemnity, which allowed Russia to obtain

the cession, in 1898, of this territory, which it kept till the Russo-Japanese
war. Dalny re-passed into Japanese hands on the so"" May 1904.

The Climate is generally pleasant and healthy, very dry in winter, on ac-

count of the land breezes which are always blowing, but e.xceedingly damp
in summer, because, at this time, sea breezes from the S. are prevalent. The
changes of the monsoon, which take place in spring and autumn, are almost

always accompanied by great storms. In 1902, the minimum winter temper-

ature was — i''4, whilst the maximum summer temperature had been, in the

month of July, -f 9i''9 ; summer is rendered quite endurable by the proximity

of the sea and by the cool sea-breezes.

Sometimes, in winter, the Gulf of Ta-lien-wan is covered, near the banks,

by a thin coating of ice which holds for a fortnight, but is easily broken by
large vessels ; by the beginning of February, the bay is generally ice free.

Hotels : Yamato H., 5 min. from the station ; room 2 to 15 yen ; service,

3 meals, heating, 8 toiSyen ; breakf. (7 to lo), i y. ; lunch (12 to 2), i y. 50 ;

din. to 9), I y. 75. Pension for European servants, 5 y.; for Asiatics, 2 y. The
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new Hotel, with 126 apartments and bath-rooms, will be opened in 1911. at

the Central Circle.

Kyoto H. Yoshino mashi. — Iicaki H.

Banks : Yokohama Specie B., Kambu Dori. — Chinese Treasury B.

Port : 2 miles from Nippon Bridge.

A'ehlcles : Chinese, with 2 horses, 50 sen per hour ; 2 yen 70 for the whole

day ; — hotel, mih r horse, i y 50 per hour or 6 y. for the whole day; with

2 horses, 2 y. per hour or 10 y. for the wr.ole day.

Club : Dairen C.

Tramways : Electric.

Hospital.

'^ol{u ^sfii'oai^'^ .Joku'itJboLKanuf:

-W Dairenrf
[OairenJima:

ida-^i

DAIREN
(D A L N Y)

q__L_^_j_l_5'<-

Guides fAadrolle. Georges Hur^,

Railway : Three specials per week to K'uan-ch'cng-tzu, duration of joiirney

14 hrs. 30, fares 34 y. 18 and 13 y. 73 (23 h. by orcinary train, fares 26 y. 45
and II y. 75), run in conjunction with the Transsiberian expresses. From
Dairen to Kharbin 44 y. 55 (or 36 y. 55 and iC y.) to Peking 41.90 and 23.50.

Navisiation : To shang hai, by the South Manchuria Railway Co, 2

special services per week, leaving on Wednesdays and Sundays after noon
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and arriving at Shang-hai on Fridays and Tuesdays respectively ; fares, 40

yen and 25 ; return tickets 64 yen and 40.

To CHINA, KOREA and JAPAN, by Nippon Yusen Kaisha, every 28 days,

in one direction to Ta-ku (T'ien-chin), and in another to Chei-mul-pho (in

36 h.), Moji and Kobe.

Every 15 days, one service runs to Ta-ku (T'ien-ciiin) (24 y.), another to

Chei-mul-pho (21), Kobe (42) and Yokohama (55).

Every 8 days, to Chih-fou (16 y.) and Ta-ku (24) in one direction, and

Nagasaki (36) and Kobe (42) in another.

DAIREN
DA L N Y

CENTRAL CIRCLE
1 Ij/nsto Hotel 1 6 lokohamaSpeaeSink

2 Government OfTlces. 7 rbst Office

3 Supreme Cotrt 1 9>(/)i/cmm'0ffmtfrsj/py

It Great Ctima lunk. 9 imemment Offices

hCtambera'dnimercMf) British CXsnsutate

B We-ote'-n Circle. ..... ...Electric tramwAy.

'DAIREN=K0-

Guides Msdrolle

By Osaka Shosen Kaisha, every Wednesdavs andSunday at 10 a. m., to Moji

(leaving on Fridays and Tuesdays at 7 o'clock' and K6be (42 v.), arriving

on Sundays and Wednesdays respectively at i o'clock.

By Hamburg Amerika Line (Arnhold, Karberg, agents) : Sunday after-

noon to Ch'ing-tao and Shang-hai ; Wednesday evening to T'len-chin..

Consulates : Great Britain. — United States, Yechigo Machi. — Russia

(V. 0.), Oyama Dori.
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Park : Electric Park, situated on a slight elevation. Tramway.

Newspaper : Nanshu Nichinichi Shimbun (Jap.).

Telegraph : A subterranean cable between Dairen and Chih-fou.

In the neighbourhood of Dairen are Hoshigara (Star Beach), about 5 m.

by electric tramwa)', the finest seaside and health resort. Ro-ko-iun [Lao-

hsu-tan), 4 miles S.-E. of this city, a much frequented summer resort, and
Ko-ku-seki sho. 6 miles S.W. ; sea-bathing ; residence of the governor; villas

•— Nan-sha-he-kou (hotel), summer resort.

Dairen (called by the Russians Dalny « the Distant »), the

principal port of Manchuria, was founded by the Russians at the

time of their occupation of Kuan-tung. The town, built on a gra-

dual slope, is situated 38° 55'44" lat. N. and 121° 37' 7" long. E.

of Greenwich. It is a free port in the Bay of Ta-lien (Dai-ren, in

Japanese) and has a Chinese Custom-house for the examination

of goods in transit to Manchurian territory.

The commercial turnover of the port, which seems likely to

assume still greater importance, was, in 1910, 50,940,000 Hk.

Taels (28,367,000 of this sum being exports). The number of

steamers entering or leaving the port was 3.706 (2.865 Jap.),

with a tonnage of 3.275.000.

From April 1909 to March 1910, this port had shipped 1,011,348 tons of

goods. In these figures, 531.943 tons represented exports of « soya » beans,

chiefly destined for Europe, and 220.008 tons manure cakes for Japan.
Plans are contemplated for the establishment of industrial concerns to

handle soya and export the bye-product.

The population comprises 58,159 persons (1909), including

41,240 Chinese, 16,914 Japanese (22,512 in 1910), 16 Russians

(as against 3,113 in 1903), 10 English and 15 of various nation-

alities. The city is divided into three zones : that occupied by

commercial establishments, banks and consulates ; the outskirts

or villadom and, finally, the Chinese quarter, Shao-kang-tzu, prin-

cipally inhabited by people from the Province of Shan-tung
;

9,592 Chinese and 522 Japanese.

KWAN-TO

The Japanese province of Kwan-to (Kuan-tuns;) has an area of 3.846 sq.

km.; the population is about 250.000.

Dairen to Port Arthur

37 m. furlong
;
journey in i h. 30 min. ; fares 2 y. 25 by slow train.

Dairen (Dalny).

5 m. 5, Shu-shui-tzU. We leave the main line from Mukden.
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13 m. I, Hsia-chia-ho-tzU, on the Northern shore of the peninsula of Kuan-

tung.

19 m. 6, Ying-ch'ens-tzU. — 31 m. Lung-lou.

37 m., 1 Port Arthur. Ryojun is the Japanese translation of the

Chinese characters Lii-shun.

Madrolle. Georges Hure.

PORT-ARTHUR
From the sea, Port Arthur and the inner bay are hidden by the heights

which overlook the coast and command the Neck. To the E., the O-gan-
san ; to the S. W., the heights of the Tiger's tail and those belonging to the
Lao-ti Shan system (Ro-te-tsu-san).

Hotel : Yamaio H., 15 minutes drive from the station and 20 minutes

the port, is situated in the new town. Cost of rooms including meals :

from 7 yen 25 to y. 50. Single b.-r., 2. 50 to 3 y. ; double b.-r., 3.50. Meals :

tea, 25 sen per cup ; breakf. i y., from 7 to 9 a. m.; lunch 1.50, from 12 to

2 ; din i. 50, from 6 to 8. The Hotel is equipped wih Bar, Billard-Room and
3arber-Shop and can accommodate 35 visitors at a time. Porters in uniform
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meet incoming trains. Tlie Hotel keeps a staff of competent guides to show
visitors over the battle-fields.

Vehicles : 50 sen per hour
; 5 yen for a whole day.

Station : situated between the two towns, at the foot of Monument Hill

and half a mile from the old town.

Rank : Yokohama Specie B. — Ta-ch'ing B,

Museum : The museum, retrospective of the siege, is open from 8 a. m. to

5 p. m., Mondays excepted.

Guides MadroZ/e. Georges HuM

Curiosities : 1° The old town. The retrospective museum. Monument Hill.

— 2° The new town. The hill of 203 metres. The defences from the lines ;

Ha-ku-gin-san, Ro-ta-san, Bo-tai (photographing forbidden). — Tourists arc

not allowed to approach Ihe coast batteries ; O-gan-san, Ro-ko-ho, Ro-te-tsu-

san, etc., nor the hill of 203 metres when the artillery is practising.

Port Arthur is situated towards the extremity and to the S.

of the peninsula of Kuan-tung, 38° 47' lat. N. and 118055' long.

NoRTUERN China, 20.
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E. of Paris. It is a city of 18,000 souls, of which 7,834 are Japan-

ese (1910). It is the residence of the governor-general of the

conceded territory of Kwan-to (Kuan-tung) and head-quarters

of the admiral commanding the 5'" Japanese military port (Ryojun

Naval Station) Harbour works, dock-yards, mobile defence, hos-

pitals and commissariat.

The military port is defended by an unbroken line of fortifications with a

series of detached forts and batteries.

For the enlargement of the commercial port, the dredging of 200 acres on
the W. side and the cutting of a new channel were begun in 1910. These
works will take 6 years to complete and involve an expenditure of 50.000.000

yen ; vessels of from 5 to 6,00 tons will be thus enabled to lie at the wharves.

The Chinese had taken advantage of the strong position of the Bay of
LU-shun-k'ou to establish an arsenal there. On the outbreak of the Chino-
Japanese war (1894-95), the Japanese took possession of the place, but by
the Peking convention (8"> Nov. 1895), it was restored, with the rest of the
peninsula, in consideration of a large indemnity.

The Russians obtained the cession of the town (15'" March 1898), after

the occupation of Chiao Chou by the Germans, and immediately converted
it into an entrenched camp and connected it with Siberia by a railway across
Manchuria.

Port Arthur is celebrated for the memorable siege, lasting 329 days (from
the 8"" Feb. 1904 to the 2'"' Jan. 1905), which was sustained by the Russian
army against the land and sea forces under the respective command of General
Nogi and Admiral Togo. The Russians lost 2 admirals, a general and 19.000
men killed or dying ol sickness, as well as 26,000 prisoners (a large number
of whom were wounded), taken to Japan upon the surrender of the place by
General Stoessel ; their fleet was destroyed. The strenuous effort made by
Japan to capture this strategic point at any price, cost that coimtry 44,085 killed

and wounded (1.628 offic). A monument 40 It. high, erected at Port Ar-
thur, commemorates this heroic contest.

The Old city is separated from the New by the steep cliff called

« Monument Hill ". It comprises the Admirahy (formerly the

residence of the Russian Admiral Alexiev), the Public Works

Dept. (General Stoessel's house), the retrospective Museum and

ail the army and navy buildings.

In the New Town, the residence of the t Governor-general of

Kwan-to, » and the offices of the civil administration of the con-

ceded territory ; these buildings date from the Russian occu-

pation.—^The public gardens of Korakuyen may be compared

to an oasis in the desert.

Tile mobile Defence is to the S. of the peninsula called « Tiger's tail »

Monument Hill (408 ft. high) with its mausoleum 208 ft. high, erected in

honour of the 22.719 Japanese soldiers and sailors who lost their lives in

the siege. An iron staircase leads to the platform at the summit. There is a
fine view over the bay.
The Russian monument is N. N. E. of the New town.
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4. Mukden (Feng-t'ien)

Hotels : Refreshment Room, at the station. — Yainalo H., between the sta-

tion and the suburb. — Astor House H., in the Chinese City. — Manchuria

House H. — Kinjo H.

Banks : Yokohama Specie B. — Chinese Treasury B.

Consulates : Great Britain, United States, France, Germany, Japan (con-

sulate gen.), Russia.

Vehicles : Russian, with seating accomodation for 2 persons, i yen per

hour.

Masenui of native and foreign commercial products.

Cariosities : Imperial Palace. Commercial Museum. Imperial Tombs.

Mukden, in Chinese Feng-t'ien, is the capital of Manchuria and

of the province of Sheng-ching. The city stands in a vast plain,

on the r. bank of the river Hun but 3 miles away from it, 41° 51'

lat. N. and 123026' long. E. of Greenwich.

The first Manchu sovereigns made it their capital in 1 625,and when

the Emperor of the nien-hao Shun-chih transferred it to Peking

in 1644, Mukden still retained metropolitan rank, which has be-

longed to it ever since. The prefecture of Feng-t'ien was created

in 1658.

The city has a population of 100.000 inhabitants, which includes

2,093 Japanese (1910) ; it was opened to foreign commerce on

the 1^' June 1906, in virtue of the stipulations of the Chinese-

American treaty of 1903.

The wall of Mukden measures 9 li and 332 pu in extent. The

outer circumference is 32 li and 48 pu round. Eight gates give

access through the city wall, which originally was that of the

previous Wei of the Ming time, increased in 1631. The outer

enclosure dates back from 1680.

In July 1900, the Boxers destroyed the barracks which the Russians had
evacuated, the unoccupied dwellings of the Protestant missiouEiries, and then

cannonaded the Catholic cathedral in which Monseigneur Guillon, some
European sisters and 200, native christians, who had taken refuge there, were

killed.

The Catholic mission of « Southern Manchuria » numbers a bishop, 34 Eu-
ropean preachers, 14 native preachers and 25.354 native converts (1910).

The Russian troops re-occupied the town until the battle of Mukden (iq'*

Feb. — 14'" March 1905) ; the Japanese have a police force at the station

and along the railway.
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History of the Sheng-ching province :

The present Mukden province was, at the time of king Yao (2350 B. C),
a part of the Ch'ing Chou region. His successor, Shun, severed it therefrom to

form the Ying Chou. Under the two Han dynasties, it was a dependency of

the Chiin of Liao-tung ; under the T'ang family, of the Tu-hu of An-tung.
The Liao and Chin Tartars established their Eastern capital at Liao-yang
and the Chao-te Chiin of Shen Chou at Mukden. The Yiian Mongols made it

the Lu and the Ming emperors the Wei of Shen-yang.

History of the prefecture :

Mukden in the residence of the viceroy of the three Mancliu provinces
(called <i Oriental provinces », Tung San Sheng ), who is, at the same time,

charged with the functions of Tartar general of the stated provinces. Each
of these has now also a special governor or Hsiin-fu.

The city has had for a short time two districts inZra muros: Ch'eng-ieHsieii,

of ancient origin, and Fu-shun Hsien.
The territory of the Hsien of Ch'eng-te was, before the Ch'in dynasty, oc-

cupied by the Su-shen tribe. It was, under the Han, Chin and T'ang empe-
rors, a dependency of the Yih-lou kingdom ; under the last named house,

it became the possession of the independent state of Pu-hai, which established

in it the Shen Chou, in the resort of the Fu of Ting-li. The Liao created there

the Chiin, or military district, of Hsing-liao, and later on, of Chao-te, to which
was added the Hsien of San-ho, which afterwards assumed the name of Lo-
chiao Hsien. It was, at the time of the Chin Tartars, the head placeof the Shen
Chou ; under the Mongols, first the Tsung-kuan a to pacity the Koreans >,

and later on the Lu of Shen-yang. The first Ming emperor established in it the

Central Wei of Shen-yang, dependent on theTu-chih-hui-shih-ssCi of the Liao-

tung. The Manchu dynasty, which has made Mukden a capital and who estab-

lished in it (1657) the Feng-t'ien prefecture, created its Hsien of Ch'eng-te

in 1664.

In the centre of the city stands the Imperial Palace, restored

in 1908 ; it was, from 1625 to 1643, the residence of the Hou Chin

overeigns (Ch'ing).

The buildings which comprise it are variously occupied : the Chan-Ian

palace is the residence of the Vice-roy of Manchuria.

The Chung-chen, which faces the entrance, is the ancient Imperial residence.

To the r., is the Ching-ming, palace of the emperor T'ai-tsung ; it is sur-

mounted by a belvedere from which a fine view may be obtained.

On the 1., the Wen-she Ko with its libraries, in which the Manchu rulers

have gathered together a rich collection of printed and manuscript works,

more than 7.000 in number.

This Wen-she Ko obtained, in the xvili'" c, a copy of the i(Ssu-k'u Ch'iuan

Shu », a collection of the most important texts taken from the old books col-

lected, in 1773, in the reign of Ch'ien-lung. It contained in addition some

very rare works, encyclopedias, manuscripts, a copy of the Imperial genealogy,

one of the three legal copies of the annals compiled on the death of each

emperor of the present dynasty and dealing with the events of the reign just

ended, bundles of Manchu documents from the beginning of the xvu'" c,

souvenirs of the fkst Manchu emperors, portraits, albums of battle pictures,

etc. It has been claimed that the library also contained manuscripts brought

from Europe at the time of the Mongol invasion of Russia and Hungary

in the xiil"> c, but this seems only to have existence in the imagination of

certain romancers (pei.liot).

In the gardens, two kiosks contain the « Imperial Treasury u (a permit must

be obtained through one's consul before achnission can be gained). The cases
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contain some fine specimens of goldsmith's work, diamonds and pearl neck-

laces. A collection of old porcelains and se\'eral Imperial costumes in old

shades of silk, still very handsome.

The Imperial Tombs.

When T'ai-tsu Kao-huang-ti commenced his reign T'ien-ming (1616-1622),
he resided at Hsing-ching, then removed to Mukden (1625) which remained
the capital of the Hou Chin, afterwards Ch'ing (1636), until 1644. Two Empe-
rors dwelt in this city and both received the honour of burial, with much pomp
and ceremony, in this Manchu soil which they had made their own, whilst the
four ancestors of the first sovereign rest in the Yong-ling « Mountain sepul-
chre for Eternity »

, near Hsing-ching (Inden). {See that town).
Among the various Ch'ing burial-places, those of Mukden are distinguished

as the Pet-ling a Imperial Northern Tombs ».

The Fu-LiNG, 20 li N. E. of Mukden, is the burial-place of

T'ai-tsu Kao-huang-ti, of the Nien-hao T'ien-ming proclaimed

Emperor in 1616 by the assembly of dignitaries and regarded

as first sovereign of the Manchu dynasty of Ch'ing. He died in

the 9'" moon of 1626, at the age of 68, and was interred in this

sumptuous mausoleum in 1629, whence it received the name of

Tien-chu Shan in 1651.

Beside the tomb of the empress Hsiao-tz'u Kao-huang-hou,

stands that of a concubine.

The building is enclosed by walls, inside which a triumphal

way, bordered with statues, leads to the temple and the mound
planted with cedars and pines.

The Chad ling, 10 it N.W. of the capital, was built to receive

the body of T'ai-tsung Wen-huang-ti of the nien-hao Tien-ch'ung

(1627 to 1643). This Ch'ing emperor died in the S'" moon of 1643,

at the age of -.2
; he was buried, in 1664, at a spot named, in 1651,

Lung-yeh Shan

The mound is surrounded by three enclosures. In the first is a fine park
with trees several centuries old ; in the second live the servitors attached to

the temple. A grand avenue, the « Route of the Spirit », leads to the temple in

which is an Imperial tablet ; on each side and bordering this road stand twelve
tall statues of animals : two lions, four seated Ch'i-lin, two horses standing,

two seated camels and two elephants standing.

An innermost crenellated wall, more than 200 yards long, surrounds the

tumulus whose circumference is about 335 ft.

Beside the tomb which contains the remains of the Emperor,

is that of the empress Hsiao-tuan Wen-huang-hou, flanked by

that of a concubine.

The emperors who had taken up their residence at Peking

used, at the beginning of the Ch'ing dynasty, to make frequent
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journeys into Manchuria to visit the tombs of their ancestors :

Shun-chih, Gh'ien-lung and Chia-ch'ing made ritual sacrifices

there.

5. Dairen (Dalny) to K'uan-ch'eng-tzu

Southern part of the former Russian system, ceded to Japan by the treaty

of Portsmouth (1905). The line is worked by the Japanese Sotcth Manchuria
Railway Co., with a capital of 300 million yen

;
46.000 Japanese are already

settled along this line (1910).

436 miles 3 furlongs {718 kil.), laid with the normal gauge of 4'8"5"' (i

mfit. 435). Four expresses weekly. Duration of journey, 14 hrs. 30. Fares : 34 y.

45, and 13 y. 75. Daily service of ordinary passenger trains ; 21 hrs' journey.

Fares : 26 y. 55 and 11 y. 80.

To Mukden, 246 miles 9 ; by ordinary train, 12 hrs. journey. Fares :

14 y. 95 and 5 y. 65. By express, about 7 hrs. 50.

A supplementary fee of 2 yen is collected from passengers travelling by
express train for a distance not exceeding 200 miles, and one of 3 yen for

longer distance. The cost of a couchette is 5 y. ; that of a coupe (2 beds, i arm-
chjiir, and a private toilet room) 25 y. in addition to the ist. class fare.

Children travel free up to 4 years of age ; from 4 to 12 years, half-price.

Dairen [Dalny of the Russians). See, R. '2..

5 m., 5, Chou-shui-tzu. Branch line 31 m. 6 long to Port Arthur

(Ryojun, in .Japanese ; Lii-shun, in Chinese).

9 ra. 6, Nan-kuan-ling.

17 m. 2, Ta-fang-shen, in the Northern inlet of the Bay of Ta-

lien-wan. Branch-line of 3 miles 6 to Liu-shun-fun.

The rail passes through the narrowest part of the isthmus,

about 2 miles 5 wide, then climbs slopes strewn with large

rocks, and crosses several gorges.

20 m. 1, Chin Chou, 2 miles from the town situated on a bay

of the same name ; the plain is dominated by the Lao-hu Shan

(2,210 ft.). The population in 1910 included 1,033 Japanese.

Before its annexation to the territory of Russian Kuan-tung, and then

to the Japanese Kwan-to, this city formed a T'ing of recent creation atta-

ched to the Fu of Feng-t'ien (Mukden) ; the city was then administered by
a Hai-fang T'ung-chih, a mandarin responsible for the coastal defences.

On the 26-27 May 1904, the Japanese, landing Nogi's army corps, gained

an advantage over the Russians, cutting their line of communication with
Port-Arthur. The Russians lost 78 guns, 30 officers and 800 men killed and
wounded ; the Japanese had 764 killed including 51 officers, and 3,560 wound-
ed of which 100 were officers.

On the 1., the heights of Pao-tzii Shan, whose summit attains

an altitude of 1190 ft.

28 ni. C, Erh-shilt-li-Cai.
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The line here reaches its highest point in crossing the Tai-tzu

Shan.

34 m. 6, San-shih-li-pu, serves the plain of Ma-tien-tzii in

the W.
41 m., Shih-ho, in the little plain of the same name.

The line approaches and follows the coast of the inlet of Port

Adams, an inner bay of Society Gulf.

47 m. 9 P'u-lan T'ien « Inn of the wide fence)), back of Port

Adams inlet ; last station on the ceded territory of Japanese

Kwan-to.

58 m. 4, T'ien-chia.

65 m. 1, Wa-fang T'ien. Refreshment.

Coal is mined in the neighbourhood. A census of the region

shows 1,405 Japanese (1910).

This station serves the department city of Fu Chou, situated 19 miles to the

VV. The city is surrounded by a wall 4 li in length with three gates and dating

from 1382, when it was built upon the site of still older walls.

Under the Chou and Ch'in dynasties, was part of theterritary of Korea and,
under the Han emperors, was dependent on the Chun of Hsuan-tu ; under
the \Vci house, on the P'ing Chou. Since the Chin till the Sui family, it be-

longed to the Korean Kingdom of Kao-chii-li. The Liao Tartars established

there the Fu Chou. It was, under the Yiian Mongols, a dependency of the

Kai Chou. The Ming emperors formed it into a Fu-chou Wei, which was
suppressed under the Manchu dynasty. In 1727, a T'ung-p'an, or assistant

sub-prefect, of Fu-chou was created, having jurisdiction over this city and
over Chin Chou and, in 1727, Fu-chou was promoted to the rank of a Chou
dependent on the Feng-t'ien (Mukden) prefecture.

69 m. 9, Wang-chia.

77 m., T'.-li-ssu.

Scene of a Russian success on the 30"' May 1904, when a Japanese squad-
ron was cut up by Cossacks, and of a victory gained by the Japanese general

Oku, on the 14-15 June following, over the Russian troops of General Stackel-

berg. The latter lost 13 guns, had 18 officers and 754 men killed, 85 officers

and 2150 men wounded, 10 officers and 754 men unaccounted for ; the Ja-
panese 7 officers and 210 men killed, 43 officers and 903 men wounded.

81 m., Sung-shu a Conifer Plantalions ».

90 m. 7, Wan-chia-ling. Hsii-chia-t'un.

104 m. 2, Chiu-chai « Nine entrenchments ».

The rail near? the Gulf of Liao-tung.

110 m. 5, Hsiung-yuch Ch'eng « City of the Sacred Mountair.

of the Bears >..

A hot spring rises in the river.

lie m. 7, Lii-chia-t'un « Hamlet of the Lu family ».

123 m. 4, Sha-kang.
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130 m., K'ai-p'ing Usien, is on the confines and partly outside

the neutralised zone of Japanese Kwan-to. General Oku occupied

this city on the 9'" July 1904, after a slight engagement.

The city is surrounded by a fortified wall more than 7 li

in extent, rebuilt under the Ming dynasty, during the Hung-wu

years (1368 to 1398). Three gates.

It was a dependency of Korea (Ch'ao-hsien), during the Chou dynasty. Under
the Cn'in house, a statesman of the Yen principality, called Wei Man,
took possession of it. K part of the Chiinof Hsiian-t'u under the Han emperors,

and of the P'ing Chou under the Wei house. It belonged, with the name of

Kai-mou Ch'eng, to the Korean state of Kao-chli-li, from the Chin time till

after the Sui family. The T'ang dynasty conquered it, when waging war
against Korea, and established in it the Kai Chou, and, later on, the

Ch'en Chou. It passed under the sway of the Liao and Chin Tartars and be-

came the Kai-chou Lu of the Mongols and afterwards the Liao-yang Lu.
The founder of the Ming dynasty substituted for it the Wei of Kai-chou, in

the Liao-tung resoit (1376). Under the emperor K'ang-hsi, it became (1664)

the Hrien of K'ai-p'ing, in the dependency of the Fu of Feng-t'ien (Mukdeu).

The cultivation of the oleaginous soya bean has assumed considerable

importance in Manchuria since 1908. These seeds are treated for the ex-

traction ol oils and for soap making ; the resid\ies are made into cakes and ex-

ported as nitrogenous manures. In other parts of the Yellow Country, as for

instance Japan, certain kinds of fish are used as manures in conjunction with
nightsoil and farmyard manures, of all kinds, in order to return to the soil the

nitrogen taken from it by the crops.

The railway leaves the mouth of the Gulf of Liao-tung to pene-

trate into Manchuria.

141 m. 6. Tai-p'ing-shan.

148 m. 6, Ta-shih Ch'iao. Refreshment Room. The Japanase

here number 1,496 (1910).

Branch line to Yin^-k'ou, the port o' Niu-cliuang, 16 miles, fares 95 and 45
sen, 45 minutes'journey (See R. 2).

In 1904, the Japanese, who were already misters of the mountains situat-

ed to the E., occupied' Ta-shih Ch'iao on the I4"> July ; their losses were 12

officers and 136 men killed, and 47 officers and 848 men wounded ; those

of the Russians, 4 officers and 141 men killed, 30 officers and 646 men wound-

ed, and 107 unaccounted for.

153 m. 3, Fen-shui « Parting of the waters »,

158 m. 2, Ta-shan.

168 m. 5, Hai-ch'eng Hsien, a district city of Shong-ehing, on

the Kai-chu Ho.

Under the Chou and Ch'in dynasties, belonged to Korea. Under the Han
emperors, was a dependency of the Hsiian-t'u Chiin and, later on, of the

Lo-lang Tu-wei. From the Chin to the Sui time, it belonged to the Korean
state of Kao-chii-li. The T'ang emperors connected it to the Kai Chou. Under
the Liao Tartars : Hal Chou ; under the Chin Tartars : Ch'eng Chou : under
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the Miag tatnily : Hai-chou Wei. It becamp, in 165^, the Hai-ch'eiig Hsien,

dependent first on the Liao-yang Fu and afterw.irds on the Feng-t'ien Fu(i658).

174 m. 2, Nan-Vai " Southern Terrace ".

180 m. 6, Tang-kang-tzii. Hot spring.

Holol : Gold Spring H.

10 m. to the E., the monastery of the n Thousand Mountains » group, fh'icn

Shan in which the river Sha Ho rises. It is situated 60 US,, of Liao-yang Chou,
the chief town of the department in which it is contained.

The spot is celebrated for the presence of the five temples of Tsu-yiieh,

Lung-ch'lian, Hsiang-yen, Chung-hui and Ta-an, as well as for the natural
beauty presented by a graded succession of peaks and limestone cliffs, whose
position and principal curiosities have been celebrated and pointed out by
past generations : T'ai-tsung {627-649), second Emperor of the T'ang dynasty,
paid a visit to this locality at the time (645) of his campaign against the Korean
Kingdom of Kao-kou-li. The emperor K'ang-hsi {1662-1722) visited the
« Thousand Mountains » in the course of a journey into Manchuria and com-
posed a piece of poetry about them ; they were immortalised in other poems
at various times by the emperor Ch'ien-lung (1736-1799).

Special mention is made of the following points of interest : a spring, on the

top of a mountain, which has given its name to the « monastery of the Dragon
Spring » (Lung-ch'iian Ssu), the « Fir covered rock screen" (Sung-shih-p'ing).

and the « Terrace of the Immortals d (Hsien-jen-t'ai) at the Hsiang-yen Ssu
temple. Superiors were allocated (o these monasteries, in 1640, by an ances-

tor of the Manchu dynasty and from him received gifts of clothing and cereals.

187 m. 5, An-shan-chan.

193 m. 9, Li Shan.

199 m. 6, Ma-i-Vun.

206 m. 2, Liao-yang Chou, a city opened to foreign trade on

the 28'" June 1907 in virtue of the stipulations of the Chino-

Japanese treaty of December 1905 ; chief-town of a department

on the T'ai-tzu Ho, distinguishable at a considerable distance by

the height of its old and curious stupa ; 15,000 inhabitants,

including 2,808 Japanese (1910). Birth-place of Kao Ch'i-p'ei

(xvii-xvui*" c), a magistrate and painter.

Buffet : Reireshment Room, at the station.

Rank : Yokohama Specie B.

The fortified enceinte, raised under the Ming dynasty in 1372

and traversed by six gates, has more than 16 li in length. In 1383,

there was built the wall of the Eastern suburb, one li long, while

an additional earthern wall was raised on the North side. This

was increased in 1416 and supplied with three gates. The perimeter

of the city was thus made to measure 24 li and the gates to

number 9.

The Ch'in dynasty established there the Chiin of Liao-tung, to which the

Han emperors added, asits chief place.the Hsien of Hsiang-p'ing. Itbecame,under
the Chin house, the capital of the Kingdom of Liao-tung and, later on, passed
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into the possession of Korea. The T'ang family took forcibly, in 645, and cons-
tituted the Liao Chou out of the territory belonging to the city of Liao-tung.
The Liao Tartar dynasty created there the Chiin of Tung-p'ing and, later on,
raised it to the rank of a capital, first as « Southern » (Nan-ching) and after-

wards « Eastern » (Tung-ching), doubled with the Fu of Liao-yang, having
the Hsien of the same name at its head place. This state of things was main-
tained by the Ju-chen or Chin emperors. The Mongols had a Tsung-kuan-fu
of Tung-ching and, later on, the province of Liao-yang and other places (1287)
and, the following year, the Lu and the Hsien of Liao-yang. The Ming family
formed four Wei bearing the name of Ling-liao, whereas the first Manchu em-
peror, in 1653, created the Fu of Liao-yang, only to be suppressed in 1658.
The Hsien of Liao-yang subsisted and became (1665) a Chou, dependent on
the F'eng-t'ien Fu (Mukden).

During the war of 1904, a battle was fought near here, from the 26"" Au-
gust to the 4"" September, which ended in the victory of the J apanese. Russ-
ian losses : 87 officers and 2027 men killed, 419 officers and 12.486 men
wounded, 10 officers and 1.461 men unaccounted for. On the Japanese side :

23.714 men killed or wounded.

In damp situations the Chinese cultivate a malvia known to commerce as

China jute, whose fibre is called China hemp. The plant is steeped in water,

and this operation gives off an unpleasant smell very familiar to travellers

who frequent this part of the country and the neighbourhood of Sha-ling.

214 m. 2, Skuang-t'ai-tzu.

220 m. 1, Ten-t'ai « Smoky terrace ».

Branch-line of 9 miles 8 to Tai-hang and the coal mines worked

qy the South Manchuria Railway Go.

In the N. W., San-U-pu ; victory of the Japanese over the Russians, 24-28

January 1905, preceding the battle of Mukden. The Russians had 10,000
killed and wounded ; the Japanese 7,000.

230 m. 7, Sha-ho « Sandy River ».

On the banks of the Sha-ho, from the 10"' to the i8"> October 1904,

a

series of indecisive engagements took place. The Russians had 187 officers and
969 men killed, 354 officers and 31,002 men wounded, 33 officers and 6,641

men inaccounted for ; the Japanese, 15,879 officers and men put out of ac-

tion and lost ir guns.

236 m. 5, Su-chia-t'iin.

Branch-line 30 m. 8 long to Chien-cMn-chai and the coal mines of Fu-shun, the

property of the South Manchuria Railway Co. The yield for 1909 was 437.084
tons, of which the company reserved 259.478 tons for its own use 13.069 Ja-
panese are domiciled in the neighbourhood (1910). — Stations : 7 m. Fu-an.
— 9 m. 3 Ku-chia-tzU. — 18 m. 6 Shen-ching-tzii,. — 23 m. 2 Li-shih-chai. —
30 m. 8 Chien-chin-chai. Journey in i h. 33 ; fares : i y. 90 and 85 sen.

240 m. 9, Hun-ho (Houen-ho), cross the river by a bridge 2.200

ft. long. Branch of the An-tung line (180 m.) and of the Trans-

korean terminating at the port of Pu-san (Fu-san).

243 m. Feng-tien, Japanese station.

In 1905, the Russian and Japanese armies were in touch from the 19'*

February to the 14'" March. The Russians were obliged to retire to the N.
with a lossof 32 guns and 90.000 men (1.985 officers put out of action, 15.000
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menkilled, 55.000 wounded, and 20.000 taken prisoners). The Japanese losses

were 16,406 menkilled and 53,653 wounded. The battle of Mukden was the

last in the Russo-Japanese war.

246 m. 2, Feng-t'ien (.MrKDEX). Buffet. Chinese station.

Situated on the N. of the Hun Ho, a tributary of the Liao Ho

{See, R. 4).

Terminus : 1° «Ching-Sheng » to Peking
; 521 m. 2 (838 kil.) ; fares, 31 dollars

(Mexican) 65 cents, and 19 dols. 85 : 23 hours' 40 min. joiurney. by the « train

de luxe » in connection with the Manchurian expresses (See R. I.).

2" An-tungHsien and Korea (Se-ul and the port of Pu-san), worked by
the Japanese South Manchuria Railway Co.

Bureau de Change in the station for the exchange of Russian, Japanese
and Chinese money

;
passengers travelling from Peking to Kharbin must

procure notes having circulation in these three respective countries.

Tariffs : From Mukden to K'uan-ch'eng-tzfi, i8g m. .\ ; fares by slow train. 11

y. 60 andsy. 65 ; 10 hours' 30 min. journey. — From Mukden to Dairen(Dalny),

246 m. 9 ; fares by slow train, 14 y. 60 and 6 y. 65 ; duration of journey, 2

hours 53 min. — From Mukden to Ying-k'ou (Niu-chuang), in m. 7 ; fares

by slow train, 6 y. 75 and 3 y.

The line follows Western wall of Mukden ; the first object to

come into view as we approach the city is a Buddhist tower

(stupa).

5 m. N. of the town, the Chao-ling, and 10 miles N. E., the

Fu-ling, vast walled burial-places of the ancestors of the present

Ch'ing dynasty, T'ai-tsung, deceased 1643, and T'ai-tsu, deceased

1G26.

254 m. 4, Wen-kuan-l'un.

259 m., Hii-shih-t'ai « Terrace of the tiger stone ».

In the surrounding country, numerous herds of oxen, hor.ses

and black swine.

266 m. Hsin-cJieng-tzu. — 274 m. 1, Hsin-Cai-tzu.

284 m. 8, To-shen-Cai.

290 m. 7, T'ieh-Iing Hsien, a district city near the Liao Ho,

which river is navigable as far as here, for sampans ; 15.000

inhabitants, including 1,484 Japanese (1910).

The town was called Fu Chou at the time of the Kingdom of

Pu-hai(VIII"> and IX">c.)and later, Yin Chou. The Russians occu-

pied it from 1900 to 1905, but theyhaving evacuated it, the Ja-

panese entered on the 16"> March 1905. The town has been open

to foreign trade .since the 10"» September 1906.

Rank<< : Yokohama Specie B. —
• Russo-Asialic B.

City wall more than 4 li long, traversed by four gates. It is the

fortified old town called Yin Chou under the Liao and Chin Tar-
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tars. In 1388, the Ming dynasty established a Wei, or military

station, to the S. E. of the present district-city and, later

on (1393) transferred it to the present site.

At the time of Yao and Shun, country of the Hsi-shfen tribe ; under the
Chou and Ch'in dynasties, country of the Su-sh6n. Under the Han and Chin
families, a dependency of the Yih-lou kingdom ; under the Sui house, of Yiieh-
hsi. During the T'ang dynasty : Fu Chou, dependent on the Huai-ylian
Fu. Under the Liao Tartars : Yin-chou Fu-kuo Chiin. The first emperor
of the Ming family made it the T'ie-ling Wei, afterwards converted into the
Hsien of T'ie-ling (1664), in the resort of the Feng-t'ien Fu (Mukden).

297 m. 4, P'ing-ting-pu. — 304 m. Chung-ku.

311 m. 5, K'ai-yiian Hsien, chief-town of a district at the con-

fluence of the Ch'ing Ho and Tan Ho. Occupied in 1905 by the

Russians, then evacuated in 1905, it was entered by a Japanese

army-corps on the 19"> March 1905.

The city is surrounded by a wall reconstructed, in 1389, on

older foundations. This enclosure, pierced by four gates, has a

development of more than 13 li.

More than twenty centuries before the Christian era, under the virtuous
empereurs Yao and Shun, this country was occupied by the Hsi-shen tribe

and, during the Shang, Chou and Ch'in dynasties, by that of the Su-shen.
It was a part of the Fu-yii territory under the Han house and tilltheT'ang
epoch. These last emperors created there the Tu-tu-fu of Hei-shui Chou.
When the Pu-hai state conquered the Fu-yli territory, it converted it into a Fu-
yii Fu which became, soon after, the Lung-ch'uan Fu. Under the sway of the

Liao Tartars, it was dependent on the Lung Chou and, under that of the Chin,

on the Fu of Hui-ning. The Mongols inaugarated the name of K'ai-yiian,

first borne by a Wan-hu-fu and, later on, by a Lu. The Ming sovereigns,

altered the orthography of this designation, though not its pronunciation,

and afterwards repaced the Lu by a Wei called San-wan, to which were
added the two Chou cf An-lc and Tzu-tsai in the city itscll, dependent, as

did ihe Wei, on the Tu-chih-hui shih-ssu of Liao-tiing. The Hsien of K'ai-

yiian was substituted for them, in 1664, and is a dependency of the Feng-t'ien

Fu (Mukden).

In the immediate neighbourhood of the town must be sought the site

of the ancient city of Fu-yii Fu. When King A-pao-chi conquered the king-

dom of Pu-hai, he returned to Fu-yii Fu and died there in 925 ; a yellow
dragon thereupon appeared, from which phenomenon arose the name of Huang-
lung Fu given to the place. In 1020, the city was transferred to a site nearly

N.-E. — In the time of the Ch'i-tan supremacy, Huang-lung Fu was the Eas-
tern prefecture.

On leaving K'ai-yiian Hoien, the line leaves the mandarin

road which leads to Kirin ; half-way is Yih-t'ung Chou, a district

in the province of Ki-lin.

317 m., Chin-kou-tzu. — 324 m. 6, Ma-chung Ho.

Approaching the ancient enclosure of stakes, the track follows

it at a re.spectful distance as far as the banks of the Kirin-ula

(upper Sungari).
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330 miles 8, Ch'ang-t'u Fu. Refreshment-room.

Till lately a T'ing, or subprefecture, the town of Ch'ang-t'u, situated out-
side the Palisade, a short distance from the Eastern Liao river and in the
North of Mukden, has become since a few years a Fu, having under its ad-
ministration the three districts Hui-te Hsien, Feng-hua Hsien and K'ang-
p'ing Hsien and the Chou of Liao-yiian, in the vicinity of the Mongol territory

and the province of Kirin.

335 m. 4, Man-ching « Well of abundance ». — 340 m. Chiian-

Vou. — 346 m. 4, Shuang-miao-tzu. — 351 m. Huan-kou-tzu. —
359 m. Meng-niu-shao. — 363 m. 9, Ssu-pHng-chieh. — 380 m. 3,

Kuo-chia Tien « Inn of the Kuo family ». — 386 ra. Ts'ai-chia.

— 392 m. 4, Ta-yii-shu. — 397 m. 2, Kung-chu-ling. Refresh-

ment-room.

After the battle of Mukden (March 1905), the Russian troops, 500.000 strong,
re-formed along the Tung-liao Ho under the command of General Linievitch.
Kung-chu-ling was the head-quarters when the treaty of Portsmouth was
concluded in 1905, ceding to Japan the Southern part of the Manchurian
railway as far as K'uan-ch'eng-tzu.

We pass from the basin of the Liao Ho into that of the Sungari,

a tributary of the Amur ; leave the province of Sheng-ching

for that of Kirin.

404 m., Liu-fang-tzu. — 410 m., Fan-chia-t'un. — 420 m.,

Ta-t'un.

430 m., Meng-chia-t'un.

435 m. 7, Ch'ang-ch'un Fu « Long Spring », 70,000 inhabitants,

a prefecture in the Manchu province of Kirin, situated on the

W. bank of the Yih-t'ung Ho, a tributary of the Sungari, and

also to the W. of the Stake Barrier.

Last station on the system of the Japanese South Manchuria
Railway Co.

Branch of the railway, Kirin, 79 m. (See R. 8).

Hotel : Yamato H.
Banks : Russo-Asiatic B. — Yokohama Specie B. — Chinese treasury B.
Consulates : Russia. — Japan.
Railway (Japanese) : Fares by slow train : to Dairen (Dalny), 436 m., 26

yen 45 and II y. 75.

—

To Mukden, 180 miles, 11 y. and 5 y. — To Ying-
k'ou (Niu-ch'uang), 303 m., 18 y. 50 and 8 y. 20.

The popular name of the city is K'uan-ch'eng-tzu « Large walled-

town ». It is the most important commercial centre in the province

of Ki-lin. The town was opened to foreign trade on the 14'*'

January 1907, in virtue of a proviso of the Chino-Japanese

agreement of December 1905 ; 40,000 inhabitants, of whom 1,645

are Japanese (1910).

Northern Ch»n.\, 21.
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At first chief-town of a T'ing, or sub prefecture, the city of

Ch'ang-ch'un has recently been constituted a Fu, embracing the

district of Nung-an to the N. W.
436 m. 3, Kiian-ch'eng-tzu at an altilude of 680 ft., station

of the Russian East China Railway Co, 5 I'ersts from the walled-

town of Ch'ang-ch'un Fu, in a fertile plain ; bean-growing

centre.

Kharbin time rules on the Russian railway of « East China »; it is 23 minutes
in advance of that employed on the Japanese system in Manchuria. The journey
from Ch'ang-ch'un Fu to London and Paris is accomplished in less than
eleven days 9 hrs. (1912) ; to Kharbin in 8 hrs.

6. Mukden to An-tung Hsien (and Korea)

This line whose gauge is being altered to the normal of 4'8"5"' (i met.

435) will when finished, be 170 m. i in length. The work, terminated in

1911, has cost over 23 milion yen. The journey will take 6 hrs. 40 by express

and 8 hrs. 30 by ordinary train. Fares : o y. 35 and about 4 y. 90. — From
Mukden to Se-ul, journey in 18 hrs. 20 by the express ; fares, 26 y. 48 in first

class.

On the railbroad numerous constructions of high engineering skill, includ-

ing 24 tunnels, among which are those of Fu-chin-ling, 4.884 ft. ; Chi-kuan-
shan 3.254 ft. ; Fen-shui-ling, 1.914 ft. ; Ku-sung-tzCi, 1.881 ft. ; Liu-chia,

1.782 ft. ; Ta-fang-shan, 1.505 ft. ; Wu-tao-k'ou, 1.452 ft. ; Lien-shan-kuan,

1. 175 ft. ; Tao-cha-tzfi, 1.056 ft. ; Wan-fang-tien, 990 ft. ; Ta-ling, 924 ft.
;

Pei-yin-ting, 792 ft., etc. The permanent bridges number 212, with a total

length of 22,522 feet.

Along the line, 7.000 Japanese colonists have settled, the principal cen-

tres being Pen-ch'i Hsien, Chi-kuan Shan, An-tung Hsien and Feng-huang
T'ing.

Mukden (Feng-t'ien).

The trains for the first few miles use the track of the main line

from Mukden to Dairen, cross the great bridge of the Hun Ho,

which enters the Liao-ho on the I., and thence, branching off,

the line bisects the Fu-shun colliery railway at :

8 m., Fu-an station.

For the next 25 miles it runs over a level plain.

18 m., Ch'en-hsiang-t''un.

25 m., Yao-ch'ien-hu-fun.

33 m., Shih-chiao-tzu.

The mountainous region of the Ta-ling was the .scene of many
skirmishes between the Russians and Japanese during the war
of 1904.

42 m., Huo-lien-rhai.
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46 m., Pen-ch'i Hsien, town of 3,000 souls, situated on the r.

bank of the T'ai-tzu Ho, a tributary of the Hun Ho. Coal mines

in the neighbourhood, worked by a Chino-Japanese company

with a capital of 2 million yen.

In 1904, in the course of a movement to turn the flank of the

Japanese army under General Kuroki, the Russians occupied

Pen-ch'i for 3 days (8-10 Oct.)

Leaving Pen-ch'i, the train passes over the magnificent

high level bridge of 1,900 feet which spans the T'ai-tzu River,

which during the greater part of the year is a stream of no great

size, but which at other times is a wide roaring torrent. Thence,

for two or three miles, it creeps along high embmkments whence

one gazes upon flourishing villages and fine farmlands, with an

amphitheatre of beautiful hills. Now comes a climb over a well-

graded track, through numerous cuttings the Ta-hng or Great

Pass.

Emerging from the Ta-ling Tunnel (990 feet), the line follows,

more or less, the course of the Hsi River.

The geological formation of this section is most fascinating, owing to the

variety of volcanic sandstones, gritstones, limestone slates alternating with
igneous rocks, torn and twisted into fantastic shapes, with the strata often

capsized in wild confusion.

50 m., Fu-chin.

56 m., Chiao-tou.

The most picturesque part of the railway is the stretch of about

16 m. lying between Chiao-t'ou and Lien-shan Kuan as the line

crosses the Lang-tzii Shan chain.

66 m., Nan-fen.

76m., Hsia-ma-Vang.

80 m., Lien-shan Kuan, near the passof Mo-tien Ling, defended

by the Russians in 1904.

90 m., Ts'ao-ho-k'ou.

Inn : Nisshiii, modest accommodation.

95 m., Tung-yiian-pu.

102 m., Lin-chia-t'ai.

110 m., ChHu-tnu Chuang.

The railway track here lies in a valley shut in by steep rocks

as far as Ghi-kuan Shan.

120 m. 3, Chi-kuan Shan.

127 m., Ssu-t'ai-tzu.
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134 m., Feng-huang T'ing « the City of the Phoenix », a sub-

prefecture, opened to international commerce on the 28"" June

1907, in accordance with the Chino-Japanese treaty of December

1905.

The town, of 8,000 inhabitants derives its name from the Feng-

huang Shan « Mountain of the Phoenix ». The Japanese occupied

it on the 8'" May 1904, on the departure of the Russians.

The wall is 3 li and 80 pu long and was built under the Ming

dynasty, after a Korean envoy, returning to his country, had been

plundered when passing through the neighbouring mountain,

Called Phoenix Mountain (Feng-huang Shan), in 1481. The

administrative importance of this small town, which nowadays

has under its dependency one Chou and two Hsien, is further

marked by the fact that it has become the residence of a Tao-

t'ai, or Intendant of Circuit, of the Eastern frontier (Feng-t'ien

Tung-pien Tao).

In Chou times, territory of Hui-mo. Under the Ch'in dynasty, was a depen-
dency of Korea ; under the Han emperors, of the Chiin of Hsiian-t'u ; under
the Chin house, of the P'ing Chou and, under the Sui family, of Korea. After

the expedition sent by the T'ang emperors against that kingdom, it was pla-

ced within the resort of the Tu-hu of An-tung. It was, later on, conquered by
the Pu-hai Kingdom, which made it its Eastern capital and the Fu of Lung-
yiian. The Liao Tartars first suppressed the latter and afterwards converted
it into a Fu of K'ai-feng, a military district of K'ai-yiian (1014), and again

a military district of Chen-kuo, in the K'ai Chou, dependent on their Eastern
Capital. Under Chin sway, territory of the Hsien of Shih-ch'eng and, under
the Mongol dynasty, of the Lu of Tung-ning. The Ming emperors made it the

military outpost (Pao) of Feng-huang Ch'eng. The first Manchu rulers

transferred thither, in 1638, the garrison which they had previously estab-

lished at T'ung-ylian Pao. A Hsiin-chien, civil functionary, was stationed

there in 1776. The city of Feng-huang has been raised to the rank of an inde-

pendent T'ing for some fifteen years.

140 m., Kao-li-men « the Gate of Korea », near one of the

ancient passes of the Stake Barrier.

148 m., Tang-shan-ch'eng.

154 m., Wu-lung-pei. Hot spring. — 159 m., Ha-ma-tang.

167 m., Sha-ho-chen serves the Chinese city of An-tung a mile

and a half away.

170 m. 1, An-fung Hsien, a district city, founded about 1896,

within the Ghihli-t'ing of Feng-huang. The administrative centre

is on the Korean frontier, neai" the city of Eui-chu (Gi-shu), on

the r. bank of the Ya-lu, 25 m. from the mouth of this river
;

21,490 inhabitants including 1,081 Japanese (1910).
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The station exit is in the Japanese concession (5,264 inha-

bitants in 1910). The Japanese call the town Anteken (See Korea

R. 6).

Hotels : Kikuya H. — Gempo H.
Ranks : Yokohama Specie B. — First B.

Consulates : Great Britain, United States. Japan.
Chamber of Commerce : Japanese.

Navigation : Services to Dairen (Dalny) and Chih-fou.

In 1904, the Japanese having concentrated their forces near the Ya-lu,

crossed the river with General Kuroki, in spite of the resistance offered by
the Russians, carried the positions at Chia-lin-tzfl and occupied An-tung
on the i»' May. This was the first land battle of the belligerents.

The city of An-tung was opened to foreign trade by the Chino-

American agreement of the 8"> October 1903 ; the Custom-house

was set up the 14"» March 1907. The town comprises the Chinese

City, with its naiive shops, the Imperial Custom-house, the Ya-

men and the agencies of foreign firms. In rear of the town, on

the hills, the residences of the European colony.

The Japanese Concession (6,000 inhab.), lighted by electricity,

is 2 m. further down stream ; it extends along the river and has

an area of 2,800 mou.

The bridge, linking up the Chinese and Korean railway syst-

ems via Sin-gi-shu or New Eui-chu, is in the W. of this quarter;

its dimensions are as follows : length 3,182 ft., width 30 ft.,

height above water 26 ft. ; cost to build 2 l/2 million yen.

Thanks to the agricultural wealth of this region, An-tung

exports oil beans (soya), the cakes made from them (and used

either as manure or food-stuffs for cattle), oils, native silks, co-

coons and timber from the upper Ya-lu, the principal factor

in the local commerce.

The volume of trade amounted in 1910 to 8,965,078 Hk.

Taels, 2,608,264 of this being exports.

The « Yalu Timber Co » is operating a long belt of forests on the upper
Ya-lu between the Ya-lu Chiang and the mountain. This timber belt has a

depth of about 22 miles and an area of 65 million sq. ft. Lumber camps have
been pitched at Ch'ang-pai Fu, Tsung-hun and Lin-chiang Hsien.

The lumber-jacks go up the river in September and work during the winter.

In May, timber rafts are formed and come down with the rise to An-
tung, covering 360 miles of river and negociating rapids and cataracts on
their way.

In 1909, the Company's outlay amounted to 318,000 yen as against an in-

come of 569.000 yen.

After crossing the Ya-lu Chiang, we come to Sin-gi-shu on Korean

territory (Iwata II.). The railway continues to Se-ul and Fu-san.
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From An-tung to Sc-ul, fare lO yen 08 in first class
;
journey in 10 hrs. 50

by the express (Sleeping, Dining, and first Class cars. For Express Extra
Fees, Sleeping Car Supplements).
The Chosen (Korean) Time is altered to Japan Time (135 or 90 hrs) smce

1912.
Ta-lung-kou

Fluvial port situated in the Southern part of the Manchurian province
of Sheng-ching, on the r. bank of the Ta-yang Ho and not far from the mouth
of this rii^er.

The city , open to foreign commerce on the 14'" March 1907 in accordance
with the proviso of the Chino-Japanese convention of 1903, is situated 39" 54'

lat N. and 124006' long. E. of Greenwich. The volume of trade done by the

port amounts to 266.000 Hk. T. (1910).

7. Mukden to Chi-an Hsien

The journey to the monuments of the ancient Korean kingdom of Kao-
Kou-li (Kokurye, in Korean), in the Hsien of Chi-an, on the r. bank of the
Ya-lu Chiang (Am-nok kang or Pul-ryu in Korean), can be made by either

of two routes :

1° By rail from Mukden to An-tung or to Eui-chu, thence up the valley
of the Ya-lu ; 9 days' journey.

2" By road from Mukden to Hsing-ching Fu {3rd day) and T'ung-hua Hsien
(6^'' day) easy ; is done on horseback or by cart, but beyond this point as far

as Chi-an Hsien (lo"" day), by the Lao-ling pass, carts must be left behind
and the remainder done on horseback. It is the latter route with which we are
here concerned. — At Chi-an Hsien, go down the river as far as An-tung
Hsien.

Apropos of the monuments of T'ung-kou or Chi-an Hsien, vide SUle chinoise

du royaume de Kou-kou-rye par M. courant, in the Journal asiatique.

Paris, 1898, —• The Monuments de I'ancien royaume coreen de Kao-keou-li,
par M. CHAVANNES, in the T'oung-pao. Leyde 1908.

The road leave.s Mukden by the Ea.stern Gate and ascends

the valley of the Hun Ho « turbid river. »

At Fu-shun Ch'eng, we enter the prefecture of Hsing-ching Fu.

At Sarhu, a great inscription commemorates the victory of

the Manchu over the troops of the Ming.

The railway soon enters the valley of the Su-tzu Ho.

Hsing-ching Fu is situated 250 li B. of Mukden.

The town was encircled by a wall 5 li in perimeter, travers-

ed by one gate to the South, two to the East and one to the North.

An outer enceinte 9 li long was moreover raised, and supplied

with three gates to the South, three to the North, two to the East

and one to the West. These constructions date back to the year

1603, for the former wall, and to 1605 for the Outer enclosure

respectively.

A new prefecture, the Hsing-ching Fu, but lately a T'ing, has within its

resort the four Hsiens of T'ung-hua, Huai-yen, Lin-chiang and Chi-an. The
place is famous as the cradle of Manchu power and the first capital of
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that dynasty. The Han family had established there the Chiin of Hsiian-

t'u, which was maintained until the accession of the Chin. The ter-

ritory of this prefecture was, later on, part of the Korean Kingdom of Kao-
kou-li. The T'ang emperors created in it the Yen Chou, in the resort of the

Tu-hu of An-tung. Conquered by the independent kingdom of Pu-hai, it

belonged to its Ting-li Fu. Under the Liao and Chin, it depended on the

Shen Chou. The Miag sovereigns had there the WeiofChien-chou. The first an-

cestor, acknowledged as such by history, of the Manchu dynasty, who receiv-

ed later on the Imperial title of Chao-tsu Yiian-huang-ti, had his dwelling

at the place called Ho-t'u-a-la, in the South of the present Hsing-ching city.

His three immediate successors did the same. The fourth, T'ai-tsu Kao-huang-
ti (or T'ien-ming, from the style of his reign years), a conqueror of other

Tartar tribes, transferred his residence (1587) to a new town in the Hu-
lan-ha-ta mountains. He came back after to Ho-t'u-a-la (1603), which he
surrounded with a fortified wall. Proclained emperor by an assembly of Bei-

U and grandees, in 1616, he made Hsing-ching his capital, to which tiiis

name « Initial Capital » was bestowed by his successor, T'ai-tsung Wen-huang-
ti (T'ien-ts'ung period), in 1634. Mukden had meanwhile also become a capital

under the title of Sheng-ching « Prosperous Capital », 1625.

The Tombs Yung-ling.

10 U (about 3 m., or 5 kilometres), to the N. W. of the

walled-town is Ch'i-yunShan, the burial-place of the four ances-

tors of the Manchu dynasty who received post-mortem elev-

ation to the rank of Emperor, namely Chao-tsu Yiian-huang-

ti, Hsing-tsu Chih-huang-ti, Ching-tsu Yih-huang-ti and Hsien-

tsu Hsuan-huang-ti, who governed this region previous to

the year 1615, before Mukden had been chosen as capital of a

Manchu state. This burial-place is called Yung-ling « Moun-

tain-tomb of Eternity ». It is surrounded by a « precious wall «,

pao-ch'eng, 154 ft. long, in front of which stands a hall of offerings,

dedicated to the four posthumous emperors, and various secon-

dary buildings, kiosks containing stelse, etc. Sacrifices are offered

annually and officials are appointed as keepers of the building.

The princes were buried strictly in accordance to Manchu custom,

strips of white paper, fastened to a stick, call attention to the four

little mounds of earth which cover the bodies.

To the E. of Hsing-ch'ing Fu, we pass through the ancient

Barrier of Stakes by the Wang-ch'ing Men gate and, after three

days Journey, arrive at T'ung-hua Hsien, chief-town of a district

in the prefecture of Hsing-ching Fu on the river Hun Ho.

So far, the route has been easy to follow ; to reach the Ya-

lu Chiang basin, however, the path has, beyond Shih-yih-tao-kou,

to climb the watershed (1 hour) by the pass of Lao-ling (2,950 ft.)

and horses alone can be employed for porterage.
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The ylopes of the mountains on the upper Ya-hi are well

wooded.

» The scene is very animated on account of the lumbering which is carried

on extensively ; a Chinese company has systematically cut over the mountains
of this valley and, in two or three years, will have cleared away every tree which
has a commercial value ; at this moment, the river, whose course we are

following, resounds with the calls and shouts of the men engaged floating

the heavy beams which have been hewn on the banks
; these huge logs, brought

down by the current, are most unpleasant for the traveller obliged to cross

the river five or six times a day, for if his mount were struck by one of them
he would be in danger of taking a bath not altogether without its perils » (cha-

VANNES). » •

After crossing the pass of Lao-ling, we reach, successively,

the villages ot Shuang-cha-t'ou, Ts^o-ts'ao-ti and Ta-huang-kou,

then the col of Tu-k'ou. There we see the semi-circular plain

of Tung-kou open out into an amphitheatre only limited on the

E. by theYa-lu.

In descending, we leave on the 1. the pyramid known by the

name of the « Marshal's Tomb », then arrive at the little hamlet

of Tung-kang, where stands the famous stela of the Kingdom

of Kao-lcou-li. Eight li further on, we reach T'ung-kou, the an-

cient Chol-pon, now Chi-au Hsieu, a district city created in

1902, surrounded by an earthen wall and opened to international

commerce on the 10"» September 1906 under the name of Tung-

chiang-tzu.

« This plain was the cradle of the ancient Kingdom of Kao-kou-li which
flourished in the first five or six centuries of our era, and from whose name
originated that of Korea which we use to-day. The princes of the Kingdom of

Kao-kou-li were very powerful ; they carried on victorious campaigns in

Korea and more than once came into conflict with the Japanese ; at the be-

ginning of the V"> c, they related their exploits on a quadrangular block
of stone, serpentine or ophite, whose enormous mass is visible for several

miles across the plain ; they wrote in Chinese, having no written language
of their own ; this text, which has been translated into French by M. Maurice
Courant, forms a very important page in the history of the Far-East. Witness
to the power of these rulers of Kao-kou-li is still borne by their tombs,
quadrangular pyramids of pink granite of an entirely different appearance from
Chinese burial-places ; one alone, that known by the name of the u Marshal's

Tomb », is still in a good state of preservation ; it affords material for the

mental re-construction of the other pyramids of which scarcely anything
remains but a heap of ruins ». ChavaNiNes.

W. of the town of T'ung-kou, formerly Hu-pen (Chol-pon] in

Korean), and beyond a little water-course are numerous tumuli,

one of which, being open, allows the traveller to penetrate into the

mortuary-chamber whose walls still show traces of mural paint-

ings.
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On a rocky promontory, Si-cho (Kor), founder of the Kingdom

of Kao-kou-U (Kokurye, Kor.), built a stone rampart and estab-

lished his residence there.

8 li to the N. E. of T'ung-kou, at the upper end of the village

of Tung-kang, stands an enormous stela, 20 ft. high, inscribed

on all four sides with the history of great feats performed by the

rulers of the country (iv"» and v"> centuries).

5 li further on, a group of tombs including that of the Marshal

(Chiang-chiin-fen), a sort of truncated quadrangular pyramid,

more than 30 ft. high, doubtlessly erected to serve as a royal

burial-place. An inner gallery leads to the mortuary-chamber.

A second group of tombs is to be seen at a short distance from

the stela, and stretches away at the foot of the mountain for a

distance of one-and-a half miles, among these erections may be no-

ticed a very delapidated tomb near which thin bricks have been

found bearing the following inscription : « We wi.sh that the

burial-place of the august king may remain firm as the mountain,

solid as its peak ».

8. Ch'ang-ch'un to Kirin

A line 79 m. 16 long which is to be continued to Heil-ryeng (Kor.) or Hui-
ning (Chin.) and there linked up to the Northern Korea system. From Tou-
tao-kou to Kirin, fares 4 y. 85 and 2 y. 15 ;

journey in 5 and 7 hrs.

Tou-tao-kou Ch'ang-ch'un, station on the Kharbin to Dairen

(Dalny) line {See R. 5).

2 m. 67, Ch'ang-ch'un prefectoral centre of the province of

Kirin; walled-town, open to foreign commerce.

An-lun-cK' un. — 15 m. 55 Ka-lun. — 26 m. 91 Yen-ma-ho. —

•

36 m. 57 Ying-chin-tzH. — 40 m. 25 Ma-an-shan. — 57 m. 10

Hua-pi-chan. — 70 m. 35 Kou-tsan.

79 m. 16, Kirin. The station is near the Northern gate of the

city ; the line continues to the W. bank of the Sungari.

Bank : Chinese Treasury B.

Kirin is situated 43o48' lat. N. and 126''33' long E. of Green-

wich. It was opened to foreign commerce on the 14'" January
1907 ; 75.483 inhabitants (51.687 males, 23.796 females). Capi-

tal of the province of the same name, residence of a prefect

(there is no district city inlra-muros) . Seat of the Vicariat

Apostolic of « Northern Manchuria )).
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The Catholic mission comprises a bishop, 22 European preachers, 11 Chin-

ese preachers and 19.350 converts (1910).

The city of Chi-lin originally bore the name of Ch'uan-ch'ang,

I. c. « Ship yard ». During the eighteenth century, it contained

an enclosure palisaded towards the North, the East and the West,

by means of timber 8 feet high ; the Northern side was 289 pu,

or Chinese paces, long ; each of the two others, 250. The river

Sungari, or Hun-t'ung Chiang, closed it towards the South. Five

gates gave access through it. Externally, an earthen wall, also

limited by the river on the eastern and western sides, and more

than 7 li long, had been raised in 1673.

In olden times, Su-shen Kingdom and, later on, during the Han and Chin
periods, Kingdom of Yih-lou, and then that of VVu-chi under the Later Wei, the

region of Chi-lin became, under the T'ang sway, the Yen Chou and subsequently,

the Fu of Hei-shui, dependent on the Chiin of Pu-hai. The Kingdom of that

name had there its « Upper Capital », Shang-ching, and the Fu of Lung-ch'Uan.
The Liao Tartars established in it the Pien Chou and the Ning-chiang Chou.
The NU-chih tribe or Ju-chen people were living in the North-eastern part

;

the Manchu dynasty considered them as the ancestors of its race, who founded
in the North of China the Empire of the Chin or « Golden » dynasty. One
of the capitals of this Empire was situated in the present Chi-lin province, at

Hui-ning Fu (Shang-ching, « Upper Capital))). The Mongol Yuan family made
it the Northern part of its Lu of K'ai-yiian and established therein the Fu
of Hai-lan and five wan-hu-fu, or military prefectures, on both banks of

the Sungari. The Ming emperors sent there a Tu-ssu in command of 184 so
or Outposts ; whereafter the region became the independent domain of the

ancestors of the Manchu dynasty. Its chief place was first Ninguta, where a

general (Chiang-chiin) was stationed in 1662. The residence of this

general was transferred to Chi-lin in 1676 ; later on, the town became
^I726) the Chou of Yung-chi, suppressed in 1747. A T'ung-chih of Chi-lin,

controlled by the Chi-lin general, thenreplaced the Chih-chou, which depended
on Mukden. It was about that date (1754) that Emperor Ch'ien-lung travelled

to Chi-lin and celebrated his journey in verse. The provincial metropolis has,

within the last few years, become a Fu or prefecture.

Kiren to Cbheng-chin (Korea)

The line runs through a region of hill and dale, in which numerous deposits

of gold, silver, copper and coal have been located. 314 m. (536 kil.), — A
railway is planned as far as the Korean frontier to connect with the Japanese
line which is being worked between Heu-ryeng and the Korean port of Chheng-
chia.

From Kirin to Lung-ckiiig Ch'un, on the Ha-lan Ho, 230 miles. The latter

town, situated near the Korean frontier, has been open to foreigners since

November 1909. Its trade, in 1910, was 131,000 Hk. Taels. Japanese consulate.

From Lung-ching Ch'un to Yen-chi Fu, 15m.; this prefecture was created

in 1908. By following the valley of the Ha-tung Ho and T'u-men Chiang,
Hun-ch'un T'ing (80 m.) may be reached. This town, the seat of a subpre-

fecture and open to foreigners since the 1=' January 1910, is situated in a
great plain, at a distance of 30 li from the river and the Siberian frontier ;

its astronomical position 42053' lat. N. and I3i°i8' long. E. of Greenwich
Hun-ch'un is connected with the Russian port of Possict. The volume of its

commerce, in 1910, reached 292,000 Hk. Taels,
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From Lung-chin? Ch'un, the road takes a S. E. direction to reach the

Korean frontier at the river T'u-men (Tu-man, in Korean) and HeCi-ryeng

(Hui-ning, in Chinese), 45 m., a Korean town on the r. bank of the river and

Japanese railway terminus serving the port of Chheng-chin (sei-sin, in

Japanese) situated on the Sea of Japan.

9. Manchuria to Vladivostock

via Kharbin

Russian line 1604 versts in extent, worked by the East Chinese Co. Dura-

tion of journey : 2 days 5 h. by express, 3 days by mail -train

Manchuria (Man-chu-li), 6511 versts from Moscow, 1759 v-

from Dairen (Dalny) and 1604 from Vladivostock, is a custom-

station at an altitude of 2,160 ft., 18 versts from the Russian

frontier, in the Chino-Manchurian province of Hei-lung-chiang

« Black dragon river ». This city is the chief-town of the prefect-

ure Lu-pin Fu, recently constituted ; it was opened to foreign

commerce on the 14"' January 1907, in accordance with the pro-

viso of the Chino-Japanese convention of the 22nd December

1905. Its trade, in 1910, amounted to 10,466,000 Hk. T. Its geo-

graphical position is 49''30' lat. N. 117''28' long.E. of Greenwich.

3 verstes from this town is a coal mine worked by a Russian company,

(The East China Railway Co. has, by the terms of the Russo-Chinese treaty,

(he right to work mines within a belt 31 H or about 15 versts along the line).

Custom-house (Russian) : Luggage forwarded from Manchuria is inspected

in the van or at the station, according to whether the train is an express or

ordinary ; hand-luggage is examined in the carriages under the supervision

of a Custom-house officer.

Telegraph (Russian), at the station. Siberian tariff.

Time : Kharbin time rules on the Manchurian systems ; it is 6 hours 24

min. in advance of that of St-Petersbourg which is the standard time of the

Russian Empire.

Coinage : The rouble has only a circulation in those parts of Manchuria
which are under Russian control. Travellers going South will exchange their

nioney at Ch'ang-ch'un against Japanese notes, and at Mukden and Niu-

chuang for coins of Chinese currency. The rate of exchange in Manchuria
is therefore subject to the political economy of three influences. Since money-
changing in the Far-East entails a loss to the traveller, he will do well to care-

fully calculate the amount of current money necessary to meet his imme-
diate requirements.

Meals : Passengers about to make the journey across Siberia, often provide,

themselves at Moskow, or elsewhere Far-East, with delicacies, light re-

freshments such as tea, which they ean easily prepare, etc. It is useless,

phowever, to burden oneself with cumbersome provisions, as practically every

requisite may be purchased in the restaurant car.

On leaving Siberia, the tariff of eatables is reduced on the Russian train

dc luxe whilst passing through Manchuria. If meals are taken a la carte
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the cost of living may be as mucli as 3 or 4 roubles a day, but expenses,

may be minimised if advantage is taken of the table d'hote dinner (i rouble)

served from 2 to 6 p. m., which comprises soup, meat, two vegetables, sweets,

tea or coffee.

In the Wagon-lits (Sleeping-cars), breakfast, 50 kopeks ; lunch at noon,

I r. (3 courses) and 1.50 (5 courses) ; dinner at 6 p. m., 1.25 (5 courses) and
2.25 (7 courses).

29 v., Dalai-nor (Cha-lai-no-erh).

The track crosses the Argun, a tributary of the Amur, which,

a few versts lower down, forms the frontier between Russia and

China, as fixed by the treaty of Nertchinsk (1689).

The Dalai Nor (Gu-luu Nor) is a depression, the remains of a vast salt-water

basin, serving as out-fall both for the waters of the Kerulen and Buir Nor
as well as for the surplus of the Argun, when the river rises above the level

of the lake.

The river Kerulen rises in the Urga region, S. of the two monasteries at

Kerulen-urgo and the Undurnut mountains, whence the Mongols obtained
rock crystal ; it enters Manchuria above the gorge formed by the Mergen-
Khamar mountains and empties into the Dalai Nor.

It was on the Kerulen river (Lung-chii) that the Mongol chiefs offered the

throne to Yisun-temur (T'ai-ting, 1323), after the conspirators had assassinat-

ed the emperor Gueguen kagan (Ying-tsung.).

More than 30 v. from the present banks of the Dalai Nor are to be seen
former banks consisting of sandy eminences covered with Caragana. The
water of this depression has a brackish and disagreeable taste. Lignite ; a
little alluvial gold.

The climate of this region is of the continental type. At sunrise, the soil

is often covered with hoar frost. At 7 o'clock the thermometer goes up to

8" and 10° centigrade, then attains 20 to 25° in the shade, whilst at noon,
the ground temperature may rise as high as 50 or 50°, whilst at night it almost
falls to zero. The month of July is the period of greatest moisture.

57 v., Tsa-kang.

The railway rises to the edge of a sandy and waterless plain

which it follows to Elmin-gol, near Khai-lar.

86 v., Kharkhonte (Ho-lei-hung-te) at an altitude of 2.090 ft.

116 v., Wan-kong. — 148 v., Ku-ku-nor (Wu-ku Nao-erh).

176 v., Khai-lar, important depot for material of the East China

Railway Co, open fo foreign trade since the 28*" June 1907. —
Distance from station to Mongol city, 3 versts ; two monasteries.

It is the ancient Hu-lun Pei-erh, and situated at an altitude of

2.000 ft. on the river Ha-la-erh (Khai-lar), E. N. E. of the two

great lakes Gu-lun Nor and Buir Nor, whose name it has assumed.

It has been, since 1909, officially styled //w-Zun T'mgwith the rank

of a sub prefecture.

202 v., Ha-k'o.

228 v., Tsa-romte (Gha-lei-mu-te) at an altitude of 2,100 feet.
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The railway leaves the valley of the Khai-lar(Ha-la-erh) for that

of one of its tributaries, proceeding in cuttings towards the foot-

hills of the Hsing-an (Khingan) mountains.

253 v., Ya-k"o-shih.

Extensive and undulating tableland.

283 v., Mendukhe (Mien-tu-ho).

312 v. 56, U-nur (Wu-no-erh).

339 v., Irekte (I-li-k'o-tu) (alt. 2,885 ft.) Buffet ; Manchu centre

in the plain of Hsing-an.

349 v., Hsing-an, at the summit of the great Hsing-an (Khingan)

chain.

At the 352nd verste, the track crosses at an altitude of 3,497 ft.,

the highest spur of the chain and, by means of a tunnel 1,450 sa-

genes (9,500 ft.) long, passes from the valley of the Argun into

that of the Sungari, both tributaries of the Amur. These two

valleys, followed in opposite directions, are dominated by peaks

from 1,200 to 1,300 ft. high.

Heights covered with pine and larch; fields starred in summer

with many-hued flowers
;
picturesque alpine landscape, covered

in winter with a white mantle of snow.

The centre of this alpine crossing is characterized by porphyrites, the remain-
der by granites, basalts and metamorphic schists ; the general lie of the uphea-
val is in bands to the N. N. E., with a schistous continuation branching to

the N. W.

The track makes a wide bend before reaching SoUanovo (356 v.),

in the little valley of the Yal, a tributary of the Nonni.

372 v., Bukhedu (Po-ho-to) at an altitude of 2.208 ft. ; impor-

tant depot of the Railway Go.

401 v., Ya-lu.

430 v., Bariin (Pa-li-mu) (1380 ft.), from the name of the pass

situated to the E.

460 v., Ha-la-su.

488 v., Cha-lan-Vun, at an altitude of 975 ft. Buffet.

517 v., Chinghiz khan (Ch'eng-chi-ssu-han).

The valley narrows and forms a defile 7 verstes in length.

545 v., Nien-tzu-shan, from the name of the defile just men-

tioned.

The line diverges from the Ya-lu and enters the basin of the

Khur-khura.

574 v., Turichekha (Chu-chia-k'an).

Northern China, 22.
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603 \ ., Khur-khura {K'u-ko-\ei). The line enters the vast alluvial

plain of the Nonni.

611 v., Fulardi.

624v., Tsitsikar, cr Z,wng-c/iiangFu on the Nonna or Nonni, which

is crossed by a four span iron bridge nearly 2,000 ft. long. Buffet.

A branch line runs from the Russian station to the town which is situated

i6 verstes further N. — Arailway is planned to Ai-gun or ^t-fcu« THng (on the

r. bank of the Amur) and to Chin-chou Fu (Mukden- Peking line).

Tsitsikar (Ch'i-ch'i-ha-erh), or Pu-k'uei, is a town with a popu-

lation of 30,000 souls, opened to foreign commerce on the 14*"

January 1907. It is the capital of the province of Hei-lung-chiang

in Manchuria. Buddhist temples, monasteries of la-ma. An import-

ant annual fair (Sept.-Oct.) visited by thousands of Mongols who
bring their cattle for sale.

Consulates : Russia, Japan.
Bank : Russo-Asiatic B.

In antiquity, country of the Su-chen tribe ; under the Han and Chin dy-
nasties, territory of the Yih-lou kingdom. Under the Wei house : Hei-shui
Pu, one of the seven tribes of the Wu-chi kingdom. Under the T'ang empe-
rors : Hei-shui, divided into sixteen tribes ; and, later on, Hei-shui Chou
and Hei-shui Fu. Under the Chin Tartars : P'u-yii Lu and Chao Chou.
Under the Yiian Mongols, a dependency of the K'ai-yiian Lu. The Russian
incursions on the territories occupied by the two So-lun and Ta-ku-li tribes, mov-
ed the emperor K'ang-hsi to establish, in 1683, a Chiang-chiin, or Tartar gen-

eral, and a Fu-tu-t'ung, or Deputy lieutenant-general, resident on the Amur
river, and to build there a walled city (Hei-lung-chiang Ch'eng). The Gene-
ral was transferred, in 1690, to Mo-erh-ken (Merghen) and thence to Ch'i-

ch'i-ha-erh in 1699.

In 1909, the vast territory of Hei-lung-chiang was organised as a province,

on the model of those of China proper and to the benefit of civil institutions.

The « Hei-lung-chiang province » has thence forth been under the high administra-

tion of a Viceroy of the « Three Eastern provinces » (i. c. Manchuria), whose
seat is at Mukden — one Governor, two Tao-t'ai (of Aigun and of Hsing-tung
« the East of the Inner Hsing-an Mountains »), seven prefectures (Mo-ho Fu,

Lu-pin Fu, Lung-chiang Fu, Nen-chiang Fu, Sui-hua Fu, Hu-lan Fu and
Hai-lung Fu), against two only in 1907, three independent T'ing (Aigun,

Hu-lun and Shih-wei), three dependent T'ing (Ta-lai, Chao-chou and An-ta),

one Chou (Pa-yen) and six districts (Lin-tien Hsien, Yu-ch'ing Hsien, Lan-
hsi Hsien, Mu-lan Hsien, Ch'ing-kang Hsien and Pai-ch'iian Hsien).

ROUTE from Tsitsikar to Aigun, a river port on the Amur, reached via

Merghen ; a line is under construction.

654 v., Yen-i'ung-i'un.

678 v., Hsiao-ho-tzu, in a swampy plain which contains a lake

of about 45 verstes, the Khuiur, without apparent issue ;
alti-

tude 470 ft.

The track enters a corner of Mongolia.

708 v., La-ma-tien-tzu.
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The line crosses a flat, dry country separating the basins of

the Nonnl and Sungari.

728 v., Sa-lei-tu.

758 v., An-ta T'ing. Buijet.

788 v., Sung. — 818 v., Mongol (Man-ku).

848 v., Tui-ch'ing Shen, serves, as well as Kharbin, the admi-

nistrative city of Hu-lan Fu, situated about 15 verstes away

on the 1. bank of the river Hu-lan Ho, a Northern tributary of

the Sungari ; 30,000 inhabitants. Numerous soya oil and cake

factories and alcohol distilleries.

The city of Hu-lan, one of the most important centres of Northern Manchuria,
has developed from the status of a T'ing to that of a prefecture constituted

in 1909. Pa-yen Chou and the two Hsien of Lan-hsi and Mu-lan have .been

attached to it.

Cross the Sungari by a fine bridge 445 sagenes (2875 ft.) in

length. The Chinese call it the Sung-hua Chiang « River of pine

apples »
; it is navigable after the thaw as far as Kirin ; a few

small steamers run on it and ply as far as Khabarovsk (Siberia),

a terminus point of the Vladivostock line through the valley of

the Ussuri.

Leave the province of Hei-lung-chiang for that of Chi-lin (Kirin).

876 v., Kharbin or Pin-chiang T'ing. Buffet. Lines branch off

here to Vladivostock, 730 v. ; Dairen (Dalny), 881 v., and Mos-

cow, 7387 v., (via Manchuria, 876 v. ; Irkutsk, 2306 v., etc.).

Altitude 500 ft.

It is quite a modern Russian town having been founded in 1899 as

a centre for the administration of the East China Railway and

the civil and military control of Manchuria. The Celestials call

it Ha-erh-pin. The city was officially opened to international

trade on the 14"i January 1907, in accordance with the terms of

the Chino-Japanese treaty of the 22nd December 1905. The

population in 1909 consisted of 100,000 Chinese, Tartars and

Mongols, with 19,600 Russians, 800 Czechs, 17 Americans, 8

English, 6 Italians and 4 Swedes. — At the station, the statue

of Prince Ito, a Japanese statesman, murdered by a Korean in

October 1909.

Hotels : H. d' Orient. — H. du Commerce. — Grand H., in *?ungarisk y
Prospeck St.

Bank : Russo- .Asiatic B.

Consulates : Great Britain, United States, France, Germany, Russia.

Wagons-Iits (Sleeping Car Co.) : Office under the Grand Hotel,
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Railway : I'AnEg : Include Kxprcss Extra fens and Sleeping Dcrth fees

by th(! Uussian carriages, from Kharbin to St-Petershur/; (vii Vlatka) 280 r.

(J5 in first ClaHH ct 181 r. ^d in second Class ;
-- to Moscow 273.85 and 178 r.

f)5 ;
— to London .i?""') and z^H.os ;

— to Paris 373-^>5 nnd 245.45 ;
— to

linisseh 362. JO and 217.35 ; to lierlin 328.30 and 214.50 ;
— by the carriaRcs

ol Hid O' dfs Wai;ons-lUs : to Moscow 279.25 and 182.39. — I'AUKS : liy

n ICx|>i('SS 1) : To .S7. PHersburn, 1 st. class, 250 r. 60, 2 nd. class, 166.70, inclus-

ive, by the Knssi.in carri,iK<'s ; 260.05 and 174.05 by the carriaRcs of (he

Cle dfs Wai'.iins-lits. — To Moscow, 236.60 and 156.80, or 243.60 and 162.05.
• - To Alexandrovo, 268.20 and 178.20, or 283.50 .md i«(j.3o. — To Varsovia,

263.15 and 174.75, or 278.45 and 185.85. - To WirhalUn, 270.65 and 180.45.
or 286.30 and 161.30. - - To Odessa, 264.60 and 174.80, or 277.45 and 184.05,
-— To Samara, 205.30 and 135.75, or 212.30 and 141.

To Manchuria, 54 and 33.75 by « express »
; 36 and 22.50 oy mail-iraln. —

I'silsikar, 16.50 atul 10.35 ; 11 and 6.90. — PoRranitchnaia, 31.50 and 19.23 ;

21 .iiid I (.15.

NiivIkiiUimi : On the SuiiRaii, to .S'(»»t-fc.?Jn/» or Ylh-lan Fii, and Khabarovsk in

6 tl.is > ; ntiiriiinK in udays. To Kirin in 8 days, r(^turninR in 4 day».

Kii.ii'liin is dividi^l iiiitt l,lir'(H! [iiu'ls, llio ojlirud city, siluated

(111 l,li(! ])lul(!im and coiilairiing Llio adniiiiislralion offices, banks

and lioUils ; Uio suburb, or indiislriid (luartor, which lies below

to ilio I'l. of Iho railway, and llio rivor /wri wilii its yards, whar-

ves and docks whoro stoainors borlii along.sido Iho warehoiisos.

Tiio Chinoso snl)iirb, Fu-rliin Tien, was lorrlbly ravaged i)y Iho

plaguo of I'.ill (.laiHiary lo March). On Iho opijosilc hank, Mw
chia-Uu<m-h\>i(, an iinporl.uil (liiincsi' town ; .sii^^ar rolinory.

Corn, rye and soya i)oans aro (ixporlod via Vladivo.slock.

885 v., Old Kharbin.

905 v., Sli\;nii.

915 v., A-shih-lio or A-ch\-nn Ifsirii, 2.^,000 inliab., near Iho

town of AUcluddi (A-10-ch'u-k'a), named after the neighbouring

river. AlUliido 'lOO ft.

Ilie [ii-eliAii T.ntars oriRin-illv iiihahihil llic 1. bank of the river An-eh'ii

IId; \Ur M.iMH' has p.issed down to our <lay niulur Ihe sli|,'hlly .illered form
111 Allihnkn ; the J n-chf n rulers, having bi'cnnie powciful, deUinyed the em-
pire of the Cli'i-tan I.lao and affirmed their doniiuion in Nortiii!in China,
entablished themselves at I'ekinR and are known by tlie dyn.istic name of

11 Chin » which, in Chinese, is the translalion of the Ju-ehCn word « An-cli'u »

meaning « Gold «. The site of the first habil.ilion of the Chin is still traceable

on tliii 1. bank of the Altchnku ; it w.is the I'ei-ch'inK ((Northern City » of

the XII«>' c.

9.'Ui v., l''rh-is\-nsi-licn-lzii, \\\ a jdain (^'rowing corn and maize,

yorvos the prufocturo of I'in-clioii Fii silualod 22 v., to the N. E.

I'In-chou is now .1 Ku, Ihal is to say a prefecture directly depond<'nt on the

I)rovlneial (jovei iiineiil ol Chi-lin. Its name isa very ancient one and under the

Tartar dynasties of the Liao and Chin, from the XI'" to the XlII'" c, applied
to the region of Kiriii, Altchnku and San-hsing (now Yih-lan I'u).
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950 v., Ilsiao-ling-tzn. '^

970 v., Mao-f'ili-shan. Buffet. — 48 v., to tlio S. W., tho pre-

fecture of VVu-ciran)? Fii.

991 v., Noi'i. — 1000 v., Wu-chi-mi.

1028 v., Yih-mioii-p'o, at an allitiido of 710 ft. Jluffci.

The railway rc-ascends tho valley of the Mai IIo, ar. bank tribu-

tary of the Sungari. — 1056 v., Wci-sha-ho.

1086 v., Shih-t'ou-ho-tzu. — 1096 v., Li-to-lia-sa. — 110".) v.,

Kao-ling-izu, at an altitude of 2,085 ft.

Tho lino winds round the Lao-yeh Ling and crosses liio (.lliang-

kuan-tsaiLing chain. — 1131 v., nhig-tuo-lio-izii, al liiosununil

of the pa.ss.

1140 v., Chao-Un-tzu, 10,000 inhab., is situated at an allitudo

of 1,370 ft. Buffet.

1151 v., Shan-shih. — 1169 v., Shih-kao. — 1189 v., Ilai-ling.

1203 v., Mu-lanCItiang « Paoony River », on tho 1. bank of

the river of that name, formerly called llu-T'iii-ha, and Ilurka, a

tributary of the Sungari.

28 V. up-stream S., the town of Nluguttt (Ning-ku-t'a) or Ning-an I'u

opened to foreign commerce on the aS"" June 1907.

To the S. of the city are considerable earth-works, supposed to be tho site

of Hu-han Ch'Zng, or Lung-ch'iian, tlie national capital of the Kingdom of I'u-

hai. This state was flourishinR when the power of tho Korean kingdoms was
cast down in tho middle of tho VII"' c. ; it was itself absorbed in 02(> by the

Ju-chfin king A-pao-chi,, whose dynasty occupied the throne of China under
the name of Chin,

A bridge 990 ft. long spans tho llurka, or Mu-lan (lliiang,

^Leaving the marshy valley, the line enters a tunnel.

1229 v., Mo-lao-sliili, at an altitude of 1,050 ft. — The train

climb.s several .slopes and enters throe tunnels in its passage

of tho Chan-lin.

1254 v., Tai-ma-h'ou, at 2105 ft. alt., in the valley of the Murcn.

1264 v., Pei-lin-ho. — 1278 v., Mu-lin, 1115 ft. alt. Buffet.

|1308 v., Ma-chiao-ho. — 1330 v., Tai-p'ing-Ung. — 1345 v.,

Hsi-ling-ho. — 1365 v., Ilsiao-sui-fcn.

1388 v., Progranik-hiinia [Chiao-chirh « Frontier »), called

Sui-fen-ho and Sui-fvn T'ing by the Chinese, (1510 ft.), is

situated in the Manchu province of Kirin, 8 v. 95 from the

Russian frontier ; its coordinates are 44''30 lat. N. and 131"

long. E. of Greenwich. Buffet. Russian and Chinese Custom-

houses. The town was opened to foreign commerce on the 5'"
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February 1908 and the value of its trade in 1910 was 19,430,000

Hk. T. It exports via Vladivostock the products of Northern

Manchuria and particularly soya beans (4,230,000 piculs in 1910)

and cattle and manure cakes made of this oily seed.

The line passes through six tunnels. — 1403 v., Sosnova'ia.

1412 v., Grodekovo (Lo-tieh-k'o-wo). Siberian station of the

maritime province, situated at an altitude of 530 ft. in a wide

plain rimmed with bare hills.

1427 v., Talovi. — 1440 v., Khorvatovo. — 1456 v., Lipovzi.

1469 v., Golenki (575 ft.). — 1486 v., Vosdvijenski.

1503 v., Ketrizevo (75 ft.). Buf/et. The station is 3 v. from the

town of Mikolsk-Ussuriski, the Shuang-ch'eng-tzu of the Chin-

ese ; 25,000 inhabitants [See maritime province).

Izvorstchik, 50 kopecks per day ; 1 rouble night.

The line of the East China Co branches off at Ketrizevo on to

that of the Ussuri- Khabarovsk line, 615 v. in. 14 hrs. 45 min.

In the neighbourhood, Corean villages.

The line passes through the valley of the Sui-fen Ho.

1523 v., Baranovski. — 1539 v., Basdolnoie. Buffet. — 1550

v., Kiparisovo.

1563 v., Nadijdinskala (68 ft.). Bufjet.

1583 v., Okeanska'ia. — The railway enters the peninsula of

Muraviev-Amurski and follows the bay of the Amur.— 1588

v., Sedanskaia. — 1599 v., Pervaia Retchka.

1604 v., Vladivostock (Hai-shen-wei in Chinese) 8116 v., from

Moscow. Buffet. The station is situated in the Western part of

the Gold Horn (See, maritime province, R. 1).

10. Kharbin to K'uan-eh'eng-tzu

Line 221 verstes 94 lorn; (152 m.)
;
journey ia 8 hrs. 40 by mail-train

;

fares, 9 roubles 6o and 5.95).

The Russian trains run as far as Ch'ang-ch'un, first statun on the Japa-
nese system of the South Manchuria Railway.

Russian specials fitted with every modern comfort run in connection with
the Siberian express trains as well as those of the Japanese and Chinese sys-
tems in Manchuria.

Kharbin. — 30 v. 40, Wu-chia.

47 v. 53, Shuang-ch'ongFu, a prefecture, in the province of Chi-

lin. This administrative centre, of recent creation, which bears
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the name of « Walled double-town », is situated a short distance

N. W. of the ancient town of La-lin, near the line and at the

cross-roads leading to Kharbin, Bodune, Nung-an Hsien, La-

lin and Altchuku.

Cross the river La-lin. This name must be a modifyed trans-

cription from the ancient Ju-chen name which authors of the

Sung period spelt Lai-lou.

78 V. 60, Ts'ai-chia-k'ou, an important depot of fire-wood

for the locomotives of the East China Railway Co.

95 V. 62, Shih-Vou-eh'eng-tzu. — 114 v. 61, Tao-lai-chao, 15 V.

from the town of Wu-chia on the Bodune road.

Po-lu-no is an approximate transcription of the local name Bodune ; its

official appellation, at the present time, is Hsin-ch'eng Fu. It is a pre-

fecture dependent on the province of Chi-lin (Kirin)
;

30.000 inhabitants.

The city is situated on the r. bank of the Sungari, abouk 19 m. from

its confluence with the Nonni. Manufacture of textiles, cordages and oil

;

leather factories.

.^t the beginning of the XVIII'" century, there already was a « New
city », or Hsin-ch'eng, of Bodune, 525 li to the N.-W. of Chi-lin. Its ancient

name, says a Chinese book, is Na-erh-hun. The building of the walls began

in 1693 ; the next year, the residence of the Fu-tu-t'ung, or Deputy Lieu-

tenant-General, of Kirin was transferred thereto. On its territory is situated

the Old town of Bodune, 25 li to the E. of the present city ; its wall, which
is in a delapidated condition, more than one li in circumference. There is

no information about the epoch of its construction.

Bodune had, a few years ago, been constituted as a T'ing, or sub prefec-

ture, of Hsin-ch'eng (the « New city »). It is now (Since 1906) a Fu, or pre-

fecture, of the same name. The latter has not any intra muros district yet, but

the Hsien of Yii-shu, S-E. of it, has been created within the sphere of its

administration.

Cross the upper Sungari by a bridge 300 sagenes (2.280 ft.)

in spans.

This river, also called the Sung-hua Chiang, issues from the

Ch'ang-po Shan « Long white mountain ». At the thaw (1«« May)

and the spring-tide period, the swollen stream becomes navigable

as far as Kirin.

126 v., Lao-sha-k'ou or Pi-chia-tien, staple of timbers of the

upper Sungari.

In the X'" and XI'" centuries, the Irontier between the Ch'i-tan and Ju-

chSn ran near the site of the railway line. At the height of the power of the

Ch'i-tan Liao, the latter, having taken prisoners people of various countries,

deported them and distributed them about this region between the Sungari

and the K'ai-ylian Hsien country. These colonists were, in the N., T'ieh-li,
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formerly under the sway of the Pu-hai, and T'u-hun, or T'u-yli-hun, of the

Hsien-pi race ; in the N. E., people from Wu-shih ; to the E. some Ju-chin

and barbarous Shih-wei ; in the S.-E., natives of Kao-li and some Mo-ho,

whose territory lay N. of Korea ; in the S., people from Pu-hai ; S. W., some

Hsi from Jehol ; N. W., some Ch'i tan, Hui-ho or Ouigurs, and some Tang-

hsiang Thibetians from Kan-su. Settlements of these deported colonists might

perhaps be re-discovered in Manchuria to-day.

142 v., Yih-ma-ho. — 151 V. 55, Yao-raen. Buffet.

The rail crosses the Yih-ma Ho which rises to the S. W. of

Kirin.

168 V. 77, Wu-hai, in the hillocks of the Hulan-shata.

196 V. 38, Mu-sha-tzu.

221 V. 94, K'uan-ch'eng-tzu last station of the Russian East

China Co, at an altitude of 675 ft. (See R. 5).

Kharbin time 23 min. in advance on the « China Coast Time » (1200 or

8 hrs.) used ia Southern Manchuria.
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The Russian Maritime Province
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Vladivostock 261

By the treaty of Aigun (i6 "' May 1858) the Chinese ceded to Russia the

1. bank of the river Amur right to the sea. This treaty was soon followed by

the convention of i860 which incorporated the r. bank of the Ussuri with Si-

beria. Out of these new territories was formed the < Maritime Province» Pri-

morskia whose area is 1. 179.810 sq. m. with about 400.000 inhabitants.

The country has two commercial ports, Vladivostock and Nikolaievsk,

a navigation line on the Amur, and a railway from Khabarovsk to Vladi-

vostock, via the valley of the Ussuri, where a junction is made with the

Manchuria system.

The winters are dry and without snow-fall ; the summers are wet and
rainy. Crows vary considerably in yield ; if, by exception, the summer is

not rainy, the harvests are good. Oats and wheat are the principal agricul-

tural products, but rye, barley, millet, beans, maize, peas, hemp, flox and
potatoes are also cultivated.

The hunting of fur-bearing animals furnishes occupation for large numbers
of professional trappers, etc. The sable, found in the forest country, yields

from 40 to 50 thousand skins yearly ; the price ranging from 16 to 20 roubles

on the spot and from 50 to 60 r. in the market. Squirrels furnish from 50 to

60 thousand skins annually, worth from 15 to 20 kopecks each on the spot.

Foxes, black and dark red, are rare ; the grey are disappearing
;
yellow are

the most numerous, from 5 to 800 being caught and the skins fetching from
4 to 5 roubles each on the spot. The wolves are of the grey variety. The bears

are tawny and partial to fish. Otters (to the number of about 50) come from the

Okhotsk district. Stag hunts yield from 1.500 to 2.000 head.

Salmon and garboucha are exported chiefly to Japan.

Vladivostock

The Russians have callfd their Pacific port, « the Queen of

the Orient ». Its population is 90,100 inhab. (1909) ; in its streets

one rubs shoulders with Chinese (50,000), Japanese (5,000) and

Koreans ; a large Russian garrison mans its defences.

It is the residence of the admiral commanding the Russian naval

forces in the Pacific Ocean, and of the governor, who has the

rank of general.
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Time : The local time is 6 hrs. 46 min. in advance of that of St. Petersburg

and 20 min. fast compared with Kharbin time.

Hotels : These establishments are second-rate, but it is wise to book rooms

in advance for they are always full. Take meals outside at the restaurants.

Grand H., opposite the station ; elect, light, 25 rooms from 4 to 6 roubles

without board. — Come d'Or (Golden Horn), 45 Aleutskaia; r. from 2 to 4 r.,

meals, from 12 to 4 p. m., i r. — H. Central, in Svietlanskaia, 3 min. from the

station ; r. from 3 r., breakf. 75 kop., din. i r. {4 courses). — Moscow H. (Mos-

kovskoe Podvorie « of the Court of Moscow »), pension, r. and three meals,

5 r.). — Sibirskoie PodvorU ; r. from i to 5 r., meals, i r. — H. d'AUemagne. —
H. de Versailles.

Inn (Japanese).

Restaurants : Buffet, at the station. — Zolotoi Rog ; Ristaurant Moderne
American Bar, all in Svietlanskaia.

Caf63 : legorov, Svietlanskaia. — Conrad.

Vehicles : Izvocklchik, 25 kop. from the station to the town (luggage 20

kop). — Fares : By the course, to any destination within the town limits, 25

kop. ; outside, 50 kop. — By the hour, day-time, 80 kop. At night (12 to 7

a. m.) the tariffs are doubled.

Agency : Wagons-Uts (Sleeping Car Co.) 19, Aleutskaia St.

BaniiS : Russo- Asiatic B., in Aleutskaia, open from 9.30 a. m. to 2 p. m. —
B. de Commerce de Siberie (Commercial B. of Siberia). — Kunst, Albers, in

Svietlanskaia, agents for the « Hongkong Shanghai B. »

Consulates : Great Britain, United States, Austria, France, Germany,
Japan.

Entertainments : The Opera, at the Golden Horn. •— Three Russian and
three Chinese theatres. — A naval band plays three times a week in the

Public Gardens during the summer months.

Places of Worship : Protestant : German Lutherian Temple. — ca-

tholic : Church in Puchkinskaia. — RUSSIAN : Uspenki Church in Sviet-

lanskaia.

Museum : Open from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m.

Raihray : The station is near the landing-stage where the vessels from Ja-
pan berth. The conveyance of luggage is undertaken by commissionnaires,

but the traveller should supervise. — Trains : 1° To Manchuria (branch from
Kharbin to Ch'ang-ch'un, Dairen (Dalny), Peking or Korea) and Russia ;

2° To Khabarovsk, where, on the quay, will be found the packet-boat which
plies the river Amur. — Fares : From Vladivostock to Moscow, include E.xpress

Extra fees and Sleeping Berth fees, 328 r. 50 and 213 r. 82, by the carriages

of the C" des Wagons-Uts. — The Transiberian International Tiain to Eu-
rope, via Moscow, leaving Vladivostock on Wednesday, et the Russian State

Trains, via Petersburg on Friday, et via Moscow on Sunday.

Navigation : To tsbruga (Japan) : 1° By the a Russian Volunteer Fleet n

fares, 37 roubles inclusive ; departures every Saturday and Thursdays, arri-

ving at Tsuruga on the following Monday and Saturday respectively at 5 a.

m. (Hotel : Tsuruga H., from 4 to 7 yen board inclusive), in connection with
the 7.27 a. m. train via Maibara (branch-line to Kobe) which reaches Yo-
kohama at 9 p. m. — 2° By Osaka Shosen Kaisha, every Tuesday at noon
arriving at Tsuruga the following Thursday at 6 p. m.

To SHANG-HAI, by the Russian Volunteer Fleet, departure every Saturday
at 4 p. m., putting in at Nagasaki (Monday from 5 p. m. to 10 p. m.)

;

pjrival at Shang-hai, 7 am. Wed.

To KOBE, along the E. coast of Korea, by the Nippon Yusen Kaisha (Japan
Mail Steamship Co), every 21 days, calling at Seng-chin (jo-SIN), Uen-sdn
(gen-SAn), Pu-san (fu-san), Nagasaki, Moji and Kobe.
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To NIKOLAIEVSK and the ports on the Siberian coast, Pivelvo, Alexan-

drovsky, Castries Bay, etc ; boat service every fortnight from the i st May.

To ODESSA, the ports on the Southern coast of Asia, and those in the

Mediterranean Sea, monthly service.

Vladivostock is situated 43° 6' 55 lat. N and ISO" 3 V long. E. of

Greenwich, on the grassy slopes of the wide and pretty bay of

the Golden Horn. The roadstead, well sheltered, is inside this bay

VLADIVOSTOK

G(//des MadrollQ George

which opens into the Straits of the Eastern Bospnorus and is pro-

tected by the island of Kazakevitch. On the E. and W. are the

Gulfs of the Amur and of the Ussuri.

It is an important naval and commercial port, but in winter i.s

partly ice-lorked for more than three months ; a narrow water-

way is kept opon by an ice-breaking vessel. The soya beans of

Northern Manchuria and cattle from Mongolia are exported

from here.
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In 1910, the commercial movement of the port was 588 ves-

sels, 228 of which were Russian, with a tonnage of 915,589. The

value of its trade amounted to 54,082,820 roubles imports and

26,077,432 roubles exports.

The port is 14.950 ft. from E. to W. and 2.800 ft. from N. to S. ; it

is from 60 to 70 ft. deep, and 60 steamers of 5.000 tons could lie safely

in it. The anchoras;e is divided into four zones : for Russian war-vessels

and steam-boats, for war-vessels and liners and for coasting vessels. It com-
prises a floating dock, 625 ft. long by 120 ft. wide and 30 ft. deep, which
can take a 3.000 tons vessels.

There are two other docks in this naval station.

The town was founded in 1800, and its port remained free from

1865 to 1909.

The principal street is the Svietlanska'ia ; facing on the « Gol-

den Horn », it contains the greater part of the most imposing

buildings of the city. On the S. lie the Public Gardens, overlooked

by the Bazaar, Naval Club and Admiralty. The Museum contains

botanical and zoological collections and a library.

In the E. the Uspenski cathedral, a Lutheran church, the Post

and Telegraph Office, station, barracks and Town Hall.

In Gospitalnaia : the Oriental Institute, opened in 1899 for the

study of Oriental languages. Catholic chapel. The pyramidal

monument to Admiral Nevelsky, raised in 1897, inscribed with

the words of Nicholas I : « The Russian flag must not be

hauled down from any position where it has been unfurled ».

The Czarowitz, now Nicholas II, came in June 1891 to lie the first stone of

the Transsiberian ; the town is 9.590 verstes (some 3.500 ft. or approximately

2/3 of a mile) from Alexandrovo (Russian frontier), 8.136 v. from Moscow
and 9.766 V. from St-Petersburg via Vologda and Viatka.

50 V. S.-W., Askold island, where goldrasnei are worked.
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princess, was attacked by a coalition of T'u-chiich and Chinese under the

rule of the Northern Wei (a Tungus dynasty of the Western Toba of Hsi-

an Fu). The Juan-juan were defeated in 552 and Mongolia passed into the

dominion of the T'u-chiieh.

The T'u-chiieh tribes (Eastern Turks) established themselves during the Vr""

c. in the Issyl-ku, whilst other bodies of this same race took up their abode

more to the E. in the valley of the Orkhon. Their power reached its height

at the beginning of the T'ang dynasty {5x8). T'u-chiieh armies even appear-

ed before the gates of Ch'ang-an (Hsi-an Fu) in 624 and 626, but a deci-

sive victory of the Chinese, in 630, subdued the Eastern Turks of Mongolia
for fifty years.

The T'u-chiieh, however, recovered some of their prestige under the kagan
Kutluk (Ku-tu-lu, 682-691) and his brother Kapagan (Mo-ch'o, 691-716),

but in 744 a coalition of the Ouigur, Karluk and Basmal finally destroyed

their power.

The Ouigur settled at Kara-balgasun in the valley of the Orkhon, and the

Karluk occupied the ancient territory of the Tu-lu and Nu-shih-pi in the W.
Later on, the Kalkha overran Mongolia and the neighbouring countries,

and, under Genghis Khan (1206-1227), undertook the conquest of the Asiatic

continent. Their capital was then at Karakorum. They founded the dynasty

of the Yiian (1280- 1368) which established the seat of government at Peking,

but the Chinese drove them out, followed them up into Mongolia itself and
reduced them to submission.

Ethnography and Language. The population of Mongolia is very sparse and
is divided into three principal groups : Chinese, Turks and Mongols (with

the Chakar, Kalkha, Kalmuk, Buriat, etc.).

The Chinese form several colonies resulting from the emigration of Celes-

tials from the Northern provinces ; their number is still comparatively small.

The Turks, whose modern representatives are the Kirghiz, occupied the N.

W. of Mongolia and the valley of the Orkhon ; there, the T'u-chiieh, the most
ancient known section, have left numerous traces of their occupation. On
those of their stelje which have been deciphered were found the greater part

of the words used by other tribes of Eastern Turkish dialect, the Ouigur

(Hui-ho), Altai, Djagatai and Osmanli.

The stiff and angular outline of the Tu-chuch script at first led scholars to

believe that these letters must have some connection with the « runes » of Eu-
rope, but M. Thomsen discards all idea of resemblance and common origin

with the Scandinavian runes ; he links the ancient Turkish alphabet to the
Aramaic or semetic system, a grouping confirmed by many specific resem-
blances in shape and value of the letters, as well as the right to left direc-

tion of the script.

The alphabet, borrowed by the Turks from the country beyond the Oxus,
about 550, had by the following year made its way to the shores of Lake
Balkash where its progress was arrested, whilst the alphabet in the runic style

reached further N. to become the graven characters of the Eastern Turks
of the Altai and Karakorum.

The Mongols comprise a large number of tribes which are separated into

two groups, Eastern and Western. Among the former : the Southern dialects

Chakhar, Ordus, Tu-met, etc. ; those of the N. W. : Khortchin, Ongnigut,

Utzumchit, Keshikten, Khorlo, Durbet, etc ; the Khalkha dialect (the mo-
ther tongue of the four Khanat spoken from the Altai to the grand Hsing-an),
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sub-divided into Selengui-Buriat, a sort of transition between Khalkha and

Bargu-Buriat, into Dagur (Manchuria) Khotogoit, etc.

Among the Western : the Buddhist Kalmuk of the steppes of the lower

Volga, the Oelot of Zungaria, A-la Shan and the Ku-ku Nor, the Bargu-

Solon of Manchuria and the Bargu-Buriat of Siberia, the Darkhat-Soyot of

Khoso-gol, the Oirat-Torgut of Hi, Durbut of Koldo, Damsok of the environs

of Lha-sa, etc.

The increasing influence of lamaism, the importance attached to the study

of Thibetan so wide-spread to-day among scholars and monks, and finally

the introduction of foreign words, brought about profound modifications in

the Mongol language as it existed at the time of the adoption of the alpha-

bet for instance ; hence the written language in many cases no longer corres-

ponds to the spokfii InniTincrp of t^-rlay.

According to tradition, the Thibetan lama Sa-skya paM(iita(ii8i-i252) was
called to the Mongol court, in 1214, and entrusted with the task of inventing a

written character for the Mongols. He adapted part of the Ouigur alphabet to

the writing of the Khalka language. Later on, Khubilai (1260-1294) called

upon the celebrated Phag's-pa la-ma, nephew of thepawiiita Sa-skya, to revise

this alphabet ; he carried out the monarch's wish by inventing, from a Thi-

betan model, a square character arranged in columns and, like Ouigur,

from left to right ; it was officially adopted in 1269. This alphabet of 41
letters is known by the name of its inventor, or by that of K'or-yig, and
Europeans residing at Peking will have seen the very beautiful reproduction of

1345 below the Kuo-chieh T'a gate at Chii-yung Kuan {between Nan-k'ou and
the Great Wall). After 40 years' use, this script was made a subject of cri-

ticism, and it was then that, under the emperor Eul-jitu {Hai-shan Khan,
1308-1311), about the year 1310-11 the la-ma Tchos-kyi odzer (in Mongol :

Nomun gherel) submitted a Mongol alphabet derived from the Ouigur which,

coming into use later on, is still employed. It comprises 30 letters (7 vowels,

6 dipthongs and 17 consonants).

Mongol is written from left to right in vertical columns ; it possesses a

literature of considerable extent, composed of religious books chiefly trans-

lated from Thibetan, popular stories, chronicles, etc.

The Mongols are open, but rough in manner ; they live in tents (Yurt),

are hospitable, but apathetic and lazy.

« The ultra primitive furniture of the tent consists of simply an iron brasier

placed in the middle of the space and a lamp suspended over the door and
which the inexperienced traveller infallibly knocks over in drawing himself to

his full height after crossing the threshold. These lamps, full of melted mutton
fat, disseminate a most nauseous stench which clings to ones clothing. The sleep-

ing arrangements of the inhabitants of this dwelling are simple. From a heap
of rags, thrown pell-mell in a corner, is drawn a sheep-skin or an old cloak
lined with cotton wool ; on this, spread on the floor, a repose is obtained, if

not enjoyed, which suffices for people who have done nothing all day long.

« Their laziness is grotesque in the extent to which it is carried. They
never do any useful work. They confine themselves to riding horseback when
the Emperor's service requires it and even this is done with a very ill grace.

The women plait ropes of camel-hair, make tea and collect the argol (dried

yakdung) which forms the only fuel for the brasier. A man would consider
himself dishonoured if he stooped to such menial tasks, being no longer a

child and not yet an old man.

« These desert tribes, having so great difficulty in procuring food for them-
selves, treat the aged and infirm with the greatest possible harshness. The
filthiness of their people is utterly indescribable. They never wash, and that
for two reasons : firstly, that they consider frequent contact of water with
the skin as unwholesome, and secondly that water can only be obtained with
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difficulty as it must be drawn from a far-off district and brought back in
leather bottles.

Some pass their lives in front of the tent, striking flints against each
other and gazing vacantly over the immensity of the desert which stretches

away before them and whose uniformity and boundlessness has perhaps
succeeded in touching their imagination, weak as this faculty is with them.
Others seem the victims of more disgusting forms of mental alienation which
they do not trouble to hide from the indifferent gaze of those about them.

« The immorality of the Gobi tribes would seem to exceed anything that

can be imagined. They are infinitely more shameless than those of Central
and Western Mongolia even, and yet the latter are by no means models of

virtue. Every form of vice is held in repute among these wretched creatures,

whose bestial glances express only the lowest instincts.

B The women are the common property of the men of the tribe... The chiefs

alone are married and marriage moreover has only the object of legitimizing

the children, property and titles being transmitted by right of primogeniture
de LESDAIN).

Religion. The Mongol population belongs almost wholly to the Buddhist

religion ; a small number have retained Shamanism (nature and spirit worship)

Hindoo Buddhism was taught in Mongolia by Thibetan monks (la-ma).

The Tantric school, with the red-robed la-ma, was the first to penetrate the

(1 Land of Herbs n and even made converts at the Mongol Court (Xlll"' c),

but with the support of Altan, kagan of the Tu-met in the XVI"" c, the church,

reformed in the XIV"" c. by the monk styled bTson-k'a-pa, soon assured

its footing in Mongolia. This new school, calledd Ge-lugs-pa <. Virtuous Sect »,

which is distinguished by the yellow robe, is now ubiquitous ; finally, since

i6o2, a a Living Buddha » has been installed here as representative of the

Dalai la-ma of Po-ta-la, near Lha-sa, and his incarnations succeed each other

under the Mongol name Maidari Khutuktu ; he resides at Urga, whitner his

seat was transferred from Ku-ku kho-to (1602-1664).

1. Ku ku kho-to

Kiiei hua (li'engaitd Sui-yiian Ch'dng

From Peking to Kalgan by rail, 170 miles ; 10 hrs' journey. — From Kal-

gar to Ku-ku. kho-to, about 192 miles : 12 hrs' journey. — From Ku-ku kho-to

to its port, Ho-k'ou, on the Yellow River, 50 m.

From Ho-k'ou to the Tomb of Genghis Khan, Eljen-horo in the Ordos,

95 miles ; to Pao-t'ou, up river, 73 m.; to T'ung-kuan (Ho-nan), down-stream,

422 m.

Ku-ku kho-to, * the Blue Town », is situated N. E. of the Eas-

tern bend of the Yellow River, in the vast and level plain of the

Tu-met, dominated on the N. by the richly coloured mountains

of Hu-pa.

It is a sub prefecture or " t'ing » dependent on the prefecture

of Sho-p'ing Fu ; it is the residence of a Fu-tu-t'ung. Banner

general in command of the surrounding Mongol districts,

but subordinate to the Chinese Tao-t'ai of the « Kuei-Sui ping-pei

tao » of the province of Shan-hsi.
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The settlement comprises two cities : Sui-yuan Ch'eng, (or

T'ing) ,the Chino-Tartar town which is fortified, and Kuei-hua

Ch'Sng, the Mongol city where the la-ma reside, 5 li (1 112m.)W.of

the prefecture ; they are called the Old and Neiv town, the iV/j7t-

tary and Commercial town respectively. The former, founded under

K'ang-hsi, is intersected with broad streets; it is the residence of

the Tartar marshal commanding the Manchu troops of the Ch'ing

dynasty ; the second, with its delapidated wall and having narrow,

winding streets each devoted to some particular trade, swarms

with people, children and dogs ; the town contains the ya-men

of the Fu-tu-t'ung and the monastery of a « Living Buddha »
;

the Mongols call it Ku-ku kho-to.

« Like all those to whom it has been given to gaze upon this town from
the surrounding heights, the Mongols have been struck by the veil of bluish

haze which perpetually envelops it like a dream-cloak, and have with the

simple poetry of their imagination conferred upon it an appropriate name «.

(Comte de Lesdain).). — It is quite conceivable that the word « Blue » is

here used to indicate one ot the cardinal points (East).

Three large convents exist in the old " Blue Town », two of

which are particularly noticeable : a temple to the N. W., and

the « Monastery with five towers », Wu-Ca-ssu, in the S. E.

part, under the direction of a Khubilghan, an incarnation of

local saints ; it was formerly the residence of the Khu-tuh-tu or

incarnation of Bodhisattva, primate of Mongolia.

Some Thibetean la-ma, taken prisoner in 1566, by Altan, Kagan of the
Tu-met, were the apostles of Thibetan neo-Buddhism in this part of Mon-
golia. A grandson of Altan Kagan even became Dalai la-ma, in 1587, under
the name of Yon-tan rgya-mts'o. In 1602, this spirituel head of the Yellow
church nominated a special representative for Mongolia, an incarnation of

the rjebtsun (saint) Byams-pa (Maitreya), the Mai-da-ri Khu-tuk-tu of the
Mongols, who took up his residence at Ku-ku kho to.

The Emperor K'ang-hsi (1661-1722), conducting a campaign against
the Kalmuk-Oelot, passed through the « Blue Town u and visited the Wu-t'ai
Ssii. The ghcghen <> Living Buddha » received the Emperor but without
rising ; indignant at this lack of respect, a military mandarin ventured to

draw his sword and kill the holy representative of the bodhisattva Maitreya
I1664). The la-ma and the populace immediately rose in insurrection; the Emp-
eror managed to make good his escape, but a part of his suite were massa-
cred.

The re-incarnation of the gheghen, primate of Mongolia, reappeared at
Urga, among the Khalkha, where he has since resided; akhubilghan « avatar »,

however, still resides at Ku-ku kho-to ; he is attached to the Bogdo kure of
Urga.

« The Blue Town is of considerable commercial importance. This, however,
has only been acquired through the lamaseries, whose renown attracts Mon-
gols from the most distant countries ; therefore the trade done there is all

almost exclusively Tartar. The Mongols bring oxen, horses, sheep and camels-
in large herds ; cart-loads of skins, mushrooms and salt, the only products
of the desert of Tartary, are brought in. The exchange is with brick tea,
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clotli, saddles, scented wafers to burn before their idols, oatmeal, millet and
kitchen utensils. The Blue Town is especially famous for its great trade
in camels. A large main-place, to which the principal streets of the town
lead, is filled with the camels which are for sale. They are lined up side by
side. The noise and confusion of these markets is almost indescribable. To
the shouts of the buyers and sellers, who quarrel and vociferate as though
a popular rising were in progress, is added the long moaning cry of the ca-

mels being pulled by the nose to persuade them to kneel and rise, their skill

•n which action is a measure of their value.
a The inhabitants of Western Tu-met have completely lost their original

Mongol character. They have a more or less advanced Chinese way and some
of them may be met with who do not know a word of Mongol. There are some
even who go so far as to show a certains contempt for their brothers of the
desert who have not yet taken to a settled life of husbandry

; they consider
it ridiculous of them to continue to lead a wandering life and lodge in wretch-
ed tents, whereas it would be so easy for them to build houses and obtain
wealth and pleasure from the land they occupy. For that matter, they are not
altogether wrong in preferring the plough to the shepherd's crook, for

they inhabit magnificent plains, very well-watered, of great fertility, and
favourable to the culture of every kind of cereal. The whole of Tu-met shows
signs of prosperity ; nowhere on the road does one meet, as in China, delapi-
dated houses in a ruined condition. Neither are seen here, as elsewhere, poor
wretches famished and in rags ; all the peasants are well and fully clothed.

But their easy circumstances are especially reflected in the magnificent trees

which surround the villages and border the roads. Other Tartar districts,

cultivated by Chinese, never have this appearance ; trees would never have
a chance to reach a great age ; no one even tries to plant any, for it is cer-

tain that they would be uprooted on the morrow by poor creatures in search
of fire-wood. » (Abbe huc).

Here, is not a single inch of ground left uncultivated : flax, sorghum and
opium alternate with oats and buckwheat, with fields of water-melons and
sweet potatoes. The people are active and hard-working and the soil is obvious-
ly well worked and yields in abundance.

Ku-kn kho-tu to Pao-t'ou.

In 4 stages as far as Sartshi (Saratshi), a j"" to Pao-fou.

On the r., a chain of eminences rise from 900 to 1200 ft. above the level

of the plain ; coal-measures are worked by the natives.

Before reaching Pin-chu-hai, towards the N., an important lamasery is

seen half-way up a hill. •— Cross a tributary of the Hei-ho. -— Pi-chih-chi.

— Ku-yen.

Chagan kuren « White Within », a city built about a century ago ; broad

and well-kept streets. The Huang Ho flows about 20 li to the S.

Saratsbi (Sa-la-chi), Shui-tung Hsien of the Chinese, is in the Ourato coun-

try at the base of a steep mountain, on the foot-hill of which rises the build-

ing of a lamasery.

Pao-t'ou, 20.000 inhabitants, is the last town in the Northern bend of the

Huang-ho.

Ho-k'ou to the Tomb of Genghis Khan.

The journey is accomplished in 7 stages from Ho-k'ou on the Blue River.

2"^ stage, the residence of the Mongol prince of the Jungar country.

3nd stage, Baga-etjen-koro « Little Queen Palace « is the burial-place of Gen-

ghis Khan's secondw ife; it consists o; a wooden case preserved in a tent off elt.

6'" stage, the great lamasery of Barung-jao.

7'* stage, crossing the two arms of the Ulan-muren, we pass near Lake
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Chagan-nor, the « White Lake », and arrive at the Tomb of Genghis Khan
called Yeke-etjen-koro « Palace of the Great King ». This tomb consists of two
tents of felt joined together, the second of which shelters the metal sheath-

ed coffer containing the Mongol emperor's ashes. Around it are placed the

great conqueror's weapons, but these must be reproductions since the ori-

ginals were hidden or stolen during the Mussulman rebellion.

Prjevalsky in speaking of this monument declared that he did not know
where it was. Potanin reached the tent but was not allowed to enter. In July
1S96, M. Bonin, more fortunate than his predecessors, was enabled to visit

the tomb (See his article in the i5"> Feb. 1898 issue of the Revue de
Paris).

Genghis Khan took up his abode in the Liu-p'an mountains, in the e""

month of the year 1227, to avoid the summer heat, and died shortly after-

wards whilst crossing the plains of the Urdo. The scene of his death is called

by the Chinese, the Ha-lao-t'ou-chih Urdo (Karatuski ? ) in the Sa-li
(

gol)

valley.

2. Peking to Shang-tu

The most direct route goes through the pass of Nan-k'ou

(alight at Kang-chuang station after leaving Ch'ing-lung Ch'iao)
;

it is about 750 li. Near Ch'a-iao, the line diverges to Yen-eh'ing

Chou, chief-town of a department in the prefecture of Hsuan-hua

Fu.— Hu-ch'eng, formerly Hei-ku-so « Post in the Black Valley ».—
Ch'ih-eh'eng Hsieii, chief-town of district, whose E. gate is

the Lung-men. — Tu-shih-k'ou T'ing, founded under the Ming,

commands one of the passes of the Great Wall. — Tzu-lun bal-

gasun (Shih-t'u Ch'eng), doubtless the ancient Pai-t'a-erh (White

Tower) of the Yiian period. — Chang-fai-ho, where a road forks

to Kalgan (Chang-chia-k'ou).

The Chagan nor « White Lake », three days' journey from

Shang-tu ; ruins of Ulan-hoto.

Follow the valley of the Shang-tu gol, or upper waters of the

Luan-ho.

Kurtu balgasun, the ancient Huan Chou of the Yiian dynasty,

was a day's journey from Shang-tu.

A second route, more to the W., leaves Kalgan.

Follow the Urga road to a short distance from lake Anguli Inor, going via

Kara balgasun, then proceed in a N. E. direction and come out on to the road

through the Pass of Tu-shih-k*u at Chagan nor.

Chagan-nor is the « Cyagannor » of Marco Polo, where there is, so he says
t a grand palace belonging to the Grand Khan, for he prefers to reside in this

palace for the sake of the lakes and rivers. And there are also many kinds of
birds ».

The ruins of Shang-tu « the Upper Capital », are 80 li N. W. of

Do Ion Nor (La-ma Miao) ; this place is the ancient summer
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residence of the emperor Khubilai ; it is the Ciandu of Marco

Polo and the Chao-naima-sumeh « 108 Temples » of the Mongols.
In 1255, Khubilai received froit his brother, Mangu kagan, the order to

settle on the borders of Chinese territory, and in the following year founded
the city of K'ai-p'ing Fu.
Thus it was that in 1258 he convoked a great religious conference, at which

more than 300 ho-shang, Buddhist monks, and over 200 hsien-shSng, Taoist
priests, were present ; 200 scholars were appointed arbiters. Among the Bud-
dhists were Fu-yii, superior of the Sha-lin Ssi temple, and the famous Phag's-

pa la-ma (1239- 1280) who, although only 19 years old, played the principal

and deciding part in the discussion.

The controversy bore on the Hua Hu Ching « Holy book of the conversion
of the Hu. » The Taoists were ignominiously defeated and 17 of them were,
according to agreement, submitted to the Tonsure.
When the emperor Mangu died (7"" month of 1259) during the siege of Ho

Chou, in Ssu-ch'iian, Khubilai returned hurriedly from Kuang-hsi, where he
was campaigning, to K'ai-p'ing Fu. There it was that he was proclaimed
Kagan of the Mongols in 1260. In 1264 he conferred upon this Mongolian
residence the honorary title of Shang-tu.

« Three days' journey brings one to a city which is called Ciandu, which
the Grand Khan, who lives and reigns and who is named Cublai Khan, had
made. And in this city built Cublai Khan a very grand palace of marble and
stone (MARCO polo). »

In the neighbourhood, several ponds frequented by woodfowl, ducks and
swans. The emperor K'ang-hsi, in 1691, killed four stags here with arrows.
— Hots springs are spoken of in this region.

3. Kalgan to Urga
The postal route between these two towns makes a detour towards the W

to skirx the water and postures required by the teams and the caravans gene.

rally. The length of this route is about iioo verstes ; the Chinese reckon i-

2.989 H and have established 48 relays. The time taken on the journey it

about 15 days, but horsemen are mentioned who have done it in n days
(M. Splingaerd), and even in 8 (Comte de Lesdain). The official courriers

take 12. Strictly speaking there are no made roads through Mongolia, bust
tracks which the Kalkha, Kalmuk and Chakhar follow Indian file.

Another and more direct route lies to the E., marked off by the telegraph

posts ; it was this route that the motorist chose in the » Peking-Paris » race

of 1907, because it crosses fewer sand-hills, ravines and subterranean rivers.

The steppe seems never ending and travelling difficult at the start. « One
goes on from day-break to sunset, sometimes even later, without even troub-

ling whether the horse which chance has given you is easy paced or not, gaily

accepting one's lot... ; and in the evening for lodging, the Tartar house, easy

of transport according to the season and whose interior varies according as

grass is abundant or scanty, made of interlaced rods, which converge at the

top so as to form a chimney, and covered with white felt ». (rubrouck).

Take provisions, water, a tent, a sheep skin bag to serve as sleeping-sack

when the icy cold winds blow off the desert. One of the vehicles is intended

for lugguage
;
put a goodly number of cushions in your own to lessen the

violence of the shocks caused by bumping over the stones when at a gallop ;

provide yourself with blankets ; have passports in order and your way-bill

handed you by the Chinese authorities, written in Chinese and Mongol.

This itinerary leads to the Chakar country whose capital is Kalgan, and
to the land ot the Kalkha, whose holy city is Ur.^a.

The road ri.ses on leaving Kalgan and passes through the gate

in the Great Wall which is closed ot .sunset.
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The last houses to be passed, outside Kalgan, are those which

the Russian tea buyers had built in Mongol territory at the ter-

mination of the disturbance of 1900.

80 li, Chagan tologuai. Near the ya-men, an official inn where

foreigners may receive hospitality.

On the r. and near Borotichih, the « Lower Road » to Urga.

Not far away, Kara balgasun « the Black City », dating probably from the

period fo the Liao dynasty (X"" to XII"' c), which successively took the

name of Fu Chou, under the Chin Tartars, Lung-hsing Fu, in 1262, under the

Yuan Mongols, and later Hsing-ho Lu.

The Chin had a residence there and Khubilai, Kagan of the Mongols, built

an Imperial palace there in 1263. Earthen walls, covered with vegetation,

and moats still remain. A fair is annually held about July, and attracts

numbers of the inhabitants of the Gobi districts.

The name of Hsing-ho Ch'eng is now that of a Christian settlement, formed
in 1880 by Belgian missionaries, 36 li from Kara balgasun.

Father de Brabender, a missionary in Mongolia, discovered, in 1890, in

the neighbourhood, a Christian cemetery dating doubtlessly from the Mon-
gol period. The tombstones are all cruciform and are met witti over a space
of more than an acre.

Chagan balgasun the « White City», 28 li N. of the « Black City >i, has a rui-

ned wall less extensive than that of the latter. A few Chinese families occupy

a small part of its area, the remainder of which is in a state of neglect.

It is the ancient Ch'ang Chou, built by the Chin in the XII"' c.

Cross a plateau at an altitude of from 3,500 to 4,000 ft., the

hollow centre of which is occupied by the waters of the Anguli Nor.

40 li, Burgasuiai. A few farms, the cultivation of which is car-

ried on by Chinese colonists ; herds of oxen.

60 li, Haliutai. — On the r., the Anguli Nor.

Its name is apparently derived from the Manchu word « An9;ir » (wild duck

)

given to this place by the Liao and Chin dynasties ; the Chinese make out

of it An-chi-li and An-ku-li.

40 li, Oroi-huduk, at an alt. of 4,953 ft. — Gross a narrow

stream, the Tatchcl. — 60 li, Huisutu, — To the r., a shallow

depression, the Chagan Nor.

50 li, Dsagasutai ; rounded hillock ; stream flows.

40 li, Mingan, hamlet of 20 houses.

60 li, Chachortai, last settlement of the Chakar. — On the 1.,

the heights of Bogdo-chara. — 80 li, Chin-tai.

100 li, Ulan hada, in a more broken country whose shallow

depressions, with clay bottoms, contain pools of water.

80 li, Bumba-tu, amid undulating country.

50 li, the Ulan irguil, a small stream.

70 li Kara hada. The grass lands end here. The Mongol chiel
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<tf this place is the commander of the little posts on the road to

Kalgan. — The region into which we now enter is more arid.

60 li, Boltai. — 40 li, Ulan uduk, at an alt. of 3,953 ft. Poul

try is rarely obtainable beyond this place.

50 li, Kara uduk, a more important station.

40 li, Kara muren, at an alt. of 3,773 ft. Soil impregnated with

saltpetre. — 90 li, Ulan koruk. A bare plateau

60 li, Kara mutchor or Zischengor. Important station at the

juBctiottof the caravan track from Ku-shu Gh'eng, on gravel soil.

Beyond this point, Chinese is less and less understood ; Mongol

dialect.s must be used.

60 li, Harban oye or Hor-chin. Grass is but scanty. — 90 li,

Bulun.

6ft h, Sutshi, at an alt. of 3,707 ft., in one of the long E. to W.
depressions of the Gobi. Three small trees were discovered here

in 1900.

50 li, Toli-bulik. Stony ground.

60 li, Tugurik, the last station dependent on the tu-t'ung of

Kalgan. The province of Inner Mongolia « Nei Meng-ku » here

terminates and we cross over into that of Outer Mongolia « Wai
Meng-ku ».

Mongolia in its shrinkage has felt the influence of the disjunctive disloca-

tions which have brought into existence long narrow depressions without

any outlet, and these cavities have been filled by great lakes of fresh water,

which evaporation has little by little dried up. The « Dried up sea », Han-
hai of the Chinese, is not the bed of an ancient sea as was thought. The salt

and gypsum which are met with therefore are the results of the local eva-

poration of fresh water, as is proved by the fossilized remains e.xtracted, parti-

cularly the jaw-bone of a rhinoceros obtained by Obroutchev in the Eastern

Golbi.

90 li, Kashun, a few tents, in a spot without grass or water.

It depends on Sair ussu.

120 li, Hognitshi. Lamasery (obtain invitation to visit « the

Gomba »).

100 li, Naran. Some brushwood. — Contour more varied.

80 li, Harban naima, or Har-chip chih. — The depression in the

plateau is not so deep.

60 li, Kialalu. Lamasery. — 60 li, Djuburu. — 60 li, Boroba.

70 li, Kutul. Pass between hills. Small Lamasery.

60 li, Sair ussu. Important station at the main point of several

caravan tracks ; 3,537 ft. alt. Residence of a Chinese mandarin and

Mongol chiefs.
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50 li, Suishi, large station. — 60 li, Sologoi, small station. —
50 //, Bain Peleki, small station. — 60 /t, Bain Kcho, small

station with a well.

60 li, Pulengri. Undulating country covered with short grass.

60 li, Borotago. — 60 li, Toirum. Several pools of brackish

water. Few tents. — 80 li, Modon. — 80 li, Naran, at an alt. of

3,819 ft. — 80 li, Tala-buluk.

60 li, Ondur-dobo.

60 li, Djirgalanlu, at an alt. of 4,754 ft., in a hilly country.

60 li, Dolon, at an alt. of 4,593 ft.

30 li, Bukuk. — 40 li, Hartshipshi. — Grassy slopes. — We
near the Tula (Tug-ula), or Tao-la Hoof the Chinese, a tributary

of the Orlchon, 2 m. 5, from Urga ; facilities for crossing the

river are provided by the la-ma in the form of ferries.

It was on the 1. bank that the Imperial army of K'ang-hsi, oa the 4'" August
1698, defeated the Kalmuk-Oelot troops fighting against the Kalkha.

The road rises a little to cross the BogdoUla chain, bare on the

Gobi side but covered with cedars on the Northern slopes, '^'le

mountain is sacred and felling its timber is prohibited.

30 li, Urga, capital of the Kalkha country.

4. Upga (K'u-lun)

Ourga is the Russian form of the Mongol name Orgo,

• Princely Palace » ; the Chinese call it K'u-lun (Kuren).

It is the residence of a ((Living Buddha », of an" amba », Chin-

ese or Manchu Imperial delegate and of a Kalkha Mongol chief

in charge of the commercial and frontier relations with Siberia,

as well as the maintenance of order. The sacred (enclosure) city

« Bogdo-kuren » of the Gobi, Urga is the residence of 10,000

la-ma and of 20,000 Mongols and Chinese. It stands upon a hill

at an alt. of 3,773ft. and is frowned upon from the N. by a chain

of bare mountains and overlooked on the S. by the isolated group

of the (( Sacred Mountain », an extinct crater said to have been

the birth-place (?) of Genghis Khan.

Urga, situated 48°20' lat. N., near the r. bank of the Fug-ula,

comprises four quarters : Monacal, Mongol, Russian and Chinese

The kuren (enclosure) or bogdo kure, the holy city, is reserved for

the principal sanctuaries and as residence of the « Living Buddha »,

the Khu tuk tu « venerable saint » of the Mongols. The Gondan
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or " City of the Lama ». — The Mongol town is about half a-

mile to the E. and the Chinese city 4 m. 5 further on.

The Mai-mai Ch'eng was founded in 1763 by command of

Ch'ien-lung, to allow Celestials to establish themselves in the

country with their families, and in order to satisfy the complaints

of the la-ma at the presence of foreign women in the religious

city. This commercial town of 5,000 inhabitants, 1,200 of whom
are Chinese, is 10 li from the kuren. It is the great market-place

of the country, at which tea, cattle, horses, camels and textile

goods are exchanged between Mongols, Chinese and Russians.

Between these Chinese and Mongol towns, the Russians have

established themselves on a slight eminence and form a little

colony of from 50 to 100 families grouped round their Consulate.

Lower down is the ya-men of the Chinese resident.

Urga is the most popular centre in the Mongolian plateau, but

its appearance is less that of a city than of an immense encamp-

ment, for three-fourths of the habitations are merely yourt.

To the S. of the monastery is the Tolgoit or sacred hill where

the Mongols lay their dead, for they are not accu.stomed to bury

the bodies. This charnel, haunted by numerous dogs and count-

less birds of prey, gives off an unbearable stench.

The Bogdo-ktire « Sacred City » has, since the K'ang-hsi period (1661-1722),

been the residence of the ghighen, Primate of Mongolia, whose seat was pre-

viously at Ku-ku kho-to. The is"" Dalai- la-ma, Nag-dban bLo-bzan T'ub-
Idan rgya-mts'o, flying from Lhasa, occupied by the English, resided in this

monastery or in that of Sait-Van from the 27'" November 1904 till the summer
of 1909.

It was a son of the kagan Altan of the Khalkha, a divine avatar, who built

the grand convent of Urga. In 1688, a kagan of the Kalmuk-Eleut destroyed
it, but it was re-built soon after.

The Thibetan name of the convent is Ri-bo-dge-rgyas-glin ; the title of Pri-

mate rje-btsun-dam-pa, is a reminder that the Thibet historian Taranatha
was incarnated here.

In 1602, the 3rd Dalai la-ma created for Mongolia a special representative
of the Yellow Church, rGyal-ts'ab « Crown Prince «, an incarnation of r/e-

btsun Byams-pa rgya-mts'o, whose present « Living Buddha u (1900) is the

S'" Don-kor Khu tuk tu (Manjusri Khutuktu). But the appointment of the
hierarch of Mongolia was the cause of frequent strife beetwen the Khalkha and
the Kalmuk-Oelot ; the Emperor of China by arrangement with the Court
of Potala, decreed, in order to put an end to the struggle, that the rje-btsun
dam-pa should henceforth be re-incarnated in Thibet exclusively. Since then,

the ghighen of Urga and several of the superiors have been drawn from Thi-
betan monasteries.
One of the most deeply venerated of the representatives of Buddhism here,

is the sakti of the Bodhisattva Avalokitcsvara (the feminine pendant of the
idea of Buddha) the Goddess Tara, called in Mongol Dara iki. « Dara the mo-
ther » or u Liberatrix ». Her feast, celebrated on the 19'" of the 6"" moon (in

July), attracts from 30,000 to 40,000 pilgrims to Urga.
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5. Urga to the Valleys of the Orkhon
and the Selenga

The road to the Orkhon also leads to Wu-li-ya-su-Vai and

Kobdo. We shall mention the most interesting points of the

valleys of the Tug-ula and the Orkhon :

The ruins called Chaghan-baisin « the White House », are

situated near the 1. bank of the river Tug-ula (Tula) ; this spot

was primitively a residence of Mongol princes transformed by

one of them into a religious establishment.

M. Radlov, visiting this site in 1891, discovered a granite stela on which
are engraved a Thibetan inscription and another in Mongol which, studied
by M. Huth, were seen to relate to the erection of the buildings.

In 1601, Citi BisircUu Sain Mati Taighal Khatun, widow of Kosigori Taiji,

erected at this place six temples, the principal of which, placed in the centre,

was called Setkisi Ugei (in Thibetan : bSam-yas) Cintamani « the Unima-
ginable Jewel ». His son, Tsok-tu, Khung Taiji, who played an important
part in the political and religious history of the Mongol and Thibetan people,

was also associated with this principal foundation which was only finished
in 1617.
The Buddhistic canon was deposed there, and the temples adorned with

statues ; in the centre were to be seen the « Buddhas of the three periods »

surrounded by the eight Bodhisattva ; on the r., Maitreya ; on the 1., Ava-
lokitesvara.

Tsok-tu Taiji, an ardent supporter of the « Magic Literature » (Tantra)
and opponent of the « Yellow » teaching, had handed over these buildings to
the sect of U-rgyan(Padmasambhava), one of the most ancient in Thibet and
the most important of those who wore the « red mitre ».

Driven out of his Khalka country, Tsok-tu Taiji persuaded Legs-Idan
Khutuktu, King of the Mongol tribe of the Chakhar, to take the field against
Thibet to e.xtirpate the tenets of the dGe-lugs-pa « Sect of Virtue », whose
yellow head-dress was coming to be met with among the Tu-met, and to re-

establish the ancient « Red » doctrine taught at the monastery of Sa-skya.
In spite of his alliance with the King of Thibet, the kagan of Chakhar was de-
feated by the dharmaraja 'J am-dpal bka-odod and perished in the battle ( 1 633).
Part of Eastern Mongolia then sought the aid of the Manchus, and thus it

was that the Ch'ing became masters of the Chakhar country some ten years
before they reached Peking.

Kara-korum is the ancient Mongol capital, built in 1235 by

Djagatai, son of Genghis Khan (1206-1227), and destroyed by

Khubilai. It was partly re-built about the xiv"> c, but never

regained the splendour of the Mongol period. Its ruins are situated

near the river Orkhon, 30 miles S. W. of Lake Ughei Nor ; their

geographical position is 47°47'23" lat. N. and 103°05' long. E.

of Greenwich.

On its site stands a monastery, Erden-dzu (Erdeni-chao), not

an imposing elevation but held in great veneration by the inha-

bitants of the « Land of Herbs ». This convent was one of the
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first Buddhist establishments erected in Mongolia where the

la-ma spread their gospel.

In the courts will be noticed several stelae with Thibetan inscrip-

tion sand two stone lions which ,with the granite tortoise brought

to light by M. de I.acoste in 1909, may prove to be the last ves-

tiges of the brilliant residence of the grand Mongol kagans (khans).

Half-a-day's journey S. of Kara-korum was the Sira-ordo

« [imperial] Yellow Residence ».

The Franciscan Jean du Plan de Carpin, sent by Pope Innocent IV to the

court of the Mongol kagans, arrived in 1246 at Sira-ordo, where Ku-yuk Ka-
gan (i::46-i248) (Kuei-yu-lian) had jnst been rnised to the throne.

St-Louis, King of France, also established relations with the Mongols, and
sent successively, the Dominicans Andre de Lonjumel, Jean de Carcassonne
and Guillaume, who were received by the Empress-Regent Hai-mi-shih, mother
of the deceased Kagan, then the two Franciscans Guillaume de Rubrouck
and Barthelemy de Cremone. The grand Mangu Kagan (Mang-ko ; Hsien-
tsung, 1251-1259) received these latter in solemn audience on the 4"> January
1 254,and conducted them to Kara-korum where they made a stay of fivemonths.

There, they met an Armenian monk, a Russian deacon and some Nestorian
priests (Arkaun of the Mongols, Yeh-li-k'o-wen of the Chinese) having a church
built there at the extremity of the city.

The day before Whitsunday, 30"" May 1254, Guillaume de Rubruck took

part in a great religious debate which was held, in the Mongol capital, under
the presidence of three arbiters delegated by the Kagan ; one was Christian,

the second Mohametan and the third a Buddhist. Rubruck made common
cause with the Nestorians and Mussulman in the assembly, proved the e.xist-

ence of God and reduced his opponent to silence. The « Hsien-cheng » Taoist

monks, had not taken part in this meeting, but nevertheless continued, more
actively than before, their struggle against the « Ho-shang », Buddhist monks.

In 1255, another tournament of rhetoric took place at Kara-korum within
the precints of the Imperial Palace, near the Wan-an pavilion.

In 1256, on the 6"" of the 7"i month, the most important of the Bud-
dhist monks met at the Sira-ordo, but the Taoists again failed to appear and
their absence was construed to be a confession of weakness. It was reserved

to Prince Khubilai Kagan (miao-hao Shih-tsu, 1260- 1294) to settle these

questions in dispute by the Buddhists and the Taoists, which he did in 1258.

Going down the valley of the Orkhon, the track running North-

ward leads to Kara-balgasum, whose fortress, capital of the

Ouigur (xni"»-ix"' c), still stands though now in a ruined con-

dition ; its rectangular ramparts of sun-dried brick occupy in

the bare plain a space of half-a-mile in length and a quarter of a

mile wide.

A few hundred yards S. of the enclosure, lying in tall grassand

weeds, are 25 fragments of a stela, dating from 784, bearing a

trilingular inscription in Chinese, Ouigur and Oriental Turki.sh.

The Oriental Turkish is spread over 45 lines, the Ouigur text over about 100
lines. The Chinese inscription contains 40 fragments which have been collated.

The stela was erected to celebrate the prowess of several Ouigur Kagans
and particularly of Tun Moku who was « Tarkhan » about 784.

The Khanat of the T'u-chvieh had been destroyed in 745 by the Ouigur.
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The paleoturkish script-had therefore survived the fall of the T'u-chiieh power

;

it is also probable that we have before us, in this inscription, the most ancient
specimen of Ouigur writing.

The Turkish tribes have left many traces of their sojourn in the valley of
the Orkhon, among which may be mentioned inscriptions, 12 of which have
been recovered by M. Klementz, and tombs in which stone images with hu-
man likeness, well-known by the Russian name of « baby », have been
found.

At Kara-balgasun, another trilingular stela of the first half of

the ix"» c. has been brought to light. The inscription states that

an Ouigur Kagan of the second half of the viii"» c. had the relig-

ion of the Mo-ni (identical with Manicheanism and described in

the text as the « True Religion «) preached in his states by four

disciples of Mu-shih.

Kosho Tsaidam, on a barren steppe, is the ancient capital of

the T'u-chiieh (vi'^-vnith c_)_ Numerous statues, all decapitated,

and two great stelae of the xviii"^ c. are to be found here.

One, S. of the lake, bears an inscription dating from 735 ; the

other, on the N., two years previous. Further yet beyond this

latter stone, two tombs have been discovered, each composed of

four vertical flagstones placed to form a square and carved with

phoenix.

The stela of 735, overthrown and broken into four pieces, bears a Chinese
text and 77 lines of T'u-chiieh writing. It was erected to the memory of the
T'u-chCieh Kagan Mekilien, or Bilga (Pi-chia) Kagan (716-733).

The stela of 733 was erected by the emperor HsUan-tsung (712, abdicated
in 754) of the T'ang dynasty, in honour of Kol Teghin (the Prince Ch'iieh »

of the Chinese inscription). The T'u-chiieh text occupies 71 lines.

According to M. de Lacoste, this stela was encased in 1907 in a little buil-

ding ; the Chinese characters remain legible, but the paleoturkish inscription

is completely hidden by a brick wall.

These various stelae were recoenised by M. Yadrintzov in 1889, the in-

scriptions examined in i8gi by M. W. Radlov, and the Oriental Turkish text
deciphered by M. Wilh Thomsen of Copenhagen.

Near the monastery of Suit Van^ which stands at an altitude

of 6,135 ft. and is inhabited by numerous la-ma, an in.scription

was discovered in 1909 by M. Orano, on the banks of the Khoi-

tu Ta-mir, a tributary of the Orkhon.

In the Selenga valley, Arkol-khane-bal^assun. All that now
remains of this ancient city are the ramparts, some plough shares

and glazed tiles.

In the neighbourhood is said to be a phallic stone 8 l/2 ft.

high, adorned with carvings but without inscription.

In the valleys of the Orkhon, Selenga and Yenissi, kurgan

are encountered with their heap of granite blocks called « kir-

ghizeh-ur -^ or kirghiz nests. The tumuli contain stone images in
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human shape and monoliths often adorned with carvings of stags
;

they correspond to what Chinese historians tell us of the n^cros-

copical customs of the T'u-chtich in the vi"» and vii"» c. and

recall the miryek to be met with in Korea. — About forty inscrip-

tions in Oriental Turkish have been discovered on the Upper
Yenissi, without taking into consideration a very large number
of marks carved either on isolated stones or on rock faces. These

signs, more often than not repre.sentations of animals, are gener-

ally in lines and grouped, so that M. Ramstedt is inclined to recog-

nise in this a sort of primitive hieroglyphic.

Mention must be made of a long commemorative inscription,

engraved on a broken stone, comprising 5,000 characters and

found on the banks of the Chine-ussu by the second Finnish expe-

dition (1909).

6. Urga to Kiachta

The distance from Urga to Kiachta, about 190 m., may be covered in

from 3 to 5 days by a route whose varying gradients present several very
siiff climbs. On entering upon the 3rd stage of the journey, the Mongol land-
scape disappears and the road winds away through pretty Siberian scenery
and amidst fir woods.

Kiachta comprises three towns : Mni-mai Ch'eng (Chinese),

Kiachta and Troilskosavsk (Russian). The first, with its narrow

streets whose cleansing is left to dogs, is one of the most import-

ant storehouses for Russo-Chinese trade ; silks, pelts, firs, and

especially teas from China for European consumption, are collect-

ed here. — There is a Chinese theatre.

The bed, often dry, of a mere stream separates Mai-mai Ch'eng

from Siberian territory on which stands, opposite, the Russian

town of Kiachta.

Further on is Troitskosavsk, a little white town surrounded by

fir woods. The houses are comfortable and have gardens. —
Rus.sian churches. A museum, founded by M. Talko Ilrynzewiez,

contains a fine archeological and anthropological collection.

Kiachta is within the sphere of Verkne-Udinsk, in the province

of Transbaikalia. It is situated at the bottom of a narrow valley

formed by the little river Kiachta, a right-bank tributary of the

Selenga. Its port is near Ust-Kiachtinskaia, where a paddle stea-

mer plies regularly to Verkne-Udinsk on the swift flowing Selenga.

From Kiachta to Verkne-Udinsk, 185 verstes (.?£? theiRANSSiBEiiiAN).
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The term Chiang-su is compounded of the names of two of the principal

cities in the province : Chiang-ning (Nanking) and Stt-chou.

Its boundaries are : on the N., Shan-tung ; W., Ho-nan and An-hui ; S.,

Che-chiang ; in the E., the Yellow Sea.

Area : 62,042 sq. m.

Population : 18,300.000 inhabitants, nearly 230 to the sq. m.
Revenue : 47,826,422 Hk. Taels, against 48,169,751 e.xpenditure (1909).

Administrative Divisions : The province comprises 7 tao, the seats of which

are : Shang-hai Hsien, Nanking (2), Chen-chiang Fu, Ch'ang-chou Fu, Huai-

an Fu and Hsu-chou Fu. There are 8 Fu (prefectures), 3 Chih-li-chou

autonomous departments), Chih-li-t'ing (sub prefectures) and 68 districts

(3 choif, 3 t'ing and 62 hsien).

Capital : Su-chou Fu (The vice-regal capital of the two Chiang is Nan-
king, or Chiang-ning).

Open Ports : Shang-hai, Su-chou Fu, Chen-chiang Fu, Nanking.

Geo!iruphy : The greater part of the province consists of vast plains cove-
red with alluvial deposits from the great rivers Huang-ho and Yang-tzO

;

some loess formations. S. of the Yang-tzii, bare hills of sandstone, quarf.-

ite and conglomerates ; some igneous formations round Nanking.
Large lakes well-stocked with fish and numerous canals providing the po-

pulation at once with easily obtained food and the means of irrigating the

land.

Il the country S. of the Yang-tzii is comparatively rich, that on the N.
is poor and subject to inundations. Rice, cotton and the mulberry are culti-

vated. — Round Nanking, iron and coai are worked ; a very wiry strain of

asses is bred as well as buffaloes and humped o.xen.

The population is very dense in the plains, along the canals and espec-

ially in the neighbourhood of recent alluvions (Isle of Ch'ung-ming).

Northern China, 24.
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In the N., the type is related to the people of Shan-tung ; the eyes are non-

Mongolian, the cheek-bones not very prominent and the character of the

people is energetic ; Mandarin is fhe language spoken.

S. of the river is a peculiar race speaking a special language (which we
shall call « Shang-hai dialect » ) and extending through almost all Che-chiang

and part of S.-E. An-hui. Its anthropometric characteristics are (average

taken by M. Madrolle, in 1908, from 3c individuals in the neighbourhood

of Shang-hai, Su-chou Fu and Sung-chiang Fu) : cephalic indication, !;2.6

(subbrachycephalic), nasal index, 76.4 (medium mesorhinien).

THE APPROACH TO SHANO-HAI.
Boats coming from the S. by the Formosa channel, leave 30 m. on the

W. the Chou-shan archipelago whose Southern islets rise to the S. of lat.

30°.

. These reefs of primary mainland rock are the continuation of the mount-

ainous upheaval which borders Fu-chien on the N. and crosses the province

of Che-chiang from S. VV. to N. E.

The approaches and principal channels of this group are provided with

light-houses which dot the route to Shang-hai.

The Lo-chia S^an light, with a range of 15m., was erected it iSga. It stands

to the S. E. of P u-t'o island, celebrated for its Buddhist temples where

the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara is enthroned. Excursions are arranged at

Shang-hai during the July pilgrimage.

Hsiao-kuei Shan light (Steep island), with a range of 22 m., is in the Fis-

herman group and W. of the Four-Sister and Two-Brother rocks; it was first

lit in 1883.

Pei-chieh Shan light, built the same year and of the same power, is S. of

the Parker islands ; half-minute flashes, red and white alternately.

Ma-an Shan light (North Saddle), which flashes with an interval of on

minute duration, is on the N. E. extremity of North Saddle island (700 ft)
;

its position is 30° 5i'4i" lat. N. and 122° 40*16" long. E. of Greenwich.

This light, erected in 1870, is 252 ft. above sea-level ; it has a radiating ca-

pacity of 24 miles. The keepers reply to the fog signals of the passing ships

by group-gun fire signals.

From Shang-hai, excursions are made in summer to the Saddles by the

comfortable steamers of the Yang-tzu service. The nearest island is North
Saddle and the steamers anchor in North Bay, or South Bay according to

the weather. There are several other anchorages. During the Southern soon,

anchor is east between East Saddle and South Saddle ; during the S.W mon-
soon, they keep N. W. of the group ; during the Northern monsoon, the

best anchorage is under East Saddle Island.

Giuzlaff light (Fa-ch'ih), a fixed white beacon, built in 18G9,

stands at a height of 245 ft. and is visible for 23 m. Fog signals

Telegraph station ; six cables to thence. Its coordinates are

30°48'37" lat. N. and 122°10'13" long. E. of Greenwich.

The muddy waters of the Yang-tzu colour the sea and the

deposit forms mud-banks which are marked by buoys and

light-ships ; to the W., a last light-house, the Sha-wei Shan,
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built in 1871, stands at an altitude of 240 ft. on a little island

17 miles N. W. of the Amherst rocks ; fixed white light, visible

for 22 miles radius.

1. Wu-sung to Shang-hai

by the Huang-p'u

Ocean steamers enter the mouth of the Blue River (Yang-

tzu Chiang) leaving the low green slopes of the Ch'ung-ming

island apart. In the middle of the river, some banks and islands

in formation, several of which are cultivated and inhabited. Mail

steamers stop at the mouth of the river Huang-p'u at a place

called Wu-sujig, in conformity with the sanitary and Custom-house

regulations.

Ships of very heavy tonnage cannot go as far as Shang-hai ; the new chan-
nel, opened inSeptember igio, only allows vessels with a draught of less than

23 ft. to reach Huang-p'u at half-tide, but steam-launches run up the river

in an hour and a half ; it is quicker to take the railway.

The new channel is 18 ft. deep and from 640 to 800 ft wide at low water.

Wu-sung, an ancient city at the mouth of the Blue River,

now submerged within the estuary. The name was retained

to designate the anchorage and has been extended to a town

which has recently sprung up near the mouth of the Huang-

p'u in the Hsien of Pao-shan, whose walls and tower can be seen

in the W.

On the W. bank, the town of Wu-sung (10 min. from the

anchorage), then the wharf, railway and Woosung Hotel (15

min.) ; anchorage of Chinese gun-boats (20 min.). In 55 min.,

the first spinning-mills are reached, then, on the E. bank, boat-

building and repairing yards. A panoramic view is afforded of

the town of Shang-hai : Hung-k'ou, the Bund with its fine build-

ings and lastly the French Concession, before reachmg the

docks and Chinese town.

For the arrival and information, Hotels and Custom-house : See Shang-
hai.

« It may not be out of place to mention here that, for the Chinese, the main
stream is what we call the Su-chou Creek, they the Wu-sung-chiang which,
coming from the Su-chou region, receives as a tributary at Shang-hai the

Huang-p'u or P'u-chiang and enters the sea (Yang-tzu estuary) near the town
of Wu-sung. It is only recently that the Huang-p'u, which Europeans took
for the main-stream with the Su-chou Creek as a tributary, acquired the

great volume and majestic breadth which belongs to it to-day and which
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far exceeds those of the parent stream. The latter, of but little depth, loses

itself in the Huang-p'u at Hung-k'ou Bridge, Shang-hai. The Huang-p'u
continues its course to Wu-sung and the delta of the Yang-tzu {A.
Vissiire).

Ry Rail

Line forming part of the Shang-hai Nanking system. Eight trains per day
in each direction

; 30 minutes journey. Fares : ist. cl., 80 cents ; 2nd. cl.,

50 c.
; 3 rd. cl., 25 c.

Woo-sung Forts (Wu-sung). The station, near some Chinese

batteries which sweep the roadstead of Wu-sung, is close to the

shore on which a landing-stage has been built ; it serves the

district city Pao-shan Hsien in the N., and the Japanese Con-

cession in the S.

Woo-sung Creek, whence a canal leads to Nan-chiang-chen.

Chiang-wah-pang.

Chiang-wan « River Bay ».

Shang-hai. The station is in the territory of the districts

Cha-pei and Pao-shan and on the confines of the Foreign Set-

tlement, the « International Concession » of Shang-hai.

A Tramway crosses the Central District by Fo3-kienStreet and continues,

via the French Concession, to St. Catherine's Bridge.

2. Shang-hai

The pronunciation <' Shang-ai » is often heard but this is incorrect. The
medial h should be strongly aspirated : Shang-er'h {a)i.

The hotels send their omnibuses to meet the traias. The Custom-house
officials make a cursory examination of personal luggage, but cases are de-
tained for closer inspection.

Stations : There are two stations ; one on the Nanking or Wu-sung line,

beyond Hung-k'ou, is served by a system of tramways. The other, at Lo-

ka-pang, S. of the Chinese city, is on the Hang-chou line ; take the tram as

far as the boundary of the French Concession then a rickshaw.

Hotels. — French Concession :

H. des Colonies (100 beds). Rue Montauban, 5 min. from the landing-

stage. English, French, German, etc. spoken. Single-b. r. with meals, from

5 dols. (Mexican) ; double-b. r., fron 8 dols. ; apartments 12 dols. Meals :

breakf, 75 cents ; lunch, i 25, from 12 to 2 ; din. 1.50, from 7 to 9 p. m.

International Concession :

Astor House H., Hangpoo Road, Hung-k'ou, at tlie corner of the Broadway.
Modern Hotel, rooms with bath-room adjacent Lounge, reading-room, di-

ning room on the first floor.

Palace H., (150 beds) on the Bund, near the landing-stage and 10 min.

from the station (for Nanldng). English, French, German, etc. spoken. Fitted

with every modern comfort, radiators, lift, elect, light, teleph. Bed and breakf.
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from 8 dols. Single-b. r., from 6dols. ; double b.r., lo dols. ; apartments, 15

dels. Meals : breakf, 75 cents, from 7 to 10 a m. ; lunch, 1.25, from 12 to 2 ;

din., 1.50, from 7 to 9 p. m.
Kalee H. (Private ; 100 beds), 25 Kiangsee Road, 10 min. from the quay and

15 min. from the station. English, French and German spoken. Single-b. r.

with meal, from 5 to 8 dols ; double-b. r., from 10 to 12 dols (service and

light inclusive). Meals : breakf, i dol. ; lunch, 1.50 ; din., 2 dols. ; tea, 25 cents

;

fire, 60 c. per day. Board and residence from 100 to 150 dols. per month.

Grand H. Continental {90 beds), 90 Szechnen Road, 10 min. from the sta-

tion and 2 min. from the port. Single-b. r., 2 dols ; double-b. r., 3 dols., fuel,

50 c. per day. Meals : breakf., 60 c, from 7 to 8.30 a m. ; lunch, i dol., from

12 to I ; tea, 40 c, from 4. 30 to 5.30 p. m. ; din., 1 dol., from 7 to 8 p. m
Board and residence, 75 dols. per month ; meals, 50 dols.

Savoy H, (50 rooms), 21 The Broadway, 10 min. from the station and 5

min. from the port. Bed, 2 dols. ; a single meal, i dol. Breakf., from 7 to 9

a. m. ; lunch, from 12 to 2., tea 50 c, din., from 7 to 9. p. m.

Burlington H. Direct free motor service for the use of Guests and Visitors

to the hotel ; 16 leave of the Bund.

Bickcrton's H. (Private ; 60 beds), 102 Bubbling Well Road, 15 min. from

the station and 7 min. from the quay. Single-b. r., 3 dols ; double-b. r., 4 dols.

Meals : breakf., 50 c. ; lunch, 1 dol., at 12.30 p. m. ; din., idol., at 7.30 p.m.
Board and residence, 65 dols. per month ; meals only, 55 dols.

Globe H., 366 Nankin Road, opposite the Race Course.

New Traveller's H., 2 Fearon Road. Bed, from 2 dols ; board 30 dols. per

month (tiffin or lunch, 12 to i p. m. ; din. 7 to 8 p. m.) ; board and residence,

35 dols.

Eagle H., i Boone Road (Kung-k'ou).

Takarate's H., 42 North Szechuen Road. Tiffin and din., 25 dols. per month.

Boird and residence, 33 dols.

Tailefsen's Private H.

UestaoraDtg : Cafe Riche, Rue Montauban, F. C. ; tiffin 1 dol. ; din. 1.50.

Mouret, Rue du Consulat, at the corner of the Rue de Tourane.

•V^Mwann (German cookery), Ecke AstorRoad, facing the Broadway; breakf.

I dol., lunch, 1.25 ; din. 1.25.

The Oyster Grill Room, 120 Szechuen Road. I. C.

OUTSKIRST :

St Georges Farm and H., 205 Bubbling Well Road.
Sunlight H. and Farm, 82 Bubbling Well Road.

Band : In the Public Garden of the Bund, 4 times a week; In the Hung-
k'ou. Recreation Ground, 3 times a week at 5 p. m.

Theatres : Theatrical performances and concerts are often given at the

Lycewn Theatre, in the festival room of the Town Hall and in that of the

Municipalite Franfaise.

Chinese : Hsin-wu-tai, on the Chinese Bund (near the Eastern market which

designates the boundary of the French Concession on the river side), prin-

cipally devoted to dramas of a realistic character based upon Chinese life
;

the mise en scene is admirable and quite modern ; patronised by the foreign

colony (boxes). — Ta-wu-tai, in Hangkood Road. — Hsing-chih-tsang has

accommodation for 2.000 spectators. — Garden : Chang-su-ho.

Time : Clocks are regulated on the 120 meridian of Greenwich, which is
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thehoral standard for the coast of China, and are therefore 5 min. 57 seconds

slow compared with the local time. Shang-hai is 8 hours in advance of London.

Police : Chinese police are on duty at the railway stations ; the service

of the station on the Nanking line is under the control of the district magis-

trate of Pao-shan Hsien ; that of the station on the Hang-chou line is super-

intended by the Chang-hai Hsien.

In the event of an important claim, or complaint against the police, notifi-

cation should be made in writing and a duplicate deposited at the consular

offices of the complainants consulate ; the Chinese station-masters and chief

superintendents of the police understand English.

Passengers leaving the boat at any of the landing-stages of the concessions

will find foreign police awaiting the arrival of the mails. In the Foreign Set-

tlement they form a body of 2,100 men (sept. 191 1 : 254 Europeans, 500 Hin-

doos, 1,045 Chinese and 202 others), whose duly it is to ensure public pro-

tection and regulate the traffic ; all enquiries and applications should be

addressed to the Central Police Office in Foochow Road. — In the French

Concession, a force numbering 400 men serves to maintain order in the streets

and the « Routes exterieures » ; the » Poste central », or Headquarters, is be-

hind the Hotel de la Municipalite, Rue de 1'Administration.

Foreigners must abide by the police regulations which govern the two

concessions ; they are amenable to their consul.

Vehicles keep to the left
;
pedestrians follow the right-hand pavement in

busy thoroughfares.

Addresses : Consult the Hong-kong Directory or the Shang-hai Directory
;

they are reliable and meet most requirements.

Concerts : Roof Garden, at the Palace Hotel.

Eiitertainments, Musics Halls : Mountrie's Hall. —• Folies-Bergires. — Hip.

podrome (gallery 50 cents ; stalls i dol. ; orchestra stalls 1.50 and 2 dols. ;

boxes (6 chairs) 15 dols.). — Wintergarten Maxim. — Apollo theatre, 51-56

North Szechuen Road.

Cinematographs : Arcade ; Astor House Garden ; Colonist ; Parisien.

Jin-riliislia « Hand-vehicle for travellers » (Rickshaw). Tariff for conveyances

with india-rubber tyres : 10 cents per mile or fraction
; 50 cents per hour,

irrespective of distance, with a supplementary charge of 40 cents for each

consecutive hour. The cost of hire for ordinary rickeshaws is half the above

mentioned rate.

Automobiles : Cars for hire stands : Whampoo Road, opposite the Astor

House Hotel ;
— on the Bund : opposite the Palace Hotel, the Sanghai Club,

and near the wooden bridge ;
— in Bubbling Well : opposite the Grand Hotel.

— In French Concession : on the Quai de France, etc. — Cars may be hired

of the Universal Supply, 21 Nanking Road
; 4 dols. per hour.

Tramways : The Company which serves the « Foreign Settlement » and
that of the « French Concession » have by mutual agreement organised through

services which enable passengers to proceed to destinations on either system

without changing from one line to another.

1° From Nanking Station to the Pont (Bridge) Ste-Catherine (near the

railway station of Lo-ka-pang on the Hang-chou line).
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2" From Nanking Station to the Eastern Gate of the Chinese City via

the Bund and the Quai de France.

3° From Broadway to the Eastern Gate, serving Hung-k'ou, the Bund
and the quai de France.

Services of the « Foreign Settlement n Co. : From the Bund to Nanking Sta-

tion. From the Bund to the Pointe. — From the Bund to the Rifle Range.

— From the Bund to Bubbling Well.

Services of the « French Concession » Co : From the Eastern Gate (of the

Chinese City) to Zi-ka-wei, via the Quai de France and the Avenue Paul Bru-

nat.

From the Eastern Gate to Lo-ka-wei, via the Avenue Dubail, with transfer

from the Avenue Paul Brunat to the end of the Avenue Say-Zoong.

From Pont Ste-Catkcrine to the Yang-king-pang via Rue Hue.

Fares : ist. cl., 5 cents for a distance of i k. 5 (about a mile) ; 10 cents

for 3 k. (2 miles) ; 15 cents from 2 to 3. miles ; 20 cents beyond 3 miles. In

2 nd. cl., the above tariff is reduced by half.

Tourist's .4gencies : Thos. Cook and Son, 2-3 Foochow Road ;
— Racine

and Ackermann Sleeping Car Co., The Transsiberian Railway and South

Manchuria Railway ;
— Agency Russian Volunteer Fleet, 53 Szechuen Road.

Ranks : Hong-kong and Shang-hai B. C, 12 The Bund and j Broadway
(Office Hours, 10 a. ra. to 3 p. m.) ;

— International B. C. i a Kiukiang Road ;

— Chartered B. of India, Australia and China, 18 The Bund ;
— Yokohama

.Specie B., 31 The Bund ;
— Imperial B. of China, 6 The Bund ;

— B. de

V Indo-Chine, Fr. Concess., Quai de France at the angle of the Yang-king-

pang Quay. ;
—

• Russo- Asiatic, 15 The Bund ;
— Credit fonder d'Extreme-

Orient, 20 The Bund ;
— B. Sino-Belge, 20 The Bund ;

— Deutsch Asiatische

B., 14 The Bund ;
— Nederlandsche Handel Maatschappif, 7 Nanking Road ;

— Ta-ch'ing B., 3 Hankow Road ;
— B. of Taiwan, i a Kiukiang Road ;

—
The Cathay Trust, 10 Canton Road ;

— Societe franco-chinoise de Credit, 6 a

The Bund.

Post Offices : English, 7 Peking Rd. ;
— American 36, Whangpoo Rd. ;

—
French, 61 Rue Montauban ; — German, Foochow Rd. ;

— Japanese, 2

North Yangtse Rd. (Hung-k'ou) ;
— Russian, Boone Rd.

Telephone : Messages may be exchanged within the telephonic area which

comprises the two concessions, the Chinese City, Zi-ka-wee and extends as

far as P'u-tung on the 1. bank of the river and to Pao-shan Hsien near the

mouth.

Telegraph (Chinese). — Cables. 7 The Bund ; cablegrams are received

for transmission at the offices of the various English, Danish and American

companies.

Custom- House (Chinese): On the Bund ; cosmopolitan staff of officials.

Consulates : Great Britain, on the Bund ;
— United States, 36 Whangpoo

Road ;

—
• Austria-Hungary, 2" Kiukiang Road ;

— Belgium, loi Bubbling

Well Road ; Brazil, Love Lane ;
— Cuba {Republic of), 121 Bubbling Well

Road ;
— Denmark ; France, Rue du, Consulat ;

— Germany, q and 10

Whangpoo Road ;
— Holland ;

— Italy, 112 Bubbling Well Road ;
—

Japan, 1 North Yangtze Road ;
— Norway, 6 Jin-kee Road ;

— Portugal,

15 Ford Lane ;

—
• Spain, 100 Bubbling Well Road ; — Sweden, 502 Ave-

nue Paul Brunat ;
— Russia, Whangpoo Road.
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Booksellers : Kelly and Walsh (English and French books), ii the Bund ;

— Noessler (English and German books), 38 Nanking Road ;
— Brewer,

31 Nanking Road ;
— Ginn (American books), 30 North Szechuen Road ;

Imprimerie franfaise (French books), 55 Quai de Yang-king-pang.

Clubs : Shanghai C, 3 The Bund. Foreigners making a short stay are

admitted for a period of 5 days on the introduction of two members. — Con-

cordia C. (German), 22 The Bund, at the corner of Jin-kee Road ; — Cus-

ioms C, 80 Chapoo Road ;
— Race C. ;

— Shang-hai Yacht C. ;
— Shang-hai

Horticultural Society ;
— Japanese, Portuguese clubs, etc. — Steeple-chase

Meeting (Febr.) on the Kiangwan Race Course.

Hospitals : H. General, Tiendong Road. Special room, 6 taels per day ; se-

cond-class (o beds in each ward) 3 taels. — //. Ste-Marie, 97 Avenue Pere

Robert.' — Chinese Hospital, Shantung Road.

riaccs of Hor^liip. — Protestant : !-loiy Trinity, an English cathedral,

Han-k'ou Road. Union Church, 25 Yuen-Ming-yuen Road. — St. Andrew's C,
in the Broadway (American Episcopalian M.). — Chuch of the American

Methodist Episcopal M., in Yunnan Road.

CATHOLIC : The provinces of Chiang-su and An-hui form the Vicariate

apostolic of Chiang-nan, under the direction of the Jesuits of the

province of Paris ; the episcopal residence is at Zi-ka-wei : St-Joseph, in the

French Concession, Rue Montauban ; Mass on Sunday at 6, 7 and 8 a. m.
;

High-Mass at 10 ; alternate sermons in French and English. — Sacri

Caeur de Jesus, 21 Nanking Road, Hung-k'ou. — Immaculee-Conception,

in the Chinese city. — St. Francois- Xavier, at Tungkadu, in the fluvial

suburb. — At Zi-ka-wei, a chapel.

ISRAELITE : Beth El, 16 Peking Road.

MUSSULMAN : Mosque, 1 Schechiang Road.

Colleges : Vniversite I'Aurore, « Chen-tan Hsio-yiian » ; section philoso"

phy, languages, science ; under the direction of Jesuit Fathers, Avenue Du
bail. — German School, i^ Astor Road. — Imperial Polytechnic College, 18

Sicawei Road. — Anglo-Chinese College. — Shanghai Public School, Bonne
Road. — St Francis Xavier's School (directed by the Freres Maristes or

Brothers of the Marist order), 23 Nanking Road. — Ecole franfaise, in the

French Concession. —• Nan-yang College. — St-Johns College.

Ne>ispapers : Five daily papers : North China Daily News ;
— Shanghai

Times ;
— Echo de Chine (morning). — Shanghai Mercury, China Gazette

(evening). — Five weekly : North China Herald ;
— Celestial Empire ;

—
Union ; — Echo de Chine ;

— Oslasiatische Lloyd.

Procuracy : of the Missions itrangires from Paris, Avenue du Pere Robert
;

of the Missions beiges, 395 Avenue Paul Brunat ; of the Lazarites, Rue Du-
bail ; of the Augusliniens, 10 Yantszepoo Road.

Protestant Missions installed at Shanghai: Missionary Home and Agency,

38 Quinsan Road. — American Baptist Missionary Union. — Atnerican

Bible Society. — Atnerican Protestant Episcopal Church Mission. — Ame-
rican Southern Baptist Mission. — British and Foreign Bible Society. —
Canadian Presbyterian Mission. — China Inland Mission. — China Medi-

cal Missionary Association. — Chinese Tract Society. — Church Missionary

Society. — Educational Association of China. — Foreign Christian Missio-

nary Society. — London Missionary Society, — Methodist Episcopal Church
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South, U. S. A. — Sevenih Day Baptist Mission. — Women's Union Mis-

sion.— Young Men's Christian Association of China and Corea, 12 Szechuen

Road. — Young Men's Christian .-Usociation of Shang-hai.

Navigation : The tariffs and time-tables are subject to frequent alteration

]='or latest particulars consult the sailing bills to be found in the Post Offices,

see announcements in the daily papers, or apply to the various companies

direct :

To the ENVIRONS of Shang-hai :

On the inland canals are plied on by the steam-launches of several

Chinese and foreign companies ; daily services.

The principal lines are : Shang-hai to Su-chou Fu, to Hang-chou Fu, to

Hu-chou Fu.

On the Blue River :

Several commodious and well fitted packet-boats leave Shang-hai daily

for Han-k'ou, calling at the « Open ports » and the intermediate « putting-in

ports » en route which have been authorised by treaties to be visited by

foreign steam navigation. These ports are : Shang-hai, Chen-chiang, Nan-
king, Wu-hu, An-ch'ing, Ta-t'ung, Hu-k'ou, Chiu-chiang, Wu-hsiieh, Han-
k'ou. The duration of the journey to Han-k'ou is about 60 hours {2 1/2 days).

The boats weigh anchor about mid-night.

The Compagnie Asiatique de Navigation run a service of boats every 4 or

5 days ;
— Norddeutscher Lloyd, every 3 or 4 days. — Tickets issued by either

of these two companies are also available on the returning packet-boat of

the other. Fares : ist cl., single, 40 dols. ; return, 60 dols. ; meals included.

China Navigation S. S. C"., Wednesdays and Saturdays (departures from

Han-k'ou, Tuesdays and Fridays).

Indo-China S. N. C°, departures Wednesdays and Fridays (boats leave

Han-k'ou for the return journey on Mondays and Thursdays).

China Merchants' S. A^ C, two or three departures per week.

Return tickets issued by the English and Chinese companies are avail-

able for the others. Single : 40 dols. ; there and back, 60 dols.

Tariff of the China Merchants' S. N. C" (without catering) : From Shang-hai

to T'ung-chou, 5 dols. ; to Chiang-yin, 7 ; to Chen-chiang, 10 ; to Nanking,

15 ; to Wu-hu, 18 ; to Ta-t'ung, 20 ; to An-ch'ing, 22 ; to Chiu-chiang, 25 ;

to Wu-hsiieh, 26 ; to Wung-shih-kung, 7 ; to Huang-chou, 29 ; to Han-k'ou,

30-

Nisshin Kisen Kaisha, 5 departures per week : Mondays, Tuesdays, Wed-
nesdays, Fridays, Saturdays. Fares : single, 37 dols. 50.

South Coast

To Ning-po.

Several departures take place daily about 3.30 and 4 p. m.; arrival at

Ning-po the next day at 6 a. m.; fares : ist. cl. 10 dols. single, 15 dols. re-

turn.

Regular services by the Compagnie Asiatique de Navigation and by the

China Merchants' S. N. C° ; alternate days by the Ninpgo Skaoshiiig S. N. C
and by the China Navigation S. S. C° {Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays).

To Wen-chou, every to days, by Chinese steamers ; fares, direct 25 dols.

there and back 40 dols ; via Ning-po, single 34 dols.

To Fu-chou, once or twice fortnightly, by Chinese companies ; fares

Northern China, 25.
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direct 30 dols, there and back 50. — Haven for the Norddeutscher Lloyd

packet-boats during the tea industry season (summer).

To Hong-kong, frequent sailings, almost daily. Rapid and regular services

by the great mail-boats passing via Suez or via Australia. Fares : 50 to 60

dols (Mexican) according to the companies ; 60 and 35 yen by Nippon Yusen
Kaisha.

To Manila by Great Northern S. S. C^, by Pacific Mail S.C or by Toyo
Kisen Kaisha, every 8 days.

North Coast

To Ch'ing-tao (Ts'ing-tao).

By Hamburg- Anierika Line leaving Wednesdays at noon (starting from
Ch'ing-tao for the return journey on Saturdays) and Sundays ; — by Chinese

Engineering and Mining C°, irregular, about every 10 days ; fares, 35 dols.

single, 55 dols return ; — by Indo-China S. N. C", departure Saturdays (sai-

lings from Ch'ing-tao, Tuesdays).

To T'ien-chin (T'ien-tsin) (partly suspended services in winter from the

end of November to the end of February, or extended to Ch'in-wang-tao),

Thursdays and Saturdays, by the China Navigation S. S. C", calling at Wei-
hai-wei and Chih-fou ; fares 60 dols. single, 95 dols. return.

By Indo-China S. N. C°, two departures per week, calling at Chih-fou
;

By China Merchants' S. N. C, frequent sailings ; some packet-boats ex-

tend their passage to Niu-chuang (Ying-k'ou, 40 dols. single, 60 dols. return.

By Hamburg- Ainerika Linie, leaving Sundays at noon, putting-in at

Ch'ing-tao and Chih-fou and arriving at T ien-chin the following Thursday.

By Chinese Engineering and Mining C°., irregular ; also direct to Ch'in-

wang-tao (50 dols. single, 75 dols. return).

M% the Transdbcrian

To Dairen (Dalny).

By South Manchuria R. C°, Thursdays and Saturdays (or Sundays), fares :

40 yen and 25 y. (return tickets 64 y. and 40 y.). Arrival at Dai-ren Satur-

days and Mondays (or Tuesdays) in connection with the i p. m. Transsibe-

rian express running to Moscow, on Sundays (Russian State) and Tuesdays

(Cie des Wagons-lits), and to St-Petersbourg on Fridays (Russian State).

Dai-ren to K'uan-ch'eng-tzu, 436 miles 3, 14 hrs. 30 journey by express
;

fares : 34 yen 45 and 13 y. 75 with a supplementary charge of 7 y. for bed-

ding ; K'uan-ch'eng to Moscow, 11 days journey by express ; fares : 282 roubles

40 and 184 r. 30 (with couchette). From Kharbin to London, £ 45.5.8 ; to

Berlin, 955 frs. 60 ; to Paris, 1108 frs. 55. From Shang-hai to London (via

Dairen), about £ 54.10.0 ; to Paris about 1380 frs. inclusive.

To Vladivostock, by the Russian Volunteer Fleet (&i roubles), leaving Fri-

days, putting-in and stopping at Nagasaki (59 r.) on Tuesdays from 10

a. m. to 6 p. m., and arriving at Vladivostock on Thursdays at 9 a. m. in

connection with the Russian transsiberian express running to St. Petersburg

on Fridays. Fares : from Shang-hai (via Vladivostock) to Moscow, i st. cl.,

411 roubles 11 ; 2 nd. cl., 296 r. 44 inclusive, by the Cie. des Wagons-lits (max-

imum weight for the free conveyance of personal luggage on the Trans-

Siberian : 60 Russian lbs. or 24 kilos 5) ; to Berlin, 1 st. cl., 1309 frs 90 inclu-

sive, available 3 months, (i st. cl., 847 marks 95 ; 2 nd. cl. 599 m. 70, with

additional charges for supplements ; maximum weight for luggage allowed
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free 120 Russian lbs. or 49 kil.) ; to Paris, ist. cl., 1.460 fr. 70 inclusive, wa-

gons-lits ; to London, ist. cl., about £ 59. 0.0, {1480 frs. 50), wagons-lits

(or from Shang-hai to Vladivostock, 82 roubles 61, and thence to London
via Ostend, £ 50.9.1 inclusive).

Via Japan, departures daily by steamers of average tonnage ; several

times a week by the English, French, German, American, Canadian and
Japanese Royal Mails.

By Nippon Yusen Kaisha, to Kobe, leaving Wednesdays and Saturdays

(arriving Sundays and Wednesdays)
; 4 days' journey, calling at Nagasaki

and Moji. Fares : to Moji or Skimonoseki, 40 yen and 24 y. ; to Kobe, 52 y
and 31 y. ; to Yokohama, 65 y. and 39 y.

To Ameriea t

By Pacific Mail J . C, or by Toyo Risen Kaisha every 8 days, to San Fran-

cisco, via Japan (Nagasaki, Kobe, Yokohama) and Honolulu. Fares : to

Honolulu, I St. cl. £ 35 (special reduced rate, £26) ; to San Francisco, £ 45

(L. 34); for the other towns, consult the price-list of the Canadian Pacific

Railway Co.

By Nippon Yusen Kaisha, every 14 days to Seattle, via Japan (Moji, Kon)
Yokohama). Fares : to Seattle, 1 st. cl.£ 39 (special rate, £ 29.10.0) ; to New
Orleans, £ 50 (£ 40.10.0) ; to New York, £ 52 (£ 42.10.0) ; to London or Ham-
burg, via New-York, £ 59.10.0 (£ 55.10.0).

By Canadian Railway Pacific Co, every 14 days to Vancouver, via Japabe
(Kobe, Yokohama). Fares : to Vancouver, i st. cl. £ 45 (special tariff, £ 34,

to Chicago, £ 56.10.0 (£. 45.10.0) ; to New York, £ 60 (£ 49) ; to Paris, £ 7;

(£ 65) or via London £ 74.10.0 (£ 66.10.0) ; to London, £ 71.10.0 (£ 63.10.03

By Great Northern S. S. Co. See fares above.

To Enrope

By Peninsular and Oriental S. N. Co, to London £, 65 and£ 50, or£ 76. 11. 11

via Marseilles, or £ 70.10.2 via Brindisi (Wagon-lits included) ; to Marseills.

(Malta or Gibraltar), £ 61 and £ 42 ; to Singapore, £ 12.10.0 and £ 8.0.0

to Colombo, £ 28.0.0 and £ 18.0.0 ; to Port Said, £ 57.0.0 and £ 40.0.0.

By Messageries Maritimes, to Marseilles, £ 67.40. and £ 46.4.0 ; to Lon-

don, via Marseilles, £ 71.10.0 and £ 4S.8.0 ; to Saigon, £ 13.4.0 and £ 8.16.0
;

to Singapore, £ 13. 15.0 and £ 8. 16.0 ; to Batavia, £ 20.16.0 and £ 15.8.0
;

to Colombo, £ 30.16.0 and £ 19. 16.0 ; to Aden or Djibouti, £ 45. 2.0 and

£ 30.16.0 ; to Port Said, £ 62.16.0 and £ 44.0.0.

By Norddeutscher Lloyd, to Genoa (Naples, Algiers, Gibraltar), £ 67.2.0

to Singapore, £ 13. 15.0 and £ S.i5.o ; to Penang, £ 16.10. o and £ ii.o.o
;

to Colombo, £ 30.16.0 and £ 9.16.0 ; to Aden, £ 45.2.0 and £ 30.16.0 ; to Port

Said, £ 62.14.0 and £ 44.0.0.

By Nippon Yusen Kaisha, to Marseilles, i st. cl. 520 yen or 470 y. (accord-

ing to packet-boat), 2 nd. cl.315 y.; to London and Antwerp, 570 y. or 520

y. and 3.'^5 y. or 350 y.; to Hong-kong, 60 y. and 35 y. ; to Singapore, no y.

and 83 y. ; to Colombo, 190 y. and 140 y.; to Port Said, 460 y. and 315 y
By Austrian Lloyd S. N. Co, to Trieste and Venice, £ 46.4.0 ; to Singa-

pore, £ 8.16.0 ; to Colombo, £ 19. 16.0 ; to Port Said, £ 44.0.0.

Navigation Companies ; principal lines :

Peninsular and Oriental S. N. Co, 24 The Bund. Packet boats to Europe.
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Messageries Maritimes, Quai de France. Services to Indo-China and Eu-
rope.

Norddeutscher Lloyd, at Melchers, 83, Quai de France. Lines to Europe,

the Philippine Islands and Austrailia.

Hamburg-Amerika Linie, 2a Kiukiang Road. Services to Ch'ing-tao and
Europe.

Nippon Yusen Kaisha, 3 North Yangtzu Road. To Seattle (United States

North) fortnightly service ; to Europe.

Canadian Pacific Raihiiay Co, Peking Road. Line to Vancouver and Hong-
kong.

Occidental and Oriental S. S. Co ; Toyo Risen Kaisha ; Pacific Mail 5.

S. Co, offices at the Palace Hotel. Services to Honolulu and San Francisco

in one direction, to Hong-kong and Manila in another.

Local lines :

China Navigation Co (Butterworth and Swire), lines to the Chinese ports

of the littoral and of the Blue River.

Chinese Merchants' S. N. Co, i Foochow Road ; services to the Chinese

ports on the coast.

Compagnie Asiatique de Navigation (Racine et Ackermann), 4, Quai du
Yang-king-pang. Services on the Blue River and to Ning-po.

Indo-China S. N. Co (Jardine, Matheson), on the Bund. Lines to the

various Chinese ports.

Nisshin Kissan Kaisha, 5 The Bund. Services on the Blue River.

Places of Interest : The Concessijns. — The Chinese City (explore it to get

an idea of native towns). — Cotton, silk and wool manufacturies, docks, ar-

senal, water-works.

The visit to Shang-hai is generally combined with that of Zi-ka-wei, a set-

tlement of the Chiang-nan mission (visitors are allowed in the afternoon

on presentation of their card)
;
get there about 2 p. m. via the « French Con-

cession » and return about 4 p. m. through the « Foreign Settlement » ; route

by tram : Bund, Quai de France, Avenue Brunat, Zi-ka-wei ; Rue Prosper

Paris, Avenue Brunat, Rue Say-Zoong, Bubbling Well, Race Cou--e, Nan-
king Road and the Bund.

Excursion? : The large towns, monuments and hills abundant with game
near Chen-chiang, spots with religious and historical associations, easily

reached by rail on the Nanking and Hang-chou Fu lines, afford every oppo-

tunity to the Shang-hai residents to become better acquainted with the coun-

try and its inhabitants.

Navigation companies organize sea trips : to the Saddles, to the Chou-

shan and to P'u-t'o island, for the fete of the protecting goddess (about July),

etc. These trips are recommended.

In summer, the Shanghaians go to the hill-stations of Chiu-chiang (see

CHIANQ-Hsi), Mo-kan-shan to the N. W. of Hang-chou Fu (see che-

cHiANo), to the seaside, Ch'ing-tao or Chih-fou (see Shan-tung, or visit

JAPAN.

To get to Hai-ning Chou, in the estuary of the Ch'ien-t'ang (where the

tidal bore is in evidence in September), take train on the Che-chiang line,

alight at Hsia-shih. p. (Yeh-zah) or Ch'ang-an and hire a boat which reaches

the bar in an hour.
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Shang-hai, situated 31°14'7" lat. N. and 121029' long. E.,

stretches nearly 10 miles along the I. bank of the Huang-p'u,

on the opposite bank of which stands the suburb of P'u-tung.

The conglomeration is divided into three parts : the Foreign

Settlement, « International Concession », formed of the early

English and American establishments ceded in November 1843

and October 1848 and greatly extended in 1899 ; the French

Concession granted in January 1847 — both these quarters

have been extended beyond their official boundaries by means

of « Outer roads » ; the Chinese walled town Shang-hai Hsien

and its suburbs, Tung-ka-du (/) ; Lo-ka-pang (/.), etc.

Shang-hai, the principal port in China, was declared open to

foreign commerce by the Anglo-Chinese treaty of Nanking on

the 29"' August 1842, but the Imperial Maritime Custom Of-

fices were not installed untill the 12"^ July 1854. The value

of trade in 1910 amounted to the sum of 172.923.000 Hai-kuan

Taels. The real estate value in 1910 exceeded 200 million taels.

The municipal authorities have established an active fire brigade with
an excellent equipment. A large police force keeps order in the concessions.

The foreign residents, however, raised in 1853 a volunteer force which, in

case of a native rising, could be rapidly mobilised. This force, grouped
by nationality, comprises : 1° in the Foreign Settlement, six corps of foot

and one of mounted infantry, an artillery battery and an ambulance (46

officers and 624 men) ;
2" in the French Concession, one company (150

men) with two quick-firers.

History

The territory of the present district of Sbang-hai was distributed, under
the Han, between the two Hsiens of Hai-yen and Lou and, from the

Liang dynasty, between those of Hai-yen and K'un-shan. Under the T'ang
and Sung, it was confined within the Hua-t'ing Hsien. The locality faced over

the sea called « Sea of Hua-t'ing », whence the name of the city, made up of

Skang (I Climbing, above » and Hai « sea ».

In the time of the Sung, a Shih-po t'i-chii-szil or administration of mer-
cantile marine was established here, together with a Chio-huo-ch'ang or toll-

house for goods. The place was constituted a Shang-hai Chen, which indicated

that the port had acquired, between the X'"" and XIII "> centuries, some
importance as a trading station. Under the Mongols, in 1292, was created,

in the same place, the district or Hsien of Shang-hai
;

placed within the

sphere of the Fu of Sung-chiang, it was withdrawn in 1326 and attached to

the Lu of Chia-hsing, then re-placed, two years later, in the Sung-chiang Fu,

a condition maintained by the Ming and the Manchu dynasty.

During the « Opium War », the English fleet, commanded by Vice-admiral
Sir William Parker and having on board 4.000 soldiers under General Sir

Hugh Gough, attacked the forts of Wu-sung from the 16"" to the 19'" June
1842. On the latter date, the advance took place to Shanghai, defended by
400 guns of various makes. The town was taken and after four days' occupa-
tion was returned to the Imperialists on payment of an indemnity of 300.000
dollars.
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Shang-hai became open to foreigners by the treaty of Nanking (1842).

English, French and American Consuls came to reside in this place and claim-

ed for their respective countries special locations where their compatriots

could settle. Concessions were then granted to the English and French gov-

ernment

Later on, the Japanese, by the treaty of Shimonoseki (i8g5), also obtained

the right to have a concession, but they marked it out near Wu-sung.

Half-way through the XI X'" c, the T'ai-p'ing rebels from Kuang-hsi

and Hu-nan, having overrun the Blue River country, appeared before Shang-

hai. The arrival of these insurgents brought about a mild intervention of

the French in favour of the established government ; and in one of the en-

gagements which took place, part of the Eastern suburb having been burnt

down, the French Concession was extended along the river-bank.

The rebels also advanced to the out-posts of the English and American set-

tlements. The foreign residents, reinforced by the crews of their war and
commercial fleets, made a sortie, on the 4"" April 1854, popularly known
as the Battle of Muddy Flat (from the nickname given to the mudd" plain

which then extended to the W. of the English Concession).

In the following year, on the 6"" January 1855, the French vessels Colbert

and Jeanne d' Arc bomlsarded the Chinese City which was occupied by the

rebels. Later on, during the campagn of i860, Shang-hai was, previous to

Dai-ren and Chih-fou, the base of operation of the Anglo-French troops in

their march on Peking.

The situation was a strange one. The allies were at that time making war
both on the Court and the T'ai-p'ing rebels, whilst anarchy continued to reign

in the Yang-tzu basin.

It was about this time that an American named Ward came on the scene
of action. He got together a regular corps of Chinese and Foreign adventurers,

attached them to the service of the Imperial government, and by his ex-

ploits broke the back of the insurrection. He drove the T'ai-p'ing from the
environs of Shang-hai, but after seven months of campaigning and twenty-
five glorious combats, which earned for the valiant Chino-American troop

the name of a The Ever Victorious Army », he was killed by a stray shot

at Tz'ii-ch'i Hsien (Che-chiang).

The Chinese still do homage to his memory in the Wu-erh Miao at Sung-
Chiang Fu.

Aided by the allied forces, the mandarins, in 1862, recovered Chia-ting,

Ning-po, Ch'ing-p'u, Nan-ch'iao (where the French Admiral Protet was
killed), then, in 1863, Shao-hsing (besieged by de Moidrey) and in 1864 Hang-
chou, occupied by d'Aiguebelle on the 31*' March.

An Englishman of great renown served the Imperial cause in the Northern
part of Chiang-su and created the solid nucleus of a Chinese army which
finally stifled the insurrection. This was the hero Gordon, who died at Khar-
toum in 1882, and whose name has won universal admiration. With him,
strategy took the place of adventure ; the T'ai-p'ing were defeated at Su-
chou Fu and Nanking soon fell into the hands of Li Hung-chang, governor
of Chiang-su. Peace was then established in the lower valley of the Blue
River.

Foreigners, who found their way in ever increasing numbers to Shang-
hai, opened banks, started factories and work-shops, erected important
buildings, inaugurated shipping services and interested the native element

in their undertakings. Commercial activity increased, the Chinese City pro-

gressed, the two concessions were soon seen to be too small and, in the econo-

mic interest of the country, the foreign locations were increased in 1899 :

The International Settlement measures 37,100 mou (at 26.73 sq. ft.), the French

Concession 2,135 "tow.
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During the sterling events which began in 1900, detachments of English,
French, German and American troops garrisoned Shanghai until the end of

1902.
Since then, the progress of this cosmopolitan city has been uninterrupted,

imposing buildings have been erected, gas, electricity, telephone and tram-
ways {about 35 miles of line) have penetrated the suburbs ; the limits of the
International Settlement are already considered too narrow and in April
1909 the British Minister demanded a further extension.

Popniatlon

The population of Shanghai, in October 1910, was 791,439, of whom 15,062

were foreigners, 655,283 Chinese forming the settled population and 121,094

natives in P'u-tung, people living on boats or others only temporarily residing

in the town.

The quarters comprising the early English, American and French conces-

sions had only 75,047 inhabitants in 1870 compared with 107,812 in 1880,

168,129 ii 1890 and 295,706 in 1900, without taking into consideration the

floating population which forms a very high factor. The foreigners number-
ed 1.900 in 1870, 2,504 in 1880, 4,265 in 1890 and 6,177 in 1900.

In 1910 the population was thus distributed :
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summer monsoon, lasting 4 1/2 months, from the middle of April to the end

of August.

March is a month of variable winds, but with a marked prevalence of S.

E. In April, the summer monsoon sets in. In May, it begins to blow from the

S. E. and continues until August.

At the beginning of September the wind, changes abruptly ; the new mon-
soon, with its N. E., N. and N. W. winds, lasts till spring but lacks the

stability of that of the summer season.

The mean monthly temperature (in ° Farhenheit) and the number of wet

days with quantity of rainfall, calculated over a period of 34 years, is as

follows :

January : 37''.42 and 10 wet days (2.36 inches rain) ; February : 39.04 and
12 d. (2.32) ; March : 46.24 and 13 d. {3.06) ; April : 56.05 and 14 d. {3. 49);

May : 66.15 and 12 d. {3.57) ;
June : 72.85 and 14 d. (6.43) ; July : 80.22 and

II d. (5.61) ; August : 79.56 and 11 d. (5.89) ; September : 72.34 and 12 d.

(4.69) ; October : 63.19 and 10 d. (3.36) ; November : 52.01 and 7. d. (1.75) ;

December : 41.66 and 7 d. (1.18).

Tides. — On the i st. and lofiof the last moon the tide rises at 9 and falls

at 3 ; other times may be arrived at by adding 50 minutes a day.

It may also be stated that the tide rises about 3 hours before and falls about

3 hours after the passage of the moon.

Foreign Settlement

The location granted to England and that claimed by the

United States were the nucleus of the « International Settle-

ment » whose extent, increased in 1899, is 5,362 acres. Its popu-

lation was 333.945 inhabitants in 1900, and 501,416 in 1910

of which 13.411 were foreigners and 413,313 permanent Chinese

residents.

The settled native population, in 1910, was made up of people who came
from the following provinces : Chiang-su, 180,331 ; Che-chiang, 168,761 :

Kuang-tung, 39.336 ; An-hui, 5,263 ; Chih-li, 4,623 ; Hu-pei, 3,353 ; Shan-
tung, 2,134, etc.

The Foreign Settlement is divided in to quarters :

Central District (formerly the « English Concession ») occupied

by 122,997 permanent Chinese residents and 1,356 foreigners

(including 627 English, 143 Japanese, 118 Germans, 93 Ameri-

cans, 67 French, etc.).

Northern District (Hung-k'ou ; formerly the « American Con-

cession ») inhabited by 132,502 Chinese and 6,538 foreigners

(including 2,396 Japanese, 1,467 English, 443 Americans, 263

Germans, 171 French).

Eastern District with 88,270 Chinese and 2,120 foreigners (in-

cluding 743 English, 407 Japanese, 110 Germans, 98 Americans,

87 French).
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Western District, peopled by 69,544 natives and 2,037 forei-

gners (including 1.123 English, 201 Germans, 164 Americans,

104 Japanese, 34 French).

In igog, the number of dwelling-houses was S4.8g4 (12,304 of which were

in the Central District), bringing in a sum of 8,623,244 Mexican Dols.

(4,241,577 for the Central District). The House rental assessment give

227,341 d. to the municipality.

Sir Henry Pottinger had chosen a Concession or « Settlement » for his fel-

low subjects, on the banks of the Huang-p'u, between Su-chou Creek and
the Yang-ching-pang. On the 17 "" November 1843, by a proclamation of

the consul, Mr G. Balfour, the port of the English Concession was opened
to foreign trade.

The American Concession dates from 1848 ; about this time, the Protestant
bishop Boone founded an establishment on the 1. bank of Su-chou Creek,

which came to be called the Hung-k'ou « Mouth of the Rainbow i>, but the

site commonly called the American Concession was not defined till June
1863, when it was about to be joined to the British Settlement to form the

International Concession or Foreign Settlement.

The municipal revenue amounted to i,2og,i75 taels in 1902, and to

2,500,000 in igio.

The Bund is the most select part of the Foreign Settlement ;

it begins at Su-chou Creek, follows the river and goes on towards

the French Concession. It is a favourite promenade, bordered

by large houses, more than one of which has some architectural

pretensions, belonging chiefly to the administrations, banks,

clubs, hotels and offices of the principal Shipping Companies.

Near Su-chou Greek, the British Consulate, with its well-kept

lawns, faces the Public Garden where the municipal band gives

concerts in summer. Some memorials have been erected along

the Bund : Margary, killed at Yun-nan in 1873 ; Sir Harry Parkes,

a former British minister at Peking, erected in 1890. The broken

mast of bronze recalls the disaster, by a cyclone off the coast of

Shan-tung, of the German gun-boat litis. The pyramid of the

Ever Victorious Army (commanded by Ward) on which are in-

scribed the names of those foreigners who fell in 1862 victims of

T'ai-p'ing bullets.

Among the buildings may be mentioned : the Masonic Hall
;

Yokohama Specie Bank. The German club Concordia, in German

Renaissance style, first stone laid by Prince Aldalbert of Prussia

on the 23nd. October 1904. Palace Hotel with its hanging gar-

den ; Offices of the Eastern Extension and the Great Northern

Telegraph Co. Chartered Bank. The Busso- Asiatique Bank whose

massive structure dates from 1901. Custom House, at the corner
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of Hankow Road, where the administration of Chinese Customs

is centralised , a red brick building erected in 1893 in Tudor

style, is dominated by a massive square tower, 110 ft. high, with

a large clock of heavy chime ; Hong-kong Shanghai Bank ; Shang-

hai Club, founded in 1861 and housed in new premises, replaces

the building of 1864.

Behind the majestic fagade of the Bund, stretches the Euro-

pean and Chinese quarters. The principal street of the Celestial

quarter is Foochow Road, with its large restaurants and tea-

houses crowded with natives.

In the European part, Nanking Road, formerly Park Lane,

bisects the old concession ; it is the fashionable shopping centre,

lined with shops and stores.

In this Central District, is the Town Hall, finished in 1899,

with its principal fagade 156 ft. long overlooking Nanking Road
;

Its Banqueting Hall, is often utilised for concerts, balls and

charity functions.

The Lyceum Theatre, built in 1873, in Museum Road, has

seating accommodation for 700 spectators. The Protestant cath-

edral Holy Trinity, in Kiangse Road, was built of red brick

(1866-9) in xin"> c. Gothic style. Its dimensi(^s are : length

160 ft., width 59, height 54.

At the extremity of the Central District is the Race Course

whose stretch of over a mile with a breadth of 770 yds. is used

by the numerous sports clubs of the country.

The continuation of Nanking Road is called the Ma-lu « horse

road >) or Bubbling Well Street, leading to a boiling spring im-

pregnated with carburetted hydrogen ; it is further prolonged

by the •< Outer Roads », Jessfield Road, Siccaway Road, etc.

Bubbling Well Street, with its finehouseson each side, is thron-

ged by smart turn-outs, riders, and motor-cars whizz past taking

elegant Chinese ladies, rouged and flower-decked, to the tea-

gardens in the neighbourhood.

Beyond Su chou Creek, the Hung-kew quarter, N. E. of which

is the station of the Wu-sung and Nanking lines. On the river-

banks, German and Japanese Consulates and, near the bridge, the

Astor House Hotel, in English Renaissance style. Enter the

Broadway, a long street parallel with the Huang-p'u serving
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the wharves belonging to the shipping companies, cotton, silk

spinning-mills and other works.

French Concession

The French Concession dates from the 20th. January 1847
;

it was granted by the tenacity and clearsightedness of the

then French Consul, M. de Montigny. Enlarged in 1899, it has

an area of 356 acres. The population in 1890 numbered 41,122

natives and 400 foreigners, in 1910 it was 114.470 natives and

1,476 foreigners.

The settled native population comprised 101.970 individuals to which
must be added 5,500 people living on boats and 7,000 temporary resi-

dents.

Among the foreign element were : 436 French, 314 English, 207 Tonkinese,
148 Germans, 105 Japanese, 68 Eurasians, 44 Americans, etc. — Of this

total 688 males and 419 females were over 15 years of age.

History '

In July 185^, the acting French Consul Edan, approved the New Land
Regulalions proposed by theEnglishConsul, but the French government delayed

its expression of opinion on this arrangement which would have suppressed

the special rights of France in its concession. The attacks of the T'ai-p'ing,

the landing of the French forces at Shang-hai, the China war of i86o, caused

these plans to fall through, though in a modified form they led to the consti-

tution of the present Foreign Settlement in 1863.

The T'ai-p'ing entered Shang-hai in 1853 and brought about the inter-

vention of Admiral Laguerre. In one of these attacks, part of the N. E. suburb

of the town was burnt, then cleared by sailors ; this quarter was then added

to the French Concession.

On the 3nd May 1874 and the le"" July 1898, disturbances broke out

among the Chinese about the mortuary attached to the Circle or Hui-kuan

(the locals pronounce it Weh-kueh) of the Ning-po people. In 1899, the ex-

tent of the concession was doubled during the consulship of M. de Bezaure,

and the « Outer Roads » laid out under that of M. Ratard (1900-1909).

The municipal revenue amounted to 345.000 taels in 1904 and to 579,458

T. in ion, the surplus of the preceding financial year not included (40,320

T.).

The debt which in 1904 was 950.000 Taels was increased in 1910 by 403,000

Tae'.s bearing interest at 4 1/2 %.

The canal called Yang-king-pang, which it is proposed to

fill in to make a wide thoroughfare, separates the French

Concession from the Foreign Settlement.

On the river-bank stands the Meteorological Bureau, a tower

of reinforcsd concrete 150 ft. high, an annexe of the Zi-ka-wei

Observatory.
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Charts give practical information based on meterological reports sent

from the various countries of the Far-East. Multicolored flafs announce

to departing vessels the prevaknce of good or bad weather, signalling ty-

phoons before they api roach the coast of China. A signal connected with

the Observatory by an electric wire, indicates the exact moment of tl e sun

passing the meridan and this permits the daily regulation of clocks and

watches.

The Quai de France bounds the French Concession on the

river side. Fine buildings line this street which at night is lighted

by electricity ; among them, tho-se occupied by the Indo-China

Bank, the Melchers Steamship Co, the Messageries Maritimes
;

the residence of the French Consul-General, erected in 1894.

Furthur along the Huang-p'u, the China Navigation Co''s docks

at which the company's mail-boats lie at anchor ; the Police

Station (East office) ; beyond, the embankment is continued

by the Bund of the Chinese suburb of Tung-ka-du.

Parallel with the embankment is the Rue Montauban in which

stands a French Post Office, the Hotel des Colonies, and St. Jo-

seph's Church built in 1862.

The principal thoroughfare is Rue du Consulat, starting from

the quay and passing through the concession between its fur-

thest points. On this street stands the Hotel de la Municipalite,

built on the site of an old cemetery for Fu-chien people. In its

garden is a statue of Rear-admiral Protet (by Thiebault) who
was killed on the 17 th May 1862 before Nan-ch'iao, then oc-

cupied by the T'ai-p'ing.

Behind is the Poste central de Police (Central Police Station).

The Boulevard de Montigny, laid out on the bed of a former

canal, marked, until 1899, the Western limit of the French Con-

cession. The new Extension is reached via the Avenue Brunat

with its tram service and border of pretty villas. Poste de Police

de V Quest (Western Police Station).

The French Cemetery, with several fine tombs and the mau-

soleum of 1855 in memory of the officers and men of the French

fleet killed during the bombardment of the Chinese city (the

6th. January), which was occupied by the T'ai-p'ing rebels.

Beyond the official limits of the concession are the Outer

Roads (Routes exterieures), the property of the French mu-

nicipality, the International Institute, Public garden, Camp of

Ku-ka—za, prison, electric generating station (Avenue Dubail),
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shooting ground, St Mary's Hospital and the Aurora University

(Universite Aurore).

Chinese City

Shang-hai Hsien is surrounded by a wall threatened with

destruction by the highway authorities. Entered by six gates,

it was erected under the Ming dynasty, during the years Chia-

ching (1522-1566), and measures more than 9 li in circumference.

The city is the official residence of a Tao-Cai, superintendent

of customs, and of a Chih-hsien subordinate to the prefect of

Sung-chiang Fu.

The native city, with its narrow and slippery streets lined

with low houses, is nowise different from other Chinese towns
;

it has nothing interesting to show the tourist, unless he cares to

examine the curio shops and take a cup of tea in the tea-

gardens.

Near the Northern Gate is the entrance to the Ts'ai shen Miao

« Temple of the God of Riches », where the faithful come to

prostrate themselves and burn incense sticks .

Near the Western Gate, tho Wen Miao « Temple of Literature »,

where periodical sacrifices are made in honour of Confucius

« the master of guide of ten thousand generations », here repre-

sented not by a statue but by a simple tablet.

A very important suburb, Tung-ka-du (1) (Tung-chia-tu p.l,

is shut in between the Eastern walls of the city and the river.

A Catholic cathedral noticeable by its steeple. An embankment
constructed in 1901, runs the whole length of the business quar-

ter ; it is continued by the Bezaure Avenue, where the reservoirs

and filter-beds for the water supply of the French Concession

and those for the Chinese city have been constructed. At rear,

the railway station of Hang-chou.

In the distance Chiang-nan arsenal, Kao-cVang Miao, part

of which is devoted to the execution of private orders.

From 2,000 to 5,000 rifles can be turned out annually, a hundred quick-
firing guns for the land forces and about twenty naval guns as well as cu-
polas and turrets for fort armament. There is also a dry dock for vessls 280
ft. long and i8 ft. draught

2 m. 5 S. W., the explosives factory where various grades of

powder are made as well as Mauser and other cartridges.

On the opposite bank, the powder magazine.

Northern China, 26.
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On the other side of the River Huang-p'u, facing the Conces-

sions, lies the peninsula of P'u-tung, occupied by ship-yards and

docks.

In the neighbourhood : Nan-yang and St-John's colleges.

Zi-ka-wei (1) Hsii-chia-hui (p.). ((Village of the Zi (Hsii) family,

5 miles \V. of Shang-hai, is the seat of a large establishment ot

French Jesuits, around which are grouped 2.635 native con-

verts (1910).

The Chinese name of this locality is derived from the burial-place of Hsii

Kuang-ch'i (1562-1623), situated to the r. of this settlement and composed
of five small conical mounds of earth rising from a platform. This Hsii, ko-
lao (Chung-t'ang,o Chief Secretary of State »), a minister of the Emperor of

the Wan-li-reign (1572-1619) of the Ming, was canonised as Duke Wen-ting.
The statesman and author of scientific works was a friend of Father Ricci

(1552-1610) who converted him to the Roman Catholic faith in 1603. The
village lands belonged to this celebrated mandarin Hsii (Zi, /.), but his fa-

mily, having become Christians, were despoiled of their property, as were
the missionaries themselves, on the outbreak of a persecution of an anti-fo-

reign character. The Jesuits were re-installed in possession of their property
by the treaty of Nanking, but the descendants of the minister, even those

who abjured Christianity, could not be indemnified. Some members of this

family, formerly rich and powerful, have remained in the neighbourhood
and some of them have become prosperous farmers. The Chiang-nan mis-
sion commemorated in 1903 the tercentenary of the baptism of Hsii Kuang-
ch'i. In the middle of the xix'" c. the T'ai-p'ing, masters of a third of China and
in particular of Chiang-su, pursued their career of ravage right up to the

suburbs of Shang-hai. A small French garrison was then brought to Zi-ka-wei,

which was protected by earth-works.

The missionaries settled at Zi-ka-wei in 1847 ; the chaper

dates from 1851. The establishment is the residence of a Vica,

apostolic of the Chiang-nan mission. Library of 30,000 vols,

including some valuable Chinese works.

This mission, carried on by French Jesuits from the Province of Paris,

numbers 129 European preachers and 65 native teachers for 184,364 Chines,

Catholics and 110,758 catechumens (1909), grouped into 1227 Christiane

communities with a church or chapel (1907).
Shang-hai and outskirts has 6 churches and 9,724 native converts of

catholic faith.

St Ignatius College, founded in 1849, gives native students a

Chinese and religious education ; a day-school for the children

of the Christian settlement is connected with it. A small semi-

nary prepares the future members of the native clergy.

To the S., the cathedral, built from 1907 to 1910 in the gothic

styleof architecture, with a seating capacity of 1200.

The edifice, in medieval French style, is built of brick with pillars and
flags of granite. Eleven little chapels are arranged along the sides and five

in the transept.The exterior length is 251 ft. ; the width of the nave go ft..

of the transept 140 ft. ; height of towers 160 ft.
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The meteorological Observaionj^ founded in 1871, was re-built

in 1900 by Father Froc ; its astronomical situation is 31°11'

lat. N. and 120° long. E. of Greenwich. The station is kept in

communication by means of signals with the astronomical obser-

vatories of Zo-seh (She-shan, />.) and magnetic observatory of

Lo-ka-pang.

On the ground-floor, a horological hall, a hall for seismogra-

phic apparatus, map gallery and library. From the tower is

seen, in the distance, the steeple of the church in the riverside

suburb of Tung-ka-du, the principal buildings in the concessions,

and, in clear weather, the « Hills ».

The meteorological station works at calculation of temperature, atmos-

pheric pressure, solar radiation etc. It is the centre of a system ot meteoro-

logical observations which include the whole of China and the neighbouring

countries, and is in electric connection with the signal tower on the Quai de

France, to which it communicates its bulletins.

The Natural History Museum, begun in 1863 by Father Heude

where a special study is made of the zoology of the Far-East.

A little further on, the T'u-sheh-weh (1.) (T'u-shan-wan, p.)

Orphanage (for boys).

It was founded at Tsa-ka-weh ll.\, in 1847, but, destroyed in i860 by the

T'ai-p'ing, it was re-established here in 1864. Hundreds of children are

received and learn handicrafts.

-Ateliers for sculpture and painting. The printing works, started in 1S73,

possesses collections of turopean types and Chinese mobile types. It is from

this establishment that the remarkable collection of Varietes sinologiques

was issued.

On the other side of a little canal, the Carmelite's Establish-

ment whose slender spire is visible from here, then the Sheng-

mu-yeh (1) Convent of the « Lady Helpers of Souls in Purgatory >>.

• The Precincts of the Holy Mother)) contain a day nursery, girls,

school, embroidery factory, and shelter 625 persons.

To the N., the temple of Li Hung-chang, where ritual ceremo-

nies take place in September.

To the S., a three storey portico, with double roof and suppor-

ted by dragons, is half-way to the Li-chuang-t'a stupa at Lung-

hua.

This tower has seven storeys. From the last terrace a line view may be

obtained over the alluvial plain furrowed by a thousand creeks. The temple

comprises seven buildings.
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3. Shang-hai to Hang-chou Fu.

352 H by rail ; line finished in 1910. The journey is still over five

hours by express train. At Ken-shan-mun (Ken-shan-m6n) station, a
branch line leads to the Settlement in 13 minutes.

Fares : from Shanghai : to Hang-chou (Chinese town) ist cl. 3 dols 98 cents i

2 nd cl. 2 dols 75 ; and its Settlement 4 dols. 11 and 2 dols 84 ; to Zah-k'u
(Cha-k'ou) where the impetuous flood tide is in evidence, 4 dols. 19 and 2

dols. 90 ; Ka-shing Fu (Chia-hsing Fu) 2 dols. 34 and i dol. 62 : Sung-chiang
Fu 91 c. and 63 c. 53 minutes journey by e.xpress and i h. 5 m. in by ordinary
train. From Shang-hai to Hang-chou, 4 h. 55 m. in by express and 6brs. by slow
train. On this line, 3 li are equivalent to an English mile.

The names of the stations figure with the local dialect, of Peking (p.) Shang-
hai [sh.) or Hang-chou (ha).

Shang'hai. The station is S. of the Chinese city, near the Lao-

chia-pang quarter.

The line passes N. of the Chiang-nan arsenal.

2 li 6, Kao-ch'ang-miao (Kao-tsaung-miao, sh. ; Kao-tsan-

miao, ha). The line branches off to the high-level wharves on the

river.

Cross a canal connected with that of Ch'ing-p'u Hsien.

8 /(', Lung-hua (Long-huo, sh. ; Long-shoa, ha), from the name
of a tall stiipa « (tower) Adorned Dragon » — See chapter : Zi-

ka-wei. — The line branches off to the station Chen-ju (line

from Shang-hai to Nan-king).

20 li 7, Mei-chia-lung, in the Hsien of Shang-hai.

30 li, Hsin-chuang (Hsin-tsoang, sh ; Shing-tsan, ha)., a town

at the beginning of the territory of the Hsien of Hua-t'ing (Sung-

chiang).

Cross the six arroyos.

43 li 6, Hsin-ch'iao (Hsin-ghiao, sh. ; Hsing-ch'iao, ha) « New
Bridge ».

Cross several canals.

59 li 7, Ming-hsing-ch'iao (Ming-hsing-ghiao, sh.) « Bridge of

the Ming period », linked to the Eastern suburb of Sung-chiang

Fu.

65 li, Sung-chiang Fu (Sung-kiang), Sung-kaong Fu {sh.)

Sung-kian Fu (/««), noticeable from a distance by two stupa,

is a prefecture of Chiang-su {See R. 4).

84 li 8, Shih-hu-tang (Zah-wu-tang, sh. ; Su-hu-tan, ha). Sta-

tion on Lou Hsien (Sung-chiang) territory.
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Cross the canal which joins the Huang-p'u-chiang to Lalce

Hsi-t'ai-hu.

« The men work hard in the fields, the women are diligent at

weaving. The inhabitants derive large profits from fishing and

from the salt produced in the department {Sung-chiang Fu
chih). D

111 li 1, Feng-ching, an enclave dependent on Ch'ing-p'u

Hsien, last station in Chiang-su.

130 U 6, Ka-shai (Ghia-shan Hsien, p. ; Ka-zeh-yeh, sh. ; Kia

shun-yeh, ha). « Pra'si the Good » ; chief town of a district depen-

dent on the prefecture of Chia-hsing Fu, in the province of Che-

chiang. — A proposed line from Ka-shan to Cha-pu.

The city is enclosed by a wall more than 6 li in extent, built

in 1544. It has four gates, to which must be added four others

giving access to the town from the water-way.

The creation of this district city dates from the year 14^0. Its territory,

which had formed, under the Han, part of the Hsien of Yu-chiian, then of

that ot Chia-hsing, was then detached and has since become dependent on

the Fu of Chia-hsiiig, with the title of Chia-sban Hsien.

167 li 7. Ka-shing (Chia-hsing Fu, p. ;
Kia-shing Fu, ha),

chief town of a prefecture comprising seven districts, is the

residence of a prefect and of the district magistrates of Chia-

hsing Hsien and Hsiu-shiu Hsien. — A steam-launch to Su-chou

Fu station.

The city, approached from the E., through a suburb which

stretches along the Imperial Canal, is enclosed by walls more

than 9 li in circumference, with four gates.

If the suburbs appear overcrowded and present a spectacle

of commercial prosperity, the official city, on the contrary,

seems empty and desolate.

Its prefecture, with its fortified enclosure which remains un-

finished, is the ancient palace which one of the rebel princes, or

T'ien-wang « Heavenly Kings », had built at the time of the

T'ai-p'ing rebellion.

History of the prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii ft, region dependent on Yang Chou and,

under the Chou, on the States of \Vu, Yiieh and Ch'u. Was part of the Chun
of Kuei-chi, in the time of the Ch'in, as the districts of Yuch'uan and Hai-

yen. Was detacted from it in 129 A. D., to be rejoined to the Wu Chiin.

Was, under the Sui, a dependency of the same prefecture and that of Yii-

hang ; under the T'ang, of Su Chou and, under the Liang, of Hang-chou,

Was called Hsiu Chou about the same time ; then, under the Sung, Chia-ho
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Cliiin (1117) and Chia-hsing Fu (1195). By the year 242 A. D., the town was

already called Chia-hsing as Hsien or district. The Mongols made a Lu of

it and the Ming attached the Fu of Chia-hsing first to the province of

Southern Chih-li (that of Nanking), then to Che-chiang '^381), of which it

has since continued to form part.

History of Chia-hsing Hsien ~ d Hsiu-shui Hsien, in/ra-mwros districts of

Chia-hsing Fu :

In the Ch'un-ch'iu period, territory of Tsui-li, depending on the State of

Wu. The Ch'in established the Hsien of Yu-ch'iian within the Chiin of Kuei-

chi. The later Han attached it to the Wu Chiin. In the time of the « Three
Kingdoms », that of Wu made out of it the districts of Huo-hsing and Chih-

wu, very soon changed into Chih-hsing Hsien. This district was retained until

the advent of the Sui. Suppressed in the latter dynasty, it was re-constituted

in 624 by the T'ang, again suppressed in the following year and re-estab-

lished in 634 as a dependency of the Su Chou. Under the « Five Dynasties »,

it was attached to the Hang Chou, then became the seat of the Hsiu Chou.

The Sunj made it the administrative centre of the Fu of Chia-hsing, the

Mongols of the Lu of the same name, whilst since the Ming it has again revert-

ed to a Fu.

The district of Hsu-shui was separated from the Chia-hsing Hsien under

the M'ng, in 1429, and is administrated from the same city of Chia-

hsing.

ENVIRONS I

About 40 li S., the town of Tsui-li-ch'lng. In 509 B. C, Ho-lU, King of

Wu, defeated the troops of Yiieh and took the city. Later on, in 494 (5">

moon) this same king was mortally wounded there and died at Ching, a vil-

lage 7 H away.

201 li 9, Wang-lien (Waong-tie, sh.
;
Wan-dien. ha.) « Royal

Inn ».

221 /( 9, Yeh-zah (Hsia-.shih, p. ; Ha-zan, sh. ; Ha-shoe, /.).

« Hia's Stone », from whence Tung-lisianj? H^iien may be reached
;

the latter is the chief town of a district in the prefecture Chia-

hsing Fu.

The wall of the tov>fn, erected under the Ming in 1553, is 5 li in circum-
ference. It has four land gates and four water gates ; the moat is 60 ft. wide,

The district of T'ung-hsiang is of recent creation, for it was constituted

under the Ming in 1430, as a dependency of the Fu of Chia-hsing. Its

territory had formed part of the Hsien of Yu-ch'iian under the Han, of

the Chia-hsing Hsien at the « Three Kingdom » period (Wu State), then of

the T'ung-te Hsien during the « Five Dynasties ».

Navigation : from Yeh-zah to Shang-hai, daily launch service leaving at

I a. m. ; returning from Shanghai at 4 a. m. and arriving at Yeh-zah the fol-

owing day at noon,

From Yeh-zah to Hai-ning Chou (where the flood-tide is in evidence in Sep-
tember), by launch or boat which reaches the estuary of the Ch'ien-t'ang
Chiang via the inland canals.

248 li 4, Hsia-cWiao (Hsieh-k'iao, ha), on a canal connected

with the water-ways of Shih-men Hsien and of Hai-ning Chou in

the Bay of Hang-chou
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261 li 1, Chou-wang-miao (Tzii-wan-miao, ha). « The Temple

of King Chou ".

273 li 7, Ch'ang-an (Tsan-ain, ha.), an hour's sail from Hai-

ning Chou, a port in the estuary of the Ch'ien-t'ang.

This station serves Shih-nien Hsien, on the Southern bank of the Grand
Canal, chief town of a district in the prefecture of Chia-hsing Fu.

The town is surrounded by a wall, built in 1555 under the Ming, whose
circumference is more than 7 li. It is entered by five land gates and five

water gates ; the moat is more than 30 ft. wide.

In the time of the Ch'un-ch'iu, territory of Ch'ung-te, belonging to the
State of Yiieh and, under the Han, attached to the Hsien of Yu-ch'iian.
At the « Three Kingdom » period, the Kingdom of VVu attached it to the
Chia-hsing Hsien. During the « Five Dynasty » reign, the State of Wu and
•Yiieh constituted it, in 938, the Hsien of Ch'ung-te and made it a dependency
of the Hsij Chou. The Sung attached it to the Fu of Chia-hsing and the Mon-
gols raised it to the rank of Chou of Ch'ung-te (1295). It became a Hsien again
under the Ming (1369) and, tinder the administration of the Manchu dynasty,
changed its name to Shih-men Hsien (1662), within the sphere of the Chia-
hsing Fu.

290 li 6, Hu-ls'un, p. (Shu-tsen, ha.).

304 li 3, Lin-p'ing.

330 /; 4, Hsien-chhan, p. (Tsien-k'iao, lia.). « Invisible Tiridge >.

344 /(, Ken-shan-nnin (Ken-shan-men, p. ; Ken-sain-nien, ha.)

« Gate of the Unshakable Mountain », a station near the suburb

at the N. E. gate of Hang-chou [See che-chiang).

Lazarist mission 7 li away.
At the station, strangers may find chairs

; 30 to 40 cents. The luggage-
porter is supplied by the administration at all stations ; this guarantees
safe transit at a fi.\ed rate of payment, thus avoiding the squeeze by em-
ployees.

A branch line leads to Kon-zeu Ch'iao (Kung-ch'en Ch'iao, p. ; Kon-zen
K'iao, ha), "Bridge of the Imperi:il Arch, or Vaulted Palace n. Forcigu Conces-
sion [Settlement) at Hang-chou.

Tourists going to Mo-kan Shan {See CHfc-CHiANG, R. 3.), can alight
at Ken-shan-men and take the branch to the Settlement where are several
Chinese hotels. For full particulars, apply to the Chinese Imperial Mari-
time Customs Officers.

The line follows the city walls of Hang-chou Fu, capital of the

province of Che-chiang, and diverges towards the river Ch'ien-

t'ang.

351 li 1, Ch'ing-t'ai-men, (p.), « Gate of Great Purity », out-

side station of Hang-chou.

352 li, Hang-chou Fu Station, built in grand style, inside the

city.

The branch line running from Kon-zen Station, near the Settlement, to

Zah-k'u, on the river, is very useful for passenger and goods traffic.
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359 li 4, Nan-sheng-ch'iao (Nain-hsing-ch'iao, ha.), « Bridge

going South ».

365 li 3, Zah-k'u (Cha-k'ou, p. ; Tsa-k'eu, ha.), « Opening of

the Barrier », station on the Ch'ien-t'ang Chiang, the principal

river in the province of Che-chiang.

4. Sung-chiang Fu. She-shan (Zo-zeh)

Sung-chiang Fu, an important city, is the residence of a Chih-fu

with eight districts, seat of the districts Hua-t'ing Hsien and

Lou Hsien. The city was built by King Ho-Iu (513-494 B. C.) S.

of Fgng-huang Shan hill and then called Nan-wu Gh'eng " The
Stronghold [of the country] of Southern Wu ».

On the canal banks and opposite the Roman Catholic cathedral,

the CWeng-huang-shen Miao, temple of Wei-ling Kung, tutelary

god of the city who is represented by a golden statue.

Near by, a temple with aninestorey stupa,from the topofwhich

a view may be obtained over the whole city ; there are 117 steps.

Temple of Confucius. Near the inner door, a sioela, dating from

the 9'" moon of 1294 (reign of Timur Khan), comprised of three

columns. The first, in Mongol writing, presents a copy of an Impe-

rial edict granting various favours to scholars ; the second is its

translation in Chinese, whilst the third contains a eulogy of the

Emperor by Chang Chih-han, a prefect, and Ma Yiian-chung, a

learned scholar.

Worthy of a visit, too, is the old ya-men which was, in 1861,

the head-quarters of one of the « Heavenly Kings » of the troub-

lous period of the T'ai-p'ing rebellion.

Beyond the Western gate is a plain covered with tombs in the

midst of which stands the Wu-erh Miao, « Ward's Temple »,

called also Wu-lu-te-mu SzH ;< Tomb of General Ward ».

This monument was erected in 1876 by Feng, tao-t'ai of Shang-hai, to

perpetuate the memory of this leader who had succeeded in inspiring enthu-
siasm into the Chinese and re-conquered two fine provinces from the T'ai-

p'ing.

The American Ward, severely wounded in the attack on Tz'ii-ch'i Hsien
(Che-chiang), died on the next day (21" September 1862) ; his body was
brought back to Sung-chiang, where he had raised his regiment of volunteers.

A tablet commemorates his names. A stsela sets forth his praises : « An
illustrious man from beyond the seas, he came six thousand li to accom-
plish great deeds and acquire an immortal fame by shedding his noble blood
[for the Imperial cause]. [Thanks to him] Viia-chien (Sung-chiang) shall
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be a happy land : for a thousand autumns, this temple and statue shall wit-
ness to his generous spirit n.

The city is enclosed by a wall, more than 9 li in length, which

was re-built and extended at the beginning of the Ming dynasty
;

it is provided with four gates.

History of the prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », a region dependent on the Yang
Chou. Under the Chou, was part of the State of Wu, then of Yiieh and Ch'u.
Under the Chin Tartars, was comprised in the Chiin of Kuei-ch'i and, under
the Han, in the three districts of Lou, Yu-ch'iian and Hai-yen, then in thee
Chiin of Wu. Under the Liang : Ch'ien-ching Hsien, suppressed under the
Sui. The T'ang, in 751, founded the Hua-t'ing Hsien there, within the
sphere of the Su Chou. As a dependency of the principality of uWu and Yiieh »,

at the ;i Five Dynasty » period, it was attached to the Hsiu Chou ; under
the Sung, to the Fu of Chia-hsing. The Mongols made the district into
the Fu of Hui-t'ing (1277) which, in the following year, assumed its pre-
sent name of Sung-chiang. The prefecture, suppressed for a short time (from
1326 to 1328), continued to belong, under the Mongols, to the province of

Che-chiang. The Ming attached it to the province of Nanking, or Southern
Chih-li, and the Manchu dynasty incorporated it with that of Chiang-su.

History of Hua-t'ing Hsien, a district intra-inuros of Sung-chiang Fu :

Under the Liang, was part of the territory of the Hsien of K'un-shan, from
which was detached the Ch'ien-ching Hsien, preserved by the Ch'en and
suppressed by the Sui, who re-incorporated it with the K'un-shan Hsien.

The T'ang re-constituted a new district under the name of Hua-t'ing, at
the expense of Chia-hsing, Hai-yen and K'un-shan, attaching it to the

Wu Chiin. At the « Five Dynasty » period, it was a dependency of Hsiu
Chou ; under the Sung, of the Chia-hsing Fu. The Mongols made it the seat

of the Fu of Hua-t'ing (1277), then, in the following year, of the Fu of Sung-
chiang. This arrangement was held to by the Ming and the Manchu dy-
nasty, which, in 1656, created a second intra-muros district, the Lou
Hsien.

Sli€ Shan {Zo-teh)

From Sung-chiang to Zo-zeh (She-shan, p. ; Zo-zeh, ch ; Zo-sain, ka) « The
Double Mountain », 22 li by winding canals ; daily service of steam-launch.

A road and a railway are planned to these Hills, well-known to the inhabi-

tants of Shang-hai.

The height rises about 330 ft. above the level of the sea ; it is

one of the eminences which dot the plain of Sung-chiang, formerly

>vave-beaten islets, at the time when the alluvial deposits of the

Blue River had not yet filled up this area. These heights recall,

by their geological constitution, the high craig formations at the

mouth of the main river, Gutzlaff, Bonham, the Saddles, compris-

ed of primary rock: porphjrits, curites, arkoses, feldspathic and

silicious rocks.

Zo-zeh contains two eminences : the Eastern one, TwHg: Zo-SfA, running N.-

W. to S.-E., the crest of the other, Hsi Zo-zeh, W. to E. A narrow ravine

separates them ; here used to stand the little temple of the Sh6 family who
doubtless dwelt near the hills in olden times.
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The Western height, occupied by the Observatory, is known at Shang-

hai by the name of Monastery Hill, because before the T'ai-p'ing rebellion

there were temples here, one of which was dedicated to Amitabha ; they

were tiered up to the summit.

These buildings formerly attracted large numbers of Buddhist pilgrims,

but now-a-days nothing remains of them but ruins and a stupa standing

at the foot of the hill.

In 1863, the Chiang-nan Mission built, on the Southern flank of the hill,

a sort of sanitarium for convalescent missionaries.

Half-way up, a little chapel, whence a shorb lined path leads to the sum-

mit by a granite staircase with a double turn. The church of Notre-Dame

Auxiliatrice fronts on a fine terrace and was built from 1871 to 1S73 in ful-

filment of a vow made by Father Delia Corte.

The church, in Doric style, is in the shape of an equal, four armed, cross

in the centre stands the high-altar. This sanctuary has become a cele-

brated centre of pilgrimage, being frequented every year, towards the end
of May, by about ten thousand converts and by numerous pagans attracted

by the religious ceremonies, the processions round the hills and the illu-

minations.

Further along the crest, the astronomical Observatory, built in 1S99 from

the plans of Father de Beaurepaire. Its position is 31" 05' 48" lat. N. and

8 h. 04' 44" long. E. of Greenwich.

The equatorial was placed in position in 190 1 ; it is a double telescope

visual and photographic, which for power ranks with the best known ins-

truments. The two objectifs have a diameter of 16 inches and a focal distance

of 22 ft. The Instrument and Cupola were imported from France. — Since

1907, the magnetic apparatus has been transferred to the new observatory

of Lo-ka-pang (Su-chou Fu — Shang-hai line). — The director of the Zo-
zeh observatory is Father Stanislas Chevalier.

From the tower a fine wide view may be obtained, on a clear day, over

the plains of Chiang-su, dotted with grey looking villages and groves of trees

and furrowed by canals both navigable and for irrigation only. E. N. E.,

about 19 miles away, is Shang-hai and, closei in, Phoenix Hill ; N., the city

of Ch'ing-p'u Hsien and Po-kan-zch {ha.) Hill ; W., LakeTie-zeh, /. (Tien-shan)

;

S., the town of Sung-chiang Fu with its crenellated walls and high towered

temples, while between lie the hills called in the local dialect Hsiao-kua-zeh,

Sao-chiang-zeh, Zen-zeh.

5. Su-ehou Fu. T'ai Hu

Su-chou is the capital of the province of Chiang-su and seat of a

prefecture. It is situated a few miles E. of Lake T'ai Hu, 31°25'

lat. N. and 120o34' long. E. of Greenwich, on the Grand Canal. The

city of Su-chou is also the seat of three districts, namely Wu
Hsien, Ck^ang-chou Hsien and Yiian-ho Hsien. It was opened

to foreign commerce on the 28"' September 1896, and has a Japa-

nese Concession separate from the general Foreign Settlemenf.
;

the amount of trade liable to customs duty was, in 1910, 5,240,000
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Hk. Taels. It is the ancient capital of the Kingdom of Wu, and

the memory of its rulers is religiously preserved, both in popular

sayings and traditions, as well as in public buildings.

The present wall is /i5 ^t in circumference and has five land

and five small water gates ; it is surrounded by a wide moat.

Thi? wall, which was re-built on older foundations in 875, under

the T'ang, was added to by the Mongols in 1351 and several

times repaired under the Manchu dynasty.

On leaving the station, we enter the town by the Lou gate, also called

Tung Men a Eastern Gate n, surmounted by a large kiosk which overlooks
the surrounding country.
The others are : N. (IVaHg)-Ch'i Men « Gate from which to gaze upon [the

Kingdom of] Ch'i ». It was erected in 497 B. C. by King Ho-liJ, in honour
of his daughter-in law, a princess of Ch'i who, when feeling home-sick, could
climb into a tower and cast her eyes over the beloved and regretted native
land.

N. W., Lil gate, also called Ch'ang Min a Gate of Happiness » and P'o-

Ch'u Men » Gate [by which they issued] to overthrow [the Kingdom of] Ch'u ».

S. W., Hsu gate, or rather Wu Tzu-hsU, name of a minister of King Ho-lU.

S., P'an gate or Ski « Serpent » ; this reptile bespoke comparison to Yiieh,

the implacable state enemy who finally subdued the land of Wu.

The city, which is very extensive, seems deserted, and the an-

cient dictum « On high is the temple of Heaven, here-below are

Hang-chou and Su-chou » has ceased to be true ; the younger

generation prefer Shang-hai ; still, the women of Su-chou,

clevely made up and richly dressed, have retained among
their fellow countrywomen a reputation for beauty and elegance.

Su-chou is renowned for its silk embroideries, woven stuffs

« k'e-ssu 11, and its beautiful lacquers (the heavier they are, the

greater their age).

Northern Quarter :

The gardens, with ponds of water-lihes, pyramidal rockeries

and flower baskets, are still celebrated ; visit the Chuo-cheng

Yiian « Garden of slow administration » on the r. of the street

which runs E. and W. before the perpendicular coming from Ch'i

Gate ; opposite is the Shih-tzu Lin « Lion Forest », an ancient

temple which was transformed during the K'ang-hsi period into

a plesasure garden.

Further on, the Pei-CaSsu « Stnpa of the Northern Temple », a

nine storey tower withaflight of 218 stairs by which to reach the

summit, whence a splendid view may be obtained.

San-ch'ing Tien, the (Taoisl) Temple of the Three Pure.
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Hsu Gate Quarter :

Several pretoriums, among them that of the governor of the

province.

Ts'ang-lang T'ing « Pavilion of Ts"ang-lang », which name
recalls a classical allusion of Confucius.

History of the prefecture :

Comprised, at the epoch of the « Tribute of Yii », in the territory of the

Vang Chou, the celebrated city of Su-chou was built by Ho-lii, King of Wu,
in the first year of his reign (513 B. C.) with a view to make it his capital

instead of Mci-li, the ancient royal residence. Kou-ch'ien, King of Yiieh
(Che-chiang), beseiged the place in 477 B. C. and again returned to the attack

in the ii"" moon of 474. After two years of strife, King Fu-ch'ai of Wu com-
mitted suicide on the entry of the enemy into the city. — It had at that
time a wall 24 li in extent with eight gates for pedestrians and eight for the
passage of junks. In the centre stood the royal city, enclosed by a wall 8 li

in circumference with three gates.

During what is called the « Fighting Kingdoms > period, it was a depend-
ency of the State of Ch'u. The Ch'in emperor Shih-huang, in the 36"' year
of his reign (221 B. C), made it the seat of the Chiin of Kuei-chi, The founder
of the Han dynasty replaced this prefecture by the Kingdom of Ching
(201 B. C), then by that of Wu (195 B. C), which again became a Chiin of

Kuei-chi in 153 B. C. A Chiin of Wu was detached from it in 129 B. C. In the
« Three Kingdom » period, the country belonged to that of Wu. The Liang
constituted a separate Chiin of Hsii-i there, then changed the Wu Chiin into

Wu Chou, which gradually regained its former nomenclature. The Ch'en
re-established the Wu Chou, which the Sui suppressed, to substitute for it

the Su Chou, suppressing the Chiin of Hsii-i and falling back upon the names
of Wu Chou and Wu Chiin. The T'ang (621) set up the Su-chou and a tu-tu-

fu (624) as a dependency of the Eastern Tao of Chiang-nan, then returned
to the Wu Chiin and the Su Chou. The latter became Chung-wu Chiin under
the Later Liang. Under the Sung, Su-chou had at first a Wu Chiin, then a
Chiin or military district, of P'ing-chiang, and after that a Fu of the same
name dependent on the Lu of Liang-che, then on that of Che-chiang. The
Mongols formed the Lu of P'ing-chiang (1276), depending on the province
of Che-chiang. The Ming created the Fu of Su-chou, directly dependent on
their Southern capital (Nanking). The department was first dependent, under
the Manchu dynasty, on the province of Chiang-nan ; then became, in 1667,
the residence of the governor of the new province of Chiang-su and, in 1760,

capital of the province with the same standing as the Fu of Chiang-ning
(Nanking).

Three districts intra-muros :

The district of Yiiin-ho was constituted in 1724 by taking away part of

the territory of Ch'ang-chou.

The latter was established by the T'ang, in 696, at the expense of the

Wu Hsien and had, like the last mentioned, its seat in the city of Su-chou.

As for the Wu Hsien, it is the fundamental seat of Su-chou, and its name
has not changed since the Ch'in established this district in the ancient
capital of the Kingdom of Wu, as administrative centre of the Chiin or

prefecture of Kuei-chi.

T'ai IIu (1 the Groat Lake »

Excursion in junk or steam-launch. From Su-chou, a good-sized motor-
launch started in the summer to run between the railway station and Tung-
shan and other places on the T'ai Hu.
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Leaving Su-chou by the cana' passing under the Hsi Men "Wes-

tern Gate », we cross a populous suburli much enlivened by ttie

canal traffic and unloading of good-j.

Reaching the Grand Imperial Canal, follow it for a little while
;

it leads from Hang-chou (Che-chiang) to Chen-chiang on the

Blue River, and the C4hinese commonly call it Yiinllo « transport

liver ».

In the W. appear a number of heights ; entering a narrower

canal we arrive, after a voyage of several li, at the large town of

Hii-ch'iu <• Tiger Hill », built where several canals meet. This

to\vn is remarkable for the number of its Chieh-hsiao-fang, non-

uments erected to the memory of people made illustrious by

their virtues and more especially to widows who had remained

faithful to their late lamented.

Ho-lii, King of Wu and founder of the city of Su-chou, was buried in

n Tiger Hill ». Three days after his funeral, a white tiger having appeared
at the summit of the hill, the inhabitants, in commemoration of this event,

gave the height its present name of a Hu-ch'iu ».

A temple stands on the summit and a road with porticoes

and terraces leads up to it.

On the 1. of the road, on a black rock, the Kuan-yin Miao,

erected in honour of the sakti of the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara,

whose tara is represented by a statue.

From a steep creviced height near by, flows aspringforming a

basin called Hu-ch'iu-chien-ch'ih « Dagger pond of Tiger Hill ».

It is related that, in the V" c. before our era, a temple was built here for

the preservation of the dagger which Prince Kuang used upon the person

of his younger brother Liao (514) to seize the throne of Wu ; the author of

this fratricide became King Ho-lii.

Later on, Shih-huang-ti, founder of the Ch'in dynasty, visiting the Eastern

part of his empire, ordered excavations to be made for the purpose of find

ing this dagger, and these works, so it is said, had produced the Hu-ch'iu

chien-ch'ih » basin.

The rocky mass which extends beyond the latter is the Ch'ien-

jin-shih « Rock of the thousand persons » where that number of

visitors may be seated ; it is bordered with boulders, Tien-t'ou-

ghih « stones which bow their heads ».

According to the legend, the bonze Chu Tao (V c. of our era), driven out
of Ch'ang-an (Hsi-an Fu) for having criticized a passage in the Nirvana Su-
tra, came to Chiang-su and stopped at « Tiger Hill «. Crossing a spot called
« Ch'ien-jen-shih », he gathered round him a certain number of rocks which
formed, as it were, a circle of hearers and explained to them the Buddhist
script ; when he reached the passage in the SiXtra which he was criticising

,

Northern China, 27.
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he set forth his own views and ended by asking the stones which he took

to witness : « Is not my view in agreement with that of Buddha ? ». At these

words all the rocks bowed in sign of acquiescence.

Half-way up, there formerly stood the « Burial-place of the

Virtuous Wife », Chen-niang-mu, which Po Lo-tien (or Po Chii-i),

a poet of the T'ang period, has celebrated in some graceful verses

translated into French by C. Imbault-Huart and which run thus :

« The tomb of the Chaste Wife is situated on the road to Hu-ch'U :

I did not see the Virtuous spouse look at herself in the mirror, I see only

her grass-grown grave.

Like as the flowers of the peach and plum trees are destroyed by the hoar

frost and the water-lilies broken off by the wind,

So the Chaste wife died while yet in the flower of her days.

A soft skin and white hand may not long endure :

Nothing in this world is so difficult as to try and preserve so precious a thing

(i. e. « as a handsome wife ») ;

For nothing is so easily and quickly destroyed :

Like flowers in the North land and snow in the South ».

Although this celebrated beauty refused to re-marry out of respect for the

memory of her husband, her conduct was not irreproachable and, thanks
to her singing and dancing, she was classed among the most renowned cour-
tisans of Su-chou. As she had expressed the wish, her admirers buried her
body in front of the « Tiger Hill » temple, where she had so often led the gay
revels.

On the r., a small Buddhist temple ;then, overtopping the sum-

mit of the last of the heights, the stupa of Hu-ju-chan Ssii.

The T'ai-p'ing, after the capture of Su-chou by the Imperial troops under
General Ch'eng, made an entrenched camp on this hill, commanded by a
certain General Ma. The rebels, sustained by the savage energy of a woman
worthy of ancient times, made a heroic defence, and fought to the death in

the temple. The building, like others in the neighbourhood of Su-chou, still

bears traces of this rebellion.

On the way back to the canal, a visit can be paid to the temple

of Chang Yil Ssu, erected to the memory of this great mandarin

under the Ming dynasty who, says an inscription placed at the

top of a portico, loaded the populace of the province with benefits.

Penetrating for a few li into a canal which opens on the 1., we reach the
village of Ts'ao-men where stands the little temple Hsi-yilan-ckieh-tung-ssii.

Further on is Low Vwan « Garden Lou » (give a few cash to the keeper).

It is one of the most curious parks in this part of the country with its kiosks,

its pavilions on rocky eminences, its galleries with a thousand windings and
lily-covered lakes.

Turning our back on Ts'ao-nien, we regain the canal going to Mu-lo (Mo-
do).

The Tien-p'ing Shan « Mountain level with the sky » is near a

pretty shaded water-way.

A road leaves the landing-place and winds away across country

then passes between two hills covered with pine and bamboo.
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Half-way up in a large park, the Po-yun Ssu » Temple of White

Clouds », also called Tien-pHng Ssu.

Its entrance hall received the name of Kao-i Yiian » Garden of

high justice » when the Emperor of the Gh'ien-lung period went to

the T'ien-p'ing Ssu in 1756.

The temple is behind. In one of its halls is the following ins-

cription :

i( The aspect of the clouds on the mountain is pleasant (to contemplate)
;

The water which spring from the mountain is naturally limpid ».

This temple was built, under the T'ang in 827 ; under the Sung, it received
the name of Kting-le SsH « Temple of Virtue and Merit ». Burnt down at
the end of the Yiian dynasty, it was re-built at the commencement of the
Ming dynasty, during the Hung-wu period.

A steep path climbs the mountain, whence a fine panoramic

view is obtainable. At the summit stood the kiosk called Wang-
hu T'ai « terrace whence the lake can be seen », but it has disap-

peared. To the W., lies the sheet of water known as the Tai Hu
« Great Lake ». Towards the E., Su-chou may be distinguished

with its walls and stupa and, further away, the tower of K'un-shan

Hsien.

Descending by the opposite slope, we pass near the Chung-

feng Ku-ch'a « Ancient temple of the Central Peak », destroyed

during the rebellion of 1860. The Chih-ying Ku-ch'a, where is to

be seen a statue of the tara Kuan-yin.

Returning by junk, we pass along the front of the large town

of Mu-te [Mo-do, 1.), dominated by a stupa built upon a hill.

After several zigzags about this canal-intersected country, we
arrive at the village of Shih-ni. Behind it, the Ch'iung-lung Shan

« Celestial Mountain », reached by a paved road ; at the toot of

the eminence, we read on a little kiosk : Chih-shang-yiin-hsiao

« You mount straight up to the clouds ».

Half-way up, a small kiosk where, in a niche, is a statue of the

celestial prince Lou.

On r. of path, debris of towers and tombs of the former abbots,

fang-chang, of theCh'iung-lung Ssu, some of whom were cremated.

An inscription reads : Burial-place of the venerable Ku, in religion Yiieh-

shan « Mountain of the Moon », fourteenth superior of the monastery of

Ch'iung-lung.

On passing under two porticoes, we enter the Ch'iung-lung Ssu,

with its pavilions ruined during the T'ai-p'ing rebeli^n (1860-1863),

disposed in an amphitheatre.
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It was in 504 A. D. that the first temple was built here ; several times
secularised, it was restored to religion, in 1641, at the end of the Ming. The
Emperor of the K'ang-hsi period visited it in 1703 and left as a souvenir
of his passage some manuscript inscriptions which disappeared during the
rising of the Ch'ang-mao.

According to tradition, this spot was inhabited, in the P' c. B. C, by a

poor woodcutter named Chu Mai-ch'en who, thanks to his perseverance

in study, gained wealth and honours. His history has been narrated by C.

Imbault-Huart.

At the summit of the mountain, a few ruins of an ancient kiosk :

N. W., is the Ta-ma-fu Shan, masking the Yang Shan.

Towards the E., the Ling-yen Shan « Mountain of the Divine

Terrace » also called Yen-shih Shan « Mountain to crush ink»,

because its stones have been used to make Chinese inkstands.

History relates that Fu-ch'a (V" c. B. C), King of Wu, built the Kuan-
wa Kung there for Queen Hsi-shih who was renowned for her beauty. The
emperors of the K'ang-hsi and Ch'ien-lung periods made short stays on this

mountain.

Returning to the boat, we soon reach the T'aiHu. According to

the Chinese, this « Great Lalce » measures 120 li from N. to S.,

200 li from E. to W. and 500 li in circumference ; it contains

72 islands or islets and its waters wash two provinces, viz Chiang-

su and Che-chiang.

This vast spread of yellowish water, whose tempests are dread-

ed by native sailors, also bears the name of Wu-hu « Five lakes »,

because this basin is formed by the junction of five sheets of wat-

er, or because this term is an abbreviation of TFa-pai-li-chih-^w

(lake of jive hundred h).

The principal islands in the lake are : Tung Tung-t'ing Shan

' Eastern Tung-t'ing Island », Hsi Tung-t'ing Shan « Western

Tung-t'ing Island », and Ma-chi Shan in the N.

« Eastern T'ung-t'ing Island », where roebuck are still found,

is also called Mo-li Shan. « Mo-li Island » ; it is 80 li round

and contains the city of T'ai-hu T'ing, sub-prefecture of recent

creation situated 98 li S. W. of the town of Su-chou.

Of the mountains, Mo-li Feng « Mo-li Peak », considered the

highest, is crowned by a small temple. To the E., a chain runs

N. to S. with the peaks of Fu-jung (Hibiscus mutabilis), Ts'ui

• Green », whence issues the « White Dragon Spring » ; on the S.,

Hsi-niu Feng « Rhinoceros Peak ». Under Pao Shan, legend has

it, is the entrance of a cave discovered by a certain Mao Chang

in the time of King Ho-lii (Vc.B.C).
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18 li N. W., "Western Tung-t'ing Island », the largest in the

lake, contains a grotto.

It is also called Chia Shan, Pao Shan and Tu-ch'ic.o. Here it

was that, in 493 B. C, Fu-ch'ai, King of Wu, defeated Kou-chien,

King of Yiieh.

6. Shang-hai to Nanking

By rail

Broad gauge-rail constructed by an English Co. (1905-8), opened to traffic

as for as Nanking on the aS"* March 1908. Double track between Shang-liai

and Suchou. Corridor trains ; buffets in most of them. Its expresses are the

fastest in China.
From the station to the quay on the Bund, 8 min., and the French Con-

cession, 15 min. by tram, 25 min by jinrikisha.

From Shang-hai to Nanking, 193 miles ; 6 hrs'journey by rapide », 7 hrs.

25 by express, 10 hrs. 45 by slow train ; fares 10 dols. — To Chen-chiang,

149 m. 50 ; duration of journey, 5 hrs. 30 ; fares 8 dols. 50 and 3 dols. 50. —
To Wu-hsi ; duration of journey 2 hrs. 45 and 3 hrs. 50 ; fares 4 dols. 80 and
2 dols. 40. — To Su-chou ; duration of journey i hr. 45 and 2 hrs. 30 ; fares

3 dols 15 and i dol. 60.

In 1909, 3,638,701 passengers travelled on this line ; in 1908 there were

3,240,869 passengers and 1,384,127 dols., income compared with 1,731,658
passengers and 760,609 dols. in 1907. These receipts, however, failed to cover

the corresponding annual outlay entailed by the enterprise and in 1909 repre-

sented a ratio of 929 dols. to the mile of line, compared with 734 in 1908.

Sbang-hai. The station is a fine building to the N. of the Hung
k'ou quarter, and outside the International Settlement; it com-

prises a large goods wharf, 1000 ft- by 150, well fitted work-shops

and offices.

4 m. 68, Chen-ju.

Thickly populated plain, intersected by canals but monotonous

in appearance on account of theuniformity of the country. Nume-

rous hamlets and clusters of dwellings surrounded by hedges

of shrub and bamboo. Houses of cob, brick or mud ; tile roofs.

10 m. 70, Nan-hsing (Ne-ziang, /.). The town is a mile to the

r. by a good road. Chairs and hand-barrows at station.

The laying of the rail in this region of alluvium cut by canals and rivers,

has necessitated, between Shang-hai and Wu-hsi, the construction of 164
bridges or culverts,

S. of the line, the Hu-tu canal winds like a ribbon in its bed, dug

about 446 by Prince Hsiin, vice-roy of Yang-chou ; Europeans know it as

the Wu-sung Chiang It is now for boats from Shang-hai to K'un-shan Hsien.

14 m. 58, Huang-lu (Waong-dou, L).

20 m. An-Ving (Eu-ding, /.).
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26 m. 31, Lu-chia-pang.

The magnetic Observatory is situated 31<'12'3" lat. N. and

121°2'6" long. E., of Greenwich. It was separated in 1907 from

the meteorological Observatory of Zi-ka-wei, near Shang-hai, and

is housed and run by the French Catholic Mission of Chiang-

nan ; it is staffed by Jesuit priests.

Meteorological observations were first taken on tlie i" April 1908 The

bureau was installed on a hillock 300 yds. from the village and 2 miles 5

from the station ; it is near the river Wu-sung Chiang, called by foreigners

Su-chou Creek, at the point where the latter is entered by the Grand Canal

Hu-chia-hu, which forms a convenient route to the station ; a daily service

of steam-launches is running on the Wu-sung Chiang and can be made use of.

30 m., Hen-li, in a silk-worm growing region ; weaving. Halt

at the crossing of the Hsin-yang Chiang over which a 3 span iron

suspension bridge is thrown.

Sport clubs of Shang-hai have held regattas on the canals since

1909.

31 m. 95, Iv'un-shan Hsien (K'oen-se, I.) « K'un [-lun] Moun-

tain », on which rests a stupa which, according to Chinese notions,

regulates terrestial influences and protects the town which stretches

away at its feet.

The station is about a mile from the walls of the city, which

is the seat of two districts, K'un-shan Hsien and Hsin-yang

Hsien, belonging to Su-chou Fu.

The town is situated at the mouth of several canals. It is sur-

rounded by a wall more than 12 li in circumference, provided

with six gates giving access by land and five « water-gates ».

The moat is more than 60 ft. wide. An earth-wall was first built

in 1357, during the Mongol period. The Ming had it faced with

brick in 1359.

The Han established the Lou Hsien as a dependency of the Chiin of Kuei-

chi, then attached it to the Wu Chiin. The Liang changed its name to Hsin-i

Hsien, then detached from it a new district called K'un-sban. Both were

suppressed by the Sui, who re-established that of K'un-shan in 598.

Attached first to the Wu Chiin, the latter was a dependency of the Su Chou
under the T'ang and of the Fu of P'ing-chiang under the Sung. The Mongols
made it a dependency of the Lu of P'ing-chiang, raising it to the rank of a

Chou (1295). It again became a Hsien in 1369, under the Ming, and since then

has remained within the sphere of the Su-chou Fu.

The district of Hsin-yang was constituted, in 1724, from territory detached

from that of K'un-shan.

By canal, T'ai-ts'ang Chou is reached ; it is situated 12 miles N. E., is the

chief-town of a depairtment ranking as a Chih-li-chou and comprises five
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districts. The city dates from the reign of Ho-lii (end of VI"' c. B. C), when
this King of Wu established a granary (ts'ang).

The town is enclosed by a wall more than lo /» in extent provided with eight

gates ; three « water-gates » ; a moat 80 ft. wide surrounds it. The con-

struction of the rampart was begun under the Mongol or Yiian dynasty, in

1357-

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », a territory of the Yang Chou. Under
the Han, territory of Lou Hsien, dependent on the Chiin of Kuei-chi ; under
the Later Han, dependency of Wu Chiin ; under the Sung, of the Fu of P'ing-
chiang. The Mongols, having created the Chou of K'un-shan, transferred
its administration to this place (1314), then took it back to its former centre

(135 1). The Ming established the T'ai- ts'ang Wei and Chen-hai Wei, then
constituted the T'ai-ts'ang Chou, dependent on the Fu of Su-chou, in 1497.
This district became independent in 1724.

The line diverges from K'un-shan to cross the Chih-huo-t'ang

Canal, which connects this town with Lu-chow.

To the r., a series of lakes on which the natives fish and carry

goods by means of sampans or junks, the sails of which can

often be seen bellying in the wind while the water-ways are

yet invisible.

39 m. 40, Chen-i « True equity ».

42 m. 66, Wei-ting (Y-ding, I.).

48 m. 29, Wai-k'ua-i'ang (Wi-hao-daong, I.).

50 m. 80, Kuan-tu-li.

The Grand Canal is parallel to the railway ; the two run about

a hundred yards apart.

The rail soon runs alongside the extensive walls of the large

town of :

53 m. 47, Su-chou (Su-tzii, /.), an important station served

by good roads leading from the Ch'i gate, and from the North

{See R. 5).

Hotel : Village Inn near the station
;
guide, horses, donkeys rickshaw,

Carriages and houseboat may be hired. — Refreshment Room.
Rickshaw and chairs to the station.

Town opened to foreign trade on the 26*" September 1896.

Exports bales of silk-worm cocoons to Shang-hai in June. Japanese

concession to S. of town.

Steam-launches : Services to Chia-hsing Fu and Hang-chou (Che-chiang),

and to Ch'ang-chou Fu (Chiang-su).

Steam launch services from Su-ehou to Ch'ang-shu Hsien, 26 miles by

Canal.

Ch'ang-shu Hsien (Zang-zoh, /.) is a dependency of the prefecture oi Su-

chou Fu and the residence of a T'ao-t'ai, overseer of the irrigation departm-

ent, for rice culture etc., of the Chih-hsien of Ch'ang-shu Hsien and, since

1724, that of Chao-win Hsien.
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The city-wall is more than nias H ia extent and has six land and five

« water-gates ». On the N. W. side, the wall is carried over a hill; on the other

three sides, it is surrounded by a wide moat. Enlarged under the Yiian, it

was faced with stone in 1356.

Under the Han, territory of the two districts Wu Hsien and P'i-ling

Hsien. Under the Chin, the two Hsien of Hai-yii and Man-sha were estab-
lished at the expense of Wu Hsien and P'i-ling respectively. The Liang
made them dependencies of the Chiin of Hsin-i, then established separately
the Ch'ang-shu Hsien. The Sui suppressed the Chiin and incorporated its

dependencies in the Hsien of Ch'ang-shu. The latter was re-attached to

the Su-chou by the T'ang, and to the P'ing-chiang Lu by the Mongols, who
raised it to the rank of Ch'ang-shu Chou in 1295. Returned to the condition
of a simple district at the commencement of the Ming dynasty, the town has
since been dependent on the Fu of Su-chou.

To the N. W. of the city rises Mount Yu Shan. There it was that, towards
tfte end of the Yin dynasty (XIII"' c. B. C), Chung-yung, brother of King
T'ai-po, lived the life of a hermit previous to being called to the throne of

Wu. His burial-place is in these hills, as well as that of Princess Ch'i {497
B. C), daughter-in-law of King Ho-lii of Wu. They also contain the tomb
of Fu-ch'ai, last king of the country (494-472 B. C.). According to Ssu-ma
Ch'ien, Yen Yen, a disciple ci Confucius, is also buried there.

Near the station are very extensive suburbs. Beyond, a stupa

rests on a small eminence called Tiger Hill.

The line crosses the Yiian-huo-t'ang, a canal going to Ch'ang-

shu Hsien, dug in 808 by Han Kao, governor of Su-chou under

the T'ang.

61 m. 19, flsii-shu-kuan.

The heights .situated to the S. and W. mask the T'ai Hu « Great

Lake ».

66 m. 60, Wang-Ving.

The « Imperial Canal » runs parallel with the railway. This

waterway, between Su-chou and Wu-hsi, was constructed about

360 B. C. by Huang Hsieh, minister of the principality of Ch'u,

better known under the name of Ch'un-shen Chiin ; it was deep-

ened in IOG18 A. D.

73 m. 07, Chou-ching-hang.

76 m. 43, Wu-hsi Flag,

79 m. 80, Wu-hsi H.sien (Wu-hsieh, /.), in a siik-worm breeding

country ; chief-town of a district in the prefecture of Ch'ang-

chou Fu. The city, which is surrounded by walls, is the seat of

the Chih-hsien of Wu-hsi Hsien and that of Chin-kuei Hsien
;

it is .tiituated between the canal and railway. — A branch of the

latter is planned to Chiang-yin H.sien, port of call in the estuary

of the Blue River.
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The city is of very ancient origin ; it dates from the Han. Its walls for-

merly measured 2 li ig paces in extent ; a single gate gives access from the
official city to the popular suburb which, we are assured, extended for a dis-

tance of II H in length.

Its name is explained as follows : Under the Chou dynasty, tin (hsi) mines
were largely worked in the neighbouring mountain, but under the Han the
deposit gave out, whence the present name Wu-hsi « Tinless ». During the
short rule of the usurper Wang-mang (7-22 A. D.), the working was resumed,
whence Yu-hsi « Which has tin ». None has since been re-discovered how-
ever, whence comes the proverb » Yu-hsi, ping ; t'ien-hsia-cheng ; Wu-hsi,
ning ; t'ien-hsia-ch'ing ». « If tin be found, there will be war, war everwhere

;

if tin be not found, peace will reign, universal peace » (Tschepe).

The Han dynasty established the Hsien of Wu-hsi within the sphere of

the Chiin of Kuei-chi, then re-attached it to the Wu Chiin. When, at the
« Three Kingdom » period, the Kingdom of Wu created the Hsiao-yii of Tien-

nung, it suppressed the district and included its territory in the new
administrative area. The Chin re-established it in the sphere of the P'i-ling

Chiin, then transferred it to the Chin-ling Chiin. The Mongols raised Wu-hsi
to the rank of a Chou in 1295 and made it a dependency of tlie Lu of Ch'ang-
chou. Restored to its original condition at the beginning of the Ming dy-
nasty, Wu-hsi Hsien has since remained a dependency of the Ch'ang-chou Fu.
A fraction of its territory was, in 1724, constituted a district of Chin-

kuei, whose head-quarters are in the same city.

Excursions :

There is water communication between the Imperial Canal and the upper
bend of Lake T'ai Hu by a channel. The upper part of the lake is shut in by
the Island of Ma-chi Shan.

Steam-launcli service from Wu-hsi to Chiang-yin Hsien, at the mouth
of the Blue River.

An II mile trip E. S. E. to the ancient Mel-ll, via the T'ai-po-tu canal,

said to have been dug by King T'ai-po.

The inhabitants of Wu, whom the Chinese of the Yin period classed with
the Ching-man « Barbarians of the Brushwood [country] », had their capital

at Mei-li.

r'ai-po, king of this country, in dread of raids by the feudatory princes

of the end of the Yin dynasty (1402-1122 B. C), put Mei-li in a state of de-

fence and surrounded it with an earthen rampart 3 li 200 paces in extent^

On the site of the royal palace stands the temple of T'ai-po ; in a kitchen

is still shown an old well yielding very good water. The Sung emperor Chih-

tsung had placed on the temple, in 1910, an inscription : chih-to « [the

man of] perfect virtue ». The mandarin of Wu-hsi goes there twice a year to

sacrifice to the Imperial Shades.

T'ai-po was buried in the neighbouring hill, the Hung Shan, formerly

called Tung-huang Shan ; his mausoleum is called Wang-fSn " royal sepul-

chre » and stands on the Wu-wang-teng <i The Wu king's mound ».

It seems that Mei-li remained the capital of Wu until the accession of

King Ho-lii {513 B. C), who transferred his capital to Su-chou.

The railway crosses the canal going lo Chiang-yin Hsien (Kaong-

yen, /.), (54 m.), on the Yang-tzu, supplied with a steam-

launch service.

88 ni. 20, Lo-shih.

93 m. 32, Hen-ling, near some hills.

97 m. 07, Chi-shu-ijen.
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103 m. 94, Ch'aiig-chou Fii (Zang-tzu-fu, I.), a prefecture with

eight dependent districts. The town dates from the Chin (265-

317) and was formerly called Hai-yii, from the name of the

neighbouring height.

Within its walls is comprised the seat of the two districts of

Wu-chin and Yang-hu. The territory of the latter was taken from

that of the former in 1724. The city is considered to have been

that of the ancient Yen-ling I of the Ch'un-ch'iu period. Its name,

Wu-chin, dates from the year 280 A. I'*., under the Chin.

At the period of the « Tribute of Yii », a district in the Yang Chou ; during
that of the Ch'un-ch'iu, a territory of the Wu state, then a dependency of Yiieh

and, in the time of the « Fighting Kingdoms » or Civil Wars, of that of Ch'u.

Under the Ch'in, a territory of the Chiin of Kuei-chi, where the Han founded
the P'i-ling Hsien. During the period called the « Three Kingdoms », that

of Wu created there the Hsiao-yii of Tien-nung, replaced, under the Chin,

by the Chiin of P'i-ling, later called Chin-ling. The Sui suppressed the Chiin
and established the Ch'ang Chou (589), then reverted to the previous name,
P'i-ling Chiin. A series of changes of names follow : Ch'ang-chou (620), Chin-
ling Chiin (742) and Ch'ang Chou (758), the latter of which was only tempor-
ary abandoned by the Ming in favour of Ch'ang-chou Fu. The Fu of Ch'ang-
chou was, under this dynasty, directly dependent on the Southern capital

(Nan-king). The Manchu dynasty attached it to the province of Chiang-su.

History relates that, in 478, there was found, near the temple dedicated
to Chi-cha, in the Hsien of Wu-chin, a wooden label with an inscription an-

nouncing the elevation of Hsiao-tao-cheng to the throne. This minister was
to assume the Imperial title in the following year (479), after having dipped
his hands in the blood of two Sung emperors ; his dynasty did not last a
generation, although it comprised five sovereigns. In the V"' c, the use
of paper (invented in 105 A. D.) became general, and the use of wooden labels

for inscriptions, doubtless in imitation of those of the Han period, had no
other justification than to supply a pretext of legitimacy to the founder
of the Ch'i dynasty.

Ch'ang-chou Fu is connected with Chiang-yin Hsien (100 U) by a canal.

109 m. 45, Lo-chia-ts'un.

115 m. 01, Pen-niu.

This part of the Imperial Canal, called Chti Ho, was constructed

by Ch'in Shih-huang-ti to connect Ch'ang-chou Fu and Tan-

yang Hsien with Chen-chiang Fu on the Blue River.

119 m. 67, Lii-ch'eng.

125 m. 99, Ling-k'ou.

131 m. 77, Tan-yang Hsien, chief-town of a district in the pre-

fecture of Chen-chiang Fu, on the Imperial Canal, is a very an-

cient city known to have existed from the Ch'un-ch'iu period

(722-481 B. C). Silk-worm breeding.

Tan-yang is enclosed by a rampart 9 Zj in extent, provided with

six land and two « water-gates «, surrounded by a moat. This

wall was added to by the Ming in 1662.
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At the time of the « Fighting Kingdoms n or Civil Wars, a I of Yiin-yang,
belonging to the State of Ch'u. Under the Ch'in, Ch'in-a, a town in which
the Han established the Hsien of the same name as a dependency of the
Chiin of Kuei-chi. King Mang changed this name to Keng-mei ; but it was
reverted to by the Later Han, who set the district of Ch'in-a in the sphere
of the \Vu Chiin. The State of VVu, at the « Three Kingdom » period, revived
the former name of YUn-yang ; but the Chin restored the Ch'in-a Hsien,
which they made a dependency of the Chiin of P'i-ling, out of which the
Sung formed the Chin-ling Chiin. Under the Liang, the name of Lan-ling
Hsien appeared as that of a dependency of the Lang-ling Chiin. The Sui re-

established the name of Ch'in-a Hsien. The T'ang created the Yiin Chou
(6ig) at the seat of the district, then named it Chien Chou (621), afterwards
suppressing it (625) and retaining the district, which definetely received
the name of Tan-ymg under the Sung, in the X"> c.

Tan-yang is connected with the lakes in the Southern district

by canals which intersect the country ; one of them, the Po-kang-

tu, was dug under the Wu, about 246, by the mandarin Cheng

Hstin with a levy of 30,000 men.

The country here changes in character ; the level plains give place to an
undulating tract of land. The speech of the inhabitants also changes ; where-
as in the earlier part of our journey the peasants spoke a patois allied to
the Shang-hai dialect, as we near Chen-chiang, they speak in a tongue derived
from the Mandarin.

136 m. 79, Hsin-feng, on the r. bank of the Grand Canal.

An arm of the Imperial Canal ends in the Blue River, at ran-j'u,

8 miles from Hsin-feng. The Nan-Sung emperors came there

(V'b c.) to sacrifice at the tombs of their ancestors.

The railway climbs several ascents in continuing to the 144"'

mile, then gradually re-descends to the town of Chen-chiang,

through a very broken and uneven country.

147 m. 82, Chen-chiang Flag.

The station serves the junk port on the canal and the Chinese

City.

The track, laid on upheavals of silicious sandstone, has to

thread its way through Fort Hill.

This tunnel, 1320 ft. long, was begun on the 17"' July 1906 and the first

train passed through on the 27"' February 1908. The underground labour

was entirely carried out by Chinese ; the nature of the soil necessitated the

construction of a brick shackle throughout the whole extent of the work
;

the cost of the tunnel was 370.000 dollars (about £ 37,000).

149 m. 50, Chen-chiang City (Chen-chiang Fu), connected by a

branch-line with Chen-chiang Bund Station, which is on the

banks of the Blue River.

It is a prefecture in the province of Chiang-su, on the r. bank

of the Yang-tzu Chiang, at an opening of an arm of the Grand
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Canal ; its position is 32oi3'5" Lat. N. and 119o25' Long. E. of

Greenwich. Population, 120,000 Chinese and 100 Europeans.

Hotel :

Clubs : Chin-kiang C. — Custom C.

Theatres : Chinese.

Houseboats with 3 or 4 rooms and manned by 4 to 6 sailors, about i ylian

(dollar) per day.

Post : Chinese, German.

Chairs : 3 or 4 hours' run, 1 dol. ; a whole day, about i dol. 50.

Consulate : English (looks after the interests of France, Germany and
Austria).

Navigation : Blue river service. Port of call for shipping lines between
Shang-hai and Han-k'ou : the China Navigation Co. ; the Indo-China S. N.
Co. ; C" asiatique de navigation ; Norddeutscher Lloyd ; Nissin Kisen Kaisha.

'Steam-Iaunchs : to Yang-chou Fu and that part of the Grand Canal beyond
the r. bank of the river ; to Hsien-nu Miao (daily) ; to Ching-chiang-p'u (prac-

tically daily).

Excursion : to Chin-shan (half-hour's journey). Shooting in the surroun-

ding hills.

Chen-chiang is the residence of the Tao-t'ai of the Chang-

Ghen-T'ung-Hai region, superintendent of customs, of a prefect in

chargeof four districts, of the district magistrate of Tan-VuHsien, a

Tartar general commanding a camp of 1,728 Manchu (1902), and a

Chinese general having about 2,500 men under his orders.

The English and American Protestant Missions are established

here : China Inland Mission ; Methodist Episcopal M. ; American

Presbyterian M. [South] ; American Southern Baptist M. The

Chiang-nan French Catholic Mission has also a church.

Christians seem first to have had establishments in this town under the
Mongol dynasty. According to Marco Polo « the Grand Khan, in r278, sent
there one of his barons, Marsaguis (Mar Sarghiz), who was a Nestorian Christ-

ian, to be governor of this city for three years. And this is what he did. In
the three years of his residence there, he had built two Christian churches.
And they have remained since then, for before were none ».

This governor built the church called « Ta-hsing-huo Ssu ». The inscription
which commemorates the erection bears date 1281 ; it mentions the existence
of twelve churches of the Cross in the whole Empire. Mar Sarghiz alone built

seven and brought the chorepiscopus Mar Ha-si-ya from the Kingdom of

Fo (India) to perform the rites. The Franciscan Odoric of Pordenone, tra-

velling in China (1322 to 1328), speaks of the existence of a convent of Minor
Brothers at Chen-chiang and says « there are there several other churches
of monks, but these are Nestorians ».

The port was opened to foreigners in April 1861, in conformity

with the Anglo-Chinese treaty of T'ien-chin dated 26"' June 1858.

Its trade in 1910 amounted to 25,800,000 Hai-kuan Taels. A
Foreign Settlement has been deliminated along the river and to

the W. of the Chinese city.
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This river-port, 170 miles from the sea, is used by six Steam-boat C*^ ;

3 or 4 boats call in every day, either on the up or down journey.

Specialities : dishes, boxes and panels, opium services made of wood cover-

ed with fired clay, lacquered and inlaid with mother of pearl or large musse

shells; manufactured in Yang-chou Fu andChen-chiangFu
;
price from 80 cents.

Important depot for South grown sugar ; this product enters the interior

on Chinese barges. In the neighbourhood, rice and wheat are grown.

The climate is temperate in winter ; it is rare for the thermometer to fa

below 14O4 or 18°. In summer, sunstroke and chills are to be avoided ; wear

flannels ; in May and June, rainy ; in July and August, the thermometer is

generally above 54° and often reaches 64."^, ee^e and 68O4.

Chen-chiang is enclosed by a fortified wall more than 9 li in

circumference with six gates, two of which give access by water.

The Grand Canal runs along.side the city from the Southern to

the Western « Water-gate ». The wall was built at the beginning

of the Ming dynasty on the foundations of a previous structure.

History of the prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », a region dependent on the Yang
Chou and, under the Chou, territory of the States of W'u and Ch'u. Was atta-

ched, under the Ch'in, to the Chiin of Kuei-chi and, under the Han, to the
« Kingdom » of Chiang-tu, then, to the Wu Chiin. At the « Three Kingdoms »

period, took the name of Ching-k'ou which has remained classical as a

designation of Chen-chiang, whose changes of name have been very nume-
rous throughout the ages ; the most important were Han-hsU Chou, Tung-
hai Chiin and Jun Chou, which was retained until the Sung. Since 975,
that of Chen-chiang has been maintained, except for a short interval of

four years (1368-1372), during which the founder of the Ming dynasty sub-
stituted for it that of Chiang-huai Fu.
The Manchu entered Chen-chiang on the 5"^ of the fifth moon of 1645 ;

Koxinga, ruler of Formosa, occupied it in 1659.
At the time ot the « Opium War « (1839-1842), the place was taken, after

two hours' fighting, on the 22 nd July 1842, by the English squadron of 80
sail with a landing force of 9,000 men. Eleven years later, the T'ai-p'ing

rebels occupied this town (April 1853) and retained possession of it for fif-

teen years.

History of Tan-t'u Hsien, district whose seat is in the very town o
Chen-chiang Fu.
At the Ch'un-ts'iu period, a I of Chu-fang belonging to the State of Wu,

then to that of Ch'u, which changed its name to Ku-yang. The Cb'in estab-

lished there the Hsien of Tan-t'u which, under the Han, was a dependency
of the Chiin of Kuei-chi, then of the Wu Chiin. At the « Three Kingdoms »

period, the district, a dependency of the « Kingdom » of Wu, became the
Wu-chin Hsien. The Ch'in made it again into a Hsien of Tan-yang, chief-

town of the Chiin of P'i-ling ; then, having brought the T'an Hsien
nearer, made the latter the seat of the Chiin of Tung-nan-hai, to which
Tan-t'u was later on attached. The Sui suppressed it, then made it the
chief-town of the Jun Chou. The latter disappeared in 607 and its district

took the name of Hsien of Yen-ling. The T'ang definitly revived the name of

Tan-t'u Hsien (620), first as chief-town of the Jun Chou, become since

the Sung, a Fu (under the Mongols, a Lu) of Chen-chiang.

The environs of Chen-chiang are hilly ; one or two hoiirs from the city,

several very picturesque spots, wooded hills, temples. Wild boar hunting.

Pheasants abundant.

Northern China, 28.
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7 li above the official city, the rock and the Buddhist temple of Chin Shan
<c Gold Mountain » ; half-an-hour's journey by road from the Foreign Settle-

ment {See R. 7).

Half-an-hours'trip by boat down stream from Chen-chiang, the islet ot

Chiao Shan, commonly called Yin Shan « Silver Mountain », with its popu-
ar Buddhist temple {See R. 7).

The railway track keeps lo the foot of the hills to avoid the

low-lying lands periodically flooded by the rise of the Blue River.

159 m., Kao-tzu, village on the banks of the Yang-tzu.

160 m., Tan-shu.

165 m., Hsia-shu.

171 m., Lung-Van. A coal mine is worked here.

The line passes through an uneven stretch of country to within

a mile-and-a-half of Nanking, necessitating considerable cutting

and embanking.

177 m., Lone Tree Hill.

The Hsi-hsiaShan (50 li N. E. of Nanking), renowned for itsmedicina

herbs. ; the Yung-chi Ssii (45 li N. E. of Nanking) with its grotto near the

village of Kuang-yin Men.

158 m., Yao-hun Men.

At the 186'h mile, the railway reaches its highest point, 90 ft. 28.

On the 1., the Tzu-chin Shan « Hill of Purple and Gold «, 1450 ft.

high, dominates the walls and city of Nanking ; it conceals the

tomb of Hung-wu, the first Ming emperor. — The Chung Shan,

on which formerly stood more than 70 temples or pagodas.

In the broken country, veins of hard anthracite have been discovered,

notably at the Shih-&rl-tai Tung « Twelwe Grottoes », and, in spite of Chinese

prejudice, shafts have been sunk (1897) in order to study the value of the

odes.

A geographical peculiarity is the finding, to the N. and S. of Nanking,

heights of volcanic origin, such as the Lu-ho { r. bank of the Blue River),

Tzii Shan and Fang Shan « Square Mountain ».

190 m., T'ai-p'ing Men, 2 miles from the gate of this name

near the Manchu quarter situated in the S. E. of Nanking.

Follow the Hou-hu, a lake 40 li round, in the middle of

which are four islets. Here we catch sight of the walls of Nanking ;

the Shcn-chih Men gate is passed on the 1.

193 m. 02, Nanking:. The terminus of the line is on an embank-

ment (constructed for the purpose of avoiding the low and

marshy land of Hsia-kuan), running along the Southern bank

of the Blue River and near the steamers' wharf.
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On the opposie bank, P'u-k'ou, terminus of the Nanking to T'ien-chin

(T'ien-tsin) line via Chi-nan Fu. Ferry-boat service across the river between
the two stations.

Connection of the line with the railway, 7 miles long, which crosses the

city of Nanking from N. to S. ; an extension is planned to Wu-hu (An-hui

province).

7. Shang-hai to Nanking

Via the Blue River

The steamers go down the Huang-p'u as far as the anchorage

ef Wu-sung, where thej' enter the Yang-tzu Chiang « River

[of the province] of Yang », better known to Europeans by the

name of Blue River.

On the Southern bank, the town of Pao-shan Hsien [Bao-se

in the local dialect), overlooked by its stupa (Buddhist tower).

It is enclosed by a wall 4 li in circumference with four gates. The

« town 3 of Wu-sung was transferred there during the Chia-ching

period (1522-1566).

The sub-prefecture of Pao-shan, neighbouring Shang-hai, is not, like the

latter, a dependency of the Fu of Sung-chiang ,but of the Chih-li-chou or inde-

pendent Chou of T'ai-ts'ang. Under the Ming, it wasonly a fraction of the

Hsien of Chia-ting, out of which was created the Pao-shan So in 1526, then,

under the Manchu dynasty in 1724, the Hsien of the same name.

The English, during the « Opium War », attacked the forts of Wu-sung on
the 16-19 June 1842 and seized 175 guns.

Leaving several banks and islets in course of formation at the

mouth of the river, we go up the yellow stream of the great Chi-

nese Chiang, bordered with lowlands only distinguished generally

by clumps of trees.

In the N., the long island of Ch'ung-ming (Dzung-ming, /.)

« Exultation of the Intellectual Faculties », the appearance of

whose first banks dates from the year 620 and its first colonization

from 696. It now has an area of 450 sq. miles and half a million

inhabitants. The district city is Ch'ung-ming Hsien, a town

now at short distance from the shore, confined within walls of

more than 4 li circumference, with five gates and two water-gates.

The first city was walled in 1293 but, lashed and worn by the tide,

it has had to be moved three times : in 1352, 1420 and 1529. The

waves now roll, says a Chinese chronicler, where yesterday flour-

Lshed the mulberry tree (Cf. Havret, Island of Tsung-ming).
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In 1293 was created the Chou of Ch'ung-ming as a dependency of Yang-
chou. In 1369, the Hsien of Ch'ung-miti!j, attached in 1375 to the Fuof Su-
chou and, at the end of the xv'" c, to the Chih-li-chou of T'ai-ts'ang.

Tiie first Northern coasts of the Yang-tzu belonged to the Hai-

men T'ing, whose lands were formed before the II"'^ c. of our era.

Hsien of Hai-men in 958. The river causing erosion, the town was evacuat-
ed and rebuilt several times, in the middle of the XIV"» c, twice in the

XVI"> c. and in 1693. It formed a T'ing in 1768.

Soon there appear hillocks on both banks : the Fu Shan on the

S., and the Lang Shan « Wolf Mountain », masking the city of

T'ung Chou, on the N. ; stopping-place for river steamers.

The Lang Shan is a pilgrim resort of high repute in the province of Chiang-

su. A tower crowns its summit and numerous temples occupy the grottoes

of this rocky group. According to a chronicle, Lang Shan was in the middle
of the waters previous to the VII"' c, and the alluvial deposits were not
formed to the S. of the mountain until the beginning of the Sung (960;.

The river narrows and is only a mile wide off the point of Huang
Shan. The banks are crowned by batteries capable of stopping

a weak squadron ; this point is one of the keys of the Yang-tzu.

Hidden by these heights and by the Chiin Shan, the district

city of Chiang-yin Hsien is connected with the river by a

canal. It is a mile to the S. of the river-bank, but from the anchor-

age may be seen a stupa which stands within the walls. Residence

of the hsueh-Vai (warden) of the province of Chiang-su. Port of

call for steamers.

The city is rectangular in shape and is surrounded by a wall

more than 9 li in length and 25 Chinese ft. high, built between

the years 1506 and 1521. Four gates.

Under the Ch'in, was the Chi-yang Ksien. Under the Han, part of P'i-

ling Hsien. The Chin, in 281, separated from it the Chi-yang Hsien which
they made a dependency of the P'i-ling Chiin, created at the same time.

The Liang (557) founded the Hsien and Chiin of Chiang-yin, a name which
has been handed down to the present day. The town was, under the Mongols,
the seat of a Lu (1277), then of a Chou, to which the Ming gave the tempor-
ary name of Lien-yang and which they afterwards suppressed. The district

of Chiang-yin was maintained by the Manchu emperors as a dependency of

the prefecture of Ch'ang-chou.

It is said that all the inhabitants have the family name « Wu »

and that they claim to be descendents from Chi-cha (vif c. B.

C), king of Wu, whom they venerate in two temples in the city.

To the N. of the town, on the Southern slope of Ghiin Shan hill,

the burial-place of Ch'un-shen, a few ruins of which remain,

comprising a portico, a vaulted gallery, a mortuary chapel and a

tower.
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Ch'un-shen, a minister of King K'ao-lieh-wang, one of the last rulers of

Cli'u, was assassinated (223 B. C.) at Ying (Chu Chou of An-hui), the last

capital of this kingdom, soon afterwards absorbed by the Ch'in.

30 li W. of Chiang-yin, the little town of Shin-chiang, connected with the

seat of its Chih-hsien and Ch'ang-chou Fu, its prefecture, by a canal dug, in

the III"! c. B. C, by Ch'un-shen Chun.

It is the burial-place of Chi-cha (VI"> c. B. C), king of Wu, with a deeply
venerated temple re-built in 1874. The necrological inscription in ten charact-

ers of antique formation must have been very ancient, but it was re-cut in

the T'ien-pao period of the T'ang, in 748. The emperor K'ang-hsi had an
inscription placed there.

The T'ai-p'ing burnt the town in 1864, but the old stsela was preserved.

The text may be thus translated : » Alas ! Alas !! This is the burial-place

of the King of Wu, Chi-tzu, Prince of Yen-ling ».

60 H W. of Chiang-yin and a few li from the church of Li-tai (Lo dai, I.)

in the canton of Ch'ien-chou, the Chi-kung Miao, temple and burial-place

of Chung Lei, son of King Ho-lii, who died in 497 B. C.

On the opposite bank and some distance inland, Ching-chiang

Hsien (steamers stop at the mouth of the canal which leads to it,

2 miles distant). This district is a dependency of the Ch'ang-chou

Fu, its Southern neighbour.

2 m. from the Northern bank, T'ai-hsing Hsien (steamers halt),

a dependency of the sub prefecture of Hal-men T'ing.

The alluvial deposits formed in the river the great bank of

T'ai-p'ing, whose Southern arm ( Sha-yang-ho) is dominated further

up-stream by the stupa on Hu Shan hill.

The Southern part of the Imperial Canal debouches at Tan-t'u

K'ou, then continues to above Chen-chiang, whore it enters the

Yang-tzu.

Tan-t'u K'ou, ioTTnerly Chu-fang, was beseiged in 544 B.C., by the army
of the Kingdom of Ch'u which was obliged to retire before the forces of Chi-

cha, King of Wu.

At a bend in the river,and E. of the walled town of Chen-chiang,

the islet of C'hiao Shan (vulgo Yin Shan « Silver Mountain «),

whose Western side, well-wooded and 240 ft. high, is surmounted

by a Buddhist temple built, in 1313, under the Mongol dynasty.

Favourite place for pic-nics among the rich Chinese of the country.

The name of « Silver Mountain » was given it to correspond to that of

« Gold Mountain », a rocky height to the W. of Chen-chiang. The island was

formerly called T'u Shan, Sliu-i'u Shan, or Chih-i'u Shan ; it is also styled

YUn-Vai Shan « Mountain of the Terrace of Clouds ».

The following are noteworthy spots : at the top, Chin-chl Ling

« Chain of the Golden Cock »
; at foot, Tzii-yang Tung<< Cavern of
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Tzu-yang » and, on the side, the Chen-p' in g Shan '^ Hill of the Pro-

tecting Screen ».

Chen-chiang Fu [See R. 6), one of the few picturesque cities

of the Yang-tzu valley, partly built on rocks. It is an important

town with a port opened to foreign trade since 1861 and situated

on the Southern bank of the Chiang, 191 nautical miles from

Shang-hai.

The Foreign Settlement, bordered by an arm of the Imperial

Canal, stretches 700 ft. along the river and to the N. W. of the

walled city whose suburbs extend to the waters edge.

Up-stream, rises a steep hill on which the English and Ame-

rican Consuls have built their residences.

Railway : Chhi-chiang Bund station links by a branch to tlie Chen-chiang

City station on the main line Shang-hai to Nanking.

7 li W. of the walled town of Chen-chiang, the chin-shan or

« Gold Mountain ». This eminence, over 100 ft. high, is now
joined to the land by alluvial deposit, but formerly the river

cut a navigable channel for itself to the S., and it is stated that

in August 1842 a portion of the English squadron was enabled

to pass through it.

The name of « Gold Mountain » was given it by an emperor of the T'ang
dynasty in commemoration of the discovery there, by a certain t'ou-t'o

P'ei, of several ingots of gold. Previously, it had been called Ti-fu Shan, or

Huo-fu and also Fu-niu Shan. The name of Lung-yu Shan « Dragon Walk
Mountain » was given it, in ioi6, by Chen-tsung, an emperor of the Sung dy-
nasty, who made a journey thither.... in a dream. It had also been called

Fu-yii or « Floating jade >>, for its isolated position, as it then was, in the

middle of the river, made it « seem to fly upward when the winds blew
from either side ».

The highest points of the island are called Chin-ao-feng^ or

« Golden Tortoise Peak » (which animal, according to the fable,

bears enchanted islands on its back) and Miao-kao-feng or " Mar-

velous High Peak ». All around, spots dear to Chinese sentiment,

peaks, grottoes or rocks, have their special poetical names, some-

times recalHng the souvenir of the master P'ei.

The emperor K'ang-hsi came to visit the Gold Mountain in 1703, during

a journey which he made to his Southern states and wrote, on a traverse

tablet, the words, Chiang-t'ien yih Ian « River and Sky, at a single glance ».

He bestowed picturesque names on two other points, namely : the Jih-chao-

yen he called Sung-feng-shih n Rocks of pine and wind » and the Chao-hang-
tung cavern, Yiin-feng « Peak of the Clouds ».

When the emperor Ch'ien-lung came, in his turn, in 1751, a palace was
erected for him on the summit of the Gold Mountain, and the august poet
oomposed, on this occasion, some pieces of poetry which he entitled : First
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ascent of the Gold Mountain, Ascent to the Summit of the Pagoda of the Gold
Mountain, and Notes on the Imperial stay on the Gold Mountain. He return-
ed to the Chin Shan in 1757, 1762, 1765, 1780 and 1784, and signalised these
different visits by poetical effusions on the same rhymes as before in pieces
such as : Image of the Gold Mountain reflected at night. To the Monastery of
the Gold Mountain, On making Long-ching tea before the rain, On the Gold
Mountain, Watching the setting sun, etc.

The Buddhist temple of the Gold Mountain, commonly called

Chin-shan Ssu, bears officially the name of Chiang-t'ien Ssu. It

appears to date from the Liang dynasty (first half of the ¥!*"'• c.)

and was restored, in 1021, by the aid of funds supplied by the

Court. The emperoi K'ang-hsi, who came to visit it in 1686,

dedicated a piece of verse to it and endowed it with inscriptions

by his own hand. His grandson Ch'ien-lung made six stays on it,

which his poetical fancy abundantly celebrated (Vissiere).

The Grand Canal recedes on the 1. bank. This water-way,

constructed in sections, at different periods, with an object at

once strategic and economic, runs, parallel with the coast, from

Hang-chou (Che-chiang) to T'ien-chin (Chih-li).

Access to the Northern artery, going to Yang-chou Fu, is made
easy by several canals ; one of them, passing through Kua-chou,

opens out 15 miles below Chon-chiang.

On the r., 2 miles from the bank, I-rheng H^icn, a district of

the Fu of Yang-chou. Birth-place of Juan Yuan (1764-1849), a

statesman, litterateur and mathematician.

Farther up-river and N. E. of the little poi t of Ta-Iw K'ou, the

stupa on the Ning-an Shan hills commands the plain and over-

looks the city of l.iu-Jw Hsien in the prefecture ot Chiang-ning

Fu (Nanking).

Two railways here approach the river ; on the 1. bank, P'a-

/'oM (Chi-nan Fu to T'ien-chin line), on the other other, Nanking:

{Ti>iu-kuan ; line to Shang-hai). These two termini are connected

by a ferry-boat service which carries over passengers and luggage.

All that can be seen of Nanking {See R. 8) from the river

is the riparian suburb of Hsia-kuan « Down-stream Customs ».

The official city stretche= away to the S., behind walls of con-

siderable extent.

Hotels. Rickshaws. Horses for excursions to the tomb of the Ming.

The first eminence perceptible from the anchorage is within

the city walls ; it is the Shih-tzu Shan" Lion Mountain », fortified

with batteries of modern guns.
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Further away, others emerge from the town ; that towards

the S. is the Ch'ing-Uang Shan « Height on which the air is fresh

and pure » where is venerated a Hindu bonze who, it is said,

occupied this retreat in the year 675 A. D.

To the E. of the latter, Pei-chi Ko « Polar Star Observatory »,

Then comes, outside the town, the Yii-hua T^ai, newly armed,

and, to the E., the Tzu-chin Shan « Mountain of Empurpled Gold »

which reaches a height of 1370 ft.

8. Nanking

Nanking is a spelling very much used ; Nan-ching is that authorised by
the Wade transcription which we have adopted.

Nanking is reached either by railway from Shang-hai — the station is on
the riverside at Hsia-kuan — by river steamer, or by ferry-boat from P'u-

k'ou, terminus of the railway line from T'ien-chin — A tramway runs right

through the city.

Hotels: Diesing's H., 5 min. from Hsia-kuan station and the landing-stage.

English, French and German spoken. Single-b. r,. including meal, 7 Mexican
dollars ;

double-b. r., 13 dols. ;
apartments 10 dols.— Breakf., from 8 to 10 a.

m., 75 cents ; lunch from 12 to 2 p. m., 1.25 ; din. from 7.30 to 9 p. m., 1.50.

Fire, 50 c. Bath, 50 c. — Asior H. — Beach H. — Wonder H.

Board and lodging for each native servant, i dol. per day. Tariff for drives

through the Chinese City and excursions to the Ming Tomb : vehicle, 5 dols
;

horse, from 2 to 3 dols.

Imperial H., near the Nan-yang Exhibition.

Horaikwan H., under Japanese management.

Tramway, leaves Hsia-kuan (port) and passes through the town from
N. to S. At San-pai-lo there is a halt where passengers alight for the Nan-
yang Exhibition.

Consulates : Great Britain, France, Germany, Japan.

Public Library : T'u-shu Kuan, containing a number of old Chinese works

The Chinese call the city, and with greater accuracy nowadays,

Chiang-ning Fu. \i was formerly a capital of the Empire, and since

1723 has been the residence of the Viceroy of Liang-chiang.

Nanking has a population estimated at 200.000 souls, of whom
4,000 are Manchu and 20,000 Mussulman ; it is the seat of the

prefecture Fu of Chiang-ning and of two intra muros, districts

Shang-yiian Hsien and Chiang-ning Hsien. The city is situa-

ted on the r. bank of the Blue River, 32<>3'41" Lat. N. and

118°45' Long. E. of Greenwich. It was not open to foreigners

until the 1^' May 1899, but its volume of trade, in 1908, amounted

to 9,856,000 Hai-kuan Ta6ls. Birth-place of Pao Chih (died A. D,
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514), a buddhist ; Ch'in Kuei (1090-1555); Shih Chung (XV'h c),

an artist ; Chiao Hung (1541-1620), a scholar ; Teng T'ing-cheng

(1775-1846), a statesman.

The Franco-Chinese treaty of T'ien-chin, dated the 27"> June 1858, had
stipulated for the opening of this city to European commerce, but at that
time the Ch'ang-mao rebels were in occupation of Nanking and the treaty
recognised that the port could not be opened until the re-establishment
of peace. The T'ai-p'ing were defeated in 1864, but not until May 1899 were
foreigners authorised to install themselves for commercial enterprise in the
city.

The staple of Nanking is the silk industry, which gives occu-

pation to a considerable portion of its population. It is the port

of transit for Wu-chiang Hsien cotton, salted turnips from the

surrounding country, and raw hides from P'u-k'ou and Sang-po

(Ho-nan).

History of the prefecture :

At the time of the " Tribute of Yii », a dependency of the Yang Chou and,
under the Chou, of the States of Wu and YUeh, then of Ch'u, which founded
there the city of the Gold Mountain, Chin-ling. The Ch'in changed this

name to Mo-ling, a constituent part of the Chang Chiin, then, under the Han,
of the Chiin of Tan-yang. In 211 A. D., Sun Chiian, founder of the Wu dy-
nasty, transferred the head-quarters of this prefecture to Mo-ling, which
became, in the following year, Chieu-yeh, tlien, in 229, the capital of the

Kingdom of Wu. When the latter was destroyed by the Ch'in, the seat of

the Yang Chou and Tan-yang Chiin was transferred to it. The Eastern Chin
again made it a capital and also the seat of the Chiin of Tan-lang-yeh. This

position it retained until the earlier Sung, the Ch'i, Liang and Ch'en. When
the' Sui succeeded the latter, the Chiin was suppressed and replaced by a

Cl^iang Chou, then re-established (in 607) under the name of Tan-yang. The
T'ang set up there, in 620, the Yang Chou, whose head-quarters were remov-

ed in 626. Nanking was, for a short time (757), the seat of a Chiin of Chiang-

ning, a name which has been connected with the city as a district since

281 and, has always, a few lapses apart, been preserved. In 758, was desig-

nated Sheng Chou, suppressed in 760 then re-established in 887. After the

fall of the T'ang, was called Ching-ling Fu, then Chiang-ning Fu, « Western

Capital », from 937 onwards. The Sung, in 969, returned to the title of Sheng

Chou, then, in 1018, to that of the Fu of Chiang-ning, changed, after the flight

of the Emperor who was driven Southward by the Tartar invasion, to Chien-

k'ang Fu (1129). The name of Chieu-k'aag and the subsequent one of Chi-

ch'ing belonged, under the Mongols, to a Lu of which Nanking is the seat.

Finally, the founder of the national dynasty of the Ming made the city his

capital and called it Ying-t'ien Fu ; but it ceased to be the Imperial residence

in 1404, being supplanted by Peking, and, since 1441, has been officially

designated Nanking, or a Southern Capital ». TheMancbu dynasty has made

it a°Fu of Chiang-ning, seat of a Provincial Treasiu-er of Chiang-ning and

of the Vice roy of the two Chiang, better known to Europeans by the title

of « Vice roy of Nanking ", who administrates the three provinces of Chiang-

su, An-hui and Chiang-hsi.

History of the two districts Shang-yuan Hsien and Chiang-ning Hsien,

having their seat in the city of Nanking :

Shang-yuan was, in the time of the « Fighting Kingdoms » or Civil Wars,

the I of Chin ling, a possession of the State of Ch'u. Under the Han, a
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territory of the Hsien of Mo-ling. In 211 B. C, Sun Chiian transferred to

it the head- quarters of the district which assumed the name of Chien-

yeh, and subsequently became the capital of the State. Under the Chin,

in 313 A. D., was called Chien-k'ang and again became a capital under
the Eastern Chin, the Ch'i, the Liang and their successors down to the Sui,

who only had a district there, the Chiang-ning Hsien, head-quarters of

the Chiin of Tan-yang. The T'ang, in 620, called it Kuei-hua, then Chin-

ling {625), then Po-hsia (626), then again Chiang-ning (635), then Shang-
yiian (760), after the name borne by the years of the period current at

the time. During the period of the Five Dynasties », the Southern
T'ang made it their Western Capital, Hsi-tu. The Sung had there the head-
quarters of the Fu of Chien-k'ang, the Mongols that of the Lu of Chi-

ch'ing ; the Ming at first made it their capital the and seat of the Fu of

Ying-t'ien. The Manchu dynasty constituted it the Fu of Chiang-ning.

The Chiang-ning Hsien was, under the Han, the Hsien of Mo-ling, after-

wards incorporated in that of Chien-yeh. The Chin detached from it a new
district, firstly called, in 280 A. D., Lin-hsiang Hsien and, in the

following year, Chiang-ning Hsien, a further division, in 282, giving rise to

the Mo-ling Hsien, afterwards suppressed by the Sui. Under the T'ang, a

territory of the Hsien of Shang-yiian ; the Southern T'ang ( « Five Dynasty »

period) detached from it to reconstitute a Chiang-ning Hsien, dependent
on their Western Capital. The latter was chief-town of the Fu of Chien-k'ang
under the Sung, of the Lu of Chi-ch'ing under the Yiian, of the Fu of Ying-
t'ien under the Ming and of the Fu of Chiang ling under the Manchu dy-
nasty.

Among the more jnodern events in the history of Nanking are the 20 days'

seige, in 1657, by Cheng Ch'eng-kung (Koxinka). This great corsaire, ruler

of Formosa, after having subjugated the Isle of Ch'ung-ming at the mouth
of the river, entered the Yang-tzd with 800 sail and set seige to Nanking.

The besieged, making a night sortie against the enemy's camp, killed 3,000

Formosans anrl forced the remainder to take refuge on their junks and fly

down the river. It was in allusion to an episode in the fight that the Shen-

ch'ih Men took the name of Te-sheng Men « Gate of Victory ».

During the « Opium War », the English, having occupied Chen-chiang

on the 22nd July 1842, appeared before Hsia-kuan on the 5'" August 1842.

Nanking opened its gates and the treaty which it gives its name to was nego-

ciated there and signed on board the English squadron on the 29"^ August.

The T'ai-p'ing, advancing from Hu-pei, made themselves masters of Nan-
king (1853 to 1864) and established the seat of their government there.

The Court of the T'ien-wang « Celestial King », founder and first sove-

reign of the « new Chinese dynasty (restored) of the Ming", was set up in

the old XIV"> c. Capital.

River navigation, which for a long while had been the only practical me-
thod of communication with the lower Yang-tzu, is no longer adequate to

cope with the economic activity of the region and a railway, opened in 1908,

now connects Nanking with the great port of Shang-hai.

The country has now become supplied with plant and tool, and the Chinese

organised at Nan-yang, from June to November 1910, an exhibition of the

Products of the Empire, especially those from the three provinces in the

Viceroyalty.

Nanking is contained within a solid enclosure 96 li in length,

the Ch'eng-kuo, erected at the beginning of the Ming dynasty,
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and whose gates, thirteen at first, were afterwards reduced to

nine. In addition, the « Outer City », or Greater Nanking, is sur-

rounded by ramparts, fu-ch'eng « EarthernWall », of the same
period, having a circumference of \80 li; the wall begins near the

river, scales the hills, crosses the plain and passes round the

Tzu-chin Shan or Chung Shan (Mount St. Michael).

The area comprised offers the strongest contrasts ; on the N.

is the smiling country, with clumps of trees, eminences covered

with timber or scrub, or dotted with molehills which are really

tombs over which the pasturing cattle roam, wheat, rice and mil-

let, indigo, pea nut and soya fields, market gardens, grouped

or scattered dwellings, built of grey brick or of straw and mud,

with threshing floors of dried clay on which the harvest is beaten

out with the flail.

To the S., the Chinese Ciiyy with its busy, narrow, congested

streets, its stalls and shops with their wealth of quaint signs and

inscriptions, its noisy bustle, caravans of asses, palanquins and

porters, and its warren of dwelling houses.

On the S. E., the Tartai City, dismantled on its N. and W. sides,

scarcely inhabited save by the Manchu Tartars in garrison at

Nanking under the command of a Chiang-chiin or Tartar general

representing the Emperor of the Ch'ing dynasty.

« Seen from the centre of the Tartar City, the dimensions of the rectan-

gular enclosure of the ancient Tzii-chin Ch'eng strike one with a feeling of

surprise, which soon gives way to gloomy depression. This « Red Forbidden

City » was formerly in the midst of the Huang Ch'eng (Huang-kung) « Im-

perial City » which enclosed the Emperor's Palace, Kung-tien, or Palace of

the Ming, irreparably ruined in 1864. This work of ruthless vandalism hourly

marches to its final completion : only a few vestiges of the former glories

remain, crumbling daily to decay. Broad avenues of marble, torn from the

Eastern hills, link up these ruins, forgotten and pitiful, with the various quar-

ters of the city properly so-called. Here and there, on the banks of the canals

choked up with mud, intersected by about fifty sharp-ridged bridges, stand

out the turned-up roofs of pagodas with red or orange walls and tiles some-

times glaized yellow : purple in places, their warm tones harmonise perfectly

with the verdure of the clumps of trees, which mask the mausoleums, the

kung-kuan (mansions) of rich families and officials, dominated by the tim-

ber-built arches and flagstaffs of the more important y.i-mSit... A city too

vast for its inhabitants, even at the height of its splendour'). (Louis Gaillard,

Nanking, 2 vols.).

A macadam road and a railway connect Hsia-kuan, the river-

side suburb, with the Southern end of the Chinese City (6 m. 50).
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Crossing a bridge thrown over the canal, we enter the enclosure

which an area of 21 miles, by the I-ieng Men, a great arched

gateway a veritable tunnel, haunt of peripathetic vendors.

Inside the enclosure, for several miles, is still open coun-.

try : groves, hillocks, farms and hamlets. A third of the way
across and on the 1., the road laid out to the site of the exhi-

bition of 1910.

There soon comes into view, on a hill, a greatred gate, remains

of a former enclosure ; then the hou.ses become more closely

grouped and we reach the Ku Lou « Drum Tower > and the City

properly so-called.

Near here is Mount Pei-chiKo, on which a temple was built on the site

of an observatory of the xiv'" c. ; the view over Nanking from its summit
is magnificent.

The road on the r. leads to the Win Miao « Temple of Literature » dedi-

cated to K'ung-tzu, Confucius, re-built about 1865, and the majority of

whose structures are already falling in ruins.

Entrance is by an arched portico of marble and glaized brick with heavy
gates. Under the porch, a bell of elegant corolla shape is hung in a little carv-

ed, wooden tower whose uprights rest on griffins.

Crossing a court planted with trees, we reach the temple by a broad flight

of steps. The interior is bare, containing nothing but a giant tablet in the

centre, that of Confucius « master and guide of ten thousand generations ».

On the side walls, smaller tablets of the four « assistants » of the « Perfect

Saint » and those of the twelve « sages » officially worshipped in China.

In rear, on a terrace, stands a little temple, behind which in turn is the mound
of Ch'ao-i'ien Kung and the octagonal kiosk, from the summit of which a

pretty view may be obtained over part of the city of Nanking.

Near by is the Catholic Mission, 5 miles from Hsia-kuan ; it

is one of the first founded in China.

It was from Nanking itself that Mgr de Tournon, Pope-legate in China,

launched, on the 22 nd January 1707, on his return from Peking, his cele-

brated rescindment of Nanking, promulgating the Decree of Clement XI
condemning the Chinese rites.

Chiang-ning Fu was formerly celebrated for its stupa Pao-

en T'a, the famous < Porcelain Tower >>, but this monument of

Buddhist origin was destroyed during the T'ai-p'ing occupation

(1853 to 1864) ; the last remains of it is the bronze cupola which

previously crowned it ; it lies, overthrown, forming a basin,

outside the Chii-paoMen gate.

On this site stood the Chien-ch'u SsH, built in the year 247 for a Hindu

sramawa named K'ang Seng-hui.

The Pao-Sn-Ss'U » Tower of the Temple of Virtue Rewarded (liu-li), with

glazed tiles, » was built, aboat 1410 by the emperor Yung-lS of the Ming,
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in honour of his mother. This stupa also bears the names of Ch'ang-kan T'a

and A-yA T'a « A yu's (? Asoka's) Tower ».

Excursion to the Ming Tomb : huang ling.

From the centre of the town, a good hour-and-a-half should

be allowed for the journey to the Ming tomb of the Emperor
of the Hung-wu reign. Leave Nanking by the Ch'ao-yang Men
gate and follow the Ma-lu « horse road » ; crossing a canal by a

brick bridge, follow the red colour-washed wall of a camp. Near

by, the Tartar City and ruins of the Imperial Palace.

The enclosure of Nanking stands solid and high ; by vaulted

gateways in the wall we enter a wide undulated plain where sheep

and horses graze. Follow a slippery, paved road which is the

high-way to Chen-chiang, then turn off to the 1. along a cutting,

taking as objective the p'ai-lou, a three arched portico which

marks the route to the Imperial tomb.

Then pass by a ruined kiosk, erected to protect an inscribed

stela which stands on the back of a gigantic monolith in the form

of a tortoise On the upright stone are engraved the posthumous

and reigning names of the deceased emperor.

The road continues between rows of stone statues representing

first animals and further on human beings, set in couples and

facing inwards and opposite.

These massive monolithic sculptures recall those of the triumphal avenues

of the burial-places of the T'ang and Sung ; we shall see them reproduced

by the successors of the Ming dynasty, at the Shih-san Ling near Peking,

and later on by the Ch'ing in their two vast Chinese necropoli.

Here we have animals represented alternately couchant and

erect : 4 horses, 4 lions, 4 ch'i-lin (mythological creatures), 4

camels, 4 elephants ; then men, priests and legal personages,

4 « patriot-officials », 4 military mandarins.

We now reach the red wall which encloses the Imperial sepul-

ture, Huang Ling, and the various ruined buildings, one of which,

the Grand Temple « Palace of the Benefits of the Imperial Shades »,

finished in 1383, had been inaugurated by a sacrifice presided

over by Prince Piao.

The last court ends at a square tower, pierced by an inclined

vault with side exits. We come out on to a wooded hill, supposed

to be the resting-place of the founder of the Ming dynasty, for,

according to a baseless tradition, the corpse was interred at Wen
Miao.

Northern China, 29.
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The Huang Ling « Imperial Mausoleum » is the official tomb of

the emperor who in history bears the temple name (miao-hao)

T'ai-tsu Kao-huang-ti and the title of whose reign period (nien-

hao) was Hung-wu (1368-1398).

Six days after the decease, the Imperial remains were taken

with great pomp to the foot of the Tzu-chin Shan (Mount St.

Michael) and buried in the Southern side of the eminence on the

spot where the monarch had chosen his last residential palace

in view of Nanking, his capital.

His successors, abandoning their residence on the banks of the Blue River,

built, near Peking, their new capital, the magnificent necropolis of the Shih-

$an Ling, which still commands the admiration of all foreigners.

Near the sovereign, lies the empress Hsiao-iz'u Huang-hou,

who died in 1382 and, in the E. of the cemetery, their eldest son,

the heir presumptive, Piao, who died in 1392.

Other tombs, those of concubines, are also mentioned.
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The pro\iuce of An-hui took its name from that of two of its cities : An-
ch'ingand Hui-chou ; it was created by the Manchus, in 1662, when the govern-

ment of Chiang-nan was split up into An-hui and Chiang-su.

Its boundaries are : on the N., Chiang-su and Ho-nan ; on the W., Hu-
pei ; on the S., Chiang-hsi and Che-chiang ; on the E., Chiang-su,

Area : 89,280 sq. miles.

Population : 18,500,000 inhabitants, or 206 per sq. mile.

Revenue : 6,006,729 Hk. Taels, against 6,741,779 expenditure (1909,.

Adminis/rative Divisions : The province includes 3 Tao, the seats of which
are An-ch'ing F., Wu-hu H. and Feng-yang F., 8 Fu (prefectures), 5 Chih-

li-chou (or autonomous departments and 55 districts (4 Chou and 51

Hsien).

Capital : An-ch'ing Fu, residence of a governor under the Viceroy at Nan-
king.

Open port : Wu-ho H. — Ports of call : An-ch'ing F. and Ta-t'ung-

Geography : The Yang-tzCi and Huai-ho run nearly parallel through the

country comprising An-hui, affording facilities for extensive navigation.

In the N. lies the region of great plains ; in the Centre, the Ho Shan mount-
ains, a continuation of the Huai-yang Shan chain of Hu-pei ; in the S., a

complex upheaval, the principal ridge of which is the Huang Shan
;
granite,

schist and limestone.

In the N., wheat, sorghum, millet and hemp are cultivated ; in the central

area, rice ; in the S., tea, in the neighbourhood of Hui-chou Fu (Sung-lo

Shan tea is renowned) and Lu-an Fu.

Coal is chiefly met with S. of the Yang-tzii ; in Hui-chou Fu there still

exist forests (camphor trees, thuya, yews, etc.) the haunts of a rich fauna
(stags, wild-boars, panthers, monkeys, etc.).

In the N., a vigorous population, dense in the fertile parts, speak the

Mandarin tongue. In the S., an autochtonous race, in Hui-chou Fu, largely

mixed with immigrants from Hu-nan and Hu-pei, is broadly related in its

ethnographic characteristics to the people of Che-chiang whose language,

a dialect of Shang-hai, they speak.
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1. Nanking (Pu-kou) to Hsii-chou Fu
via T'ien-chin

Railway constructed by an English Company, between 1909 and 191 2,

through the territory of An-hui and Chiang-su provinces, from P'u-k'ou to

Li-kuo and the frontier of Shan-tung 236 m. 50. On this route 200 bridges
may be counted. — Beyond, to T'ien-chin, the Northern line was laid by
the Germans (M. Bies'Itinerary).

Nanking. A ferry-boat service runs between the riverside

stations of Hsia-kuan (Nanking) and P'u-k'ou Wharf, where the

train is made up for T'ien-cJnn (T'ien-tsin) via Chi-nan Fu.

P'u-k'ou Wharf. Hotel.

2 m. 5. P'u-k'ou City {P'u-k'ou Chen), a large town at the foot

of a chain of heights which border Northern Chiang. At the end

of the reign Hung-wu^ of the Ming, the town was partly enclosed

by mud-walls.

Before the opening of the railway, the products of the neighbouring coun-

tries, chiefly ox-hides, were brought in by means of wheel-barrows or on mule-

back ; caravans started back for the interior laden with European and Chi-

nese goods. The railway has still further increased the importance of this

place as a port of transit.

6 m. from P'u-k'ou, to the S. W., the district city of Clliang-p'u Ilsieili

a dependency of the prefecture of Nanking. The town is at the foot of the

Chiu-li Shan heights and 4 miles from the river.

Chiang-p'u Hsien is surrounded by a wall more than 16 li in extent with

seven gates. The enclosure was first erected at P'an-tzvi-lc'ou in 1371, then

the seat of administration was transferred to K'uan;^-shan-k'ou, which was
provided with an earth-wall in 1573.

Under the Han, territory of the two Hsien of T'ang i and Ch'ii.in-chi.io

and, under the Eastern Cliin, of that of YU-shih. The Sung of the Liu family
set up the Hsien of Huai-te and the Chiin of Liii-chiang, the latter being
suppresed soon afterwards. The Liang created the Lin-ch'u Chiin and the Ch'en
suppresed both Hsien and Chiin. The district was, under the Sui and down
to the Ming, a dependency of the district of Liu-ho. The first Ming
emperor, in 1376, detached a part of it to form, with other added areas, the

Chiang-p'u Hsien, dependent on the Fu of Ying-t'ien (Nanking), which under
the Manchu dynasty became the department of Chiang-ning.

The railway passes by several hills, then enters a beautiful

plain cultivated as paddy fields.

7 m. 75, Hua-chi-ying.

During the great rises of the river, the whole plain is under

water and the land route is impracticable ; the natives then go

by boat to Wu-i Chen and sometimes to Ch'u Chou.

Cross a little canal running N. W. towards Lu-ho Hsien.
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14 m. 5, Tung-ko, large town on the frontier of the provinces

of Chiang-su and An-hui.

20 ni. 25, Wu-i (\Vu-i Chen), a very important town in the dis-

trict of Ch'u Chou ; boats can run to the port nearly all theyear

round.

30 m. 75, Ch'u Chou, 120 li from P'u k'ou, a department of

An-hui administrating two other districts. Prettily situated

town not far from a chain of hills through which runs a torrent

spanned by a stone bridge.

Wall more than 9 li in extent, built at the beginning of the

Ming dynasty and provided with six gates, two « water-gates »

and a moat which surrounds it on all sides.

If travelling by mule, lodge outside the town, either in the Southern
suburb or the Northern. Enter by the S. gate.

Under the Sung dynasty, the famous writer Ou-yang Hsiu

(deceased 1072) was prefect of this town ; he has written some

fine pieces of literature about the country and its people (See

Zottoli, vol. IV, n°s 78 and 79).

At the end of the Ytian (Mongols) he who was to be become the

founder of the Ming dynasty (1368) was proclaimed, about

1356, Prince of Ch'u-yang, the ancient name of Ch'u Chou.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », region of the Yang Chou. During the

period of the « Fighting Kingdoms », belonged to that of Ch'u. The Ch'in
included this territory in the Chiin of Chiu-chiang and the Han set up the

Hsien of Chien-yang there as a dependency of the same administration. Under
the Later Han, part of the Ch'uan-chiao Hsien and, under the Chin, a depen-
dency of the Huai-nan Chiin. The Eastern Chin established the Hsien and
Chiin of Tun-ch'iu, then suppressed the Chiin, for which the first Sung substi-

tuted, in 473 A. D., that of Hsin-ch'ang. The Western Wei made it the Ch'iao
Chou or Nan-ch'iao Chou, changed by the Sui to Ch'u Chou (581), then sup-
pressed (605). The T'ang re-established the Ch'u Chou. in 620, and this name,
after being temporarily abandoned, was retained by the following dynasties.

The Mongols made Ch'u Chou a Lu (1278) and, five years later, attached it

to that of Yang Chou. The Ming suppressed the districts Ch'ing-liu

Hsien, established at the seat of the Chou, and connected the latter first

with the Feng-yang Fu, then with Nanking. The Manchu dynasty com-
prised Ch'u-chou within An-hui ; it is now a Chih-li-chou or independent
department.

39 m., Sha-ho-chi, a town situated on a eminence between two

mountain streams.

Owing to the suddenness and volume of the rises of the river,

the natives have to wait sometimes three or four days at this

market before they are able to re-cross these streams.

The train runs between grassy hills or through ravines. Sparse-
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ly inhabited country, only cultivated in the valleys. Pheasants

and rabbits abound.

53 m., San-chieh, large town on rising ground at the meeting-

point of three prefectures, whence its name « Frontier of the

three [districts] ».

60 m. 25, Kuan-tien.

70 m. 75, Ming-kuang. Cross a little water-course coming from

the district of Ting-yiian Hsien and flowing N. W. into Lake

Hung-tse.

81 m. 25, Hsiao-ch'i Ho.

87 m., Pan-ch'iao.

The line, which has hitherto crossed an undulating country,

here enters a flat region subject to inundations.

93 m. 25, Lin-huai Kuan, large centre of population on both

banks of the river, the most important part being on the r. It

is the river-port and station for the town of Fing-yang Fu situa-

ted 5 m. to the S. W.

Fcng-yang Fu, at the foot of an incline, in a fine plain from which rise a

few isolated hills. Prefectoral city administrating seven districts ; resi-

dence of a Chih-ju and T^ao-t'ai whose jurisdiction extends over the pre-

fectures of Feng-yang Fu, and Ying-chou Fu, Lu-an Chou and Ssu Chou. A
celebrated town, formerly inhabited by the subsequent founder of the Ming
dynasty.

In 1373, the first Ming emperor had the Huang Ch'lng or Imperial City

built, its walls being 9 li 30 pu in length with four gates. Two years after-

wards, an earthen wall more than 50 li in circumference was erected outside

the latter ; it was replaced, in 1755, after its collapse, by a less pretentious

structure of more than 6 li.

The territory of the Fu of Feng-yang was, at the time of the « Tribute
of Yii », parcelled out between the Yang Chou, Hsii Chou and Yii Chou. It

was, during the n Fighting Kingdoms » period, a dependency of the State

of Ch'u, after having formed the Kingdom of Chung-li. The Chin established

there the Chtin of Chiu-chiang, maintained by the Han. The Wei of the

n Three Kingdoms » period had the Yang Chou there. Under the Chin it

was first the territory of the Huai-nan Chlin, then the Yii Chou, afterwards
divided to constitute a Chung-hsu Chou. The first Sung had the Hsii Chou
there, the Ch'i and Liang the Pei-hsi Chou and Chung-li Chiin. The Eastern
Wei substituted for the first of these the Ch'u Chou and the Sui suppressed
the Chiin in 581 A. D. Two years later, they created the Hao Chou, for which
they substituted the Chiin of Chung-li in 605. These two latter names recur

alternatively in official use under the T'ang, and the Sung kept up both
Hao Chou and Chung-li Chiin. The Mongols, in 1276, created the An-fu-ssii

of Hao Chou, which, in 1278, became Lin-hao Fu, then, in 1291 the Hao Chou,
a dependency of the An-feng Lu. The first Ming emperor resumed the name
of Lin-hao Fu, which he afterwards made bis Central Capital, Ckung-tu

(1369), then the Fu of Chung-li (1373), then that of Feng-yang (1374), a
simple dependency of Nanking. This prefecture comprised in the province
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of Chiang-nan was, after the division of the latter, under the Manchu dynasty,
in 1667, attached to An-hui.

Outside the city, the Siing-ch'ing SsH, formerly Huang-chio SsO, a Bud-
dhist temple where he who was to drive the Mongols from the throne of China

occupied, during his youth, an unimportant position.

Four large pans are shown, in which is cooked the rice for the monastery,

also a fine bell of 1469 and a portrait of the emperor of the Hung-wu reign.

2 H W., Feng-yang Hsien, a district dependent on the Feng-yang Fu.

The YiNG LING, or Huang-ling « Imperial Sepultiire » of the ancestors of

the Ming emperors, is 10 li S. W. of the prefectoral city. There lie the father

of the founder of the dynasty, styled « Emperor Shun » (temple name Jcn-

'su), and the five uncles, styled « Wang » or Feudatory Kings, with three of

their wives, styled Queens. The mausoleum was erected in 1369. — The
tombs of the three other ancestors are near Ssu Chou.

Chu Yiian-chang, at first a servant in a pagoda at Feng-yang Fu, took
part in a rising against the Mongol dynasty of the Yiian. Becoming chief of a
party, he posed as liberator of the empire and, in 1335, assumed a dynastic
title, styling himself n Duke of Wu ». In 1367 he was proclaimed « King of

VVu 1) and, in the following year, under the reign-style Hung-wu (1368 to

1398), founded the national dynasty of the Ming (1368 to 1644).

The Emperor had had the intention of making his native city a second capi-
tal and, in 1369, had ordered the construction of very extensive defence works,
but, faced by the extraordinary expense which these improvements entai-

ed, he abandoned his earlier plans, in 1375, and Nanking remained his only
Imperial residence. To this reign, however, are due the construction of a
grand pagoda at Feng-yang Fu, a Buddhist tower and a bridge with twelve
arches, but these structures were destroyed by Manchu bands.

25 li to the N., the « Cemetery of the White Stupa » contains the remains

of the other members belonging to the family of the Emperor of the Hung-
wu reign, first Ming sovereign.

Road from Lin-kuai Kuan to Wu-ho Hsien, 70 li.

The country to the N. of Huai is an immense plain. Rice is cultivated

there but little, the chief products being wheat and sorghum, then hemp,
cotton, indigo, peas and several species of beans.

Few villages on the road, only a small number of huts at the halting-places,

where tea can be obtained.

After crossing the Huai, the road has a general direction N. E.

20 li, village of Su-chia-k'ou. — 40 li, Chang-chia-k'ou, a small town near

a canal crossed by boat. — 57 li, village of Tou-pu. —• 62 li, Hui-tzU Chuang,

a hamlet on a slight eminence inhabited by Mussulman. — 70 li, Wu-ho
Hsien (S«e R. 2).

101 m. 5, Hsiieh-li-ying.

Cross the river Huai at the 107"^ mile by a 9 span bridge.

108 m., Peng-pu, a little village near the Huai and on its

Northern side.

Peng-pu to Huai-yiian Hsien, 25 li. On the road there is no village, but

a few sheds where tea is obtainable. The city is reached by crossing the

Northern suburb and the River Ko.

Huai-yuan Hsien is a district dependent on Feng-yang Fu.
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The old town, nearer the Huai, is almost abandoned on account of the

floods. The new town is situated on higher ground between two hills, at the

foot of which flow the Huai on the one side and the Ko on the other, both

lined with boats.

The old town, girt with a wall 5 li 236 pu in circumference, was abandoned

under the Ming, and during the years wan-li (1573 to 1619), a new town

was built on the Western bank of the River Huai. It had a perimeter of more

than 3 li with four gates but without a moat.

The Han here set up the marquisate of T'ang-t'u and that of P'ing-a,

changed to a Hsien by the Later Han. The Chin substituted for it the Ma-
t'ou Chiin, from which the Northern Ch'i made the Hsien of the same name,
then the Ching-shan Chiin. The Sui suppressed the latter and gave to the

district the name of T'u-shan. The T'ang, in 621 A. D., incorporated this

Hsien in the Chung-li Chiin. The Sung (1237) established the military

territory of Huai-yiian and the Ching-shan Hsien. The Mongols suppressed

the former and substituted for the latter the Huai-yiian Hsien (1291), which
since the Ming has been dependent on the Fu of Feng-yang.

Peng-pu to Wu-ho Hsien, 119 li. Few habitations until we reach Mo-ho-

k'ou (38 li), a little port near the confluence of the Eastern Fei and the Huai.

— San-pu (at the 49"" H), village where lodging may be obtained. — Lan-ho

(67 /«).

At ihe 75*'' li, the road reaches the river Huai and the highway from

Ltn-huai Kuan to Wu-ho Hsien.

116 m. 5, Ts^ao-lao-chi.

125 m. 75, Hsin-ch'iao.

Cross the river Kuei which enters the Huai at Wu-ho. Bridge

1860 ft. long.

134 m. 25, Ku-chen.

143 m. 75, Jen-ch'iao.

153 m. 50, Hsi-ssu-pu.

163 m. 5, Su Chou^ or Nan-hsu Chou (1.) , to distinguish it from

the Hsii-chou Fu in Chiang-su ; chief-town of a district in the

prefecture of Feng-yang Fu.

The town is surrounded by a wall more than 6 li in extent,

begun with stone on the lower courses in 1377, then faced with

large bricks. Four gates and moat.

In remote antiquity, a dependency of the State of Sung, then that of

Ch'u. The Ch'in created the Chiin of Ssu-shui, out of which the Han made
the P'ei Chiin and the Later Han the P'ci-kuo. The Liang had the Huai-yang
Hsien, Sui Chou and P'ei Chiin there. The latter became, under the Eastern
Wei, the Sui-nan Chiin. The district took the name of Chieh-ch'eng, and,
subsequently, under the Northern Ch'i, that of Fu-li. The Sui suppressed both
Chiin and Chou and attached the Hsien to the P'eng-ch'eng Chiin. The T'ang
in 809, established the Su Chou, suppressed, then re-established as a depend-
ency of Ho-nan Tao. Under the Sung, SuChou and Fu-li Chiin ; under the

Chin Tartar dynasty, Su Chou and Pao-ching Chiin, a military territory ;

under the Mongols, Su Chou, attached to the Fu of Kuei-te. Since the Ming,
the department which forms Su Chou has been attached to the Feng-
yang Fu.
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Su Chou to Po Chou, 290 /(. This town, situated near the frontier of Ho-

nan, is the birth-place of Lao-tzu. The emperor Chen-tsung, a fervent Taoist,

stopped here in 1014 ;
two years later, he confirmed the hereditary ponti-

ficate of the Taoist family of Chang at Kuang-hsin Fu (Chiang-hsi).

172 m. 25, Fu-li-chi, on the Sui river.

The railway enters a rough stony country.

182 m. 5, Chia-k'ou.

191 m. 25, Ts'ao-chuang.

We here leave the province of An-hui to enter that of Chiang-su.

209 m. 5, Hsii-chou Fu, a Northern prefecture of the province

of Chiang-su, sub-divided into eight districts. Residence ofatao-

t'ai, of a prefect, and of a district magistrate of T'ung-shan Hsien.

The walls of Hsti-chou Fu were re-built on older foundations

at the beginning of the Ming dynasty. They are more than 9 li

in length, 33 ft. high, and as thick as they are high. Four gates
;

moat 20 ft. wide.

A railway is planned to Kai-feng Fu, in Ho-nan. Another is being construct-

ed in a S. E. direction to Ch'ing-chiang-p'u, an important port at the mouth
of the river Huai and the Grand Canal.

In the VI"" c. B. C, Hsii-chou Fu was called P'eng-ch'eng and, later, be-

came the residence of the warrior Hsiang YU, the principal agent in the down-
fall of the Ch'in dynasty. In 573 B. C, the troops of Ch'u and Cheng took
possession of it ; the Sung forces unsuccessfully beseiged it in the same year,

but in 572 it was obliged to surrender to the King of Ch'in who had surround-
ed it with large contingents.

At the time of the « Tribute of YU », region of Hsii Chou ; then, still in

remote antiquity. Kingdom of the Ta-p'eng-shih. During the « Ch'un-ch'iu «

period, a dependency of the principality of Sung, forming the P'eng-ch'eng I.

At the time of the « Fighting Kingdoms «, part of that of Ch'u. The Ch'in

established the Hsien of P'eng-ch'eng there. At the beginning of the Han
dynasty, Hsiang Yii made it the capital of his Kingdom of Western Ch'u,

which became, shortly after, the P'eng-ch'eng Chiin, then the « Kingdom »

of P'eng-ch'eng (88 A. D.). The Wei of the « Three Kingdoms » period trans-

ferred the administrative scat of Hsii Chou to it. The two na'mes Hsii Chou
and P'eng-ch'eng are then handed down from century to century until 807,
when the T'ang replaced them by the names of military divisions (W'u-ning

Chiin, then Kan-hua Chiin, then again Wu-ning Chiin). The Sung added
Hsii Chou and P'eng-ch'eng Chiin. The Chin attached the district to Shan-
tung, then to Ho-nan ; the Mongols added it to the Kuei-te Fu, to create

later on (1348) the Lu of Hsii-chou, then, in 1352, the Wu-an Chou. The
Ming made the Hsii-chou as a dependency first of Feng-yang Fu, then of

Nanking. The Manchu dynasty affected it to the province of Chiang-su, then

(1733) raised it to the station of a Fu or prefecture.

217 m., Nao-ts'un. — 222 m. 75, Liu-chuang. — 231 m. 75,

Li-kuo last station in Chiang-su.

The line, going towards Chi-nan Fu, enters the province of

Shan-tung at the 236'^' mile. — Cross the Grand Canal.
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Han-chuang. A branch line is planned to the coal mines of

Tsao Chuang, already connected by railway with / Hsien, and

also to T'ai-erh Chuang, a port on the Grand Canal.

T'eng Hsien. — Tsou Hsien. Yen-chou Fu. — See the Itinerary

« Chi-nan Fu to Hsii-chou Fu ».

2. Su Chou (Nan-hsii-chou) to Wu-ho Hsien

via Ssu Choa

Nan-hsu Chou to Ssu Chou, 185 K ; Ssu Chou to VVu-ho Hsien, 75 li. Total
260 li, 27 hrs'. journey ; travel by car, but at Ju-chia-mu (137 li) there are
boats which ply the T'o Ho to Ssu Chou and Wu-ho Hsien {M. Bies' itinerary).

Leave Nan-hsU Chou by the Eastern gate and cross its suburb.

10 li, Hui-yang, a tiny hamlet.

24 li, Sanshih-li-phi, tea-houses.

27 li, Tai-tien (Ta-tien), very many inns
;
postal relay.

31 li, Lou-tzU Chuang, inns.

28 li, Lingf-pi Hsien, reached by the Western gate. Chief-town

of a district in the prefecture of Feng-yang Fu.

The town of Ling-pi is surrounded by a wall 6 li in extent with

four gates, faced with brick in 1511. Moat more than 30 ft. wide.

The Han established the Ku-yang Hsien and Hsiao Hsien as dependencies
of P'ei Chiin. These two districts were suppressed by the Chin who subs-
tituted for them the Chiin of Yang-p'ing. The latter disappeared under
the Ch'i of the Hsiao family and was re-established by the Later Wei. The
Eastern Wei replaced it by a Chiin of Ku-yang, which was suppressed by
the Sui on the re-construction of a Hsien of the same name. This district

was abolished, in its turn, in 656 by the T'ang. The Sung created the
Ling-pi Hsien in 1086. The Mongols attached it to the Ssu Chou, then to
the Su Chou. Since the Ming it has been a dependency of the Fu of Feng-
yang.

17 li, Ju-chia-mu, town on the T'o Ho which is here crossed by

a stone bridge ; inns. Boats from Wu-ho Hsien can get as far as

here. At this point we leave the sphere of Ling-ping Hsien and

enter that of Ssu Chou.

16 li, Chang-chih-k'ou, village ; inns.

18 li, Kuang-lao-yeh-miao.

14 li, Ssu Chou, in an extensive plain. We arrive at the Western

gate after passing through the outlying part of the town and cross-

ing the river T'o by a stone bridge.

Department with three districts attached. The old town was
situated on the banks of Lake Hung-tse.
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In 1681, the river Huai and the Hung-tse Hu having over-

flowed, the city disappeared, swallowed up by the waters. In

1778, the ancient prefecture was transferred to the district

city of Hung Hsien, in the N. W., which took over the name of

Ssfi Chou.

The River Tung, whose upper course is called Shih-liang Ho,

runs outside the walls from the Western gate to the Southern

to join the Huai at Fu-shan and Wu-ho Hsien. The river Plan,

which passes on the E. side, is no longer navigable ; it was for-

merly deepened to allow of easy communication with Lake Hung-

tse Hu. When it is the high water the whole of the country to the S.

of the city is flooded, and Ssu Chou can only be approached by

boat.

This ancient city of Hung Hsien, which has become Ssu Chou,

is surrounded by a wall more than 5 li in extent, pierced with

five gates and covered with brick in 1595. Moat 30 ft. wide.

At the « Tribute of Yu » period, a region of HsU Chou and, under the Chou
dynasty, Kingdom of Hsii. Under the Ch'in, a dependency ot the Ssd-shui
Chiin. The Han established there the Hsia-ch'iu Hsien, HsU Hsien and Chiin

of Lin-huai, which was suppressed by the Later Han, then re-established

by the Ch'in in a different place, subsequently being again suppressed. The
first Sung suppressed the Hsien of Hsia-ch'iu and the Liang created the K'ao-
p'ing Chiin. The Northern Ch'i had a Chiin of Hsia-ch'iu, then the T'ung
Chou. The Sui suppressed the two Chiin and re-constituted the Hsia-ch'iu
Hsien. The T'ang founded the Ssu Chou, in 621, at Su-yii and. the Jen Chou
at Hsia-ch'iu Hsien. In 735, they transferred the seat of the SsCi Chou from
Su-yii to Lin-huai, then, in 742, made it the Lin-huai Chiin, which resumed
the name of Ssii Chou five years later and has retained it down to our
own time. A dependency of the Eastern Lu of Huai-nan under the Sung, of

the Western Lu of Shan-tung then of Nan-ching Lu under the Chin and of

the Huai-an Lu under the Mongol, this district was attached by the Ming
emperors to the Fu of Feng-yang. The Manchu dynasty made it an inde-

pendent Chou, in 1723, and included it in the new province of An-hui. In

1777, the seat of the latter was transferred to the ancient Hung Hsien
which was then dependent on the Feng-yang Fu.

Environs. — 25 li N. of Ssu Chou extends a long chain of hills with a few

isolated peaks. A number of temples and burial-places are to be found among
them ; including the Tsu-ling, tomb of the ancestors of the founder of the

Ming dynasty. The grandfather, styled Emperor Yii, has the temple name
of Hsi-lsu ; the great grandfather, Emperor Heng and miao-hao I-tsu, the

great grandfather. Emperor Yiian and miao-hao Ti-tsu.

The grandfather, a native of Chii-yung Hsien, a district to the S. E.

of Nanking, had come to reside in Ssu-chou. His son set up at Feng-yang
Fu, where, in 1327, there came into the world the future conqueror of

the Yiian Mongols and founder of the national dynasty. The other tombs of

this family are situated at Feng-yang Fu, Nanking and to the N. of Peking.

Leave Ssii Chou by the Southern gate and cross a stone bridge

then the neighbouring suburb.
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18 li, Fan-an-tzu, village ; inn.

13 li, Hsiao-ying-tzu.

9 li, Wu-chia-ch'iao, small town ; inn.

15 li, Shuang-miao, village ; inn.

5 li, Chang-chia-tan.

Cross the T'o by boat and then follow the banks of the Chung

for a short distance.

15 li, Wu-ho Hsien, in the valley of the Huai, is the chief-town

of a district in the department of SsuChou, surrounded by « Five

Rivers » : on the S. E., the Huai ; on the E., the Chung ; on the N.

E., the T'ung; on the N. W., the T'o; on theW., the Hui.

The official city, which is almost deserted, is surrounded by a

wall 4 li in length, collapsing in places, and a moat 36 ft. wide.

It contains the temple of Confucius, the residences of two liter-

ary mandarins and those of a few families of market gardeners.

The real town lies further to the E., on both banks of the

Chung Ho, and it is there that the d'strict magistrate and the

mandarin the who collects the State tax have their residence.

The Han created the Hung Hsien, depending on the P'ei Chiin. This district

suppressed by the Sung of the Liu family, was re-established in 921 by
the T'ang, then transferred to Sung Chou. The Sung, in 1271, created
the Wu-ho Hsien as centre of the military district of Huai-an. The Mongols
made the district a dependency of Ssvi Chou (1280), the Ming emperor
attached it to the Fu of Feng-yang and the Manchu dynasty (1725) reunited

it to the Ssii Chou.

3. An-eh'ing Fu

An-ch'ing Fu (130,000 inhab.), capital of the province of An-

hui since 1662, was created in 1217 ; it is the residence of the

governor of the province, of the tao-t'ai of An-lii-tao, the chih-ju

of the prefecture exercising authority over six districts, and of

the chih-hsien of Huai-ning.

Backing on to the Ta-lung Shan « Great Dragon Height », the

suburbs of the town extend for several miles along the 1. bank

of the Yang-tzu ; its co-ordinates are 30°36' Lat. N. and 117°25'

Long. E. of Greenwich. Since the convention of Chih-fou (1877),

An-ch'ing has been an authorised port of call for river-steamer

traffic.

A wall more than 9 li in extent encloses An-ch'ing ; its primi-

tive building dates back to the Ching-ting years (1260-1264) of
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the Sung dynasty ; it was re-built in 1645. Fortified with crenaux,

these ramparts have 758 embrasures and are pierced with five

gates besides being surrounded by moats into which are led the

waters of the Blue River.

At the time of the « Tribute of YU », a territory dependent on the Vang
Chou. Under the Chou, Kingdom of Huan, then part of that of Ch'u. Ihe
Ch'iu attached the district to the Chiin of Chiu-chiang and the Han made it

into the Huan Hiien, to which was transferred, about 220 A. D., the seat
of the Lu-chiang Chiin. The Ch'in changed the name of the district

to Huai-ning and this appellation has come down to the present day. At
the same time they formed out of the prefecture the Chin-hsi Chiin, which
became in turn the Vii Chou, Chiang Chou and, under the Sui and T'ang,
Hsi Chou, T'ung-an Chiin and Chu Chou. The Sung dynasty inaugurated
the name of An-ch'ing (1147), which became that of a Fu in 1195, then of

a Lu, under the Mongol, in 1277. Abandoned by the founder of the Ming
dynasty for that of Ning-chiang Fu, it was resumed by him in 1373 and has
been in vogue ever since. An-ch'ing Fu, at first attached to the province of

Nanking under the Ming, has been the capital of that of An-hui since its

formation in 1662, after the conquest of China by the Manchus.

An-ch'ing was almost entirely destroyed by the T'ai-p'ing who held it

for six years. One of their kings had his palace at the Ch'in-chieh-t'ang a wi-

dows'retreat », the only remaining building of old An-ch'ing. The T'ai-p'ing

had established themselves in entrenched camps a few li to the N. of the

town. The earthworks and wide parallel trenches are still in existence. The
rebels were annihilated by Generals Pao Ch'ao and Tseng Kuo-fan : the

scene of their defeat is still called Luan-shih-tui « scattered heaps of corpses »_

There is no hope of finding any antiquities in the whole of this region,which
was completely ravaged by the T'ai-p'ing.

The most curious buildings are :

The siupa (Buddhist tower), on the river bank, which is notice-

able immediately on arrival. It was erected, under the Ming,

by a governor of the province. Destroyed by the T'ai-p'ing rebels,

it was restored by the governor \Vu Kun-sou. At its foot are to

be seen the statues of these two mandarins.

The tower is, as it were, the mast of the city, for the citizens

look upon An-ch'ing as a ship anchored on the bank of the Chiang
;

this fanciful conception is the reason why two enormous anchors

are fixed in the walls near the stupa.

Superstition forbids anyone with the name of P'eng <• Sail » to be appointed
prefect, or the title of that of Chiang « Oar » to become district magistrate, •

since, it is said, the city would be in peril, on the day of such appointment, of
going down the stream !

In front of this tower, a building called Ymg-kuo-ning-kung

Ssu, recently built to commemorate Ying Kung-pao, a former

governor of An-hui who distinguished himself against the T'ai-

p'ing. In rear, extensive outbuildings.

North ER.N Chin.*, 30.
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The Temple of Confucius.

At the Western gate, the Ch'eng-huang Miao, in which are de-

picted the sufferings of those condemned to the Buddhist hell.

Ta-kuang-Ving, built in honour of the last governor under the

Ming, Tai Yu.

When at the beginning of the Manchu dynasty, the Tartars came to take
possession of the city, Tai Yii, seeing himself incapable of resisting them,
replied that, since he had been unable to keep for his master the territory

entrusted to him, he was unworthy to live, and threw himself into a well

with all his family ; his tomb is preserved in this temple.

Excursions : 28 H N. N. E., near the village of Huo-shang-ch'iao, stands a
celebrated pagoda built at the entrance to a grotto, the stalactites and sta-

lagmites of which are accepted by the Chinese as Buddhas carved by Hea-
ven itself.

In the neighbourhood of Kuang-ts'un, at Chang-chia-Hng (2 days, return
journey from An-ch'ing), another temple and grotto in the calcareous rocks.

Immense crowds make pilgrimages there for the purpose of burning paper
and incense to obtain riches or healing.

There are in the mountains, especially in the group containing the dis-

tricts Ch'ien Shan, T'ai-hu and Su-sung, many delightful spots, excellent

objectives for excursions. Mountains, torrents, cascades, precipices, shifting

sands, all are to be found there, the smiling scene and the terrible side by
side. The hillsides are clad with large patches of azaleas, rhododendrons
and laburnums.

Hunting : The most pleasant season for the sportsman is from October
to March. Pheasants, hares and roe-buck abound, as do wild duck and geese,

wolves, foxes and, in the neighbourhood of Kuang-ts'un, only 35 H from
the capital, panthers are to be found.

Mines and Forests : Coal formations are being worked at Mao-shan and
Chi-hsien Kuan {18 li to the N.). In the mountains, on the E. side of the pre-

fecture, are splendid bamboo plantations on the slopes and along the sides

of the mountain torrents ; magnificent camphor trees, evergreen oaks and
wild araucarias, largely employed in Chinese building operations, oaks of

lighter texture than those of Europe, chestnuts, etc.

An-ch'ing to the Western Mountains

Lodging may be obtained nightly, but do not forget to take provisions,

for nothing can be purchased en route save eggs, pig-meat and occasionally

chickens and rice. As far as Su-sung Hsien, the road (225 li) follows the

mountain chain ; thence onward, the Blue River is reached, at Hua-yang
Cheng, by the watercourse and lake of Wang-chiang Hsien. Fish of excellent

quality is obtainable in abundance along all these rivers and water courses.

The great plain of An-ch'ing is composed of a sandy soil that

admirably suits the peanut, which is largely cultivated.

Kuang-ts''un (30 li), christian community. Ghang-chia-lu (35 h),

leaving on the r. the coal-bearing mountain Mao-shan. Huang-

ni-pu (60 li). San-chia-tu (68 li).

Ch'ien-shan Hsien (105 li), chief-town of a district in the pre-

fecture of An-ch'ing Fu (35,000 inhab.), situated below the level

of the river which, its bed being raised by the sand brought down
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from the granitic mountain, tiireatens to flood tiie centre of the

town.

The walls of Gh'ien-shan Hsien were built in 1638. They are

more than 7 li in circumference and are provided with four gates.

During the period of the « Ch'un-ch'iu », Kingdom of Huan, in which
the Han established the Huan Hsien that became the seat of the Chiin

of Lii-chiang. Under the Chin, Huai-ning Hsien and Chin-hsi Chiin. At the

end of the Liang, chief-town of the Chin Chou ; under the Sui, of the T'ung-
an Chiin ; under the T'ang, of Shu Chou ; under the Sung, of An-ch'ing
Fu. The Sung, in 1236, suppressed this district of Huai-ning, which the
Mongols replaced by that of Ch'ien-shan (1323), attached to their Lu of

Anch'ing which, since the Ming, had become a Fu retaining the same
name.

This district comprises a country of plains and hillocks on the E., S., and
S. W. ; of high mountains on the N. and N. W., the principal summit of which.

Wan Shan, about 50.000 ft. high and crowned by a temple, dominates thfi

Southern slope and is the last offshoot of the Eastern extremity of the ridge

which extends from Hu-pei.

Ch'ien Shan and Ho Shan are considered in the ceremony of the Chinese

worship as the assistant mountains of Heng Shan (Hu-nan province). They
have been attached to the Southern peak since the emperor \Vu of the Han
dynasty, judging the Heng Shan too far away, transferred to mount Ho
Shan the sacrifice that he was to offer to the divinity of the South. Certain

authors even say that this mountain is itself the true Southern Peak.

This mountain group is very picturesque and a week may be well spent

in visiting it. The gorge of Shui-hou-ling leads to the valley of Ho-shan Hsien.

The valley of T'ien-t'ang « Paradise » offers charming a bits ». Iron ore is

found and a trade done in iron utensils and tools.

In the district are manufactured bamboo mats which are exported via

Shang-hai. The mountains produce a tea that is very much appreciated and
another speciality, the fu-lin, a mushroom which grows on the trunks of

fir trees below ground-level. The Chinese estimate it highly as a corroborant
;

it is powdered and taken as a thick soup. From the kernel of a fruit is extrac-

ted a very brilUant oil, used as a furniture polish, and, by making an in-

cision in the bark of a small shrub, the famous Chinese varnish or lacquer is

obtained.

The route from T'ai-hu Hsien (80 li) follows the mountainous

slope at some distance from the torrential Mi-to-ssu.

Hsiao-chih I (40 li), a halt on the road from Canton to Pelting ;

trade in combs.

T'ai-hu Hsien, district city with 30,000 inhab., on the 1.

bank of a torrent issuing from the valley of Tzu-chien Ho (trade

in bamboo, timber and tea) affording means of easy communica-

tion with the upper valley of Ying-shan Hsien.

Su-sung Hsien (25,000 inhab.), chief-town of the district. Is

70 /t away.
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In this region of Su-suiig Hsien, T'ai-hu Hsien and Wan-chiang

Hsien, the natives employ a local patois [t'u-hua], but the

Mandarin is also understood.

The lowlands of Su-sung and Wan-chiang produce corn and

peas ; a numerous fishing population lives by the water-courses

and lakes.

From Su-sung Hsien to An-c.h'ing Fit, 220 li, via Shih-p'ai, where the

stream cUbCharging into the river to the W. of the capital becom.es navigable
for boats.

4. An-ching Fu to Feng-yang Fu

520 H ; the journey is made on horse-back, in sedan chair or in a kind of

Bath Chair. At T'ung-ch'eng Hsien (120 li) we come into the mandarin road
from Chiang-hsi to Peking.

Leave An-ch''ing by the North gate and cross a plain to within

a short distance of the Ta-lung Shan « Great Dragon Mountain »

which forms the boundary of the district of Huai-ning Hsien.

At Chi-hsie7i-kuan (18 li) coal mines are being worked to

supply the prefecture. — Leng-shui-k'ou (23 li).

Yiian-t'an-pu (45 li). To the N. of the Ta-lung Shan stretches

the plain of Fung-ch'eng, 60 li in width and 100 li in length,

renowned for its fertility (two crops per year) and intersected

by numerous streams.

Lien-Van (60 li), a large village on a water-course which empties

into Lake T'ai-tzu.

Hun-shan-pu (67 li). — Ya-lzil-hu (80 li). — T'ung-ho-k'ou

(90 li). — Tien-ia-chuang (105 li).

120 li, T'uug-ch'eng Hsien, chief-town of a district in the pre-

fecture of An-ch'ing Fu, at the foot of a chain of hills ramifying

from the Wan Shan group. City of 35,000 souls, inhabited by

scholars and mandarins either applicants for posts or retired

from the service.

This district consists in part of a mountainous region, and partly of a

country of alternate plains and curious hills on whose sides grow clumps

of firs, camphor trees, evergreen-oaks, oaks and araucarias. Quarries of pink

granite and white marble are to be seen as well as deposits of coal.

T'ung-ch'hig Hsien to Lu-an Chou, 230 li ; a little used mountain road.

The official route from Canton to Peking, which is followed

from T'ung-ch'eng Hsien, keeps a Northerly direction as far as

Shu-ch'eng Hsien.
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At Pei-hsia-kuan, we leave the territory of the prefecture of

An-h'ing Fu, crossing into that of Lii-chou Fu.

Mei-hsin, postal relays.

210 li, Shu-ch"C'ng Hsicii, chief-town of a district dependent

on the Lu-chou Fu, is situated on the river Po-yang which flows

into Lake Ch'ao.
Shu-ch'eng Hsicn to Lu-an Chou, 130 li.

San-k'ou, postal relays.

The road runs at some distance W. of Lake Ch'ao, the interven-

ing country being cultivated as paddy fields.

Tao Ch'eng, above San-ho, depot for water-borne produce and

for Lu-an Chou (120 li).

330 li, Lti-ehou Fu, prefectoral city 38 li N. of Lake Ch'ao,

residence of a Chih-fu commanding five districts, and of the

Chih-hsien of Ho-fei Hsien.

The city of Lii-chou, or Ho-fei Hsien, is surrounded by a wall

25 li 812 pu in extent. It has seven gates and is crossed by the

Chin-tou Ho. On the N., two locks dating back to the Han.

Birth-place of Li Hung-chang (1822-1906), a statesman.

In the Chung Miao temple, the Chinese preserve the tablet of

Pinel, a Frenchman who died in the Chinese service and whose

tomb is at Feng-huang-t'ai in the S. of the Lu-an chou district.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yd », Yang Chou region ; then, viscounty
ot Lii and county of Ch'ao. During the « Ch'un-ch'iu » period, state of
Shu

; during that of the « Fighting Kingdoms «, a dependency of the state of

Sn'u ; under the Ch'in, part of the Chiin of Chiu-chiang. Under the Han, ter-

ritory of the Huai-nan Chiin, in which was established the Kingdom of Lii-

Chiang, that was afterwards changed to the Chiin of the same name. At the time
of the (I Three Kingdoms » it was a dependency of Wei. Under the Chin, a

dependency of the Chiin of Huai-nan and that of Lii-chiang. The Liang
created the Yu Chou at Ho-fei v/hich subsequently became Ho Chou.
The Sui substituted for it the Lii Chou, which became the Lii-chiang Chiin

in 605. Under the T'ang, the designations Lii Chou and Lii-chiang Chiin

were resumed alternatively. The Sung returned to the former. The Mongol
established the tsung-kuan-fu of Huai-hsi (1276), replaced in the following

year by that of Lii-chou Fu. At the beginning of the Ming, it was the capital

of a province called Chiang-huai, then transformed into a Fu of Lii-chou,

dependent on Nanking. The Manchu dynasty comprised the latter in the pro-

vince of An-hui.

Lu-chou Fu to Lu-an Chou, i8o li.

Steam service to Wu-hu Hsien (on the Blue River), via lake Ch'ao and

he Yu-ch'i Ho passing through Ch'ao Hsien ; one or two days' journey.

Leaving Lii-chou Fu, cross a fine plain cultivated as rice fields.

360 li, Tien-pu, an important township at the cross-roads on

the way to Ch'ao Hsicn ; inn.
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400 h, Liang-hsien, large village ; inns.

A few hills are met with here. — Huo Ch'eng (25 li), village.

Cheng-cWiao (35 li), in the district of Ting-yuan.

460 li, Ting-yiian Usien, chief-town of a district in the prefec-

ture of Feng-yang Fu.

The route here is up hill and down dale to :

520 li, Tsung-p'u, a village at the junction of the road to Lin-

huai Kuan (50 li ; station on the Nanking-T'ien-chin line).

5G5 li, Feng-yang Fu, prefecture to the S. of the river Huai.

5. Nanking to Chiu-chiang Fu
By river

Going up the Blue River^ we keep a S. W. direction all the way
to Chiu-chiang.

On the 1. bank a few li from Ta-chiang, the city of Chiang-p'u

Hsien, which may also be reached by rail, alighting at P'u-k'ou

City station on the T'ien-chin hne [See R. 1).

At Pheasant Island, we leave the province of Chiang-su (cap-

ital Su-chou Fu) and enter that of An-hui (capital An-ch'ing Fu,

on the river).

The habitations to the S. of the river are usually constructed of

brick and covered with tiles, but in the part situated to the N.

of the Chiang they present a quite different appearance, the

houses no longer having an ounce of comfort, the walls are of

dab and the roofs of thatch and, in short, the further N. one

advances in the province, the more wretched do the dwellings

appear.

A siupa, on the 1. bank 15 li from Hsin-ho-k'ou, guides us to

the city of Ho Chou, Chih-li-chou or independent department

wielding authority over another district (Han-shan Hsien).

ROUTE :

From Hsin-ho-k'ou to Han-shan Hsien, 75 li, by a canal often dried up
or by road.

15 U from the river, the autonomous department of Ho Chou, to the

N. of the canal, in an alluvial plain. Cotton and rice growing centre.

To the N. W., 40 li on the way to Ch'iian-chiao Hsien, copious hot sulphur-
springs at Hsiang-ch'uan, the action of which, very beneficial in cases of
skin disease, every year attracts large numbers of bathers.

3 li further on rises the Chi-lung Shan, a mountain whose summit is crown-
ed by a temple. This building is reached by a steep path, broken by rocks
necessitating the use of iron chains as a protecting barrier.
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10 li, Ma-chia Ch'iao.

10 li, Fan-ch'iao.

10 li, Yao-p'u, village.

X5 li, Chang-kung Ch'iao, village.

15 li, Han-shan Hsien, chief district-town in the department of Ho Chou,
situated on the N. bank of a canal communicating with the Yang-tzti Chiang.

To the N. and S. of the plain of Han Shan run chains of hills.

15 li N. E., on the Ch'iian-ohiao Hsien road, the village of Chao-kuan,
an historical spot where many a battle was fought, in remote antiquity (22
centuries ago), between the royal troops of Ch'u, and Wu for the possession
of the important place which commands the mountain pass. — E.xtensive
coal formations which a Chinese company began to work in 1899,

45 li S. W., on the Ch'ao Hsien road, the hot spring of PflH-/'ang, frequent-
ed by the natives.

On the opposite bank, hidden by islands, T'ai-p'in^ Fu is be-

trayed by stupa, one of which stands out on the Huang Shan

to the N. of the town ; to the S. runs a stream issuing from Lake
Shih-chiu.

The offical city is surrounded by a wall more than 9 li in length

and 36 Chinese ft. in height, built under the T'ang about the year

810 and altered in 1127 : six gates give admission to the city,

which is the residence of a prefect whose territory is divided

into three districts, of the magistrate of Tang-fu Hsien and

of the rector of the province [Hsio-t'ai).

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », a department of the Yang Chou, and
under the Chou, territory of the States of Wu, Yiieh and Ch'u. The Ch'in made
it the district of Tan-yang, which remained the name of the city as a Hsien
until the time of the Sui, and was then replaced (581) by that of Tang-t'u,
the name by which the district that has its seat within the walls of the
city is still known. The Sung, in 977, established the T'ai-p'ing Chou, which
became a Lu under the Mongol (1277), then a Fu under the Ming. After
having been a dependency of Nanking, under the reign of that dynasty, the
T'ai-p'ing Fu was attached, by the Manchu emperors, to the province of

An-hui.

The river narrows between the « Two Pillars », rocks 250 ft.

high called Hsi-liang Shan and Tung-liang Shan, which have

been fortified and armed with guns in barbette ; a camp of 500

men guards this passage. The Chinese have given the Chiang,

which is here very deep, the poetic name of T'ien-men, « Gate of

Heaven ».

After the island of Ch'en-chia-chuang, the little landing-place

of Yii-ch'i-k'ou, on the starboard 97 li from Han-shan Hsien.

A stupa on the Che Shan looks down from the N. upon Wu-
hu Hsien, an open port on the r. bank, 357 nautical miles from

Shanghai.
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Seen from the river, the N. part of the suburbs seems almost

hidden by verdure ; bungalows of the Protestant mission-

aries and the English, American and German Missions
;
gothic

portico of the Catholic Mission Church of Chiang-nan (^Jee R. 6).

On the r. bank, Hate Point and lighthouse.

The stupa of Ta-wa Shan overlooks the harbour of Chiu-

hsien ; it belongs to the city of Fan-ch'ang Hsieii, situated

further to S., chief-town of district in the prefecture of T'ai-

p'lng Fu.

Some of the foothills of the Shih-li-ch'ang Shan mask T'ling-

iing Hsien, bordered to the S. by a small stream.

The city of T'ung-ling is surrounded by a rampart nearly 4 li

in extent and entered by four gates whose construction dates

back to the Wan-li years (1573-1619).

Under the Han it formed part of the territory comprised by the two pre-

fectures of Ling-yang and Ch'un-ku. At the close of the T'ang, the Hsien
of I-an was created, only to be suppressed and replaced, during the period
of the « Five Dyijasties », by the T'ung-ling Hsien, and finally attached to

the Ch'ih Chou in 975. This name and administrative arrangement has been
retained down to the present time.

The bed of the river grows narrow between high banks domi-

nated by hills ; this ravine, which runs almost dueS., is known

by the name of « Wild Boar ».

Ta-t'ung, opposite the island of Ho-yiieh, 319 miles from

Shang-hai, is a riverside town where, in accordance with the

Chih-fou convention of the 13"' September 1876, steamers flying

foreign flags have a right to call. The tide is perceptible here at

the syzygies.

Ta-t'ung Chen is the port of the city of Ch'ing-yang Hsien

in the prefecture of Gh'ih-chou Fu.

Still on the same bank and a few miles from the river-port of

Ta-chiang-k'ou (wharves), Ch'ih-chou Fu on the banks of the

Chiu-p'u lagoon. Seat of a prefect governing six districts, and of

the Chih-hsien of Kuei-ch'ih. From May to October, the neighbour-

ing plain is transformed into a little sea 50 li from E. to \V. and

10 li from N. to S. The name Ch'ih « lagoon » given to this

place is therefore fully justified.

Two stupa, one on the N. and the other on the S. and outside

the city.

The city walls are nearly 8 li in circumference ; they were built
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on older foundations during tlie years Ch6ng-te (1506-1521).

Seven gates.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii n, a territory comprised in the Yang
Chou and, under the Chou, in the states of Wu, then of Yiieh and Ch'u. From
the Han to the Sui, it formed the district of Shih-ch'eng. That of Ch'iu-

p'u succeeded it in 599. The T'ang, in 621, founded the Ch'ih Chou, to

which was attached the district of Kuei-ch'ih, after the fall of this

dynasty. The Mongols made Ch'ih Chou the seat of a Lu (1277) and the Ming
that of a Fu, amenable to the province of Nanking. The Mauchu emperors, while
retaining the Fu, attached it to the province of An-hui.

Beyond the heights of Ou Shan and on the N. bank, the impor-

tant town of Ts'ung-yang, at the confluence of a stream coming

from the plains of T'ung-ch'eng Hsien.

An-ch'ing Fu (See R. 4), port of call 365 nautical miles from

Shang-hai ; capital of An-hui since 1662. To the E. of the town, a

remarkable stupa.

On the r. bank, Tuug-Iiu Hsien, at the approach to which stands a

stela on a hill. Five gates admit to the city which is surrounded

by a rampart 3 li and a half in length, built in 1573 and following

the contour of the ground. Tung-liu Hsien, built on an emin-

ence overlooking the river, every year in Summer sees part of

its plain turned into a sea.

The territory of this district was comprised, in the time of the Han, in
the Hsien of P'eng-tse, a dependency of the Yii-chang Chiin. The Liang
established in it the two cistricts of Chin-yang and Ho-ch'eng, suppressed
by the Sui. The T'ang, about 841, created Tung-liu-ch'ang on the ancient
Ho-ch'eng and this town was elevated to the rank of Hsien of Tung-liu in

953. It has since retained its name and formed part of the prefecture of

Ch'ih-chou.

On the 1. bank, Hua-ijang Chen, from whence issues a canal

coming from Wang-chiang Hsien, a dependency of the prefecture

of Nanking.

The banks here cease to belong to An-hui, as we are now enter-

ing the province of Chiang-hsi which is also under the vice-roy

residing at Nanking.

The town of Ma-tang, surrounded by hillocke which stretch

as far as Lake P'o-yang.

The rocky banks close in a ramification of the chain of Ching-

tzu-Shan extending to the riverside and forming a steep cliff

jutting out into the river and crowned with bastions. Near the

opposite bank, the Hsiao-ku Shan or Liitle Orphan rock rises

almost perpendicularly to a height of 300 ft. On its summit, a pa-

goda, reached by steps cut in the rock.
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P'eng-tse Hslen is comprised within tlie sphere of the Fu of

Chiu-chiang ; its wall enclosure only measures 300 pu or Chinese

paces and was built of brick in 1524 on earlier foundations. Four

gates give access to the town.

Under the Han, territory of a district or Hsien which already bore the

name of P'eng-tse (now Hu-k'ou Hsien). Under the Chin, walled-town of

Yang-ho in the Chiin of YU-chang. The Sui suppressed the district of P'eng-

tse and substituted for it, on the present site, that of Lung-ch'eng, to which
they gave the name of P'eng-tse in 598. This name has been retained down
to the present time.

A stream issuing from Lake P'o-yang, commanded by batteries,

enters the Yang-tzu at Hu-k'ou Hsien « Lake mouth » city, a

sub-prefecture in the department of Chiu-chiang Fu.

It is a port of call on the r. bank of the river and at the mouth
of the P'o-yang, situated 29°44' Lat. N. and 116°21' Long. E.

of Greenwich backed on the S. E. by hills of considerable extent.

The city was enclosed by a fortified wall more than 5 Win length

built in 1588 and provided with five gates.

The Han created there the Hsien of P'eng-tse, dependent on the Chiin of

Yu-chang. The name of P'eng-tse was then given to the neighbouring town
which has retained it until now, whilst the present town of Hu-k'ou lost all

administrative importance and was made a dependency of it. It was under
the T'ang, in 622, that the name Hu-k'ou first appeared. This town was
subsequently raised to the rank of Hsien, about 945, and has retained its

name ever since. The district of Hu-k'ou belongs to the Fu of Chiu-

chiang.

In the midst of the neck, the Great Orphan rock surmounted

by a stiipa. — Beyond, the Northern ramifications of the Lu
Shan, one of whose upper valleys is a Summer resort [Ku-ling)

for the families of foreigners residing in the Blue River basin,

[See Chiang-hsi, R. 2).

Chiu-chiang Fu (^ee Chiang shi, R. 1), open port on the r.

bank, 454 nautical miles from Shang-hai.

6. Wu-hu Hsien

Wu-hu (80,750 inhab.) is situated 3loi9'33" Lat. N. and 118°21'

Long. E. of Greenwich, a mile and-a-half from the r. bank of the

Yang-tzu and in rear of the « Foreign Quarter ». Residence of a

district magistrate and of the tao-'lai or Hui Ning ping-pei-tao.

Consulate : Great Britain.

Places of Worship : PROTEStANr : American Advent Christian M.
;

American Protestant Episcopal Church M. ; China Inland M. ; Christian

and Missionary Alliance ; Foreign Christian missionary M. ; Independanl ;
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Methodist Episcopal M. — cvTuoLic : Church served by the Jesuit missio-

naries of Chiang-nan.

Hospital (English).

Post, Telegraph (Chinese).

Navigation .— Steamers of various companies running a river service

between Shang-hai and Han-k'ou call here.

Railway in course of construction to Kuang-ti Chou, near the Che-
chiang frontier.

The port was opened to foreign trade on the l^t April 1877, in

conformity with the English agreement of Chih-fou, dated the

13'" September 1876. Volume of trade 24,670,000 Hk. Taels (1910).

The native population is chiefly composed of people coming

from beyond the limits of the prefecture ; they live principally

by trading and the transport of goods, the principal depots being

in the hands of natives from Hui-chou Fu, T'ai-p'ing Hsien and

Ghing Hsien.

« As a native city, Wu-hu is typical of all Chinese towns : a crenellated

and delapidated wall pierced with gates at the cardinal points, and all around,

numerous suburbs, the streets filthy as only Chinese streets can be, open
sewers broken away forming putrid and disgusting sloughs, filthy cess-pools

where one only ventures with fear and trembling after rain and whence pest-

ilential vapours rise in Summer. On either side, wooden or brick houses

of one storey ; on the ground-floor, a strange medley of busy shops : drapers,

chemists, restaurants, confectioners, booksellers, engravers, china dealers.

Big black sign-boards with gilt inscriptions swing on their projecting arms,

knocking against fantastic lanterns of paper and rush lettered in red : an,

incredible bustle and jostle, shouts and calls, conversations heard through

the crackling of frying dishes, the gurgle of dirty water in the drains, the

growls and snarls of mangy wolf-dogs ; behind these main thoroughfares,

innumerable stinking narrow streets, foul with an unmentionable slime_

(( Generally, the Chinese cities and large towns are situated on rivers or

canals, and from this point of view Wu-hu is admirable served, being at the

mouth of a large river, which, by a first-class hydraulic system, drains the

commerce of the interior ; there is therefore a congestion of vessels of all

sorts and of the most picturesque appearance. An incalculable number of

boats, from the big junk of the lower rivers and lakes, down to the oar-pro-

pelled sampan ; massive broad-beamed tubs with enormous tillers and strange

sails all holes and stripes, steamers, bright coloured flags, triangular or square

pennons, mandarins and officials'insignia, a network of masts and yards, rough

structures, bare and untidy, whence rises a pungent reek of stale tobacco,

sweat and opium, and through whose doorway one gets glimpses of women's
or coolie's head, naked children and sailors' kits.

« The canal, or a creek » as it is called in China, is more often than not too

narrow for the enormous river traffic ; the consequence, a continual requi-

sition of pole and boat-hook, a tangle of planks, poles and sweeps ; sometimes

the creek is completely choked and all that can be done is to await patiently

the long • process of clearance.
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(I On either side houses rise sheer from the water's edge, giving this quarter

the appearance of a Chinese Venice, but what a Venice ! Shaky balconies

supported on piles overhanging muddy water, shelving-ridged bridges over

side creeks, tottering doors at the head of risky flights of steps, dangerous

native landing-stages ; all sorts of native verandahs, with starting planks,

giving glimpses of extraordinary things ; sometimes, white ya-men roofed

in grey brick with flagstaffed turrets and ruffianly soldiers in red trimmed

tunics doing sentry-go in front of them
;
sometimes too, the unusual elegance

of a memorial arch, its three stone bays gracefully carved, always monuments
erected to the glory of widows or ancestors.

« Very pretty they arc, these ancestral temples, in the solemn peace of

man and nature : all alike, but very beautiful and spotlessly new ; for once,

Chinese decrepitude has not tarnished the gold nor degraded the polychrc-

atic bricks ; for once, it is the Temple in all the prestige of newness and

mbeauty.
« All alike for that matter ; an entrance court with a kind of balcony

admitting to the temple itself, a fine lofty building with red, gilt and lac-

quered ornaments. Inside, the altar, with the tablet under its purple veil
;

along the walls, exquisitely painted pictures.

« The first house on the E. is that of Li Ch'eng-mou, a famous general

inveterate opponent of the T'ai-p'ing and lieutenant of Li Hung-chang.

The walls of his pavilion are adorned with finely executed pictures of scenes

in his life, principally curious conceptions of battles and engagements.

(( The second or central temple is that of P'lng Yu-lin, who was Imperial

High Commissioner at the time of Admiral Courbet's (Ku-pa) expeditions.

He it was who sent to the Court a report, simply astounding by methods

it proposed for sinking the French vessels.

.( His temple is delighftul ;
behind the altar, on the hill-side, a little court

laid-out with rockeries covered with trailing foliage plants set in massive

cubes of masonry flanked by aromatic shrubs.

i( The third building is that of Yang Tsai-ju, a celebrated admiral, and
the fourth, which is also graceful in style, that of the famous poet Li T'ai-po.

But here, instead of the usual tablet, we have a statue of the poet and
the walls are simply adorned with delicate paintings of flowers and trees

;

what peace and calm in this simple and charming landscape, and what a
restful dwelling for the memory of the good poet Li T'ai-po, the favourite
author of the Chinese, so full of verve and joviality !

(1 He made his way to the T'ang court about the year 742 but, in spite of

his unquestionable talent, no one dared take him in, nor present him to the

Emperor, because he was almost always intoxicated. However, on his for-

mal promise to mend his ways, he was, at last, admitted and thanks to his

poetic fervour and talent for music once rose in favour. One day, as he
was crossing the Yang-tzu, he noticed the moon's reflection in the water

;

at the sight, his poetic enthusiasm flinging off all restraint, he leaned so
far over to embrace the goddess of night that he fell overboard and disap-

peared beneath the water (763). He was the friend of another poet no less

famous, Tu Fu, whose tomb is at Ch'eng-tu, capital of Ssu-ch'uan, and he
died from the effects of a hearty dinner » (Henri Maitre, 1903).

Wu-hu is enclosed by a wall, more than 4 U in extent and 30

Chinese ft. in height, pierced with five gates, dating from the

years wan-li (1573 to 1619).
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Wu-hu was, under the Chou, the city of Chiu-tzfl in the State of Wu. The
Han set up the Hsien of Wu-hu in the sphere of the Chiin of Tan-yang. It

then became Yii Chou and Hsiang-yiian Hsien, suppressed by the Sui. The
district of Wu-hu was not re-constituted until the advent of the Southern
T'ang, at the time of the « Five Dynasties », and has been uninterruptedly

maintained down to the present time. It belongs to the T'ai-p'ing Fu.

7. Wu-hu Hsien to Kuang-t6 Chou

$10 li in 4 stages : Wu-hu to Wan-chih ,70 li ; Ning-kuo Fu, 70 U ; Pi-chi-

chiao, 70 U ; Kuang-te Chou (frontier of Che-chiang), 100 li. If on the other
hand the journey may be commenced from Ning-kuo Fu to Wu-hu, by starting

early on foot to Wan-chih, whence boat may be taken, the whole distance
can be done in a day (M. Lequellec's Itinerary).

A railway has been building since 1907.
The whole of this region was devastated in the middle of the XIX"" c.

by the Ch'ang-mao rebels, and the native population itself has partly disap-
peared. Colonists have come in from Hu-pei and Hu-nan. In addition to the
dialects of these two provinces, what few natives remain speak a language
which bears a close relation to that of Shang-hai,

Wu-lm Hsien. Behind the outlying suburb, cross the river,

which comes down from Ning-lcuo Fu, by a wooden bridge con-

structed in 1900, with turn-table moving twice daily to allow

vessels to pass. We pass the Ya-men of the Tao-t'ai of Wan-nan
Tao, then that of the mandarin in charge of the Blue River flotilla

in the Eastern part of An-hui; anchorage for several river gunboats.

The embankment is used as a road as far as Wan-chih and crosses rich
country which, formed of alluvial deposits, is periodically flooded. The villa-

gers'cottages are thatched and the walls are made of cob, yet the inhabitants
themselves are comfortably off ; they are active and hard-working ; men,
women, children, everyone works ; the women wear red skirts. From
the top of the dykes there is a fine view over the paddy fields, divided in
squares and intersected by irrigation canals swarming with water-fowl, espe-

cially ducks.

At the 15"! li we begin an hour's journey through rice fields,

after which 2 ferries (tariff : men, 2 sapeques ; beasts of burden, 4).

The track cuts across fields.

Wan-chih, big market town, trade in comestibles and timber.

Catholic and Protestant China Inland Missions.

The country becomes more undulating and diversified.

At the 75"» li, a colony from Che-chiang, emigrated from Wen-
chou Fu, has brought the uplands in to cultivation and grows corn,

yams and tea. We pass numbers of donkey drivers whose charges

are laden with cereals, wine and timber.

90 li, Ghen-tang-pu (inn) ; then stone bridges and dykes across

the marshes. Hills further ahead.

N0RTHEU.N China, 31.
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130 li, Miao-pu.

140 li, Ning-kuo Fu. Residence of a Chih-fu, of the Chih-hsien

of Hsiian-ch'eng Hsien and of the Ghen-t'ai, general commanding

the troops in the prefectures of Ning-kuo, T'ai-p'ing, Hui-chou,

Ch'ih-chou and Kuang-te.

Ning-kuo is surrounded by a wall more than 9 li in circumfer-

ence and 25 Chinese ft. high. The enclosure with five gates

was originally built under the Chin, about the year 330, and rebuilt

during the period of Mongol supremacy, about 1350.

Under the Ch'in, territory of the Chang Chiin. The Han, in 109 B. C, trans-

ferred the seat of the Chiin of Tan-yang to Wan-ling, whose name remained,
until the Sui period, that of modern Ning-kuo as a district, when it was
replaced by that of Hsiian-ch'eng Hsien (605) which is still the classic name
par excellence of the city. The latter bore the same name at intervals as

prefecture, as well as those of Nan-yii Chou and HsUan Chou. The designa-

tion Ning-kuo appeared under the T'ang (892) and was resumed by the Sung.
Becoming centre of a Fu in 1166, then of a Lu under the Mongol (1277), the

town was again made a prefecture at the beginning of the Ming dynasty.

The Manchu dynasty attached it to the province of An-hui.

The town is situated on a little river which is dry for six or

seven months in the year ; since the rebelhon of the Ch'ang-mao

« Long Haired Rebels >>, Ning-kuo Fu has been slowly rising from

a state of ruin. Catholic Mission. China Inland Mission (Pro-

testant).

In the N., an important suburb with a single street 2 to 3 li

in length, along the riverside ; depots for cereals and timber

floated down the river from the mountains of Ning-kuo Hsien.

From Wu-ho to Nin^-kuo Hsien by water. Decent boats from 3 dollars.

Un the way, several custom-houses ; halts where natives and traders are

obliged to stop ;
Evu'opean travellers pass without interference.

On leaving Wu-hu, two bridges, one of which is a « fu-ch'iao » or pontoon.

If the boat possesses a tam-tam it is sounded as a signal to the bridge-keeper

to open the bridge to allow the passing of the boat, an operation performed

with more or les alacrity according to the size of the boat, taken as an indi-

cation of the rank and importance of the traveller ; a small gratuity is cus-

tomary.
Pass for some distance between boats of all shapes, according to the coun-

try they come from : Hu-nan boats with broad waist and tapering bow and
stern ; Ching Hsien craft, broad, flat, square cornered ; salt boats, with cover-

ed deck-house in the stern ; canoes of all shapes, manned by peasants and
ballasted with corn, each canoeist having his paddle and sculls ; coupled

boats for carrying thatching-reeds ; omnibus-boats packed with fares.

Among the villages built on both banks : Huang-chih ;
Hsing-bo Chuang,

at the confluence of the river issuing from Lake Nan Hu.

From IS'ing-kno to Ching Hsien, 90 li
;
paved road with considerable fraf-

fic ; along it, inns every 10 to 15 //.

At the 15'" li, a Catholic chapel on a hill. — 40 li, Yang-liu-pu. — 50 li,

Kao-ch'iao, so-called from a stone bridge. — 60 li, SsH-ma-pu. The road
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passes between bare hills. — 65 U, a boundary-stone marks the limit of the

districts of Hsuan-ch'eng and Ching Hsien.

75 li, remains of a handsome bridge, at Chien-chi Ch'iao. — 79 H, a stone

statue, of a man in naturalibus, serves as a talisman against a female spirit

considered injurious to the harvest.

90 U, Ching Hsien, a district, on the banks of a torrent which comes

down at Wu-hu. Lumber, tea, paper, bags. This district suffered less at the

time of the rebellion than did its neighbours.The natives, « pen-ti », still cons-

titute the majority here, having been, thanks to their inaccessible mountains,

free from the rebel invasion.

15 li, to the S., Pan-lzH-ying. Catholic Mission.

From Ning-koo Fu to Ning-kuo Hsien, through the valley. Leave the pre-

fecture by the E. gate. Cross very fertile plains of alluvium which yield two

or three crops of corn, colza, rice and indigo in the year.

Sun-chia-pu, large village with a trade in rice, lumber and hemp. Catholic

Chapel.

Hemp, pea-nut and opium plantations ; then Chang-chia Ch'iao, a village

which seems to be nothing but inns. — A grotto, San-tien-tung, at the foot

of a hill, is inhabited by a bonze.

The road winds over the hillside. Shui-tang, considerable Catholic colony
;

church of Notre-Dame-Auxilialrice, to which the native converts (1,400)

make a pilgrimage twice a year. This church was built in fulfilment of a

vow, after the persecution of 1876 which devastated all the newly formed

Christian communities throughout that part of the country. The Catholic

emigrants, who had come from Hu-pei to occupy the waste land after the

rebellion, formed the nucleus of the colony. Speciality of jujube manufacture

Pel-shih-ling, lime-kilns. — Wing-chi, ferry ; inn. — Water-mills used

for the preparation of rice.

Ho-li-hsi, a large and busy place 5 li from the district city. Catholic

Mission. Handsome stone bridge.

Ning-kuo Hsien, an unimportant district town. Cotton is cultivated ; nume-
rous looms for making native cloth

;
paper-making industry. The paper is

made from bamboo.
The town is enclosed by a wall more than 3 H in extent, 15 ft. high and

provided with nine gates. It was in existence at the time of the T'ang and
was enlarged when the Sung dynasty pressed Southwards (1127) fixed the

capital of their empire at Hang-chou.
Under the Han, it was part of the Hsien of Wan-ling. The Wu, at the

« Three Kingdom » period, detached from it the new district of Ning-kuo
which, alternately suppressed and re-established, is still in existence under
the same name and is attached to the Ning-kuo Fu.

From Ning-kuo Fu to Kuang-te C'hou, 170 li in 2 stages.

Tung-hsi Ch'iao, fine stone bridge flung over the torrent coming

down from Shui-tang.

Shuang Ch'iao, bridge ; large trade in rice facilitated by good

waterway ; the Sliui-tang torrent forks here.

Wang-ch'ia-shan, served by a Catholic Mission.
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Hung-ling-ch'iao, small town served by the Inland Mission. —
On the 1., fine view over an extensive plain ; the hills begin to

present a less denuded appearance, being clad in pine woods.

10 li tp N. E., Pi-chia-ch'iao, a little port situated on a canal entering lake

Nan-hu. The neighbouring hills have been reclaimed by hard-working colon-

ists from Che-chiang : tea, corn, bamboo, pine. Pi-chia-ch'iao is the residence

of a military Mandarin. Church of Saint-Francois-Xavier. The fisheries and
the trade in fish are of considerable importance.

Excursion by boat on lake Nan-hu, a fine sheet of water shut in by hills.

Its periodical rise causes much apprehension.

Shih-tzu-pu, busy little tow n, favourite place for gamblers
;

it is no rare thing there to see men and women at the same gaming-

table.

Lu-ts'un. Catholic Mission. In 1876, a missionary and his house-

hold were killed there, and this was the signal for a general per-

secution.

Cross Pen-chieh Shan, a mountain from which a splendid view

may be obtained. A few villages of well-built houses with carved

columns and door labels.

Shen-chi-iu, on the banks of a fine mountain stream : a red

wine « Hung-shao » is produced here. Catholic Chapel.

Hua-kou-tang. Three li before arriving at this district city

Tzu-shan Miao, pagoda and much frequented centre of pilgrimage.

Tzu-shan is a black God, metamorphosed into a pig ; he it is who is vener-
ated here. The legend has it that the wife of this divinity, having learnt

by chance of this transformation, separated from her husband ; she there-

fore has her own temple, but every year, on their anniversary, the couple
are brought together in solemn procession. The name of Tzii-shan is asso-

ciated with an unsuccessful attempt to dig a canal as far as Kuang-te.

Kuang-te Chou, a department comprising two districts. To

reach the city we pass through a long suburb. The city itself is

not a great business centre owing to the lack of navigable waters,

but there is a considerable movement of cereals for Che-chiang

via Ssu-an Chen, which is in communication with the rivers that

intersect the plain of Shang-hai.

The wall of Kuang-te Chou is more than 8 li in circumference

and has six gates. Built at the beginning of the Ming dynasty,

then having gone to ruin, it has since been re-built.

Under the Chou, a dependency of T'ung-jui, in the State of Wu. The Later
Han constituted it the Hsien of Kuang-te by splitting up the territory of the

Chiin of Tan-yang. The Mongols made out of it the Lu of Kuang-te, locating it
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in the province of Che-chiang, and the Ming the Fu of Kuang-t*, which was soon
degraded to the rank of a Chou {1371) and deprived of its sub-prefecture
intra-muros. It is now a Chih-li-chou, subject only to the provincial govern-
ment of An-hui.

The Wen Miao, or Temple of Confucius, has withstood thestorm

of revolutions and retained its tall wooden columns. Catholic

and Protestant Missions.

In the mountains, the wild-boar, panther, monkey etc., are encountered.
The native race was almost exterminated during the rebellion of the Ch'ang-

mao ; the immigrants have come from Hu-pei and Hu-nan ; the former have
settled chiefly in the mountains and the latter are established in the plains.

8. An-ch'ing Fu to Hui-chou Fu

Six stages : Hu-tien-pu, Ta-keng, Lang-tien, Pei-chi, Hsiu-ning Hsien,
Hui-chou Fu (M. Mignan's Itinerary).

Cross the Blue River and take the road near Huang-p'an (Huang-

peng, I.) « Yellow Bowl », in a hollow ; a few thatched hovels on

a dyke.

60 li, Hu-tien-pu < Shop Parlour », at the foot of the mountains
;

good inns.

P'ai-lou « Portico ».

Shih-tzu-lu « Cross-roads », village.

125 li, Ta-keng « Great Gorge »
; inn. Cross a mountain stream

by boat.

Chi-erh-Van, near a torrent which flows into Lake Chiu-p'u.

Ch'i-li « The Sacrifice »
; inn.

T'ien-ch'iaoHo (T'ien-ch'io-ho,Z.) « Stream with celestial Bridge •,

village ; inn.

205 li, Lang-tien « Wolves'shop », village near the frontier of

Shih-t'ai Hsien ; a settlement of native Christians.

The road rises rapidly as it climbs the Hsi-wu-ling chain. From
the col, fine panorama. The descent is more gentle.

Ling-chio « Foot of the Mountain ».

270 li, Pei-chi « Northern Breakwaters » ; fairly clean inns.

295 li, Hung-li-t'ou, where the Ch'i-men Hsien road intersects
;

rather pretty country.

Road to €h'i-men Hsien, 35 H.

Hsin-shih-pu « Shop of the New House » (21 U) ; inn.

Ching-skih-p'ai « Marble Portico 1. A local industry is the making of a

paste from powdered marble which is sent by boat to Ching-te Chen where

it is used as an ingredient in a porcelain clay composition.
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Hua-chia, on the banks of a stream which goes down into Chiang-hsi.

Ch'i-m€n Hsien, reached by two stone bridges of ancient date, is the chief-

town of a district in the prefecture of Hui-chou Fu, on the r. bank of the

stream flowing from Fou-liang Hsien. Some fine houses, some of which are

the property of two Mandarin families of great influence in the world of

Chinese letters.

Red tea is prepared here, packed in cases and loaded on boats at fa-

fang, 15 li journey down, to be sent to Chiu-chiang.

On the road from €h'i-mca Hsien to I Hsien (60 U) : Pei-chi (36 li), after

which climb the Hsieh-lin Shan « Mountain of Rest » ; from the summit,
magnificent view over the valley of I-hsien embracing the whole territory

of the district ; the villages appear in close lines like a fleet in harbour. In

the descent, pass through several hamlets. The majority of the men are

away, engaged in business ; the women manage, and the servants work on

the land, carry burdens and even chairs ; formerly they were bought and

sold as slaves but of late years it has been sought to abolish this practice

and those who engage in this shameful traffic render themselves liable to

prosecution.

I Hsien, chief-town of the district.

325 li, Yii-tHng, « Head of the Stream •>, a township in the

basin of the Che-chiang ; a stone bridge spans the torrent. Limit

of navigation by boats laden with salt from Hang-chou which

is transferred to the backs of men and mules for carriage to

Chiang-hsi ; on the return, the boats take oil from Chien-te Hsien.

Road to I-hsien, 35 U-

The road follows the stream, whose bed, shut in between giant rocks of

black marble, passes through a very picturesque gorge. On the highest wall

stands a tower.

l-bsien, a district city of Hui-chou Fu. A busy little town whose popu-

lation has overflowed into the suburbs.

An-chiao « At the Foot of the Temple », halting-place for the

natives making pilgrimage to the Ch'i-yiin Shan, a temple in

which are represented the Shang-ti « Sovereign Lord » of the

Chinese and other divinities. Picturesque landscape. A large

stone bridge spans the torrent.

Lan-tu » the Breakerwaters », at the junction of the Chiang-hsi

road and the bridge.

. 340 li, Hslu-ning Hsieu, chief-townof the district in the prefec-

ture of Hui-chou Fu, on the I. bank of a torrent flowing into the

basin of the Ch'ien-t'ang Chiang (Che-chiang). Indian ink and

artificial flowers which are worn in ladies hair decoration are

manufactured here. Numerous p'ai-lou « triumphal arches ».

A Christian community.

Wan-an ehieh « Ten thousand rests », large manufacturing town
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on the Hsiu-ning river where the T'un-chi road forks; important

landing-place. Sun-dials of yew are made here.

Yen-tzu-chieh, important town the houses of which extend for

4 li along the route. Stone bridges. Small Christian community.

Before reaching the prefecture, we leave on our 1. a 7 arch

bridge and then a second leading to the N. gate.

On arriving at the Western suburb of the town, we cross a fine

16 arch bridge, about 330 yds. long, which spans the river and

leads to the Hsi-men gate.

400 li, Hui-chou Fu, a prefecture in the province of An-hui,

comprising six districts, residence of a Chih-fu.

The town of Hui-chou has a wall more than 10 li in extent

and five gates. A moat protects it on three sides, E., W. and

N., whilst a mountain serves as a defence on the S. and S. W,
The fortified enclosure was increased under the present

dynasty. She Hsien, a district annexed to Hui-chou, formed

a separate town whose wall was begun under the Ming in 1554
;

it backs, in the S. W., on to the prefectoral city; it has a perimeter

of 7 li with eight gates.

At the time of the tr Tribute of YU », region of the Yang Chou ; during
the « Ch'un-ch'iu u period, a dependency of the State of Wu, then of that of

Yiieh. In the time of the « Fighting Kingdoms », belonged to Ch'u. Under
the Ch'in, a dependency of the Chang Chiin. The Han made it the adminis-
trative centre of the Tu-yii of Tan-yang Chiin, under the name of She-Be
came, in 208, the Hsin-tu Chiin of the Kingdom of Wu. Under the Chin, Hsin-
an Chiin ; under the Liang, Hsin-ning Chiin, suppressed by the Ch'en. The
Sui, in 589, created the She Chou which, after several vicissitudes and remo-
vals, resumed its name as Tsung-kuan Fu, under the T'ang (621). Suppress-
ed in 627, the Fu again became Hsin-an Chiin in 742 and She Chou in 758.
Under the Five petty dynasties, this constituency belonged to the State of

Wu, then to the Southern T'ang. The Sung made it a dependency of their

Eastern Lu of Chiang-nan, then formed the Hui Chou in 11 21. The Mongols
raised it to the rank of Hui-chou Lu. The Ming made it the Hsing-an Fu
and Hui-chou Fu, which the Manchu dynasty subsequently located in the

new province of An-hui, as the latter name denotes.

Excursion :

The Hung Shan, 120 li N. W. of the city, is renowned for its temples,

line landscape, hot springs and mineral wealth.

By road to Clii-ch'i Hsien, 60 //.

Leave Hui-chou Fu by the E. gate, then pass through the city ot Hsi-

hsien.

Liiig-ch'i « Mountain Breakwater », port for boats bringing down the salt

required in the neighbourhood and taking back rice, brought over the Hsi-

lin mountain on mules, from Ching-te Hsien (75 li).

Chl-chi Halen, chief-town of a district in the prefecture of Hui-chou Fu-
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9. Hui-chou Fu to Ching-td Chen

Three routes lead to Ching-te-chen (Chiang-hsi) :

A. By Wu-ling and Wu-yiian Hsien. — B. Over the Chih-ling chain (very

picturesque). — C. Via Ch'i-men Hsien and its torrent which runs past Ching-

tfe Chen (M. Mignan's Itinerary).

a. By the Wu-ling.

Leave Hui-chou Fu by the W. gate and for 8 li follow the

Hsiu-ning Hsien road which passes up-stream. The road is cut

in the rock and protected for 2 li by a handsome stone coping.

25 li, Huang-fun, small town with about a hundred shops.

The place is celebrated for the ancient tombs of several great

families of Hui-chou Fu having tor sing: Cheng, T'angand Wang
;

they have overspread the whole prefecture, and even beyond,

and attribute their fecundity to the soil where lie the ashes of

their forefathers.

Chen-tsao, on the river banks. Notice a large Tz'H-t'ang « An-

cestral Temple » (very numerous in these parts) , in front of which

is a spacious esplanade.

Su-ku « Rapid River » ; the stream makes a bend round which

its waters swirl and roar. Some fine houses ; a score of large

warehouses for the preparation of Ch'a-hang or TzU-ho tea.

T'un-ch'i « Lantern Breakwater », a large town 30 /i from Hsiu-

ning, on the upper waters of the Ch'ien-t'ang Chiang (Che-chiang)

at the confluence of the I Hsien and Hsiu-ning torrents. Large

trade in tea, in lumber brought down from Che-chiang, and

foreign products brought by boats from Hang-chou. Three

pawnshops, four important banks, and about thirty warehouses

for the preparation of tea to be .sent to Shang-hai.

The river-banks are pretty. In the shingle are found black

winkles called Ching-ho « green shells », greatly appreciated by

the riverside population.

From T'un-ch'i to Hang-chou Fu there is boat traffic all the year round

;

these boats are long and light and easily glide through the passages left be-

tween the numerous reefs which block the upper course of the river.

Cross the stream by a stone bridge, then pass through the

Southern part of the town of Ling-yang which stretches 3 li

along the route. After 2 li of open country, we come upon the

little town of Kao-yen « Belle vue •.
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38 li, Men-ku « Stream of the Pass », Li-kin station ; lumber

depot. Stone bridge in ruins.

Cross in boat over the stream which the path follows up for

24 /(.

65 li. Lung-wan « Dragon Turning ». Here the boats unload

salt destined for Wu-yiian Hsien and which coolies carry as far

as Chiang-wan, a wharf to the S. of the Wu-ling Shan.

70 li, Wu-ts'un-chieh, on bank of a little stream crossed by a

fine stone bridge. Well-kept town, very busy, with fine houses

and magnificent Tz'ii-t'ang « Temples of Ancestors ».

Shan-Cou, « the Hummock », climbed by a path.

110 /{', Huang-mao « Yellow Cap », a small town with four inns

and a few shops.

After another climb we reach (150 li) Ta-keng, the « Watch-

tower )i
; a crenellated wall, with a gate through which the road

passes, is the dividing line between the two districts of Hsiu-ning

and Wu-yiian.

165 /{', Kuang-t'ing, village ; inns.

Here the road forks ; if it be desired to avoid climbing the two chains of

the Wu-ling, take, on the r., the path to Hsiao-ch'i, 80 U longer but less fa-

tiguing, and pick up the road again at Tzti-keng-ku.

At the foot of the Southern slope of Mount Wu-ling, Chiang-

wan (205 li) where the stream, flowing towards Chiang-hsi, be-

comes navigable.

220 li, Wan-ku.

Tzu-ken-ku « Stream of the Narrow Gorge » ; a portion of the

town is built on the brink of the powerful stream which leads

to Wu-yiian Hsien.

Higher up the stream, a splendid pine forest on the way to Hsiao-ch'i.

The road follows the limpid waters of this torrent for a distance

of 6 li then, crossing by a ferry, continues along the opposite side.

235 li, Ho-chien ; inns ; a fine oak wood borders the river.

275 li, Wu-ytlaii Hsien, a district city attached to Hui-chou

Fu, can be seen from a height to the N. of the town ; the track

leads to the stream which is crossed by a wooden bridge suspended

by a long iron chain.

The walled-city is not extensive, but the population overflows

into suburbs ; it is situated at a bend of the river which almost

encircles the walls. The anchorage for boats is at the Hsi Men,
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Some very fine residences and, among the principal buildings,

the WenMiao, or Temple of Confucius, behind which is a column

of Buddhist origin surmounted by a pagoda overlooking the city.

The temple of the philosopher Chu Hsi, whose ancestors came

from Wu-yiian.

The philosopher's tomb is in the province of Fu-chien at Yu-ch'i, where he

was born fiiso). For a long time, that branch of the Chu family which had

remained in the coimtry was engaged in litigation with those living in the

province of Fu-chien, over the title of po-shih « Grand Doctor » conferred

by the emperors. The Wu-yiian side won their case ; the po-shih therefore

resides in the city.

The Catholic mission, destroyed in 1900, has since lieen re-

built near the Shu-yiian or College.

Leaving Wu-yiian Hsien by the N. gate, we keep along the

river as far as the town of Ko-sha « Clayey Sand » (300 li).

335 li, Chung-wen « Scholars of the Midlands ». Entering the

town, we pass under a triumphal arch surmounted by a pretty

pavilion with a literary club. All round is a well-turfed lawn and

grove of firs and oaks.

Chinese umbrellas are manufactured here.

360 li, Fen-shui ; « the river divides » the town into two equal

parts ; on the banks a dyke carries a broad paved road.

Chi-is'un, a little way off the road.

410 li, Huang-sha. « Yellow Sand », a large village with avast

tz'h-Vang.

421 li, Tung-juen, very ancient Christian community. The

Catholic mission was destroyed in 1900, but the fire spared the

old habitation which had served as a chapel since the K'ang-

hsi period.

At this point we again come on to the Hui-chou Fu — Ching-

te Chen road via the Chih-ling chain.

Yang-ts'un, large town in Chiang-hsi ; river-port.

Cliing-te Chen, important town 100,000 inhab.l in the Fu-liang

Hsien, renowned for its porcelain factories
;
part of its manufac-

tures is exported via Ghiu-chiang Fu.
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Navigation : Port of call for the varioiis companies running boats on the

Blue River.

Nisshin Risen Kaiska, Monday service to Nan-cKang Fu, calling at Hu-
k'ou and Wu-ch'ang.

Railway from Chiu-chiang to Nan-ch'ang Fu the provincial capital (130

miles)
;
32 miles of line were opened on the iS'i" July 1910 ; Ska-ho station

serves Ku-ling, a hill resort in the Lu-shan.

Killing Estate Office supplies information to intending residents as to

choice of villas to let etc., and is the agency for the sanitorium. Coolie service

(?ee R. 2).

!

Chiu-chiang, 50,000 inhab., is a prefecture in the province of

Chiang-hsi, situated on the S. bank of the Yang- tzii Chiang, 29"

4ri5" Lat. N. and llGoS' Long. E. of Greenwich. Residence of

the tao-Vai of Kuang Jao Chiu Tao, the chih-fu of the prefecture,

which is divided into five districts, and of the chih-hsien of Te-

hua Hsien.

Chiu-chiang fronts along the Blue River ; its busy port was

opened in January 1862, in conformity with the treaty of com-

merce concluded with Germany at T'ien-tsin on the 2"'-^ September

1861. Its volume of trade is 34,000,000 Hk. Taels (1910). A
Foreign « Settlement » is situated above the Chinese City.

This city is contained within a \,'all more than 12 li in circum-

ference, originally dating from the Sui dynasty, re-built under

the Ming in 1389 and completed in 1412. Five gates.

History of the prefecture :

At the time of the « Tribute of YU », territory belonging to the Ching
Chou and YangChou, then, under the Chou, to the two Kingdoms of Wu
and Ch'u. Under the Ch'in, a dependency of the Chiin of Chiu-chiang which,

from 203 to 119 B. C, became the Kingdom of Huai-nan and formed the

two Hsien of Ch'ai-sang and P'eng-tse, then, under the Wu, a dependency
of the Chiin of Wu-ch'ang. Under the Chin : Chiang Chou and Hsiin-yang
Chiin, names under which the present day Fu is generally referred to in his-

tory. That of Chiu-chiang re-appeared under the Sui, between the year 606,

for about fifteen years, then definitely on the accession of the Ming, as the
name of a prefecture in the province of Chiang-hsi.

History of Tl-hua Hsien, a distrit intra-muros of Chiu-chiang Fu.
Originally, under the Han, territory of the two Hsien of Ch'ai-sang and

Hsiin-yang, dependent on the Chiin of Yii-chang and Lu-chiang. The Chin
transferred to it the administrative centre of the latter department, then
that of Chiang Chou. The Sui suppressed the district of Ch'ai-sang and
substituted for it the Hsiin-yang Hsien, seat of the Chiang Chou, then
changed the name to P'eng-li Hsien, afterwards to P'en-ch'eng Hsien, as

centre of the Chiin of Chiu-chiang. The T'ang, in 621, reverted to the former
names of Hsiin-yang Hsien and Chiang Chou. Under the Five Dynasties »,

that of Te-hua was adopted for the district, at the time of the South-
ern T'ang ; it has not been changed since and has served to designate the

chief-town of the Chiang Chou under the Sung, the Lu of the same name
under the Mongols, and the Fu of Chiu-chiang under the Ming and the Manchu
dynasties.
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2. Ku-Iing

The steam ship companies strive to out-do each other in speed, comfort

and civility, in order to secure ind keep patronage ; they issue return tickets,

Shang-hai Chiu-chiang, available for six months.

Chiu-chiang is ii hours' journey from Han-k'ou on a good tide ; the Shang-

hai steamers take about 2 days. — Travel by the boat arriving at Chiu-

chiang at dawn, in order to avoid the heat of the sun when crossing the plain.

By rail from Chiu-chiang to Nan-ch'ang, alight at Sha-ho station, situated

at the foot of the Lu-shan, 5 miles from Ku-ling (2 hours' climb).

By road: Chiu-chiang to Ku-ling, about 16 miles; the journey in sedan

chair occupies 5 hours, exclusive of halts and passage through Ku-ling (20

minutes extra). For the ascent six and a quarter hours should be reckoned,

and 5 hrs 30 min. for the descent if there be no re-distribution of loads.

The agency for chairs and coolies is installed at the Rest House at Chiu-

chiang, situated in the first street parallel with the quay. Change money
for notes of a local bank (coupons of 50 and 100 cash, or sapeques). The rate

of exchange per Mexican dollar in 1904 was 830 sapeques.

The journey is divided into two stages : at Lien-hua 'ung, change teams.

Tariff per man per stage: 2oosap?ques, plus a tip of 10 % for the plain and

25 % in the mountain, or 400 (460) for the climb and 300 (330) for the des-

cent.

By Motor Car, capable of carrying six persons at 6 dels, per journey

from Chiu-chiang to Lien-hua T'ung, or vice versa. Small Motor Car carrying

three persons at 4 dels, per journey as above. — Carriages : the minimum
rate is 3 dols. for three people, plus i d. for an extra person. — Jin-rikisha :

80 cents per individual.

From Chiu-chiang to the Rest House at Lien-hua T'ung, 2

hrs. 45 min. walk. For an hour follow the P'en-kuShui, outlet

of the lake situated in Jui-ch'ang Hsien 22 miles further W.
In ten minutes we have left Chiu-chiang to cross an extensive

plain cultivated as paddy fields. — 30 min., a bridge. — 35 min.,

Chinese restaurants. — 2 hrs. a Chinese village. — The track

skirts the bed of a torrent. — 2 hrs. 40, Rest House, at the foot

of Lien-hua T'ung, in a picturesque situation. — Change chairs

and coolies.

Those persons who, through a late start from Chiu-chiaug, cannot reach

Ku-ling the same day will find here lodgings for the night and adequate

provision for dinner.

From the Rest House to the entrance to Ku-ling, 2 hrs 15 min.

climb.

The track winds up the side of LuShan
;
panoramic view over

the vast plain of the Yang-tzu. — 1 hr. 10, a pass from which a

Northern China, 32.
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splendid backward view may be obtained over Chiu-chiang. —
At the 4'" halt, a bridge spans a cascade, after which the last

part of the climb, consisting of 1,110 steps, is undertaken ; at the

summit is the Chinese village forming the outskirts of Ku-ling.

Ku-ling, or rather Ku-niu-ling « Mountain of the Orphan Ox »

,

derives its name from the principal peak in the Lu Shan (or Li

?han) chain ; its height, about 3,500 ft., makes it a favourite

summer resort for Europeans living on the banks of the Blue

river. Two thousand foreigners come here every year.

A brook falls in a series of small cascades into the valley,

where a lake affording delightful bathing has been formed. The

tennis courts higher up are largely patronised.

The creator of this resort is the Reverend E. S. Little. The Protestant
missionary bought from a bonze, in 1894, a hill near the Gorge of Chiu-feng

in the Lu Shan ; the mandarin, informed of the transaction, threw the Chin-
ese intermediaries into prison for having sold land to a foreigner. Later
on, the Chinese authorities compromised the matter, and accepted the ex-

change of a hill, too near the plain, for the present site.

The property was then cut up, and roadways planned and made ; Euro-
peans were enabled to buy plots, build cottages and take refuge there during
the summer from the hot and steaming plains of the Yang-tzu valley.

The Settlement is about half-a-mile wide and i 1x2 miles long ; it is inhabits

ed by a cosmopolitan population in which the various Protestant sect-

form a large majority ; it is known by the name of Kuling Estate ; its consti-

tution was drawn up in August iSgg at the time of the opening of the Land-
renters Meeting or Plenary Court of Ratepayers ; it comprises 7 Articles,

rounded off by 10 Supplementary Regulations on the subject of the govern-
ment and administration of the Ku-ling Estate.

The Settlement maintains its own roads, police and municipal staff, by
means of a monopoly of transport undertakings and chair hire, issue of paper-
money and banking facilities, taxes on foreigners staying there, ground
rents (20 dols.) and inhabited house duties {15 dols.).

Hilling Office. Apply there for all information. Office open from 9 a. m.
to noon and from 2 p. m. to 5 p. m. ; closed on Saturdays at 3 p. m. and all

day Sundays.

Boarding Houses : Fairy Gleen, Private hotel, 28 rooms ; en pension 5 to

6 Mexican dollars per days (Season, Juni i to September 30) ; meals:
breakf. from 8 to 9 am. ; lunch to i p. m. ; din. to 8 p. m.
Book rooms in advance, if one is not a guest of some residential family,

tenant ri- owner of villas in the neighbourhood.

Provision ilercliants : Weeks. — Whiteaway. — Laidlaw. — Several Chi-
nese store-kupers in the locality.

Places of H'orsllip : Religious service is held the Methodist Episcopa
Church of Chiu-chiang.

Coolies : Early application should he rciAAt io Wit Yu Cheng A gency , near
the Gate on the Chiu-chiang road, so that coolies may be obtained in suffi-

cient numbers to make a prompt start from the place of assembly, tariff ;

within the boundary of the enclosure or the immediate neighbourhood, 50
cash (sapeques) per hour

; 200 the half-day (till i p. m., or from i p. m. to

twilight)
; 400 for the whole day. Chair hire, 20 cents.
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Excursions at fixed tariffs for the retura journey : * The Waterfalls, 500

cash per man ; outward journey, 3 hrs without a stop, return 2 hrs. 35. Fa-

vourite spot for picnics. Fine panoramic views over the hills, and of Lake

P'o yang to the S. E. and the immense plain of the Yang-tzu to the N. with

the windings of the river, coloured brick red in summer. It is related that

the historian Ssii-ma Ch'ien |II"'^c. B. C.) climbed the Lu Shan and gazed

out upon the region in which the learned men of his time located the nine

rivers mentioned in the chapter of the Shu-Mng, entitled The Tribute

of Yu...

Lien-hua T'uiig, 450 ; descent in 2 hrs. 2 hrs. 15 climb without stop. —
Shih-tzii Yen « Lion's Precipice », 600.

Po-lu Tung « White Stag GrottT » (600) is situated on the S. E. slope of

the Lu Shan, in the direction of Nan-ch'ang Fu. In the XII'* c, the philo-

sopher Chu Hsi (1130 to 1200), the commentator on the works of Confuci

lived here practically the life of a recluse.

The popular imagination created a legend around the solitary philoso-

pher's retreat, his life like, his knowledge, appearing supernatural to the people

round about. It also considered this spot to be the abode of a mountain spi-

rit that, in the shape of a « White Stag », supplied the materialistic necessi-

ties of life to the celebrated author of the T'ung-chien Kaiig mu.

Chinese scholars come here every year to visit the spot where lived and

died Chu Hsi (Chu-tzCi), styled Yiian-hui.

The other excursions are reckoned by the hour : Wang P'o-yang-hu Shan-

ling « Mountain Chain facing Lake P'o-yang », out i hr., return 50 min.,

easily done on foot. — Grotto of T'ien-ch'ih T'a « Tower of the Celestial Re-

servoir » and the neighbouring pagoda, 15 min. going, another easy walk.

Fine view over the plain of Jui-ch'ang Hsien. — Tui-shui, where the water

turns the wheels of mills for making Chtt-hsiang « sticks of incense »
;
go

via the T'ien-ch'ih Ta ; 1 hrs. 30, there, and on the return an extra climb

of 45 min.
; 3 hrs. 43 in all.— Nan-ch'ang Ling, a Pass in the Mountain which

overlooks the plain of Nan-ch'ang Fu is reached. — Nii-Srh-ch'Sng. — Chin-

izii-p'iitg (I Golden Screen », or better, the Temple of the Clouds. — Huang-
lun^Miao « Temple of the Imperial Dragon », surrounded by a little wood,

is the only one remaining of a large number of religious buildings which

formerly stood here.

The Lu Shan was abready a celebrated place in 381 A. D. Hui Yiian and
Hui Yung, charmed by the solitude and picturesque of this mountain, each

chose a retreat on these heights, and, in 386, the governor of the province,

won over to their views, built a temple for them. Visitors flocked to it, as

many as 3,000 having been counted. Hui Yuan, who died in 416, studied

the works of Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism ; he founded here the

Po-lien ShS « Community of the White Lotus n, still called Lu-shan Shi « Com-
munity of the Lu Mountain », and placed it under the protection of Ami-
tayus (1 Having the life infinite », the latest avatar of Buddha. It was this

sect that finally popularised in China the worship of Amitayus, the spiri-

tual father of the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara.

Climate. — Without losing sight of the fogs which sometimes lie in the

N. E. part of the valley, it is admitted that the climate of Ku-ling is bene-

ficial. It is recommended for the purity of the air and the mild summer tem-

perature.
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The thermometer varies, during the hot season, between 63''4 and 84''25

F«hr. (18" and 29° C), whilst at Shang-hai and on the lower Yang-tzu the

themometric maximum sometimes exceeds 68''4 Faht. (38° C).

In 1902, the maximum and minimum averages were : July, 7201 and 67°i

(2405 and i9"'5) ; August, 76"! and 67°3 (24°5 and i7°5). In winter the ther-

mometer rarely falls below 42°8 (6°).

In 190P, the maximum, minimum and mean were : June, 73°23 Fahr.

(22''3 C), 62<>25 (1608), and 67°24 {ig^e)
; July, 76''35 (M°7), 67»i9 (1905),

and 74°72 (2307) ;
August, 75°04 (2309), 64°29 (i7''9), and 7i''i6 (2108).

In 1909 : June, 69024 (20°7), ecoS (ij^e), and 64»66 (i8"i)
; July, 78005

(25°6), 67008 (i9'>4), and 72<'56 (22"5).

The estate stretches alng a valley protected from the high winds by a group

of hills, the most prominent of which attains a height of about 5,000 ft.

\illas. — In 1909, 244 bungalows were inhabited and others in course

of building. They are put up by Chinese contractors
; the minimum cost

price is from 2 to 3,000 piastres, according to the stone used and the amount
of footings necessary.

These villas are generally entered from the verandah. A passage divides

the residence into two, with 4 rooms opening on to it. The kitchen and scul-

lery are independent of the main building.

The houses are usually t iken for the season. — Apply, Ruling Office.

Price from 300 to 600 piastres and even more for well-furnished cottages

in good positions.

Tax on foreigners. A tax is levied by the manager of the Ruling Estate.

It is 50 cents for a foreigner, or i dollar for a family passing a night in the

settlement. The fee for the season is 1 dollar per person or 2 dollars for a

family.

Population. — The valley is exclusively reserved for Europeans ; Asiatics

must live in the outskirts.

A census taken on the 4"' August 1909 returned 1,247 foreigners, 842 of

whom were over 16 years of age, and 405 children. The latter comprised

276 under 7 and 129 between 7 and 16. — There were 2,000 « boys », coolies,

or Chinese dealers.

The foreigners grouped by nationality numbered : 53S English, 472 Ame-
ricans, 48 Germans, 45 Swedes, 36 Russians, 29 Japanese, 23 Norwegians,

19 French, 12 Fin, 8 Belgians, 8 Dutch, 4 Danes, 4 Swiss, i Italian.

3. The P'o yang. Nan-ch'ang Fu

yan-ch'ang Fu is reached by steam-launch via Hu-k'ou Hsien. If going

by road, alight at Chiu-chiina; ; one track follows the Western side of the

P'o-yang ;
another, for alpinists, crosses the Lu Shan.

A railway from Chiu-chiang to Nan-ch'ang Fu, the capital of the province,

will serve part of the W. bank of the lake.

The entrance to the sheet of water called P'o-yang (P'o-yang

Hu) is about 2 miles below Hu-k'ou, and its neck has more the

appearance of a river than of a lake ; it is a long canal with irre-

gular widenings (7 to 30 li), bounded by the heights of the Li
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Shan and Lu Shan and forming a number of picturesque geo-

graphical variations, islands, peninsulas, capes, fiords, etc.

In the middle of the « neck « a granite monolith, 150 ft. high,

stands like a giant crowned with verdure ; it is the « Great Orphan •;

on its summit is a temple.

LdOAJPffhlSO
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The haven of Ta-ku T'ang,8 miles S. of the mouth on the W.
side, connected with Chiu-chang by road, is an anchorage fre-

quented by junks laden with produce from the interior.

Further S. the scene changes ; on the opposite side to the im-

posing Lu Shan (4,250 ft.) is quite a string of whitish sandbanks,

heaped up by the wind, bearing but a few isolated and stunted

shrubs and broken only here and there by a dark lock dislodged

by rains.
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Beyond Nan-ch'ang is a promontory on which is built the

temple Lao-yeh Miao, where passing boatmen offer sacrifice to

the divinity to appease the violence of the storms.

Owing to its vast extent, the P'o-yang is subject to frequent

hurricanes ; in winter, however, it is rather shallow ; in April

there is scarcely 6 ft. of water, except in the bed of the Kan

Chiang which runs through it ; the water rises between April

and July to a depth of from 15 to 20 ft., and then the navigation

of the lake becomes much easier.

Nan-ch'ang Fu is a prefecture in the province of Chiang-hsi, on

the W. bank of the « neck » of Lake P'o-yang, 25 nautical miles

from the port of call Hu-k'ou Hsien. It is the residence of a pre-

fect wielding authority over four districts, and of the Chih-hsien

of Hsing-tzii Hsien.

The walls of the town of Nan-ch'ang are 5 li 20 pu in circum-

ference and are provided with 5 gates. A moat, 20 ft. wide, pro-

tects the N., E. and W. sides, whilst the S. borders lake P'o-yang.

The earthen wall built under the Sung (Ch'un-yu period, 1241

to 1252) was faced with brick under the Ming in 1513. The Httle

Southern gate was opened in 1652.

History of Nan-k'ang Fu and its intra-muros district Hsing-tzu Hsien :

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », region of Yang Chou ; at that of

Ch'un-ch'iu, territory of the states of Wu and Ch'u and, at the period of the
« Fighting Kingdoms », of Ch'u alone. The Ch'in made it a dependency of

the Chlin of Chiu-chiang. Under the Han, a dependency of the tliree Hsien
of Ch'ai-sang, P'eng-tse and Hai-hun, attached to the Chiin of Yii-chang.

At the time of the « Tliree Kingdoms », that of Wu set up the Ch'ai-sang

Chiin of the P'o-yang ; then the country was attached by the Chin to the

two Chiin of Yii-chang and Hsiin-yang. Under the Sung, Ch'i and Liang,

a dependency of the Chiang Chou. The Ch'en founded the Chlin of Yii-ning

and the Sui the Tang-yang Fu (now the Chien-ch'ang Hsien of Hung Chou).

Under the T'ang, territory of the Chiang Chou and Hung Chou. In the time
of the « Five Dynasties », belonged to the state of Wu, of the Yang family,

then to the Southern T'ang. The Sung established the Chiin, or military dis-

trict, of Nan-k'ang. in 982, within the Western Lu of Chiang-nan, then within
the Eastern Lu. The Mongols raised it, in 1277, to the rank of Lu of Nan-k'ang,

in their province of Chiang-huai, then in that of Chiang-hsi. The first Ming
emperor made it, in 1361, the Fu of Hsi-ning, then of Nan-k'ang, in the pro-

vince of Chiang-hsi.

At the time of the « Five Dynasties », the Chen of Hsing-tzii was founded
in the short-lived state of Wu, of the Yang family, then attached by the

Southern T'ang to the Hsien of Te-hua. The Sung raised it to the rank of

Hsien of Hsing-tzii (978), dependent on the Chiang Chou, then, in 982, made
it the seat of the Chiin or military circumscription of Nang-k'ang. Since

the Ming, it has been the intra-muros district of the Fu of the same name.
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Hu-pei « North of the lake [Tung-t'ing] ». The boundaries of the province

are : on the N', Ho-nan and Shan-hsi ; on the W., Ssti-ch'uan ; on the S.,

Hu-nan and Chiang-hsi ; on the E., An-hui.

Area : 112,120 sq. miles.

Population : 28,300,000 inhabitants or about 250 to the sq. m.

Revenue: 16,545,200 Hk. Taels against 18,521,400 expenditure (1909).

Administrative Divuions : The province comprises 5 tao, the seats of which
are at Wu-ch'ang Fu (2), Han-k'ou, Hsiang-yang Fu, Sha-shih, and Ho-
feng T'ing. There are g Fu (prefectures), 2 Chih-li-chou (independent depart-

ments 6 Chou, I T'ing and 60 Hsien.

Capital : Wu-ch'ang Fu, residence of the vice-roy of the Liang Hu.
Open ports : Han-k'ou, Sha-shih and I-ch'ang Fu. — Ports of call : Lu-

eh'i-k'ou and Wu-hsiieh.

Geography : .^n immense plain, following the course of the Yang-tzu and
its Northern tributary the Han Ho, dominated on the N. by a distant moun-
tain chain, the Mu Ling, with an average height of 2,900 ft., the Huai-lung

Shan, etc., on the W., by a more important system containing a flora re-

markably rich in sub-tropical, temperate and alpine species.

Among the crops grown may be mentioned rice, cotton, wheat, tea, and
oil-producing seeds such as the soya.

Veins of iron, coal, zinc and rock crystal have been found beneath the soil.

The population, chiefly centred in the alluvial plains, is occupied either

in agriculture or fishing. At the time of the T'ai-ping revolt a large emigra-

tion took place, towards the Southern part of the province of An-hui, of

natives driven away by the rebellion.

The people round Han-k'ou seem to form a special ethncgraphic group
;

they are brachycephalic (84.9) ; their nasal index is strongly leptorrhine

(69.1).

Their language is that called « Mandarin », but in the valleys of the upper
Han river there exist local patois, and to the S. of Wu-ch'ang Fu, towards
Ta-yeh Hsien, local survivals even in numeration.
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1. Chiu-chiang to Han-k'ou

By the Blue River

From Chiu-chiang to Han-k'ou, 140 nautical miles ; daily service
; up

river, 16 to 18 hrs ; down stream, n hrs.

Chhi-chianff, dominated in the distance by the Lu Shan chain.

Below Hunter islet, a little canal leads S. through a lagoon to

the vicinity of the city of Jui-ch'ang Hsien, situated to the E. of

the Miao-mu Shan.

Jui-ch'ang communicates directly by water with Chiu-chiang.

It is the chief-town of a district whose clustering roofs may be

seen on a fine day from the top of the Lu Shan.

The enclosing wall, built of earth under the Ming in 1513, then

re-built in 1672, is more than 4 li in circumference and is provided

with four gates. The river P'en passes round it on the East, South

and West.

Originally, territory of the Hsien of Ch'ai-sang, under the Han. At the

time of the « Three Kingdoms n, formed the Chen of Ch'ih-niao, then that

of Jui-ch'ang, belonging to the state of Wu. Under the .Sui, territory of the

Hsien of P'en-ch'eng and, under the T'ang, of that of Hsiin-yang. In 783,
the Western part of the latter was separated from it and made into the Ch'ih-

niao Ch'ang, which the Southern T'ang promoted to the rank of Hsien of

Jui-ch'ang, dependent on the Chiang Chou ; the new district has since

then been retained, being placed first within the sphere of the Lu of

Chiang Chou under the Mongols, and then in the Fu of Chiu-chiang from the

Miag onwards.

On the 1. bank in a plain formed of alluvial deposits, Wu-
hsiieh, port of call in the province of Hu-pei, open, since 1877,

to goods and passenger traffic ; its co-ordinates are :
29»51'20"

Lat. N. and 115°40' Long. E. of Greenwich. ; it is the furthest

up-stream of the series of four » Yang-tzii stages ».

The hills here shut in the river to a narrow bed.

On the r. bank, Fu-tzuK'ou,i\i the mouth of the Yang-hsin Ho,

is.suing from the Chou of Hsing-k>io ; coal mines.

Ch'i Chou, on the opposite bank, has an enclosing wall more

than 9 li in extent and 18 Chinese ft. high ; it was re-built on

older foundations in 1369 and is entered by six gates.

The Han established there the Hsien of Ch'i-ch'un, transformed into a

Chiin of the same name by the Wei, at the time of the « Three Kingdoms ».

Under the Chin, Ch'i-yang Hsien. The Ch'i transferred to it the seat of the

Ch'i-ch'ang Chiin ; the Liang made it the Ch'i-shui Hsien, the Ch'en the

Chiang Chou and the Northern Chou the Ch'i Chou. The T'ang at first (621)
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reverted to the latter name, then to that of Ch'i-ch'un Chiin (742), only to

return to the designation of Ch'i Chou (758) ; the latter was retained by the Sung
and Mongols as Chiin and, later, Lu. Became Fu at the advent of the Ming, who
afterwards degraded it to the rank of simple Chou (1376) and suppressed
the intra-muros district Chi-chou Hsien. Since then, it has been a dependency
of the Huang-chou Fu.

Shih-hui-yao, landing-stage on the r. bank. Terminus of the

railway to Tieh-ch'ang for the coal and iron workings. Cement

works in the neighbourhood.

The district of Ta-yeh Hsien promises to become a great industrial and
mining centre, seeing how rich and various is the mineral wealth of the sur-

rounding country.

The beds of iron ore are said to be enormous in extent, being estimated

at 100 million tons. It yields in analysis 65 % of iron 4.30 silica, 0.5 phos-

phorus, o.i sulphur. In 1909, 306,000 tons of magnetic iron ore were ex-

tracted and 1,500 tons of native manganese which were sent to the Han-
k'ou foundries.

Wu-ch'ang Hsien, on the S. bank, is overlooked by the Hsi

Shan hills. The city is surrounded by walls more than 4 li in cir-

cumference with four gates, re-built about 1575.

Under the Chou, a dependency of the principality of Ch'u. The Han estab-
lished there the O Hsien, attached to the Chiin of Chiang-hsia. The Wu
gave it the name of Wu-ch'ang, as Chiin or department and as Hsien or

district (220 A. D.). It was for some time, and before Nanking, the capi-

tal of their empire. The Mongols made it a Fuin 1277. Since the Ming, it has
been a dependency of the Fu of Wu-ch'ang.

A little way up-stream and on the opposite side, Huang-chou

Fu, a prefecture backing on to the hills ; its fortified enclosing

has a perimeter of more than 7 /t ; it is 27 Chinese ft. in height

and provided with four gates ; re-built at the beginning of the

Ming dynasty (1368), altered and magnificently restored in 1672.

At the time of the Tiibutes of YU », region of the Ching Chou. Under
the Chou, viscounty of Hsien, annexed by the state of Ch'u. Under the Ch'in,

a dependency of the Nan Chiin and, under the Han, of the Chiang-hsia Chiin.

Previous to the reign of the T'ang, it bore various names : I-yang Chiin, Hsi-

yang Kuo, Hsi-an Chiin, Ch'i-an Chiin, Pa Chou, Heng Chou, Vung-an Chiin.

and Huang Chou. The latter name, bestowed in 585, has been retained down
to our own times. The Mongols had the Lu and the Ming the Fu of

Huang Chou. The prefecture, at first attached to the Pu-cheng-ssu of Hu-
kuang, was afterwards connected with that of Hu-pei (1664), then with the

province of the same name.

Tall chimnej'S and the masts of a numerous flotilla betoken

the proximity of the three great centres of population in Hu-

pei : Wu-ch'ang on the r. bank, Han-yang and Han-k'ou on the

opposite side.

We first approach the river station of Han-k'ou with its em-
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bankment of masonry, then the Belgian, Japanese, German,

French (containing the Settlement station), Russian and English

Concessions. Beyond are the Chinese cities.

Steamers touch at the landing-stages of the various Concessions.

2. Han-k'ou

Hotels : Wagons-Uts Terminus H., 3 min. from the station and 5 min.
from the landing-stage. English and French spoken. Single-b. r. with meal,
from 6 to 8 dols ; double-b. r., 10 to 12 dols. Breakf. i dol. ; lunch i dol. 50,

from 12.30 p. m. to 2.30 ; dinner i dol. 50, from 7.30 p. m. to 9. 30. Board,
50 dols a month ; board and residence, from 120 to 150 dols.

Clubs : Han-k'ou C. — C. Gaulois. — Race C.

HAN-K'EOU HAN-KOU'
co/vc£ss,ms sefruMSMTS-

=<3,
!J

JtC^'''''»**j^t-=p5j( H :6BncessSonf:3ii5is?~-.r Comessioil\ anetaande\_

il,NO

Consulates : Great Britain ; United States ; Belgium ; France ;
Germany ;

Italy
; Japan ; Netherlands ; Russia.

Ranks : Hong-kong and Shanghai B. C. — B. de I'Indo-Chine. — B. Russo-

Asiatique. — Deutsch Asiatische B. — Yokohama Specie B. — Imperial B.

of China.
Post : English, Chinese, French, German, Japanese, Russian.

Missions : Protestant. The principal sects represented at Han-k'ou :

American Baptist Missionary Union ;
— American Lutheran Mission ;

—
American Protestant Episcopal Church Mission ;

— American Southern
Baptist Mission ;

— Church Inland Mission ;
— Christian and Missionary

Alliance ;
— London Missionary Society ;

— Norzeegian Lutherian Mission
— Weslyan Missionary Society.

Catholic : Han-k'ou and the greater part of the province of Hu-pei
is the Apostolic Vicariate of the Italian Franciscans, whose episcopal resi-

dence is at Wu-ch'ang. The Foreign Settlement worship at the Immaculee-
Conception (Church of the Immaculate Conception), built in 1910.

Navigation : To Shang-hai, calling at Chiu-chiang, Wu-hu, Nanking and
Chen-chiang, at which ports the journey may be broken. Tickets are avail-

able by the two English companies or on the French and German boats :
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by the China Navigation C. S. N. (Butterfield and Swire) ;
— Indo-Chtna

S. N. C. (Jardine, Matheson) ;
— C'» Asiatique de Navigation (Racine, Acker-

mann) ;
— Norddentscher Lloyd (Melchers) ;

— Nisshen Kisen Kaisha.

To I-ch'ang, callin' at Yo-cho'.: Fu and Sha-shiU : by the boats of the

Nisshin Kisen Kaisha ;
— China Navigation Co. ;

— Indo-China S., every
Thursday and Sunday.
To Hsiang-t'an, calling at Yo-chou Fu and Ch'ang-sha Fu ; by the China

Navigation Co. ;
— Indo-China S. ;

— Nisshin Kisen Kaisha, every Tuesday
and Saturday.
To Ch'ang-te Fu, every Friday, calling at Yo-chou Fu : bj the Nisshi;t

Kisan Kaisha.
ICaihvay : Peking Line. The station used by Europeans is the one situatea

to the \V. of the French Concession (See R. 4).

Sanitaria : Ku-ling, to the S. of Chiu-chiang, and Chi-kiing Shan, 1

mile 75 from Hsin-tien railway station (112 miles along the line), are two hill

stations to which the residents at Han-k'ou resort to summer.

Han-k'ou (250,000 inhab.) is situated on the 1. bank of the

Han, at its confluence with the Blue River. This city in the pro-

vince of Hu-pei,is 600 miles from the sea, 586 nautical miles from

Shang-hai ; its co-ordinates are 30°34'58" Lat. N. and 114°17'

Long. E. of Greenwich.

The town, or Chen., of Han-k'ou forms, fro man administra-

tive point of view, the T'ing or sub-prefecture of Hsia-k'ou,

placed under the jurisdiction of a T'ung-chih or official occupying

a position midway between prefects {Fu) and department

magistrate {Chou). It is also the residence of the Tao-fai of Han
Huang Te, that is to say of the three prefectures Han-yangFu,

Huang-chou Fu and Te-an Fu, the latter of which is invested

with the superintendsncy of the Customs Chiang-Han deriving

its name from those of the Blue River (Ta-cAtang) and the //an.

Hin-k'ou was occupiad by the T'ai-ping, led by Hung Hsiu-ch'iian, on
the 23'' December 1852 ; ia the following month, the two neighbouring

• towns also fell into the hands of the rebeh.

The port was opened to foreigners by the arrangement of

September 2"'* 1861. The English delimited their concession

in 1861 ; the French obtained theirs at the same .time, but did

not take possession of it until 1896, having shared it with

the Russians previous to that time. The German and Japanese

Settlements were conceded in 1895. The commercial activity of

the port of Han-k'ou, which has greatly developed since the open-

ingof the railway to Peking, attained, in 1909, an output of 125

million Hk. Taels. Itsindustries include a refrigerator for meat, a

distillery, water works for the supply of the Chinese city, an

electric plant and generating station and, in the outskirts, a paper

factory at Hang-shih-kang and the furnaces of Hang-yang.
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The tea trade is still in the hands of English and Russians. The Russians

even handle on the spot teas of various qualities, from the residue and ordi-

nary tea put up in bricks and drunk in Russia by the army, Cossacks and

people, to the highest quality brands known as « Caravan Tea ».

The Bund of the English Concession, which extends 770 yds.

N. E. of the Chinese city, has been continued on the four other

Foreign Concessions and forms, facing the river, a fine esplanade

over 2 miles in length, lit by electricity, bordered with handsome

buildings, villas, banks, hotels and business houses.

Han-k'ou and its outskirts occupy the centre of an immense plain of allu-

vium from which stand out here and there, like reefs in the ocean, a few rug-

ged rocky hills. From one of these eminences, Han-yang Hill, there is a fine

panoramic view of the whole city, or rather the three cities which, under

different names, form in fact only one and whose respective situations resem-

ble pretty closely those of the trio placed at the mouth of the Hudson River.

« The Chinese, very practical people, but also, as everyone knows, very

expert in geomancy, attribute the prosperity of Han-k'ou, not exactly to

its exceptional position in the centre of one of the most extensive and most

fertile valleys in the world, but above all to the configuration of its surface

whose few breaks, it appears, reproduce with wonderful fidelity the three

emblems whose conjunction is considered as indispensable for a first-rate

fing-shui, or in other words to foretell a happy lot : the dragon personifying

strength, the serpent emblem of longevity and the tortoise which symbo-

lises stability in the possession of power. The hill of Han-yang forms the

carapace of the tortoise, whose head is represented by a little rock at water-

level, at the point of junction of the Han and Yang-tzu. On this rock had

been built a tiny pagoda, now in a very dilapidated condition, which was

to keep the precious animal from moving away. On the opposite bank, the

sinuous line of hills along which run the crenelated ramparts of Wu-ch'ang,

were nothing less than the sleeping dragon. As for the serpent, its head ap-

pears, perfectly recognisable to those who are in the secret, at the extre-

mity of a steep and rocky promontory on which, in the time ot the Ming,

mit was considered advisable to build a great four-storey pagoda whose weight

should prevent the escape of the reptile. The pagoda, alas !, was completely

destroyed by fire some years ago (1885). But, luckily, the horoscope was

not disturbed, the serpent remained at its post. A matter of habit I suppose ».

(Marcel Monnier, L'Empire du Milieu).

The walled-town offers no ancient buildings, for the progress of Han-
k'ou is chiefly due to the advance of the railway ; nevertheless, by its extent,

by the extraordinay aspect of its labyrinth of its narrow streets and blind

alleys — thronged as they are by an animated crowd — it deserves at least

a short visit. On the banks of the Han, huge tea-houses, three and four sto-

rey high, are the resort of all sorts of people who, bare to the waist on the

stifling summer evenings, crowd the superposed wooden balconies which
overlook the river covered with a veritable forest of masts and give a dis-

tant view of the factory chimneys of Han-yang and the flagstaffs of the

Ya-m&n of the official city of Wu-ch'ang.

In November 1911, the Sino-Manchu army, victorious in an action against

the republican forces, set fire to this picturesque town.
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3. Wu-ch'ang Fu. Han-Yang Fu

Round about the confluence of the Han with the Blue River are grouped
three important cities : Wu-ch'ang on the r. bank of the main river, Han-
yang on the r. bank of the Han, Han-k'ou on the 1. bank of this great water-
way which forms the outlet for the products of part of Shen-hsi and Ho-nan.

Wu-ch'ang Fu (120,000 inhab.), residence of the vice-roy of

the « Two Hu » (Hu-kuang), the governor of the province of Hu-
pei, the prefect of Wu-ch'ang Fu, having jurisdiction over ten

districts, the district magistrate of C/u'ang'-Asfa /fsjere, and the tao-

t'ai Yen-fa-tao and Tu-liang-tao. The city extends along the r. bank

of the Yang-tzu, opposite the mouth of the Han ; a hill occupies

the centre of the town.

The walls of Wu-ch'ang are more than 20 U in circumference

and have nine gates. Originally built under the rule of the Wu,
between 238 and 250 A. D., they were faced with large bricks

under the T'ang and extended in 1371.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », region of Ching Chou. Under the
Chou, a dependency of the principality of Ch'u, under the Ch'in of the Nan
Chiin and, under the Han, of Chiang-hsia Chiln. During the period called
the i( Three Kingdoms », the Wu detached the Eastern part of this prefecture
to form out of it the Chiin of Wu-ch'ang. The earlier Sung, in 454, brought
back the seat of Chiang-hsia Chiin to it and created the Ying Chou. Under
the Suiand T'ang : O Chou and Chiang-hsia Chiin, then (825) the Chiin-chieh-tu
of Wu-ch'ang. Under the Later T'ang : Wu-ch'ing Chiin. Since the Mongols,
the name of Wu-ch'ang has never been superseded and the city has remai-
ned the capital of the province of Hu-kuang (under the Ming as a Fu) and,
from 1664, also that of Hu-pei and the vice-royalty of the Two Hu.

In 1822 and 1838, two French missionaries, Father Clet and Father Per-

boyre, were martyred in the city square ; one was strangled, the other

done to death by the sabre.

The T'ai-p'ing rebels, also called Ch'ang-mao, occupying the principal

cities of Hu-nan, made themselves masters of Wu-ch'ang on the 12'" Ja-
nuary 1853. The military revolt here caused by general Li Yiian-hung,

in October 1911, brough about the reform movement with its republican

tendencies.

Han-yang Fu, (80,000 inhab.), is situated on the r. bank of the

river Han. It is the seat of a prefecture divided into five districts

and the residence of the district magistrate of Han-yang Hsien.

The town is enclosed by a wall more than 4 U in circumference

which, on the N., climbs Feng-hsi Shan hill. It dates from th>>

beginning of the Ming dynasty and is provided with three gates.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », region of Ching Chou. Under the
Chou, was a dependency of the principality of Ch'u and, under the Ch'in

Northern China, 33.
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of the Nan Chiin ; under the Han, of the Chiin of Chiang-hsia, the seat of

which was transferred to it about the year 200 of the Christian era. The Sui
established there the Han-yang Hsien and the T'ang the Mien Chou (621)

and the Chiin of Han-yang (about 742). The Mongols converted it into a Fu
of the same name, attached to the province of Hu-kuang. Suppressed under
the Ming (1376), then re-established four years later, it has since 1664
formed part of the province of Hu-pei.

On the r. bank of the Han is the Arsenal. This important estab-

lishment, built in 1893, comprises a magazine-rifle factory,

another for quick-firing guns (Gruson's) of 37 and 57 mm. ca-

libre, and a cartridge factory.

The iron foundries of Hang-yang, the most important industry

of the locality, have, by grouping the two workings under the

same name with the style of « Han-yeh-hsing Iron and Coal Co »,

secured the smelting of the magnetic iron dug at Ta-yeh Hsien,

using the coal from P'ing-hsiang Hsien.

The foundries produced, in 1909, 74,000 tons of pig-iron which were ex-

ported via Shang-hai to Japan and even to America. A new blasting-fur-

nace, erected in 1910, will enable the production of pig-iron to be doubled.
The employees are chiefly Cantonese and Ningponese.

A powder-mill, set up a few miles further N., produces smoke-

less powder.

4. Han-k'ou to the Yellow River (via Peking)

From the river Han (Han-k'ou) to Peking, the railway is 754 miles 3
in length. Constructed and worked by a Franco-Belgian Co., it was redeem-
ed in 1908 by the Chinese government. The line, broad gauge, was opened
to traffic from Han-k'ou to Kuang-shui (95 miles) in December 1901, to

Hsin-yang Chou (135 114 miles) in August 1902, and right to Peking on the
13"' November 1905.

From Han-k'ou « Foreign Settlement » to Peking (751 m.), 28 hrs 15 min.
journey by express train (sleeping-cars) ; fares : ist. cl. 65 dols. 40, 2nd. cl.

43 dols 5o, 3nd. cl. 21 dols. 80
; 3 days' journey by ordinary train, fares :

43.50, 29 and 14.50; — to C/ieng CAoM(K'ai-feng Fu Ho-nan Fu line) 12 hrs 25
journey by express ;

— to Shih-chia-chnang (Shan-hsi line) 24 hrs 25
journey ;

— to Ch'ang-hsi-tien (where passengers for T'ien-chin change,
unless travelling via Peking) in 27 lir. 40 min.

Han-k'ou. Wu-tai Men, station serving the banks of the river

Han, very important tributary of the Blue River or Yang-tzu

Chiang.

3 m., Han-k'ou (Settlements) or Ta-shih Men, behind the

French Concession, is the station used by Europeans.

Han-k'ou (for useful information, See Route 2).

5 m. 5, Riverside station of Han-k'ou. Work-shops, goods
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and timber sheds. The station, fronting on the river, has 1

mile 5 of wharves, alongside which steamers can berth.

The railway diverges from the Blue River.

At the 9"! mile, a viaduct 295 ft. in length, followed by two

others of 590 ft. and 790 ft. respectively.

14 m., Nieh-k'ou.

The country, slightly undulating, yields two crops per annum,

one of rice and one of corn.

26 m., Chi-chia-wang, serves the Hsien of Huang-pel 7 m. 50

E. near the banlcs of the Wu-hu Shui.

The wall of Huang-pei^ (or p'o) is more than 5 li in circumfe-

rence and has six gates. Built on older foundations at the begin-

ning of the years Wan-li (1573 to 1619), under the Ming, it was

enlarged and repaired about 1650.

Under the Han, territory of the Hsien o£ Hsi-ling, dependent on the Chiin
of Chiang-hsia. The Northern Ch'i established there the Nan-tzu Chou, which
the Ch'en made into the Ssu Chou, changed by the Later Chou to Huang
Chou which they at the same time made the seat of a Hsien of Huang-pei
(or p'o). The Sui suppressed the Chou and attached the district to the
Chiin of Yung-an. The T'ang, in 620, re-established the Chou of Nan-ssfi,

only to suppress it four years later. Huang-pei Hsien then belonged to the
Huang Chou. Since 1729, it has been attached to the Fu of Han-yang.

The track passes between lake Niu in the W. and lake Shih-

tzu in the E. — On the horizon, the serrated heights of the

Mulan Shan.

Bridges 150 ft. long at the 32'"' and 36"i mile. The rail runs

W. N. W.
48 m., San-chia-pu.

Bridges 100 ft. long at 40"i and 45ti m.

46 m., Hsiao-kan Hsien, in a well-cultivated plain, dotted

with clumps of trees. Oxen and buffaloes are used or ploughing.

The town, with a population of 10,000 inhabitants, is about 2

miles to the W.
Hsia-kan is surrounded by a wall 7 li in circumference, pierced

with six gates and provided with a moat more than 10 ft. wide.

The wall, made of earth under the Ming in 1512, was faced

with brick at the beginning of theWan-Ii period (about 1575)

and subsequently repaired in 1659.

To the E. of the town, an official College re-built in 1380 on

ancient foundations dating from the Sung and Yuan.
Under the Han, territory of the Hsien of An-lu ; the emperor Hsiao-wu

Ti of the Sung divided the latter in order to form the Hsiao-ch'ang Hsien,
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dependent on Ihe Chiin of Chiang-hsia. The emperor Ming Ti created the
Nan-i-yang Chiin. Under the Liang, during the third year T'ien-chien {504
A. D.), the S=u Chou was established at Nan-i-yang. Shortly afterwards,

this Ssu Chou was transferred to An-lu. The Western Wei created, at the

present Hsien, the Yo Chou and Yo-shan Chiin which were suppressed by
the later Chou. Under the Sui, dependency of the Chiin of Lu-an. At tlie

time of the T'ang, in the fourth year Wu-te (621), the Huan Chou was estab-

lished in the present Hsien ; suppressed in 625, it was an integral part of

the An-chou. During the Pao-ying period (762), its territory was transferred

to the Mien Chou. In 781, it reverted to the An Chou. In 808, suppressed
and added to the Hsien of Yiin-meng. During the Hsiao-ying period (860 to

873), the department was re-established. Under the later T'ang, its name
was changed to Hsien of Hsiao-kan. The Sung made it a dependency of

the Te-an Fu, and this condition of affairs remained unchanged under the
Mongols. Under the Ming, in 1376, the district was suppressed, then, in

1380, re-established as a dependency of the Te-an Fu. Under the Manchu
dynasty, in 1729, it was transferred to the Fu of Han-yang.

The track, passing through the valley of the Hun Ho, takes a

general Northerly direction.

55 m., Chiu-chia-kan, at alt. 72 ft., in the middle of a cultivated

plain composed of loess.

Several small bridges, then one of 394 ft. at the 64"i m.

67 m., Hua-yen « Tobacco flowers », a walled town. Sesame,

wheat and barley cultures.

In the neighbourhood, a spot formerly called Yii-chang Shan.

Here it was that Ling, King of Ch'u, mustered his troops in 536

B. G. to wage war against Yii-mei, King of \Vu. The struggle

terminated by the victory of Wu at Feng-chung, in An-hui.

About 14 miles to the W. is the prefecture of Te-an, seat of the Hsien of

An-lu. In the VI'" c. B. C.,it was the capital of the little principality of Yiin,

annexed by the ancient Kingdom of Ch'u.

Bridge 790 ft. long at the 68"^ mile ; another 100 ft. at the 71^'

m. — Gradual rise in gradient.

In the W., the Huan Ho leading to the district city of Ying-

shau, N. of which, at a spot formerly called Su-chi, the army of

the Prince of Sui was defeated in 704 B. C. by Tou Tan, the Ch'u

general.

The wall surrounding the city of Ying-shan has a length of more

than 8 li, four gates and a moat. Built of brick during the Chia-

ching reign of the Ming, it was restored about the middle of the

XVllltn century.

Under the Han dynasty, territory of Sui Hsien. During the second year

Ta-t'ung (536), of the Liang, there were founded, by division, the Hsien of

Yung-yang and the Ying Chou. In 598 (eighteenth year K'ai-huang, of the

Sui) the Hsien changed its name to that of Ying-shan, whilst, at the commence-
ment of the Ta-yeh period (605), the Chou was suppressed and the
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district re-attached to the An Chou. The five petty dynasties, called the
Later Dynasties, did not change this state of affairs. Under the Sung, attach-
ed to the Te-an Fu. During the Chia-ting period (1208 to 1224), it became
a dependency of Sui Chou, an arrangement that was likewise in vogue under
the Yiian. The Ming suppressed the district in 1376 and incorporated
it in the Sui Hsien ; four years later, in 1380, it was re-established as
a dependency of Te-an Fu, in which it still remains.

The narrowing valley is flanked, on the E., by hills on which

rise watch-towers and earthworks cons tructed in ancient times

to defend the passes of the Huai-yang Ling against armies coming

from the North.

77 m., Wan-chia-tien, « Inn of the Wang family «.

Pine woods on sandy hills.

After crossing a bridge some 390 ft. long at the 90'" mile, the

track keeps along the r. bank till the 94"* m., where it crosses

the sandy bed of the river by means of a bridge 197 ft. long.

95 m., Kuang-shui « Sheet of Water », engine sheds. The station

is to the S. of the walled town.

We here enter a mountainous region whose summits are be-

sprinkled with snow for several weeks in winter. The track keeps

to one side of the hill, running through a cutting. Bridge 131 ft.

long at the lOl^t m.

103 m., Tung-huang-tien, last station in Hu-pei.

The gradient becomes stiffer and reaches a section of 15 mm.,

which it retains until its exit from the tunnel.

At the 109"* m., the line reaches the Huai-yang Ling chain,

E. of Mount Lao Shan, and crosses the Mu Ling mountain by a

tunnel 1115 ft. long, at an altitude of 577 ft., near the Wu-sheng
Kuan « Defile of soldierly qualities ». We leave the basin of the

Yang-tzu for that of the Yellow River ; the line drops to Hsin-

yang.

This Huai-yang Ling or Huai Ling group has, in the part near the railway
line, three defiles (Ch'eng-k'ou) famous in the history of the Chinese king-
doms and especially during the existence of the state of Ch'u (11 22 to 223
B. C.) : the Wu-yang Kuan, formerly called Feng-shan Kuan, Chiu-li Kuan,
and Ta-sui ; the P'ing-ching Kuan, Hsing-chih-p'o and Men-o ; and, lastly,

the Huang-hsien Kuan, Chih-yiian, and Po-yen Kuan, the pass of the « Hun-
dred wild geese ».

The railway enters the province of Ho-nan, the capital of which

is K'ai-feng Fu.

112 m., Hsin-iien « New Inn » ; on the r., a crenelated wall frowns

down. About 100 yds. to the 1. of the station, a very refreshing
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little spring. To the E., hidden by rising ground, a small cascade

and lake.

Two miles to the r. in the mountaia and at an altitude of about 1980 ft., Chi-

ftK.ig S/ia», a hill station founded in 1902 by Swedish Protestant Missionaries.

The buildings were redeemed by the Chinese government, but the number
of villas has increased since the Europeans residents of Han-k'ou flock to

it in preference to the more distant Ku-Iing.

From Han-k'ou to Chi-kung-shan, 6 hrs 30 journey by passenger train

as far as Hsin-tiea (i st. cl. 6 dols., 60 lbs. of luggage allowed ; 2 nd. cl. 4

dols 20, with 45 lbs. luggage free ; excess baggage is charged at the rate of

dol. 40 per cwt. ; see personally to the registration and unloading of lug-

gage). At the station, chairs and coolies may be hired (800 cash). Short

and easy climb.

113 m., Li-chia-tsai, with sidings, in the little valley of the

Kuan-yin Ho. In the W., the wooded slopes of the Tien-ping

Shan, one of whose summits is crowned by a tall watch-tower.

122 m., Liu-lin, charcoal emporium.

The valley widens. Bridge 197 ft. long, at the 123"'^ m., over

the Kuan-yin Ho ; a second 790 ft., at the ISl^* m., crosses the

Shih-ho, a tributary of the Huai Ho.

135 m., Hsiu-yang Choii. Goods yards ; employees houses on

the hill to r. of the line.

A branch line, 300 miles, long is planned to Chih-ho {6S miles from P'u-k'ou
opposite Nanking), via Kuang Chou (Ho-nan), Huo-ch'iu Hsien, Ting-yiian
Hsien (An-hui).

This line is to connect at Chih-ho with another line planned to run S.-N.

from P'u-k'ou to the coal-mines of Li-kuo (240 miles), but the latter scheme
has just been partly nullified by the construction of the main line from T'ien-

chin to Nanking.

The city, a district in the Ju-ning Fu, is about half-a-mile

to the W. ; it is distinguished by a stupa within and by an

enclosing wall 9 li in extent. This wall has four gates, and a

small one on the S. side. The moat is 65 ft. wide. The enclosure

was built in 1380, under the first Ming emperor, and several times

repaired under the Manchu dynasty.

Hsin-yang Chou is the residence of the tao-t'ai of Nan-Ju-

Kuang, that is to say having under his administration the two

prefectures Nan-yang Fu and Ju-ning Fu and the department

Kuang-chou.

At the time of the Ch'un-ch'iu, territory of Ming-o, in the principality

of Ch'u. The Han set up the two Hsien of Meng and Chung-wu, both depen-
dent on the Chiin of Chiang-hsia. The Later Han suppressed Chung-wu and
created the new Hsien of P'ing-ch'un. Under the Chin, was turned over to

the Chiin of I-yang ; under the Sung, about 465, the Ssu Chou was created
in the I-yang Chiin. Under the Later Wei, became the Ying Chou ; then, under
the Liang in 536, the Pei-ssii Chou. The Sui suppressed the Chiin and estab-
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lished the Hsiea Of I-yang, then the I Chou and the I-yang Chiin. At the
beginning of the T'ang reign, the name Shen Chou re-appeared as that of

a department of the Huai-nan Tao. Under the Sung, in 976, it was degraded
to the rank of a military Chiin of I-yang ; again became Hsien (Hsin-yang).
The Mongols, in 1277, made it the Hsin-yang Fu, then, the Chou of the same
name in the following year. The Ming {1382) lowered the Chou to the rank
of a district, then again made it a Chou, dependent on the Ju-ning Fu. in

1476, and this status it has retained down to the present time.

la 491 B. C, part of the population of the little principality

of Ts'ai, annexed to the Kingdom of Ch'u, was transferred to

the neighbourhood of Hsin-yang to colonise some villages situa-

ted in the W.

25 li N. E. of Hsin-yang there was, at the end of the VI"" c. B. C, the for-

tified place Wu-ch'Sng. In the same direction, in 505 B. C, some troops of

the Kingdom of Ch'u (Hu-kuang) defeated, at /, the royal forces of Wu
(Liang-chiang) commanded by Prince Fu-kai.

At the 149"! m., a bridge, divided into 14 spans each 98 ft.,

crosses the Huai. This great river rises in the W. beyond T'ung-

po Hsien ; it is, as yet, only navigable for bamboo rafts which

ply here laden with merchandise. It flows Eastwards, emptying

its waters into the Imperial Canal, then the Blue River off Chen-

chiang Fu, near Nanking.

150 m., Ckang-t'ai Kuan, near the walled town situated on the

1. bank of the Huai.

In the surrounding country, herds of oxen, horses and asses.

160 m., Ming-chiang. The town is enclosed by brick walls. It

is situated to the r. of the station in an extensive plain.

Cheng-yang Hsien is about 12 m. 5 E.-N.-E.

A bridge 297 ft. long in three spans of 99 ft. crosses the Ming,

a little tributary of the Huai, at the 164"> m.

The large number of buffaloes, oxen, goats, horses and asses

to be seen relieve the monotony of this flat and otherwise unin-

teresting country,

172 m., Hsin-an-tien, in a plain shut in by hills ; some of them

in the W. are covered with snow about the 1^' moon of the year.

A bridge about 394 ft. long, at the 173"^'^ mile, spans the river

Wu-chai, a tributary of the Ju Ho.

183 m., Chio-shan Hsien. The station is a little more than a

mile from the city, which is the residence of a district magistrate

with the jurisdiction of Ju-ning Fu.

The wall of the city of Chio-shan is more than 6 li in circumfe-

rence and has three gates. Its moat is 25 ft. wide. The erection
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of the wall dates back to the Ch'eng-hua period (1465 to 1487) ;

it was faced with brick during the Cheng te period (1506 to 1521).

Under the Chou, formed the kingdom of Tao. The Han made it into the

Hsien of Lang-ling, as a dependent of the Ju-nan Chiin. The Later Wei created

in its place the Hsien of An-ch'ang and the Chiin of Ch'u-an. The latter was
suppressed by the Sui who, in 598, changed the district of An-ch'ang into

a Hsien of Lang-shan depending on the Ts'ai Chou. Under the T'ang,
the Chou of Pei-lang was created. Under the Sung, the name of Chio-shan
Hsien appeared, as that of a dependency of the Ts'ai Chou, and was retained

by the Chin Tartars. Under the Mongols, the district was attached to

the Fu of Ju-ning. It was suppressed at the beginning of the Ming period of

domination and incorporated in the Ju-yang, then re-established in 1381,
since which time it has formed part of the prefecture of Ju-ning.

In the VI"" c. B. C, a residence of the Prince of Tao was situated 20 li N.
of Chio-shan.

Pi-yang Hsien, in the Fu of Nan-yang, is about 50 m. to the W.

At the 183''<1 mile, a 131 ft. bridge crosses the Shih-li Ho which,

at Han-chia-chuang, becomes the Hsiao-sha Ho and is a tributary

of the Ju Ho.

On the 1., the walled town of Han-chuan, where is a little chris-

tian community grouped round the Italian Parma Mission, the

seat of whose vicariate apostolic of Eastern Ho-nan is at Hsiang-

ch'eng Hsien.

66 ft. bridge at the 191'^ mile.

193 m., Chu-ma Tien « Stables of the waiting horse «. The sta-

tion is a mile from the township of the same name and about 25

from the territory of Ju-ning Fu. Good yards. Depot for mer-

chandise and the product of the surrounding country. Hosielnes.

206 m., Sui-p'ing Hsien. The station is about 5 m. from the

town, which is situated to the N. W. beyond the Ju Ho.

The city-wall of Sui-p'ing is 9 li in circumference and has four

gates. The width of the moat is 15 ft. Originally built during

the twelfth year Cheng-t'ung (1447^ the rampart was faced with

brick in 1513.

At tiie time of the Ch'un-ch'iu, Kingdom of Fang. The Han formed the
Hsien of Wu-fang in the Chiin of Ju-nan. These arrangements, retained
under the Later Han and the Chin, were not maintained by the Sung,
who suppressed the district. The latter was re-established by the Later
Wei, under the name of Sui-ning Hsien, as a dependency of the Chiin
of Hsiang-ch'eng. The same appellation was retained under the Northern
Ch'i ; but the Sui revived that of Wu-fang and made the district a
dependency of the Ju-nan Chiin. Was suppressed under the T'ang, then
re-established as part of the Yii Chou, and subsequently set up within the
sphere of the Ts'ai Chou. During the twelfth year Yiian-ho (817), its name
was changed to Sui-p'ing ; the territory was then attached to the T'ang
Chou and afterwards to the Ts'ai Chou. No change took place under the
Five small later dynasties », nor under the Sung and the Chin Tartars. The
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Mongols suppressed the district and incorporated it in that of Ju-yang,
then re-established it. It has been, since the Ming, dependent on the Fu of

Ju-ning.

100 li N. W. of the city there formerly stood Wu-fang-ch'htg, the ancient
capital of the principality of Fang, annexed in the VI"" c. B. C. to the King-
dom of Ch'u. Chao-wang made it the capital of the T'ang-chi country which
he held in fief, after his revolt against his brother Ho-lu, King of VVu.

A bridge 295 ft. long, at the 207"^ m., is flung over tlie river

Ju, not far from its junction with the Shan-ch'uan.

223 m., Hsi-p'inj? Hsien. The town, half-a-mile from the station,

is distinguished by a hexagonal 7 storey stupa situated to the

N. E. outside the walls.

The city is surrounded by a wall 5 li in extent with four gates,

and a moat 20 ft. wide. Bailt under the Ming in 1519, it was re-

paired in 1724 and 1764.

At the Ch'un-ch'iu period, Kingdom of Po. The Han established the Hsien
of Hsi-p'ing, dependent on the Chiin of Ju-nan. The Later Han made it the
11 Kingdom » of Hsi-p'ing, which again became, a little while later, the Hsien
or district of Hsi-p'ing, an arrangement preserved by the Chin and Sung.
The Later Wei retained the district which they made, at the same time,
the seat of the Hsiang-yang Chiin ; the latter was changed by the Northern
Ch'i to Wen-ch'eng Chiin, suppressed by the T'ang. After vicissitudes of

suppression and re-establishment, the district was preserved by the « Five
little later dynasties », the Sung and the Chin Tartars, as part of the Ts'ai
Chou. Since the Mongols, it has been a dependency of the Fu of Ju-
ning.

A bridge 164 ft. long crosses the Hung Ho at the 225"' m.

The more important towns in this region are surrounded by

earthen walls ; these ramparts are a reminder that this country,

as far as the bed of the Yellow River, was formerly the battle-

field of the « Fighting Kingdoms » Ch'u, Chin, Wei and their

allies, in their struggle for predominance in the empire. The cities,

so often visited by the belligerents, had to defend their indepen-

dence, or at least their neutrality, and receive the peasants scared

away from their homes by the exigencies of the invaders, who
did not hesitate to carry off part of the population to colonise

other districts.

All around, nothing is to be seen but a uniform plain composed

of light soil well-cultivated, with here and there clumps of trees

masking a dwelling house, while teams of oxen, strengthened

by trace-horses or asses, traverse it in all directions.

Apples, pears, plums, melons, grapes, sweet potatoes (yams),

sesame and cotton ari? cultivalcl.
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Crossing over from the territory of the prefecture Ju-ning

Fu with its nine dependent Hsien, we enter the department of

Hsii Chou, divided into five districts.

236 m., Yeu-eh'eug Hsien is situated half-a-mile to the N. W.
of the station, near the confluence of the Li Ho with the Sha Ho.

The station is 170 ft. above sea-level.

The town of Yen-ch'eng is surrounded by an earthen and brick

wall 9 li in extent with five gates and a moat 25 ft. wide. This

wall dates from the middle of the Gh'eng-hua period (1465 to 1487)

and was repaired under the Manchu dynasty.

At the time of the Ch'un-ch'iu, Shao-ling I, in the principality of Ch'u.
The Cliin established the Hsien of Shao-ling, which tlie Han made a depen-
dency of the Chiin of Ju-nan ; the latter also created the Yen Hsien within
the Chiin of Ying-ch'uan. The Chin made the two Hsien dependencies of

the latter prefecture. The Eastern Chin suppressed the Yen Hsien. The Sung
transferred to Shao-ling the administrative centre of the Ying-ch'eng Chiin.

The Northern Ch'i changed its name to Lin-ying Hsien. Under the Sui, the
Chiin was suppressed and the Yen-ch'eng Hsien re-established, the Tao
Chou being formed afterwards. Then followed the suppression of the latter

and of the Shao-ling, incorporated with Yen-ch'eng, a dependency of the
Chiin of Ying-ch'uan. Under the T'ang, a new Tao Chou, afterwards sup-
pressed, and Yen-ch'eng attached to the Yii Chou. During the twelfth yeai
Yiian-ho (817), was created the Yin Chou in the district town. Ther
followed the suppression of this Chou and the attachment of the district

to the Hsii Chou, until the Sung established it within the sphere of the
Fu of Ying-ch'ang. The Chin Tartars, Mongols and Ming made it subordin-
ate to the Hsii Chou. At the beginning of the Manchu dynasty, it belonged
to the Fu of K'ai-feng, then to that of Hsii-chou, and now forms part of
the Chou of the same name.

45 li to the E., at a place formerly called Shao-ling, King Huan Kung
of the Ch'i, by alliance witli his nobles formed a coalition in 656 B. C. against

the Kingdom of Ch'u (Hu-kuang). Later on, the Ch'in took possession of

the place (311 B. C).

35 li S. E., the ancient city of Teiig, taken from Ch'u, in 312 B. C, by the
Han and Wei princes.

On leaving Yen-ch'eng, cross the Sha Ho, a tributary of the river

Huai, over a bridge 591 ft. long with 6 spans 98 ft. each.

The Sha-ho, which comes down from the Lu-shan Hsien region, is navi-

gable for about 20 miles further up stream as far as the town of Sha-shui

where a good quality tobacco is grown ; further N., the little district city

of Shih Hsien on whose territory sesame is extensively cultivated. At the

market town of Pei-wu, the Sha Ho receives the waters of the Ju Ho, on
which Hsiattg-ch'eng Hsien stands.

Goods traffic is carried on in little boats, 35 to 40 ft. long by 10 wide, call- •

ed pang-ch'nan and built in two parts coupled by chains ; at the locks, the

chains are cast off and each part passes through separately. These boats

go as far as the little market town of Chu-chia K'ou, at the junction of the

Chia-lu Ho and Sha Ho, where they are replaced by junks of 100 to 200
piculs.

Chu-chia K'ou is 47 m. from Yen-ch'eng and 22 from the prefecture

Ch'en-chou Fu ; this largo town, which extends along both banks of the
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Sha Ho for a mile, is the most important commercial centre of Eastern Ho-
nan ; it is the distribution point for goods from the S., or from abroad, car-

ried on the Grand Canal and Huai. Trade is here, as in the greater part of the

towns of Ho-nan, in the hands of Mussulmans.
Further on, Ch'cu-chou Fu, on the river Ts'ai, a tributary of the Huai.

It was from the river Ts'ai that, according to certain fables, emerged the

turtle on whose carapace the mythological Emperor Fu-hsi discovered the

eight trigrams.

It is one of the oldest cities in China, since the Annals assure us that Fu-
hsi resided here and that Shen-nung '• The Divine Ploughman » dwelt here
before going to Ch'ii-fou Hsien (Shan-tung). Wu-wang, the founder of the

Chou dynasty, gave this country in fief to the descendants of the emperor
Shun. This was the means of the establishment of the vassal sovereignty
of Ch'eng which lasted until 479 B. C, when it was abolished and the terri-

tory incorporated with the Kingdom of Ch'u.

3 U N. of the city, the pretented burial-place of the legendary first empe-
ror Fu-hsi.

Cross the Chu Ho.

254 m., Lin-ying Hsien, a district city in the Chou Hsii, is

situated on the 1. bank of the river Chu. a tributary of the Sha Ho.

The ancient site of Lin-yang was 15 li to the N. W. It was

there that, about 310, Chao Ku, a general of Liu Ts'ung, defeated

the army of the Kingdom of Wei.

The walls of Lin-yang are 5 li in circumference and are pierced

with five gates. The moat, 50 ft. wide, is fed by a deflection of the

river Ying-shui, brought in the Wu-li Ho. The walled structure,

built in 1370, has several times been restored under the Manchu
dynasty.

The district of Lin-ying has never ceased to bear this name since its

foundation, under the Han dynasty, when it was placed within the admi-
nistrative area of the Chiin of Ying-ch'uan. The T'ang attached it to the
Hsii Chou, then to the Yin Chou and again to the Hsii Chou. Under the
Sung, it was comprised in the Fu of Yin-ch'ang ; under the Chin Tartars,

the Yiian and the Ming, in the Hsii Chou. At the beginning of the Manchu
dynasty, it was a dependency of the K'ai-feng Fu, then of the Fu of HsU-
chou and now lies once more within the sphere of the Chou of the same
name.

Cross the Shih-Iiang Ho.

270 m., Hsii Chou, a district city with a tall stiipa visible at

some distance from the town in the Southern part of which it

stands.

Vehicles called « Peliing carriages » are in evidence at the stations.

In the country, barrows, or small carts, drawn by oddly matched

teams of oxen and asses, carry the products of the soil to the

villages.

Hsii Chou is an important town enclosed by a wall more than

9 li in circuit ; four gates and a moat 23 ft. wide. Outside this
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wall, four suburban districts form a second enclosure 45 li in ex-

tent, the popular name of which is Lien-huan Ch'eng. These addi-

tional structures, built of brick, date from the Ming dynasty,

Cheng-t'ung period (1436 to 1449).

Hsii was in remote antiquity the name of a barony whose capital was
situated 30 li to the E. of the present city. In 627 B. C, this princely resi-

dence was besieged by the Chin. After it had become a dependency of

Ch'u, its suzerains distrusted its loyalty and, in 533, and again in 524, they

forcibly deported part of its inhabitants to other districts. The Count of

Cheng took Hsii in 504, Ch'u regained it, the King of Wei afterwards seized

it and then ceded it to the Chin ruler in 240 B. C.

At the time of the n Tribute of Yii », the district was comprised in the

Yii Chou. Under the Chou, it formed the Kingdom of Hsii. The Ch'in created

the Hsii Hsien, which was divided under the Han so a; to form concurrently

the Ying-yin Hsien, both dependent on the Chiin of Ying-ch'uan. The same
arrangements obtained under the Later Han and, during the first year Chie-

nan (196 A. D.), the capital of the empire. was transferred from Lo-yang to

Hsii. At the time of the « Three Kingdoms », subject to the Wei, who chan-

ged the name of Hsii to Hsii-chang. The Chin made it the « chief place » of

the Ying-ch'uan Chiin, afterwards removed by the Later Wei. The Northern

Chou changed the constituency into a Chou under the name of Hsii Chou,

suppressed under the Sui to return to its former status of Ying-ch'uan Chiin.

The T'ang re-established the Hsii Chou, then made it into a Tu-tu-fu, only

to be suppressed three years later. The Ying-ch'uan Chiin was reconstituted,

then the Hsii Chou placed in the Tao of Ho-nan, after which a Chieh-tu-fu

of Chang-wu Chiin was created. The Liang established in its place a K'uang-

kuo Chiin ; but the Later T'ang reverted to the status quo ante. At the advent

of the Sung, the name of Hsii Chou re-appeared, to be followed by the crea-

tion of the Fu of Ying-ch'ang. Under the Chin Tartars and the Yiian, Hsii

Chou, which the Mongols made dependent on the Lu of Pien-liang and the

Ming on the Fuof K'ai-feng. In 1724, the prefecture became an independent

Chou (Chih-li-chou), then the Fu of Hsii-chou (1733) with the Hsien intra

muros of Shih-liing. The latter was suppressed in 1741 and Hsii-chou again

became an independent Chou.

Enviro.ns :

28 li N. E. of Hsii, at a place formerly called An-niSn, Hsiao-kung, King
of Ch'in, defeated, in the year 338 B. C, the army of Wei and made its gene-

ral Wei Ts'o prisoner. Later on, at the same spot, near the kiosk called Hsi-

wu-t'ing or Ch'ang-wu-i'ing, the King of Ch'in crushed the forces of the

Prince of Han, which the army of Ch'u was unable to reinforce in time (314
B. C).

In the E., towards Fu-kou Hsien, the ancient city of Yung-chieh, which
another army corps of Ch'u fruitlessly vested in the year 300 B. C.

In the N. E., towards Yen-ling Hsien, the ex-city of An-ling was given

in fief to Cheng Hou by Hsiang, King of the Wei, then re-taken by this same
dynasty after a seige, in 247 B. C.

27 m. to the S. W., Hsiang-ch'eng Hsien, chief-town of a district in the

the department of Hsii Chou, seat of the Vicariate apostolic of Eastern

Ho-nan.
This Italian mission, constituted in 1906, under the direction of the Con.
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gregation of ^St. Francis Xaviet of Palma, numbers ii European preachers
and 3,717 native converts (1910).

The town was built by Ling Wan, King of Ch'in, and at the beginning
of the Ch'ufi-ch'iu period bore the name of Hsin-ch'eng. It belonged to the
state of Cheng. In 636 B. C, King Hsiang, of the Chou, taek refuge there
and its name was changed to Hsiang-ch'eng or « Hsiang's town n. Prince
Mi-jung of Ch'i took it by storm in 300, after his victory over the Ch'u gene-
ral Ching Ch'Ueh, and the city then passed to the state of Ch'in. Hsiang Yli

attacked the troops of this dynasty there, took the town by assault and
exterminated the inhabitants in the 11°' c. B. C.

On the 1., an arm branches off to the stone quarries from which

the ballast used in the construction of the line was drawn.

Bridge 131 ft.

283 m., Ho-shangCh'iao, serves the Hsien of Ch'ang-ko, 20 li

to the E., chief-town of a district in the department of Hsii

Chou.

The town of Ch'ang-ko is surrounded by a wall 5 U in extent, with 4 gates

and a moat 20 ft. wide, built during the Cheng-t'in gperiod (1436 to 1449)

of the Ming.

At the time of the « Ch'un-ch'iu », Ch'ang-ko I, in the principality of Cheng.
The Han formed the Ch'ang-she Hsien as a dependency of the Chiin of Ying-
ch'uan, which was transferred to it under the Later Wei. The Sui established

the Hsien of Ch'ang-ko and made it a dependency of the Hsu Chou ; it was
then attached to the Yung-ch'uan Chiin and, under the T'ang and the Five
minor and later dynasties, to the Hsii Chou. Under the Sung, belonged to

the Fu of Ying-ch'ang ; under the Chin Tartars, Mongols and Ming, to the

Hsii Chou. The Manchu dynasty attached it first to the K'ai-feng Fu, then

to the Hsii-chou Fu, now become the Hsii Chou.

The line enters the territory of the prefecture of K'ai-feng Fu.

Cross the Wei Ho, or Shuang-chi Ho, by a bridge 490 ft. long.

This river, which empties itself into the Ju Ho, is here churned

up by large flat-bottomed square built sampans.

295 m., Hsin-ch'eng Hsien, chief-town of a district in the pre-

fecture of K'ai-feng, is a very ancient town and was formerly capital

of the state of Cheng (806-375 B. C), the royal residence occupy-

ing the N. \V. part of the present site of the city. At this re-

mote period, if the Shih-ching is to be believed, its population

was considered lax and dissolute in its morals
;
(part of this col-

lection of poems left by Confucius is composed of songs acquired

in this principality).

The city has a wall 9 li in circuit and is provided with four

gates and a moat 40 It. long. This wall was built on older foun-

dations, in 1426, under the Ming.

Hsin-cheng was formerly the principality of Hsiung, of which Huang Ti,

a legendary ruler, was administrator before becoming Emperor. The
district was later on, with Mi Hsien, the territory of the princes of Kiieh

NoRTHER.N China, 34.
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whose power was shattered by Duke Wu (770-744 B. C.) of Cheng. In 773,
the duke left his dominion, situated in the department of Hua Chou
(Shan-hsi), to establish the capital of his government at Hsin-cheng (New
Cheng)
The place was besieged in 635 B. C. by the princes of Chin and Ch'in, in

597 by Chuang, King of Ch'u, in 581 and 572 by the forces of Chin, in 549
by the princes of Ts'ai, Ch'en and Hsii in alliance with the King of Ch'u,

in 547 by the troops of the Ch'u country. In 375 B. C, Han destroyed Cheng
and made this town his residence. In its turn, Ch'in seized the place in 230
B. C. and the territory of Cheng became the Chiin of Ying-ch'uan.
The Ch'in created the Hsien of Hsin-cheng, which under the Han was a

dependency of the Chiin of Ho-nan. Suppressed under the Chin and re-esta-

blished by the Sui as a dependency of the Kuan Chou ; attached, under the
T'ang, to the Cheng Chou ; under the Sung, to the K'ai-feng Fu, then, again
to the Cheng Chou. The Chin Tartars and the Mongols made it a dependency
of the Chiin Chou, the Ming of the K'ai-feng Fu. In 1723, it was attached
to the Yii Chou, and in 1733 to the Fu of Hsii-chou. When this administra-
tive division became a simple independent department (a Chih-li-chou) in

1741, the Hsien of Hsin-cheng was separated from it and attached to the
K'ai-feng Fu.

The line nears the ramifications of the T'ai Shan and rises to

level 521 ft.

310 m., Hsieh-chuang, at an altitude of 443 ft.

323 m., Cheng Chou (See Chih-li, R. 10), starting-point of

trains bound Eastward to K'ai-feng Fu (See Ho-nan, R. 2) and

Westward to Ho-nan Fu (See Ho-nan, R. 3).

336 m., Jung-tse Hsien, 420 m. from Peking, after which cross

the Yellow River. — Hsin-hsiang Hsien, branch of the line from

the Ch'ing-hua Chen mines to Tao-k'ou. — The « Ching-Han »

line goes on to Peking through theprovince of Chih-li. (page 120).

5. Han-k'ou to I-ch'ang Fu

370 nautical miles
; 5 hrs' journey by steamer ; fares, i st el. 30 taels. —

Below Han-k'ou, difficulties of navigation on the fickle Yang-tzii prevent
steamers from holding on their way after dark. Before nightfall they an-

chor near riverside township, starting off again at dawn. The rise is percep-

tible here from June to October and sometimes amounts to from 35 to 45
ft. beyond the January level.

Han-k'ou, Han-yang and Wu-ch'ang are soon left behind and

silence reigns along the banks.

T'un-k'ou and its creek on the 1. bank ; then Hsiao-chun hill

(I Little Camp ».

The Ta-chiin Shan (520 ft. high) faces a line of conical heights

on the opposite bank and reached from Han-k'ou by house-boat

on hunting excursions ; snipe, crested lapwing, golden plover,

red-legged, sandpiper, and sometimes the pheasant and roebuck,
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are to be found. These heights hide from view Chin-k'ou, whose

creek leads to the sheet of water called Shan-p'o and to the

Hsien of Hsien-ning.

At Mei-tao-shui, the river makes a distinct bend of 25 miles

circuit ; its two arms are only separated by a band of landless

than half-a-mile in width, often flooded during the rise of the

liver in summer.

For six months out of the twelve (20"> April to end of Novem-
ber), the immense valley retains this lacustrine appearance,

while the waters deposit their mud, raising little by little the

comparatively recent formed plain of Hu-pei whose site was
formerly occupied by a great lake.

Chin-tung-k'ou, behind Ashby Island.

Hsiao-lien-chia. — Hua-ch'ing-kuang at the bend of the river.

Pao-Va Ssu, at the mouth of a canal on the S. bank ; stopping-

place for steamers.

Chia-yu Hsien, on the Southern bank, is a district city in

the territory of Wu-ch'ang Fu. The town is contained within

a wall 4 U in circumference, built during the Wan-li years (1573

to 1619) ; access to it is obtained by four gates.

Under the Han, territory ofthe Hsien of Sha-i, from which the Chin deta-
ched the Sha-yang Hsien. The Ch'i made it the chief-town of the Chiin of

Chiang-hsia and the Liang the Sha Chou, soon afterwards suppressed. Had
no further administrative importance until the « Five dynasty « period

;

the Southern T'ang then made it into the Hsien of Chia-yii, which has been
retained down to the present time as a dependency of the VVu-ch'ang Fu.

Lu-ch'i K'ou, on the r. bank, is a port of call serving the valley

of the Lu Chiang and the little district city of P'u-ch'i Hsien. It

is situated 29°27' Lat. N. and 113044' Long. E. of Greenwich.

Shih-t'ou-k'ou, at the mouth of the outlet of Lake Huang-kai.

The river a little further on becomes the frontier between the

provinces of Hu-pei and Hu-nan (cap. Ch'ang-sha Fu).

Hsin-ti, on the N. bank, is the most important centre in this

trip ; several temples. Depot for lumber trains from Hu-nan.

Halt for steamers.

Lin-hsiaug Hsien, chief-town of a district in the prefecture

of Yo-chou Fu (Hu-nan), is 2 miles from the river. The town

has a fortified wall 5 li in extent with four gates. It was built

under the Ming in 1475.

Under the Han, territory of the Hsien of Hsia-sui, and from the Chin onward,
of that of Pa-ling. During the « Five Dynasty » period, Wang-chao Ch'ang,
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o£ which the Sung made the Hsien of Wang-ch'ao (994), dependent on Yo
Chou. It beeame, two years later, the Lin-hsiang Hsien, whose name and
administrative status have undergone no change.

Some heights on the Southern bank before arriving at the

outlet of Lake Tung-t'ing, a vast sheet of water which receives

the Hsiang, Tzu and Yiian [See Hu-nan).

Two stupa mark the approach to Ch'eng-ling-chi, opposite

Ch'ing-ho-k'ou and at the entrance to the mouth of the lake
;

it is the official landing-place for the city of Yo-chou Fu although

it is more than 6 miles away. Custom-house. A reservation for

foreign merchants.

This port, opened to navigation in 1899, is used by steamers going from
Han-k'ou to I-ch'ang and the towns of Hu-nan. In 1909, 2,640 Chinese,
English, Japanese or German steamers called there, their combined tonnage
amounting to 1,486,800 ; the passengers disembarked numbered 8,486, of

which 51 were foreigners, while 9,101 embarked, 40 of them being foreigners.

To Yo-chou Fu, See Hu-nan, R. i.

Regular service of steamers to Ch'ang-sha Fu and Hsiang-Van Hsien for

Ch'ang-ti Fu {See Hu-nan).

The Yang-tzu, as a consequence of the summer rise in 1909,

made for itself a new channel which passes close to Hsiung-chia-

c/joM,12milesfromCh'eng-ling. The river commences its numerous

zigzags across an almost level plain, partly flooded in summer.

After the « Hue crossing », we notice on the 1. bank (Hu-pei) the

Chinese landing-stages of Wa-tzu Yao, HsUn-pai K'ou and Tang-

ckia Chou, after which both banks belong to Hu-pei. Hsia-ch'e

Wan, with its stupa : Shang-ch'e Wan.

On the N. bank, Chien-li Hsien, chief-town of a district in the

prefecture of Ching-chou Fu.

In the S., the Tan-tzu Shan hills, belonging to the Hua-yiian

Shan, certain peaks of which attain a height of 900, 1200 and

even 1400 ft. The creeks of Hsin-ho K'ou and Tiao-kuan K'ou

communicate with the N. of Lake Tung-t'ing.

At a sharp bend in the river, the little walled-town of Shih-

shou Hsien, on the slopes of several little wooded hills, two of

which are crowned by temples (430 ft. high) ; this is the (f chief-

place » of a district in the prefecture of Ching-chou Fu.

Under the Han, formed part of the Hsien of Hua-jung. The Chin detached

rom it the Shih-shou Hsien, which, suppressed by the earlier Sung, was

re-established by the T'ang (621) and since the Ming dynasty has been a

dependency of the Fu of Ching-chou.
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Up-stream, the aspect of the river changes ; its course becomes

less winding and its bed broadens, while its banks are broken

up by creeks used for boat traffic and as irrigation canals.

At Ho-hsiieh the river narrows. — Kuan-yin Ssu.

Sha-shih stands on a narrow rise, only 2 m. 5 wide, contained

by a partly ruined embankment. A stiipa, in an old temple over-

run with weeds, dominates the 1. bank. Sha-shih is a town of 70,000

inhabitants and the residence of a tao-t'ai ; from 1876 to 1896

it was t( a port of call » ; the Chino-Japanese treaty of Shimoneseki

(17"i April 1895) opened it to foreigners from the !»' October

1896. Japantse Concession. The port, 287 nautical miles from

Han-k'ou, serves the rich region of Ching-chou Fu, the adminis-

trative centre of which is 6 m. further N. ;
Sha-shih is situated

30"17' Lat. N. and 112oi7' Long. E. of Greenwich.

A flotilla of junks lies broadside to broadside ; here it is that

the boats from Ssii-ch'uan tranship their cargoes to the junks

which ply on the lower Yang-tzu. It is an important place of call

for steamers from Han-k'ou to I-ch'ang ; in 1909, 770 Japanese,

Enghsh and Chinese steamers, with a combined tonnage of

740,550, stopped here, landing 12,000 passengers and taking

16,147 on board ; the value of its trade amounted to 2,887,000

taels in 1910.

Sha-shih is built round a former royal residence of the Ch'u, called Chang-
hua or Yii-chang-tai, whence the name of Chang-tai-shih retained by an
old temple flanked by a stupa on the former site of an old tower.

Ching-chou Fu is 14 U from Sha-shih ; it is the chief-town of a prefecture

sub-divided into seven districts, and is the residence of the district

magistrate of Ckiang-ling Hsien.

The wall, which is more than 18 /i in circuit and has six gates, was built,

according to tradition, under the Han dynasty. Enlarged under the Chin,

it was re-built on its former foundations at the beginning of the Ming dy-

nasty, then extended again (1582), ruined and re-built in 1646. Ching-chou

has a Tartar garrison, or Chu-iang, cantoned in entrenched quarters.

It already formed part of the region of Chiug Chou at the time of the « Tri-

bute of YU » (more than 2,200 years B.C.). Under the Chou, it was dependent
on the principality of Ch'u, the site of whose capital, Ying, was near the pre-

sent town. Under the Ch'in and Han : Nan Chiin and Lin-chiang Kuo, then

Ching Chou. Capital of the Liang, under the name of Ching-ling. The style

Ching Chou was resumed under the Sui (600) and again, under the T'ang,

in 621. It became Chiang-ling Fu in 760, then kingdom of Nan-p'ing at

the time of the « Five Dynasties ». Under the Sung : Chiang-ling Fu ; under
the Mongols, since 1329, Lu of Chung-hsing, depending on the province of

Ho-nan. Since the accession of the Ming, it has resumed or retained the name
of Ching-chou as a Fu in the province of Hu-kuang and, since 1644, in

that of Hu-pei.
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The temples in the city and neighbourhood are redolent of

reminiscences of the Ch'u dynasty (1112 to 223 B. G.) which had

two of its capitals in the vicinity.

King Wen (689 to 676 B. C), abandoning Tan-yang, near Kuei-chou Fu,

transferred his capital to Ying, tlie former Chi-nan Ch'eng, 10 li N. of Cfiing-

cliou Fu. K'ang-wang (560 to 545) liad a fresh royal residence begun 7 li

further S., at a placed called Yin-ch'i-ng, 3 li N. E. of Ching-chou Fu ; King
P'ing (528 to 515) had it placed in a state of defence, but it was taken by the

troops of the kingdom of Wu and pillaged in 506. In the following year,

King Chao only made a short stay in it.

Several Kings of Ch'u were buried : Chuang-wang, in 591 B. C, to the W.
of Ching-chou Fu ; K'ang-wang, in 545, to the W. of Ying-ch'eng ; P'ing-

wang, in 516, to the E. of Ching-chou Fu, but his burial-place was violated

by Wu Tzu-hsii and his bones thrown into the river.

30 li N. E. of Ching-chou Fu, King Ling of Ch'u had a famous tower and
a royal residence built in the year 535 B. C.

On the opposite bank is the mouth of the T'ai-p'ing canal,

which, from April, is navigable for junks; it leads in less than five

days to the Tung-t'ing Hu.

Chiang-k'ou, which communicates by a creek with the river

that runs to Tang-yang Hsien.

Sung-tzu Hsien, on the Southern bank, is enclosed by a wall

5 li in length, provided with four gates. Built of earth between

1506 and 1521, then of brick at the end of the Mingdomin^ltion,

it was, after destruction, re-built in 1667.

The Han established in it the Hsien of Kao-ch'eng and the Chin that of

Sung-tzii then, in 338 A. D., the Nan-ho-tung Chiin. The Chiin was suppress-

ed under the Sui, but the district has been retained down to the present

day under the name of Sung-tzu and is a dependent of the Fu of Ching-

chou.

Further up-stream, the land becomes undulating and hills are

soon visible.

Chih-chiang Hsien, at a bend of the river, overlooked by a

stupa, has a fortified wall more than 5 li in circuit, built of earth

in 1389 and re-built of brick in 1468. Five gates give access to

the enclosure.

In remote antiquity, it formed part of the kingdom of Lo. The Han estab-

lished a Hsien there, which for twenty centuries has not ceased to bear the

the name of Chih-chiang ; the district is amenable to the Fu of Ching-

chou.

20 li W. of Chih-chiang Hsien, at a place called Chang-lo Hsiang, Mu-
wang (625 to 614 B. C), King of Ch'u, was buried.

I-tu Hsien is on the r. bank of the river at its confluence with the

Ch'ing-chiang which comes from the W. The wall of this

district city is more than 3 li in length and has five gates. Built
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in 1470 on the site of an older one, and destroyed at the end of

the Ming, it was re-built in 1662.

The Han founded the Hsien of I-tao, a dependency of the Nan Chiin. In

2o8 A. D., the celebrated Ts'ao Ts'ao, founder of the Wei dynasty, added
to it the Chiin of Lin-chiang or I-tu (210). After numerous vicissitudes, this

name of I-tu passed, during the VI"> c, from the Chiin, which was suppress-

ed, to the district which, after having been known for a short time

(under the Sui) as the I-ch'ang Hsien, has never since ceased to bear it. Since

1735, it has remained a dependency of the Fu of I-ch'ang.

After Hung-hua Tao, we enter the Ching-men Shan ravine whose

red rocks are striated with white streaks like teeth in an enor-

mous jaw-bone ; the Chinese have given this system the sobriquet

of Hu-ya Shan « Mountain with the Tiger's Teeth ». The country

is covered with cliffs of conglomerate and sandstone, through

which the river has cut itself a torrential bed between steep

banks. This system extends to beyond 1-ch'ang, behind which

rise plateaux and mountains with an alternation of amphitheatre

and narrow but well-cultivated valleys.

4 miles below I-ch'ang and 1 mile from the river, on a hill about

1200 ft, high, stands a temple.

I-ch'ang Fu (30,000 inhab.), is the most distant point avail-

able for steam navigation on the lower Yang-tzu. The town is

situated 30°42' Lat. N. and llloiG' Long. E. of Greenwich, on a

rise of the 1. bank below the gorges. The port, 365 nautical miles

from Han-k'ou and 965 from Shang-hai, was opened to foreigners

in April 1877, in conformity with the provisions of the Chih-fou

convention with England (13"> September 1876) ; it berthed 603

steamers with a combined tonnage of 402,200, and the volume

of trade totalled 13,385,000 taels (1910). The goods, arriving

by steamer and destined for Ssu-ch'uan, are trans-shipped here

to junks which shoot the rapids of the upper river.

I-ch'ang Fu is the head-quarters of a prefecture with seven

dependent districts, including Tung-hu Hsien. It is the residence

of the vicariate apostolic of the Western Hu-pei mission ser-

ved by Belgian Franciscans (25 European priests and 14.000

native converts). The city walls are more than 5 it in circumfer-

ence and some 20 Chinese ft. high ; built on older foundations

in 1379, they were demolished on the fall of the Ming dyn-

asty and re-constructed in 1656.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », a region of the Ching Chou ; under
the Chou, city of 1-ling and dependency of the principality of Ch'u ; under
the Han, was part of the Nan Chiin, then (208 B. C.) of the Chiin of Lin-chiang,
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after which it was dependent on that of I-tu. The Liang established the I Chou
out of which, after several changes, the T'ang made the Hsia Chou (619) and the

I-ling Chiin (about 743). These later designations were retained by the Sung.

The Mongols re-placed them by that of Lu of Hsia-chou (1375). The first

Ming emperor made the Lu into a Fu, then changed the latter to I-ling Chou
1376) wliich remained a dependency of the Chlng-chou Fu until 1735, at which
time I-ch'ang was itself raised to the rank of a Fu.

Environs :

To the N. W. of I-ch'ang, the I-shan, ancient burial-place of the kings

of Ch'u (1123 to 223 B. C.) destroyed by the Ch'in general Pei-ch'i, in 278

B. C, after the taking of I-ling (I-ch'ang).

15 li to the N., Pei-chi's cave, where the general took refuge for fear

of being pursued by the spirits of the dead, whilst his troops destroyed the

mausoleum of the Ch'u by fire.

25 li N. W., the I-ch'ang gorge, Hsi-ling-kuan ; the crossing of the Yang-

tzu has no reefs and it is therefore accessible to steamers to just below Huang-

ling-miao. Hiring a junk, start from I-ch'ang in the afternoon, sleep near

the Custom-house at P'ing-shan Pa and continue on the morrow as far as

the « Column of the Sky », whence right about turn to I-ch'ang in time for

dinner.

A Railway from I-ch'ang to Wan Hsien (Ssii-ch'uan), a distance of 250

miles, has been under construction since the 20*'' December 1909. The line

crosses a mountainous region which has necessitated numerous engineering

feats of skill, including the boring of several tunnels.

6. I-ch'ang Fu to Wan Hsien
* The Gorges of the Blue River

From I-ch'ang to Wan Hsien in Ssti-ch'uan, 203 nautical miles : to Ch'ung-

ch'ing Fu (Ch'ong-k'in, I.), 395 nautical m. or 462 land m. Ch'eng-tu Fu
(Ch'en-tu-fu /.), capital of the province of Ssii-ch'uan, is reached by taking

to the road at one of these two towns, unless one prefers to continue the

journey by boat via Hsii-chou Fu (Sui-fu, /.), 700 m., and the Min Chiang,

t'he river which flows by the capital.

The voyage on the Yang-tzfi is extremely picturesque, lying amid natural

curiosities, splendid gorges and impressive rapids but, on the up journey,

progress is slow. From 1-ch'ang to Wan Hsirn takes from 10 to 18 days and

to Ch'ung-ch'ing, 20 to 28 days (half as long for the down joiurney) accord-

ing to the wind and the height of the water. For several years, gunboats

have plied on the upper river, and steam-launches trade as far as Ch'ung-

ch'ing, braving the 13 « rapids » and 50 « races » that are variable in swiftness

according to the season ; by making use of these vessels the journey may be

reduced to 8 or ten days, but the Chinese junk is still more largely used.

The hire of a boat, specially built for passenger service, depends on

the season, the traffic, number of hands and the degree of comfort provided

on the vessel. Inspect the boat and, after 2 or 3 days' negociation, the bar-

gain is struck, in the presence of a witness, for between 120 and 200 taels

(from two to three fifths for the descent). Half the amount is paid on signing

of the contract, an advance is made to the skipper for the crew's pro-
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visions and the balance is handed over on arrival. The passport being vised

by the local authorities, the hour and day of departure should be settled.

The river traffic is very animated ; in 1909, the Port of I-ch'ang returned

10,252 junks arriving from the upper river, 3,338 of them from Ch'ung-

ch'ing — and 8.020 returning there, 3,106 having Ch'ung-ch'ing for desti-

nation.

Distances : Pa-tung Hsien, 68 nautical miles ; Wu-shan Hsien, 104 m.
;

K'uei-chou Fu, 128 m. ; YUn-yang Hsien, 167 m. ; Wan Hsien, 203 m.
;

Ch'ung-ch'ing, 395 m. from I-ch'ang.

Altitudes : I-ch'ajig Fu, 135 ft. ; Ch'ung-ch'ing, 600 ft. ; HsU-chou Fu
(Sui-fu), 920 ft.

Although the steamers composing the lower river service do not go beyond
I-ch'ang Fu, the course of the Yang-tzi is comparatively safe through the

first gorges to Nan-t'o (16 nautical m.) beyond T'ien-chu Shan « The Co-

lumn of Heaven ». An easy excursion recommended to be taken by steamer

(4 hrs' there and back) or by junk. (The first rapid of any importance, the

T'a-tung-t'an, is 15 m. further up stream).

On quitting I-ch'ang Fu, we leave on the starboard the islet

of 7/sj-pa, which is invisible when the river is in spate. The country

is generally flat aad the great distance between its hills of conglo-

merate and sandstone allows the Yang-tzu to widen out to the

grand extent of 1,300 yds.

The little village of San-yu Tung, near the Pei-ch'i cavern.

At Nan-chin Kuan, the river makes a sharp bend, the banks

rise sheer between hills and the bed soon narrows to about 300

yds. We reach Hsiao-pHng-shang Pa, Chinese custom station,

at the entrance to the imposing gorges of the Hsi-ling Hsia

" Cliffs of Hsi-ling », so-called from the former name of the city

of I-ch'ang. This breach is made in blackish grey calcareous

rocks of early formation ; it presents fine perspectives of sheer

cliff, produced by landslips from the hills whose base has been

worn away by the current. The deep water flows slowly here

and the solemn silence is only disturbed by the rhythmic dipping

of oars and the staccato cries of the boatmen in mutual encourage-

ment. The refraction of the sound of the waves produces a

splendidly sonorous echo.

After Shih-pai, the gorges become very beautiful, especially

on the N. bank where the vertical sides, worn by the rains, take

the shape of castle keeps and shafts of columns shattered by the

hand of time; here is the T'ien-chu Shan « The Column of Heaven».

At Nan-t'o (16 nautical m. from I-ch'ang), strong whirlpools

are encountered when the river is at flood tide ; near here are
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the first reefs to be found in the river. Close to the Southern bank

are heights of clayey schist, with peaks of conglomerate, shingle

and pudding-stone which conceal a long cliff running parallel

but in rear, whilst the opposite bank stands out as a succession

of rounded hills with gently sloping sides, either wooded or under

cultivation.

Some rocks in the neighbourhood of Huang-ling Miao (23 m.),

a modest village on the S. bank, inhabited by ropemakers who
make cables and hawsers of bamboo fifere for the hauling of boats

over the first rapids which are in the immediate vicinity.

On leaving Hsi-ling Kuan, the valley as far as the Pass of

Niu-kan Ma-fei is open, bordered by low, bare hills ; the chief

constituent of the rock formation is sandstone, but granite is

to be met with. The channel, which in winter is only 220 yds.

wide, in summer broadens out to a width of from 700 to 1100

yds., so too during these rises several banks of rock are deeply

submerged and the difficulties of haulage over the « rapids » are

reduced to a minimum.

« The shooting of a rapid is always a stirring affair. Although the opera-

tion, always practically identical, is repeated several times a day, one does

not cease to follow all its phases with sustained interest. It is one of those

exciting moments when the heart beats faster and one feels what it is to

really live. The preparations are rather lengthy : arrangements are made,
and posts allotted as on the eve of a battle or assault. The boat nearsthe

bank and is moored under the shelter of some rock which forms a break-

water. Then the hauliers take their place at carefully judged distances, uncoil

a supplementary cable and make sure that the tow-ropes are in good order
;

the charge hand tests the solidity of the attachment, sees that the mast is

well set and makes a most careful inspection of the oars and rudder.

« When all is ready for the attempt, the crew take counsel for a few mo-
ments. Is it going to be a really risky passage ? In that case, in addition

to taking material precautions, a short appeal to the invisible powers is

made. The skipper lights two or three incense sticks, sets fire to a roll of

little yellow papers and scatters them as offerings to the water spirits,

good and evil alike, which haunt the dangerous points of the river. To
obtain the neutrality of the latter and the support of the former, is the

part of a shrewd man.

« This done, the signal is given, the action begins. The moorings cast off

the junk moves away, slowly at first, leaves its momentary refuge, its prow
turned towards the channel white with foam ; a few yards further on and

it will have doubled the projecting rock which shelters it, and find itself

sternly, without warning, struggling with the waves. The moment is a so-

lemn one. The twenty hauliers, reinforced by a team from a neighbouring

village, are harnessed to the tow-ropes which are tensed to breaking point

and uncoiled to a length, sometimes, of several hundred yards. Making scarce-
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ly any headway, bent double, stopping stone dead from time to time, obli-

ged to mark time, succeeding almost in maintaining their ground, on the point

of being pulled over, they are carried away like fish on an angler's line. But

tiJey make a fresh start with renewed vigour, springing from block to block,

now half-way up to their knees in sand, now clambering over sharp stones,

timing their efforts with a chanty entoned by the two leaders, then taken

up in chorus by the whole band with alternate shouts of rage or roars of

triumph. (Marcel Monnier).

Three masses of rock, the largest being further down-stream,

stretching in line along the r. bank of the river, form the Ta-lung

T'an ' Cavern Otter's Hollow ». The channel here narrows to from

90 to 110 yds. in width, and bottom is found at a depth of from

30 to 40 ft.

Hei-yen-tzu.

The K'ung-ling T'an, dominated by the little temple of Lao-

kuan Miao, is near the outflow of the river from Niu-kan Ma-fei

gorge. The waters are broken on the r. by an enormous rock 23

ft. high, whilst from the N. bank a large bed of pebbles projects

towards mid-stream. The downward passage is only dangerous

at low water. In December 1900, the German steamer « Sui-

hsiang » struck on a reef and sank.

We penetrate between schistous cliffs blue-green in colour and

from 50 to 60 ft. high ; this is the Niu-kan Ma-fei defile, which

devours (?) « the liver of the ox and the lungs of the horse ». The

first wall forming the Southern bank is the K'ung-ling Hsia

cliff
; on the opposite side rises the Huang-niu « Red Ox »

; the

Chinese see in the configuration of this height a black man leading

a red ox. For 3 miles the navigation is safe, the water calm, the

current weak.

Sometimes one encounters in the gorges of the Yang-tzu, a gust of wind

and even whirlwinds of sand. It is prudent at such times to ground and let

the tornado, which is generally of short duration, pass away.

For 3 or 4 miles, the river widens and the hills drop away, espec-

ially on the I. bank, but soon the noise of the waters is heard

as we approach not so much a rapid as a veritable water fall.

At a spot formerly called Hao-san Hsia, landslides took place

on both sides of the river under the Han and Chin, and more

terrible ones still under the Ming in 1552, carrying down houses

and their inhabitants and blocking up the bed of the river with

an enormous mass of rock forming a barrage ; this is the Hsin-
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fan « New Rapid [of KueiChou] », one of the most dreaded on the

Journey with its three successive passes.

Life-boats painted red come to meet the junks, which cross these dange-
rous passes, to pick up the wrecked.

Before us, fresh cliffs appear and we enter the Mi-isang gorge,

3 miles long, flanked by sheer rocks, Pei-k'ou Hsia and Mi-tsang

Hsia on the r. bank with Ping-shu Hsia and Pao-chien Hsia oppo-

site. Between these precipitous walls deeply hollowed at their base,

the waters form noisy whirlpools due to different speeds of two

sides of the current. These whirlpools are greatly dreaded by

slight craft.

Now, the valley widens again ; the country is less wild ; the

hills slope more gently down ; here and there a few yews are to

be seen, with araucarias, ailanthus and tamarind.

Some rocks which lie accross the channel are the cause of a

further little « fall of roaring waters » Ch'ih T'an^ or Lien-hua

T^an, a rapid 3 li below Kuei Chou.

Above the Shih-men « Stone Gate », the village of Lao-kuei-

chou forms a harbour for junks from Kuei Chou.

Kuei Chou, a small town, « chief place )) of a district in the

prefecture of I-chang.

The Han established the Tzti-kuei Hsien there as a dependency of the

Nan ChUn. It became the Ch'ang-ming Hsien and, under the T'ang, the

Kuei Chou and Pa-tung Chiin, on which the re-constitued Tzu-kuei Hsien
was made dependent. The Mongols formed the Lu of Kuei-chou (1277), redu-
ced to the rank of a simple Chou two years later. This district, at first abo-
lished by the founder of the Ming dynasty, was re-established shortly after-

wards, whilst the Hsien of Tzu-kuei disappeared. The Kuei-chou was then
attached to the Fu of Ching-chou and later (1728) became a Chih-li-chou,
whilst, finally, in 1735, it was placed under the authorities of the prefecture
of I-ch'ang Fu, which had just been created.

Navigationiseasy asfar as the I-Van (54 miles),the next important

barrage, more to be feared at low water than when the river is in

spate. It is formed of a rock, which cuts the river diagonally half-

way across and iscoveredby a an immense bank of pebbles heaped

up on the 1. bank at the mouth of a mountain torrent. This ridge

throws the mass of water on to the r. leaving only a narrow chan-

nel for the passage of the tumultuous stream. Several rapids

have to be crossed, Niu-k'ou T'an (61 miles), Hung-liang T'an,

above which are mountain villages with coal workings in a car-

boniferous limestone. This naked height is followed by others,

of red sandstone, which show signs of cultivation.
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At Wii-lung-lo, on the r. bank, a stupa.

On the Southern bank, the township of Pa-tung Hsien (68 miles),

4,000 inhab., chief-town of a district in the prefecture of I-ch'ang

Fu. Telegrapli Office.

The town has never been walled, Pa Shan mountain on the S.

and the Blue River which it baciis on the N., being considered

as naturally affording it sufficient means of defence.

Under the Han, territory of the Wu Hsien, dependent on the Nan Chiin.

The Liang established there the Kuei-hsiang Hsien, which the Later Chou
changed to Lo-hsing Hsien and the Sui to Pa-tung Hsien, a name that has
remained constant ever since. From the Ming it has been a dependency of

Kuei Chou, when in 1735 the prefecture of I-ch'ang was formed and Pa-
tung Hsien made subordinate to it.

Two hours later we cross the Mu-chu T'an « Sow rapid ».

Another near Kuaji-iu-k'ou (74 m.) and we enter the gloomy

defile of Ming-yiieh « Moonlight ", also called the « Gorge of "Pa-

tung ». This long cleft has been made in a mountain of schist

which at Lien-tzu Chi presents strata at 45°. The Ma-tzu T'an

rapid (82 m.), then that of Fu-li-chi immediately on issuing from

the gorge. The red sandstone formations re-appear.

At Pu-tai K'ou, on the first wall on the Southern bank, an

inscription marks the frontier of the provinces of Hu-pei and

Ssu-ch'uan, whilst this line continues in a Northerly direction

across the bed of a little mountain stream. The cliffs extend on

both banks and form another pass, the Wu-shan Kuan. A torren-

tial stream from the S. issues at Ch'ing-shih Tung where, away
in the N., the crest of the schistous upheaval forming the Wu-shan
Shih-erh-feng is visible. Passing the T'iao-shih T'an we leave the

gorges.

The valley widens at the confluence of a river coming from

the foot-hills of the Ta-pieh Shan chain and the district of

Taning Hsien.

Half-way along the 1. bank stands Wu-shan Hsien (104 m.),

first town of Ssu-ch'uan, with better built houses and of cleaner

appearance than those we have hitherto seen ; it is the chief-

town of a district in the prefecture of K'uei-chou Fu. The town

is enclosed by a wall more than 3 li in circuit with four gates,

dating from the years Cheng-te (1506 to 1521).

At the time of the « Fighting Kingdoms » or Civil Wars, formed the Chiin,
or prefecture, of Ch'u-wu which the Ch'in changed to a Hsien. Under the
Han, it became a dependency of the Nan Chiin. The Chin gave it the name of
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Chien-p'ing and the Sui that of Hsien of Wu-shan. The T'ang attached this

district to the K'uei Chou of which it still remains a dependent, as a Lu
under the Mongols and a Fu under the Ming.

Above Wu-shan a series of rapids of no great difficulty, Hei-

ma Tan, Chiao Tan, etc. The hills do not shut the river in so

closely, allowing it to widen again as it passes between fields of

beans, corn, sugar-cane and rice, with clumps of pine and bamboo

about the villages ; here and there in the country « tallow trees »,

the appearance of which recalls almost the cherry and olive,

produce white seeds in shape like chick-peas ; a fat for making

candles is extracted from them.

The hills become more frequent and steeper as we proceed, and

the country wears a sterner aspect as we reach the vertical walls

of the F^ng-hsiang Hsia, shaded with gold and ochre tints. On
issuing from this defile we see before us K'uei-chou Fu and, below,

the salt wells and evaporating pans which are only worked at

low water. Coal too is worked here.

K'uei-chou Fu (128 m.), called K'ui-fu by the inhabitants, is

built on the steep 1. bank of the Chiang ; 25,000 inhab. Residence

of a Chili-fu whose admistrative authority extends over six dis-

tricts including Feng-chi Hsien, a intra-muros district.

A wall of more than 5 li, built of stone in 1474, surrounds the

the town and is provided with five gates.

At the time of the « Tribute of Yii », territory of the Ching Chou and
Liang Chou. During the reign of the Chou dynasty, kingdom of Yung, then

a dependency of that of Pa. Was part of the state of Ch'u during the « Figh-

ting Kingdom » period, then of the Pa Chiin under the Ch'in and Han. In

201 A. D., the Chiin of Ku-ling, which had been detached from it, received

the name of Pa-tung Chiin. Under the T'ang : Hsin Chou (6i8), K'uei Chou
(619), Yiin-an Chiin (742) and Chen-chiang (906). The Sung resumed the

name of K'uei Chou which has remained official ever since. The prefecture,

degraded to the rank of Chou in 1376, was a dependency of the Fu of Ch'ung-

ch'ing until 1380.

The country comprised within this department is mountainous and tra-

versed by narrow valleys and ravines ; the greatest heights are met with

in the Ch'eng-k'ou Hsien district, near the Ta-pieh Shan. The sub-soil yields

copper, iron, cement, china clay, manganese and, to the S. of the Chiang,

sulphur.

Rice, barley, wheat and sesame, from which an oil is extracted, apricots,

peaches, plums, grapes and dak plums.

The climate of K'uei-fu is dryer than that of the central part of the pre-

fecture. The extremes of temperature are : winter variations between 40'

and 64 04 ; summer between 770 and ii8''4.

Routes. By road to Ta-mng Hsien (Ta-ling Hsien), in two stages ; to

Ck'ung-ch'ing, in 15 days ; to I-ch'ang, in 8. Porters cost from 4 to 500 cash,

per day, per man.
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The journey by water is less expensive. The up-river trip to Ch'ung-ch'ing

by small boat costs 30 dols, a mandarin boat 60 and a big junk 100 dols.

As far as Yiin-yang Hslen, the Yang-tzu flows in a direction

nearly due E. and W. ; on its banks, a succession of villages peo-

pled by boatmen and, on the higher ground, temples surrounded

by trees and fortified enclosures, places of refuge or of defence

against marauders and rebels.

Yiin-yang Hsien (167 m.), a port used by large numbers of

junks, is a town of 30,000 souls situated half-way up the hilly

slope of the 1. bank, and is the residence of a chih-hsien whose

territory is a dependency of the chih-fu of K'uei-chou Fu. Its cre-

nelated ramparts, pierced with four gates, are more than 8 li

in extent ; they were built of stone during the years Cheng-tg

(1506 to 1521).

The Han created there the Hsien of Ch'un-jun as a dependency of the

Pa Chiin. The Later Chou changed it to the Yun-an Hsien, which the T'ang
attached to the K'uei Chou. The Mongols, in 1283, transformed it into a Chou
of Yiin-an ; but the Ming, in 1373, again restored it to the rank of a district

a status in which it has continuously, since then, remained a dependency of the

K'uei-chou Fu.

Red sandstone hills stretch Southwards along the r. bank and

render it uncultivable as far as Pan-t'o ; houses are only rarely

to be seen.

9 miles above Ytin-yang and 2 miles below Pan-t'o, we reach

a waterfall, a sort of cataract caused by a landslide forming the

barrier called Hsin T'an « New Rapids [of Yiin-yang Hsien] ».

The Yang-tzi on reaching Pan-t'o flows in a South-Easterly direction,

encountering a long chain of steep mountains formed of a sort of sandstone
in thin horizontal layers ; some of them, the harder apparently, show in

clear relief and well defined parallel lines along the chain. The course is de-

flected N. E. and the r. bank becomes, from Pan-t'o onwards, the concave
one. Consequently, it is this bank that the water would be expected to under-
mine, and one is rather surprised, at first, to notice that the river is deeper
near the 1. bank, whilst an immense sandbank, from which enormous rocks
project, extends along the other bank. This sand is obviously only a covering
beneath which lie rocks too hard for the water to have worn them away.
The 1. bank, on the contrary, formed of more friable sandstone, was more
easily undermined and the river has made itself a deeper bed than on the
other side. In winter, the water shrinks away from the right and the river

bed is confined to the channel between the 1. bank and the rocky sandbank.
In 1906, a fisure was produced in the side of the mountain by the infiltra-

tion of water, and a landslip occurred half blocking up the river, narrowing
Its channel and since causing large numbers of accidents (S. chevalier
Steam Navigation on the Upper Yangtzu).

This Hsin Tan, at the narrow bed, has, at its furthest point

up-stream a rock which points out to mid-stream, and down-
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stream on the Northern bank, two dangerous promontories, the

Ta-chang and Hsiao-chang.

Above Pan-t'o, the temple Hsia-yen Ssu is built on a cliff honey-

corned with grottoes at the confluence of a river coming from

K'ai Hsien ; enormous Buddhas are carved in the rock. Then,

overlooking the Shih-chia Tsui rapid, a series of entrenchments

with a stronghold built on the Shang-shan Lung, about 1858, at

the time of the T'ai-p'ing rebellion.

Beyond, the river vddens and hamlets are seen at shorter inter-

vals.

On the 1. bank at the junction of the Hsi-ho, two stupa and a

forest of masts of a flotilla of iunks denote the town of Wan
Hsien, chief-town of a district in the prefecture of K'uei-chou Fu,

This important agglomeration includes the suburb of Nan-

cheng Kai built on a gently rising hill and which forms the com-

mercial quarter.

The official city is enclosed by a wall 5 U in circuit, pierced

by three gates, built in 1486 on the site of a former earthen wall.

In the W., it backs on to the Hsi Ho, forming a deep gorge

spanned by a curious single arched stone bridge Avhich serves

as means of communication between the city and its suburb.

Under the Han, territory of the Ch'un-jun Hsien. The Wu established

the Yang-ch'ii Hsien and the Ssii-ch'uan Han the Nan-p'u Hsien, which after

several changes of name and rank became, at the advent of the T'ang, the

Chou of Nan-p'u, then, the F'u Chou and, in 634, the Wan Chou. This name
was resumed by the Sung and maintained under the Mongols. The Ming made
the Chou into a Hsien in 1373, attaching it to the K'uei-chou Fu.

The Chiang has still some rapids not far from Wan Hsien,

such as the Ming-ching T'an and Hu T'an (211 m.) the passage

of which, like that of the I T'an, is difficult for steamers. —
Chung Chou ; Feng-tu Hsien ; Fou Chou ; Ch'ang-shou Hsien

;

Ch'ung-ch'ing Fu (395 nautical miles). For this part of the river

and "Western China, See the province of ssu-ch'uan.

ROUTE. From Wan Hsien one can go to Ch'eng-lu, the capital of the

province, without passing tlirough Ch'ung-ch'ing. The road, somewhat bro-

ken at first, is divided into 13 stages, a gain of 10 days over the route via

Ch'ung-ch'ing.
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KOREA (Chosen)

By Maurice COURANT

The radical changes which have taken place in Korea within the last few
years and are still going on, render the task of giving an up-to-date picture

of the country an exceedingly difficult one ;
the author of the descriptive,

linguistic and historical sections and of the historical notes which are inters-

persed with the itineraries, begs, on behalf of the editors, to apologise in

advance for any imperfection which may be discovered to be due to the

before-mentioned kaleidoscopic changes. — M. C.

Pronunciation. Consonants are generally sounded as in English, but for

Korean, however, the double consonants kh, th, ph and chh must be pro-

nounced like k+ h, t + h, p+ h and ch-fh, the h. being strongly aspirated.

In Japanese, the h is aspirated and at the same time approximates to f. In
Chinese, the values of the consonants are very nearly the same as in Korean;
but an apostrophe is often substituted for h.

The vowels in Chinese and Japanese have practically the same sound as

in Italian or in German ; in diphthongs they must be pronounced separately.

Korean vowels

o, u, i as in Italian.

a » in man, palm.

a » in he sat.

a » e in herd, i in bird.

eu » in French jeu, peu.

eu the same, longer drawn out.

u as in French (i, in German ii.

ai, a.' " ai in fair.

ei » e in met, sometimes ei in eight.

Geographical Sketch

The Korean peninsula, which projects between the Japan and Yellow seas

to nearly 34° N., is attached to the continent by a wide territory which at

its narrowest part, from the Bay of Korea to the Broughton Bay, is about

100 miles wide, whilst a little more to the S., in Hoang-hai and Kang-uen,

the greatest width does not exceed 225 miles ; in a direction due N. and S.,

from the upper AnanDk to the end of Chella, Korean territory measures about

516 miles. The peninsula is formed by a chain of mountains which branch

off from the Chang paik san (9.000 ft. ?), belonging to the Eastern Man-

churian system, falls, then reaches what is probably its culminating point

{3.300 ft.) about 39'^ N., becomes smoother and broader in the S. ; this chain

closely follows the Eastern coast* which has few ports, but presents a succes-

sion of picturesque views (some of them are among the eight classical lands-

capes of Korea) ; all the important valleys are therefore in the S. and VV.

and are narrowed by the numerous foothills of the principal chain, so much
so indeed, that a missionary was enabled to write : « Almost everywhere?

you are imprisoned among rocks, shut in between hills, now bare, now cove-

red with wild pines, now made difficult by thick scrub «. The plains are few

and small, they are simply « places where the mountains are further apart

and not so high ». The bottom of these narrow and winding valleys, through

Korea, 1.
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which run swift brooks or roaring rivers, is generally cultivated, while the

slopes are now denuded, save for a scanty and partial covering of conifers,

oaks and other forest trees at whose foot the wild peach and azalea flower.

On the W. and S. coast, the rivers run to shores scalloped into winding bays
and off which lie scattered woody islets as charming to the eye as they are

dangerous to navigation. The most important rivers are the Tuman in the

N. E., the Amnok or Ya-lu in the N. W., both of which rise in the Chang
paik san ; the Tai-tong, which flows near Phyeng-yang ; the Han, which
runs S. of Se-ul, the Keum, all in the W. ; and lastly the Nak-tong in the S. E.

The climate is almost as extreme as that of Northern China, it has, however,

greater degree of humidity and is more variable. It lends itself to the cul-

ture of rice and other cereals such as wheat, rye and millet ; cotton and to-

bacco do well ; the orange and bamboo grow in the S. ; timber of good qua-

lity is abundant in the N. Horses are plentiful, but small and vicious ; the

oxen, sturdy, very handsome and gentle, are employed for almost all trans-

ports. Wild beasts such as panthers, tigers, etc., were frequent a few years

ago, but have almost disappeared.

Government

Until 1894, the Kingdom of Korea, under Chinese suzerainty for centuries,

was organised on the model of the China of the Ming dynasty : all final refer-

ence was to the King, who took the advice of the Grand Council of State,

Eui cheng pu. This Council was under the direction of the Ryeng eui cheng

whose title has been translated, I don't know why, by Admirable Counsellor;

by the Counsellor on the Left, Chd eui cheng, and the Counsellor on the Right,

U eui cheng, the left having, as in China, precedence over the right. Under

the Grand Council were :

The Privy Council, Seung cheng ue>i.

The Court of Censors, Sa hen pu.

The Court of Remonstrances, Sa, kdn uen.

The High Court of Justice, Eui keum pu.

The six ministerial departments, Ryuk cho (Civil officers, Ri cho ; Census,

Ho cho ; Rites, Ryei cho ; Military officers, Pyeng cho
;
Justice, Hyeng cho;

Works, Kong cho).

The Royal Printing Office, Kyo se kodn.

The Academies called Hong mun kodn and Yei mun kodn.

The College of Historiographs, Chhun chhu kodn.

The Court of Interpreters, Sa yek uen, etc.

The kingdom was divided into eight provinces, phdl to, forming 330 dis-

tricts of various classes ; the governors, kodn chhdl sa or kdm sa, and district

magistrates united the various powers as administrators, military comman-

ders, officiating priests, justices and tax collectors (taxes being principally

levied in cereals).

The suzerainty of China was acknowledged by the annual departure of an

embassy bearing the tribute : this tribute, which was of- no large amount,

was balanced by the presents which the Emperor made the King. Every

year, the Court of Peking sent the official calendar to Se-ul ; on the death

of a member of the royal family, a Chinese ambassador brought the condo-

lences and funeral gifts of the Emperor, and on the accession of a new king,

an Imperial ambassador officiated at the investiture.
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Apart from these marks of deference for the Graiid Country, Tcii kuk,

Korea was practically independent both for her home and foreign affairs.

She had, from 1876 onward, treated on equal footing with several foreign

Powers and had formed two new ministerial departments (1882) :

Council for Home and Military Affairs, Nai tnu pu.

Council for Foreign Affairs, Thong ri d mun or EH a mun.
The Customs, Hai kodn, established in 1883, had become a separate branch

of the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs (1885). China had only intervened

when civil strife had brought about action by Japan (1882 and 1884) and
when Korea had sent diplomatic representatives to foreign powers.

On the 23''ri July 1894, the Palace was occupied by Japanese troops and
M. Otori, the Japanese minister, undertook the task of acclimatising, in Korea,

Japanese organisation and methods, such as they were on the morrow of

the Restoration of 1868. A sort of deliberative assembly was created and
composed a portion of the Grand Council of State re-organised ; it was called

Kun kuk keui mu chhe ; a printed Official Gazette, kodn po, was drawn up
no longer in Chinese alone, but in a mixture of Chinese and Korean. On the

7"" January 1895, the King, by a solemn oath, called the deities to bear wit-

ness to his intentions ; he undertook to maintain the independence of the

country, to govern according to the advice of the ministers and in confor-

mity with the law, to reform abuses, etc. From the i" January 1896, the

solar (Gregorian) calendar replaced the old lunisolar one. On the 12'" Octo-

ber 1897, the King, by sacrificing to Heaven according to Imperial rite,

assumed the title of Emperor of Korea, the official name of the country

being no longer Chosen but Hdn.

At the same time, national institutions were re-modelled on the Japa
nese system.

Kung nai pu, Department of the Imperial Palace.

Nai kdk, Cabinet, comprising a Prime Minister, Chhong ri tdi sin, and

seven ministers with portfolios :

r. Home Office, Nai mu.

2. Foreign .Affairs, EiX mu
3. E.xchequer, Thdk chi.

4. War, Kun mu.

5. Education, Hdk mu.

6. Justice, Pep mu.

7. .Agriculture, Commerce and Industry, Nong sang kong.

Chung chhu uen, Privy Council substituted for the Deliberative .\ssembly

23 prefectures, pu, divided into 337 sub-prefectures, kun.

23 Courts of Justice, with a few special Courts and a Supreme Court. ^

Complete separation of the different orders of administrative functions.

Imposed by force, with unskilful haste, and inappropriate to the social

conditions of the country, these reforms were partly put aside as soon as

the opportunity occurred
; government became an amalgamation of the old

and new systems. The Sovereign regained absolute power, accepting or rejec-

ting at will the advice of the Grand Council, Eui cheng pu, which, resuming

this ancient name, constituted a Cabinet including the Prime Minister, Eui

cheng, the Minister of the Imperial Palace, the seven ministers enumerated

above and the President of the Privy Council. — 13 provinces, io, divided
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into 339 districts of different classes ; the collection of taxes again entrusted

to the governors, prefects and sub-prefects.

Since the protectorate agreement of the i8"» November 1905, the Japa-

nese have suppressed some wheels of the administrative machinery and have

taken a wide place for themselves. The Resident-general has the right to

private and personal audiences, he has deliberative voice in the Council of

Ministers and has authority over all civil and military Japanese officials
;

residents advise provincial authorities and, if necessary, force them to take

action ; a Japanese vice-minister is attached to each ministry and a Japa-

nese secretary to every governor, and these officials are independent of their

Koreaa chiefs ; 13 finance inspections and 120 1*' class revenue offices have

been established, both with Japanese superintendents ; the police directors

and about half the force are Japanese. The law-courts, having several times

been re-organised, are solely dependent upon Japan which nominates Japa-

nese or Korean judges at will (memorandum of the 12"" July 1909). The

task of drawing up codes has been entrusted to a distinguished Japanese

jurisconsult. A chartered company has been endowed by the Japanese Go-

vernment with a concession for 100 years from March 1908, for the agricul-

tural exploitation of Korea and for allied operations, with a view to set-

ting up Japanese or Korean colonists in the country ; the share-holders are

exclusively Koreans and Japanese, the Japanese being in majority, and

the company is principally directed by Japanese. The ministry of War was

suppressed in August 1909 ; the ministry of Foreign Affairs, together with

consular and diplomatic representatives, had disappeared as a consequence

of the protectorate agreement (see p. 431).

The functionaries are divided into three classes :

(a) Chhik-im nominated by the King, (6) Chu-im nominated by the head

of the ministerial department and confirmed with solemn ceremony, (c)

Phdn-im nominated and installed in a more simple fashion. These three

orders are combined with the 18 ancient ranks imitated from China.

Under the old regime, with a system of examinations copied from China,

as under the present regime, Korean society is above all aristocratic : the

ydng-pdn alone, that is to say those whose ancestors have always exercised

o'ficial duties ani have never forfeited n3bility, are eligible for public office.

In practice they assume the right to tyrannize over and to pillage their baser

bjrn neighbDurs. Tne clerks in ministerial departments and provincial bu-

reaux copy them. The administration is therefore one of the most corrupt

and inefficacious that it is possible to conceive.

Population

The capital, Se-ul, forms a special government apart from Kyeng-keui

where it is situated. A census taken in 1866 gave the figures as 6,655,883

inhabitants for the whole kingdom.

The total native population of Korea, according to the new census taken

in may 1910, amounts to 12.934.282 and the total of dwelling houses to

2,742,263 for 4,362 villages.
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I phun =« i/io chhi.

I ri (league) = i8o kil, practically i /4 mile.

r sem-chik, area of ground sewn with a sem of seed.

I ma-chik, area of ground sewn with a mal of seed.

I sem (sack) = 20 mal (corn measure).

I mal (bushel) = 10 teu = about 8 litres, or approximately 2 gallons.

I teu (quart) = 10 hop.

r chan (cup), about 1/2 pint (liquid measure).

5 pun (cash or sapeques), bronze coin punched with a square hole.

I ton = 10 pun.

I nyang = 10 ton.

Silver and bronze coinages (uen, Mexican dollar, and its sub-divisions)

were minted a few years ago. The only currencies now in use are the paper-

money and small coins coming from Japan ; reckon is made in gold yen
(i gold yen = i sh. 3 d.). Prices have therefore doubled ; the yen whose ex-

change value was 200 Korean divisionary coins, obtains only 100 Japanese
sen, whilst the trifling articles which were formerly sold for 1/200 yen, now
fetch i/ioo yen.

Language

All books of any importance and the greater part of the official drcu-

ments were, until 1895, written in Chinese ; novels, songs and a few popular

manuals alone were published in Korean. The use of the native tongue is

now more general in the administration ; in imitation of the Japanese, a

mixed language is written whose roots are often Chinese, whereas the ter-

minations are Korean ; roots and terminations being written in Chinese signs

and Korean characters respectively, in the same word. From the Official

Journal and public documents, this style and writing have passed into use

in several recent works. Nevertheless, Chinese keeps its position ; it is the

written Chinese, different from the various languages spoken in China, which
is used in Korea with a special pronunciation derived from ancient Chinese

sounds.

Examples :

Chinese tsa, Korean chap = various, mixed.
_ ,

Chinese luan, Korean ran (nan) = trouble, disturbance.

Whence chap-ran hata = to be in disorder, distracted.

Chinese tsan, Korean chan = ruined, withered.

Chinese chi, Korean chil = substance.

Whence chan-chil i = a man without strength.

These borrowed elements apart, Korean differs greatly from Chinese. In

the latter, the root, which is always monosyllabic, remains isolated and
invariable ; it has the force, according to its place in the phrase, of a verb,

preposition, adjective, noun adjunct to a substantive or verb. In Korean,

the root undergoes a few changes to express moods of the verb ; it is very

commonly increased by numerous suffixes which impose on it and them-

selves undergo phonetic modifications. Ex. :

Root Gerundive Past Participle

to do ha having done haye which is done I ,

or has done \

to go ka having gone ka who has gone kan
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to sec po having seeu poa who has seen /
pon

sseuu

or IS seen

to write sseu having wTitten sse which is written I

or has written

Infinitive hata

Present Indicative hanta

Imperfect hateni

Perfect hayetta

Pluperfect hayetteni

Conditional hakeitteni

Eventual Iiamyen if I do

Other forms hano do I do ?

hanka because I do

hanttai when he does

hanteul althrough having done, etc.

These verbal forms, which are very numerous, take the place of conjunc-

tions and of signs of punctuation, replacing our pronouns by formulae of

politeness. — The following characteristics of Korean should also be noted :

the adjective is conjugated like a verb ; the substantive has terminations

which recall the case endings of the Latin ; the numerative is joined to the

substantive by a specific indicating the category of the object ; the phrase

is inversely constructed, the verb terminating the proposition and the prin-

cipal proposition always being the last.

In these respects Korean is related to Japanese, some roots being com-

mon to the two languages, but the phonetic is essentially different.

Religion

The ancient Korean worship had for its objects : the sky, earth, heavenly

bodies, natural articles and phenomena. Traces of this still remain among
the people : the coolie still hangs a strip of cloth on the branch of a tree and

adds his stone to the heap to be found at a difficult mountain-pass.

The only two organised creeds are the official religion and Buddhism.

The former, a deliberate imitation of the official Chinese cult, consists of

offerings of meats and incense before tablets on which certain Spirits are

supposed to alight : the Spirits of Heaven, Earth, Mountains and Rivers,

protecting Spirits of harvest or those of departed Sovereigns and great mea.

These rites are carried out either by the Sovereign, or by mandarins dele-

gated for this purpose. Every head of a house similarly offers meat and in-

cense to the tablets of his ancestors, but takes no part either in the rites of

another family or in the official worship. These ceremonies existed in a sim-

pler form in ancient Korea ; they were regularised and codified chiefly at

the end of Korye.

Buddhism was brought to Kokurye in 372, to Paikchei in 384, to Silla

between 417 and 458 ; already very flourishing in 551 (when a patriarch of

the kingdom was instituted), it dominated the State under the Korye dynasty.

The repressive enactments directed against it from the XV"' to the XVIII'"

century (1419-1776) have mostly been withdrawn by the Japanese.

Principal places of worship :

At Se-ul : Chong myo or Thai myo {See p. 442),situated in front of the Chhang-

kyeng palace, dedicated to the manes of the Kings of the reigning dynasty
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and their wives. — Yeng-heui tyen (Southern quarter, See p. 441), worship

of certnin kings ; the royal tombs, some of which are near Se-ul, are often

in a picturesque situation and of a simple and imposing style of architec-

ture. — Mun-sen oang myo (p. 443), temple of Confucius, in the N. E. quar-

ter. — Koan oang myo (p.443),tQmples of the God of War ; the principal ones

are those on the S. and E., outside the gates of the Capital ; the divinity

is no other than the Chinese general Kwan Yii (died 219 A. D.), who appeared

at these two places and repulsed the Japanese at the end of the XVI"' c.

—
• Altars (tan), places of worship open to the sky, dedicated to the gods of

harvest and other natural divinities ;
there are some within Se-ul itself as

well as in the neighbourhood (pp. 442, 444).

At Phyeng-yang (p. 456), Sung-in tyen, consecrated to Keui-cha, Sung-

nyeng tyen to the first King of Kokurye. — At Koang-chu (p. 445), Sung-

nyel tyen, dedicated to the first King of Paikchei. — At Kyeng-chu (p.451),

Sung-tek tyen, dedicated to the first King of Silla.

The most celebrated bonzeries are those of Keum-kang san (p. 460), Sek-

oang (p. 460), near An-pyen, and Ryong-chu (p. 453), to the S. of Su-uen.

History

I. Korea from the earliest times to 109 B. C. — The beginnings of Korean

History are enshrined with legend. In 2333 B. C, say the national authors,

a Spirit descended from Heaven under a santalwood tree (dalhergia hupeana)

in the modern province of Phyeng-an ; he governed the men and gave to his

state the nime of Chosen, set up his capital at Phyeng-y4ng, then at the

Paik-ak (in the district of Mun-hoa, Hoang-hai to), sacrificed to Heaven
on Mount Ma-ri (island of Kang-hoa) and disappeared in 1286 B. C. ; his

tomb is shown, however, at Kang-tong. His son, Haipuru, driven out in

1 1 22, founded in the N. the Kingdom of Puye, whose existence is historically

attested a thousand years later. The invaders of Chosen were Keui-cha (Ki-

tzCi) and his five thousand companions who established at Phyeng-yang the

second Kingdom of Chosen. Keui-cha, a relative of the last Yin emperor,

in spite of the latter's vices, would not submit to Wu-wang, of the Chou,

the head of the new dynasty (1122) ; he preferred voluntary exile and yet

received from the hands of Wu-wang the rank and insignia of a marquis of

Chosen (Ch'ao-hsien) ; his descendants, who later on usurped the title of

King, reigned for more than forty generations until 194 B. C. At Phyeng-

yang the earthern walls of Keui-cha are still shown, with his tomb and the

square fields he had brought into cultivation ; some literati are even acquain-

ted with his eight laws, though their versions of the text differ. But all these

details are recent : in Korean history there is no question of Keui-cha before

1102 of our era, when scholars sought his tomb and instituted sacrifices

in his honour. Chinese historians record Keui-cha and his exodus to Chosen
;

it is doubtful, however, whether the Chosen of the XII"" c. B. C. was as far

distant as that of the II"'' c. ; some writers even locate it in the northern

part of Chih-li. The Chinese, strongly of opinion that all civilisation emerges

from their midst, were desirous of recognising trace of some ancient sage

in Korea. The celestialised Koreans thenceforth adopted this fable which

flattered their pride.

In the III'* 0. B. C, the Chinese Kingdom of Yen (Chih-li), master of
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the right bank of the Liao, was in touch with Chosen ; one of its generals,

Ch'in K'ai, took more than 2.000 ri of territory from the marquis of Chosen,
as far as Man-pha-han (or Man-pha-u, near the source of the Tung-liao, to

the S.W. of Kirin) ; a little later. Pi, King of Chosen, recognised the supre-

macy of Ch'in Shih-huang-ti {after 222) ; he left the throne to his son Sun
who, driven out by Ui Man (r94), sought refuge with the Han in the S. of

Korea, took the title of King of the Han and lived on an island ; his family
afterwards became extinct. The foregoing statements still leave room for

doubt, being contained in the ^^"ei lio, a work of great value, but not WTitten

until between 264 and 429 A. D. ; later events, however, related on the one
hand by Chinese with access to contemporary sources and confirmed by
Korean authors working upon a base of national documents and traditions,

have a marked character of authenticity.

Ui Man (Wei Man) was a native of the land of Yen ; during the troubles

which accompanied the flight of Lu Kuan, a feudatory King of Yen (195)
who took refuge with the Hsiung-nu, he too was obliged to fly from the Em-
pire and, with about a thousand men, cross the Amnok (then known
as the Phai-su) ; he adopted the customs of the barbarians and entered into

relations with the chiefs of the tribes who recognised his supremacy ; fi-

nally he declared himself King of Chosen at Oang-hem (Phyeng-yang) and
soon after accepted the Chinese investiture which allowed him to extend
his authority in peace, on the one hand as far as Rim-tun (Kang-reung)

and on the other as far as Chin-pha (S. VV. of Kirin). A propos of these events,

the Shih chi, written about a hundred yejirs later, makes no mention of King
Sun.

In the II^* c.B.C, the Eastern province of the Empire was the Liao-tung
;

this territory marched with the Kingdom of Chosen, which was bounded by
the lower course of the Amnok, comprising in the N. the mountainous re-

gions to the sources of the Tung-liao, in the centre Chosen proper (Phyeng-

yang region), extending S. as far as the river Ryel (Han kang), and Eastward

right to the sea. The Eastern tribes which had been reduced to submission,

the Okche in the Ham-kyeng province, the Yei and Maik in the Kang-uen,

were of the same race as those of Chosen ; those of the N., Chin-pha and

Puye (on the Sungari), were also related. The Eumnu (Eup-ru or Mal-kal),

between the Usuri, the Amur and the sea, were of another stock ; the Han
or Sin, in the S. of the peninsula, showed distinct difference from their neigh-

baurs ; they were ni3re agricultural and industrial, having already Chinese

among them, whom they treated as immigrants and slaves.

II. Tiie Cliinese domination (109 B. C. to 314 A. D.). — In 109, the Imperial

armies attacked Oang-hem from N. and S. ; after an arduous campaign,

the King, grandson of Ui Man, was killed by his ministers ;
the country sub-

mitted to the Chinese who organised it into four commands : Rak-rang (Phyeng-

yang), Rim-tun, Hyen-tho (Ham-heung) and Chin-pha. The mandarins

did not administrate these new territories according to the same rules as

the interior of the Empire ; masters in their towns and strategic posts,

they overruled the tribe chiefs by arms, diplomacy, and money. The

number, extent and names of the Chinese establishments varied in the fluc-

tuatio IS of Imperial power. Hyen-tho was partly lost in 80 B. C. and its

nims was given to a new commindery, organised near Chin-pha, in order

Korea, 2.
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that, on paper at least, the Empire should show no loss of prfestige ; ttie hew
Hyen-tho remained Chinese until 302 and 315. Rak-rang, isolated from Liao-

tung as early as 32 A. D., kept up communication with China by sea ; this

province and that of Tai-pang (Kai-seng), a fragment of the former, remained

Chinese until 313 and 314 ; they were then united to Kokurye.

III. The Tliree Kingdoms {57 B. C. to 668 A. D.). — In the 1" c. B. C,
the native tribes had begun to organise themselves ; their chiefs, now sub-

missive, now in revolt, obtained Chinese titles, were considered as vassals,

made war upon each other and contracted alliances among themselves. One
of these tribes, which derived its name from Mount Kurye (Kou-li, pre-

fecture of Kao-kou-li in which the Tung-liao and Hsiao-liao or Huen-ho
rise), made itself independent in the upper vallies of the Teung-kai kang
and Amaok kang ; its first chief, Chumong, born under mysterious circum-

stances in the family of the King of Puye, founded his capital at Cholpon
(T'ung-kou, or Chi-an Hsien. —• See M.\nchuria, Itinerary 7), in the year

37 B. C. In the year 12 of our era, hostilities began between Kokurye (Jap.

Koma) and China and Listed, with intervals, for several centuries. The ar-

mies of Kokurye often crossed the Liao and sometimes advanced as far as

the northern Shan-hsi of to-day ; throughout the whole of Southern Man-
churia their fortresses are still shown. In the E., Kokurye rapidly e.xtended

to the sea (28 B. C). It increased not so quickly to the S. and was driven

and confined to the peninsula only by the development, on the Liao and in

Northern China, of states half-Chinese half-barbarian. Kokurye took pos-

session of part of the commandery of Rak-rang (247) and on the site of Phyeng-

yang laid the foundation of a capital where its kings resided at first occa-

sionally, then habitually from 427 ; its period of greatest brilliancy was from

the end of the IV"" to the beginning of the VI"" c, under the kings Koang-
kai-tho and Chang-su, when it drove back the Japanese, brought into sub-

jection the States on the S. of Korea and carried its frontier to the upper

waters of the Nak-tong and Keum kang.

The Southern tribes, the Han, had escaped Chinese domination ; very

soon, those on the W. (Ma-han) were shaken by the foundation of Kokurye.

In 18 B. C, a son of the first ruler of this kingdom crossed the river Han
and assumed the chieftainship of one of these tribes, the Paikchan or Paik-

chei (Jap. Kudara) ; like Kokurye, the new state grew by means of war,

absorbing its weak neighbours, coming into conflict with the strong ones,

and for a long time retaining the N. bank of the river Han and even part

of what is now the Hoang-hai province. Kokurye, in 475, drove back Paik-

chei into the middle and low valley of the Keum kang and the valleys fur-

ther S.

In the following century, the Sin-ra (Silla
; Jap. Siragi) comes to the front.

It had been founded, among the Sin-han (57 B. C), by a supernatural ruler,

Hyekkesei (Si-cho) ; its capital was at Kyeng-chu, E. of Kyeng-sang. This

kingdom increased slowly, absorbing the other tribes of the same race, assi-

milating even foreigners, organising its territories, remaining on the defen-

sive and developing the natural riches of the country. To the W., all along

the valley of the Nak-tong, the Silla found the kingdoms of the Kaya (Jap.

Amana, Mimana) formed by the Pyen-han tribes and related to the ancient

Sin-han ; these kingdoms were also annexed, the last (the modern Kim-
hai) disappearing in 532.
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The political influence of the Empire had long been eliminated from Korea
;

its only manifestation was in the titles of Duke of Liao-tung, or of Rak-

rang, of Marshal Pacificator of the East, awarded (from 355) to the Kings

of Kokurye and (from 416) to those of Paikchei ; but on the entry of Bud-

dhism from the N. into KoUurye (372) and from the S. into Paikchei (384),

Chinese writing (there was no native character), letters and culture began to

penetrate these two military states.

For a long time isolated by its geographical position, Silla only received

the new religion about the middle of the V"" c. and officially adopted it in

528 with lasting enthusiasm. At the beginning of the VI'" c. exchange cf

embassadors with China became frequent, the King shortly afterwards recei-

ving the title of Duke of Rak-rang (539); at the same time Chinese characters

and Chinese books came into general use ; little by little the Kings uniformed

the army and the law, and replaced the little appanages by provinces ; in-

spired by China, they widened their ambitions and concentrated in their

own hands the latent resources of the country. In this way Silla organised

its fighting forces for the war in which it was to conquer the peninsula.

In this final struggle it had against it, in alliance with Paikchei, Japan,

the heriditary foe. The islanders, from the beginning of the Christian era,

made frequent armed incursions, and even settled in several districts of

Kaya ; as is usual among Oriental people, they took for tribute and a mark
of vassaldom the presents and embassies of Silla, Kaya and Paikchei. Ko-

rean annals make no mention either of Japanese suzerainty or personal

settlement of Japanese ; the conquest of the peninsula by the empress Zingo

(200 A. D.) must be claimed as a legend. But it is indisputable that the Ja-

panese pressed heavily on the Southern States in the IV"' c. ; in 396,400

and 404, they conflicted with Kokurye who drove them out ; they kept their

colonies in Kaya until 512 and 529. At the same time, from 397, Japan re-

ceived the Princes of Paikchei, gained thenr over, gave them guards and
enthroned them. In Korea also, between raids and intrigues, the Japanese

learned to breed silk-worms, to weave, tan, carve and paint ; Koreans, vo-

luntary immigrants or prisoners, settled in Japan and formed whole villages,

were organised into special castes and some of them took rank in the nobility
;

finally, from Korea, Japan received Buddhism, writing, hitherto unknown,
and Chinese culture.

In 612, China re-entered the scene. Unified under the Sui in 581, it attac-

ked Kokurye; three campaigns (612-614) of a powerful army had little result.

The following dynasty, that of the T'ang (618), allied itself with Silla ; the

campaign of 645 won Liao-tung for China ; that of 660, led by Su Ting-fang,

brought Paikchei into subjection in spite of the support given by the

Japanese ; the royal family was taken away to China and the country divided

into five military districts. In 668, after several years' resistance, Kokiirye

succumbed to th6 attacks of Li Shih-chi, Liu Jen-kui and Hsie Jen-kui,

and was treated like Paikchei ; it formed nine military districts. Difficulties

arose at first between China and Silla over the partition of the territories
;

China soon relinquished her conquest and, in 685, King Sin-mun, peaceful

master of the whole country to the S. of the Tai-tong (then Phai-su) and
of Tek-uen, divided it into nine provinces.

IV. The Union (668 to 935). — Silla, having unified the peninsula, con-

tinued to maintain good relations with the T'ang ; embassies were exchang-
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eJ with Jayaa, but gave rise to frequent quarrels of precedence ; the Japan-

ese, repulsed from the coasts of the continent, saw, on the other hand, the

Koreans making descents upon Bizen (813), Tsukusi {834), Iki (835) and

Tsusima (894). In the N., the Kingdom of Pal-hai (Po-hai), founded by some

Mal-kal and refugees from Kokurye (end of the VII"" c), extending from

the Tai-tong to the Amur and from the Sea of Japan to the Gulf of Chih-li

and to the Liao, was generally a pacific neighbour. The material prosperity

of Silla left traces which lasted at Kyeng-chu until the burning of the city

by the Japanese in the XVI"» c. Chinese literary culture greatly increased,

as is shown by the extant works of Chheu Chhi-uen (end of the IX"> c.) ; it

was maintained by a large number of students who were sent to China and

was facilitated by the invention of Sel Chhong who, in 697, transcribed in

Chinese characters the Korean terminations ; this is the system called ri-tok

(nito), employed quite recently in the yamens. With Chinese letters, Con-

fucianism also came in ; the worship of Confucius was perhaps established

in 717.

The Silla dynasty was brought to an end by sedition which desolated

the country from the IX'" c. At the time of the disappearance of the T'ang

from China (907), Oang Ken, born at Song-ak (Kai-seng) of humble paren-

tage, became the principal general of one of the rebels, Kung-yei, who had

carved out a kingdom for himself in Kyeng-keui and the N. of Kang-uen.

In 918, Oing Ken (Thii-cho) succeeded his chief who was assassinated by the

army. At Song-ak, which he made his capital, he assumed the title of King

of Korye, allied himself with the King of Silla, whom he disposessed, against

Chin Huen, another rebel who had made himself King of Paikchci (892),

overthrew this adversary and obtained the abdication of the grateful King

of Silla in 935.

V. Korye (918 to 1392). — That was the end of ancient Korea ; with the

antique and mysterious dynasty of Silla, there also disappeared the old aris-

tocracy and native hierarchy. The Oang dynasty of popular Northern ori-

gin, broke with the traditions of the South, accentuated Chinese influence

over institutions and customs, copying the system of examinations, hie-

rarchy of officials and administration. The new society differed from the old

by the domination of the bonzes, rivalry of civil and military officers, mul-

tiplication of slaves, the birth of a caste of administrative nobility and the

formation of a class of Confucian scholars.

Buddhist fetes were celebrated by both King and people with great dis-

play ; monasteries were built, consecrated and endowed at great expense
;

the Tripitaka, received from the Chinese Court of the Sung (991), was entire-

ly engraved under King Seng-chong before 997. A copy of this work still

exists in Tokyo. The bonzes fortified themselves in their monasteries, and

entered the Capital armed ; a bonze, the royal tutor, often controlled the

policy of the Court ; the bonze Sin Ton, in religion Pyen-so, was all-powerful

in the reign of Kong-min (1351-1374) ; he had a son. Sin U, whom the King

thought to be his and who succeeded him (1374-1388) : such at least is the

official Korean version.

To these disorders subjoined strife between the civil and military parties ;

in 1014 and 1015, there were recurring massacres by one or the other party ;

n II 10, a strike of civil mandarins ; in 11 70, the military mandarins put

their enemiss to death in the streets, in the yamens and in the Palace itself.
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After more than twenty years of disturbauce, Chheu Chhung-hcii seized the

reiDS of power ia 1196, and, after exercising it with great rigour and much
iutelligence, bequeathed it to his descendants ; the Chheu were masters of

Korea under five kings (1196-1258).

The people were crushed by exaction and distracted by anarchy ; freemen
sought to obtain a living by becoming slaves of the great mandarin families;
this tendancy had begun in the last years of Silla and strengthened in spite

of the laws of Koang-chong {956) and Seng-chong {982) ; in the XIV" c.

it wis declared that slaves could never become freemen ; the children of a

slive woman were of the same condition as the mother ; this principle domi-
n ited legislation and was sanctioned again as recently as 1731. However,
after the burning of the slave registers in 1592, the number of slaves greatly

diminished, hereditary penal slavery disappearing in 1865 ; but within these

ast fe^r years there were still slaves ia private service and in that of the

yamens. Above the condition of slavery there exist, from the Korye epoch
at any rate, several low classes, basket makers, slaughtermen, postal clerks

and boatmen,* whose vile condition is hereditary.

The right of inheritance of social condition, the loss of consideration entai-

led by certain alliances and by certain modes of life have tended to create

and sub-divide castes ; Confucianism has had to accommodate itself to these

principles in Korea : the system of obtaining employment by examinations,

borrowed from China, still exists there, but in practice the more important

posts are only conferred on the members of a certain number of families

(ryang-pan or yang-pan) who form the highest aristocracy ; subalttrn cm-
'ployments in the yamens of the Capital and the provinces become the appa-

nage of various castes. Korean society is thus divided into water-tight, upper

and lower compartments ; in the XI"" c. and perhaps in the X"", traces may
be found of this organisation which had become strengthened and more
complicated under the kings of Korye and still more so under that of Chosen.

The legislative Statutes published in 1469 bear witness to the existence of

a new caste, that of the chung-in, descendants of the secondary wives of

the yang-pan — the son of the principal wife alone inheriting noble rank —
they have the privilege of being interpreters, doctors and official astrologers.

The chung-in have played an important part in the relations with China

and in the extension of scientific culture. During the last half-century, how-

ever, the barriers of caste have gradually crumbled.

In spite of the encouragement of some of the early kings of Korye, Con-

fucianism was at first relegated to a second position by the preponderance

of Buddhism ; in the middle of the XIII"' c. An Yu, a great admirer of Chi-

nese ethics, lamented the sight of the Temple of Confucius in ruins, the Grand

School without pupils, whilst incense smoked in the bonzeries filled with

monks and believers. From this time, Confucianism gained ground and re-

ceived a new stimulus from the works of the Sung school, large numbers of

which flocked into the country in 1313. Fifty years afterwards, two of its

most celebrated representatives, Ri Saik and Cheng Mong-chu, had the ear

of the Court and the nobility. Bloodstains are still shown on the bridge at

Song-to where Cheng Mong-chu was assassinated in 1392. In a spirit of re-

action against the power of the bonzes and military mandarins, the civil

nobility began to show an attachment for Confucianist orthodoxy, the conse-

quenees of which only appeared later.
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Frequent strife both at home and abroad laid waste Korea during the

Korye period. The bonzes, the civil and military officials struggled for the

preponderance
;

grandees surrounded themselves with armed retainers
;

Court intrigues ended in battles in which the person of the Sovereign himself

was not respected. The kings, often greedy, prodigal or debauched, handed

over their power to favourites and were incapable of reigning. An innumerable

succession of such favourites, whose ambition ended in their assassination,

of kings dethroned and put to death, pass before us in these four centuries

marked by violence of passion, pleasure-seeking and struggle.

At the same time, the Northern barbarians were constantly attacking

the frontier which Thai-cho and his immediate successors had rapidly pu-

shed forward to the waters of the Amnok and near to Ham-heung. In 925,

the Kingdom of Pal-hai, which would have served as a buffer to Korye against

these incursions, had succumbed under the attacks of the Keui-tan (Ch'i-

tan) from the W. ; the Ye-chin (Ju-chen) tribes, which occupied the valley

of the Amnok and the E. coast as far as Ham-heung, harassed Korye by

their raids. Some of these invaders were repulsed, others bought off with

lands, fortresses were built to restrain yet others. But in 993, the Keui-tan,

setting themselves as heirs to Kokurye, claimed Korean territory as far as the

river Tai-tong ; in successive expeditions, they laid waste the whole of the

North ; in ion, they reached and burned the Capital ; in 1033, a wall was

built against them from the mouths of the Amnok to Yeng-heung on the

Japan S-sa. The Empire of the Liao (Keui-tan) was already tottering to its

fall ; Korye was enabled to fix its frontier at the lower Amnok and resume

relations with the Sung. The Chin (Ye-chin) Empire, founded in 11 14 not

far from the Sungari, was a disturbing but less terrible neighbour for Korye.

To this power succeeded that of the Mongols of which Korye felt an indirect

blow in 1216 ; in 1218, the Mongols appeared themselves, demanded a heavy

tribute, 2.000 hostages, and, in 1231, imposed 72 residents in the principal

towns. King Ko-chong (1213-1259), advisd by the minister Chheii IT, trans-

ferred his Capital and the coffin of Thai-cho to the isle of Kang-hoa (1231).

The Court remained there until 1259 when it became necessary to give way
and return to the mainland. King Uen-chong (1259-1274) married a Mongol

princess. Heneeforth, Korea was nothing but a mere province under native

princes ; the latter, married to Mongol wives, sons of Mongol mothers, advi-

sed by Mongol residents, were called to Peking, exiled, or deposed at the

pleasure of the Grand Khan ; they spoke the language, wore the costume

of the Yiian, they had nothing Korean about them. Khan Khubilai made
Korea his base of operation against Japan ;

the expedition, prepared in 1268

and several times attempted, finally failed in 1281. It had cost Korea dear

and revived the hostile sentiments of the Japanese : all the following cen-

tury they laid waste the Korean coasts, coming by sea as far as Phyeng-

yang and burning Han-yang, then secondary capital.

VI. Chosen {1392 to 1910). — The kings of Korye having become Mongol,

remained faithful to the Yiian ; but when the latter had been driven out of

China (1368), the national feeling, so long stifled, and the Confucianist pre-

dilections of the nobility burst freely. In the 7^^ moon of 1392, a conspiracy

of generals and soldiers, almost without opposition, deposed King Kong-

yang (1389-1392) and substituted in his place a high functionary celebrated

for his military successes, Ri Scng-kyei, who came from a family dating back
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to the Silla period and settled for several generations in the S. of the terri-

tory which is now Ham-kyeng. This prince, whose post-mortem name is

Thai-cho, revived for his kingdom the old name of Chosen, fixed his capital

at Se-ul {1394) and recognised the suzerainty of the Ming.

The development of the country continued without any serious set-back

for two hundred years. The Confucianist nobility had played an important
part in the change of dynasty ; among the first Kings, the greatest, Thai-

chong (1400-1418), son of the founder and who really had set his father on
the throne, then Sei-chong (1418-1450), son of his predecessor, and Sei-cho

(1455-1468), son of Sei-chong, understood the power of the literati noblemen
and were equal to the task of keeping them within bounds without causing

disaffection among them. The grand families were obliged to discharge the

bands of retainers who acted as their body-guard and whose encounters

had led to bloodshed in the old Capital (order of Tyeng-chong, 1398-1400).

But, on the other hand, the kings re-established the examinations and rules

of eligibility for office, surrounded themselves with wise men, listened to the

advice of the learned, cold-shouldered Buddhism and encouraged orthodox

literature. Two remarkable inventions date back to this period : by a decree

of 1403, Thai-chong ordered the founding in copper of a set of types, and
printing in mobile characters has, ever since, been carried on side by side

with xylography. Sei-chong, with the assistance of scholars, invented an

alphabet, which gave the vowels distinct from the consonants, and had it

promulgated by an official publication of 1443. A literature in the vulgar

tongue (en-mun) was thus brought into existence. These great rulers did

not neglect finance, military matters or relations with the Japanese.

With the following Century, literati began to wield considerable influence ;

grouped in official provincial schools, in temples or colleges, or around cele-

brated teachers, they corresponded among themselves from town to town
;

the literati of the Confucius temple at Se-ul were their natural mouth-pie-

ces ; high officials were often of their number and voiced their opinion. In the

schools were formed the opinions which, by private petition and collective

address, were imposed on the kings. Two of the latter, the Prince of Yen-

san (1494-1506) and the Prince of Koang-hai (1608-1623), resisted their

advice, favoured Buddhism and erected costly establishments : they were

deposed and re-placed by other members of the royal family ; their memory

was held in contempt, but we know nothing of them save what these self

same literati chose to say. To keep on good terms with these gentlemen,

it was necessary to practice a narrow puritanism which condemns any great

enterprise that is not provided for in the classical teachings. The literati

succeeded in imposing the rules of Chu Hsi for marriages and burials ; they

proscribed all study of an unorthodox character and, little by little, crushed

out Buddhism : the bonzeries of Se-ul were closed in 1512 and the bonzes

forbidden to enter the Capital, the Buddhist orders or schools (chong) redu-

ced to two were abolished, ancient statues from the Silla Kingdom were

broken and melted down. Religious persecution, which was at its keenest

under Chung-chong (r5o6-i544), continued in a latent or acute form down
to the present time, not only against Buddhism, but against all popular

belief foreign to Confucianism.

Sometimes, however, these literati became unbearable to the kings and
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were exiled, persecuted in thcix turn, or put to death : such was the casfe

with Kim Chhem-phil (1498) and his partisans (until 1504), so too with Cho

Koang-cho and his friends (1519-1547). When the literati were neither per-

secutors nor persecuted, the nobles were cutting each others throats : in

1575. over a rival claim to a certain post, the nobles divided into two hos-

tile parties, the tong-in (Easterners) and se-in (Westerners)
; under the Prince

of Koang-hai and to support him, the peuk-in (Northerners) were formed
;

these are coteries named after the quarters which they inhabit, void of all

political idea, carried on from father to son and designated by the colour

and cut of their clothes ; those parties obstruct public affairs as well as the

most trifling matters of social life. In spite of all this, the period under re-

view was the age in which flourished the most venerable and renowned scho-

lars, Ri Theu-kyei, Seng U-kyei, Ri Ryul-kok, all of whom lived prior to 1592.

Then an invasion supervened. The Japanese, authorised to establish mar-

kets in three Southern ports, Pu-san, Chei-pho and Yem-pho, had been dri-

ven out on account of their various risings (from 1510); they had again se-

cured a precarious foot-hold at Pu-san in 1543, and commercial relations

which had been almost entirely suspended had resumed greater activity

from 1572, but the two countries no longer exchanged regular embassies.

In 1588, a letter from the Taiko Hideyosi asked for the regular dispatch

of official missions ; in 1591, another Japanese envoy came to announce

that the Taiko was about to attack China and claimed the support of Korean

troops. King Sen-cho (1567-1608), not having consented to renounce his

vassaldom, the Japanese landed at Pu-san in May 1592 ; trained for war-

fare by their feudal struggles and supplied with firearms, they found in Corea

a prosperous people with a weak army, having only obsolete weapons, and

a divided and undisciplined aristocracy. The Japanese successes were at

first crushing ; twenty days after their landing at Pu-san, they were mas-

ters of Se-ul, and thence pressed on to Phyeng-yang and Ham-kyeng to
;

the King had fled first to Phyeng-yang, then to Eui-chu. From the outset,

at Tong-nai, the resistance of the Koreans had been courageous ; after the

first surprise, leaders of ability came to the front ; the greatest was perhaps

the naval captain Ri Sun-sin who invented a « tortoise boat » whence archers

could shoot under cover : he caused the Japanese considerable losses. The
people rose and massacred the stragglers and isolated bodies ; the bonzes,

united under the orders of Chheng-he, Song-un and others monks, also took

up arms ; China, too, at length, sent armies. In 1593, the King was enabled

to return to Se-ul ; the negociations began with the Japanese generals who
had been repulsed in the S., were continued at Peking and in Japan ; a se-

cond Japanese army (Feb. 1597) did not reach Se-ul. The troops were recal-

led in the following year on the death of Hideyosi (1598). Korea was so far

from dejection that, until 1602, she refused to take part in any negotiations,

in spite of the advances of the Lord of Tsusiraa. At last a treaty, concluded

in 1609 by the good offices of two bonzes, the Korean Song-un and the Japa-

nese Genso, imposed a closer watch upon Japanese in Korea and left them

in a less favourable position than that occupied before the war. The letters

of the King of Korea to the Shogun, so far from admitting vassallty, assumed
the equality of his correspondent. By this war, carried on with such sava-

gery, Japan had gained nothing, China and Korea issued enfeebled.

At this time, on the upper Sungari, between the first cfadles of the Ko-
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kurye and Pal-hai, the Manchu were coming into prominence ; in 1591, they

made themselves masters of the right bank of the Amnok ; in 1621, they

took Shen-yang and made it their capital under the name of Mukden. In

1627, by a rapid winter campaign, they got as far as Kang-hca where King
In-cho (1623-1649) had taken refuge ; an honourable treaty was concluded.

Ten years later, Korea having broken its engagements, the Manchu army
besieged the King at Koang-chu, S. of Se-ul : under stress of famine, the

King was obliged to leave this shelter, accept a new treaty (February 1637),

furnish hostages, among whom was the crown prince, and promise a heavy
tribute. For twenty years, the Court meditated revenge ; but the Ming were

crushed in 1644, the Ch'ing established themselves firmly throughout the

Empire, lightened the Korean tribute (1645) and abandoned all but the

annual embassy and marks of deference in conformity with the rites. Peace

reigned : but neither the Court nor the literati forgot the benefits conferred

by the Ming ; only a few years ago their official costume was slill worn and

many documents were dated from their last nyen-ho (reign-name).

The government tried to restore the country by settling the land-tax

to be paid in rice, reforming the army, limiting slavery and persecuting

Buddhism. The strife between the nobles re-commenced over a doctrinal

question, the duration of mourning for King Hyo-chong who died in 1659 ;

Song Si-ryel, premier minister and one of the most celebrated scholars, beirg

held in great esteem even now, was opposed to He Mok ; the latter was chief

of the nam-in : the partisans of Song Si-ryel were themselves divided into

no-ron and so-ron ; these factions exiled and massacred each other and vio-

lated their tombs with reciprocal ferocity. Under Yeng-cho (1724-1776)

these enmities died down a little ; but the factions still existed twenty years

ago, each family piously retaining its traditional allegiances.

The reign of Yeng-cho and those of his two successors, Cheng-chong (1776-

1800) and Sun-cho (1800-1834), were fairly prosperous. Learning was encour-

aged, considerable works were compiled and carefully printed, and public

buildings erected.

In 1834 began a long period of reigns by minors and general rekxafion

of government, marked by bloody persecutions against christian mission-

aries and converts. Christianity had been introduced about 1784 (see p. 439)

in spite of the rigourous closing of the country. Since the Japanese and Manchu
invasions, official relations with China and Japan were confined to the des-

patch of the annual tribute and the exchange of a very few communications ;

even the Chinese mandarins only entered Se-ul under escort ; trade was carried

on only at Pu-san, Eui-chu, Heu-ryeng and Kyeng-uen, being supervised

by mandarins and limited as to its nature and amount.

The French expedition of 1866 and the American one of 1871 did not

succeed in opening Korea. Transformed Japan sent several missions of which

the form was offensive to Korea and which were, for that matter, firmly

dismissed. In February 1876, the treaty of Kang-hoa was imposed and brought

about the opening of the country ; several treaties with Western powers

soon followed. The most important persons of the Court at that time were

the Tai-uen-kun, father of the King who reigned since 1863, author of the

massacre of the Christians in 1866, and Queen Min, an energetic and intelli-

gent woman ; the Tai-uen-kun, who had been all-powerful during the minority

of his son, until his death in 1898 did not cease his attemps to regain the
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influence he'had wielded. During his de facto regency, he had curbed down
the power of the nobles ; from 1866, he was violently xenophobe ; later on

he leaned now towards China, now towards Japan. China had, indeed, au-

tlkorised Korea to treat with foreigners ; but Li Hung-chang claimed that

his country still occupied a privileged position.

This complex situation, together with the weakness of the King, led to the

risings of 1882 and 1884, the captivity of the Tai-uen-kun at Pao-ting Fu, and

the armed interveution of the Chinese and the Japanese. The agreement

of T'ien-chin (Thien-tsin), drawn up in April 1885, established a sort of Chino-

Japanese condominium. Japan, by way of issue, found, in the troubled con-

ditions of the country, a pretext for war with China (July 1894). Victorious

by land and sea (at Phyeng-yang, September 15, Hai-yang, September 17),

master of Port Arthur (November 21), Wei-hai-wei and the hostile fleet

(February 12 1895), dominant in Korea which it had declared independent

and embodying its victory by the treaty of Simonoseki (April 17 1895),Japan
might have increased its influence by a firm and moderate policy, such as

that of Count Inouhe. This statesman was succeeded by the minister Miura

Goro. The Korean people were harassed with petty worries ; the Queen was
assassinated on the £" October 1895. In February 1896, the King took re-

fuge at the Russian legation where he remained a year ; a few months after

leaving it (October 1897), he thought to affirm his power and independence

by declaring himself Emperor of Tai-han, thus reviving the name of the

ancient Southern tribes.

Meanwhile Russia, virtual mistress of Manchuria, and Japan provisionally

settled their claims and rights of intervention in Korea (Komura-Waeber

agreement. May 1896 ; Yamagata-Lobanov, June 1896 ; Nisi-Rosen, May
1898). Condominium once more led to war, the immediate casus belli being

a timber concession on the Amnok, with yards at Yong-am pho. The Russian

fleet having been unexpectedly attacked simultaneously at Chei-mul pho

and Port Arthur on the S"" and 9"' February 1904, Se-ul was occupied on

the 9"" and the Emperor, forgetting his neutrality declared, but disarmed,

signed a treaty of alliance on the as'* : in consideration of a territorial and

dynastic guarantee, he accorded the Japanese government his entire confi-

dence, accepted in advance the counsels of reform, and authorised it to occupy

all the strategic positions and to take whatever measures it thought fit on

Korea Q territory. Korea, therefore, served as a base for the attack on Russia

in Manchuria. Victorious Japan (by the treaty of Portsmouth, 4"^ September

1905) had Korea at her mercy and was enabled to pass, stage by stage, from

alliance to direct administration :

October and November 1904, appointment of Mess" Megata and D. W.
Stevens as advisers, in finance and foreign affairs respectively, on presen-

tation of the Japanese government.
18'" November 1905, protectorate agreement establishing a resident-

general and local residents.

2nd March 1906, arrival of Marquis Ito, resident-general.

3'* July, palace guard handed over to Japanese police.

ig"" July 1907, forced abdication of the Emperor after appeal to the Hague
conference ; the Crown Prince, his son, succeeds him.

25"' July, a new treaty providing that all laws, decrees and appointments
must be submitted to the resident-general.
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December, the Crown Prince, brother of the reigning Emperor, taken to

Japan to be educated.

23''''.March 1908, M. D. W. Stevens assassinated by Koreans at San Fran-

cisco.

It"' June 1909, Viscount Sone succeeds Prince ltd.

12'" July, memorandum giving Japan control of the administration of

Justice.

The convention of November 1905 was followed by the suicide of several

mandarins
;

political risings immediately followed, and from that time to

the present armed parties of Koreans have continually appeared at various

points, attacking the Japanese and entailing upon the army of occupation

an unrela.\ed vigilance.

In October 1909, a Korean assassinated Prince Ito at Harbin (Kharbin)
;

the prince was of all the Japanese statesmen the one who best understood

the Korean character and disposition ; chastisement for this act was sure to

come in some form or another.

On the za""* of August 1910, the Emperor of Korea ceded all his Sove-

reign rights to the Emperor of Japan, stipulating for a suitable provision

for the Korean princes and the members of their households ; a number of

peerages were to be conferred on Koreans ; every protection to be granted

to the persons and property of Koreans. By art. 2, the Emperor of Japan
consented to the cession and annexation ; Korea has since formed the de-

partment of Chosen under a Governor-General.

Railways

Railways have been laid by Japanese with financial assistance from the

Tokyo government. Since the end of 1909, the Korean systems have been

amalgamated with the Japanese State Railways.

673 miles 6 of line were working in igio and comprise the :

Se-ul (Kei-ju) to Pu-san (Fu-San), 274 miles 9 ;

Chei-mul pho (Jin-sen) to Yeng-teung pho (Ei-to-ho), 18 m. 4 ;

Sam-nang-chin (SAN-n6-siN) to Ma-san (Ma-san), 25 m. ;

Se-ul (KEi-jd) to Eui-chu (Gi-shu), 311 m. 7 ;

Hoang-chu {K6-shu) to Kyem-i pho (Ken-ji ho), 8 m. 9 ;

Phyeng-yang (Hei-jo) to Chin-nam pho (Chin-nan ho), 34 m. 46 ;

Chheng-chin (Sei-sin) to Heu-ryeng (Kwai-dei) or Hui-ning in Chinese
;

Among the lines planned are :

Thai-tyen (Tai-den) to Kun-san (Gun-san) and Mok-pho (Moku-ho) via

Na-chu (Ra-ju), 174 m. 5. — Se-ul (Kei-j6) to Uen-san (Gen-san), 136 ra. 3.
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1. Chei-mul-pho (Jin-sen)

The steamer comes to anchor 2 miles from the town, off the light-house

outside the port bordered with islets and long sand-banks.

Chei-mul pho extends along the foot of a hill running parallel with the

sea ; to the left, the port and station ; in the centre, the business quarter of

the city with grey brick walls ; to the right, the Korean town dominated by
the Catholic church.

Hotels : Daibutsu H. — Steward H.

Boats : No tariff ; from the town roadstead, the transport costs i yen.

From the anchorage to the town, 25 min. by steam-launch.

Rauks : B. of Korea. — D.ii Ichi Ginko, of Japan, and Customs B. — Dai

Gojuhachi Ginko (sS"" B.). — Holme, Ringer and C°, agents for the Hong-

kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, and for the Russo-Asiatic B. —
Wolter, for the Deutsch Asiatic B.

C3njulates : Great Britain, China, Japan.

Places of Worship : Protestant- American Methodist Episcop.xl Church

Mission. — American Methodist Episcopal Mission [South). — Catholic.

Missions Etrangires de Paris.

Club : Chei-mul-pho C.

Chamber of Commerce : Japanese.

Po3t, Telegraph, Telephone : Service controlled by Japanese.

Navigation : By the Nippon Yusen Kaisha : to Kobe, (5 days' journey),

evary 14 days, via Pu-san, Nagasaki, Mozi (Moji) ; fare 38 yen. — To Chih-
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tou (::8o miles), fare 15 v., Ta-ku, 28 y., and Niu-chuang, every 8 days. —
To Chih-fou, Dai-ren (Dalny), 21 y., Port Arthur and Ta-ku, 36 y., every

14 days, alternating with the preceeding service.

By the Osaka Shosen Kaisha, to Dai-ren, 30 hours' journey, fare 18 y. :

Sailings every 12 days.

Railway : Chei-mul-pho to Se-ul, 24 m. 7 ; fare i y. 25 and 88 sen. See

R. 2. — To Fu-san, 287 m. ; fares 14 y. 35 and 10.05 ;
— to Mukden, 505 ra.

fares ; 27.10 and 22.08.

Chei-mul-pho is situated on hilly ground at the mouth of the

river Salee (Salt river), Southern outlet of the river Han ; Roze

Island (Vel-m'i, Kor.) divides the port intotwo-parts, of which one,

the inner harbour, is narrow and sand blocked. Some ten ri,' (about

a league) S. E. of Chei-mul-pho is the chief town of the district,

In-chhen (Nin-sen or Jin sen) ; these names are used as well

as that of Chei-mul-pho to designate the open port.

The Japane.se treaty of Kang-hoa (K6-kwa), concluded on the

Korea, 3.
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26"' February 1876, provided for the opening of a port on the

W. coast, but the Custom-house was not installed at Chei-mul-

pho until the 3"''' November 1883. At that time, the village only

consisted of about a dozen fishermen's huts. Since then, Chinese

and Japanese Concessions have been delimited and organised,

each administered by the consul of the nation interested, with

an International Concession governed by a municipal council

made up of the consuls, the Kamni or Korean superintendent of

Customs, and three representatives of foreign owners. A European

has long been commissioner of Customs. A Korean town has sprung

up near the concessions.

The population was 47,000 inhabitants (1907), 34,440 of whom
were Koreans, 11,658 Japanese. Among the foreigners were 28 En-

glish, 28 Germans, 10 Americans, 8 French and an important

Chinese colony.

The value of trade in 1911 was 3,907,913 yen for exports

and 16,525,966 yen for imports.

In-chhen is dominated by Mount Mun-hak on which are shown old walls

dating, it is said, from the beginning of the Christian era, when In-chhen
was the capital of a small kingdom ; however this may be, a very fine view
can be obtained from the summit. This town has no historical importance,
and the point at which the Chinese frequently carried out their landings is

further to the S.

From Chei-mul-pho one can go by river to Ma-pho (Ryong-san or Yong-
san), the port of Se-ul, passing by the large island of Kang-hoa ; the river,

which is very wide, has a strong current ; it is navigable up-stream to beyond
the Capital. The distance by river to Se-ul is more than i6o ri ; the distance

by road, picturesque in places, is only 8o ri, A railway linked the port to

Se-ul in September 1899.

2. Chei-mul-pho (Jin-sen) to Se-ul (Kei-.io)

24 miles 7. Nine trains a day ; duration of journey, i hr 10 min. or i hr.

33 min. Fares : 2 yen, i y. 32 and 75 sen. Railway worked by Japanese.

(Jin-sen) Chei-mul-pho.

1 mile 1, (Chu-ken) Chhu-hyen, station S. E. of Chei-mul-pho,

behind the Catholic church which overlooks the Korean quarter.

2 miles, So-pel. —• 7 miles 4, (Fu-hei) Pu-phyeng.

10 miles 8, (So-sa) So-sd.

14 miles 7, Ori-kol.

18 miles 4, (Ei-tO-ho) Yeng-teung-pho, in a well cultivated

plain near the Han-kang. Junction with the Pu-san (Fusan)

line.
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20 miles, (Ro-ryS-sini No-tol, on the Han-kang.

The rail crosses the river by an iron bridge on eleven piers or

abutments.

21 miles 1, (Ryu-zan) Ryong-sdn important riverside town,

dominated by its Catholic church (seminary). Residence of the

Japanese Governor-General. Junction of the Eui-chu (Gi-shu)

line. Tramway to Se-ul. 6,000 Japanese.

Habitations are more frequently encountered ; we approach

the outskirts of the Capital.

24 miles 1, Se-ul, Ndm-mun ^Nas dai mon), in the surbur-

ban part of the Southern gate, inhabited by a strong Japanese

colony. — The train is made up at this station for Eui-chu (Gi-shu)

and Pu-san (Fu-san).
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24 miles 7, Se-ul (Kei-j5, Sei-dai mon). The station is in

in the W. suburb, near the city wall. Behind the ramparts, the

tower of the building which was the French Legation.

3. Se-ul (KEi-jd)

In Korean, Sye-ul means « the Capital » ; its official name is

Han-seng or Han-yang ; in Chinese, the city is called Wang-
ching

; in Japanese, Wo-jo and Kei-j6. In 1911, the value of

the trade amounted to 181.769 yen (exports) and 8.515.085

(imports).

Hotels : Aslor House H. (25 rooms), near Terminus station. Steam heating

apparatus ; electric fan
; hot and cold water

;
garden. Single bedroom with

meal, 6, 8 or 10 y English, French, etc. spoken.

Sontag's H, Legation street, 15 min. from the station. English, French,

Russian, Japanese, etc. spoken. Single bedded-room with meal, from 7 to

10 yen ; double b.-r. from 12 to 16 y. Breakfast, i v., from 7 a m. to 12
;

tiffin (lunch), i y. 50, from 12 to 2 ; dinner, 2 y., 7 to 9. Board, 60 y. per

month ; board and lodging, 150 y.

Inn : Hajokan.

Club : Se-ul C.

Tramways : Lines, i* From the Western Suburb to the Tomb of the Em-
press, 20 min. from the E. Gate. This line crosses the Capital via the main
thoroughfare. — 2" From Chong-no to Ryong-san.

Ranks : B. of Chosen (formerly B. of Korea). — Dai Ichi Ginho, Nanzan-
machi San-chome.

Consulates : Great Britain ;
— United States ;

— Belgium ;
— China ;

—
France ;

— Germany ;
— Italy ;

— Russia.

Newspapers : Corea Daily News. — Seoul Press (under Japanese direction).

Rickshaws : 10 to 15 sen from the station to the town. Cost of hire for a

whole day : with i coolie, r y. 50 ; 2 coolies, 2 yen.

Guides : 3 y. per day.

Post. Telegraph.

Places of Worship : Protestant. British and Foreign Bible Society ;

—
American Methodist Episcopal Mission ;

— American Methodist Episcopal

Mission (South) ;
— Salvation Army. — Catholic (French) ; Se-ul is the

seat of a vicariate apostolic (41 European priests, 10 native priests, 50,839

native converts in igii).

Agency : C'» des Wagons-lits (Sleeping-Car C°) ;
tickets for the Transsi-

berian services. Agent : L. Martin.

Railways : Se-ul to Chei-mul pho (Jinsen), See R. 2 ;
— Se-ul to Pu-

san (Fu-san), See R. 5 ;
— Se-ul to Eui-chu (Gi-shu), See R. 6 ;

— Se-ul to

Uen-san (Gen-san), in construction. — Through tickets are issued at Se-ul

Station for Japan (including the strait crossing) to : Tokyo, i st cl., 39 yen

03 ; 2nd. cl., 24 y. 80
; 52 1/2 hnurs'journey ;

—
• Kobe, 31.70 and 20.85 '"
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36 I /2 hrs. ;
— Simonoseki, 2;;, 70 and 15.63 in 23 hrs. — A reduction of

20 % is made on return tickets.

Objects and plaees of interest : 2 days suffice to get a glimpse of the Capital

The Gates. Streets. Old Palace (open on Thursdays and Sundays). Bell

Pavilion. Astrological Of/ice. Altar of the protecting Gods of Agriculture. Ca-
tholic Cathedral.

Outside are the : Tomb of the Empress. Temples of the Gods of War. Bon-
zerie of Heung-thyen.

Additional time must be allowed for longer excursions such as to Peuk-
hdn-sdn, 10 hours, 5 for the ascent, i hr, at summit, and 4 for the descent S

Guides. George Hure

horseback or rickshaw to foot of mountain, thence by chair. Fine view over
the country round Se-ul. Take your food. Make sure that one of the coolies

knows the way and can act as interpreter.

History : At the beginning of the Christian era, Chinese dominion did not

extend any further than the Ryel-su (now the Han), its extreme limit was
therefore the Se-ul region. The Mahan tribes occupied the whole of the S. \V.

Among them arose the Kingdom of Paikchei (18 B. C.) which gradually

swallowed them all up ; it extended to the N. of the river Han, its capitals
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being first (5 B. C. to 371 A. D.) Haa-san-seng (now Koang-cliu.— See p.445),

then Peuk-han-seng (p. 444), one to the S., the other to the N. of the present

day Se-ul. In 392, Kokurye had seized the country to the N. of the Han
;

in 475, it crossed the river and finally drove the Paikchei into the Chhung-
chheng and Chella of to-day. The Han country belonged for nearly two cen-

turies to Kokurye ; about the middle of the VI'* c. (555), it was conquered

by Sin-ra (Silla) and was then visited by King Chin-heung in person. An
inscription drawn up in Chinese was erected at Peuk-han-seng to comme-
morate these events: the stela exists, in a very dilapidated condition, in the

bonzerie of Seung-ka.

With the union of the three Kingdoms under Silla (668), the valley of

the Han ceased to be an apple of discord ; it contained in Han-chu (modern
Koang-chu) a secondary capital of Silla until the X"" c, and at Yang-chu
(the actual site of Se-ul) a secondary capital of Korye from 1067. Finally,

in logS, on the advice of the bonze To-sen, an expert in geoscopy, King Suk-

chong had the « Southern Capital » re-built on the present site of Se-ul and
came to visit it in 1099 ; his successors erected palaces there and occasio-

nally resided there themselves, the principal Capital still remaining at Kai-

seng [See p. 454).

There is scarcely any monument of this period, the only one to my know-
ledge which really dates from Korye is a thirteen storey pagoda of white

marble, finely carved and from 16 to 19 ft. in height. Tradition has it that

it was carved in China and sent to Se-ul by a Mongol emperor, father of the

Queen of Korye (1313-1339).

In 1394, Thai-cho, of the reigning dynasty, transported his capital to

Se-ul and built it practically as it was till within the last few years. However
three important monasteries, founded by the early kings (1397, 1401 and

1464), were razed to the ground presumably at the beginning of the XVI"' c.

(1512). In 1592, the King fled to Eui-chu on the Chinese frontier, the popula-

tion dispersed ; the palaces and temples, a part of the city fell a prey to in-

cendiary fires lit by Korean slaves and Japanese invaders. A year and a half

afterwards (en 1 of 1593), the latter having been driven off towards the S., the

Kin';; returned to his ruined capital. In January 1637, the Manchus advan-

ced to the fortress of Nam-han where the King had taken refuge
;
Se-ul was

pillaged and part of the population massacred. The King was obliged to

surrender and acknowledge himself a vassal. A stela, with an inscription in

Manchu and Chinese, was erected at Song-pha, on the Se-ul to Nam-han
road, to commemorate the clemency of the conquerors.

Until these invasions, Korea was no more closed to foreigners than were

the njighbouring states ; she maintained regular intercourse with the Japa-

nese, Chinese and the Northern races
; at Se-ul, she lodged their envoys in

three hotels reserved for this purpose : that of the Chinese ambassador, the

Thai-phyeng-koan, was near the Southern gate, the Japanese hostelry, the

Tong-phyeng-koan, was in the Southern quarter (now called Yei-koan-kol),

that of the Northern people, Peuk-phyeng-koan, in the Eastern quarter.

Destroyed by the conflagrations of 1592, these hotels were not re-built ;

when, after 1637, the Manchu envoys appeared in the Capital, they were

lodged at the Nam-pyel-kung, where they were still received down to 1891.

As for the Japanese, from the XVII"" century, they were only exceptionally

allowed to come to Se-ul.
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Yet it was in mitldle of the XVII'" c. that Se-ul first saw Occidentals :

in July 1653, the Dutch yacht de Sperwer, on its way from Batavia to For-

mosa, was wrecked on the isle of Quelpaert, 36 men reached land, were taken
prisoner and brought before the King ; in 1666, eight of them, including

Hendrick Hamel van Gorcum, escaped and reached Nagasaki. It is about
this time that Korean histories briefly mention the fact : the Dutchmen
were probably \vrecked at Chin-to, the extreme point of Chella.

In spite of the rigorous seclusion of the country, Christianity penetrated

to Se-ul and all the provinces through the meeting at Peking of the members
of the annual Korean embassy with some Catholic missionaries ; in 1784,

a Utile nucleus of Koreans was formed who, without priest or direction, stu-

died the Christian religion. The little community grew, two Chinese priests

were successively appointed to its charge, and the Church extended amidst

bloody persecutions. It was not till January 1836 that M. Maubant, the

first European priest, was able to cross the Ya-lu and settle at Se-ul, in great

secrecy, disguised beneath the huge mourning hat. It was dangerous to enter

the country and more so to stay in it. In 1866 however, there were at Se-ul

and in the provinces twelve missionaries and more than 10,000 converts.

But in 1839, Monseigneur Imbert and the two missionaries, in 1866, Mgr
Berneux, Mgr Daveluy, his coadjutor, with seven missionaries were tortured

and put to death by Korean magistrates : the majority were executed at

Sai-nam-to, on a sandy beach or river-bank to the S. W. of the Capital.

Shortly after these latter massacres, in September and October 1866,

Admiral Roze came up the Han-kang as far as Yang-hoa-chin, 10 ri from

Se-ul, and took possession of the town of Kang-hoa, retiring after a slight

check experienced at the bonzerie of Chen-teung (p. 445). This demonstration

had put the populace of the Capital to flight, but it did not stop the massa-

cres.

Ten years later (26"> February 1876), the treaty of Kang-hoa imposed

by the Japanese opened the country to them ; it was completed in the same

year by additional articles signed at Se-ul {24"" August). From 1883, the

Capital was visited by foreign envoys who came one after another to nego-

tiate treaties. One with France was signed on the 4"' June 1886 by M. Cogor-

dan. The treaty with the United States had been signed at In-chhen (22'"'

May 1882) ; the treaty of Se-ul with Great Britain is dated 26"> November
1883. The opposition of the Korean conservative party to the reformers, the

rivalry of the Min family, the Queen's, with the Tai-uen-kun, the King's fa-

ther, and the struggles for preponderance between Japanese and Chinese,

led to, among other troubles, the risings of the 23'''' July 1882 and 4"' De-

cember 1884. Blood flowed for several days, part of the Palace and neigh-

bourhood were buried. The Japanese ministers, Hanabusa Yositada, on the

former occasion, and Takezoe Sin-itsiro, on the latter, had to withdraw under

fire to Chei-mul-pho ; a double military and diplomatic intervention by China

and Japan re-established order.

Following upon the above-mentioned events of 1884, the King left the

Chhang-tek Palace (Old Palace) and resided in the Kyeng-pok Palace further

to the W. He was there taken prisoner by the Japanese troops on the 23''"'

July 1894 ; there too, the Queen was assassinated on the 8"' October 1895

by Japanese bands, his complicity with whom has not been denied by the

Japanese minister Miura Goro. After a year's residence at the Russian Le-
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gation (ii Feb. 1896 to 20 Feb. 1897), the King removed to the newly built

Kyeng-uen Palace in the Legations'quarter (Cheng- tong). Japanese troops

occupied the city on the g'" February 1904.

Since the admission of foreigners to the city, a great number of buildings

in foreign style of architecture have sprung up. Among the first to be com-
pleted were the Russian Legation, Catholic Cathedral and the old French

Legation.

Situation. Climate. Se-ul is situated 12708' Long. E. of Greenwich and
37O36' Lat. N. Although the latitude is approximately that of Tunis, the cli-

mate is yet one of extremes, temperatures of 50 Far. in winter and of 96°8

Far. at night in summer are not uncommon ; the South of the peninsula is

comparatively warmer ; the Eastern slope is noticeably colder, snow is very

abundant and remains on the mountains until the beginning of May. The
variable weather is less dry in winter than that of Northern China and equally

damp in summer, with intermittent but very violent rains in July and August.

The best seasons to visit Korea are the spring and autumn, when blue skies

radiant with splendid amber light may be often enjoyed. The country round
Se-ul is delightful at these times, with its mountains still covered here and
there with forests, its narrow valleys watered with limpid streams and car-

petted with flowers, its varied panorama of views over river and sea.

The city is built at the Southern foot of the Sdm-kdk sdn, whose

lower foot-hills, In-odng sdn and Thd-rdk sdn, enclose it on the

N.-W. and N:E. ; between the two, rises the wooded cone of the

Paik-dk ; to the S., rises the Ndm sdn [Mok-myek sdn) in gentler

slopes, also wooded. With astonishing boldness, the city walls,

in their curve, scale the verdant shoulders and bare rocks gilded

and blackened by the sun ; in the W., between In-oang san and

Nam san, they form the watershed. All the waters from the city,

collected in a vast stream flowing W. to E. and too closely res-

sembling a great open sewer, pass under the E. wall and empty

into the Han kang whose regular curve encloses the outskirts

of the town at a distance of 12 ri S. andW. from the walls. The

Han kang is a magnificent river, broad and rapid, tidal up to

Se-ul.

From the river to the walls, all the level ground is well culti-

vated and strown with habitations; towards the Eastern, Southern

and Western gates, the houses form populous suburbs ; the

Southern quarter contains a large number of Japanese.

The wall is crenellated : according to the Koreans it is 40 ft.

high and 89,610 ft. long. In the less accessible places, it is simply

a stone wall more or less high ; in the E. and W., it is an embank-

ment faced with stones on the outside and whose summit verti-

cally overlooks the suburbs. The eight gates are all in the Chinese
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system, heavy masses of stone and masonry, pierced by a vault

enclosed by thick, wooden folding, doors ; on the summit rise pa-

vilions, strong columns bearing a single or double roof of tile

with curved ridge ; the most imposing are the Southern gate,

Sung-ryei mun, and the Eastern gate, Heung-in mun ;
the

Northern gate, Suk-cheng mun, is reserved for the use of the

Sovereign.

A wide, straight, boulevard stretches from the Eastern gate to

within a short distance of the Western gate ; from this main

street branches off, on the N., the avenue leading to the Old Pal-

ace, Chkdng-tek kung, Sind the one to the Kyeng-pokpalace: on either

side, the ministries, at the end the monumental gate of the

Palace dominated by the Paik-dk and having in front two stone

monsters as it were mounting guard ;
— on the S., the curving

avenue which leads to the Southern gate. The other streets are

either narrow and tortuous, or simple country roads through

waste-grounds and gardens and along torrential streams. Almost

all the houses are low and covered with thatch, a few are tiled
;

in the basement is a stone pipe in which a fire of green wood is

lit every evening right through the year, so that the hot air and

smoke, in circulating, heat and dry the house.

South WEST quarter :

The New Palace, Kyeng-uen kung, occupied since February 1897.

The Altar of Heaven, Uen-ku, built on the site of the Nam-pyel

kung, formally inaugurated on the 12'" October 1897, consists

of three circular superposed terraces.

The English, American and French and several other

foreign consulates. Since the Japanese Protectorate, foreign di-

plomatic representatives have left Se-ul one after another, the

last in January 1906.

Southern quarter :

At the foot of Nam san, the old German, Chinese and Japanese

Legations ;
— the Catholic Cathedral consecrated on the 29"»

May 1898.

The 7eng-/!ei«'<!/ert, royal hall where the portraits of former kings

receive the ritual homage.

The Japanese quarter called Chin-ko-kai.

In the centre of the city, in the angle formed by the avenue

leading to the Southern gate and the main thoroughfare E.-W.,
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Chong-no (Chong-ru), Bell Pavilion. This bell was rung in the

morning and at night, at the opening and closing of the city gates;

it gave the signal for men to go indoors, women alone had the

right to be outdoors at night. The bell is about 8 ft. in diameter

and 10 ft. in height ; according to tradition, it was cast in 1396

by order of King Thai-cho ; it bears, however, the date 1468.

It is related that the casting could not be carried out success-

fully until a living infant had been thrown into the molten metal.

In front of this pavilion, an inscription was erected, in 1866,

forbidding the utterance of the words « treaty with foreigners » ;

in 1882, the stela was removed.

The Chong-no quarter is the Korean commercial centre ; the

best shops in all trades are to be found here ; it is the quarter for

bazaars, rectangular courts surrounded by galleries divided into

stalls. A short distance to the N.-E., the marble pagoda ; in the

fore-court of a house, a stela erected on the back of a tortoise ;

the house being inhabited, it was impossible for me to approach

the monument ; these two structures have since then been cleared
;

the stela is from an ancient bonzery, Uen-kak sa, and apparently

dates from 1464.

North east quarter and environs.

The Old Palace, Chhdng-tek kung and Chhang-kyeng kung, the

out-buildings of which extend in a Northern direction to the

hills and the city walls ; re-built in 1616 and 1647 after the

fire of 1592 ; abandoned in 1884. By special permission certain

parts may be visited. It contains picturesque spots and fine mo-

dels of Korean style ; especially noticeable are the royal halls,

at the head of a flight of steps, with double roofs supported by

columns, and fretted gates widely opening on to the fore-court

where officials used to prostrate themselves.

In front of the Old Palace, the Thai myo, Temple of Ancestors.

W. of the Old Palace, the Kodn-sdng kdm, Astrological Bureau
;

several inscribed stones are kept here : one, particularly interes-

ting, is a celestial planisphere, the original of which was at Phyeng-

yang in the time of the Korye dynasty ; in 1395, a facsimile was

engraved by order of the King ; the modern stone is a replica

dating from the reign of Suk-chong (1674-1720).

In the N.-W. angle, the Tdi-po idn, Altar of Gratitude, where

sacrifices were offered every year, in the name of grateful kings
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to three emperors of the Ming dynasty : Thai-tsu (1368-1399),

Shen-tsong (1572-1620), Yi-tsong (1627-1644).

N.-E. of the Old Palace, the Kyeng-mo kung, built in 1764
;

this temple is dedicated to King Cheng-chong (1776-1800) and his

father, the Crown Prince Chang-hen (or Sa-to) ; the latter had

been put ot death by order of his own father, King Yeng-chong,

in 1762,

N. of the Kyeng-mo kung, the Temple of Confucius, Mun
myo, Mun-sen odng myo, re-built in 1606 after the Japanese inva-

sion : in the court may be noticed some magnificent trees (ginko

biloba) which, it is said, antedate the foundation of the temple

(xiv'" c).

Leaving by the N.-E. gate, Hyei-hod mun, which is close by,

we soon reach the bonzery of Heung-thyen which is less than

10 ri distant ; in a side room, some interesting paintings of the

Buddhist Hell [myeng pu tyen).

A little further on, the Cheng-reung, tomb of the queen who

was the second wife of Thai-cho ; she died in 1396 and was buried

here in 1409. This sepulchre, like all the royal tombs, is essentially

composed of a high turfed mound, crowned by a hemispherical

knoll in front of which stand a stone altar and some stone statues
;

at the foot of the tumulus is a rectangular hall which, destined for

certain religious ceremonies, has a pecuUarly arranged marquee.

These buildings, as well as the stelae and hong-sdl mun (monu-

mental gates of consecrated grounds) erected close by, stand

always in a glade, in the middle of a wood or grove of high timber

watered by a running brook. Cemeteries are usually very pictures-

quely situated ; being sacred ground, they escape the greater part of

the damage done by the people. It is as well to remind foreigners

to observe a demeanour respectful to the sacred character of

the place.

The Outskirts of Se-ul are strown with royal tombs. Out-

side the Eastern gate may be mentioned the tomb of the Queen

assassinated in 1895 (Empress' Tomb) ;
— About 20 ri E. of the

town, a valley in which are seven tombs, including that of King

Thai-cho.

A short distance beyond the E. gate, the Tong myo or Tong

kodn-odng myo, Temple of the God of War , Kuan Yu, a Chinese

general (died 219 A. D.). This divinity came several times with
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troops to the aid of the Koreans and Chinese in 1592 and 1597

and helped them to repel the Japanese ; a first temple was erected

near the S. gate (1598), the other near the E. gate dates from

1()02. These two buildings, slightly different in plan but similar

in style and detail, are excellent models of Korean architecture.

Among the objects of interest are several stelae, the sundial and

lantern placed in the great court, and, in the side rooms of the

same court, the twelve mural paintings representing scenes in

the life of the god.

North west quarter and environs.

The Palace, Kyeng-pok kung, inhabited by the King from 1884

to February 1896. On this spot, Thai-cho built his residence in

1394 ; after the fire of 1592, the site remained empty until the

present buildings were erected in 1865 ; they were abandoned by

the Court in 1896. Permission to visit the Palace may be obtained.

The Palace of Mulberry-trees, Kyeng-heui kung, N. of the

Western gate, adjoining the wall, was built in 1616 and des-

troyed by fire in the last but one reign.

The Altar of the Protecting Gods of Agriculture, Sd-chik tan,

N. of the Palace of Mulberry-trees. It is easy to visit and gives

a good idea of the altars or open terraces consecrated to the offi-

cial worship of the forces of nature.

The citadel of Peuk-han, Peuk-hdn sdn-seng, a very picturesque

excursion, easily made on horse-back in a day (about 25 ri by

the W. route) ; leave the city by the W. gate, soon turning N. to

take the China road. — The Arch of Independence {Tok-rip mun),

a heavy foreign built structure, replaced in November 1896 the

Yeng-eun mun (gate to which people go to receive benefit at the

hands of China), a graceful triumphal arch which was destroyed

by the vandalism of the so-called reformers of 1895. On the

W. of the Yeng-eun mun, the Mo-hod kodn, a rectangular hall

used for the reception of the Chinese ambassadors, has also

been destroyed. — We next come to a narrow passage in the

rocks, recently broadened and straightened. To the N., the Hong-

chei uen where the Chinese envoys stopped on the eve of

their entry into Se-ul. — A mountain torrent coming from the E.

next crosses the path ; the upper part of the valley, fortified in

1711, forms a citadel guarded by military bonzes ; it would serve

as a refuge for the King in case of danger. Several monasteries,
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the principal ones being Chung-heun% and Thdi-ko ; some modern

stela; and one of 1385. — Return via the upper end of the valley,

re-entering Se-ul by the N.-E. gate.

ExCLRSIONS.

I. Koang-chu or citadel of Ndm-hdn ; this locality is one of the

five fortified prefectures which surround Se-ul ; the works of

defence were carried out in 1626 ; King In-cho took refuge here,

in 1637, before surrendering to the Manchus. The town, consisting

of about 10,000 houses, is situated on a partly wooded moun-
tain (Chheng-ryang san) and contains nine monasteries of mili-

tary bonzes, a palace for the King, some yamens and temples.

About 50 ri from Se-ul, which we leave by the S.-E. gate, we
cross first the Sdl-kot, a tributary of the river Han, then the

river itself. On the S. bank, at Song-phd, is a superb stela with

an incription in Chinese andManchu (See p. 429) ; it was overthrown

by the so-called reformers in 1895. This excursion takes two days
;

lodgings may always be obtained in a bonzery ; the hospitality of

the bonzes must be recognised by handing a small sum to their su-

perior on leaving. — In this excursion, as in others, notice, on ente-

ring and leaving some of the villages, posts surmounted by a

carved and painted head (chdng seung) which form a protection

against evil spirits.

II. Kang-hoii, another prefecture-fortress ; the town situated

to the E. of the island is about 130 ri from Se-ul. — Cross the

Han kang at Ydng-hod-chin. Near Kim-pho is a royal tomb. —
After leaving Thong-chin we come to a small and very rudely

executed miryek : this name is given to statues, some of which

are gigantic, whose origin is unknown ; in spite of their name
(miryek= maitreya), their appearance has nothing Buddhistic

about it. —• Next comes the citadel of Mun-su on the river bank.—
The landing-places on the island are fortified ; the town itself is

also surrounded by walls ; 30 ri S.-W. of the town is the citadel

of Tyeng-chok garrisoned by military bonzes (monastery of

Chen-teung).

At the time of the Mongol invasion, the kings who had taken

refuge at Kang-hoa, brought the remains of their ancestor Thai-

cho there ; for twenty eight years (1231-1259), they refused to

submit and return to the mainland. In 1627, the first treaty was

concluded at Kang-hoa between the Koreans and the Manchus
;

Korea, 4.
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in 1637, the royal family sought refuge on the island. Duplicates

of the archives are deposited there.

III. Su-uen, See Itinerary 5.

IV. Kai-seng, See Itinerary 6.

m^mmM^
Madrohts Cuid

4. Pu-san (Fusan)

steamers lie off the Japanese Concession. To the E., the Inter-

national and Chinese Concessions, the Korean village, and then

the quarter round the Japanese railway station.

Pu-san is 305 miles from Uen-san and 121 miles from Mozi

(Moji).

Hotel : Fusan H. (5 yen), on the side of a hill crowned by a hanger ; view
ov?r biy and town.

Inn : Oike.
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Consulates : China, Japan, Russia.

Banks : Dai Ichi Ginko (i" B.) ;
— Dai Gojuhachi Ginko (jS'" B.) ;

—
Dai Jukachi Ginko (iS"" B.) ;

— Suwoo B.

Roa(s : from the shore to the anchorage, 15 sen per person.

Places of Worship : Protestant. American Presbyterian Mission
{South). — Australian Presbyterian Mission.

Catholic. Church served by the Pretres des Missions Etrangeres de
Paris.

Post, Telegraph, Cable (Japanese) to Nagasaki, immerged in 1883.

Chamber of Commerce : Japanese.
Kaih\ay to Se-ul. See Itinerary 5.

.Navigation : To Japan ; two services daily to Simo-no-seki, departures
at 11.20 a.m. and 8.30p.m.; arrivals at Simo-no-seki at 10.20 p. m. and 7.30
a. m. — Return services : departures from Simo-no-seki at 9. 30 a. m. and
10 p. m. ; arrivals at Pu-san (Fu-SAN) at 8 p. m. and 8.30 a. m. Fares ; 10 y.,

6 y. and 3 y. 50. — These services are run in connection with the express
trains of the Trans-korean and the e.\-San-y6 Japanese lines (Simo-no-seki
to Kobe). — Fu-san to Kobe, fares 18 y. and 11.22 ;

— to Kyoto, 19.53
and 11.72 ;

— 'o Osaka, 18.85 an^l ii-45 > — Shimbashi (Tokyo .1, 25.28 and

I5-17-

Simo-no-seki (San-yo Railway H.). Railway to Kobe, 329 miles 3, 13 hrs'

journey by express ; fares : 8 y. 70, 5.22 and 3.48. To Moji, by ferry-boat

in 15 min., fares : 20, 15 and lo sen.

Pu-san (Hu-san or Fusan), in the S. E. of the peninsula,

facing towards the Tsusima Island (Korean Tai-ma to), lies

within a bay protected by the Island of Chel-yeng (Deer Island)
;

on the W. outside the bay, on the other side of a promontory, is

the estuary of the river Rak-tong (Nak-tong) which flows right

through the province of Kyeng-sang. The Korean town is sur-

rounded by walls, but is not of great importance
;
going S., we

reach, successively, the Chinese quarter, the Foreign quarter, and

the Japanese Concession which is at the point nearest to the Isle

of Chel-yeng where also the Japanese have some establishments.

The Japanese Concession dates from January 1877, and is admi-

nistered by the consul and a municipal council ; large Japan-

ese police force. On the Ryu-to-san, 120 ft. high, are the

pubhc gardens. The port, open to the Japanese in 1876, has gra-

dually become accessible to other foreigners in virtue of the

signed treaties.

The port, situated 35°5'35" lat. N. and 129or2" long. E. of

Greenwich, is in a bay, the approach to whose narrow entrance

is made more difficult by the rocks which further diminish the

width of the channel.

The population of the district was estimated, in 1907, at 81,801

souls, of whom 19,734 were Japanese, 61,967 Koreans, 100 Chinese,

20 Europeans.
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The value of foreign trade, in 1911, amounted to 5,864,745

yen for imports and 12,457,801 yen for imports.

20 ri to the N. of Pu-san stands the walled-town of Tong-nai, chief-town

of a district.

About the beginning of the XIV"> c, certainly before 1436, the Japanese
had established three trading-stations : at Pu-san, at Yem-pho further N.
(Ul-san district) and at Chei-pho further W. (Ung-chhen district) ; in 1512,

after a rebellion, the Korean government only left them their Chei-pho factory,

suppressed in 1541 after fresh disorders. By a new agreement with the Lord
of Tsusima (1543), the residence of the Japanese envoys was installed at

Pu-san and soon became the centre of a colony closely watched by the port

authorities. It was there that the troops of Hideyosi landed in May 1592
and thence invaded the whole kingdom (See History). On the re-establish-

ment of peace, the Pu-san station resumed a career which was at first re-

stricted in scope, the Japanese envoys were never again allowed to go up to

the Capital ; trade and embassies were henceforth solely directed by the

Lords of Tsusima ; the latter, by dint of arguments and threats, managed to

extend their concession, to administer it in manner betokening permanency
of occupation and to flood the peninsula with produce « which the govern-

ment had no use for and for which it paid ten times its value ».

The whole commercial action of the region is centralised in the Japanese
Concession. The concession was defined in 1876 and extended to an area of

about 6 acres ; it has grown to eleven acres through harbour works and em-
bankments which have been executed. Since the establishment of the protec-

torate and the opening of the railway, Japanese buildings are becoming so

numerous as to shut in the Korean town on all sides.

5. Pu-san (Fu-san) to Se-ul (Kei-j6)

The line from Pu-san to Se-ul (274 miles 9, or 442 kil.) was opened on the

25'" May 1905. The line, 4-6 gauge, crosses 99 bridges (4 3/4 miles or 7 kil

332), passes through 22 tunnels (about 3 miles or 4 kil. 958), and has 44 stations,

of which 21 are served by a day express with restaurant-car and a night

express with pulman-car (wagon-lits) ; time taken is 9 hrs. 30 min. and 10 hrs

respectively. Fares : 13 y. 75, 9.63 and 5 y. 48 sen.

The principal station at Pu-san is i mile from the quay where the steamers

which ply every other day to Simo-no-seki berth (i2 y. ; 7 7-) I
the express

is made up at the port.

The Transkorean goes from Pu-san (Fu-SAn) to Sin-eui-chu (SiN-Gl-

SHU) ; the journey of 582 miles is made daily by express in 23 hours 40. Fares :

!»' cl. 29 y. 10 ;
2°'' cl. 20 y. 40 ; 3 rd. cl. 11 y. 07. — Journey by

express : to Mukden, in 28 hrs 20 ; to Ch'ang-ch'un, in 35 hrs ; to Khar-

bin, in 44 hrs. 30. — In 1912, the journey from Pu-san to London and

Paris is made in 12 1/4 days.

The railway is controlled by Japanese. The names of the stations are posted

up in Japanese. This Japanese name will be found in the present work placed

in parenthesis'^eside the Korean name.

(Fu-SAN port) Pu-san.

The rail follows the bay until clear of the suburb of Chho-ryang

(Sfl-RYO).

1 mile (Fu-SAN chin) Pu-sdn-chin.

This station is near the walled-town of Tong-nai (Ta-nAi),

chief-town of the Korean district (20 ri from Pu-san).
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Madrolle's Guides George

SE-UL TO PU-SAN

In the chapel of CA/jtt>tg-

nyd, honours are paid to

several mandarins of Tong-
nai, Pu-san and elsewhere,

who died at their posts

in 1592.
N. of Tong-nai (6 mi-

les from the station), hoi

springs.

The town is not far

(2 ri) from the Pem-e
chhen which rises in the

Keum-cheng-san ; near the

source of the torrent, about
I mile from the hot

springs, is the celebrated

bonzery of Pem-e, foun-

ded in 835 in commemo-
ration of the miraculous
dispersion of a Japanese
fleet, in answer to the

prayers of the bonze Eui-

sang ; of the original buil-

ding", destroyed in 1592
md re-built after the

%var, some parts are still

remaining.
60 ri from Tong-nai.

on the right bank of the

Nak-tong,the townof A'jm-

hai (KiN-KAl) centre of

a district and former capi-

tal of Karak, one of the

kingdoms of Kara or Ka-

ya (See History). King
Su-ro, who died in 199 A.

D.,is here commemorated
in various ways ; his tomb
is denoted by a tumulus

300 paces W. of the town ;

it was, it is said, ravaged

by the invaders of 1592.

In the E. (about 10 ri),

the bonzery of Kdm-no,
ia Sin-e-san ; it was foun-

ded in 1 237. On the banks

of the Ho-kyei, a torrent

which passes through Kim-
hai, stands an ancient five

storey stupa called Phd-

idsek-thap ; its founda-

tion is attributed to Queen
He, who is said to have

brought it from the West.

The track follows a

gradually narrowing

plain, then enters a
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pass and descends the valley of the Nak-tong, the principal iiver

in Southern Korea ; it is a formidable torrent in the rainy

season.

10 miles, (Ki "o), Kui-pho, a large village on the side of a hill.

(FuKKrN) Mul-keum

About 15 miles away is the bonzery of Thong-to (in the district of Ryang-
san (Ryo-san), an important centre 30 ri S. of the bonzery), in the Chhu-se
mountain. It is said to be inhabited by more than 600 monks, and was re-built

after the invasion of 1592 ; the earlier structure, of which only a stupa and
a stone lantern remain, was erected in 643.

The valley, which is very narrow, contains the road, river and

railway side by side. On the rounded slopes of the hills, from 450

to 660 ft. high, carpeted with short grass, granite rocks outcrop

here and there. A few patches of rice and barley lie like green

and gold stripes on the bareness of the background. The interest

of the landscape is enhanced by the view of native villages, cu-

rious collections of low huts of prehistoric appearance, reminding

one of the cabins of the Senegalese and contrasting strangely

with the neat, modern, Japanese bungalows and houses which have

sprung up in the neighbourhood of the stations.

30 miles 5, (San-ho sin) Sdm-ndng-chin, or Sam-nang pho,

last station in the province of Kyeng-sang South.

Branch-line to 1)11-3:111, or Ma-sam pho, 25 miles or 40 kil. long, opened
on the 6'" June 1905.

Inus (Japanese) : Iwamiya ; Horiye ; Kochizuki ; Taiko ; Yoshikawa,

Mission : Catholic.

Ma-sam pho (Ma-san), was made an open port on the i^' May 1899 and
again closed to foreign commerce in December 1910 ; it is situated to the
VV. of Pu-san, on a very wide bay well protected by the Isle of Ke-chei (Kvo-
SAl) or Kargodo, and celebrated as the scti,e of several victories of Ri Sun-
sin from 1592 to 1598.

Population (1907) : 52,261 Koreans and 5,320 Japanese. — Value of trade

(1911) : exports 121.806 yen, imports 1.002.922 yen.

This port is included in the district of Cllliang-uen (Sho-gen), whose
chief-town is situated to the N.-E.

10 ri from Chhang-uen, and adjoining Ma-san, is Hdp-pho, starting-point
of the fleet organised by Khubilai in 1281 to attack Japan. This armada
consisted of 900 junks, manned by 6,700 sailors and transporting an army
of 25,000 Mongol and 8,000 Korean soldiers.

15 ri S. of Chhang-uen, on Pong-nim mountain, the bonzery of the latter

name containing a stela of the Silla period.

Chin-cliu (SiN-SHu), chief-town of an interesting district and capital
of Southern Kyeng-sang, is 130 ri W. of Ma-san. About 100 ri distant and to

the VV. of Chin-chu, in the Chi-i mountain, stands the Tdn-sok sa, a bonzery
where many relics are preserved of Chheu Chhi-uen, a Korean of Silla,

who studied in China and left several literary works.

38 miles 4, (Mitsu-y6) Mir-ydng a walled-town in the pro-
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vince of Northern Kyeng-sang, on the W. bank of the Eung-chhen,

a tributary on the left bank of the Nak-tong.

(Sei-d6). Chheng-tn.

The rail enters a valley, passes through a tunnel, and emerges

upon the great plain of Tai-ku. — (Kei-zan) Kyeng-sdn.

77 miles 6, (Tai kyu) Tai-ku, capital of the province of Nort-

hern Kyeng-sang, a fairly important town with a population

of 18,000 Koreans and 4,400 Japanese, girt with ruined walls and

situated about 10 ri S. of the Keum-ho kang, a tributary on the

eft bank of the Nak-tong.

lun (Japanese) : Tatsujokan.

illissions : Protestant (American). — Catholic (French). Orphanage.
Church. Seat of a vicariate apostolic (15 European priests, 5 native priests

26,004 native catholics in 1911).

The city has no interesting links with tne past and but few

buildings of any importance. The Japanese principally inhabit

the N. and N.-E. suburbs neighbouring the station. The Western

quarter, which is the most animated, is chiefly inhabited by Ko-

reans.

At Tai-ku, twice a year, in spring and autumn, are held cele-

brated fairs at which the business done amounts each season to

about 700,000 yen. Value of trade (1911) : exports..., imports

1,050,251 yen.

4 ri to the W. stands the Tdl-ceng, one of the mountain refuges

which are so numerous throughout the country.

Hycp-chhcn (Kyo-SEn), chief-town of a district, is 120 ri S.-W. of Tai-
ku and 190 ri N. W. of Ma-san. — On Kd-yd or U-tu mountain, 60 ri N. of

Hyep-chhen and 130 ri W. of Tai-ku, are several ancient bonzeries, among
others the Hai-in sa. This temple, built in 802 by King Ai-chang in reco-

gnition of the miraculous cure of the Queen, was several times restored and
enriched under succeeding dynasties ; spared by the Japanese at the end
of the XV'I"' c, it fell a prey to fire no less than seven times in two hun-
dred years (1695, 1696, etc., 1817, 1871) ; few remains of the older build-

ings are left. Legend has it that King Ai-chang had carved or deposited
here numerous Buddhist works ; in one of the halls are still shown the plates,

or part of the plates, engraved in the XI"" c, perhaps at the end of the X'",

and which were used in printing the Korean copy of the Tripitaka which
is kept at Tokyo in the bonzery of Z6-dj6.

About 150 ri E. of Tai-ku, Kyeng-chu (Kei-SHU), the ancient capital
of Silla, situated about 50 ri as the crow flies from the Tong Hai or Eas-
tern Sea, from which it is separated by a range of mountains. Mountains
tower above the town on all sides : to the W., Sen-to san and, further on,
Tan-sek san, in which is shown the gap cut by the sword of Kim Yu-sin

;

S., Keum-o san, or Nam san ; E., Tho-ham san, or Tong ak ; N., Keum-kang
san. Several streams, the most important of which are the Se-chhen, Peuk-
chhen, and Sateung-i-chhen, celebrated as the Mun-chhen, unite to the VV.

of the walls, thus forming a small river, the Hyeng-kang, or Hysng-san-pho
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>yhich emerges through mountain gorges to the N., then towards the N. E.,

and after a course of about a hundred ri, empties itself into a little bay.

The city is enclosed by walls ; on the S.-E. formerly stood four citadels

built by four kings of antiquity, namely, Keum-seng, Myeng-hoal sang, Uel-

seng and Man-uel seng. Ancient buildings, bonzeries dating back to the VII'"

c, temples and tombs of rulers yet more ancient, sacred wells which witnessed
many remarkable deeds in remote antiquity, abound in and round Kyeng-
chu : the soil is redolent of story and legend. In th? XVI"' c, many of these
buildings were already in ruins ; the invasion and incendiarism of 1592 fur-

ther hastened the work of time, but even the little that is to be seen to-day
gives a high idea of th3 artistic culture of Silla.

Pul-kiik sa, in Tho-ham san, a bonzery founded in the time of Silla

at an unknown date (ancient stoai lintern). — Pun-hodng sa, 5 ri E. from
the town, founded in 634 (ruined stupa with remarkable low-reliefs). —
The Five Tombs, 5 ri S. of the town, are those of Si-cho, his wife and three
other kings, namely Nam-hai, Yu-ri and Pha-sa. — The tomb of Thai-chong
Mu-ryel oang (654-661), to the W., with a stela of 662. — Chhem-seng-tai, the
Observatory Tower, half a ri S.-E. of ths tow.i, wis built by Queen Scn-tek
(632-647). — A carved bronze bill, bearing an inscription dating from 771
and whose diameter is 7 1/2 ft., was brought from Pong-tek sa and placed,

in 1459, in the Southern gate-house of the city.

The line follows a S.-E. N.-W. direction crossing the high valley

of the Nak-tong. — (Sin-tO) Sin-tong. — (Wai kwan) Oa-koan.

A handsome iron bridge crosses the river, then the line takes an

up gradient to climb the principal dividing-range of the Korean

peninsula. — (Ja moku) Yd-mok. — (Ki.n zan) Keum-o-san.

115 miles, (Kinsen) Keum-chhen.

125 miles 8, (Shu fu-rei) Chhu-phung-nyeng, highest point

reached by the line. — (KA-kan) Hodng-kdn.

140 miles, (Ei do) Yeng-tong, about half-way through the

journey, is in the province of Southern Chhung-chheng.

147 miles, (Sin-sen) Sim-chhen takes its name from a neigh-

bouring water-fall, 240 ft. high. Summar resort

(I-in) I-uen, long tunnel from Sim-chhen, followed by a sharp

descent into the valley of the Yong-tlng passing through three

or four short tunnels. •— (Yoku sen) Ok-chhsn.

170 miles 4, (Tai-den) Thii-tyen, machine-shops and works.

The station is in the dependency of the province of Southern

Chhung-chheng.

Ian (Japanese) : Nagakawa.

Starting-point of the branch-line planned to Kun-san and M)k-pko.

The line passes through comparatively poor country, desert-

like and devoid of vegetation, vast, bare expanses with calcareous

or granite formations showing here and there on the parched and un-

even surface. The whole journey after leaving Tai-ku and climb-
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ing the central chain, affords only a succession of similarly

uncourting landscapes. — (Sin dan sin) Sin-thdn-chin.

186 miles (Fu k6) Pu-kdng.

193 miles 5 (Ch6-chi in) Tyo-chi-uen.

The peak of Fuyo zan hangs spear over the river Keum kang.

The v.iUey goes down to Kong-chu, capital of the province of Southern

Chhung-chheng. Further down is Pu-ye (Fu-yo). It is a small town, but the

administrative centre of a district in Chhung-chheng, on the left bank of

the Paik-ma-kang, about 150 ri above Kun-san ; it was formerly the capi-

tal of Paikchei. In 1892, was discovered a stela which the Chinese empe-
rors had erected there in 6()o to commemorate the capture of the town and
the destruction of the Kingdom.

(Zen gi) Chen-eui. — iSno sei ri) So-cheng-n.

213 miles 9 (Ten-an) Thyen-dn.

221 miles 6 (Sei kwan) Seng-hodn, 8 ri N. of Chik-san of

which it is a dependency, is situated to the E. of A-san (Ga-san)

and S. E. of Nam-yang ; the latter port is probably that one at

which the Chinese armies landed in the V1I"» c.

Seng-hoan stands at a river-crossing on the road from A-san

to Se-ul ; it was there that, on the 29"> July 1894, General Osima

attacked the troops of General Ye and repulsed the Chinese
;

this affair was the first encounter of the two armies.

The railway crosses the river Ajogawa by a bridge 388 ft.

long.

Near this spot, the Japanese captain Matsuiaki, with 27 men, made a bril-

liant defence on the 27"" July 1894 against a superior force of Chinese.

(Hei-taku) Phyeng-thaik. — (Sai-sei ri) Se-cheng-ri. — (0-zan)

0-sdn. — (Hei-ten) Pyeng-tyem.

248 miles 5 (Sui-gen) Su-uen an ancient prefecture-fortress,

now capital of the province of Kyeng-keui, about 9 miles in a

straight line from a bight in the bay of Kang-hoa.

On the road, between Koa-chhen and Su-uen, several miryek and chang-

seung.

About 30 ri to the S., in the midst of a forest, the splendid bonzery of

Ryong-chu and the tombs of King Cheng-chong and his father Prince Chang-

hen. The king had intended to abdicate and retire to Su-uen and devote the

remainder of his life to the worship of his father's memory ; he had the bon-

zery constructed and the walls (four gates), temples, and palaces of the city

re-built : in spite of the mutilating hand of time, these monuments are still

interesting to visit. In a hall of the bonzery is shown a small painting, very

finely executed and expressive, by a bonze named Keum-ho (18S2 ?) : the

subject is an ascetic in the forest.

(GuM-po jo). Koun-pho-chdng. — (An-y6) An-ydng. — (Si-k5)

Si-heung.
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268 miles 6 (Ei t6 ho) Yeiig-teung pho, junction with tiie

Chei-mul-pho line {See Itinerary 2). Inn : Eito.

No-tol.

Cross the river Han-kang by a fine iron bridge 1980 ft. long.

272 miles 3, (Ryu zan) Ryong-sdn.

274 miles 3, (Nan-dai iMON, Kei jo) Se-ul, Ndm-mun, the sub-

urb grown up about the Southern Gate, starting-point of the

line to Manchuria.

274 miles 9, (Kei-jC Sei dai mon) Se-ul, capital of Korea [See

Itinerary 3).

6. Se-ul (Kei-j6) to Eui-chu (Gi shu)

The line from Se-ul (Nan-da i-mon) to Eui-chu (311 miles 7, or 501 kil.),

constructed for strategic purposes during the Russo-Japanese war, was
finished on the j*" April 1905 ; the work of adapting it to the necessities of

ordinary traffic took a further three years to i^' April igo8.

Trains are made up at the Southern Gate station, Ndm-inun. Fares from
Sin-eui-chu (SiN-Gi-snu) : i"' cl. 15 y. 70 a""" cl., 11 y. 03, 3rd. cl., 6 y. 37 ;

duration of journey by express train, 10 hrs 10 min. — To Mukden, fares

26 y. 10 and 21.38 ;
— to Dai-ren (Dalny), 40.3b and 35.64 ; to Ch'ang-

ch'un, 37.60 and 32.88. — The express trains aie composed of Pullmann
Sleepers, nicely equiped Dining Cars and comportably furnished !•' class

Passager Cars only. Applicants for the berths of the trains must purchase
Express Extra Tickets (under 200 miles, 2 yen ; under 500 m., 3 y. ; over

500 m., 5 y.) and Sleeping Car Tickets (Se-ul) to An-tung, 5 y. ; to Ch'ang-
ch'un, 8 y.) if they use berths, in addition to the ordinary tickets.

(Kei j6 Nan-dai -mon) Se-ul.

2 miles, (Ryu zan) iJi/ong-sd/i, trains for Chei-mul-pho (Jin-sen)

and Pu-san (Fu san).

The line crosses a series of low hills, and a wide expanse of uncul-

tivated land on which the grass grows thick and green ; occasional

patches of rice and barley are seen in the inhabited valleys.

The railway rises to enter a pass whence the view extends for

a great distance over the surrounding country.

15 ri N. of Ko-ydng, on the E. of the route, two gigantic miryek.

(Kin-son) Kim-chhon. — (Bunzan) Mun-sdn.

Descending into the valley of the Rim-chin kang and crossing

the river by an iron bridge 990 ft. long, the line again rises in

cuttings to reach a hilly plateau in the bottom of whose valleys

some attempts at cultivation are made.

45 miles 5 (Kai-j6), Song-to the City of Pines, also called

Kni-scns. an important town 150 ri from Se-ul, centre for the
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culture of the jen-sheng, a root with tonic properties widely

used in Chinese pharmacopaea.

The town, situated at the foot of Song-dk sdn, like Se-ul is at

the foot of Sam-kak, is encircled by a wall with seven gates
;

outside the present enclosure is still visible the far more extensive

earthen wall of the ancient town.

Song-to was chosen as capital by the first King of Korye, Thai-cho, in 919 ;

devastated by the Keui-tan (Ch'i-tan) in ion, it was re-built and remained
the capital till 1394 ; since then, it has retained the rank of a prefecture-for-

tress ; its inhabitants were suspected of sympathy with the older dynasty and
looked upon with distrust by the last reigning house.

The sites of the ancient palaces are still to be seen ; in the gate-

house on the S. is a fine bronze bell with an inscription dating

from 1346 ; outside the walls, the Tombs of the Kings of Korye.

A visit should be paid to that of Kong-min (1351-1374) and his

wife, a Mongol Imperial princess {Hyen-reung and Cheng-reung

to the W. of the town, in the Pong-myeng sdn) ; it is of quite state-

ly proportions.

About 40 ri N., the fortress of Tdi-heung, garrisoned by military

bonzes, in a very picturesque situation.

(Do-j6) Tho-seng. — (Kei sei) Kyei-cheng. — (Kin-k6) Kim-

kyo.— (Ka.m-po) Hdn-pho.— (Nan-sen) Ndm-chhen.— (Butsu-kai)

Mul-kai.

93 miles 5 (Shin baku) Sin-mdk.

(Zui-kO) Su-heung. — (Ko sui) Heung-su. — (Sei-kei) Chheng-

kyei. — (Ba tO) Md-tong. — (Sha ri in) Sd-ri-uen. — (Sin son)

Sirn-chhon.

137 miles 3 (Koshu) Hoang-chu. The station is a mile from

this administrative town which is fortified.

An 8 mile branch-line to (Ken-.ii-ho) Kyem-i-pho (27 minutes' journey),
a port founded by the Japanese on the left bank of the Tai-tong kang, 28 miles
S.-E. of (ChiN-nam-po) Chin-ndm pho. These two ports are linked up by a
steamer service.

Chin-nam pho was opened to foreign trade on the i" October 1897
The traffic of the port, in 1907, was 292,035 tons ; in 1911, the value of
foreign trade amounted to 2.830.038 yen for exports and 2.257.205 yen
for imports. Its population was 29,086 Koreans and 2,864 Japanese in
1907.

(Koku-kyO) Heuk-kyo.

The railway gradually drops in crossing the schistous plains

which extend as far as Chung-hoa.

(Chu kwa) Chung-hod, the last district in S. Phyeng-an to.
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The town is situated about 50 ri S. of Phyeng-yang, a short dis-

tance from a small affluent of the Tai-tong.

About 20 ri W. of the town, in the Dragon mountain (Ryong san), is shown
the tomb of Tonfj-myeng oang, called Chin-chu mo, True precious Tomb.
According to tradition, Tong-myeng oang was translated to heaven iipon a
horse and dropped his whip which was buried here ; he is the same personage
as Chumong, first king of Kokurye, who probably dwelt on the upper
Amnok. The popular tradition is therefore only a legend.

(Ryoku ho) Ryek-pho.

A mountain pass, whence the land drops away to the bed of

the Tai-tong which the railway crosses by a handsome iron bridge.

160 miles (Hei-j6) Phyeng-yaug, on the high right bank of the

Tai-tong, about 40 miles from its mouth, in a level plain inter-

sected by old earthen walls which denote within a little the site

of the ancient town. The modern city, capital of the province of

Southern Phyeng-an, is to the E. of the former site ; it is domi-

nated on the N.-W. by a steep and wooded hill, Mutan pong

or Moran pong (Mount Peony).

Ranking third among the cities of Korea, with 45,000 inhabi-

tants, of whom 8,000 are Japanese and ^00 Chinese, Phyeng-yang

was opened to foreign commerce and residence in 1899,buttheport

and Custom-house are at Chin-nam pho on the river mouth.

Raw silk, Korean hats of plaited horsehair, and coal obtained

from the mines two miles from the town, are the principal articles

of local commerce. Value of foreign trade in 1911 : 381,617

yen (exports) and 2,476,128 yen (imports).

Hotel (European), near the Tai-tong-mun Gate, overlooking the river,

40 min. from the station ; 6 y. per day.
Inn (Japanese), near the VV. Gate, 20 min. from the station.

Places of Worship : Protestant. Residence of American Missions of

different religious denomination, Methodists, Presbyterians and Sabbata-
rians.

Catholic : Christian settlement of 600 adepts, supervised by the « Mis-
sions etrangeres de Paris ». Church built of brick in Roman style, with a

tower 58 ft. high, stands on « General's Hill ».

Post. Telegrapb.
Railway : Branch-line to Chin-nam pho.
iVavigatiou : Steam-boat service to Chin-nam pho

; 4 hrs' journey.

Objecfs of Interest : Tomb of King Keui-cha, i mile from the Northern gate.

Mordn pong, hill. An Imperial palace, where the Emperor of Korea, conducted
by Prince ltd, took up his residence in the spring of 1909. Near the river,

the Tai-tong mun, gate where are preserved the chains and anchors taken
jtt 1865 from an American corvette whose crew was massacred by the Koreans.

There was formerly at Phyeng-yang a school for dancing

women. The women of this place are distinguished by a peculiar
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head-dress which hi-

des the face under the

broad brims of their

hat.

On the slopes of

Mount Moran is shown

the tomb of Keui-cha.

This wise counsellor

of an unworthy Sove-

reign became, in 1122

B. C. (?), Lord or

King of Chosen ; oral

report has it that he

settled upon his capi-

tal in this plain and

constructed the ear-

then walls which are

still to be seen. So far,

no document of any

importance has been

found to substantiate

this legend ; the tomb
was only re-discove-

red in 1102 A. D.

According to tradition,

Keui-cha taught the Ko-
reans the art of dressing

the hair in a tuft at the
top of the head, and to

make hats of bamboo and
horsehair plaited into the

shape of a truncated cone,

such as are still worn.
The Chinese took posses-

sion of Phyeng-yang in

log B. C, and for several

centuries it formed the

centre of their domina-
tion in Korea ; in later

years, the town was seve-

ral times made the capital ;

it was occupied by the

Japanese in the 6"' moon
of 1592 and regained by
the Chinese, who had been
called in by the Koreans,

in the i" moon of the
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following year ; a fortnight later, in their retreat on Se-ul, the Japanese
massacred the whole population of Pha-chu. On the id'" September 1894,
the town was occupied by the Japanese under the command of General
Nodzu, after a vigourous defense by the Chinese.

The line continues to the Amnok kang (Ya-lu Chiang) through

much less broken country.

(Sai-ho) Se-pho. — (Shun-an) Sun-dn. — (Gyo hi) E-phi. —
(Shiku-sen) Suk-chken. — (Ban-jS) Mdn-seng.

207 miles, (Sin-anshu) Sin-an-chu, below the town of An-chu.

Cross the river Chheng-chhen. — (Rei-bi) Ryeng-mi. — (Un-

den) Un-thyen. — (Ko-yu) Ko-eup. — 236 miles 7, (Tei-shu)

Tyeng-chu. — (Kaku-zan) Kodk-sdn. — (Ro-ka) Ro-hd. —
(Sen- sen) Sen-chhen, a sub-prefecture of the province of

Northern Phyeng-an. — (Kan-rin) Kdn-rim.

(Sha-ren-kwan) Chd-ryen-kodn, serves the sub-prefecture of

Ryong-chhen lying to theW. —(Nan-si) Ndm-si. — (RyO-saku)

Rydng-chhaik. — (Hai-ken) Hai-hyen. — (Haku-ba) Paik-md,

311 miles 7, (Sin-gi shu) Sin-eui-chu New Eui-chu, terminus

of the Korean line, on the left bank of the river Amnok (the

Yalu Chiang of the Chinese).

Hotel : Iwata H.
Ferry-boat between Sin-eui-chu and An-tung Hsien.

The new town, built by the Japanese, is about 4 miles below

the ancient city of Eui-chu (Gi-shu) and opposite the Chinese

port of An-tung Hsien (An-tO-ken). These three places are

connected by a steam-boat service. A Custom-house was opened

in July 1906 and since then, the town has practically been an open

port. In 1911, the value of foreign trade (with Ryong-am pho)

amounted to 2,509,057 yen (1,293,749 y. exports ; 1,215,308 y.

imports). The population was 49,494 Koreans and 3,185 Japa-

nese, in 1907.

(Gi-shu) Eui-chu is an administrative walled city in the

province of Northern Phyeng-an, and a Korean port opened to

foreign commerce in February 1904 ; it was occupied by the

Japanese on the 6"i April 1904.

Eui-chu has played an important part ever since the beginning of Korye
;

It has been taken and re-taken by the Koreans on the one side, and by the
Keui-tan, Ye-chin and Mongols on the other. In 1592, the King sought refuge
there from the Japanese. It was via Eui-chu that the Chinese envoys entered

Korea ; they were received 3 ri S. of the town at the Eui-sun koan.

At 35 ri to the S. are shown the remains of the ancient town of In-chu
which was probably built upon the site of Kung—seng naior Pur-i-seng,
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one of the capitals of Kokurye from the 4'" year of our era to the begin-

ning of the V" c. ; the identification of the site has, however, been disputed.

(Ryu-gan) Ryong-dm pho, situated below Eui-chu, at the mouth of the

liver, was opened to trade at the same time as Sin-eui-chu.

The railway crosses the Amnok (Ya-lu Chiang of the Chinese),

by means of a fine iron bridge and goes on to An-tung Hslen
(Japanese An-t6-ken).Chinese and Japanese Custom-house. Trains

for Mukden (See Itinerary 6, Manchuria).

Hotels : Kikuya H. — Gempo H. — Xna : Genhokan. — Fukusumikan.

7. Kun-sSn (Gun-san). Mok-pho (Moku-ho)

The railway is under construction to Kun-sdn and Mok-pho, branching off

from the Se-ul Pu-san main line at Thdi-tyen. — The traffic is opened
from Kun-san to Kang-kyeng (1912) on 32 miles.

Kuii-san (Gun-san), on the left bank and near the mouth of

the river Yong-tang (also known as the Paik-ma kang and Keum
kang) which separates the provinces of Chhung-chheng and Chella.

Opened to foreigners on the 1^' May 1899 ; the value of foreign

trade in 1911, amounted to 3,362,890 y. (1,453,376 exports ;

1,909,514 imports). It was inhabited, in 1907, by 11,822 Koreans
and 4,019 Japanese.

Hotel : Beppo H,

Mok-pho (Moku-ho), in a wide but well-protected bay, near
the S. W. extremity of the peninsula ; opened on the !»' October
1897. Town of more than 25,000 inhabitants (20,767 Koreans and
4,344 Japanese in 1907) in the province of Chella. In 1911, the
value of foreign trade amounted to 2,612,348 y. (1,151,958 exports;

1,460,390 imports). The culture of American cotton has been
largely developed in the neighbourhood of Mok-pho ; in 1910,

1,200 cho were cultivated and yielded for exportation to Japan
a large quantity of cotton valued at more than a million yen.

Inns (Japanese). — Rank : Dai Ichi Ginko. — Post, Telegraph.

Navigation : The steamboats of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha, Osaka Shosen
Kaisha and Korean, Steamship C" ply the coast of Korea and run to Japan.

8. Uen-s^n (Gen-san)

Hotel : Gensan H.
Places of Worship :• Protestant. Methodist Episcopal Mission. —

Canadian Presbyterian Mission. — Catholic. Missions etrangeres de Paris
,

Bank. Dai Ichi Ginko. — Chamber of Commerce (Japanese).

Navigation : The Nippon Yusen Kaisha and Osaka Shosen Kaisha run a
service of boats to Vladivostok and Pu-san.

Railway : From Uen-san to Se-ul (under construction). — From Uen-san
to Seng-chin (planned).
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Uen-san (Gen-san) lies on an inner bight of Broughton Bay,
or the Gulf of Yeng-heung, which indents the E. coast of Korea
about half-way between Pu-san and Vladivostok ; the bay of

Uen-san and, immediately to the N., that known by the name
of Port Lazarev, form two splendid and spacious harbours. The
country, which is very mountainous, is watered by numerous
streams and dotted with towns and villages ; the most important
centre, Uen-san, had a population in 1907 of about 28,000 inha-

bitants (23,173 Koreans, 4,454 Japanese). It is a dependency of

Tek-uen (Toku-gen), about 15 ri N.-W.
Uen-san was opened to commerce in 1880. In 1911, the value

of foreign trade amounted to 4,501,548 yen (967,329 exports
;

3,534,219 imports). There is a Japanese Concession.

The whole of the surrounding country is very picturesque, covered as it

is with forests and mountains right to the waters' edge ; the tiger, leopards
bear, wolf, wild-boar, various kinds of deer, pheasants, bustards, etc., ar,

still found. The natives of the various parts are plucky and skilful hunters
;

for small game, they still use hawks.

The town itself is of no interest, but about 20 miles S.-W., near the towu
of An-pyen (Am-ben), stands the celebrated monastery of Sek-odng, whose
reputation dates back to the end of the XIV"' c. : King Thai-cho, founder
of the last reigning dynasty, built and endowed it to commemorate a dream
in which his future greatness had been foretold to him. Phis bonzery is in

every way worthy of a visit.

The road from the N.-E. frontier to Se-ul passes through Uen-san ; bV
taking the Se-ul road and then branching off to the E.,we arrive in 2 or 3

days at the Keum-kang san. Diamond Mountains, in the districts of Heu-
yang (Kwai-y6), Thong-chhen (Tsu-sen) and Ko-seng (Ko-Jo) which
form part of the great mountain range running from N. to S. of Korea. Their
picturesque conformation, the beautiful scenery amid their forests and
streams, together with the monasteries perched on their flanks, has caused
them to be regarded as the jewel of Korea.

9. Other Ports

Seng-chin (Jo-sin), port on the E. coast, 120 miles N. of Uen
san, opened to foreigners on the 1^' May 1899. The population,
in 1907, comprised 47,509 Koreans and 359 Japanese. In 1911,
the value of trade was 677,750 yen (exports) and 694,222 yen
(imports).

The railway planned from Kirin (Manchuria) to Heu-ryeng
would touch Seng-chin.

Chheng-chin (Sei-sin), on the E. coast, near 42° N. Salmon-
fishing centre ; opened on the l^t April 1908. Narrow gauge line

to Heu-ryeng (Kwai-dei) on the Tuman. Population in 1907,
87,451 Koreans and 697 Japanese. In 1911, the value of foreign
trade amounted to 1,013,576 yen (24,905 exports ; 988,671 im-
ports).
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INDEX
ABBREVUTION : F. fu ; C. ohou ; T'. t'ing ; H. hsien ; Ch. chuang.

A-shih-ho 256
Aii-ch'eng. H 256
An-ch'ing. F. 348. 350. 352. 357. 365
An-hui 339
An-ling 134
An-lu. H 358
An-shan 97
An-shan-chan 237
An-su. H 105
An-ta. T' 255
An-ting 60
An-t'ing 317
An-to-ken 244
An-tung. H 244
An-tzu Kuan 182
An-yang. H 114
Arkol khane balgasun 280
Around Peking 42
Askold 264

Baranovski 258
Barim 253
Blue River (Yang-tzu Chiang).. 328
Bodune (Hsin-ch'eng. F.) 259
Bukhedu 253
Burgasutai 273

Cha-k'ou 308
Cha-lan-t'un 253
Ch'a-tao 74
Chagan tologuai 273
Chai-hsi Tien 107
Chang-chia k'ou 78
Chang-chiu. H 151

Chang Ho 113
Chang-hsia 149
Chang-lo-yiian 147
Chang-t'ai-kuan 391
Chang-te. F 114. 215
Chang-wu. H 222
Ch'ang-an 307
Ch'ang-sha. F 400
Ch'ang. C 311
Ch'ang-chou. F 322
Ch'ang-ching. H i75

Ch'ang-ch'un. F 241. 249
Ch'ang-hsin Tien 100
Ch'ang-ko. H 397
Ch'ang-li. H 97
Ch'ang-p'ing. C 69. 19

Ch'ang-shan. H 150
Ch'ang-shu. H 319
Ch'ang-t'ai-tzu 238
Ch'ang-te. F 400
Ch'ang-t'ien 150. 155
Ch'ang-tu. F 241
Chao. C log
Chao-lin-tzd 257
Chao Ling 233
Chao-ts'un 144
Ch'ao. H 353
Cho. C 103
Che-chiang 305
Chei-mul-pho (Jinsen) 432
Chen-an. H 222
Chen-chiang. F 3183. 330
Chen-i 319
Chen-ju 304. 317
Chcn-kuan-t'un 132
Chen-tang. Ch 132
Ch'en-chou. F 395
Ch'en-hsiang-t'un 242
Cheng. C 120. 205. 208. 398
Cheng-ting. F 108
Cheng-ting. H 108
Ch'eng-chia-lung-ti 182
Ch'eng-li no
Ch'eng-ling-chi 400
Ch'eng-te. F 86. 97
Ch'eng-tu. F 404. 412
Cheng-yang 144
Chheng-chin (Sei-sin) 251
Chi. C 92
Ch'i. C 38X
Chi H 116
Ch'i H 115
Chi-an. H 248
Chi-ch'i. H 367
Chi-chia-wang 387
Chi-ho-tien 149
Chi-hsiang. H 177
Chi-hsien Kuan 353
Chi-kuan Shan 243
Chi-kung Shan 390
Chi-lan-tien 145
Chi-lin (see Kirin) 249
Ch'i-m6n. H 365. 366
Chi-mo. H 144
Chi-nan. F 136. 152. 175
Chi-ning. C 177
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Chia-hsiang. H
Chia-hsing. F. (Ka-hsing) 305
Chia-hsing. H 305
Chia-k'ou 345
Chia-shan. H. (Ka-shai) 305
Chia-yii. H 399
Chiang-hsi 371
Chiang-k'ou 402
Chiang-ning. F 332
Chiang-ning. H 333
Chiang-p'u. H 340. 354
Chiang-su 281
Chiang-wan 286
Chiang-yin. H 328
Chiao-ch'eng. H igo
Chiao. C 145
Chiao-chieh 257
Chiao-ho. H 134
Chiao Shan 136
Chiao Shan 326. 329
Chiao-t'ou 243
Ch'iao-ch'eng Ts'un 177
Chien-li. H 400

Ch'ien Shan 237. 351
Ch'ien-shan. H 350
Ch'ien-wei 220
Chih-chiang. H 402
Chih-fou (Chih-fu) 139
Chih-li 57
Ch'ih-ch'eng. H 271
Ch'ih-chou. F 356
Ch'ih-shih-yih • 183

Chin. C 234
Chin. Ch 157
Chin-chou. F 221
Chin-ch'iian 183
Chinghiz khan 253
Chin-hsiang. H 177
Chin. H 221
Chin-kuei. H 320
Chin Ling 101
Chin-ling. C 150

Chin-nam-pho (Chi-nan-ho) 455
Chin Shan 150
Chin Shan (isle) 326. 330
Chin-shang 191
Chin-tzu Ts'un 190
Ch'in-wang Tao 98

Ching-chiang. H 329
Ching-chou. F 401
Ching-hai. H 132
Ching-hsing. H 181
Ching. H 362. 363
Ch'ing. H 132
Ch'ing-chou. F 149
Ching-feng Tien 107
Ch'ing-hua Chen 203
Ch'ing-t'ai men 307

Ch'ing-tao 141. 144
Ching-te Chen 370
Ch'ing-yang. H 356
Ch'ing-yang-tien 156
Ch'ing-yiian. H 105
Chio-shan. H 391
Chiu-chai 235
Chiu-chia-kan 388
Chiu-chiang. F 358. 3T2. 380
Ch'iu-mu Chuang 243
Ch'ii-fou. H 177
Chu-fou. H 168. 174
ChU-hua 220
Chii-lou-ho Ch'eng 221
Chii-yang. H 129
Chii-yang-Kuan 70
Cho. C 103
Chol-pon 218
Chou-ching-hang 320
Chou Shan (isle) 28
Chou-shui-tzu 234
Chou-ts'un 150
Chu-chia k'ou 394
Chu-ma-tien 392
Ch'u. C 341
Ch'u-p'ing. H 151
Chung-ch'ien-so-ch'eng 220
Chung-hou-so 220
Chung-mou. H 206
Chung-yiieh-miao 184
Ch'ung-ch'ing. F 404. 412
Ch'ung-ming. H 286. 389

Dairen 824. 234
Da lai nor 252
Dalny, see Dairen 224

En. H 136
£rh-shih-li-pu 147
£rh-shih-li-t'ai 234
£rh-ts'eng-tien-tzu 256
Eui-chu (Gishu) 458

Fa-k'u-men (t'ing) 222
Fan-ch'ang. H 357
Fan-chia-t'un 241
Fang-Ian Chen 194
Fang-shun Ch'iao 106
Faiig-tzii 147
Fei-ch'eng. H 176
Fen-chou. F 191
Fen-shui 236
Fen-yang. H 191
Feng-chi. H 410
Feng-chia-k'ou 133
Feng-ching 305
Feng-hsiang Hsia 410
Feng-huang. T' 244
Feng-lo Cheng 113
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F6ng-t'ai

Feng-t'ai. H
Feng-t'ien. F. (Mukden)
Feng-yang. F
Fu-an
Fu. C
Fu-chin
Fulardi

,

Fu-li-chi

Fu Ling
Fu-ning. H
Fu-p'ing. H
Fvi-san (Pu-san)
Fu-shan. H
Fu-shun (coal)

Fu-shun Ch'eng
Fu-tzu-k'ou

342.

6i

205

239
354
242
235
243
254
345
233

97
129

446
141
238
246
380

Genghis Khan (Tomb of) 271
Gobi 265
Golenki 258
Great Wall 72
Grodekovo 258
Gutzlaff 282

Ha-k'o 252
Ha-ma-tang 244
Ha-ma-t'un 146
Ha-ma-wa 131
Hai-ch'eng. H 236
Hai-in-sa 451
Hai-lar (Hu-lun T') 252
Hai-men. T' 328
Hai-ning. C 306
Han Ch 17S. 346
Han-k'ou 12:^ 388. 386. 39S
Han-ku : 95
Han-shan. H 355
Han-tan. H 112
Han-yang. F 382. 385
Hang-chou. F 307
Hao-li Shan 159
Hao-p'ao 190
Hao-san Hsia 407
Harbin (see Kharbin) 255
Hen-li 318
Hen-ling 321
Heng Shan 351
Heu-ryeng (Kwaidci) 460
Ho. C 354
Ho-chien. F 133
Ho-fei. H 353
Ho-hsiieh 401
Ho-nan 20

1

Ho-nan. F 212
Ho-nei H 203
Ho-Shan 351
Ho-shan-ch'iao 397
Ho4ng-chu (K6shu) 455

-fang

-hei-chih-kuan
-k'ou
Ling

-ling Hsia
-ling Kuan
-p'ing. H
-wa. Ch
a-chia-ho-tzu
a-ch'iao

a-ch'o-wan
a Hua-yiian
a-ma-t'ang
a-p'an-shih
a-shih

a-shu
a-ch'e-wan
ang-ch'eng. H
ang-fu. H
ao-ho-tzu
ao-kan. H
ao-ku Shan
ao-t'ang Shan 155.
eh. Ch '.

en. H
n-an-tien
n-cheng. H
n-ch'eng. F. (Bodune)
n-ch'eng-tzu
n. C
n-ch'iao

n-ch'iao (An-hui)
n-feng
n-hsiang. H
n-lo. H
n-min. F
n-pao-an
n-t'ai-tz(i

n-t'an (of Kuei. C). . . .

n-t'an (of YUn-yang. H.
n-ti

n-tien

n-yang. C
n-yang. H
ng-an
ng-chi
ng-ching. F
ng-t'ai. H
ng-tzO. H
u-ning. H
u-shui. H

,

u-wu. H
ung-yueh Ch'eng
i. C
U-chou. F. (Sui-fu).. 404.

117.

405.
Hsii-chou. F 178.

Hsijan-hua. F
Hsiian-hua. H
Hsijeh-chia-w\i

144

59
103

405
404
393
195
228

307
400
76

243
182
306
326
400
396
207

254
387
357
IT6

398

134
391
395
259
239
193
304
344
323
202
107

75
239
408
411

399
389
390
318
253
133
246
III

377
366
305
202
235

395
412
345
76

77
133
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Hslin. H 115
Hu-k'ou. H 358
Hu-lan. F 255
Hu-lu-tao 220
Hu-lun. T' 252
Hu-pei 379
Hu-pen 248
Hu-shih-t'ai 239
Hu-t'ou Shan 177
Hu-ya Shan 403
Hua-ch'i-ying 340
Hua-t'ing. H 308
Hua-yang Chen 357
Hua-yen 388
Huai-ch'ing. F 203
Huai-ho 392
Huai-lai. H 75
Huai-ning. H 348
Huai-yang Ling 389
Huang-chi-pu 146
Huang-chou. F 381
Huang Ho {see Yellow River).. 118
Huang-ho-yen 135
Huang Ling 337
Huang-ling Miao 406
Huang-pei. H 387
Huang-p'u Chiang 285
Huang-tu 317
Huang-t'u-chai 192
Huang-ts'un 60
Hui-chou. F 367. 366
Hun-ch'un. T' 250
Hun-ho 238
Huo-chia. H 202
Huo-lien-chai 242
Huo-lu. H 180
Hyep-chhen (Kyosen) 451

I. H 178. 366
I-ch'ang. F 403. 404
I-cheng. H 331
I-lan. F. (San-hsing) 256
Imperial Tombs :

Chin Ling loi
Ch'ing Ling 91. 121
Hsi-Ling 103. 133
Huang Ling 337
Ming Ling 79
Pei Ling 233
Tung Ling 91
Shih-san Ling 80
Ying Ling 343
Yung Ling 247

Irekte 253
1-tu H 402

Jehol 86. 97
Jo-ho-erh 86
Ju-chia-mu 346

J ui-ch'eng. H 380
Jung-ch'eng. H 138
Jung-tse. H 119. 398
J ung-yang, H 208

Ka-ya 451
Kai-seng (Kaij6) 454
K'ai-feng. F 206
K'ai-p'ing 95
K'ai-p'ing. H 236
K'ai-yiian. H 240
Kalgan 78. 272
Kang-hoa 445
Kang-ts'un-yi 117
Kao-ch'ang-miao 304
Kao-ch'iao 221
Kao-li-men 244
Kao-ling-tzu 257
Kao-mi. H 146
Kao-pei-tien 103
Kao-tzd 326
Kao-yi. H no
Kara balgasun 273
Kara balgasun 279
Kara hada 274
Kara korum 278
Kara muren 274
Kara mutchor 274
Kara uduk 274
Ken-shan-men 307
Ketrizevo 258
Khailar 252
Kharbin (Harbin) 355. 258
Kharkhonte 252
Khingan (Hsing-an) 253
Khorvatovo 258
Khur Khura . ., 254
Kiakhta 281
Kirin 249
Koang-chu 445
Kobdo 277
Kosho Tsaidam 280
Kou-pang-tzu 222
Kou-tsan 249
Kou-shan-tzu 222
Korea 413
Ku-chen 344
Ku-ch'eng. H 135
K'u-hsi 182
Ku-ku kho-to 268

Ku-ku nor 252
Ku-ling 358. 3T3
Ku-sung-tz<i 242
Ku-pei K'ou 85
Ku-yeh 96
Ku-yih 190
Kuan-ch'eng Chen 192
K'uan-ch'eng-tzil (Ch'ang-ch'un.

F.) X4I. 260
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Kuan-tu-li 319
Kuan-tung 227
Kuang-ning. H 222
Kuang-p'ing. F 112
Kuang-shui 389
Kuang-te. C 363. 364
Kuei. C 408
Kuei-ch'ih. H 356
K'uei-chou. F 410
Kuei-hua Ch'eng 79. 268
K'uei-fou (K'ouei-chou. F.).... 410
Kun-san (Gunsan) 459
K'un-shan. H 318
Kung-ch'6n Ch'iao 307
Kung-chu-ling 241
Kung. H 209
K'ung-ling T'an 407
Kuo-chia-tien 241
Kuo-chieh T'a 71
Kuo-tiea 152
Kwan-to 227
Kyem-i-pho (Kenjiho) 455
Kyeng-chu (Kei-shu) 451

La-lin Ho
La-ma tien-tzii 254
Lai-shui. H 121

Lan. C 96
Lan-ts'un 145
Lang-fang 60
Lang Shan 328
Lao-pien 222
Lao-sha-k'ou 259
Lao Shan 141. 143
Lei Chuang 96
Li-chia-miao 135
Li-chia-tsai 390
Li-chiao-wu-p'u 222
Li-ke. Ch 145
Li-kuo 178
Li Shan (Lu Shan) 375
Li Shan (Manchuria) 237
Liang-hsiang. H loi

Liang-ko. Ch 122
Liang-wang. Ch 132
Liao Ho 241
Liao-yang. C 237
Lien-chen 134
Lien-hua T'an 408
Lien-hua-t'ung 373
Lien-shan-yih 220
Lien-shan Kuan 243
Lin-ch'eng. H no
Lin-hsiang. H 399
Lin-huai Kuan 342. 343
Lin-ming Kuan 112
Lin-tzu. H 149
Lin-ying. H 395
Lin-yu. H 98. 220

Ling. H 135
Ling-pi. H 34^
Ling-yen Ssi I57

Liu-chia Ts'un I77

Liu-ch'iian

Liu. Ch 345
Liu-ho. H 331
Liu-li Ho loi

Liu-lin 390
Liu-shu-ying 97
Liu-t'ang 148
Loess 118

Lo-ch'eng-pu 191

Lo-chia-ts'un 322
Lo-fa 60

Lo-ka-pang 318
Lo-k'ou 136
Lo-p'ing 183
Lo-shih 321
Lo-yang. H 212

Lou. H 308

Lii-chia-t'un 235
Lii-chou. F 353
Lli-shun (Ryo jun) 228
Lu-an. C 352. 353
Lu-ch'i-k'ou 399
Lu-chia. Ch 184
Lu-chia-pang 318
Lu-ho. H 340
Lu-kou Ch'iao 99

Lu-pin. F. (Manchuria) 251
Lu Shan 374. 375
Lu-t'ai 95
Lu-wang-fen 117
Luan. C. (Lan. C.) 96
Luan-liu 182
Luan-p'ing. H 85
Lung-ching Ch'un 250

Lung-ch'uan Kuan 130
Lung-hua 304
Lung-lou 228
Lung-Men 213
Lung Shan 151
Lung-t'an 326

Sla-an Shan 249
Ma-chang 132
Ma-chia-pu 61
Ma-chiao-ho 257
Ma-sam-pho 450
Ma-shang 150
Ma-t'ou Ch6n ii3
Ma-i-t'un 23?
Ma-tzfi T'an 409

Mai-mai-ch'eng (Urga and Kiachta).
Manchuria Station 251
Manchuria 217
Man-cbing 241
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Mao-6rh Shan 357
Mecklenburg Haus 143
Mei-chia-lung 304
Mei-li 321
Mei-tao-shui 399
Men-t'ou-k'ou 67
Meng Shan i77
Mi-tsang 408
Mi-yiJn. H 85
Ming-chiang 391
Ming-hsing-ch'iao 304
Ming-kuang 342
Ming-li 185
Ming-shui 151
Ming Tombs 79. 337. 343. 347
Ming-yiieh 409
Mir-yang 450
Mo-kan Shan 307
Mo-tao-shih 257
Mok-pho (Mokuho) 459
Mongolia 265
Mongols 266
Mouraviev Amurski 258
Mu-lin 257
Mu-sha-tzu 260
Mu-tan Chiang 257
Mu-te 315
Mukden 223. %3l. 239. 242. 246
Mul keum 450
Muo-t'an 182

Na-chu (Raju)
Nadijdinskaia 258
Nan-ch'ang. F 377
Nan-ch'ang-ts'un 181
Nan-hai-tzii 60
Nan-ho-t'ou 181
Nan-hung-k'ou 181

Nan-k'ang. F 376
Nan-k'ou 69
Nanking 326. 332. 340. 354
Hou Hu 326
Hsia-kuan 327. 331. 332. 335
Ming Tomb 337
Pao-en Ssfi 336
Pei-chi-ko 332. 336
Shih-tzfl Shan 332
T'ai-p'ing Men 326
Tzu-chjn Shan 332
VVen-miao 336

Nan-fen 243
Nan-kuan-ling 234
Nan-liu 146
Nan-p'i. H 134
Nan-hsing 317
Nan-t'ai 237
Nan-t'ai-hsin 194
Nan-ting 155
Nan-tung 188

Nan-t'uo 405
Nan-yao 182
Nao-ts'un 345
Nci-ch'iu. H no
Nieh-k'ou 387
Nieh-ying Chen
Nien-tzu-shen 253
Nikolsk-Ussuriski 258
Ning-an. F 257
Ning-kuo. F 36X. 363
Ning-kuo. H 362. 363
Ninguta 257
Ning-yiian. C 220
Niu-chuang 223. 236
Niu-ka ma-fei 406. 407
Niu-lan Shan 85

Okeanskaia 258
Orkhon 265. 279
Ouigur (Hui-ho) 266

Pa-chien-pu 152
Pa-li Ch'iao 90
Pa-ta-ling 72
Pa-tu. Ch 156
Pa-tung. H 409
Pai (see Po)
Pan-ch'iao 342
P'an-shan. T' 222
Pan-t'o 411
Pang-chiin 92
Pao-an. H 75
Pao-shan. H 286. 327
Pao-t'a Ss(i 399
Pao-ting. F 105
Pao-t'ou 270
Pei-ching (Peking) i

Pei-ho-liu 184
Pei-hsii Ts'un igi
Pei-ling (Ts'ing Tombs) 233
Pei-tai-ho 98
Pei-t'ang 95
Pei-yao 182
Pei-ying 185
Peking {See The End of the Index).
Pen-ch'i. H 243
Pen-niu 322
P'cng-pu 342. 343. 344
P'cng-tse. H 358
Pervaia Retchka 258
Peuk-han 444
Phyeng-yang (Heijo) 456
Pin-chou. F 256
Pin-chiang. T'. (Kharbin) 255
P'ing-ch'gng (Grottoes of) 199
P'ing-ting. C 182
P'ing-t'ing-pu 240
P'ing-yiian. H 135
Po. C 345
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Po-chl-p'u
Po-ma Ssu
Po-shan. H
Po-t'ou
P'o-t'ou

Po-wang. Ch
P'o-yang Hu 357.
Po-yang-shu
Pogranitchnaia (Sui-fen. T'.)...
Port-Arthur
Pu-chi
P'u-ch'i. H
P'u-k'ou 327. 331. 333.
P'u-lan-tien

Pu-san (Fusan)
Pu-tai K'ou
P'u-t'o (isle)

P'u-tung

Ryojun (Port Arthur)
Ryong-san (Ryuzan)
Ryong-am pho

Saddles (isles)

Sai-yii

Sair-usa
Sait-van
Sakalin (Karafuto)
Sam-nang-chin (Sanrosin)
San-chia-pu
San-chia Tien
San-chieh
San-ho. H
San-shih-li-pu
San-te-pu
Sang-yiian
Sarachi
Sarhu
Sartu
Sedanskai'a
Selenga
Seng-chin (Josin)

Seng-hoan (Seikwan)
Se-ul (Keijo)

Chhang-kycng kung . .

.

Chhang-tek kung
Chong no
Heung-thycn
Koan-sang kam
Kyeng-hcui kung
Kyeng-pok kung
Kyeng-uen kung
Peuk-han
Sa-chik tan
Tai-po tan
Thai myo
Tong myo

Sha-ch'fing

Sha Ho (Chiang-hsi) . . . .

Sha Ho (Chih-li)

222
210

156

134
183
180
376
182

257
228

151

399
340
235
446
409
282

293

228

435
459

284
183

275
280

450
387
84

342
92
235
238

134
270
246
270
258

279
460

436
442
442
442
443
442
444
444
411
444
444
442
442
443
75

373
107

Sha-ho (Manchuria) 238
Sha-ho Chen 244
Sha-ho-chi 341
Sha-ho-tien 6S
Sha-kang 235
Sha-ling-tzO 77
Sha-mo (Gobi) 265
Sha-shih 401
Shan-hai Kuan 98. 219
Shan-hsi 179
Shan-tung 137
Shang-fang Shan loi
Shang-hai 282. 284. 293. 304. 317. 320

Chinese City 306
Foreign Settlement 299
French Concession 292
Zi-ka-wei 302

Shang-hu 184
Shang-kuan 72
Shang-tu 272
Shang-yiian. H 332
Shao-ho. H 112
Shao-lin Ssu 211
She. H 367
She-shan (Zo-zeh) 309
Shen-ching 77
Shih-chia Chuang 109. 179
Shih-chiao-tzii 243
Shih-ho 235
Shih-hsia Ch'eng 85
Shih-hu-tang 304
Shih-hui-yao 381
Shih-li-pou 152
Shih Men 92
Shih-men. H. (Che-chiing) 307
Shih-pai 405
Shih-san-ling 79
Shih-shan Chan 222
Shih-shou. H 400
Shih-t'ou ch'eng-tzu 259
Shou-yang. H 184
Shu-ch'eng. H 353
Shu-shui-tzu 227
Shuang-cheng. F 258
Shuang-miao-tzii 241
Shuang-t'ai-tzii 223. 239
Shuang-tang 132
Shui-tung. H 270
Shun-t'ien. F" no
Shun-te. F in
Shun-yi. H 84
Sill4 (Sinra) 422
Sin-eui-chu (Singishu) 458
Su. C. (Nan-hsii. C.) 344. 346
Su-chia-t'un
Su-chou. F 310. 318
Su-sung. H 351
Su-uen (Suigen) 453
Sui-chung. H 220
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Sui-fen. T' 257
Sui-p'ing. H 392
Sui-yiian. T' 269
Sun-ho 8

)

Sungari
Sung-chiang. F 304
Sung(-kao) Shan 211
Sung-shu 235
Sung-tzii. H 402
Ssii C 346
Ssu-shui. H 209
Ssi-t'ai-tzd 243

Ta-ch'eng. H 132
Ta-chiin Shan 398
Ta-6n-erh 191
Ta-6rh-pu 146
Ta-£ang-shen 234
Ta-ho K'ou 331
Ta-hsipg. H 10
Ta-hu-shan 222
Ta-huang 145
Ta-ku 58
Ta-k'un-lun 156
Ta-lien Wan (Dairen) 224
Ta-ling Ho 222
Ta-ning. H 410
T'a-shan 236
Ta-shih-ch'iao 236
Ta-t'ung 356
Ta-t'ung. F 198
Ta-tung k'ou 246
Ta-yeh. H 381
Ta-yii-ho 148
Tai. C 197
Tai-ku (Taikyu) 451
Tai-fung. F. (Ta-t'ung. F.) 356
T'ai-an. F 158. 166. 176
T'ai-erh. Ch 178
T'ai-hang Shan 203
T'ai-hsing. H 329
T'ai Hu 318. 321
T'ai-hu. H 351
T'ai-hu. T' 316
T'ai-huai Chen 130. 195
T'ai-ku. H 185
T'ai-pao. Ch 146
T'ai-p'ing. F 355
T'ai-p'ing-ling 257
T'ai-p'ing-shan 236
T'ai Shan (sacred mount) 160
T'ai-tsang. C 318
T'ai-yiian. F 185. 188. 192
T'ai-yiian. H 189
Tal-seng 451
Tan-chia-fang 148
Tan-shu 326
Tan-t'u. H 324
Tan-t'u-k'ou 329

Tan-yang. H 332
Tang-ho 98
Tang-kang-tzil 237
Tang-shan Ch'eng 244
Tang-t'u. H 330
T'ang-fang 95
T'ang-kuan-t'un 132
T'ang-ku 59. 95
T'ang Shan 80
T'ang Shan 93
T'ang-yin. H 114
Tao-hua (isle) 220
Tao-k'ou 2or
Tao-lai-chao 259
Te. C 135
Te-hua. H 372
Te-li SsO 235
Te-shen-t'ai 239
Teng-feng. H 211
T'eng. H 177
Thai-tyen (Taiden) 452
Tieh-ch'ang 381
T'ieh-ling. H 239
Tien-chuang-t'ai 223
T'ien-chia 235
T'ien-chin (or T'ien-tsin) 59. CIS. 131
T'ien-chu Shan 405
Tiger Head 148
Ting. C lOT. 129
Ting-hsiang. H 193
Ting-hsing. H 104
Ting-yuan. H 354
Tombs (see Imperial Tomb). .

.

Tomb of Confucius {see Ch'u-fou. H).
Tong-nai (Torai) 448
T'ou-chiian 180
T'ou-yii 109
Tsa-ksang 252
Tsai-chia. Ch 146
Ts'ai-chia-k'ou 259
Ts'ai. Ch 178
Ts'ang. C 133
Ts'ang-k'ou 144
Ts'ao. Ch 345
Ts'ao-ho 105
Ts'ao-ho-k'ou 243
Ts'ao-lao-chi 344
Tsao-yiian. Ch 151
Tsaromte 252
Ts6-chou. F 204
Ts6 Shan 146
Tsou. H 174. 177
Tsfi Ts'un 191
Tu-ch'eng. H 134
Tu-shih-k'ou. T' 271
T'u-mfen-chieh 157
Tuan-t'ing 184
Tui-ch'ing Shan 255
T'ua-ch'i 368
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Tung-an. H 60
Tung-chang-chou 107
Tung-ohao Ts'un 184
Tung-hu. H 403
Tung-huang-tien 389
Tung-ke Chen 341
Tung-kuang. H 134
Tung-ling 91
Tung-liu. H 357
Tung-yiian-pu 243
T'ung-ch'eng. H 352
T'ung. C gi. 92
T'ung-hua. H 247
T'ung-kou {see Chi-an. H.) 2.18

T'ung-ku 95
T'ung-ling. H 356
T'ung-shan. H 345
Tsung-p'u 354
Tzu-ch'uan. H 155
Tz'u. C 113

Uen-san (Gensan) 459
Ulan hada 274
Ulan hoto 271
Ulan koruk 274
Urga 272. 2T6. 277. 281

Vladivostock. 258. 261

Wa-fang-tiea
Wa-li
Wai-k'ua-t'ang
Wan-chia-ling
Wan-chia-tien
VVan-chih
Wan. H. (Chih-li)

Wan. H. (Ssu-ch'uan) .... 404.
Wang-k'uai Chen
Wang-shih-yen. Ch
Wang-tien
Wang-t'ing
Wang-ts'un
Wang-tu. H
Wei-ch'ang. F
Wei-hai-wei
Wei. H
Wei-hui. F
Wei-sha-ho
Wei-shui
Wei-ting
Wen-kuan-t'un
Wen-shui. H
Wu-ch'ang. F. (Hu-pei)... 382
Wu-ch'ang. F. (Manchuria) ....

Wu-ch'ang. H
Wu-ch'ang. T'
Wu-chi-mi
Wu-chia
Wu-ch'iao. H

235
96
319
235
389
361
106
412
129
152
306
320
151
io5

90
138

147
116. 202

. .. 257

. .. 180

• 319
. .. 239
... 191

385
257
3S1

256
257
258
135

Wu-chin. H 322
Wu-ch'ing. H 60
Wu. H 310
Wu-hai 260
Wu-ho. H 343. 344. 348. 362
Wu-hsi. H 320
Wu-hu. H 355. 358. 361
Wu-hsiieh 380
Wu-i Chen 341
Wu-li-p'u 180
Wu-li-ya-su-t'ai 277
Wu-lung-pei 244
Wu-shan. H 409
Wu-sung 285. 2S6. 329
Wu-t'ai. H 194
Wu-t'ai Shan io6. 130. 195
Wu-yiian. H 369

Va. Ch 150
Ya-ko-yinx 110
Ya-k'o-shih 253
Ya-lu Chiang 245
Yang-chia. Ch 148
Yang-chia-k'ou 155
Yang-chia-pin 67
Yang-chou. F 331
Yang-ch'iian 182
Yang-hu. H 322
Yang-liu-ch'ing 131
Yang-ts'un (Chih-li) 59
Yang-ts'un 369
Yang-tzii Chiang (See Blue River).

Yang-tzu Gorges 404
Yao-hua-men 326
Yao-k'ou 148
Ya-ku. Ch 143
Yao-men 260
Yao-yang 222
Yeh-zah (see Hsia-shih) 307
Yellow River 118
Yen-ch'eng. H 394
Yen-chi. F 250
Yen-ch'ing. C 75. 271
Yen-chou. F 176. 206
Yen-hui 182
Yen-shih. H 210

Yen-t'ai 238
Yeng-teung-pho (Eitoho) 432
Yih. C 122

Yih-ma-ho I47

Yih-mien-p'o 258

Yih-t'an 407
Yih-t'ien-shc 166

Yih-tu. H. (Shan-tung) 144
Yin Shan (Chiao Shan) 324
Ying-ch'eng-tzu 228

Ying-k'ou 223
Ying Ling (Ming Tombs) 343
Ying-shan. H 388
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Yo-chou. F 400
Yong-san 434
Yii-chia. Ch 106

Yii-ch'eng. H ; 136
Yii-lin yy
Yu-tzu. H 185
Yiian-shih. H 109

Yuan-shui Tung roi

Yiian-tzii-lai 190
Yiian-wu. H 117

Yun-kang T'ung xgg
Yiin-yang. H 411
Yung-an-ts'un 191
Yung Ling 233
Yung-ning SsG 76
Yung-p'ing. F 96

Zi-ka-wei 302
Zo-z6h 309

PEKING and Environs
Kilar, see Mound.
Around Peking ..

.

Ch'a-tao
Ch'an-t'an Ssu
Ch'ang-an
Ch'ang-p'ing. C
Cheng-fou Ss(i 48.

Ch'i-hua Men
Chieh-t'ai Ssti

Ch'ien-ch'ing Kung
Ch'ien Men
Ch'ing-lung Ch'iao
Ch'ing-shih-t'u-shu-kuan

Ching Shan
Chinese City 16.

Chii-yang Kuan
Chlieh-sheng Ssd
Chung-hai Hu
Chung-ho Tien
Chung Lou
Ch'ung-yiian Kuan
City of Peking
Climate

74
25

69
66
19

67
30
61

72

31

70
46

'Exhibitions

Fa-hua Ssii 41

Fa-yiian Ssii 40
Fairs 3

F6ng-t'ai 61

Qeneral Information
Great Bell Temple. .

Great Wall

Ha-ta MSn
Hall of Classics ....

Hei-lung T'an
Hei Ssfi

History
Hou Mfin
Hospitals
Hsi-chih Men
Hsi T'ang
Hsi-p'ing-t'ai

Hsi-ting Miao.

46
13

61

21

54
46

66. 68

23
66

47

Hsien-nung T'an.
Hsien-ts'an T'an.
Hu-kuo Ssii

Huang Ch'eng. . .

Huang Ssii

Imperial City 16.

Impressions

Jehol
Jen-tz'u T'ang.

Jib T'an

Keileler Monument.
Ku Lou
Kuaa-hsiang T'ai .

Kuan-ti Miao
Kuan-yin Miao . .

.

Kuang-jen Kung.

.

Kuang-ming T'ien.

Kuo-chieh T'a. . .

.

Kuo-shen Miao . .

.

Kuo-tzu Chien. . .

.

K'un-ning Kung..
K'ung Miao
Kung Yiian

37
27
23
24

44

%i
6

87
25

42

19

43
39
47
26
71

39

18

Hsiaug Shan 56

la-ma Temple {Yung-ho Kung)

.

19
Legations quarter 16

Li-pai SsQ 31
Li-tai ti-wang Miao 23
Lien-hua-ch'ih 50
Liu-li Ch'ang 31. 39
Lo-shan Yiian 47
Lu-kou Ch'iao 100

Lung-fu Ssfi 19

Ma-an Shan 67
Marble Bridge 26

Mei Shan 28

M6n-tou K'ou 67

Miao-ffing Shan 54. 68

Miao-ying Ssii ZS. 67

Ming Tombs 79
Mo-shih K'ou 67

Mound of Agriculture 37
Mound of the Earth 43
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Mound of the First breeder of

silkivorms 27
Mound of the First Husbandman 37
Mound of Heaven 31
Mound of the Moon 48
Mound of the Spirits of Soil and

of the Harvests 29
Mound of the Sun 42
Museum 31

Nan Ch'eag 31
Nan K'ou 69
Nei Ch'eng 17

Observatory 18

Pa-li Ch'iao 90
Pa-li Chuang 48
Pa-ta Ch'u 56. 66
Pai, see Po
P'an-t'ao Kung 41
Pao-kuo Ssu 40
P'ao-raa Ch'ang 50
Pei Kuan i

Pei T'ang 2

Pei-ching
Pi-yiin Ssfl 55
Po-lin Ssu 21
Po-t'a 27
Po-t'a Ssi 23
Po-yiin Kuan 48
Productions of the Soil 7

Races 3

Red Forbidden City 15. 28
Round Peking 42

Sha-ho-tien 69
Sha-la-erh 47
Shang Kuan 72
She-chi T'an 29
Shou-huang Tien 28
Shuang Ch'iao 90
Southern City 16. 31
Summer Palace 50

Ta-chen-chiieh 47
Ta-ch'eng Tien 21

Ta-ch'ing Men 29
Ta-chung Ssii 46. 68

Ta-kao Tien 27
Ta-sha-la-erh 39
T'ai-ho Tien 29
T'ai Miao 29

T'ai-yang Kung 41

T'ang Shan 80

Tartar City 17
Temperature 7
Temple of Confucius 21

Temple of Heaven 31
Temple of La-ma 19

Ti T'an 43
T'ien-hsien Miao 41
T'ien-ning Ssu 50. 99
T'ien T'an 31
Ts'ai-sang T'ai 27
Ts'ai-shen Miao 51

Ts'ao Kung 23
T'u-ch'eng-huang Miao 24. 29
T'u-ti Miao 40
T'ung. C 91
Tung-pien Men 41
Tung-yiieh (yo) Miao 42
Tzu-chin Ch'eng 15. 28
Tzu-kuang Ko 26

Wai Kuan 43
Wai-lo Ch'eng 16. 31
Wai-wu-pu (VVai-kiao-pu) 19
Wan-shu Shan 52
VVang-ch'iian Miao 54
Water Gate 17
Wen Miao 21

Western Hills 53
Wu-fo SsCi 41. 55
Women of Pekink 9
Wu-t'a Ssu 4r. 51

\ellotv Temple 44
Yih-ho Yiian 52
Ving T'ai 28
Yu-ch'iian Shan 53
Yuan-ming Yiian 51
Yiieh T'an 48
Yung-ho Kung 19
Yung-ting Men 61

Grande Imp. du Centre. — Herbin, Montlufon





NOTES and INFORMATION

Addresses to retain. -Banking Establishements.- Hotels

Tourist Hgencies.- Shipping Companies. - Kewpspers. - etc

Bibliograpliy of the Far-East.

^^

PDROItLE'S GUIDES
Mentloa everything

Ihal ought 'o be seen

rnd known inasiatic

countries.

China, Korea, Japan,
Indochina, Java,

Philippine Islands, Siam.

Obtainable at any booI(sellers

in the Kar-East and America.

London : HAC.HETTR ^^ C°.

18, Kins William Street, Charing
Cross, W C.

Paris: HACHETTE & C'«, 79,

Boul' St-Germain.



The Best Hotels in

SOUTl-ll:Un inDOCHinA

at SAIGON

The HOTEL

CONTINENTAL

at PHNOM-PENH

The GRFinD loOT€C

Where travellers find

at mode rateterms

con Portable o o o o o

o o o o accommodation

TUNIS

The Grand Hokl

AND

G^ HOTEL de fRAflGE

Centre of town.

I?irst-rate Apartments

with Private Baths.

Hotel St-GEORGES

Standing in own Garden

Tennis

Only Hotel having

Central Heating

ALGIERS

HOTEL de la RE6ENCE

First-Class in evory respect.

Facing full South
Most central position

'Bus meets
trains and steamers

CAIRO

EDEflPAliAGEHOTEIi

P'ront Esbekieh Gardens.

150 Rooms, almost full Soutli.

Modern Home Coinforls

Teims from 10/-to 12/- full

pension

N. PAPADOPOULO, Proprietor.

NAN-K'OU

NANKOW RAILWAY HOTEL

at llie station

Horses and Guides for :

the Ming Tombs,

the Tower of Chti yung Kuan,

the Great Wall.

SE-UL

HOUSE HOTIt

id Mod'iD.

Electric Light.

Siogle and douUe rooms conoeeled

wilh Ijath and toilette.



SHANC-HAI

HOTEL KALEE
Established 1887

A first class Residential and Commercial Hotel

Completely renovated and refurnished.

1 3o Bed-rooms with private Baih (enamel)

attached, hot and cold water supply.

Accomodation for 200 Visitors 000000
00000 Electric lights and Fans throughout.

Passenger Lift —

Terms, from Mex. $ 6 Upwards.

Summers terms from June est to September 3o'*^.

CUISINE FRANgAISE
All modern comfoits

Though silualcd in the heait of the business district

an rar of quietness surrounds the hotel, as though

is were located in the suburbs of the city.

Ccible Address : KALEE.

A. MILDME?, Manager.



BANQUE SINO-BELGE
SINO-BELGIAN BANK

Societe anonyme
Capital all paid up : Frs : is. OOO. OOO

Head Office : BRUXELLES

BRANCHES AT :

LONDON (62 1/2 Old Broad Street, E. C.)

CAIRO SHANGHAI

PEKING TIENTSIN

LONDON Bankers : Martin's Bank Ltd.

Kvery description of Dankinj; and Exchange
business Iransacled.

QUESTIONS DIPLONATIQUES

ET COLONIALES
T^EYUE BE POUTJQUE EXTEJ{JEllJiE

Paraissant le 1'' et le 16 de chaque mois

ADMINISTRATION : 21, Rue Cassette

PARIS (Vl^j

ABONNEMENT:
France et Colonies 15 fr.

Etranger 20 fr.

Le numero fr. 75
Etranger i fr.



PARIS

MAINE HOTEL
64, Avenue du I^Iaine

near the Motilpartiasse Station and 4 Stations ot the Metro

or JSord-Sud.

Modern Comforts. In every room : Hot-water on the Toilet.

Steam radiators. Electric Light. Telephone.

No extra-charge

Single room from 2/- to 4/-. Per Week : Single room
and Plain Breakfast from 17/- to £ \. S. 0.

Bathrooms Shower-bath Telephone N° 755.12

Telegraphic Address : Mainolel TARRAL proprietor

PARIS

HOTEL SAINT-SULPICE
7, Rue Casimir Delavigne

near the ' Odeon Station ' of the ivietropolitain

and the ODEON THEATRE.

Single room from 2/- to 4/-. Terms
including board, from 6/- to 8/- per day.

Special arrangements

made for families and touring parties.

Excellent cuisine. Bathrooms. Electric Light.

MIRALLfiS, proprietor.



MESS/HdERIES /n/^RITIMES

French Mail Steamers

India, rhioa.i's: Japan Sailings from Marseilles every '4 days. On Sun-
days Ham to Port Said, Djibouti, Aden Colombo, Singapore, Sa'gon,

Hongkong Shanghai, I\ob6 (Hiogo), Voliohama. Branch line from Co-

lombo to Pondichery and Calcalla every 28 days.
Bombay, Aoslralla and iVew Caledonia. Sailings from Marseilles,

every 28 days, on ^^edn^sdays 11 a m lo Port Said Suez, Aden, Bom-
bay. Colombo, Fremantle. Adelaide. Melboarne. Sydney, ^ onmea. Branch
lines : 1" i>ydney to Noumea, iMonthly, Z° Xoamea to Nfw Hebr'des
every 28 days, except during March.

RATES OF PASSAGE MONEY FROM MARSEILLES

PORTS.

Port Said
Suez ... . . ..

Dj ibouti, Aden
(China and Aus-
tralian Lines^

SK\(iil.E.

1st
Class.

Sura-

Bo nhay
Do

*Kurrachce
Do

Colombo I

*Tuiicr>rin )

*Pondicheiy
*M 'dras
*Ca'culta
Singapore
*Batavia
*Samarang,
baya

Saigon, *Bangkok
*Nhalrang, Quin
hon, Tounine

*H;ii(ihong
Manila

Hongkong Shan-
gliiii K< be, Yo-
kohama

Fremantle, ^
Adelaide, f .

Milbourne, i

Sydney )

Do I

Do (

NToumca

£ S.il

14

17 8

37 8

52 16 (I

39 12
.52 16

3912
52 16(1

44

5216
44 OC

61 12

67 4

67 4

65

C6 GO
67 4

67 4

67 4

78 4

7212
67 2

84 16

2nd
Cl,.\'S

£ S.d

10 or
13 4

33 Oi

39 12(1

33 GO
39 12

33
39 12(1

33

:9120
33

41 ir,

46 4

(6 4

44

45 4

46 4

46 4

16 4

44

41 16

39 12
5216

"ri>

Class.



THOS. COOK & SON
ORIGINATORS AND ORGANISERS

of Excursions to all parts of the World
O'ficiiil .ig"nls

of the principal Railway and Steamship Companies

Chief Office: LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON

Passage tickets issued by all lines for Egypt, India,

China, Japan and Australia.

Tickets from London, Hamburg, Paris, Marseilles,

Venice, Trieste, Brindisi, Genoa and Naples, to Alex
andria. fort Said, Bombay, Colombo, Calcutta, Singa
pore, Saigon, Hong kong, Shang hai, Yokohama, Van-
couver, Seattle or San Francisco

Tickets for Freemantle, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney
New Zealand and Hawai.

Circular tours in India, Burma, China and Japan.
Tickets issued to any town in the United Stales

America, Canada, South Africa, and for Tours round
the World.

Special ('epartment for Panking and Exchange
business : issue of C ircular Notes and Letters of Credit.

Foreign Moneys exchanged, Remittances by Draft or

Telegram.
Luqgage carried, insured and stored.

Uniformed Interpreters meet trains and boats

in all the cities where the firm is represented.
Hotel Conpons for Europe, Egypt, Palestine.

India, Ceylon. Burma, M;ilacca, Australia, New Zealand.

United Slates, Canada, China and Japan.

AGKXCIKS \\ IXDIA, CHHA AXD J4PA\, etc.

BOMBAY, Cook's Buildinij, Hornby Road.
CALCUTTA. It, Old Court House Street
RANGOON, 5, Phayre Street
SHANG-HAI, 2, Foochow Road.
HONG-KONG, 16, Des Vceux Road.
YOKOHAMA, '.ii. Water Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, C89, Market Street



L'ASIE FRANgAISE
MONTHLY REPORT OF THE FRENCH ASIATIC COMITTEE

published under ihe direction

of m. Robert de CAIX de SAINT-AYMOUR.

Subscriptions of ^o trs. and over include
the Bulletin

21, Rue Cassette, PARIS. - Telephone N*' 732-84

IMPORTANT NOTICE
(1) One may become an associate member of

the French Asiatic Comittee on payment of a subs-

cription of not less than 25 frs.
;

(2) Associates who pay at least 30 frs. per annum
are styled donors.

(3) A payment of 1000 frs. ( £ 40) and upwards
constitutes a patron.

All subscribers receive ihe Bulletin for 1 2 months

from the 1^' January ot the year of their subscrip-

tion.

In order to minimise the collecting expenses,

subscribers are earnestly requested to be good

enough to send their remittances by cheque or

postal order, to the order of M. Charles Picot,

trcsorier du Comilc de " I'Asie Fran^aise ", 21,

rue Cassette, Paris.

The Banque de llndo-Chine ilndo-China Bank)

receives subscriptions to the Work of the Commit-

tee gratis at all its branches.



Under Conlrad with

H.B. M. Gocernment.

Ps?0 Passenger Services

10883
10512
10509
9621

950s
9500
809a
8089
8056

FLEET.
Tonnage.

Mai ja 12431
Medina 12350
Morea 10800
Mantua
Malwa ....

Macedonia
Marmora
Mooltan ...

Mongfolia ...

Moldavia ..

.

Devanha ...

Delta
Don^ola ....

Persia 7974
E^ypt 7941
India 7940
Arabia 7933
China 7932
Caledonia .. 7572
Assaye 7376
Plassy 7346
Himalaya.... 6929
Somali 6712
Sicilia 6696
Soudan 6696

6695
6694
6694
6660

Nvanza
Nile ...

Namur
,

Syria..,
Arcadia
Sardinia .... 65,-4

Mata 6064
Nubia 5907

nia .

7000
7000
7000
7000

Salsette 5842
Vectis 5628
Oriental ... 5284
Palawan .... 4676
Siinda 4674
Sumatra .... 4607
Borneo 4573
Isis 1728
Osiris 1723
Nankin
Ncvara
Na^oya
N eilore

P.allarat

Belcana moo
Benalla iiroo
Berrmia .. . moo
I'orda iTTOo
G^'elong" 79-4
Commonwealth 66ii
Karrung ... 5078
Wakool .... 5004
Wilcannia .. 4953

Total, including
auxiliaries and
cargo steamers

—

500J21 tons.

The MAIL STEAMSHIP and INTERMEDIATE
STEAMSHIP PASSENGER SERVICES of the Penin-
sular AND Oriental Steam Navigation Company
afford frequent and regular communication between
London, the Continent of Europe (via Brindisi and
Marseilles) and the principal ports of the Eastern
Hemisphere,

RETURN TICKETS, available for two years from
date of departure to date of arrival on return,
at a single fare-and-a-half.

To and from CHINA. JAPAN, the

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS, CALCUTTA,
AUSTRALASIA. TASMANIA and NEW
ZEALAND, fortnightly.

To and from the MEDITERRANEAN.
EGYPT, ADEN, BOMBAY and CEYLON.
weekly.

The P & O Fleet consists chiefly of

modern Twin-screw Steamers fitted with

every regard for the comfort of European
travellers in tropical waters.

Spscial Rates for Comlination Tours and

for Tours Around the World.

For Tourist Handboons, Passage Rates, R/'servation

of Cabins, and all informat'on, apphj at tJie Company's
Anencies and Of/ices at Bombay, Calcutta, Colombo,
SiuQaporf, Honq Konq, Shanghai, Kobe, Yokohama,
Fremantle, Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney, i£c., etc.

PARTS: Hcrnu Peron & Cie., 61, Boulevard
Haiissm'inn ; Titos. Cook <£ Son, 1, Plact' de I'Opira.
MARSEILLES: Estrine & Co., 18, Rue Colbert.
BRtSDISI: A. D. Uloth, P d- Offices; or

P ^ n fin ^22, Leadenhall Street. E.C., I nnrlnnr a U UU. Northumberland Avenue, W.C, LOnUOll.
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THROUGH SHEN-KAN. An account of the Clark Expedition

in North China, 1908-9. By Robert Sterling Clark & Arthur

De. C. Sowerby. Edited by Major C. H. Chepmell. With

2 Maps & 64 Illustrations. 25/- Net.

CHINA'S REVOLUTION 1911-1912. A Historical & Political

Record of the Civil War. By Edwin J. Dingle. With 2 Maps

& 32 Full-page Plates. 15/- Net.

IN FORBIDDEN CHINA. An account of the D'Ollone Mission

1906-1909. By Viscount D'Ollone. With a Map & 127 Illus-

trations. 15/- Net.

MEN AND MANNERS OF MODERN CHINA. By the Rev J.

Macgowan. With 37 Illustrations. 12/6 Net.

THE CHANGING CHINESE. By Edward Alsworth Ross. With

more than lOO Illustrations from Photographs. 10/6 Net.

THE NEW CHINA. A Traveller's Impressions. By Henri Borel.

With 48 Illustrations. 10/6 Net.

TWO YEARS IN THE FORBIDDEN CITY. By the Princess

Der Ling. With 22 Illustrations. 8/6 Net.

CHINA (Story of the Nations). By Sir Robert K. Douglas. New

Edition with new Chapters by Ian C. Hannah. W^ith Maps

& Illustrations. 5/- .

THE STORY OF KOREA. By Joseph H. Longford, late

H. M's Consul at Nagasald. With Maps & 33 Illustration?.

10/6 Net.

T. FISHER UNWIN, i Addphi Terrace, London.
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Individual experience should be of advantage to all :

Kindly send this sheet, signed and filled up with your

practical observations (appreciation of hotel accommo-
dation, steamers, railways, excursions and any other notes

likely to be of interest and assistance to other travellers)

to : M. le directeur des Guides JVIadrolle.

C /o Librairie Hachette et Cie, 79, boulevard St-Germain,

Paris
; or 18, KingWilliam Street, Charing Cross, London.
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Tourists and residents are requested kindly to add a

special note in reference to the hotels^ whether they have

been satisfied or not please state reasons.

Name and Address.



Authors of works on the FAR-EAST are requested to send copies to the

Adniinistrateur des Guides Madrolle, Librairie Hachette et Cie, 79 Boulevard

Saint-Germain, Paris.

The books will be mentioned in one of the later editions.
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The Proviuce of Shantung : its Trade, Population and Future

Prospects, by M. O'SuUivan. 19 pp. 1900.

Shang-hai and Blue Rvier. Madrolle's Handbooks. XXX and
130 pp. London, Hachette and Co. 1912. Price 4 s.

Nankin port ouvert, by Louis Gaillard. Shanghai, 1901. T'u-

se-wei.

L'ile de Ts'ong-ming, by Henri Havret. Shanghai, 1892.

La province de Ngan-houei (An-hui), by Henri Havret. Shang-

hai, 1893.

Le canal Imperial, by Dominique Gondar. Shanghai, 1894.

Histoire du Royaume "de On (1112-473 avant J.-C), by Albert

Tschepe. Shanghai, 1896.

Histoire du Royaurae de Tch'ou (11222-223 av. J.-C), by
Albert Tschepe. Shanghai. 1903.

Le fleuve Bleu, by Gaston de Bezaure. Paris, 1879, Plon.

Japan

The Pictorial arst of Japan. (With a brief historical Sketch of

the associated arts, and some Remarks upon the Pictorial Art of

the Chinese and the Koreans). By W. Anderson. Folio, with vig-

nettes, 80 plates and 146 illustrations, 1886. Price £ 10.

Asiatic Society of Japan. The beginning in 1872.

The Painters of Japan ; by Arthur Morrison. 2 vols ; about
120 plates. £ 5. 5 s.

The Hokka. A Monthly .Tournal of Oriental Art. Tokhyo.

The Dolmens and Burial Mounds in Japan. By Wm. Gowland.
4 to ; 3 plates and 43 illustrations. Westminster, 1897. Price

11 s. 6 d.

From Libau to Tsushima. A narrative of the Voyage of Admiral
Rojdestvensky's Fleet to Eastern Seas. By Politovsky. Transla-

ted by Maj. F. R. Godfrey. 8 vo, XVI and 307 pp. 1906. Price 6 s.

Impressions of Japan ; by G. H. Rittner ; 8 vo ; 223 pp.1904.
10 s. 6 d.

Le Japon d'aujourd'hui. Etude sociale, by G. Weulersse. Paris,

1904, A. Colin. Price 4 frs.

Le Japon vrai, by Felix Martin. Paris, 1898, Charpentier.

3 fr. 50.

Petit Jap deviendra grand ! by Leo Byram ; 398 pp., 50 photogr.
Paris, 1908, Berger-Levrault. Price 3 fr. 50.

Anthologie de la Litterature japonaise, by Michel Revon
;

476 pp. Paris, Delagrave. 3 fr. 50.

Japon et Belgique. Monthly. Brussels, 140 rue Royale. Price

10 frs.

Bulletin de la Soci6t6 Franco-japonaise. Quarterly. Annual Subs-
cription, 11 frs. Paris, Palais du Louvre, Pavilion de Marsan,
107, rue de Rivoli.



L'Einpire japonais et sa vie economique, by J. Dautremer
;

308 p. Paris, 1910, Guilmoto.

La musique classique japonaise, by Charles Leroux. Paris, 1910.

L'ile du Soleil Coucliant, by Joachim Clary ; 335 pp. Paris, 1912,

Artheme Fayard, 18, rue du St. Gothard. 3 fr. 50.

Une traversee (Impression de passager sur la route d'Extreme-

Orient), by Eugene Gallois. Lille, Daniel.

Indochina

Les ruines d'Angkor, de Duong-du'o'iig et de My-so'n, by Charles

Carpeaux, 259 p., 166 fig. Paris, Challamel, 10 fr.

Bulletin de I'Ecole fran^aise d'Extreme-Orient. Quaterly. An-
nual Subscription, 20 frs. Hanoi.

G6ographie el^mentaire de rindochine, by H. Russier and H.

Brenier. Maps by H. Bancel. Hanoi, 1909. One dollar.

Notions d'histoire d'Annam, by Charles B. Maybon and Henri
Russier. Hanoi, Imprimerie d'Extreme-Orient, 1909.

Bulletin de la Commission arch^'ologique de I'Indochine. Paris.

Bulletin economique de I'Indochine. Hanoi.

Session ordinaire du Conseil superieur. Hanoi.

Tableau chronologique des Dynasties annamites, by L. Cadiere.

Hanoi. 1905.

La France d'Asie. Un Franfais en Indochine, Siam, Cochinchina,
Cambodia, Laos, Tonkin, Annam, by Eugene Gallois. Paris, 1900,
Librairie africaine et coloniale.

L'Indo-Chine et son avenir economique, by Alberic Neton,
Paris, 1904, Perrin.

Atlas de la mission Pavie in Indochina. Paris, 1903, Augustin
Challamel.

Contribution a Fetude geologique du Haut Tonkin, by G. Zeil.

in " Memoires de la Societe geologique de France ". Paris, 1907,
28, rue Serpente.

Note sur la geologie de I'Indochine, by H. Lantenois, in " Me-
moires de la Societe geologique de France ". Paris, 1907.

Notes historiques de la nation annamite, by Legrand de la

Liraye.

Cours d'histoire annamite, by Tru'o'ng-vinh Ky, 2 vol., Saigon.

Le mur de Dong-hoi. Etude sur I'etablissement des Nguyen en
Cochinchine, by L. Cadiere, in » Bulletin de I'Ecole frangaise

d'Extreme-Orient », 1905, Ha-noi.

Histoire des relations de la Chine avec les puissances oeciden-
tales, by H. Cordier, 3 vol., Paris, 1901-03.

Correspondance generale de la Cochinchine, by H. Cordier,
in « T'oung-pao », Leyde, 1906-07.
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Premiere etude sur les sources aiinamites de I'histoire d'Annam,
by L. Cadiere and Paul Pelliot, Ha-no'i, in » Bulletin de I'Ecole
frangaise d'Extreme-Orient ».

Ngann-nann-tche-luo, Memoires sur I'Annam, by M. C. Sainson,
Peking, imprimerie du Pei-t'ang, 1896.

Les aunales imperiales de I'Annam, traduction des premiers
chapitres du Khdm dinh viet su" thong giam cang muc, by Abel
des Michels.

La Justice dans I'ancien Annam, traduction et commentaire
du Code des Le, by R. Deloustal, in « Bulletin de I'Ecole frangaise

d'Extreme-Orient », Ha-nui, 1910-11.

Cambodia

Reise durch Kambodja nach Cocliinchina, by dr. Adolf Bastian.
Jena, 1868.

Voyage d'exploration en Indo-Chine, by Francis Garnier. 2 vol.

and atlas. Paris, 1873.

L'Anuam et Ic Cambodge, voyayes et notices historiques, by
P. Bouillevaux. Paris, 1874.

L'Art klimer, by Comte de Croizier, 8vo. Paris, Leroux, 1875.

Voyage an Cambodge, by L. Delaporte, 8vo. Paris, Delagrave,
1880.

Royaume du Cambodge, by Moura. Paris, Leroux.

Cambodge et Java, by A. Tissandier. Paris, 1896.

Mission Pavic, by A. Pavie. Paris.

L'Art Idimer, by Fournereau. Pans.

Les mines khm^res, Cambodia and Siam, by Fournereau and
Porcher. Paris, Leroux.

Le Cambodge. 3 vol. vo., by E. Aymonier. Paris, 1904.

L'Empire khrat'r, by Georges Maspero. Phnom-penh, 1904.

L'Architecture liindoue en Extreme-Orient, by general de Beylie.

Paris, 1907.

Les Ruines d'Angkor, by Ch. Carpeaux. Paris, 1908.

Inventaire descriptif des monuments du Cambodge, 2 vol. 8vo.,

by de Lajonquiere. Paris, 1902-1907.

Notes ^pigraphiques. Commentaires et traductions, by Finot
and by G. Coedes, in " Bulletin de I'Ecole frangaise d'Extreme-
Orient " Hanoi ; and in " Bulletin de la Commission archeologique
de I'lndo-Ghine ". Paris.

Guide aux ruines d'Angkor, by J. Commaille. Paris, 1912,

Hachette. 7 fr.

To Angkor, by Madrolle. Paris, Hachette, 3 s.

Dictionnaire fran^ais-cambodgien, by P. Tandart, 4vo, 1104 p.

Hong-kong, Imprimerie de la Societe des Missions Etrangeres, 1910

.
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